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TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

In presenting to his Subscribers the First Number of a New Series of the Repo-

sitory, the Publisher can with confidence appeal to it as an earnest of his determination

to exert his best effortsfor its improvement. The Views of his Majesty's Cottage at

Wi7idsor, given in this Number, form the first of a Series of the principal Country-

Scats, as well of Royalty, as of the Nobility and Gentry, in every part of the United

Kingdom. The other usual embellishments, of Female Fashions, Fashionable Novel-

ties in Furniture, Sfc. are introduced as heretofore; and each volume will be accompa-

nied with an engraved title-page, containing a highly finished vignette. In regard to

the Literary Department of the Repository, the Publisher will not relax his endeavours

to procure that originality and variety which are essential requisites in a periodical

Miscellany that is chiefly designed for entertainment ; but while he shall make the

agreeable his principal study, he assures his readers that the useful shall by no means

be overlooked. If a constant solicitudefor the gratification of his Subscribers, which

has urged him on many occasions beyond the mere fulfilment of his engagements, be a

sufficient claim to theirfuture patronage, he ventures with confidence to bespeak it, in

the consciousness that it has been deserved.

Publishers, Authors, Artists, and Musical Composers, are requested to transmit,

on or before the 1 5th of the month, Announcements of Works which they may have on

hand, and we shall cheerfully insert them, as we have hitherto done, free of expense.

New Musical Publications also, if a copy be addressed to the Publisher, shall be duly

noticed in our Review; and Extractsfrom new Books, ofa moderate length and ofan
interesting nature, suitablefor our Selections, will be acceptable.

At the commencement of a New Series of the Repository, we take occasion to re-

mind authors and publishers, that we have no department but the Advertising Sheetfor
the announcement of works which have already appeared, and that we cannot insert in

our Literary Intelligence notices of new editions.

Were we to print Edward's Trifles, our readers would have a right to accuse us

of trifling with them.

Had Mr. Lacey's packet reached us earlier, his seasonable Thoughts on the New
Year, which shall appear in our next, should have hud a more appropriate place in our
present Number.

A series ofpapers, with the title of The Loiterer, will be commenced in our next

Publication.

A General Index to the Second Series of the Repository is in preparation,

and will be readyfor delivery on the 1 st of February, price Two Shillings.

Persons who reside abroad, and who wish to be supplied with this Work every Month as
published, may have it sent to them, free of Postage, to New-York, Halifax, Quebec, and
to any part of the West Indies, at £4 12s. per Annum, by Mr. Thornhill, of the General
Post-Office, at No. 21, Sherborne-lane ; to Hamburgh, Lisbon, Cadiz, Gibraltar, Malta, or
any Part of the Mediterranean, at <£4 12s. per Annum, by Mr. Serjeant, of the General
Post-Office, at No. 22, Sherborne-lane ; and to the Cape of Good Hope, or any part of the
East Indies, by Mr. Guy, at the East-India House. The money to be paid at the time of
subscribing, for either 3, 6, 9, or 12 months.
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VIEWS OF COUNTRY-SEATS.

PLATES 1 AND 2.—VIEWS OP HIS

The charms of rural retirement

are naturally no less inviting to the

highest than to the middle classes;

and to them indeed its enjoyment

must be infinitely augmented by the

effect of its unrestrained contrasts

with the stateliness of elevated life.

For the purposes ofdevoting hours

of comparative leisure to such re-

pose of the mind ; to participate in

the healthfulness afforded by pure

air, and something of the advantages

of a country life, this cottage was

erected by his present Majesty, in

Windsor Great Park, near to the

Sand-pit gate, one of its chief en-

trances, the road of which passes on

one side ofthe cottage domain, and on

the other commences that noble ave-

nue, three miles in length, called the

Long Walk, presenting in its course

a variety oflovely views, and at its ter-

J'ol. I. No. I.

MAJESTY S COTTAGE, WINDSOR.

mination, the dignified contour of the

castle.

The present building is placed on

the site of Frost's Lodge, the resi-

dence of Mr. T. Sandby, the archi-

tect, then sub-ranger of the forest,

and a great favourite with his late

Majesty, who honoured him by the

employment ofhis professional talent,

in designing and erecting various or-

namental buildings in the park and

forest, which are yet objects of con-

siderable approbation. The addi-

tion to Virginia Water, its embellish-

ments, and the formation of the ad-

mirable cascade over which that wa-

ter falls, as viewed from the Bagshot-

road, was also a work of his late Ma-

jesty.

The present building was designed

by Mr. Nash, the king's architect,

and he has called to his aid the most

B
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interesting features of cottage archi-

tecture, combining them with consi-

derable judgment, having in view to

conceal its actual magnitude, which
is incongruous with cottage archi-

tecture, and yet essential to the de-

mands inseparable from its digni-

fied appropriation. The arrange-

ment of the plantations in the imme-

diate vicinity of the building has

been successfully made to produce

this diminishing result: they are so

disposed as to separate the views of

the building, and form them into

select portions and picturesque ef-

fects, which, as the spectator changes

his station, present renewed and in-

teresting objects, diversified by op-

positions of light, shade, and colour,

and tastefully embellished with rich

foliage.

The subject of Plate 1 is the en-

trance of the cottage approached

from a small lodge at a short dis-

tance : here the portion viewed seems

to be merely a tasteful cottage of li-

mited dimensions, and promising all

the comforts usually anticipated in

such dwellings. The chimney-shafts,

the testimonies of further building in

its neighbourhood, will be more veil-

ed as the shrubberies increase, and
the full intention of concealment will

be perfected when they have attain-

ed then* expected growth.

The building is thatched with reeds

;

the windows are mullioned, and in-

closed by casements; the bows and

projections create effective shadows

and picturesque combinations; the

gate on the side and its fences are

formed of unbarked woods; and the

lawns, paths, and plantations add

very pleasurable interest to the scene,

which is greatly increased by being

situated in the midst of the noble

scenery of Windsor Park.

Plate 2 represents an extended

view of the lawn front, as seen be-

neath the branches of the fore-

ground plantations, and exhibits the

suite of chief apartments, onward to

their termination by the conservatory

at the western end. A verandah, or

thatched covered-way, to the south,

supported by stems of trees, extends

along the entire front, over which

are trained selected varieties of ho-

neysuckle and other flowering creep-

ers. The apartments are well pro-

portioned, and communicate by fold-

ing-doors : above them are the princi-

pal bed and dressing-rooms; and at

the back is a series of offices, suited

to the establishment. The grounds

are inclosed by park-paling, and have

been laid out with considerable taste.

The whole is amply supplied with

water, but it has necessarily been ob-

tained at the depth of 350 feet.

MISCELLANIES.

LETTERS FROM SPAIN:
Written by an Officer- in the French Service during the Campaign of 1810.

letter i.
|

the destroying swords of the exas-

MADitn>, Aug:. 6, lsio. perated Spaniards and the English

Recently escaped from the slaugh- 'artillery, I avail myself of a tempo-

ter in the plains of Talavera, where rary repose which a wound has pro-

thousands of our comrades fell by
I
cured me in the hospital here, to ac-
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quaint you with the late adventures

of your friend. I had this time well

nigh received my mittimus to the

other world from the sword of a fu-

rious English dragoon ; but a fortu-

nate movement saved my head, and

the tremendous blow only penetrated

a few inches into my right thigh. I

should nevertheless have probably

succumbed, had not our friend B

—

hastened up and forced the English-

man to retreat. Faint with pain and

the loss of blood, I was obliged to

permit B to lead me back, and

was afterwards brought hither with

several other wounded officers.

Since that confounded ball before

Badajoz placed you hors de combat,

and checked your glorious career,

our battalion has been constantly em-

ployed in scouring the steep moun-

tains, to dislodge the banditti nestling

there like birds of prey. We had to

lament the loss of many a brave of-

ficer snatched from us by a perfidi-

ous shot; but yet many a merry

scene lightened the arduous service.

Thus too we had like to have lost

our friend B in a very extraor-

dinary manner.

One of our excursions carried us

into the Sierra Serena, covered with

everlasting snow, eight leguas from

Madrid. After endless wanderings

and petty skirmishes, we came to the

village of Escalona, which was de-

serted by its inhabitants* and on the

heights of which rose the Gothic

towers of a strong castle, still in to-

lerable preservation. The steep as-

cent and the massive walls encom-

passing it promised us a secure asy-

lum for a few days. After we had
searched the whole village, and car-

ried oft* all the provisions we could

lay our hands on, among whicli we
were particularly pleased with a few

skins of wine, we took possession of

the castle, which the near approach

of night prevented us from examin-

ing. Small as it had appeared from

without, we found the interior very

extensive, and the knee-deep grass

which covered the inner court-yard

shewed that it had long been unin-

habited: the apartments were ne-

vertheless in good condition. You
know that I was always fond of an-

tiquities, and that ancient castles and

ruins have ever excited my particular

attention; but I was so tired, that I

heartily rejoiced with my friend B—

,

that a vacant place was left for us

in a corner of the room, and deferred

all farther investigation till the next

morning. The night passed off qui-

etly—indeed it was the first for a

long time that we could say we had

slept a whole night without molesta-

tion. Probably our eternal persecu-

tors, the brigands of the mountains,

had no notion of our being within

the decayed walls of an old castle,

or were afraid of our number; for

the battalion was nearly complete,

and consequently amounted to 900

men. The first rays of the morning

sun called me up, and my friend B—

-

and I commenced, jointly with some

others, a survey ofour new residence.

What chiefly excited my attention

was the hall in which the greatest

part of the battalion had fixed its

quarters. Round about the walls

were basso - relievos sculptured in

stone, representing a series of knights

and ladies in the ancient Spanish cos-

tume, whence I conjectured that this

was the great hall of the family once

resident here. From this hall three

doors conducted into three apart-

ments of nearly as large dimensions

:

in one of these there was a door

which was locked, and on bursting it

B %
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open, we entered a smaller vaulted

room, filled almost to the top with

ancient deeds, papers, and parch-

ments. Most of them were still in

good preservation, and they went

back to the middle ages. Among
several French letters I found one

from a French admiral, whose name
was no longer legible, from which I

could decipher so much, that it was

addressed to a society ofknights who
met at this castle in the 14th century,

and were in secret connection with

France. An antiquary would doubt-

less have found here much valuable

information relative to former times

:

as it was, all these documents fell

into the destroying hands of the sol-

diers, who rejoiced in the anticipa-

tion of a softer bed for the next

night than the marble pavement of

the hall. All the papers, therefore,

were pulled down and spread abroad.

I doubt whether soldiers were ever

bedded before in the dusty docu-

ments of past generations.

After the upper part of the castle

had gratified our curiosity, and we
had feasted ourselves in particular

on the magnificent view from the

top of the keep, which was yet quite

entire, we resolved to examine the

subterranean apartments. In several

of these vaults, which were pretty

lofty and light, we found various

weapons of antiquity—battering-rams,

battle-axes, halberts, large swords

and- shields, which two of us could

scarcely lift, and among the rest we
discovered on a steel cuirass, after

long rubbing, a gilt eagle and three

gold lilies. In a smaller vault we
found upon a raised quadrangular

stone on the floor the portrait of a

knight set in glass. We immediately

conjectured that some person was in-

terred here, and after a good deal

of trouble succeeded in removing the

heavy block of marble. Our labour

was amply rewarded; for beneath

the stone lay the relics of a knight

still in complete armour, which, how-

ever, was wholly covered with rust

:

the sepulchral smell and the dust

that ascended from them prevented

our farther search, and we went up

again to the castle-yard. Here my
inquisitive friend B discovered

an arched passage under the keep,

and regardless of our dissuasions,

ventured into it to explore the inte-

rior. We stopped several hours at

the entrance, but no B returned:

we durst not go after him, because,

destitute as we were of all means of

lighting the dark passage, we were

not likely to be of any service to him,

and might only have involved our-

selves in a similar fate. Filled with

the most serious apprehensions for

the life of our friend, we all returned

at dark to the great hall. Most of

my comrades had already resigned

themselves to the arms of sleep ; while

I and a few others were puzzling our

brains about B 'a unaccountable

disappearance, and devising means

to produce a light for exploring the

passage. The moon shone bright

through the apertures of the win-

dows,whenwe suddenly heard a loud

knocking and shouting at the wall.

Seized with a sudden panic, we all

sprung up, and looked at each other

in astonishment: but presently reco-

vering from our fright, we approached

the mysterious wall, and in the voice,

which called louder and louder, we
recognised that of B—-, whom we
had given up fur lost. We then

examined the wall, and found a place

which sounded hollow. A few smart

blows with the butt-end of a musket

shewed us a low aperture, and be*
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yond it the pale face of our friend.

By our joint endeavours the aperture

was soon enlarged ; B— issued from

his tomb, and sunk exhausted into

our arms. A draught of good wine,

which luckily was still left, soon

brought him to himself, and he re-

lated to us his extraordinary adven-

ture, which I will give you in my
next.

LETTER II.

Madrid, Aug. 8, 1910.

When B had completely re-

covered, we all, as you may suppose,

cheerfully abstained from sleep, in

order to gratify our curiosity.

" Scarcely had I proceeded a few

paces," said B , beginning his

narrative, " in the subterraneous pas-

sage, which was so high that I could

conveniently stand upright in it, when
my feet suddenly slipped from under

me, and I fell to a considerable depth.

I was so stunned by the fall, that I

cannot say how long I lay in this

state before I gradually came to my-
self. I was surrounded with impe-

netrable darkness, and overwhelmed

with horror at the idea of being en-

tombed alive in this hole. Ail my
calling and shouting were to no pur-

pose, and the dull echo returned by

the naked walls of the passage sound-

ed the more appalling. Anxiety im-

parted new strength ; in spite of the

pains that I felt in all my limbs, I

rose and began to grope about. All

around me I could feel nothing but

bare walls, covered with clammy mois-
ture. I began to despair of finding

an outlet, when all at once on one

side ofthe rock I discovered an open-

ing, and felt a strong current of air.

Into this aperture I ventured with

caution'; I found another passage,

which led clown hill. Resolved to

try every thing to find a way out, I

followed this passage, and after I had
been frequently obliged to stoop, and

had run against many projecting cor-

ners, the ground began gradually

to rise, and a faint ray of light glim-

mered in the distance. Encouraged
by this sight, I made the best of my
way towards it, and after inexpressi-

ble toil, arrived at an immense vault,

into which some light penetrated

through a chink in the wall, and spar-

ingly illumined the place. On one

side of this vault there was a chapel

constructed ofhewn stone, in the midst

of which stood a small altar, with a

figure of the Blessed Virgin coarsely

hewn in stone, and close to it a little

elevated platform, also of stone, in the

form of a bed. The other sides were

naked rock, which was excavated to

such a height, that my eye could not

discover the top. I sat down to .rest

myself on the platform, and convinc-

ed, from the surrounding objects, that

at some time or other human beings

must have got hither with less peril to

their necks than I had done, I began

to contemplate the place where I was.

The only purpose to which this vault

could, as I imagined, have ever been

applied, was as a secret place of wor-

ship for the Christians at the time

of the Moorish dominion in Spain,

when every one was obliged to con-

form externally at least to the religion

of the conquerors*. "While thus ab-

sorbed in meditation on past ages, I

* We cannot here forbear remarking

that this notion is extremely erroneous,

as the Moors never were persecutors of

the Christians ; and but for the figure of

the Virgin, it would be much more pro-

bable that such caverns served the Moors

as asylums from the sanguinary zeal of

the Christians, who at a later period ex-

terminated them. Llmos.
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had almost forgotten my own unplea-

sant situation ; I was suddenly roused

by the sound of several voices that

seemed to issue from an aperture

which I had not till then remarked in

the opposite side of the vault to that

at which I had entered. I fixed my
eye intently on the spot, from which

I every moment expected to see at

least one human being advance. All

was again quiet, and aroundme reign-

ed the silence of the grave. I sprang

up, fully resolved to find out whence
the sound proceeded ; and should I

even fall into the hands of concealed

enemies, the decision of my fate, be

it what it might, would be preferable

to a tedious death by hunger, to

which I was exposed in these subter-

raneous labyrinths. I pushed on

boldly into the darkness ; another

passage conducted me up an ascent,

and on advancing a few paces my foot

encountered stone steps. I followed

these winding stairs, and the higher

I mounted, the more distinctly I heard

human voices : at length I recognised

them, with what transport you may
easily conceive, to be yours. I now
exerted my last remains of strength,

and shouting all the way as I ascend-

ed, suddenly found my farther pro-

gress obstructed by the wall, where

you so luckily liberated me from my
grave."

Thus did B terminate the ac-

count of his subterraneous adventure,

which excited in us all the strongest

curiosity to explore the passages and

caverns which had been the scene

of them. We passed the rest of the

night in consulting on the means ofac-

complishing our purpose, and should

next morning have undertaken the

enterprise, but .for an order which

arrived at daybreak to rejoin our di-

vision without delay.

LETTER III.

Madrid, Aug. 10, 1810.

Whenthe first rays ofdawn streak-

ed the eastern horizon, the ancient

vaults and apartments of the anti-

quated castle which had lodged us

so comfortably, rung with the sound

of the general march ; and rested

and refreshed, we assembled in our

ranks, and slowly descended the hill

through the deserted village, to en-

counter the daily increasing hardships

of an arduous campaign. A deli-

cious morning favoured our march,

and singing military songs, we gradu-

ally quitted the hills, and reached

the plain. On either side we had

noble woods of olive-trees, the shade

of which tempered the intense heat.

Not a human being was to be seen,

and, unmolested by any foe, we re-

joined our division at Santa Olalia.

On the 25th and 2Gth of July, the

army of the Tajo, under Marshal

Victor, concentrated itself in the vi-

cinity of Talavera de la Reyna. Our
regiment formed the advanced guard,

and took post in the burned village

of Challera, about four leguas from

Talavera. None of us thought that

we were so near a decisive engage-

ment, as a few hours afterwards we
found ourselves to be. We resigned

ourselves to a comfortable repose,

rejoicing in the idea of obtaining

some relaxation from battles and

bloodshed, when all at once several

shot from our advanced posts alarm-

ed the whole line. We all flew to

arms, and were soon warmly engaged

with the Spanish advanced guard,

consisting of several regiments of ca-

valry, who had crossed the Tajo at

Almaraz. After a short skirmish,

inwhich neither party sustained much

loss, we received orders to retreat,

and fell back to Torrigos, where we
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rejoined the main body of the army.

Next morning, July 27th, we advan-

ced from Torrigos to the river Quie-

tarre : our division formed the right

wing, under the command of General

Buffin, and posted itself in close co-

lumn on the little sand-hill on the

right bank of the river; while our

centre, crossing the long wooden

bridge over it, advanced by the di-

rect road upon Talavera.

The 27th passed in an incessant

advancing and retiring on the plain

of Talavera, without gaining an inch

of ground : the action was neverthe-

less very brisk, and the loss on both

sides not inconsiderable. It was here

that for the first time we had to face

the celebrated English army : its right

wing was supported on the town of

Talavera, while the left extended to

the mountains, and was thus exactly

opposite to our division. A battalion

of English light infantry in particular

was so strongly posted in an olive-

wood, that one of our regiments,

winch attempted to dislodge it, was

almost entirely cut to pieces : at the

same time the main army of the Eng-

lish remained perfectly quiet the

whole forenoon. Our division now
received orders to cross the Quie-

tarre : we waded through it in close

column, carrying knapsacks, car-

touch-boxes, and muskets on our

heads; the drummers,with their drums

on their heads also, beating a charge

all the while. By this unexpected

movement, which suddenly brought

us into the hills opposite to the left

wing ofthe enemy, we compelled him

to draw in his troops, which were still

manoeuvring in the plain ; whereby

the above-mentioned olive-wood was

left uncovered, and our centre ob-

tained more scope. Had our division

been stronger, we might have thrown

ourselves between the centre and
the left wing of the enemy, and thua

have speedily decided the conflict in

our favour. We still imagined that

the English, unaccustomed to milita-

ry operations on land, would be seiz-

ed with a panic, and that we should

only have a chase as usual after the

Spaniards ; but we soon found, from

the valiant resistance, that we had
to do with real soldiers, and not ban-

ditti. A few cannon-shot now reach-

ed us from the plain, but did us no
material injury.

Dusk put an end to the action for

this day, and the English army con-

centrated itself on the elevated hill.

Our troops continued under arms

on the line which they had occupied,

only half-gun-shot distant from the

hill. All was quiet during the night,

which was extremely dark, and we
had seated ourselves in files to rest

our limbs, weary with the fatigues of

the day, and thoroughly wet with

crossing the Quietarre, when Mar-

shal Victor, with his staff) unexpect-

edly rode past our regiment, and or-

dered us to recommence the action,

and to storm the hill occupied by

the whole English army in three

lines. What were our feelings at

the moment, you may easily conceive:

it was a pitch-dark night ; our limbs

were yet stiff from the heat of the

preceding day; and weakened by the

privation of all necessaries, our re-

giment, only 950 in number, was to

attack a whole strongly posted army

:

but honour is more powerful than

any other sentiment, and we cheer-

fully prepared for the dangerous en-

terprise. We marched in close co-

lumn, by divisions, up the hill : mid-

way we met with two pieces of can-

non, which we secured; but as we

could not take them with us, we ren-
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tiered them unserviceable, and car-

ried off the men belonging to them.

We soon reached the top, and beat

a charge. With incessant shouts of

En avoid! "Forward!" we rushed up-

on the first line, which manifested its

front to us by a warm platoon-fire

;

but by our determined charge with

bayonets it was soon broken and dis-

persed. We had neither time to

take nor strength to guard prisoners;

we therefore let them run, and ad-

vanced upon the second line. Here,

however, we found the term of our

nocturnal attack, for we now fell in

with the Sans-culottes, as we called

them, the Highlanders, who stood

like rocks, and gave us a salute, which

extended several hundreds on the

ground. The enemy must still have

been impressed with the notion that

the attack was made by our whole

force, for they did not attempt to ad-

vance, but kept only on the defen-

sive. We were so closely engaged,

that the officers fought with their

swords, and the private soldier could

lay hold of the bayonet of hi3 oppo-

nent. At length we retired, and ral-

lied for a second charge, as we were

destined, even with the loss of our

whole regiment, to drive or draw the

enemy from their advantageous po-

sition: but all our efforts were inef-

fectual; we were again repulsed, and

were now exposed to a second fire

from the first line, which we had

broken, and which had rallied, and

pursued by it in our flight all the way

down the hill. Our loss was im-

mense ; all the officers of the staff

were wounded, among others Colonel

Baron Meurier, who, though his

head was bound up on account of two

wounds received in the first assault,

nevertheless commanded in the se-

cond. From this carnage I fortu-

nately escaped without a wound,

merely to receive a token the next

day in a less honourable manner. So

great was our loss, that under me one

officer, nine carbiniers, and a few

privates only, rallied again after the

retreat from the hill : what became

of the others, and whether any of

them ever joined afterwards, I can-

not tell you.

This unexpected firing in the night

threw the Spaniards into inexpressi-

ble confusion : they formed the right

wing of the allied hostile army, and,

posted in three fines, supported them-

selves on the Tajo. The first line,

supposing it to be a general attack

of our army, gave fire ; the second

line, misled by this fire, mistook the

first line for the enemy, and fired

upon their own countrymen; and

their example was followed by the

third line. After several volleys and

considerable loss, they discovered

their mistake, and were again quiet.

Scarcely had the morning dawned,

when a tremendous cannonade was

opened by the whole park of artillery,

which had advanced in the night,

and taken post opposite to the hill

:

its thunders rolled awfully in the

mountains, and it was not till after

long firing that the enemy's array de-

scended into the plain, which move-

ment at length brought on a general

engagement. Both sides fought with

the utmost animosity, and both sus-

tained equal loss. I wish I could

give you more particulars of this bat-

tle ; but as ill-luck would have it, in

the very heat of the action I was or-

dered off with a small detachment

to receive a supply of biscuit, which

had arrived in several waggons. For

. two days I had scarcely tasted a

morsel : this order, therefore, was

i like music to my ears, and I made all
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the haste I could to put it in execu-

tion. But this was not such an easy

matter: a division of English dra-

goons attacked us, with a view to in-

tercept the provisions, and after a

short action, I received the wound

mentioned in my first letter. I had,

however, the satisfaction to learn in

the sequel, that the biscuit reached

the army, and that our assailants

were all made prisoners. I was im-

mediately conveyed to the ambulance,

established on the other side of the

river Quietarre, and passed a bad

night; for, besides the pain of my
j

wound, I had nothing to satisfy the
|

cravings of hunger and thirst. Our
army also retired across the Quietarre,

and here a truce was concluded for

a few hours, that the dead on both

sides might be buried ; but on ac-

count of the excessive heat, they

were piled in heaps and burned.

I cannot help communicating to

you a few particulars which I have

since collected respecting the battle

of Talavera. Neither army was ac-

tually beaten ; for the English like-

wise recrossed the Tajo on the 29th

of July, from Talavera, having re-

ceived intelligence ofthe approach of

Marshal Soult, who was advancing

from Plasencia upon the bridge of

Almara, and was fortunate enough

to take almost all the artillery and

baggage ofthe English, who reached

the bridge too late. The plan of the

battle of Talavera de la Reyna in

fact totally failed, whether through

the fault of King Joseph, who com-

manded in person, or that ofJourdan

or Soult, I cannot pretend to decide.

The 1 st and 4th corps-d'armte, to-

gether with the royal guards and a

very numerous artillery and cavalry,

formed the army which was to act in

front, and to attack the enemy at

Vol. I. No.L

Talavera. Marshal Soult was mean-

while to advance from Plasencia to

the bridge of Almara, to cross the

Tajo, and thus take the enemy in

the rear: this manoeuvre was exe-

cuted a day too late: either the king

had attacked a day too early, or

Marshal Soult had by a day of rest

which he gave his army, missed the

decisive moment of the battle of the

28th. This is more likely to have

been the case, as, by command of

the king, Soult was to wait at Pla-

sencia for a courier, who was proba-

bly intercepted by the enemy, and

thus the loss of a day occasioned.

But to return to myself.

I was conveyed hither with many
others in a similar predicament. In-

considerable as my wound was, my
sufferings during the journey of IS

legvas were very great : the exces-

sive heat tormented us dreadfully

;

the whole road was covered with our

wounded, who, for want of vehicles,

crawled along in the best way they

could, frequently fell down exhaust-

ed, and at length expired in inex-

pressible agonies. Towns, villages,

nay, even plains covered with heath,

were in flames around us, and in-

creased the burning heat of the sun,

while the stinking smoke that issued

from them obscured the sky. We
had been several days, as I have al-

ready observed, without food, and

during the whole journey it was in

vain to think of procuring refresh-

ment. Almost entirely exhausted

and insensible, I arrived at the ho*-

|

pital here: I felt as if new-born when

a fresh dressing allayed the burning

smart of my wound, and nutritious

food satisfied my craving appetite.

—

We certainly fared better than our

wounded comrades, who had fallen

into the hands of the English on the

C
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first day of the battle : they had all

been shut up in Talavera, and no-

thing less than a battalion of English

infantry given them for a guard could

protect them from the fury of the

inhabitants, who every moment re-

quired them to be given up for the

gratification of their sanguinary re-

venge. The English, however, firm-

ly resisted their horrid purpose, and

on the 29th, when our troops again

entered Talavera, delivered to them

4000 of our wounded, to whom they

had paid the kindest attention. The
brave English returned to their corps,

carrying with them the warmest gra-

titude and the highest esteem oftheir

enemies.

With skilful treatment and good

nursing my wound soon healed, and

in a few days I was able to go about

again, so that I am now appointed

inspector of the convalescent. This

service will probably keep me here

some time, and I am glad of it ; for,

to tell the truth, I am heartily tired

of the atrocities of a war carried on

with the most inveterate animosity.

I shall employ my time to better pur-

pose in making myself acquainted

with the opulent and splendid city of

Madrid. You may therefore not ex-

pect any letter from me for some

months, when, unless something par-

ticular intervene, I shall communicate

to you the result ofmy observations.

(To be continued.)

GAELIC RELICS.

No. I.
T

CLAN NA GEALLANNA, THE MACLEAN CLAN.
" In the battle of In verkeithing:, between the Royalists and Oliver Cromwell's troops, five

hundred of the followers of the laird of Maclean were left dead upon the field. In the heat
of the conflict, seven brothers of the clan sacrificed their lives in defence of their lerider,

Sir Hector Maclean, who, when pressed by the enemy, was supported and covered by those

brothers. As one fell, another came up in succession to cover him, exclaiming, ' Another
for Hector!' This phrase has passed into a watchword in any danger which requires instant

succour."—-—Colonel St* wart's Sketches of the Highland Character.

In high antiquity, the Macleans
" shone mighty among the mightiest

chiefs," by their own feats of arms,

and by the heroic self-devotion of

their vassals, as also by their chival-

rous generosity and inviolable faith

in maintaining their numerous bonds

of friendship with distinguished fa-

milies of other names. The vast

multiplicity of such bonds occasion-

ed to the Macleans the patronymic

of clan na Geallanna, or children of

the promises. The origin and some

of the effects of one bond of frater-

nity have been transmitted to the re-

spective posterity by tradition. The
chieftain of Dowart, when a youth,

being engaged in the chase with a

stripling son of Niel Oig of the tur-

rets, was suddenly assaulted by " a

band of rovers of ocean," and " the

hope of clan na Geallanna" must

have fallen their victim, if" the hope

of the turrets" had not come to aid,

at the peril of his own life. The at-

tendant deer-stalkers were occupied

at some distance ; but the " beardless

heroes" held the foe at bay, until

their retainers, hearing the war-cry,

gathered in haste for then* defence.

The " hope of Niel Oig" and his

people had a twin brother, so per-

fectly his resemblance in face and fi-

gure, that, owing to some negligence

in their first days of infancy, the

right of primogeniture became doubt-
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ful. The twin, whose valour had

laved the chieftain of Dow-art, was

indeed " the hope of the turrets;"

for he was liberal, just, and kind as

brave. The other twin had often

betrayed a disposition eold, design-

ing, arbitrary, and cruel. Their fa-

ther died suddenly ; and not having

declared his appointment to which

of the claimants the largest property,

with the castle, should devolve, both

advanced pretensions to the chief

inheritance, and the partizans of

each were impatient to settle by force

of arms " the lot hidden as a dark-

ened moon." The sands of a bay

in view of the castle, during a spring

tide, were to be the scene of conflict

;

" the fight to begin when wreathing

mists, tinged with a beam of the

east, should pass away over receding

waves." The dark splintered crags

and woody steeps were bright with

warriors marching to the fray, or

waiting a signal for onset ; and " as

a stream burstingfrom a rock glitters

in quivering light, the berlins ofDow-
art, in all their gleaming strength,

drew to the shore," in succour of his

friend. But the friend waved his

hand of might in token of the music

of wisdom ; and the crowding sons

of war in silence listened to his words.

" In my soul," he said, " I still be-

hold my father. .His voice of feeble

age still bids his sons never to raise

the steel against each other; and

since no choice is left for me but to

disquiet his spirit in airy halls of rest,

or to yield the right within my grasp,

I give up to my brother in peace the

castle of turrets, and go to the halls

of woody Oil*. My brother, and all

the heroes around, behold that I am
* A smaller property, during many

generations assigned to the younger son

of Kiel Oig, the descendant of Oduine.

not moved by the little soul of fear,

nor the lack of power. My brother

sees how my followers are ten to one

of his array. Dauntless in heart,

their hands are on their spears, and,

lo! the invincible leader of clan na

Gecdlanna with his berlins covers the

bay!"

The great in many wars, the hero

of early youth, bright on frequent

fields in manhood, the great in bend-

ing to the will of a father cold in the

narrow house, the friend of the

chieftain of Mull, bore his stainless

banner to the halls of woody Oil.

Happy in the spouse of his love, in

the buds of valour and beauty spring-

ing at his side, the leader of the

brave, the far-spreading shield of the

feeble, the companion of chiefs, the

mouth of wisdom, the song of bards,

shone forth as the sun, sending his

burning light through the recesses of

a forest. But the wrongful dweller of

the castle darkened the fame of his

race : spoilers of ocean sat at his

feast of shells ; and he fell, marked

with wounds from their gore-drop-

ping hands. No spouse, no bud of

valour, no flower of beauty, mourn-

ed over his unheaped cairn. His

deeds were wrapped in silence by

the bards of the turret; his name is

forgotten in song ; and no hunter

points to the tufted grass of his nar-

row house, to recal echoes of renown

from times of old. Grinning elves of

mischief skim along the low mound
that covers his bones ; and the spirit

of the storm slumbers there, when,

descending from cliffs that hide their

heads in the skies, his breath roars

amidst waves cleaved by lightnings,

and the base of the rock crowned by

the castle of turrets groans a fearful

reply.

The people rejoice to come under

C 2
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a head that never stretched for evil

his hand of power, nor looked coldly

on the weak of his tribe. The bond

of friendship with the chief of clan

na Geallanna has waxed strong in

exchanging the nurture of Muime

for their sons ; that each having two

fathers and two mothers, four hearts

of heroes and heroines must be fix-

ed in the chill of death, ere the hand

of a foe could make them orphans.

The hopes of clan na Geallanna are

reared by the spouse of the turrets

;

and the spouse of then* chief cherish-

es the sons of the turrets from age

to age.

The chief of Argathela lays the

tribute of conquest upon Mull, and

long groaned clan na Geallanna un-

der the yoke ; till Allan the Lion, a

star among warrior kings, a hero un-

matched on burning plains, refused

to bow before the chief of Argathela.

Mac Caillan More decrees fire and

sword for Mull, and summons his

vassals to the spoil. They gather in

war -barks, bristled with lance and

spear. The chief of the turrets,

with the spouse of her that brought

him at her bosom to the castle of

Dowart, and his three sons, are all

that stand with Niel Oig as he spoke

to Mac Caillan More :

" I have come at the word of the

chief and lord of Argathela, yet no

brand of the turrets can be drawn
against the chieftain of Dowart. His

mother nourished my days of infan-

cy, and he drew the sinews of

his strength from the bosom of her

that gave me birth."

" Then," returned the chief ofAr-

gathela, " when I have broken the

sinews of Dowart, I turn the clang

of deadly weapons against you and
yours."

" Be it so," answered Niel Oig,

" since only a breach of faith may

avert the stroke ! A bond of friend-

ship should be as more than life to

the true and valiant."

With locks as the silvery spray of

high-leaping waves around the head-

lands of Mull, the foster of Niel Oig

passed by night in a little bark to

tell the chieftain of clan na Geallan-

na the peril of his sworn brother.

" To ruin the friend knit to my
soul by the name of brother will not

save me," said Dowart. " Forty

berlins ride before my castle ; take

them, and let my friend save his an-

cient house from desolation."

The foster-brothers had made a

hasty array of the men of the tur-

rets ; and on the day fixed for sword

and fire, said Mac Caillan More,

"Whence come those war-boats, with

.

the ensigns of Niel Oig ?"

" They come from the chieftain of

Mull," replied Niel Oig. " He con-

jures me by all the saints to save my
ancient house from desolation."

" He has saved himself," respond-

ed the high - souled Mac Caillan

More. " Let his sworn brother ad-

monish him to pay the tribute, not to

our powers, but to his own lofty ho-

nour, and let Mac Caillan More stand

a third in this friendship of heroes.

As for you, Niel Oig, brave offspring

of the brave, and truest to the firm-

ness of a bond of friendship ! with

less than a handful of followers, you

came at my word, undauntedmeeting

the tempest of my wrath, and I shall

ever hold you as the sword and shield

of noble amity: bright in the rolls of

sworn brotherhood, you shall be

named in future times as a great ex-

ample, that the wise and great in soul

will valiantly confront the frowns of

danger rather than skulk, as you

might have remained within the

walls of your own castle."

B.Q.
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FRENCH FEMALE PARLIAMENT.
Taris, Nov. 20, 1822.

CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES.

The session opened on the 17th,

and the first day being spent, as usu-

al, by the members in the forms ne-

cessary to constitute a chamber, they

met again on the 18th for the dis-

patch of business, when the sitting

was opened by Madame la Marquise

tic Parvenue.
" I was in hopes," said the ho-

nourable member, " that before the

close of the last session, some more

experienced oratorwould have drawn

the attention of the chamber to the

subject on which I am about to speak;

but as that has not been the case, I

can no longer delay complaining of a

grievance which people of a certain

rank have'long laboured under. I al-

lude to the custom which authorizes

all persons to appropriate to their

own use two chairs on the Boule-

vards, or in the Tuileries, by which

means all distinctions of rank in these

places are completely abolished, and

women of condition are obliged to

mingle upon equal terms with the

common herd. I, for my part, see

no reason why the wife of a petty

bourgeois or a ntgociant cannot con-

tent herself with one chair ; but since

custom has authorized the use of two,

and it might perhaps be dangerous

to meddle with the privileges of

Mesdames des Tiers Etats, I move,

that in future all ladies of title, and

no others, shall be allowed the pri-

vilege of three chairs, to be used in

manner following : one to sit on, one

for the feet or to loll upon, and the

third to be used indiscriminately as

a barrier on either side against the

intrusion of a plebeian neighbour."

Mad. la Baronac Trcs-Gothique.

" I confess my surprise at the mo-
tion which has just been made, and
still more at the quarter from whence
it proceeds. Some half-dozen years

ago, I fancy Madame de Parvenue
would have felt herself strongly in-

terested to oppose a measure of this

kind ; and I confess I see no reason

why a newly created marquise should

be more fastidious than the ancient

nobility of France, some of whom,
by the way, can badly enough afford

to pay for the two chairs which cus-

tom renders necessary at present.

But perhaps if madame la marquise

carried her motion, she would gene-

rously propose a subscription, to ena-

ble those ladies who have rank with-

out money, to pay the additional sous

which this new law would draw from

their pockets." (A laugh.) Madame
Tres-Gothique proceeded to expose

at great length the impolicy of the

measure. She was answered by the

marquise, who replied with great

bitterness, but her harangue was so

extremely rapid, that we were una-

ble to follow her : all we could ga-

ther were, the words " beggarly emi-

grants—ridiculous pretensions—want

of national spirit;" and a few exple-

tives, which consideration for the fair

speaker prevents our inserting. Ma-
dame la Presidente called repeated-

ly to order, but without effect: at

last she succeeded in restoring tran-

quillity. The motion was put to the

show of hands, and negatived.

Madame Belle-Taille. " I cannot

find words to express my sorrow and

surprise, that this august assembly

should become a scene of idle brawls

and disgusting personalities." [The

marquise and the baronne both rose

at this moment, and began speaking
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at once with great warmth ; but being

silenced by the president, Madame
Belle- Taillc continued.] " The mea-

sure I have to propose to the house

is one more worthy of its dignity and

importance. You are not ignorant,

ladies, that Frenchwomen have been

celebrated time out of mind for the

elegance of their shape, and their

exquisite skill in displaying it to ad-

vantage; now, however, their claim

to these perfections is obscured, if

not lost, by the introduction of a fa-

shion calculated to put all shapes up-

on a level. I need not say that I mean
the blouse, which at present is uni-

versally adopted. I move that a se-

cret committee be immediately form-

ed, to take into consideration the

propriety and expediency of directly

restoring the tight corsage and

straight sleeve, which the blouse has

superseded."

This motion created a very warm
debate. Several members of the

right side argued with much elo-

quence and ingenuity in favour of the

blouse; they expatiated on its sin-

gular convenience in being put off

and on without the least trouble, and

on its utility in concealing slight de-

fects, without being at all detrimen-

tal to the natural beauty of the shape.

They were answered with great

spirit by Madame Belle- Taille, who
declared, that the blouse was in re-

ality an odious dishabille, brought

into fashion, no doubt, either to con-

ceal the effects of a,fauxpas—(mur-

murs of " Oh fie !" from the left side)

—or else to hide an awkward shape.

The fair speaker argued with consi-

derable vehemence against the gene-

ral adoption of a habit which com-

pletely disguised every part of the

form, and moved, that it should be

restricted to the use of those ladies

only whose figures were either clumsy

or meagre.

Madame Mediocre could by no

means agree with the last speaker,

since that would be in fact to abolish

the blouse altogether; for she put it

to the conscience of every lady pre-

sent, to say, whether they believed

there was a single female in France,

who would, by an adoption of the

dress in question, acknowledge her-

self to belong to either class. She,

for her part, was of opinion, that a

middle course might be adopted, and

the use of the blouse restricted to dis-

habille ; and she was the more inclin-

ed to propose this measure, as the

English, of whom there was now a

considerable number in Paris, and

who, it was well known, prided them-

selves on the beauty of their shapes,

had by no means shewn a general

forwardness to adopt the blouse ; but,

on the contrary, had been seen very

frequently in public in tight-bodied

gowns since this dress became fa-

shionable.

Madame la Comtesse Tres-Vio-

lente. " Ah ! these haughty islanders

are for ever in our way I But surely

their insolent refusal to adopt a fa-

shion which we have set to all Eu-

rope, is not a reason why we should

ourselves renounce it : that would be

to acknowledge the superiority which

they claim, and which, consistently

with our glory and our interests, we
never can admit. Already have those

dangerous strangers drawn from us

the allegiance of several of our liege

subjects. It is needless to mention

names; suffice it say, that I could

bring proof, that many of those men
of rank, hitherto most distinguished

for their devoted attachment to their

countrywomen, have been observed

to pay such attention to those fo-
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reigners, as may very justly alarm us

with the fear of losing a considerable
,

part of that influence which we have

hitherto maintained over our coun-

trymen. I think, therefore, that we
should take every opportunity to

shew our disdain of the English, and

our contempt for their pretensions
;

and as a preliminary step, that we
should by all means continue the

Mouse in its present very extensive

estimation."

Madame Is Brave thought that

the last speaker treated the matter

too seriously, and shewed a degree

of apprehension on this tender point

unworthy of French courage. She
agreed, however, in the propriety of

continuing the blouse.

After a good deal more conversa-

tion on this interesting question, which

our limits will not permit us to insert,

Madame Tres- Violente moved, that,

as a mark of the determination of

this Chamber to support its authority

in matters of fashion, the use of the

blouse be ordered to be indiscrimi-

nately continued by all females of ton

during the next three weeks.

This motion produced a most stor-

my debate ; several members of the

left side insisted vehemently, that it

was a most arbitrary and unconstitu-

tional step, to continue for so long a

time, a mode which, being above six

weeks old, ought, according to the

long-established laws of fashion, to

be on the decline. The motion

would certainly have been negatived,

but for the support given to it by the

greater part of the members of the

centre : it was carried only by a ma-
jority of two.

[The sitting closed at half-past

jive o'clock.]

CHAMBER OF PEERESSES.

A committee of the whole Cham-
ber sat, for the purpose of taking

into consideration the necessary steps

for re-establishing female conjugal

authority in its pristine form.

Madame la Duchesse Hautc-
Voix drew a very eloquent picture

of the degeneracy of husbands in

these times, and the wanton infringe-

ments which they were daily making
upon the conjugal prerogatives of

wives. " She would not," she said,

" take up the time of the Chamber
by insisting upon the necessity there

was to take immediate steps for ar-

resting the progress of this evil, be-

cause she was sure that every one

of the noble members would agree

with her, that there was no time to

lose in suppressing an abuse of such

magnitude. The only question was,

what measures ought to be adopted ?

whether the Chamber would think

it most exnedient for wives to act in

an amicable or a warlike manner?

that is to say, to try the effect of

flattery and insinuation on their do-

mestic tyrants, or at once to assert

their rights, and set the usurped au-

thority of their husbands at open de-

fiance ? For her part, she was, after

much consideration, of opinion that

this last measure would be the most

efficient, as she trusted she should

satisfactorily prove from the docu-

ments she held in her hand."

The noble lady then read several

petitions, the substance of which was

as follows : that, upon diligent inquiry

in all parts of the kingdom of France,

it appears that the spirit of matri-

monial insubordination has spread

verymuch during the last eight years;

that owing, as it is supposed, in a

great measure to the intercourse
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France has had with England, the
J

married men in the former country

have in general imbibed the false and

dangerous opinion, that a husband

has actually and bona fide a right to

be master in his own house; and in

consequence, the authority of wives

has been circumscribed in several

points, upon which, till the above-

mentioned period of time, it was al-

ways undisputed. Several instances

of this were given in the different

petitions which the duchesse read,

and from which we select the most

prominent.

The Marquise de had been

compelled by her arbitrary husband

to wear her gown half an inch higher

in the bosom than the precise height

fixed by the fashion. (Cries of " Too

bad I" " Shameful indeed !" from se-

veral members). Monsieur deT
,

on finding that his wife had broken

her solemn promise made to him

when he last paid her debts of ho-

nour, never to game again, had hur-

ried her down to his country-seat,

where she had now remained during

three months in durance, and with-

out hope of liberation. (Exclamations

of " Shocking !" " Insupportable
!"

from the majority of the members).

Madame de C had been forced

to diminish the expenses ofher toilet

during the last year nearly one half.

(Violent murmurs of indignation).

" Yes, ladies," continued the du-

chesse energetically, " you may well

murmur—these are grievances ; but

what will you say to the one I am
now about to state?—an atrocious

act of tyranny hitherto unexampled

in French annals. Monsieur L
took it into his head to be jealous,

without the least reason, of his wife's

most intimate friend, Comte ,

and positively forbade her to receive

any more visits from that gentleman.

It chanced that he returned home
suddenly at a time when she supposed

he was in the country, and found her

tete-a-tete with the comte ; and not-

withstanding she condescended to

declare that it was by mere accident

he had been let in, Monsieur L
had the audacity to express himself

in terms of the highest indignation,

and even to threaten a separation."

(At these words the members seemed

absolutely electrified.) " Yes, ladies,"

continued the duchesse, " you may
well be mute with horror and asto-

nishment ; this is indeed an outrage

of which in former times no French

husband would have dared to be

guilty: but such is the consequence

of innovation. We have by weak

concessions been ourselves the cause

of these disorders; and it is only by

vigorous measures, and a determined

assertion of our rights, that we can

replace things upon their ancient

footing."

Madame la Comtesse Tres-Douce-

ment begged leave to differ from the

noble duchesse : she was certain that

coercive measures would only preci-

pitate the downfal of female autho-

rity, which she thought by good po-

licy might still be preserved. The
question was, which was most desir-

able, the reality, or the reputation of

power ? (Several voices, " The rea-

lity, to be sure.") " If this is your

opinion, ladies, I think I can convince

you, that mild methods are most like-

ly to procure it."

The noble speaker then entered

on the subject at great length, and

in a very able manner. She quoted

severalexamples to prove, that smiles,

tears, and caresses were the natural

weapons of women ; and who, she

asked, could wield these weapons
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with more certain effect than French-

women, whom nature had gifted with

the most seducing powers of persua-

sion i It had been asserted, that this

spirit of innovation was fostered by

intercourse with the English. This

assertion was perfectly false : she was

no partisan of the English ; on the

contrary, she regarded them as na-

tural enemies ; but she could not re-

fuse justice even to an enemy. She

had been in England, had seen much
of society there, and she could assure

the Chamber, that there was no coun-

try in Europe in which the wives ex-

ercise a more despotic sway. It is

true, there is a certain restiveness of

character, if she might so express it,

in the men, which prompted them

occasionally to oppose the measures

of their wives, merely and solely that

they might enjoy the reputation of

being masters : but this opposition

was a mere gasconade, which never

went further than words, and was

rarely to be found but among the

little gentry of the provinces. The
nature of it has been happily describ-

ed by one of their poets in the fol-

lowing lines:

" The surly squire at noon resolve* to rule
;

And half the day, zoun<ls ! madam is a fool

:

O'ercome at night,the vanquished victor says,

' Ah! Kate, you women have such coaxing

ways !' "

If then Englishwomen, in spite of

their native pride and timidity*, can

by their blandishments subjugate

their husbands, whatmay not French-

women hope to effect?" The noble

speaker then sat down amidst great

applause.

Madame la Marquise le Sage
thought that neither of the noble

members had looked at the matter in

all its various bearings. The evil

was in fact of so complicated a na-

Vol. I. Xo. I.

ture, that it was not possible to ap-

ply a general remedy : tor if forcible

measures might be improper in -

cases, lenient ones would in other3

be equally so ; and >.he had many
reasons to believe, that there were

circumstances under which a mixture

of both might be necessary.

After considerable discussion, the

business was referred to a private

committee of twelve experienced ma-

trons, who were appointed to inves-

tigate the various petitions presented

to the Chamber, and to draw up a

matrimonial code, by which provi-

sion should be made for all possible

difficulties which wives might have

to encounter in the government of re-

fractory husbands.

Madame la Vicomtesse du Farrt

begged leave to call the attention of

the Chamber to the necessity of be-

stowing some mark of approbation

on a person who, though in an hum-
ble rank of life, had shewn that he

knew how to support the character

which the French have always main-

tained for politeness. " This person,"

continued the vicomtesse, '* is Mon-
sieur Cosmetique, a perfumer, who,

with a delicacy worthy of imitation,

offers his renovating bloom to ladies

who fancy themselves troubled with

wrinkles. Observe with what deli-

cacy the wordfancy is introduced'."

(A burst oflaughter from some of the

juvenile members .
" Ladies may

laugh, but I maintain that an aff.iir

of this kind is no joking matter.

We all know that age is not the only

enemy to female charms : hot rooms,

the vigils of the card-table, and other

causes, may accelerate their decline

;

but what woman of delicate feel

could bear the thought of applying

to a coarse tradesman, who should

D
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Inform the public, that he had in-

vented a wash to take away wrinkles ?

It is only by looking at the matter

in this point of view, that we can es-

timate the exquisitely beautiful mix-

ture of sentiment and politeness ob-

servable in the advertisement ofMon-

sieur Cosmetique, for which I move

that he be rewarded by a vote of

thanks from the Chamber."

After a short debate, the motion

was carried by a considerable majo-

rity, and the sitting closed at three

o'clock.

AMBITIOUS PROJECTS OF MARSHAL SAXE.

Marshal Saxe, the natural son

of Augustus the Strong, King of

Poland, a man whose great ambition

and ardent imagination were con-

stantly impelling him to gigantic en-

terprises, was elected Duke of Cour-

land. About this time he projected

a most extraordinary plan. He cast

his eyes on the Israelites, and entered

into negociations with them. It is

not improbable that he had conceived

the idea of collecting under his ban-

ners the Jews dispersed all over the

world, and of undertaking with their

assembled force a military expedition

to the East. So much is certain at

least, that the scheme was very se-

riously intended on his part, though

the speculation was not particularly

relished by the children of Israel.

Another plan cherished by him,

which, had it succeeded, might have

had a powerful influence on the state

of both Europe and Asia, was to as-

cend the throne of Russia by means

of the Princess Iwanowna, then

Duchess-dowager of Courland. He
had, in fact, about the year 1 ~26, won
the favour of this princess in a high

degree ; but in consequence of his

frequent infidelities, the intimacy was

dissolved. He bitterly repented his

indiscretion, when, in 1730, the prin-

cess, a niece of Peter the Great, was
actually elevated to the Russian

throne. He now strove by all pos-

sible means to reinstate himself in

her good graces ; but the favourable

moment was not to be recalled. The
empress valued her independence too

highly to give herself a master. The
marshal, however, did not immedi-

ately relinquish hopes, on which his

new, lofty, and colossal plans were

founded. " When I am Emperor
of Russia," he would say to his con-

fidants, " I will devote a few years to

the training of 200,000 Russians ac-

cording to my new method ; I will

then attack the Turkish empire at

their head, and subdue it. It will

then be the easiest matter in the world

to take the kingdom of Persia by a

coup -de -main. I have fixed upon

the church of St. Sophia at Constan-

tinople for the place of my inter-

ment."

It is impossible to say what might

have happened, had not the marshal's

attempt on the hand of the affronted

empress failed. In this case all Eu-
rope and great part of Asia would

probably have worn a very different

aspect from what they do at present.

The scenes of the days of Jenghis

Khan and Tamerlan might possibly

have been renewed. Rut it fared

with the marshal as with King Pyr-

rlius of old : the plan remained in

embryo in his brain, and came to

nothing. The whole depended on

the decision of a female; her refusal

of his suit protected two divisions of

the globe from the storms ofwar and

prodigious revolutions, and all con-

tinued quiet.
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As soon as our regiment—thus

wrote Captain 11 to his mother
—had entered the grand-duchy of

Posen, I hastened, according to your

desire, to Kalisch, in quest of your

unfortunate friend: but all my in-

quiries after the widow of the Prus-

sian Captain Tannenherg and her

daughter proved in vain. Though I

knew that this officer had fallen at

Auerstadt; that he had left his wife,

a native of Silesia, but who had no

longer any opulent relations there,

together with a grown-up daughter

of extraordinary beauty, totally un-

provided for; that both of them,

zealous professors of the Catholic

religion, and acquainted with the

Polish language, had resolved to re-

main in Poland, and to remove from

the little town where the captain's

squadron had formerly been quarter-

ed, to Kalisch; though, I say, I was

acquainted with all these circumstan-

ces, they did not furnish me with the

least clue. Partly, however, from a

wish to survey the environs of Ka-

lisch, which are not wholly destitute

of interest in a military point of view.

and partly because it had been sug-

gested to me, that your friend might

possibly be living in some Polish fa-

mily of distinction as companion or

governess, I determined to stay here

a few days, and to endeavour to

make some acquaintance in the neigh-

bourhood.

In a ride which I took with this

design, I met with a man on horse-

back, who seemed to have the same

object with myself. He was a Prus-

sian, who, at the time this country

belonged to the Prussian monarchy,

had settled here with his father. He
told me that his name was Mailer:

and that he had business with Safin-

ski, the chamberlain, whose elegant

mansion he pointed out to me in the

distance, which would not detain him

above half an hour. As I was pleas-

ed with the young man, and he seem-

ed to be not displeased with me, it

was soon agreed that I should ac-

company him, and wait for him at

the inn, and that we should return

together.

On our way thither he was as talk-

ative and cheerful as on our return

he was pensive and reserved. I would

not be obtrusive, and thus for some

time we rode silently along. My com-

panion at length addressed me. " I

trust," said he, " that you will par-

don my neglect. I have been to see

a most unfortunate man, whose son

I esteemed and loved. The young

man had received an excellent edu-

cation; he had studied at a Prussian

university ; and from the excellence

of his character and his superior ta-

lents, he might have calculated upon

one of the highest appointments un-

der government, had we continued to

belong to Prussia, to which state he

was warmly attached. The loss of

this flattering prospect caused him no

small mortification. Ke fixed his

residence on a small estate bequeath-

ed to him by a relative, where he

devoted himself to the cultivation of

the sciences ; and at my father's house

he accidentally became acquainted

with a friend of my sister's, a young

lady of equal beauty and worth. He
had attained, as he thought, the ob-

ject of his wishes, when his proud

and hard-hearted father dissolved

the connection. The excellent girl

died of grief, and poor William, my
plavfeliow and schoolfellow, is, as I

D 2
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have just been informed by his fa-

ther, worse than dead."

During this explanation, we ap-

proached the city. Midler invited

me to call at his father's the follow-

ing day. A considerable part of the

afternoon was yet left, and I resolved

to employ it in examining the churches

of the city. I found little to admire

in them. So much the more was I

struck by the appearance of a young

lady, who was engaged in tying up to

sticks some white rose-trees that were

planted on a grave. She had a sweet-

ly interesting countenance, and her

fine eyes exhibited traces of recent-

tears. My sympathy was deeply ex-

cited. Unfortunate girl, thought I,

how many of thy fair hopes perhaps

slumber in this grave ! The sexton,

to whom I had given a small gratuity,

and who accompanied me out of ci-

vility, remarked my attention. " This

lady," said he, " is the daughter of

a German merchant; her name is

Miiller." The name penetrated to

my heart. Perhaps, thought I, the

sister of my new acquaintance ; and

on mentioning to the sexton the di-

rection I had received, I found that

I was right in my conjecture.

" And it is her lover, I suppose,

who is interred here?"

" O no ! a poor young lady, pious

and virtuous as a saint. Miss Mid-
ler planted the roses on this grave,

and tends them with particular care."

I waited with the more impatience

for the arrival of the hour of my in-

tended visit to this family. I was receiv-

ed with great cordiality. As soon as

decorum permitted, I turned to the

daughter. " I had yesterday," said

I, " the good fortune to meet acci-

dentally with your brother, and soon

afterwards I enjoyed the pleasure of

M;ikin;; your acquaintance also."

—

" MineV asked Maria, with some sur-

prise; on which I related that I had

seen her in the church-yard, and in

what manner I had learned her name.
" Oh!" said her father, " that

grave is a favourite spot with my
daughter; and much as I wish that

she would not continue to seek fresh

food there for her sorrow, so little

can I find fault with her for the af-

fection which she cherishes for her

excellent and unfortunate deceased

friend."

" I have already heard much in

praise of the lady, but am not ac-

quainted with the circumstances

which rendered her so unfortunate."

" If," said Maria, in a solemn and

pathetic tone, " the disappointment of

the fairest hopes on earth—of those

to which our whole soul cleaves

—

renders a person unhappy, then she

was so in a supreme degree : but if a

conviction that one is the victim of

duty affords high consolation—if a

manifest token of the favour of hea-

ven alleviates the hour of death
"

She seemed to recollect herself,

and paused. My curiosity was too

strongly excited, and I begged her

to proceed, and to communicate to

me the history of her friend. Her
brother seconded my entreaties, and

she thus began

:

" In those turbulent times, when, on

the arrival of the French army, the

insurrection commenced in South

Prussia, Madame Berg removed hi-

ther with her daughter Hannah, and

took a small house near the church-

yard. Both soon became known for

the excellent quality of their works,

by the sale of which they lived. I

was desirous of learning some of

these kinds of work, and hence ori-

ginated my acquaintance with these

worthy people, whose manners and
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whole demeanour convinced every

one at first sight that they were des-

tined for a higher lot. They seemed

to be fond of solitude, never went

abroad but to church, and kept no

company : but when, as I had occa-

sion to go often to them for the sake

of instruction in the works to which

I have alluded, my love for both

increased daily, and the strongest

friendship soon united me to Hannah

;

still it was not without the greatest

difficulty, and after repeated solici-

tations from my father, that they

were prevailed upon to come to see

us. Every little present, however,

by which I sought to render their si-

tuation more comfortable, they de-

clined is such a manner, that, though

deeply mortified at the frustration of

my good intentions, still I could not

put an unfavourable construction on

their noble pride. When, indeed,

the mother fell sick, and was afflicted

with the most violent pains, Hannah,

merely with a view to cheer her suf-

fering parent with music and singing,

accepted the piano-forte, which she

had before constantly refused, upon
pretext that business would not per-

mit her to devote even a few mo-
ments to amusement. She also al-

lowed me, to my great joy, to bring

the patient occasionally a bottle of

Hungarian wine, or something else

of that kind. She had discontinued

her visits to our house previously to

the illness of her mother, because

she had once or twice accidentally

met here the son of Mr. Salinski, a

juvenile friend of my brother's, and

remarked the extraordinary attention
j

which he paid to her.

" The mother grew worse from day

to day. Hannah sat up all night by

her bed, and nevertheless redoubled

her industry, that nothim: mi edit be

wanting to the comfort of her belov-

ed parent. With her modesty and
unaffected humility this might bare
passed undiscovered, had it not been
observed by the physician and the

confessor. The commendations of

both rendered her the subject of ge-

neral conversation, and mothers held

her up as an example to their daugh-

ters.

" Salinski now acknowledged to

my brother what an impression Han-
nah had made on his heart : since he
had met her in our house, he had
seen her only at church, where fer-

vent devotion while praying for her

mother had heightened her charms.

My brother communicated the mat-

ter to my father, and both used all

possible arguments to shake poor
William's resolution. They talked

of his father's wealth. ' I need it

not,' replied he ; 'I have a sufficient

fortune of my own to keep a wife, if

not in profusion, at least above want.'

—They hinted at the character of

his father. 'Oh!' said he, 'I am
no longer a child : I have never been

guilty of any indiscretion, and there-

fore hope my father will not stand in

the way of my happiness, as Hannah
is my equal in rank. I was particu-

larly apprehensive of an objection on

this score ; but as nothing can well

remain concealed from love, I have

already discovered that Hannah's

mother, merely on account of her

poverty, concealed her rank, and is

the widow of the Prussian Captain

von Tannenberg.'"—"Gracious hea-

vens !" cried I, " my cousin Tannen-

berg 1"—As soon as my agitation

would permit me, I informed them

that I had come to Kalisch for no

other purpose than to make inquiry

concerning Madame von Tannenberg

and her daughter; adding, that in
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consequence of her change of name,

all my efforts would most probably

have proved fruitless. After this ex-

planation, Maria proceeded with her

narrative.

" William found no opportunity to

obtain access to the house of the pa-

tient, but Hannah frequently saw

him at church ; she remarked that

his eyes were fixed upon her, and

expressed to me displeasure and sur-

prise, that the person whom my bro-

ther had described to her as his

friend, and as one of the most ex-

cellent of men, should have so little

delicacy as thus to disturb her devo-

tions. In answer to my remark, that

she did not look well, she had alrea-

dy confessed to me, that her strength

was exhausted by constant attend-

ance, night and day, on her mother,

and that she trembled at the idea

lest she should be overcome by the

fatigue, and perhaps herself confined

to a sick-bed. I felt the less scruple

to acquaint her with William's decla-

ration to my father and brother, and

entreated her not to reject the hand

of the young man, which might serve

to cheer the last days of her mother,

and to brighten her own future pro-

spects. A blush overspread her

face; she heaved a gentle sigh, and

said, ' I have taken no step in this

matter ; I have given no occasion to

it: God direct every thing according

to his holy will!'

" In order to avoid him, she had
for seme time gone only to matins;

and on account of the increased ill-

ness of her mother, had during the

last days not quitted the house at all.

As the latter seemed the next night

to be somewhat better, and continued

in the morning to enjoy a sound slum-

ber, Hannah hastened, when the bell

rung to matins, to return thanks to

heaven for the mitigation of her mo-

ther's pain. As she left the church,

William approached her ; he im-

plored her pardon for addressing her

there, as he had no other opportu-

nity of speaking to her; offered her

his heart and his hand ; and entreated

her to conduct him to her mother,

for whom, as a dutiful son, he was

determined to provide. His solici-

tations were so urgent that Hannah
was moved: she declared that she

would leave every thing to her mo-
ther's decision; and he obtained per-

mission to call upon her at noon, to

learn what that decision might be.

She was just breaking the matter to

her mother when I entered. How
great was my joy when I heard that

the matter had proceeded thus far

!

I launched out in praise of the num-
berless good qualities which I knew
my brother's friend to possess, and

repeated what he had said to my fa-

ther and brother concerning his in-

tentions. A tear of joy trembled in

the eye of the mother ; she grasped

her daughter's hand. ' I should feel

supremely happy,' said she, ' to see

thee provided for: but sacrifice not

thyself to filial duty; let thy heart

alone decide '.' Hannah, deeply af-

fected, kissed the hand of her mo-
ther. At this moment William en-

tered the room. His respectful be-

haviour to the patient, and his mo-
dest yet earnest application for Han-
nah's hand, the possession of which

he declared to be his highest felicity,

prepossessed both mother and daugh-

ter in his favour. All objections re-

specting his father Avere silenced by

the assurance, that he would not op-

pose the happines of his only son;

and the promise that, as his father

would be in town in three days, he

would take that opportunity of ob-
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taining his consent. On this condi-

tion he received the blessing of the

mother, who seemed to forget all her

sufferings; and from his every ex-

pression, Hannah was convinced that

she was about to become the wife of

one of the most excellent and amia-

ble of men. She had never yet lov-

ed, and this passion now opened her

heart to the most delightful and the

most joyous emotions.

" Thus passed three days, the hap-

piest of Hannah's life. On the fourth

a magnificent equipage suddenly

stopped before the humble habita-

tion. Under the idea that the fa-

ther's visit was the clearest proof of

his consent, the patient raised her

feeble hands in gratitude to heaven,

and Hannah hastened to meet the

man whom she hoped to salute with

the name of father : but she trembled

in every limb, and could scarcely sup-

port herself, when the fury express-

ed in old Salinski's face announced

but too plainly the dreadful tidings.

In a paroxysm of rage, he declared

that he would seek the protection of

the laws against the seducer of his

son; that if this were not sufficient,

he would prevent by his curse his

union with a beggar ; and that no-

tliing should make him swerve from

this resolution. Hannah had by this

time collected herself. With all that

lofty dignity which innocence and

virtue confer, she stepped up to the

boisterous old man, and solemnly as-

sured him, that she never would

give her hand to one who had not his

father's blessing; adding, that she

was convinced she had not deserved

insult, but respect.

" The mother all at once uttered

a loud shriek. The fright had snap-

ped the frail thread of life. Hannah's

whole attention was now directed to

her expiring mother. William, un-

acquainted with his father's inten-

tion to marry him to the daughter of

one of his wealthy friends, had not

expected this opposition. He hur-

ried after him; he saw his father's

threat to put an end to this connec-

tion accomplished; he observed the

carriage stop before Hannah's door,

and hastening forward, in hopes of

appeasing his indignation, he enter-

ed the room at the moment his fa-

ther was quitting it. Hannah was
kneeling beside the bed of her dying

parent ; she heard him come in, and
gave him a look of ineffable anguish.

' We must part for ever!' were the

only words that, with tremulous voice

and throbbing heart, she had power
to utter. She drew from her fincrer

the ring with which he had present-

ed her, and handed it to him with

averted face. His father caught him

by the arm, and dragged away his

son, who was scarcely sensible, along

with him.

" In vain did William try all possi-

ble means to obtain the consent of

his father. Now that he was ac-

quainted with the full value of the

excellent girl, he lived solely for her

:

but Hannah declined his visits, and

when he ventured to write to her,

she returned his letter unopened, with

these lines :
' If you love me, Wil-

liam, avoid me, and set me an exam-

ple of fortitude and resolution to

crush a passion, which, as our con-

sciences cannot now approve it,would

only lead to misery. Then, in a bet-

ter world we may yet be happy to-

gether.'—To this declaration she

stedfastly adhered. In vain did my
father and I entreat her to remove to

our house, where she should be re-

garded as my sister. ' William,'

said she, when I closely pressed her
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on the subject, ' is your brother's

friend ; but I wish while I live to be

reminded of nothing but the grave.

In this humble dwelling I spent the

three happiest days of my life, and

there"—pointing to the church-yard
—" I see the spot where the bones

of my dear mother repose.'

" Grief soon undermined her con-

stitution, and in a few weeks the

bloom of health and youth was fled.

1 My dear Hannah,' said I, one day

when I called to see her, and my eye

dwelt with sorrow on her pallid coun-

tenance, ' how quickly have the roses

faded from these lovely cheeks!'

She heaved a sigh and smiled. Next

morning I found her in a high fever;

the physician declared her state to

be dangerous. She drew me gently

to her bed. ' Last night,' said she,

in a faint voice, ' an angel appeared

to me in a dream :
' The roses of thy

cheeks,' said he, ' are faded, because

thou hast striven on earth to perform

thy duty : receive in their stead the

flowers ofParadise, which never fade.'

—He presented to me three white

roses, and the moment I touched

them the angel vanished.'—She now

thought of nothing but death, for

which she sought earnestly to pre-

'pare herself, and on the third day

she was no more.

" A grave was dug for her beside

her mother, on the spot where I have

planted the white rose-trees in me-

mory of my beloved friend. Early

in the morning, my brother and I

followed her without noise to the

grave. Just at the moment when I

had caused the coffin to be opened

for the last time, William, who had

known nothing of her illness, and

had hoped to see her again at ma-

tins, came unexpectedly to us from

the church. With fixed eye and

looks ofunutterable horror, he threw

himselfon his knees beside the corpse:

not a tear dropped from his eye, not

a word from his lips ; he only kissed

her clasped hands, and we had some

difficulty to remove him. Every

morning at sunrise he continued to

visit the grave, and there he tarried

till the moment when the sexton was

about to lock the gate of the church-

yard. He never spoke to any one,

but would look wildly up to heaven,

and then fix his eyes for hours to-

gether immoveably on the grave.

His father imagined that a change of

scene might mitigate his sorrow, and

had him conveyed, but not without

the most obstinate resistance, to an

eminent physician at Warsaw. The
resources of art, however, failed ; the

increasing derangement of his mind

proved incurable. His father's re-

morse now comes too late—poor

William ! he is confined in a mad-

house !"

DREADFUL RAVAGES OF THE HYDROPHOBIA IN THE
ISLE OF FRANCE,

And Inquiry respecting a Curefor that Disease.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

In a foreign publication I

have lately met with a letter address-

ed to a Mr. Sieber, a literary cha-

racter of Germany, by a countryman

of his, dated Port Louis, Isle of

France, August 16th, 1821, from

part of which it would appear, that

the former has discovered, or is in

possession of, a specific for the hy-
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drophobia. The passage is as fol-

lows :

" The hydrophobia is very pre-

valent here. Many persons have al-

ready died of it, and upwards of eight

thousand dogs have been destroyed.

It was propagated here by an English

ship from Bengal. Help ! save ! send

if possible, speedily, your remedy and

method of treatment, and you will

be regarded as the tutelary angel of

this colony! I have translated into

French parts of your Preliminary

Address, for the medical men here.

They all declare that the thing must

be known long since in Europe ; that

your work on the subject must have

been printed, and that it will certain-

ly be sent out very shortly in an

English translation to the colonies.

I have enough to do, sir, to make
excuses for your not having printed

the work itself, instead of the Ad-
dress ; nay, I have been almost charg-

ed with falsehood, when I declared

that ail you desire in return for so

great a benefit to mankind is an an-

nuity of fifty pounds. Pray comply

with my request—the calamity is

dreadful. I am almost sure, that if

you were here you would be induced

to give it to the niggard world for

nothing, so dreadful is the calamity.

All the inhabitants of Port Louis

tremble when they hear that another

of their number is dead. The pro-

gress of the disease here is rapid,

and the termination horrible. Every

body talks of you, but not one would

believe my story, unless I had your

Address in my possession, though

not a soul understands the language."

Can any of your correspondents

inform me whether Mr. Sieber's pre-

tensions are known in this country.

If they are not, I shall be happy if

this notice of them should lead to an

investigation of their validity : for I

am confident that the British govern-

ment, whose readiness to reward every

discovery beneficial to humanity is

well known, would not withhold the

paltry sum demanded by this foreign-

er, for the communication of an au-

thenticated specific for a disease that

has hitherto baffled all the efforts of

medical skill. Humanus.

London, Dec. 2.

SEVERNDROOG CASTLE;

Or, May-Day on Shooters Hill three Centuries ago.

This admired hill, and the castle

that surmounts it, are well known as

completing the romantic distance to

the views from the east of London

:

but they are little valued as connect-

ed with historic facts, or the inter-

esting customs of former times. The
beauty of its situation, the retirement

of the castle and lawns, its woods

and copses, the noble and lovely

views which it commands, seem to

engross the whole attention of its nu-

VoL J. No. I.

merous visitors*, and the memory of

" olden days" yields to the pleasures

and gratifications of the moment. The
spot is, however, sacred to the an-

tiquary, the historian, and the brave.

Science also has some share in its

attractions, for on the summit of the

castle, observations were made about

* It is liberally shewn to visitors, leav-

ing their cards, or entering their names

in the visiting-book at the lodge : it is

the property of John Blades, Esq.

E
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thirty years ago, towards establish-

ing the meridianal lines of Greenwich

and Paris, and which are now sub-

mitted to verifying experiments from

the same stations under the auspices

of government and of the Royal So-

ciety.

Well do I remember the laying of

the first stone of the castle, eight

and thirty years ago : it was a tribute

of affectionate regard paid by the

late Lady James to the memory of

her deceased husband*. There in

my boyhood have I spent many hap-

py days, and in the north turret

watched the flowing beauty of the

river and its majestic burthens, " ever

varied, ever new." Perhaps early

associations of thought and circum-

stances add to the deep interest I

feel daily augmenting for this place,

which I love to contemplate, and

amongst its shades indulge in undis-

turbed reflections on the vast variety

of objects that surround me. Hap-

py am I in this enjoyment: the por-

tress is familiar with my visage, and

the poor blind girl, who sustains the

duties in her absence, knows my
voice. Thus the " sick gentleman,"

as I am called, has a sort of privi-

leged admission, and wanders where

he pleases.

I have been told that Shooter's

Hill derives its name from exercises

of archery, held there prior to the

loth century; and certain customs

and privileges belonging to those

exercises were thence enforced by

the English barons when they ob-

* Commemorating the achievements

of Sir Wm, James, Bart, in the East In-

dies, and named from the Cas.de of Se-

verndroog, on the coast of Malahar,

which fell, as the tablet in front of the

building relates, to his superior valour

and able condust on the 2d April, 1755.

tained from King John the Charter

of the Forests. Be that as it may,

it is yet perhaps not generally known,

although fully established, that it was

an ancient custom, continued so late

as the reign of Henry VIII. to ex-

hibit on the summit of this hill, be-

fore the king, on the 1st of May, dex-

terous feats of archery, commemora-

tive and in honour of the British

bow.

The monarch who last visited the

spot in continuation of the custom,

was the last Henry. On May-day

1525 or 6, the practice was inter-

rupted and abandoned, on account

of the discontents then excited by

the heavy levies of money made by

the king upon the people without

the consent of Parliament, and by

the question of divorce agitated soon

after.

On the May-days prior to this

date, King Henry and Catherine his

queen were, as usual, sumptuously

received at York-place*, a noble

mansion, then the town-residence of

Cardinal Wolsey, but soon after, by

purchase, the royal palace of his

master. Here, in gorgeous splen-

dour, and according to the custom

of the times, they embarked from the

gardens, in that day laid out in for-

mal stateliness, embellished with ter-

races, temples, and ample vases.

The river was emblazoned with gild-

ed barges and rich streamers; still

further enriched by the showy dress-

es of the times, and the pomp of ec-

clesiastic parade, for Wolsey and

many other church dignitaries were

the constant attendants on these di-

versions, and the cardinal rarely mov-

ed with fewer attendants than the

* Afterwards called Whitehall, the

gardens of which descended to the

Thames.
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monarch. Thence in golden barges

they were conveyed to London

bridge, whose starlings, at that time

no less than at present, occasioned

the formidable rapids so injurious to

pleasure and to trade ; where having

landed, and horses and attendants

awaiting their arrival, they proceed-

ed to the Tower, although the little

bay of Belins-gate, since called Bil-

lingsgate, afforded more commodious

wharfage, and was not then a fish-

market. This, however, was the

usual point of royal re-embarkation

when on the way down the river;

but it was May-day, and consequent-

ly attended with more than every-day

ceremonies.

At the Tower, the troops were

drawn out to receive the royal party,

who entered vessels of greater mag-

nitude, adorned with showy drape-

ries and gay ribbons, extended by

the winds from every part of the

sails and cordage, and accompanied

by numerous towing barges, and

others containing music and gorge-

ous furniture; at minute intervals,

guns were fired from the Tower, and

answered by others from the shore,

as the May-day pageant, for so it was

called, passed gaily on before them.

Arriving at Greenwich Palace,

then a spacious building, but razed

by Charles II. the royal party were

welcomed by a concourse of nobility

and heads of the church, who in re-

turn were entertained with shows

and rural sports, indicative of spring,

and presented with nosegays and

wreaths of flowers, to be worn and

carried in the latter ceremonies of

the day. Here they dined, for the

day was very differently appointed

from the presentfashionable arrange-

ment of it, and in the afternoon the

party again embarked for Woolwich,

in their wav to Shooter's Hill.

Short, but stout, and chiefly black

horses, splendidly caparisoned, were

prepared for the party, each having

a large sprig of thorn in blossom

placed as a crest on its forehead,

and also a collar of green foliage: I

presume these were of laurel. Thus
they proceeded on horseback, for the

roads at that time were in ill condi-

tion, and unsuitable for coaches,

which as yet were rarely used in this

country: indeed, the main road from

London was narrow and broken, and

at this season of the year, by reason

of the open and ingulphing waggon-

ruts, the ascent of the hill was dan-

gerous to travellers.

On the top of Shooter's Hill their

majesties were received by a large

body of archers, dressed in the Ro-

bin Hood costume, and a suitable

poetic address was delivered by a

celebrated reciter of verses, repre-

senting the redoubtable Little John

;

and the well known story of John

and the Friar was acted as a pre-

lude, or introduction to the chief per-

formance, representing the celebrat-

ed Robin and his men.

I have examined the subject well,

and have good reason to believe that

the royal party were escorted to the

very spot on which the castle now

stands ; it being recorded that it was

on the bastion-like point of the hill,

to the south, a little in the rear, and

to the eastward of the Shooters'

spring, over which the spot com-

manded a view of Greenwich, and of

London beyond it. It is now a well

;

but I perfectly remember it a small

overshooting spring, and its being-

embanked and deepened, to form a

body of water for the use of the

workmen in building the castle. At

that time, also, the spot was disen-

cumbered of trees, and the woods to

the southward were sufficiently open-
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ed to admit that beautifully rural view.

It was immediately on the erection of

the castle, that the present firs and

chesnut-trees were planted ; a newly

adopted fashion, now in disrepute,

but it was then in great estimation

with planters, who pressed those

trees into the service of gardening,

suitably or otherwise* : but this is a

digression.

On this very spot an elevated can-

vas canopy was extended, covered

and lined with verdant foliage, so as

to seem a complete bower ; the can-

vas being undoubtedly intended as

security against bad weather. Green
bowers and arbours were arranged

to the right and left of it, for the com-

pany and attendants. On a line of

ground upon the ridge of the hill,

cleared of wood for the exercise of

the bow, and long used for that pur-

pose, the archers commenced their

sports ; and butts were stationed at

various distances, at which they aimed

in directlines, or elevating their shafts,

airy arches of considerable heights

were traversed by the arrows, and
the target hit with astonishing preci-

sion.

Wrestling, quarter-staff, and the

usual athletic sports of the forest

were exhibited; wood-songs were

chaunted, in which the multitude

joined chorus; and at length the

royal party were ushered to a repast

provided for them, in which venison

* The pointed heads of fir-trees, when in-

termingled with the oak, give to the outline

of the summit a broken and fringe-like ef-

fect, destructive of that beautifully flowing

line, which otherwise adds grace and charac-

ter to forest and park scenery.

was served in all its varieties, and in-

troduced by an ample warner before

the course*. To the archers were

transferred the wreaths and nosegays

borne by the nobility, and in these

gay trappings they attended as ser-

vitors to the company, who, having

finished their afternoons repast, were

reconducted to the water's edge by

the troops of bowmen and bands of

rural musicians. The remains of the

royal repast were now assailed and

devoured by the assembled populace,

that had filled the branches of every

tree about the spot, and had crowd-

ed to behold the ceremonies ; the

dishes and platters were appropriat-

ed by the best scramblers ; and riot

and confusion held their empire for

the evening in the recesses of the

venerable groves of Shooter's Hill.

How different from the same spot at

this moment! Though shorn of

some of its forest beauty, still much
remains, much to be admired, much
to be beloved. The amiable Bloom-
field once courted its salubrity, as I

do now, and his words well express

our equal motive

:

To hide me from the public eye,

To keep the throne of reason clear,

Amidst fresh air to breathe or die,

I took my staff, and wander'd here.

Suppressing every sigh that heaves,

And coveting no wealth but thee,

I nestle in thy honeyed leaves,

And hug my stolen liberty.

P.

* The warner before the course was a sort

of emblematic prologue to the feast, being

made up of complimentary devices, and
borne in great state to the table : a subtlety,

or soteltie, as it was called, completed the

adornment.

MEMOIR OF ANTONIO CANOVA.
Genius and the arts have received

a severe blow ; for Canova, the ami-

able Canova, is no more. He died at

Venice, October 13, 1822, at the age

of sixty-five. Canova was born of

humble parents, in 1757, and very
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early discovered a taste for that pro-

fession, of which he was one day to

become so distinguished an orna-

ment. It is related of him, that at

the age of twelve years he placed

upon the table of Falieri, the lord of

Passagno, a lion modelled in baiter,

which, attracting the notice of the

latter, induced him to encourage the

natural disposition of the young art-

ist. He sent him to Venice, placed

him under Toretti, the best sculptor

of the day; after whose death he

remained some time with his nephew,

and then began working on his own
account, in a small shop under the

cloisters of San Stefano at Venice.

At the age of fourteen, having ob-

tained the long-wished-for boon of a

small piece of marble, he sculptured

out of it two Baskets of Fruit, which

are now on the staircase of the Pa-

lazzo Farsetti at Venice. The next

year, when only fifteen, he executed

Eurydice, his first statue, in a spe-

cies of soft stone, called pietro dolce,

found in the vicinity ofVicenza. This

work exhibited but few traces of his

vast resources. Three years after-

wards he produced his Orpheus :

both these are in the Villa Falieri,

near Asolo, a town about fifteen

miles from Treviso. He removed

from San Stefano to the Traghette

di San Maurizio, where, his circum-

stances improving, he gradually ac-

quired a large connection. His de-

parture from the accustomed rules

excited the attention of the critics of

the day, and occasioned much ani-

madversion ; but the opinion of com-

petent judges was decidedly in his

favour, thus establishing his claim to

merit.

Having been admitted a member
of the Academy of the Fine Arts of

Venice (of which, for many years

before his death, he was president),

he gained several prizes ; and on his

departure for Rome, the senate

granted him a pension of ,°>00 ducats,

in testimony of their admiration of a

group of D&dalus and Icarus, exhi-

bited in the Venetian palace ; which
is, however, only remarkable for a

tolerably perfect imitation. It is ut-

terly destitute of grace; as a subject,

ill selected, and altogether such a

model taken at hazard, as a suffering

class degraded by misery can be ex-

pected to offer. It is not known whe-
ther Canova set any value upon this

work, the model ofwhich is still seen

in his work-room : it serves, however,

to mark the period of his departure,

and to shew how far he has since

outstripped the promise of his first

essays*.

Sir W. Hamilton was the means
of his first establishing himself at

Rome, and to him and all his family

Canova through life manifested the

warmest gratitude. Through Sir

William his merit became known to

others. The Venetian ambassador,

Cavalier Girolamo Zulian, ordered

him to execute the ffroun of TJieseus

and the Minotaur. A few years af-

ter, Canova executed the tomb of

* His first group in marble, that of

Dcedalus and Icarus, he finished at the

age of twenty, and brought with him to

Rome, where he vainly solicited the pa-

tronage of the Venetian ambassador, and

of many of the great ; but when almost

reduced to despair, without money or

friends, he became known to Sir Wm.
Hamilton, whose discernment immedi-

ately saw the genius of the young artist,

and whose liberality furnished him with

the means of prosecuting his studies, and

of establishing himself as an artist at

Rome.

—

Rome in the Ninteenlh Century,

vol. hi. p. 308.
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Pope Clement XIV. (Ganganelli),

which is in the church of the SS.

Apostoli at Rome. The design and

execution ofthis mausoleum are upon

the whole but indifferent; but the

genius of Canova already began to

manifest itself in the fine head of the

old man which the bust of the pope

exhibits. This mausoleum was com-

pleted in 1784 or 1785, and has been

engraved by Vitolli. With these

exceptions all his early patrons were

Englishmen. Amongthese were Lord

Cawdor, Mr. Latouche, and Sir

Henry Blundell; for the latter of

whom the Psyche, one of the earli-

est and most beautiful of his works,

was executed.

From the encouragement he after-

wards received from the popes and

nobility at Rome, his career was ra-

pid and successful, having adorned

the church of St. Peter and other

places with beautiful monuments. In

1785, he executed the group of Cu-

pid and Psyche reclining, the idea

of which was taken from the fable

of Apuleius. In this group there is

more mannerism than grace. Almost

everywork executed by Canova since

that period is exempt from the bad

taste above-mentioned. For the gra-

tification of the lovers of art, we will

in our next Magazine enumerate his

principal works, pointing out the

places where they are at present de-

posited.

The war and convulsions in Italy

kept Canova from his country for a

considerable time. In the years 1 798

and 9 he travelled through Austria

and Prussia. In September 1802,

he visited France, being invited thi-

ther by the First Consul, for the pur-

pose of executing his bust; but he

refused to comply, until the pope,

m\\q happened at that time to be in

France, sent his mandate to that ef-

fect, which was instantly obeyed by

Canova. On being asked by Napo-
leon why he had not attended to his

summons, Canova replied, it was not

his duty to obey the commands of

any but his own sovereign. The In-

stitute of France immediately creat-

ed him one of its associates.

It was at this period that he exe-

cuted the colossal but mediocre bust

of Napoleon. The Parisian critics

said of the colossal statue of Bona-

parte, that it was very great, without

producing a great effect. Perhaps

Canova's failure in this figure may be

attributed to the little pleasure with

which he appeared to undertake it,

and his eagerness to return to Italy.

Bonaparte, observing his impatience,

remarked, that there were some fine

works of art in Paris, to the exa-

mination of which some short time he

thought might be well devoted. " I

have seen them all before," was the

laconic reply of Canova. The sta-

tue remained for a long time covered

with a curtain in the Museum, but

was again exhibited on Napoleon's

return from Elba in 1814, when a

mould was taken from it, and it was

multiplied in all the cast-shops in

Paris. It is now once more doomed

to obscurity.

In the month of August 1815, he

returned to Paris, to reclaim the va-

rious objects of art, of which his

country had from time to time been

despoiled by the French arms. Here

he executed the statue of the Em-
peror Alexander, placed in the pa-

lace of the senate at Petersburg.

Having completed this, Canova came

to England, where he was presented

to the Prince Regent, from whom he

received a snuff-box set in brilliants.

He came to London principally for
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the purpose of examining the re-

mains of the temple of Minerva,

which the Earlof El<>in had brought
from Athens.

He had been some time in Eng-
land before he saw the new Water-
loo-bridge, and when he accidentally

passed by it, he expressed his regret

at not having sooner had an oppor-

tunity of admiring what he regarded

as one of the greatest curiosities this

country possesses: he declared it to

be unquestionably the finest bridge

in Europe. During his short visit

to this country he obtained such a

number of commissions, that he said

he despaired of being able to fulfil

them.

On his return to Rome, the Aca-

demy of St. Luke went in a body to

meet him. His talents gained him
other distinctions. The pope cre-

ated him a knight, conferred on him

the title of Marquis d'Ischia, granted

him a pension of a thousand Roman
crowns; and, in fine, on the 5th of

January, 1816, in a solemn audience

transmitted to him a note, announc-

ing the inscription of his name in the

Book of the Capitol.

Canova, with all his great talent,

was deficient in one of the most im-

portant points connected with his

art—he was no anatomist ; and it is

worthy of remark, that almost all

his statues bear evidence of this

truth : but he possessed both energy

and grace, and with these the secret

of throwing over his works a certain

charm, which constitutes their pecu-

liar characteristic. As he has work-

ed but little after the antique, his

statues exhibit more suppleness than

those of artists who have studied

from inanimate models. His figures

of women in particular are calculat-

ed to inspire the spectator with a

desire of seeing the elegant fable of

Pygmalion realized. In a word, Ca-»

nova was unquestionably an artist of

the greatest merit : he has, however,

not unjustly been named " the De-

Lille of sculpture." He has exe-

cuted good works, but made bad pu-

pils; and as the head of the school

to which he belonged, his example

could only have a pernicious effect

on the art. He also employed him-

self in painting, but his success in

that branch of the arts was so unfor-

tunate, that it would have rendered

any artist but himself truly ridicu-

lous. He had a fondness for his

pictures really amusing ; indeed, he

has given them publicity with a feel-

ing of perhaps even more admiration

than he did his statues. Such a

weakness can be allowed only to a

man of his talent. One of his paint-

ings is a Venus reclining on a Couch

and holding a Mirror: he has also

painted a portrait of himself. The
greatest geniuses have been fre-

quently known to prefer their worst

works. He may be compared in that

particular to a good mother who la-

vishes all her affections upon her de-

formed offspring. He was sensibly

alive to the homage of his rivals,

which he received with a frankness

that did honour to his feelings.

Of his fortune, honourably ac-

quired in his profession, Canovamade

an honourable use. We find him, in

the year 1821, at his native place,

Passagno, superintending the build-

ing of a beautiful church, erecting at

his own expense, in honour of the

Holy Trinity. It is said that it will

in form resemble the Pantheon of

Rome, and that, like the Parthenon

of Athens, it will be ornamented with

a portico, the pillars of which will be

of the same dimensions as those of
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the Parthenon: the interior will be

decorated with sacred sculptures of

this great artist, and will also con-

tain a picture of his composition re-

presenting a dead Christ. Passagno

at that time was a place of union for

all foreigners. " Canova is the fa-

ther and the benefactor," continues

the same notice in the Diario di

Roma, " of his native country, which,

thanks to him, appears to have re-

ceived new life. A short time ago

Passagno had no place in our maps

;

and now this same name owes the

honour of being distinguished by

particular marks in the maps of the

state of Venice, to the celebrity of

the man to whom it gave birth. At
a future period, the magnificent mo-

nument, which is now erecting, will

be celebrated in history, and draw

from the most distant countries all

that are friends to the arts and re-

ligion. The population already in-

creases, and people's minds become

more cultivated and polished. Be-

fore the edifice is completed, crowds

of French and English flock from all

quarters, struck with the novelty of

the enterprise, and the grandeur of

the monument."
" We cannot refrain," says the re-

spectable editor of the Gentleman s

Magazine, " from accompanying the

above observations with some gene-

ral reflections on the phenomenon of

so considerable a fortune as Cano-

va's, acquired by such noble and such

honourable means, and on the pious

manner in which he has employed it.

It is difficult to conceive that ge-

nius, however liberally recompensed,

should have procured an artist a suf-

ficient fortune for the erection of a

monument like that of which wre

have just given some idea. But our

astonishment is lessened when we are

told, that Canova for many years

lived at Rome, imposing on himself

during that time the most severe pri-

vations ; and that it is the fruits of

the labour of his whole life which he

now dedicates to the glory of reli-

gion, of his country, and of the arts.

But what is still more admirable than

this is, that in an age when so many
weak and contemptible spirits make
a senseless boast and glory of in-

sulting religion, her doctrines and

her ministers, that the man who holds

the sceptre of the arts in that classi-

cal country fears nothing, but stands

forward boldly, and gives so striking

a testimony of his zeal and devotion.

If Canova had been actuated only by

motives of an ordinary vanit}^ he

might have immortalized his name
by other works, which would have

attested his zeal and munificence with

as much eclat."

Canova had arrived at Venice from

Rome on the 4th of October, when
he felt himself unwell: he was soon

after seized with violent and conti-

nued vomitings, attended with con-

vulsive hiccough: not the smallest

particle of food would remain on his

stomach, Avhich brought on so great

a state of debility, that his approach-

ing dissolution was evident. He re-

ceived the intimation with the great-

est composure, and died with the

utmost resignation. Besides the

statement we have made of the ho-

nourable manner in which he em-

ployed his fortune, we may add, that

he established prizes and endowed

all the academies at Rome. He
also set apart a considerable por-

tion of his wealth in aid of a fund

for the encouragement of young drt-

ists, and for the purposes of pen-

sioning those whom age or misfor-

tune had incapacitated. — In the
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same spirit of benevolence he made I

his old friend d'Este, formerly his
j

foreman, a sharer in his good for-

tune. Canova's works have been

engraved by Vitolli, Bertini, Mar-
chetti, Raciani, Bertinelli, Camerali,

Bonato, and Fontana.

On Wednesday, the 16th of Octo-

ber, the remains of this distinguMn d

artist were interred in the cathedral

of St. Mark, attended by the go-

vernor of Venice and other public

authorities.

ANECDOTES, &c.
HISTORICAL, LITERARY, AND PERSONAL.

No. I.

JOHN DE COURCY, ANCESTOR OF THE
NOBLE FAMILY OF KINSALE.

A prominent yet dubious repre-

sentative of the lords of the Scottish

Isles is said to have manifested a de-

sire to assert the ancient privilege of

that royal insular lineage, by appear-

ing bonnetted at the Edinburgh

Theatre in the presence of King
George IV". This hardly credible

on dit reminds us of the lofty rebuke

which the Baron of Kinsale received

from King Charles II. " My ances-

tors," said that monarch, " conferred

on the Barons of Kinsale a right to

the simple garb of his countrv he

stood in the tilt-yard, an object of
derision to the champion of France

;

but he returned those glances with

calm contempt, and only required an

enormous block of wood to be carri-

ed to the tilt-yard. "With one stroke

he wedged his sword into the solid

mass, and turning to the Frenchman,

said, " If with one hand you will

draw out this sword, I shall acknow-

ledge myself vanquished." The
Gaul became deadly pale, and slunk

away. De Courcy drew out the

sword without apparent effort, and

appear covered before the sovereign, | all the reward he asked, was permis-

sion for his representatives in future

generations to appear covered before

the sovereign.

but certainly the privilege did not

extend to a breach of good manners

to the ladies."

The descendants ofJohn de Courcy

wore the hat at court in commemo-
j

Stephen girard.

ration of a signal service rendered to
;

|
Mr. Stephen Girard, banker of

the king and country in the reign of
j

Philadelphia, is a native of France,

Henry II. : the lords of the isles ap- but lias resided in America upwards

peared covered, as rival potentates
\
of forty years. His property in land,

of southern royalty. The infei-ence
|
houses, ships, merchandise, and other

is too glaring to require a more di- i effects, is estimated at a million, or

rect application. J twelve hundred thousand pounds

In 1181, a French champion threw ,
sterling; and so solid is his credit,

down the gauntlet against all the war-
|j
that his paper is taken all over North

riors of England. The challenge

found no acceptance, until John de

Courcy, called from Ireland, arrived

at Henry's court, unapprised of the

motive of so hasty a summons. In

Vol. I. No. I.

America with as much confidence as

that of the nacional bank itself. He
has many enemies, but as he is the

architect of his fortune, his wealth

and high character are the best evi-
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dences of his industry and integrity

in business.

Some years since, a young man
from his own province was sent with

recommendations to Mr. Guard, for

the purpose of avoiding the conscrip-

tion in France. The banker re-

ceived him cordially, and asked what

he had learned ; to which the stran-

ger replied, that he had received a

brilliant education suitable to young

people of fortune, but had not learn-

ed to do any thing. " Then," re-

plied Girard, " you have brought

money I presume; you must put it

out to interest."
—" I thought," re-»

plied the other, " that you had been

commissioned to provide for me."

—

" By no means: you know nothing

of business : here every body is em-

ployed. If you choose to work in

my warehouses, or to assist in un-

loading my ships, you may earn a dol-

lar and a half a day, like the people

you see yonder." The young man
left him in high dudgeon.

Mr. R. hadbeen for at least twenty

years chief clerk to Mr. Girard.

Weary of an occupation, in which he

saw no prospect of being able to lay

by any thing for the decline of life,

he resolved to leave his employer,

and to begin business on his own ac-

count. Girard, whom some people

call a hard-hearted man, said to him,

" My friend R. you want to leave

me, after you have lived with me
upwards of twenty years. You wish

to begin business for yourself: what

capital should you need for that pur-

pose?"—He gave him immediately a

draft on his own bank for 18,000

dollars, telling him at the same time

that he must not think of leaving him.

Girard's niece a few years since

married General l'Allemand, one of

the settlers at the Champ cVAsyle.

He always told her, that she must

not expect any thing from him; but

she received from him at her marri-

age a noble proof of his affection and

liberality.

EXTRAORDINARY FATE OF TWO
BROTHERS.

Amelot de la Houssaie relates, in

his Memoires Historiques, an anec-

dote of two Spaniards, which is

unique in its kind.

Two brothers, who had never seen

one another, and in spite of their

mutual endeavours to find each

other, had never met, at length acci-

dentally came together at the siege

of Bemmal in 1599. They belonged

to different regiments. The eldest,

Hernando Diaz, heard the other call-

ed by his name, which was Encisso

:

this was his mother's surname, which

he had assumed out of affection to

her, as is very commonly done in

Spain. Diaz asked Encisso a num-

ber of questions concerning his fa-

mily, and as his answers perfectly

tallied, he recognised in him the

brotherwhom he had so long sought.

They fell into each other's arms, and

at that moment a cannon-ball carried

away both their heads without part-

ing their bodies, which fell, clasped in

each other's embrace, to the ground.

LUXURY OF THE ARABS.

At the marriage of the Seljuke

Sultan Malek with the daughter of

the Caliph Moctadi, which was so-

lemnized at Bagdad (A. D. 1087),

80,000 pounds of sugar were used

among other things in the dessert.

When Mohammed, likewise Sul-

tan of the Seljukes, caused his mi-

nister to be executed (1154), he

found among the property left by

him, 13,000 vesto of a red colour.
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The magnificent mosque erected

by the Caliph Walid at Damascus

(711), cost eight millions sterling.

Six hundred lamps, suspended with-

in it by gold chains, gave a light, the

reflection of which was so dazzling,

that one of his successors took them
away, and replaced them with iron

lamps and chains, that their extraor-

dinary brilliancy might no longer dis-

turb the devotions of the faithful.

When the Greek Empress Zoe
sent, in 917, an embassy to the Ca-

liph Moctadi, the body-guard of this

prince was composed of 160,000

men, 40,000 white and 30,000 black

eunuchs; and 700 doorkeepers oc-

cupied the entrance to the palace.

The Tigris was covered with splen-

did vessels; and the palace was lined

internally and externally with 12,500

carpets of inestimable value, and the

like number of pieces of the richest

silks. In the centre of the hall of au-

dience stood a tree of massive gold,

with eighteen large branches, on

whichwere perched numbers of birds,

imitating 'he natural song of the spe-

cies which* hey represented.

CHARLES XII.

Though Charles XII. of Sweden

was so decided an enemy to all in-

dulgence, and so rigid an observer

of military discipline, he was remark-

ably considerate to the attendants on

his person. The page on duty, who
slept near him mostly in a straw hut

under the tent, or on the ground, had

orders to go to bed as soon as the

retraite was beaten. When the king

entered, after going the rounds, or

taking a long ride, he would walk on

tiptoe, that he might not waken the

boy, make as little noise as pos-

sible in undressing, and pull oft* his

boots himself, and lay them with his

sword under his pillow. In the field

he slept in all his clothes, booted and

spurred, on a bundle of straw, and

commended his soul to God on re-

tiring to rest. If it was very cold,

the king would take oft' his mantle,

and spread it quite softly over the

page. So reserved was he at the

same time, that several days would

sometimes elapse without his saying

a word to his young attendant.

ANECDOTE OF REUCHLIN.

Reuchlin, the celebrated classical

scholar, came one day in winter to a

village, where he was to meet a coach

which had not yet arrived. The only

public-house was full of tipsy pea-

sants, who were making a tremen-

dous noise. He crept into a corner,

pulled his Terence out of his pocket,

and thought he should be able to en-

dure it till lie should be released by

the coach ; but such was the uproar,

that he could not get on at all with

his reading. He remonstrated with

the boors, and begged them to allow

him a little quiet in his corner; but

all in vain. To vex him, they made

a greater din than before. In this

dilemma, Reuchlin had recourse to

another expedient. He called for a

glass of water and a piece of chalk,

drew on the table a large circle, and

above it a cross; put the glass on

the right, and an open knife on the

left of the circle, placing the Te-

rence in the middle. He then began,

in a loud and solemn tone, to read

the Latin text, at the same time

making all sorts of grimaces. The

peasants took him for a necromancer.

They gradually became less obstre-

perous, at length quite still and si-

lent; and as their fears began to

operate, one of them slunk away af-

ter the other. Reuchlin could now

F %
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amuse himself at his ease with his

Terence, till the coach arrived, and
enabled him to pursue his journey.

CURIOUS CALCULATION RESPECTING

STEAM-ENGINES.

M. Dupin, whose recent work on

England is well known, has calcu-

lated that the construction of the

largest of the Egyptian pyramids, to-

gether with its foundation, must have
required the labour of 100,000 men
for twenty years ; but that the ope-

ration of the steam-engines now at

work in England, conducted by
36,000 men, would be sufficient to

produce the some effect in eighteen

hours. The hewing of the stone

would occupy but a few days. The
mass of the great pyramid amounts
to four millions ofcubic metres(yards),

and the weight exceeds ten millions

of tons, at two thousand pounds to

the ton. The centre of gravity of

the pyramid. i3 assumed to be at

forty-nine metres from the base, and
if we take eleven metres as the ave-

rage depth of the stratum of stone,

the whole height is sixty metres,

which, multiplied by ten millions four

hundred thousand tons, gives six

hundred and twenty-four millions.

All the steam-engines in England
possess the power of 320,000 horses

;

these machines, kept in motion twen-

ty-four hours,would raise 862,800,000

tons,or 647, 100,000 in eighteen hours,

which exceeds the mass of labour

that must have been employed to

raise the materials of the great pyr-

amid.

FILIAL AFFECTION OF THE CHINESE.

The Chinese are celebrated for

their extraordinary affection for their

parents.

A man of forty, who had a very

passionate mother, frequently receiv-

ed from her a sound beating, which

he always bore with exemplary pa-

tience. So much the more was a

friend of his astonished one day,

when he found him, after one of

these drubbings, dissolved in tears

and quite inconsolable. " What,"

said he, " can be the cause of this

immoderate grief?''
—"Ah!" replied

the other, " my poor mother did not

thrash me half so soundly to-day as

she used to do. Poor creature! her

strength is declining fast, and I am
exceedingly afraid that I shall soon

lose her."

SINGULAR PRESERVATION OF A PIC-

TURE BY LUCAS CRANACH.

The country-people of certain

parts of Saxony are accustomed to

carry to some of the markets of Ber-

lin cheeses for sale. One day last

summer, accident led a painter

through one of these markets, and

at the bottom of a box, in winch lay

some cheeses, he observed a painted

canvas. He approached nearer, and

from the little he could see of it, he

recognised the hand of a master. He
immediately bargained for the whole

stock of cheese, and it was agreed

that the buyer should have the box

also for a reasonable sum, as he had

nothing in which his purchase could

be carried home to his residence.

The box was sent to the painter's

:

on emptying it, he found a large oil

painting, in a very dirty state, and

here and there a little rent. Having

stretched, cleaned, and restored it,

he recognised in it, as well from the

manner as the painter's cipher, a

production of Lucas Cranach's.

—

Shortly afterwards, he disposed of

it to a wealthy amateur for one thou-

sand dollars.
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THE RING OF IIALLWYL:
A Tale of the Thirteenth Century.

From one of the two noble fami-

lies, of whose simple grandeur, vir-

tue, and fidelity, the following story

exhibits some exquisite traits, de-

scended an amiable young lady, who
was snatched a few years since from

the circle of her sorrowing relatives

and friends. Educated by a father,

to whom the study of history was al-

ways a favourite recreation from offi-

cial duties and in various afflictions,

and who took a particular interest in

the spirit and manners of the age of

chivalry, the daughter also contract-

ed a relish for the chronicles of her

own and other houses, and passed

many a winter evening in her rural

retirement in committing to paper the

oral narratives of her beloved father,

and in making extracts from such

chronicles in modern language. Such

v/as the origin of the Ring of Hall-

toyl. The history is founded on a

family-chronicle, preserved by the

house of that name, and many of the

circumstances are borrowed from ac-

counts and traditions of various fa-

milies of the Aargau. All the knights

introduced into the narrative are

named in the annals of those times

;

and historical truth is merely envelop-

ed in a slightly romantic garb.

Walter of Hallwyl, sprung from

a race of heroes which derives its

origin from ancient Rome, as the

youngest of three brothers, was des-

tined, according to the custom of the

age, for the ecclesiastical profession.

He received accordingly an absolute-

ly monastic education. His bro-

thers, however, perished in battle;

he was left the only branch of his

illustrious family, consequently the

heir to its extensive possessions, and

owner of the castle of Hallwyl, the

cradle and residence of that ancient

and noble race.

This castle is situated in the Aar-

gau, at the extremity of the lake of

the same name, whence issues the ri-

ver Aar, whose limpid waters com-

pletely surround the offices and build-

ings appertaining to the castle. In

a circumference of many leagues,

there was not a village in which Wal-
ter had not serfs or dependents ; he

was the patron of many churches,

which his family had founded or en-

dowed; and his barns were annually

filled with the tithes and dues of an

extensive district.

His monastic education, however,

did not permit him to enjoy these

possessions as he might have done,

or to emulate the example of his ce-

lebrated ancestors by signalizing his

prowess in arms; and it was not

without great difficulty that his pa-

rents, before their death, prevailed

upon him to marry a poor relation.

During the whole course of his

i life, he was surrounded by monks,

spent his revenues on their convents,

built churches and enriched altars

with such profusion, that not only his

large income, but even some of his fi-

nest landed estates, were sacrificed to

these purposes. In vain did his more

prudent consort entreathim to give to

the son whom she had borne him an

education suitable to his rank ; not to

squander his whole property on the

church; to repair his castles and his

barns, which were running to ruin; and

to bestow some attention on his lands,

which lay uncultivated. Her exhorta-

tions were useless; he obstinately pes?
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sisted in his foolish course, and
aspired to nothing higher than the

praises of the crafty monks.

Young Walter, meanwhile, grew

up, and flourished under the sole

care of his mother. He had now at-

tained his sixteenth year. In vain

had his father and the monks endea-

voured to stifle the innate spirit of

chivalry which animated his bosom,

and which his mother successfully

stimulated and encouraged.

About this time, Rudolph of Habs-
purg became by inheritance the so-

vereign of these countries; and the

noble mother inflamed the heart of

the youth with her praises of the

achievements of that celebrated

prince ; whom, moreover, she secret-

ly solicited to save from ruin the last

scion of one of the most illustrious

houses among his vassals. Rudolph,

with his usual frankness and promp-
titude, repaired in person to Hallwyl,

and begged the old baron to entrust

to him his son, that he might learn

under his direction the noble pro-

fession of arms. Fortunately the weak
Walterand his monks durst not refuse

the request of the sovereign, and
the wishes of the mother were at

once accomplished.

Young Hallwyl now passed some
years under the direction of the

prince, and became a valiant warrior,

but not without a certain degree of

vehemence and rudeness in his dis-

position. During this interval his

excellent mother died, and his aged

father, on account of his increasing

infirmities, felt so sensibly the want

of female attentions, that in a short

time he invited a distant relative of

his family, a young orphan, left un-

provided for, whose name was Cle-

mentina, to superintend his domes-

tic affairs.

About this time, young Duke Con-

radin of Swabia solemnly summoned
the ancient servants and friends of

his house to accompany him to Italy,

and to assist him to recover the crowns

of his illustrious ancestors. Many
of the nobles of the Aargau, and

among the rest the enterprising Wal-
ter, repaired to Naples, to support

the just cause of this last scion of

the imperial race of Hohenstauffen.

But the flower of German chivalry

strewed the field of Palencia; and

Walter owed the preservation of his

life in this sanguinary conflict solely

to the friendship and intrepidity of

a young countryman of his own, Eg-
bert of Muiinen, who had shortly

before received the honour of knifflit-

hood with him, after the first bloody

battle in which they had been en-

gaged. Mulinen's father, who was

one of the leaders of Conradin's ar-

my, fell while gloriously signalizing

himself at Palencia.

When the two young companions

in arms returned, after a long and

toilsome journey, to their native coun-

try, they found the old Baron of

Hallwyl surrounded as usual by his

monks ; and not a soul at the castle

seemed to feel any real joy for the

arrival of his heir, who was sup-

posed to be dead, but the young

Clementina, who expressed in the

most unreserved manner her delight

on the occasion.

The father, on receiving the dread-

ful tidings of the total defeat of the

German army, had in his alarm made
a solemn vow, that, if his son escaped

this danger, he would send him to

Jerusalem, to return thanks for his

deliverance in person at the tomb of

!
the Redeemer. Walter, therefore,

I was soon obliged to cpiit the paternal

: castle for a long period ; and he did
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so for the first time with profound

regret.

His gentle, amiable kinswoman had

made a deep impression on the soul

of the impetuous knight. From the

cheerfulness with which she pursued

her domestic avocations, he learned

to appreciate the charms of tranquil

life. The void which he had felt in

his heart amid the turmoil of battle

and of camps, and even in confiden-

tial intercourse with his bosom-friend,

was filled up ; and he now knew
what was wanting to complete his fe-

licity. He therefore declared to his

father, with his natural frankness and

vivacity, that he would not leave

Hallwyl till he was united with Cle-

mentina.

The old baron consulted his spi-

ritual directors on this unexpected

demand, with which he declined

complying, under the really plausible

pretext of the extreme youth of the

lady. He promised his son, how-

ever, that on his return he would

give his consent to the match ; and

told him, from that moment he might

consider Clementina as his affianced

bride.

The young knight obeyed with re-

luctance, and much as it grieved him

to partfrom his beloved, and his friend

Egbert also, who would have accom-

panied him, had he not been pre-

vented by the duty which had de-

volved on him of supplying the place

of a father to his young orphan bro-

thers and sisters : still he was him-

self now solicitous to hasten his de-

parture, in order that he might so

much the sooner return.

On the day appointed for their

parting, the old baron, who probably

had a presentiment that he should

never more behold his son, took a

gold ring, broke it in two parts, and

gave one half to his son, and kept

the other himself; that the young
knight, in case time or circumstances

should change his looks, might on
his return make known who he was
by producing his portion, and be able

to prove by its correspondence with

the other that he was not an impostor.

All the inmates of the castle shed

tears at his departure, and the monks
affected deep affliction. Walter

mounted his impatient steed, pressed

the hand of Egbert, commended to

him the mistress of his heart, and

galloped away, followed by his es-

quires. Egbert promised with a sigh

to be the honoiuable protector of

the fair Clementina : he too now took

leave of the father of his friend, and
with a heavy heart slowly and pen-

sively bent his way to his castle. He
sincerely believed that it was his

friend whom he regretted ; but he
involuntarily associated the charming

image of Clementina with the re-

membrance of Hallwyl; and when,

after so long an absence, he was at

length tenderly received by his bro-

thers and sisters, yet not without

tears, on account of the father whom
he did not bring back, and the mo-
ther whom he no longer found there,

the idea that it was now his duty to

be a parent to these orphans was

scarcely sufficient to rouse him from

an inactive melancholy.

Egbert's father, a man of high

spirit and an ardent mind, and a

zealous adherent to the house of

Hohenstauffen, which had conferred

many favours on his ancestors, had

exerted himself to the utmost to

raise and equip a body of troops in

his neighbourhood in support of

Conradin. To this end he had even

mortgaged part of his estates, and

sold others: so that when his son
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returned to the patrimonial castle,

he found nothing left of his father's

possessions but the small lordship of

his name, the village of Thalheim,

on the other side of the Aar, a nu-

merous young family to bring up,

and considerable debts to pay.

The castle of Mulinen was seated

on the steep eastern extremity of a

ranse of mountains, the most elevat-

ed part of which is called the Wiil-

pisberg, from which Habspurg ovei'-

looks the whole adjacent country.

On the top of a lower western range

stood Wildegg, the residence of a

noble family, who held the office of

seneschal to the Counts ofHabspurg.

A prolongation of the same moun-

tain extending southward, terminated

at the castle of Brunegg, belonging

to the same house.

Egbert's castle overlooked to the

south the extensive plain of Birrfeld,

celebrated as being the theatre of

three bloody battles, the first fought

by the Romans with the Helvetii,

and the two latter with the Aleman-

ni. To the eastward, below the cas-

tle, lay the village ofMulinen, bathed

by the river Reuss, where the ruins

of an ancient Roman bridge, and of

a castle erected to defend it, were

still to be seen. On the other side

of the river is the village of Birmi-

storf, and beyond it, in the distance,

extend the fertile plains of the coun-

ty of Baden. To the west and north,

close to the castle-ditch, stood a fo-

rest of ancient oaks, whichhad sprung
up on the ruins of Vindonissa, and
was yet strewed with relics of an-

tique grandeur and art. It extend-

ed to the conflux of the rivers Aar
and Reuss, and to the Habspurg
fortresses of Brugg and Altenburg,

which were constructed with Roman
remains.

But grand as was the surrounding

scenery, so small and so simple did

the castle of our knight appear: for,

according to the custom of those

days, it was built strong and lofty,

but plain, and so small, that, without

the greatest cordiality and harmony,

all its inmates could not have lived

peaceably together in so contracted

a space. Egbert was the soul of

the family, and devoted himself with

extraordinary assiduity and prudence

to the conduct of its affairs.

Out of two brothers and four sis-

ters who needed his paternal care,

all but two, Petermann and Bertha,

were still very young. He had to

establish order and regularity in

every department ; to bring back the

peasants and servants to habits of

obedience ; to pay the usurious in-

terest which had accumulated ; to

assist Bertha in the education of the

younger children; to prepare young

Petermann for the profession of arms;

and to attend to a number of other

concerns of all kinds. Amidst this

multiplicity of avocations, the knight

had scarcely time to think of young

Clementina ; and two years passed

rapidly away before the most essen-

tial objects of his useful activity were

accomplished. The ever -cheerful

temper of his eldest sister always dis-

pelled his cares, and two old friends,

of very different habits and disposi-

tions, tended to vary the uniformity

of his rural abode.

An adjoining neighbour of his

house, the seneschal of Habspurg,

who sometimes lived with his brothers

at Wildegg, at others not the most

happily with his wife at his own cas-

tle of Brunegg, was one of them.

About ten years older than Egbert,

he had from his boyhood contributed

greatly to form his character. He
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was considered as the most valiant

and at the same time the most pru-

dent knight of the Aargau. He
was appointed mediator in every feud,

and umpire in every quarrel. The
seneschal passed one day in the week
with his young friend ; and all the

inhabitants of the castle, the chil-

dren and the servants not excepted,

anticipated its return with impati-

ence.

The other, a kinsman of the fa-

mily, who was likewise most cordially

attached to Egbert, was the marshal

of Rapperschwyl, a celebrated trou-

badour, once his valiant companion

in arms, now distinguished for his

poetic talents, but meddling and in-

quisitive, and incessantly intoxicated

with vanity, wine, or love ; so that it

was difficult to decide whether he

was more to be esteemed or pitied.

The young ladies and the children

were always heartily rejoiced to see

him also, when springing from his

richly caparisoned steed, he pro-

ceeded with them, amid jokes and

merry stories, to the festive hall.

By the latter Egbert was one day

informed, that melancholy tidings had

arrived at Hallwyl from his friend

Walter. He flew thither, and found

the whole castle in partly sincere and

partly well-dissembled grief. One
of the esquires whom the old baron

had sent with his son, had returned

from Palestine, and related circum-

stantially that his young master had
fallen in battle with the Saracens.

Egbert, however, imagined that he

detected various contradictions in

this man's story, and pointed them

out, but to no purpose : people seem-

ed determined to give implicit credit

to the suspicious tale ; and the monks

who surrounded the old man shrug-

VoL I. No. I.

ged their shoulders as they remarked

on the youthful levity of Clementina

and Egbert, who would not believe

the news of Walter's death, lest they

should be obliged in appearance to

mourn his fate.

The young knight observed on

this occasion with astonishment that

the early charms of Clementina had

expanded into perfect beauty, and

his dormant passion, which was again

roused at the sight of her lovely per-

son, seemed to him less culpable

;

for after all it was possible enough

that Walter, her destined husband,

was no more. Still Egbert thought

it his duty to confine his feelings

within his own bosom ; and agitated

by a thousand confused and contra-

dictory emotions, he returned sor-

rowfully to Mulinen.

A few weeks afterwards he re-

ceived a letter from the most reve-

rend the abbot of Cappel, informing

him that the old baron of Hallwyl

had died suddenly : that he had been

buried in the abbey church with hel-

met and buckler (for so it was cus-

tomary to inter knights who died

without issue) ; and adding, that all

the nobility in the neighbourhood

were therefore invited to Hallwyl to

be present at the opening of his last

will and testament.

Egbert accordingly attended on

the appointed day. The will was

read, and the knights and nobles

heard, not without indignation, that

old Walter, under the idea that he

was the last of his name, had disin-

herited all his other relatives, destin-

ed Clementina for a nunnery, and

bequeathed his large possessions to

the brethren of St. Bernard at Cap-

pel, on condition that they should

erect a new convent of their order

G
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at Hallwyl. A codicil to this will,

however, expressly provided, that

the half of the ring, placed under his

seal, should be deposited in the

church ; and that if, contrary to ex-

pectation, young Walter was still

alive, and could prove his identity

by his half of the ring, he should be

put in undisputed possession of all

his estates. This codicil was annex-

ed by the old baron at the most ur-

gent remonstrances of Clementina,

and in direct opposition to his spiri-

tual advisers.

The knights, stifling their indig-

nation, were about to retire, when
MiAlinen stepped forth, and protest-

ed against the arbitrary manner in

which Clementina was disposed of.

He insisted that to herself alone be-

longed the right of deciding her lot,

in regard to which the deceased, who
was but a distant relation, had no

authority to interfere.

In vain did the monks represent

that the young lady was exactly

qualified for a nun; and that, being

without relations and without pro-

perty, she had no option left. The
knights unanimously agreed that Cle-

mentina herself should decide. She

was summoned, and with modest

dignity entered the assembly. Eg-

bert rose, alleged the sacred promise

he had given to his friend to protect

his bride, and offered her an asylum

with his sister. Clementina, sweetly

blushing, accepted his proffered pro-

tection. The younger knights smiled

significantly; the monks talked of

scandal and immorality, but they

relinquished the smaller booty for the

sake of making more sure of the lar-

ger prize.

In a few hours, Clementina, ac-

companied by an aged waiting-wo-

man, who had long lived in Hallwyl's-

family, was on the road to Miilinen,

protected by Egbert; and twenty of

the principal knights of the Aargau,

who apprehended nothing good of

the violent and crafty abbot, escorted

them with their men at arms.

( To be continued.)

DESCRIPTION of the SUMMER-GARDEN, ST. PETERSBURG:
In a Letter from a Traveller.

Come along with me, my friend,

to the Summer-Garden, which, as one

of the curiosities of this capital, and

a place of resort for the public, is

well worthy of the notice of stran-

gers. This extensive garden is si-

tuated on the left bank of the Neva,

and is bounded on the right by the

Field of Mars (a parade for troops),

and the ditches of the palace of

Michailow, which resembles a for-

tress; and on the left by the beauti-

ful Fontanka canal, on either bank of

which are seated several noble man-

sions, and anions others that of the

wealthy Count Scheremctjeff. This

young nobleman, who has an income

of ten millions of rubles, owes his

existence and his immense fortune

rather to his relatives than to his fa-

ther, who had no intention of marry-

ing. The story is briefly this : Field-

marshal Count Scheremctjeffhad re-

solved, for what reasons nobody

knows, to die a bachelor. Accord-

ing to this whim, his vast possessions

must have devolved to his relations,

who rejoiced not a little in the mag-

nificent prospect; nay, some of them

even went so far as to contract debts
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on the strength of their expectations.

The count was informed of their

conduct to his no small vexation, and
put them all out in their reckoning,

by marrying, with the emperor's con-

sent, one of his own female serfs, to

whom he was much attached; and
from this union, to their inexpressible

mortification, sprung this little Crce-

BUS.

You will excuse, I am sure, this

digression, into which I have been

led by the name of Scheremetjeff,

and now direct your view to the Sum-
mer-Garden. The barrier alone of

this garden, consisting of thirty-six

columns of granite, and a curiously

wrought iron balustrade, adorned

with a great deal of gilding, is worth

inspection. It was completely finish-

ed in 1784, and when viewed from

the long and handsome bridge of St.

Peter, produces a grand effect. They
relate here the following not exactly

authenticated anecdote respecting

this work: An Englishman, in a fit

of the spleen of course, travelled

from London hither on purj)ose to

gratify his curiosity with a sight of

this barrier : after he had gazed at it

for some time, he exclaimed, " I have

seen enough of St. Petersburg!"

went en board again, and immediate-

ly returned to England.

On the quay of the Neva there

is an incessant bustle of people mov-

ing to and fro; the river itself is en-

livened by vessels and craft of all

sorts, either going to or returning

from the bay of Cronstiidt, or lying

at anchor. You hear the peculiar

cries of the sailors; the noise occa-

sioned by the repairs of damaged
shipping; the singular mixture of

English, Danish, Swedish, German,

and other languages, which strike

the ear, and attest the actitity of the

commerce of the Russian capital.

!
But the Summer-Garden is vke many

|

other things in the world which daz-

!
zle by their brilliant exterior: its in-

terior does not justify the expecta-

tions you form before you enter.

j

Three gates lead into it froru the

j

side next to the Neva: the middle

j
one is the principal; it is of iron, in

i open work, and decorated with the

double Russian eagle and the cipher

of the Emperor Paul: it conducts to

the main alley, which is frequented

in preference by pedestrians.

Formerly, the present Summer-
Garden was divided into the Upper
and Lower Garden, and the public

had access to the latter only; but

during the reign of the Emperor
Paul, the greater part of the former

was cleared, and instead of the little

wooden edifice, removed to the Low-
er Garden, the present Michailow

palace was erected, which the empe-

ror, it is said, had painted red, in

compliment to a lady who had con-

siderable influence at court, and was

fond of that colour. The present

Summer-Garden is partly in the

French and partly in the Dutch style,

and embellished here and there with

statues by Italian artists, which canr

not rank precisely with those of a

Phidias, and which are so old, and

many of them so mutilated, that you

have great difficulty to discover what

they represent.

What Chrestowsky is to the pub-

lic on Sundays, the Summer-Garden

is on week-days, with this difference,

that you find pedestrians in the latter

at all hours of the day. On fine

warm summer mornings, you hero

meet at a very early hour with per-

sons strolling in the beautiful urn.

G %
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brageous alleys of limes, the princi-

pal ornament of the garden, and en-

joying the manifold perfumes ex-

haled by flowering plants and shrubs.

Towards noon appear fair ladies in

elegant morning dresses, and trip

over the garden in all directions, till

about three, when a few solitary in-

dividuals only are left behind. From
this time till evening the garden is

not much frequented, but from seven

to nine o'clock, the scene is changed

:

the profound silence is succeeded by

loud bustle
;
you find yourself trans-

ported into another world, where

wealth and luxury appear in the most

diversified forms.

But it is on Whit-Monday that

this place presents the most imposing

spectacle. On that day, according

to ancient custom, all the world, that

is, all people of fashion, resort hi-

ther in the afternoon and evening;

and among the concourse of thou-

sands you frequently see the impe-

rial family, whose members shew

themselves for a short time without

parade, and frequently give proofs

of their humanity. This practice

lately furnished occasion to the fol-

lowing ludicrous circumstance

:

Several ladies of the capital had

taken a fancy to give their lap-dogs

the name of Comme-vous. One of

these animals, a most beautiful little

creature, was gamboling so sportive-

ly about his mistress as to attract the

notice of many persons, and among

the rest of the reigning empress, who
was walking here attended by several

of her ladies and chamberlains. The
dog ran up to the empress, and seem-

ed extremely fond of her, on which

she asked his mistress, who had

meanwhile come up, what was the

name of the animal. This question

took the lady by surprise. " He is

called," said she, pausing, because it

seemed disrespectful to say Comme-

vous—" he is called

—

Comme votre

Majestt Imperiale /" You may con-

ceive the confusion of the lady when

she perceived her blunder. The em-

press with a good-humoured laugh

pursued her walk; and since this

event, it is not usual to christen dogs

with this singular name.

HOW TO BRING AN OFFENDER TO JUSTICE.

There prevails in many parts of

Germany a good old custom, accord-

ing to which criminals are passed

from place to place, much in the same

manner as with us vagrants or beg-

gars are passed to their respective

parishes. If a thief, for example,

is caught at A, and he is or pretends

to be from B, he is conducted from

place to place by the inhabitants of

the intermediate towns and villages,

and has of course the best opportu-

nities for escaping by the way. Now
it frequently happens, that should

he luckily reach B by this mode of

conveyance, it is found that he doe3

not belong to that place : he is then

sent back, or forwarded to C or D,

as the case may be, and the rogue

has the pleasure of travelling all over

the country, till he thinks fit, or in

other words, till he has a favourable

opportunity to escape, in order to re-

commence his industrious career.

Such opportunities of recovering his

liberty, without any effort on his

part, are not rare ; for the escorting

of offenders in this way is a compul-

sory service, which every one of course

evades if lie can.
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The following anecdote, illustra-

tive of this subject, is given by M.
von Grollmann, criminal judge of the

province of Upper Hesse, in his

History of the Banditti of the Vo-

gelsberg and Wetteravia; written in

1813. Holzapfel, one of these ban-

ditti, says that writer, whose work
by the bye is entirely founded on au-

thentic documents, was apprehended

in 1811, with one of his comrades, at

Oberessigheim, and sent to Hanau.

As he stated Beuern, in this province,

to be his birth-place, he was passed

for Giessen, together with a sealed

letter, by the commissariat of the po-

lice at Hanau. He arrived at L— , a

considerable place, some leagues from

Giessen. This happened to be on a

Sunday afternoon, when none of the

peasants will work if he can help it.

The constable, therefore, gave or-

ders to the watchman of the place to

appoint a man to take the prisoner

farther, together with the letter, which

he delivered to the watchman, and

then gave himself no farther trouble

about the matter. The watchman

went from house to house, but met

with nothing but shuffling and ex-

cuses ; not a creature would under-

take the duty of escorting the pri-

soner. At length he began to be

rather impatient, and to get rid of

the business some how or other, he
j

went and commanded an old woman
—literally an old woman—to exe- !

cute the commission. The poor

creature wept bitterly: she repre-

sented to him that it would not be

the most becoming thing in the world

for a person of her years to—to put

on breeches—for this she was re-

quired to do, probably to inspire the

robber with more respect by this

transformation. All her remonstran-

ces, however, were unavailing; the

watchman commanded, and the old

woman was obliged to obey. Luck-
ily, however, she found means to ex-
tricate herself from this ticklish di-

lemma. Her grandchild, a boy ten

years old, was moved, as it may na-

!

turally be supposed, by the tears of

I

his granny, and offered to undertake
the task imposed upon her. The
proposal was accepted, and off went
the boy with the robber. But surely

he ran away from him?—O no, cour-

teous reader, he had no need to do
that—have patience and you shall

hear. The boy—you will recollect,

if you please, that it was Sunday

—

soon longed to be back with his play-

mates. When, therefore, he had
proceeded to a little distance from
the place with his prisoner, " My
honest fellow," said he, turning to

him, " will you be so good as to go
forward to alone ? I want to get

back myself."—The robber had the

politeness to answer in the affirma-

tive.—"Well then," rejoined the boy,

" take this letter, and give it on your

arrival to the constable, who will pro-

vide for your being forwarded to the

next place.—And hark ye, here is a

penny for you to spend by the way."

With these words the guard turned

back ; the robber took the letter,

which was to acquaint the tribunal

with his crime, and the penny, and

cheerfully pursued his way, to begin

a new course of depredations.

If this anecdote were not related

by a celebrated writer on criminal

law, and in a work founded on legal

documents, the reader might justly

be disposed to consider it as an ex-

periment on his credulity.
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GRATITUDE:
A Persian Tale.

Rustem, who once swayed the

sceptre of Persia, was negligent of

business and a slave to pleasure. His

jeweller was the most important per-

sonage at his court. To him he com-

mitted the education of his son, Nar-

wan ; and the preceptor, whose heart

lusted after wealth, instilled avarice

into the mind of the youth. A Jew
from Aleppo one day brought pre-

cious stones of the greatest beauty to

the sultan's seraglio for sale. Prince

Narwan insisted on having them at a

price arbitrarily fixed by himself, and

when the Jew threatened to complain

of this treatment to the sultan, the

prince ordered his slaves to beat him

so unmercifully, that the poor fellow

expired under the blows of his tor-

mentors.

After some time, Rustem was in-

formed of this circumstance : he was

exceedingly incensed against Salem,

the jeweller, and banished him from

his court. The prince too was exiled

to a distant palace.

Salem withdrew, and immediately

set out to leave the dominions of the

sultan. He had reached a wood,

when he had the misfortune to fall

into a wolf-pit, in which there were

already three prisoners, a lion, an

ape, and a serpent. Salem passed

a whole day in the company of these

animals, in continual fear of being

torn in pieces. At length a man ap-

peared on the brink of the pit; and

when he cried out lustily for help,

the stranger let down a rope, for the

purpose of liberating the half-dead

jeweller : but the ape was too quick

for Salem, and catching hold of the

rope, was drawn up by the traveller.

Perceiving the amazement of the

stranger at his unexpected appear-

ance, he thus addressed him: " Re-

pent not of saving my life. Brutes

are more grateful than men, and de-

pend upon it, thou wilt get no good

by it, if thou deliverest the man
down yonder ; but shouldst thou ever

want my assistance, thou mayst reck-

on upon it with confidence. I live

at the foot of the next mountain."

The traveller built very little on

the fine promises of the ape, and let

down the rope a second time into the

pit; but this time the lion got before

the man, and was drawn up, to the

terror of the stranger. He also ex-

pressed his acknowledgments to his

deliverer, and promised, when op-

portunity should offer, to manifest

his gratitude. The same thing hap-

pened the third time with the ser-

pent, and Salem was the last that

was drawn out. He loaded the

stranger with assurances of his ever-

lasting gratitude, and expressed in

his conversation so deep a sense of

justice and religion, that the travel-

ler deemed himself fortunate in hav-

ing rescued a philosopher from de-

struction. Salem besought his be-

nefactor to accompany him to his ha-

bitation, hoping, by means of his ex-

traordinary story, to regain the fa-

vour of the sultan : but as the stran-

ger was not to be diverted from the

object of his journey, he parted

from him with cordial and repeated

assurances of his eternal obligations.

Achmet—such was the name of

the stranger—pursued his way to In-

dia, and was so successful in his spe-

culations there, that he set out on
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his return, enriched with diamonds

of the greatest value. He had ar-

rived at the spot where he had res-

cued Salem and the three animals

from the wolf-pit, and the remem-

brance of this good deed gave him

particular pleasure. All at once he

was attacked by robbers : plundered

of his treasures, and bound to a tree,

he found himself exposed to a lin-

gering death by hunger in the wil-

derness. In this melancholy condi-

tion, he was rejoiced by the appear-

ance of the very ape whom he had a

year before delivered from the pit.

The grateful animal gnawed to piec-

es the cords that bound him, and

conducted him to a cavern, where he

appeased his hunger with fruit of va-

rious kinds : he then hastened to the

cave where the robbers of Achmet
dwelt, and carrying off a bag full of

gold and the finest garments, joyful-

ly brought his booty to his benefac-

tor; and when the latter had dressed

himself, he went with him, and led

him out of the forest. But they had

not gone for, before they were met

by a tremendous lion, who obstruct-

ed the way, and opened his immense

jaws as if to swallow them up. Ach-

met shuddered, but he was soon re-

lieved from his apprehensions ; for

the lion proved to be the same whose

life he had saved twelve months be-

fore. The lion requested Achmet
to accompany him to Ins den, and

begging him to remain there till he

should come back, he hastened

away. The palace to which Prince

Narwan was exiled was not for from !

the forest. The lion ran thither, and

finding the prince walking abroad,

he fell upon him and tore him in

pieces ; but his exceedingly rich tur-
j

ban, adorned with jewels, he brought

as a present to Achmet, whom he
j

then conducted to the environs of the

city, in which Salem, late jeweller to

the sultan, resided.

Achmet, moved by the generosity

and gratitude of the two animals,

promised himself still more cordial

demonstrations of acknowledgment

from a man who was under equal

obligations to him; and went straight-

way to Salem, who received him very

courteously, and after listening with

astonishment to the new wonderful

adventure with the ape and the lionr

solemnly protested that he would not

be surpassed by those animals in ge-

nerosity and grateful attachment.

The death of the prince was al-

ready known to the whole city. Sa-

lem had recognised the turban in

Achmet's possession as being the

same which the prince had worn;

and as soon as his guest had lain

down to sleep, the perfidious jewel-

ler repaired to the sultan. " Mighty

ruler of the world !" said he, " the

murderer of thy son is in my house.

I have seen the turban of the prince,

with all the costly jewels that adorn

it, in the hands of my guest. There

can be no doubt that he is his mur-

derer. Give orders, O king! that

he be brought to thy feet." This was

done forthwith, and Achmet was.

conducted into the presence of the

sultan. He was ignorant how the

lion had come by the richly decorat-

ed turban, nor had he heard till that

moment of the death of the prince.

But when he saw Salem by the side

of the sultan, it was clear to him

that his host had betrayed his trea-

sures to the sultan, and he was sorry

that he had not followed the advice

of the ape, who had predicted, that

he would have reason to repent it if

he released the man out of the pit.

Achmet was condemned to be pa-
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raded through the whole city on an

ass, and then to be thrown into a

gloomy dungeon. This sentence was

immediately executed ; and there he

lay in the dungeon, deeply deploring

his melancholy fate, when the very

same serpent which he had delivered

out of the pit, approached him. It

informed him, that the lion had

killed the prince, and then said, " I

am now come to be grateful to thee

for thy kindness. Take this herb;

it is an antidote to the strongest poi-

son. I have bitten the sultan's

daughter, and thou alone wilt be able

to cure her. Tell thy gaoler what a

wonderful herb thou possessest."

—

Achmet did not fail to comply; and

he was quickly conducted to the

princess, who was sick unto death.

The sultan was beside himself for

joy when he saw his daughter in-

stantaneously restored, and ordered

the man who had saved her so mi-

raculously to be rewarded with the

choicest gifts. But Achmet seiz-

ed this favourable opportunity to

avail himself of the sultan's favour

for his justification. He first related

to him the deliverance of the ape,

the lion, and the serpent, and after-

wards the circumstances of the

prince's death. Salem's ingratitude

he mentioned with indignation at his

inhuman perfidy, and implored the

sultan to decree his punishment. The
sultan was highly incensed at Salem's

baseness ; he ordered him to be im-

mediately seized and beheaded in

the public place. But Achmet, load-

ed with presents, proceeded to his

own home.

And thus this story teaches us, not

to bestow confidence on any one

whose integrity we have not tried.

ROYAL MILITARY TROPHY AND CANDELABRUM.
During twenty -nine years, his

present Majesty commanded the 10th

regiment of Hussars ; but upon his

accession to the throne, that com-

mand was naturally relinquished.

His Majesty was then pleased to be-

stow upon the regiment a particular

tribute of his regard; and for this

purpose the magnificent piece of gilt

plate, represented in the annexed

engraving, was, by his Majesty's

command, fabricated by Messrs.

Rundell, Bridge, and Rundell ; and,

in the King's name, presented to the

regiment by their present colonel,

the Marquis of Londonderry, at a

grand dinner given to the officers in

July last.

A very admirable likeness of his

Majesty, in the Roman imperial cos-

tume, is the chief subject of the com-

position; the countenance is parti-

cularly expressive, and the statue al-

together dignified and manly. It is

placed on the shaft of a Doric co-

lumn, surrounded by a triangular

basement, whence it springs, and

bearing three medallions, containing

the badge of the regiment, a record

of the battles in which it was engag-

ed in the Peninsula and at Waterloo,

and the inscription that marks the

dedication of the trophy.

The seated figures at the angles of

the base represent Courage, Victo-

ry, and Honour, elegantly express-

ing, that as victory is the conse-

quence of courage, so is honour the

reward of both; a compliment in

every respect legitimate to the 10th

Hussars, a regiment of the highest

rank and most distinguished merit.
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Between these emblematic figures

are placed the king's arms and sup-

porters, decorated with branches of

laurel, very boldly and exquisitely

executed in relief: indeed, the whole,

and particularly the figures, is of

that high class of art, that entitles it

to the attention of the connoisseur.

1 lis Majesty honoured it with his en-

tire approbation, and to him doubtless

it afforded much gratification, being

a proof of the advancement of the

manufacturing arts in this country,

which the present monarch has mu-
nificently fostered, to whom they are

greatly indebted for their present

eminence, and will be for their ulti-

mate perfection, towards which they

are making a rapid progress.

The following inscription occupies

one of the medallions:

The Gift of

His Majesty

King George IV.

to the

Xth or Prince of Wales*

own Royal Regiment,

which he commanded

from the year M.DCC.XCIII.

until his Accession

to the Throne.

To add usefulness to ornament in

this piece of plate, the triangular

pedestal is made to support nine

branches for wax-lights.

J. B. Papworth.

MUSICAL REVIEW.
" Oh! softly sleep" composed by

Charles Smith, arranged with Va-

riationsfor the Piano-forte (with

Flute Accompaniments, ad lib.)

a new Edition, by G. Kiallmark.

Pr. 2s. 6d.—(Power, Strand.)

We cannot charge our memory
with having seen a former edition

of these variations; a circumstance

which, from their general interest,

would probably not have escaped

our recollection ; for the composition

is certainly one of great merit. The
fluency in the passages of the 1st

variation is striking ; in the 2d and

3d, the flute is employed with the

best result ; and we may add, it is

seldom that so much effect is assign-

ed to and produced by an instrument,

which yet may be dispensed with in

the performance. Here lies the art

in writing for an ad libitum auxiliary.

The adagio in the 4th variation is

Vol I. No. I.

set with great feeling and in a clas-

sic taste; and in the last variation,

we observe the active and free man-
ner in which both hands have been

made to contribute their respective

quota of exertion.

Notwithstanding the spirit and ac-

tivity which pervade the greater

part of these variations, they are,

like most of Mr. K.'s productions,

conspicuous for the ease with which
the passages adapt themselves to the

digital powers of even a moderate

proficient.

" Bendemeers Stream," the Words
from Lalla Roohh, written by
Thos. Moore, Esq.; the Music hy
Lord Burghersh. Pr. 2s. — (J.

Power, Strand.)

In our notice of a variety of vocal

compositions on detached parts of
" Lalla Rookh," which some time

ago appeared in the Repository of
II
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Arts, and which included one song

of Lord Burghersh's, the above pro-

duction of his lordship was not ad-

verted to. It is of small compass,

the air being of four lines only ; but

the melody, by its graceful simpli-

city and tenderness, sufficiently be-

speaks the noble author's residence

in the land of harmony, and his taste

in availing himself properly of such

an advantage. The accompaniment,

throughout, is in the guitar style,

merely arpeggios, without an at-

tempt at contrapuntal artifice. This

probably was the result of choice;

for we have had abundant evidence

of his lordship's powers in the high-

er branches of the art, by his opera

of Bajazet, of which the principal

portions were brought before the

London public at the oratorios of

last season, and justly received with

great favour.

" Arabifs Daughter;' Ballad from
Moore s celebratedPoem of " Lal-

la Rookh;" the Melody by ;

with Symphonies and Accompa-
niments, by G. Kiallmark. Pr. 2s.

—(J. Power, Strand.)

Towards an anonymous amateur,

of the tender sex probably, we are

always willing to wield the critic's

weaponwith courtesy and indulgence

:

but in the present instance we see

no occasion for resorting to this ami-

able disposition of ours. The me-
lody, although fraught with a remi-

niscence or two, is really good ; there

is a softness and unaffected feeling in

its strains, which bespeak a cultivat-

ed taste ; and this is further confirm-

ed by the perfect rhythmical symme-
try of all the successive phrases;

a merit, by the way, which we have

often missed in the labours of some
professional lyrists, who, in their wish

j

to exhibit as much learning as they

can, occasionally indulge in hard-

featured, obsolete crudities, and more

frequently lose themselves in the

rhythm, so as to defy any attempt at

finding proportion and symmetry in

corresponding parts, or, we should

rather say, in parts that ought to cor-

respond.

Mr. Kiallmark's contribution of the

symphonies and accompaniments is

highly meritorious. That gentleman,

indeed, seldom takes up the pen with-

out giving us complete satisfaction.

Eight Psalm - Tunes, in Score,

adapted to the Metres generally

in use, with an Accompaniment

for the Organ or Piano-forte,

composed by Nicholas Samuel

Heineken; and revised by his

highly esteemed Friend and In-

structor, John Camidge, Mus.

Doc. Cantab. Pr. 3s.—(Gould-

ing and Co.)

The candour with which Mr.

Heineken has acknowledged the as-

sistance of Dr. Camidge, in revising

this production, is extremely praise-

worthy, however it may prevent the

critic from assigning the merit of the

aggregate of the labour to the right-

ful claimant. Were it not for this

circumstance, we should find cause

to applaud these psalm-tunes as a

very promising effort of a young

composer. The revisal of Dr. C.

we suppose, to have principally ex-

tended to the harmony, which is ably

devised, dense, effective, and cor-

rect. The melodies probably are

more exclusively the pupil's property

;

and these, too, claim our approba-

tion in a great degree, as evincing a

due simplicity, feeling, and solemnity.

In one or two instances, rhythm has

not strictly been attended to : thus
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in the 3d tune (p. 5.) the third strain

has four bars, while the 1st, 2d, and

4th have but three. It is obvious

that the temptation arose from the

text, where the third line has a foot

more than the first, with which it

corresponds. This maybe tolerated

in poetry, although it is not com-

mendable; but in music, where

rhythmical symmetry is a fundamen-

tal law, it is difficult, for our ear at

least, to feel satisfied with any dis-

proportion of this kind. But what's

to be done ? we shall be asked. Our
answer is, that the composer has ma-

ny expedients in his power to bring

his text into rhythmical symmetry,

by extension, contraction, repetition,

blending two lines into one, &c. ; and

if none of the means in his power

will help him out, he had better give

up the text.

" The Chough and Crow" composed

by H. Bishop ; arranged for two

Performers on the Piano-forte,

with an Accompaniment for the

Harp, and respectfully dedicated

to Miss Metcalfe and Miss Dew-
hurst, by D. Bruguier. Pr. 4s.

—

(Goulding and Co.)

One advantage, among others, of

adaptations from large scores to a

limited number of staves, is, that

they recall to our memory most of

the sensations we experienced on

hearing the original in its full strength.

In this respect, therefore, this re-

production of a chorus, which is a

very great favourite, will not fail to

be welcome wherever the triumvirate

required for its execution can be

mustered. With this phalanx of six

staves, capable of sounding eighteen

and more notes at once, Mr. Bruguier

had all the means of producing, ex-

cept as to voice, a complete fac-si-

mile of the " Chough and Crow ;" and

he has given us a perfect likeness of

the same, without missing a feather.

For our parts, we should even have

connived at a litde liberty which Mr.
Bruguier might have been disposed

to take with the original, with a view

to add greater fluency to the accom-

paniments : for much and often as

we have been pleased in hearing this

chorus, the instruments always ap-

peared to us to rim too constantly

upon the same unvaried system of

accompaniment ; they seemed to be

beating time in quavers almost

throughout.

" O dear! what can the matter be"

with T'ariations by Holder, ar-

ranged as a Duet for the Harp
and Piano-forte, and respectfully

inscribed to Miss Anionetia and

Miss Marian Cramer, by D. Bru-

guier. Pr. 4s.— (Goulding and

Co.)

In the case above commented up-

on, Ave had adaptations by contrac-

tion: here it is by expansion; inas-

much as the original author writes a

simple ballad, Mr. Holder extends

it into variations for the piano-forte,

and Mr. Bruguier expands Mr. H.'s

work into a duet for the piano-forte

and harp. This kind of rzchavjfe-

ment, now and then, we will not ob-

ject to ; but it must come sparingly,

as the art can derive but little bene-

fit from the practice, and the artist,

probably, will earn less credit from it

than his exertions may deserve.

Those of Mr. B. in the present case,

appear to us, on an inspection and

comparison of the two parts, to have

been very laudable. The piano-forte

is the more strongly cast, and re-

quires a good performer; a less de-

gree of proficiency will be called for

H 2
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in the harp part, although it is very

effective, and, in one or two varia-

tions, by no means commonplace

work.
11 The days of our happiness," a

new Song, composed, with an Ac-

companiment for the Piano-forte

or Harp, by Charles S. Evans, of

his Majesty's Chapels Royal. Pr.

Is. 6d.—(Fitzwilliam and Co. New-
street, Covent-Garden.)

The ideas in this song are not

throughout of a novel cast; but there

is a certain freshness and impressive

gracefulness in the melody, which

cannot fail to please. The accom-

paniment is very effective, and evin-

ces in its arrangement both taste and

judgment. The exclamation, " What
an age !" is appropriately and strik-

ingly rendered ; but, what is often

the case, adapts itself indifferently to

the second stanza, which, in one or

two other instances, appears to have

been less considered in the framing

of the air. The melody goes to B,

which, with the generality of female

singers, is scarcely attainable, with-

out straining the voice. The text is

stated to be a translation from the

Spanish.

" While I sat thinking," sung by

Miss Tunstall at the Theatre

Royal, Brighton; the Words by

T. Dibdin, Esq.; composed by
W. Gutteridge. Pr. Is. 6d.

—

(Fitzwilliam and Co. New-street,

Covent-Garden.)

Mr. G.'s name, ifwe may trust our

recollection, has not before appeared

in our musical critique: it affords

us therefore the more satisfaction to

be able to accompany this production

with a favourable comment. The son o-,
©'

in E b , is of an agreeable, natural me-
lody

; the periods are regular and in

good keeping ; and the instrumental

support is well varied, and altogether

in good taste. The two leading notes

at " While I sat" might as well be

omitted, and the succeeding bar

made to embrace the whole of these

words : as it stands, the " I " has an

improper accent. Some typographi-

cal mistakes occur, which may easily

be amended.
" Dear Rosa, I'm. thine," afavourite

Ballad, written by a Field Officer

of rank; arranged with an Ac-

companimentfor the Harp or Pi-

ano-forte, by J. A. Fitzwilliam.

Pr. Is. 6d.—(Fitzwilliam and Co.

New-street, Covent-Garden.)

The melody devised for this bal-

lad by the amateur alluded to in the

title, is not throughout of a novel

complexion ; the motivo, for instance,

strongly resembles Mr. Braham's
" Said a smile to a tear :" but the air,

as a whole, is satisfactory and pleas-

ing, and proceeds in good order, and

in a lively strain of musical diction.

The accompaniment is conceived with

propriety, and acts effectively, al-

though in one or two instances it

might have been set with more strict

grammatical purity.

" The Gleaner, or Select Flute-Mis-

cellany, comprising Airs, Duets,

and Trios;" compiled, arranged,

and partly composed by J. Monro.

Nos. III. to XII. Pr. 2s. 6d. each.

.—(J. Monro, Skinner-street, Snow-

Hill.)

The two first numbers of this ex-

tensive and agreeable collection have

already been submitted to the notice

j

of our readers. Since that time the

l work has regularly proceeded: it

! has now reached the twelfth number,

I so that, according to the editor's

I
plan, six further numbers will com-
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plete the whole. In point of selec-

tion, arrangement, and care as to ty-

pographical neatness and correctness,

Mr. M.'s exertions have continued

undiminished, so that the work may
justly be ranked among the most

comprehensive and entertaining flute-

miscellanies in this country. There

is hardly a favourite tune that has

not a place here ; for the number
amounts to upwards of 350, and when
we consider that thus about one pen-

ny per tune is paid by the purchaser,

the price of the work will appear

sufficiently moderate.

Fifth Fantasia, consisting of the

mostfavourite Airsfrom Mozart's

celebrated Opera " Le Nozze cli

Figaro," composed, and arranged

for the Piano-forte, with Flute

Accompaniments (ad lib.J,by John

Purkis. Pr.3s.—(Hodsoll, High-
Holborn.)

The series of Mr. Purkis's Fan-

tasias (four in number), from the
u Magic Flute," Rossini's " Tancre-

di" and " Le Nozze di Figaro," has

passed a very favourable review in

some of our former Numbers
;
par-

ticularly the third from " Tancredi,''

the recommendation of which, we

have the satisfaction of knowing, has

been attended to, and concurred in,

in several quarters.—The above is a

second Fantasia, from " Figaro," and

contains four further airs from that

opera, strung together, and treated

in the same natural, easy, and taste-

ful plan, which Mr. P. pursued in

the former Fantasia, and which had

induced us to recommend them as

excellent lessons for students having

reached abouthalf-way in their course

of instruction.

This work will bear being conti-

nued, especially if the selection be

directed to operas not too generally

known. With this view we would

advise Mr. P. to turn to Rossini a

little oftener. The melodious Mar-
tini too, and the elegant and hu-

morous Cimarosa, might afford mat-

ter for some Numbers.

Select Italian Airs, No. II. " Zit/i,

Zitti, Piano, Piano," arranged as

a Rondofor the Piano-forte, and
dedicated to Miss Balantinc, by
S. F. Rimbault. Pr. 2s.—(Hod-
soll.)

Dozens of times has this Zitti,

Zitti already impelled our critical

quill; and here 'tis again. Every

publisher we suppose finds his ac-

count in having a Zitti or two of his

own ; and by and by we shall proba-

bly have the caution, " Mind you ask

for the original Zitti," as has been

the case with some revived songs of

late. To this multiplication of Ita-

lian airs we have no objection what-

ever ; on the contrary, the more the

merrier and the better. There wants

yet a great deal of Italian melody,

before the arid, acrid, vapid leaven

be expelled, or at least allayed in the

art, as it stands with us. The lady

is still in an indifferent state of health,

and old-fashioned withal, and gloomy,

and full of bad humours, for which

a course of sweeteners from Italy will

be the best specific. Her sister in

Germany was much in the same con-

dition some fifty years ago, and the

Italian recipe worked wonders. In

France there is but a cousin of the

same family ; but even there the re-

medy has had success whenever it

was resorted to, and has of late pro-

duced the best effects.

Mr. Rimbault's " Zitti" forms a

pretty and attractive rondo. The

base has been kept in bounds of mo-
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deration, so that the performance will

not require attainments of a superior

order, and yet exhibit all the essen-

tial features of the original.

" Ecco ridente il Cielo," thefavour-

ite Cavatina by Rossini; arrang-

ed in a familiar Stylefor the Pi-

ano-forte, by S. Poole. Pr. Is.

—

(Hodsoll.)
41 AlV idea di qual metallo," a fa-

vourite Air, con/posed by Rossini;

arranged for the Piano-forte by

S. Poole. Pr. Is.—(Hodsoll.)

More of Rossini! in a more hum-

ble, yet agreeable form. The above

airs are well known, the first espe-

cially, which is very beautiful. Mr.

Poole has professedly treated them

in an easy way : the harmony, under

this condition, could not be expected

in its complete and full dress; it ap-

pears in a becoming neglige, with

just as much covering as the occasion

called for ; and, we may add, as could

be reasonably desired. The cut is

in taste, and the workmanship re-

spectable, so that the suit may be

pronounced a fairish fit, and recom-

mended for trial to the juvenile form.

The celebrated French Romance,

introduced by Miss Stephens in

" The Law of Jara," arranged as

a Rondofor the Piano-forte, and

most respectfully inscribed to Miss

CooJc, by Edward Knight, jun.

Pr. 2s. Gd.—(Goulding and Co.)

Owin^ to mere inadvertence on our

part, this rondo, which has been in

our portfolio for some time, happens

to form the last article in this review.

Had we not unaccountably almost

lost sight of the book, it would liave

occupied a very different place.

It is but some months ago, at any

Tate within the last twelvemonth, that

Mr. Knight's name presented itself

as a composer in our miscellany ; in-

deed his age alone would put a long

career in the art out of the question.

We discerned promising tokens ; we
encouraged, we even presumed to

give advice ; but with all the favour-

able, yet impartial, bias on our mind,

we could hardly have expected the

giant stride in the art which this ron-

do proclaims. It is, we take it for

granted, entirely Mr. K.'s own pro-

duction, and, as such, we hail in the

work an early proof of the correct-

ness of our anticipations.

The introduction at once gained

our favour: the good style in which

it is conceived, the glance at the sub-

ject of the air, the higher order of

musical thought, the freedom of its

treatment, the clever counterpoint-

ing, the neat harmonic fitting of the

triplets between treble and bass— all

these good things really delighted

us. In the rondo we had equal cause

to follow Mr. K. with sensations of

the most pleasing surprise. With-

out entering upon an analysis of de-

tails, almost all equally meritorious,

we will generally observe, that the

able manner in which Mr. K. has

wielded his motivo, through a variety

of tonics, either plainly, or in a more

disguised form, or by giving its most

striking character to the bass, has

our fullest approbation, not to say

more. The numerous and bold mo-

dulations form another prominent

feature in the composition. These

are elaborately wrought, and con-

ducted with a tact and a degree of

correctness, which bespeak no small

knowledge of the science, and the

most assiduous study of good mas-

ters. Such pages as the fifth, sixth,

tenth, and eleventh, can only issue

from talents the most promising. In

the eighth page the harmonic ideas,

I
however satisfactory in outline, ap-
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pear perhaps too plainly propounded

:

but we will not alloy our pleasure by

adverting to trivial imperfections.

Seeing thus Mr. K. fairly on the

high-road to eminence in his profes-

sion, we can hardly express another

wish, than that he may steadfastly

pursue this track, without suffering

himself to be drawn into the by-

paths oflittleness and frivolity, which,

in the present age, are apt to hold

out transient allurement ; or, from a

desire of early fame or emolument,

to be tempted, as yet, into frequent

publications. To write much by

way of study, and publish only what

is really good ; to submit the labour

to experienced masters ; to study the

best work? on theory ; to read cl;i - i<-

poetry, and other works of imagina-

tion elevating the mind ; to hear as

much good music in full orchestra

as ever possible, especially Italian

operas ; to sing, with whatever voice

nature may have dispensed; to prac-
tise the violin and another instrument

or two, besides the piano-forte and
organ—all these are requisites in

forming a musical composer ; and if,

in addition to these, a fortunate con-

currence ofcircumstances should ren-

der a pilgrimage to Italy practicable,

the aspirant to compositorial fame
and excellence may be said to have
fully accomplished the proper course

of musical study.

FASHIONS.

LONDON FASHIONS.

MORNING DRESS.

Roman dress, or blouse, of fine

cambric muslin : the body and skirt

are in one, and of nearly equal ful-

ness, which is principally collected in

the front and in the middle of the

back, and confined round the waist

with a red narrow band, fastened by

a steel buckle : it is made high, near-

ly to the throat, and is gaged with

four rows of pink braiding. The
sleeve is easy, and has an epaulette

with full trimming, braided at the

edge, and a double ruffle at the wrist

:

round the bottom of the skirt are

five narrow flounces, edged with

pink braiding. Cap of sprigged net,

with border of British Lisle lace;

cottage front; the caul rather full,

and separated half-way into eight di-

visions, edged with a rouleau of sa-

tin: four, alternately, are fastened to

the head -piece ; the others are trim-

med with lace, and rather elevated,

forming a light and elegant crown : a
wreath of delicate flowers, the forget-

me-not and the heliotrope, deco-
rate the front. Coral ear-rings, rose-

coloured gloves, and corded silk

shoes.

This cap and dress are from Miss
Pierpoint.

BALL DRESS.

White crepe lisse dress, worn over

a bright pink satin slip; the corsage

of white satin, cut bias, and fits the

shape : it is ornamented with simple

elegance, being separated into nar-

row straps, nearly two inches deep,

and edged with two small folds of

pink crepe lisse set in a narrow

band of folded white satin, finished

with a tucker of the finest blond lace.

The sleeve is short, of very full

white crepe lisse, partly concealed

b)r two rows of white satin diamonds,
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edged with pink crepe lisse, and

united by half a dozen minute folds

of white satin : at the bottom of the

dress is one row of large full puffs,

or bouffantes, of white crepe lisse

;

between each are eight white satin

loops, attached to the bouffantes, and

surrounding a cluster of half-blown

China roses. The hair, without or-

nament, a la Grccque. Ear-rings,

necklace, armlets, and bracelets, of

dead gold, with pink topazes and

emeralds interspersed, and fastened

by padlock-snaps studded with eme-

ralds. Long white kid gloves. Pink

satin shoes.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON FASHION

AND DRESS.

Promenade costume continues

nearly as it was last month : the only

alterations that we perceive are, that

fur tippets are still more in favour,

and plain black velvet bonnets, with

the same material disposed in large

knots, are very generally adopted.

Velvet pelisses are fashionable in

carriage costume ; but they are not

so much worn as pelisses made of

that very rich silk called velours si-

mule, of which there are a great ma-

ny different kinds. Trimmings of silk

plush intermixed with velvet are ve-

ry general : the trimming usually cor-

responds in colour with the pelisse

;

but some elegantes have lately ap-

peared in black velvet or gros cle

Naples pelisses, with scarlet trim-

mings, and vice versa. We have no-

ticed among these pelisses, one made
in black velours shnule : the trim-

ming was a cording of scarlet satin,

which went all round; the pelisse

fastened underneath, and was orna-

mented up the front with scarlet

bands, placed crosswise, with but-

tons at each end: these bands form-

ed lozenges of different breadths;

the largest being placed at the bot-

tom, and the others being progres-

sively smaller to the waist : there

are three upon the corsage, of which

the largest is at the top, and the

smallest at the bottom.

Toque hats have been revived in

carriage dress; the brims are now
made larger than formerly. We shall

describe one of a novel and singular

form : the brim is cut in four parts

;

the three front ones have nearly the

form of a shell; the middle piece is

a little elevated, and goes rather to

the left side; the two others are ra-

ther depressed, and the hind piece is

very narrow. The hat is of black

velvet, lined with white satin : a half-

garland of marabouts is placed in a

slanting direction in front of the

crown. There are no strings to this

hat, but the coruelte, which is of the

demi form, fastens with a full bow
under the chin.

Little change has taken place in

fidl dress, except in the article of

full-dress trimmings. We have seen

some new ones of a very elegant and

splendid description. One of these

consisted of a number of folds of

gold gauze upon the skirt of a white

satin gown ; they were seven or

eight in number, laid pretty close

together, and disposed in a wave

:

the upper fold is headed by a narrow

gold band in the form of a chain.

Another trimming is a bouillonne of

transparent gauze, formed into lo-

zenges by very short plumes of white

marabouts, each plume being at-

tached to the trimming by a small

brilliant steel star. A third trimming,

of a more simple but very elegant

description, is composed of wreaths
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of myrtle, disposed in a serpentine i

direction, and intermixed with bou-
j

quets of white roses. Fashionable l

colours

month.

remain the same as last

FRENCH FEMALE FASHIONS.
Paris, Dec. 18.

My dear Sophia,

Our robes and redingotes en

blouse arc for the present laid aside,

as tight-bodied dresses are just now

the only ones adopted for the pro-

menade; with the exception, how-

ever, of a particular description of

redingote, which begins to be par-

tially worn, and which is made ve-

ry much in the style of an Eng-

lish coachman's box-coat. The bo-

dy is drawn in by a band to the

waist; but no part of the corsage is

visible, as it is covered by a large

pelerine, which has six or seven false

capes attached to it. All other dress-

es are made tight to the shape : the

backs are narrow at bottom ; the

hips are ornamented with acorns of

hard silk. Sleeves are not made
quite so tight, and waists are a little

shorter.

The trimmings of redingotes have

not altered, but robes at present

have scarcely any other garniture

than flounces ; there are never more

than three, which are put pretty close

together, and headed by a silk chain.

I must not forget to say, that the

bodies of robes always fasten behind,

and the ceinture of leather or rib-

bon is exchanged for one of velvet,

or of the same material as the gown.

Bonnets are of two shapes: the

one a moderate-sized brim, wide, but

not depressed on the forehead, and

a small round crown. This shape is

peculiarly appropriate for the retired

morning walk, though it is equally

adopted at the fashionable hour in

Vol L No. I.

the Tuileries : it is made in velvet,

satin, undpluche de sole. Chapeaux
of the first two materials are almost

always trimmed with knots to corre-

spond ; the latter are adorned with

marabouts, either white or of the co-

lour of the hat.

The other chapeau is in the Mary
of Scotland style, very much bent

over the forehead, and a little ele-

vated at the sides. You see in each

cavity either a small bouquet of win-

ter flowers, or a bow formed by the

end of a piece of lace or tulle, which

is disposed in drapery inside of the

brim. Chapeaux of this kind are

variously trimmed : some have winter

flowers intermixed with small point-

ed ends of the material which the

hat is composed of; the trimming

of others consists of knots of the

material of the hat, intermixed with

ends of satin, to correspond with the

lining. A good many are trimmed

with marabouts only; and some others

have marabouts mixed with satin, or

with the material of the hat. Gold

colour, white, and pink are all in fa-

vour for the linings of chapeaux

;

but the major part of those in black

have a lining of the same : there is

no ornament attached to the edge of

the brim, but a row of blond is some-

times quilled underneath.

Brodequins and demi-brodequins

Anglais are both used for walking

:

the former I have already described

to you : the latter is a still shorter

boot, with a stout sole ; the lower

part composed of leather, the upper

of silk: they are always lined and

I
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edged with fur. The fashionable

reticule is now in the shape of a

shell ; it is made of a species of com-

position which resembles mother of

pearl : the clasp and chain of the

most elegant are of dead gold.

A good many dinner gowns are

made in white barege: the ceinture

is a gold cord and tassels ; and the

short sleeves are, looped in the dra-

pery style with small tassels, to cor-

respond. Ball dresses are mostly

made of crape. I have just seen

one in white crape, the trimming of

which consisted of nine tucks dis-

posed in three rows : the lower part

had two of pink and one of white

crape
; the second row one of pink

and two of white ; and the third cor-

responded with the bottom. Wreaths

of leaves in satin are also esteemed

fashionable for these dresses : in that

case the corsage is also ornamented

with a wreath round the bust; and

sometimes a stomacher is formed of

this trimming. Very young people

appear in their hair, simply orna-

mented with a bouquet of flowers,

placed on one side of the head, or

a half-wreath, which is placed very

far back. A favourite coeffure for

youthful matrons consists of short

white marabouts, which are disposed

in single feathers. among the curls or

bows of hair on the forehead and

crown of the head, with ears of gold

wheat placed alternately. The co-

lours most in favour are, rose, pon-

ceau, gold colour, brown, puce, and

grey.

FINE ARTS.

DAVID'S CORONATION OF NAPOLEON.
Monsieur David, the distingush-

ed French painter, is now exhibiting

in Pall-Mali East, his second picture

of the Coronation of Napoleon.

The dimensions of this picture are

33 feet in length and 21 in height:

it is of the same length, therefore, as

the Nuptials of Cana, by Paul Ve-

ronese, the largest picture previously

known, and three feet higher. The
first representation of Napoleons

Coronation, painted by Monsieur Da-
vid, was the subject of severe criti-

cism in France ; and the artist com-

pleted, after three years' labour, a se-

cond, which is that now exhibiting,

and which Monsieur David consi-

ders superior to the preceding one.

The principal difference between the

two consists in a corrected distribu-

tion of the group formed by the ex.

imperial family of Buonaparte. The
artist chose for his work, the moment
in which Napoleon places the crown

on the head of his consort Jose-

phine : his reason for this preference

was, that if he had represented Na-
poleon taking the crown from the al-

tar, the pope and the empress her-

self would have been only witnesses

of an act, in itself undoubtedly ve-

ry solemn, but one with which their

presence had no necessary connec-

tion. The coronation of Josephine,

on the contrary, supposed that of her

husband was already over. Napo-
leon was then acting as master and

sovereign ; the empress was receiving

the insignia of the state conferred

upon her, and the pope was per-

forming the religious functions for

which his presence had been required.
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Napoleon, after having put on the
j

two crowns, is about to descend the

steps of the altar, bearing one of

them, the crown of France, in order

to place it upon the head of Jose-

phine, who is kneeling on the first

step, her train supported by Ma-
dame Lavalette and the Countess

Rochefoucault. Behind Napoleon

are seen the figures of the pope",

who is seated, some cardinals, and
j

a Greek patriarch; on the extreme

right, are Talleyrand, Cambaceres,

the Duke of Plaisance, and Berthier.

On the left, in front of a crowded

group, are the sisters and two of the

brothers of Napoleon. The bold and

manly figure of Murat is seen in a

prominent situation, bearing the bas-

ket which contained, the crown of

France. There are also full-length

figures of the principal personages of

the French court in the year 1804,

as well as of the foreign ambassa-

dors, and. a view of two galleries,

filled by spectators of distinction.

The picture is intended to represent

the ceremonial as it occurred ; but at

the desire of Napoleon, his mother,

though not present at the coronation,

is introduced, in a conspicuous part

of the picture. The catalogue states

this picture to contain representa-

tions of two hundred and ten per-

sons, of whom nearly eighty are giv-

en at full length. Monsieur David

remarks upon the difficulties with

which he had to contend in the pro-

gress of his work: he states that he

had, on one hand, to encounter the

opposition of the Romish clergy (but

for what cause he does not explain)
; j

and on the other, Napoleon's orders, !

sometimes very difficult to put in
j

harmony with the exact truth : and

also (what can easily be imagined),

the pretensions of powerful men,

who were all ambitious of the most

conspicuous place, increased the dif-

ficulties of executing the picture.

Such is the outline of Monsieur Da-
vid's picture, and of some of the

circumstances attending the execu-

tion of the work.

The artist hhs been long known as

holding the first rank in the French

school as an historical painter, and

several of his works hold a high

place among the collections which

adorn the palaces of the Continent.

Monsieur David has always been an

enthusiastic admirer of the antique;

but with some ardent peculiarities in

his habits and course of study, which

rendered him positive and impracti-

cable, like his friend and contempo-

rary of the British school, the late

eccentric and highly gifted Barry.

This taste for a rigid adherence to

the antique has, both in Monsieur

David and his pupils, been mainly

confined to a studied representation

of the contour or circumference of

figures, as they appear at first sight

in the model, rather than of their na-

tural air, and free and unconstrained

action. He has seldom attempted,

and the attempt when made has

been as seldom successful, to unite,

like Correggio, modern grace and

elegance with the simplicity of the

grand style ; but rather," like Parme-

giano, sought (though not with the

success of that great artist) to unite

modern airs and delicacy with the

more simple grandeur of the antique,

and the severe outline of Michael

Angelo. These composite efforts

are observable in David's pictures of

the Horutii and the Brutus, former-

ly in the Luxembourg Gallery, and

every where well known from the en-

erravines. It is but justice to Mons.

David to admit, that he has less of

1 %
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theatric conceit and affectation in

his grouping than any other histori-

cal painter of the modern French

school ; though he must still, accord-

ing to our notions of taste, bear his

share of consulting in his composi-

tions more of contrast and richness,

than of propriety and truth. In this

respect, the French modern school

has greatly degenerated. Nicholas

Poussin adhered with an equally ri-

gid severity to the outline of the an-

tique ; and it has been well said, that

he less imitated its spirit, than copied

its superficial details : but he redeem-

ed, in his historic compositions, this

hardness of outline, not indeed by

his colouring, which was cold and

feeble, but by the expression and

beauty of his design, and by a clear,

connected, and judicious distribu-

tion of his figures. Le Seur, Le
Brun, and other French artists of

the same day, redeemed the man-

nerism of their style by rich materi-

als and original beauties : not so, how-

ever, the French artists of the pre-

sent day; they affect enthusiastic at-

tachment for the higher beauties of

the great masters of the middle ages,

whose works they daily studied in

the Louvre, without ever attaining

the merit of a dignified imitation of

the originals ; and then mutilated

them, under the presumptuous pre-

tence of repairing the injuries inflict-

ed, more by the accidents of remo-

val, than the deterioration of time.

That the present large picture of

Monsieur David has many beauties,

it would be unjust and illiberal to de-

ny. It has had already in this coun-

try to submit to the extremes of cri-

ticism, and therefore we fear to in-

justice : it has been extolled by some

as a model of perfection ; and with a

singular obstinacy of panegyric, the

vicissitudes of the political and ephe-

meral circumstances connected with

Monsieur David's life, have been

called in aid of the merits of his

work : less generous critics have, on

the other hand, decried the perform-

ance with undistinguishing acrimony.

Between both extremes the truth is

found, and a liberal and somewhat

generous view ought to be taken of

a distinguished foreigners work, when

he has submitted it to the opinions

of a British public. The great de-

ficiency in the work appears to us to

be a want of predominant dignity of

character, a tameness of action, and

monotony of expression. We have no

doubt that the history of the re-

markable event which the artist ce-

lebrates is told with truth, but cer-

tainly not with the effect of which it

was susceptible. In the principal

group, or rather the union of the

chief central groups, the artist had

great materials to pourtray and com-

bine. We know it has been said

by very high authority amongst us

(Sir Joshua Reynolds), that it is very

difficult to ennoble the character of

a countenance but at the expense of

the likeness : but the features of Na-

poleon were in themselves in the

highest degree ennobling and digni-

fied; and it only required the per-

fection of art possessed by Reynolds,

and now exercised by Lawrence, to

impress upon canvas their grandeur

of character. Canova, in his colos-

sal bust, has caught and conveyed

their expression to posterity. The
head of the pope is capable of a

calm and reverent air, which art

could heighten in the most imposing

manner ; the group of Josephine was

susceptible of all the softening charms

of grace and beauty: but all these

essential advantages afforded to the
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artist by the originals, have failed to

acquire from his pencil, that powerful

and decided predominance which

great genius in art would have sup-

plied. The figure of Buonaparte is

impressive, but not original ; it is the

same which history has supplied to

art both before and since the time of

Raphael: the expressive outline of

the features is given, but without the

illuminating character which they

were wont to assume when aroused

by great mental action, and of which

it is impossible they could have been

altogether divested at the most im-

posing part of this solemn ceremo-

nial. The pope's aspect is rather

that of fatuity than reverence ; and

the fair supporters of Josephine want

a grace and air, for which the mere

passive expression of beauty is an in-

adequate substitute. Murat is de-

lineated with the boldness of a sol-

dier, but without the gravity required

for the occasion of his appearance.

Some particular heads in the group

at the extreme right of the picture,

as well as others at the opposite ex-

tremity, are very well expressed, and

give ajudicious interest to the groups

most remote from the centre of at-

traction. The group of Napoleon's

sisters is well composed ; and the ex-

pression of Madame Murat, though

too strongly, yet perhaps truly de-

fined, and that of Pauline, display

considerable merit. The drawing is

mostly good, and the drapery in many
parts, and particularly in the rich

flowing robes of Josephine, beauti-

fully displayed. The general dis-

tribution of light in the picture is

inharmonious, and some of the sha-

dows are ill expressed. The flesh

carnations have little to recommend
them ; and there is a nakedness in

the back-ground, and an unfinished

appearance in some of the figures,

which, together with a crudeness and

chalky colouring, deteriorate from

the general effect. In many of the

details of this comprehensive work

there will nevertheless be found se-

veral redeeming qualities ; and we
are bound to add, that the spacious

room in which the picture is exhi-

bited, is ill adapted for the display

of such a work : the distribution of

light is unfavourable; and the ne-

cessary proximity of the spectator to

the picture is, from the nature of

the place, most disadvantageous to

the effect intended by the artist;

and which in many parts, now unpro-

ductive, would, we presume, be ap-

parent, if the work met the eye in a

situation better adapted for the scale

of its unusual dimensions.

INTELLIGENCE, LITERARY, SCIENTIFIC, &c.

In the course of die month ofJanuary

will be published, by Mr. Ackermann, the

first number of a quarterly Spanish Ma-

gazine, entitled Variedades, o Mensagero

de Londres. In this miscellany every

thing that can tend to excite party-spirit

will be carefully avoided, in order that it

may be equally adapted for circulation in

Old Spain and in her late American Co-

lonies. Each number will contain about

one hundred pages, royal 8vo. and twelve

coloured engravings. A portrait and bi-

ographical memoir of General Bolivar

will be included in the first number.

The Baron de Ferussac has announced

his intention of commencing with the

year 1823, at Paris, a new monthly mis-

cellany, with the title of Bulletin General
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et Universel des Annonc-.s et des Nouvelles

Scientifiques. The objects of this publi-

cation are to make known all kinds of

works published on the sciences properly

so called ; every interesting fact, ofwhat-

ever nature it may be, which shall have

been inserted in any periodical or daily

journal; and whatever scientific news

private correspondence may furnish. Con-

nected with this undertaking, there will

be a general central depot for the sale on

commission of scientific works, at a charge

of 1 5 per cent.

Shortly will be published, The Naval

Biography of Great Britain ; consisting

of historical memoirs of those officers of

the British navy who distinguished them-

selves during the reign of his late Ma-
jesty.

Mr. Ward, R. A. is engaged on a se-

ries of Lithographic Drawings of the

most eminent Race- Horses of the day,

[

which will be published early in the pre-

sent year.

The following works are announced

for publication early in January

:

Relics of Literature, by Stephen Col-

let, A. M. in 8vo. with a frontispiece of

autographs of eminent characters.

The Lives of Scottish Poets, in 3 vols,

with 30 portraits.

An authentic narrative, founded on

fact, entitled the Shipwrecked Lascar, il-

lustrated in poetic verse, by Miss Jane

Taylor of Ongar.

The Noble Pilgrim, a novel, in 3 vo-

lumes, by W. Gardiner, author of " The
Story of Pigou," &c.

Edward Williamson, a narrative, by

the same author, in 1 vol. 12mo.

The Actress, or Countess and No
Countess, a novel, in 4 vols, by the au-

thor of " Malcolm," " Douglas," &c.

^oetqn
LINES,

Written in an Album, on the infant Son of

Charles Aston Key, Esq.

By Miss Mary Leman Rede.

You know not how I love to gaze

Upon this dear celestial boy
;

To mark the rosy smile that plays

Upon his dimpled cheek ofjoy.

Look on that free and noble form,

That radiant eye of laughing light,

And tell me, if it does not warm
The soul to gaze on such a sight ?

Yes, infant beauty oft has caught

And charm'd my eye, and touch'd my
heart

;

But I have never yet seen aught

That was, sweet Harry, what thou art.

Well may thy raptur'd mother hang

And trace herself again in thee
j

And then rejoice in every pang
That heralded her ecstasy.

Perchance some future hour may rise,

When o'er this Album there may stray

The roving light of Harry's eyes,

And he may linger on this lay.

Oh ! then believe the heart that woke

The simple strain was warm and free
;

That only what it felt it spoke,

And all this speaks it felt for thee.

THE TRANSPLANTED ROSE.
On sunward slope of distant hill

Grew wild a fragrant Rose
;

The dews of eve refresh'd her bloom,

The breezes fann'd her boughs.

The daisy deck'd her round with gems,

The furze with golden bower;

A thousand blooms her site adorn'd,

Herself the only flower.

And there the nightingale at eve

Sought out her fragrant spray
;

There pour'd, beneath the summer's moon,

Soft love's delightful lay.

But now the Rose in garden plac'd,

Sees only rivals nigh :

Each flower that blooms is bright as she,

Each seeks admiring eye
;

And, lost amid the gaudy crowd,

Her sweets unheeded blow
;

The nightingale flits careless past,

Or finds a loftier bough.

Printed by L. Harrison, 373, Strand.
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TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Publishers, Authors, Artists, and Musical Composers, are requested to transmit,

on or before the \5th of the month, Announcements of Works which they may have on

hand, and we shall cheerfully insert them, as we have hitherto done, free of expense.

New Musical Publications also, if a copy be addressed to the Publisher, shall be duly

noticed in our Review ; and Extracts from new Books, ofa moderate length and of an

interesting nature, suitable for our Selections, will be acceptable.

The interesting description of the beautiful Spar Cave in the Isle of Sky, shall

appear next month. We are not without hopes of being enabled at a future time to

present our readers with a view of that extraordinary natural phenomenon.

Jemima and William, and continuations of the Proceedings of the French Fe-

male Parliament and Gaelic Relics, in our next Number.

The narrative mentioned by P. S. has not reached our hands.

The General Index to the Second Series of the Repository, announced last

month, is readyfor delivery. All Subscribers who wish to avail themselves of the ac-

commodation which this Index affords for reference, are requested to apply for it be-

fore they give out the Numbers of the Fourteenth Volume to be bound, as it may then

be done up with that Volume.

Persons who reside abroad, and who wish to be supplied with this Work every Month as

published, may have it sent to them, free of Postage, to New-York, Halifax, Quebec, and

to any part of the West Indies, at £4 12s. per Annum, by Mr. Thornhiu., of the General

Post-Office, at No. 21, Sherborne-lane ; to Hamburgh, Lisbon, Cadiz, Gibraltar, Malta, or

any Part of the Mediterranean, at £4 12s. per Annum, by Mr. Serjeant, of the General

Post-Office, at No. 22, Sherborne-lane ; and to the Cape of Good Hope, or any part of the

East Indies, by Mr. Guy, at the East-India House. The money to be paid at the time of

subscribing, for either 3, 6,9, or 12 months.
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VIEWS OF COUNTRY-SEATS.
CRANBURN LODGE.

This edifice was erected by Ri-

chard Earl of Ranelagh, paymaster

of his Majesty's forces; and in 1761,

was in the possession of his grand-

daughter, the Countess of Coventry.

It is situated on a spot in the midst

of Windsor Forest, called Cran-

burn Park, so chosen on account of

its retirement and the lovely views

that it commands. Here the forest

is seen sweeping to the foot of Wind-
sor Castle, which rises majestically

in the distance, combining with the

town of Windsor and Eton College,

and backed by the upland scenery

of Buckinghamshire, Middlesex, and

Surrey ; a view in itself seldom equal-

led, and more rarely surpassed.

The building has been honoured

by several noble and distinguished

inhabitants, among the number of

whom were, Charles Duke of St. Al-

bans, their Royal Highnesses William

Duke of Cumberland and the late

Duke ofYork ; and the Hon. George
Vol, I. No. II.

Yilliers, paymaster of his Majesty's

marines, occupied it for some time.

Whilst in the possession of the

Duke of Cumberland, he expended

considerable sums on the improve-

ment of the grounds and adornment

of the building : the first was exe-

cuted according to the formal and

systematic practice of the day ; and

the latter in a style corresponding

with the military features of his cha-

racter: the chief apartments being

wainscotted and in panels, they

were decorated with warlike trophies

and the military costume of each

European nation.

A few years ago the rear of the

building received considerable im-

provement from the able hand of the

late Mr. James Wyatt : the grounds

were then re-arranged nearly in their

present style, and the formal state-

liness of its earlier date was made

to yield to native rural grace and

beauty.

K
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During some time previous to the

marriage of the late Princess Char-

lotte, Cranburn Lodge was honoured

by her residence there, and the lawn-

grounds were then particularly che-

rished by participating in her morn-

ing attentions*. The spot is now in

a very different state, as the house is

not occupied by a family.

The entrance-front, as seen from

the small but luxuriant shrubbery

that borders the road of approach,

is the subject of the annexed plate.

This front has no pretensions to

beauty ; it is in the plain and unas-

suming style of houses common to the

time of its erection, and no touch

* At Cranburn Lodge, her royal high-

ness, immediately before her marriage,

sat for the portrait painted by A. Cha-

lon, Esq. R. A. and which, by her com-
mand, was so executed as to correspond

with the portrait of his Royal Highness
Prince Leopold, previously taken by
him.

of after-improvement is distinguish-

able on its surface.

The second plate represents the

back-front of the building : it is at

this and the lawn-front that the latest

improvements have been made ; here

the lodge has a picturesque effect,

and it is well supported by the sce-

nery in which it is situated.

The walks and rides about this

spot are exceedingly beautiful. High-

Standing Hill, St. Leonard's Hill,

and other celebrated points of view,

are in its neighbourhood ; and at the

distance of a mile is Cranburn Wood,
remarkable as the source of Virginia

Water: thence it issues, and after

embellishing many delightful por-

tions of landscape-scenery, it enters-

the Thames at Chertsey in Surrey,

near the Earl of Portmore's Park,,

and about a quarter of a mile west

of Weybridge Park. The domain

is situated in the parish of Winkflcld

and county of Berks.

SERIOUS THOUGHTS ON THE NEW YEAR.

Long as Omniscience shall permit this form

To meet the coming year, reflection's pow'r

Shall guide me through life's sunshine or its storm,

Till- wearied Nature seeks her final hour.

Every revolution of time has a

tendency to produce serious thoughts

in the mind, especially among those

who have lived through the hey-day

hours of youth, and have readied

a period of life that tends to make
their thoughts of a more sober na-

ture than those which are awakened
in early life : then indeed the return

of every festival of our religion, and
the more marked arrival of the day

that commences a new year, are only

known to them by the pleasures and

rejoicings attendant upon their com-

ing. Even upon more serious occa-

sions, youth's light-heartedness bends

not to grief; for how few men {ire

there who, upon looking back to their

youthful days, cannot recollect hav-

ing made a holiday of a fast-day, or

even Good Friday itself ?

But the commencement of the

new year is a period pregnant with

thought, or matter for thought, both

for young and old, whether happy

or unhappy: every age and nation
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lias marked its coming in a peculiar

manner; whether that coming was in

the depth of winter, as \vc comme-
morate ours, or in the more genial

moments of advancing spring, as

used to be the case with the nations

of antiquity. A festival it always

was, a period of rejoicing, and of

giving and receiving gifts ; and hap-

py is it for those whose minds are

sufficiently at ease to enjoy it as such,

instead of being so overwhelmed with

the cares and the sorrows of this

life, as to feel the period only as one

of keener misery: when the bells

ring out—the merry bells as they

arc called—their sounds fall in bit-

terness on the ears of many.

Oh ! at this hour, how many a tearful eye

Upturns its heavy lid in anguish'd fear !

How many a mourner heaves the bitter sigh,

As these loud tones salute the timid ear!

Another year is come .' to them no joy

Is borne upon the gale that wafts these

sounds:

Dull mis'ry only can their minds employ
;

Anguish and grief, that seem to know no

bounds.

Yet surely hope, the balm that heav'n bestows

On man, when heaviest 'sorrows press his

mind.

—

Oh ! surely hope, with smile that fervid glows,

May bid the trembling suff'rer comfort find.

Yes, hope is the sufferer's balm at

such an hour; if not earthly hope,

surely hope eternal must be in the

mind: the weary, worn-out heart is

one year nearer the heavenly con-

summation of its wishes ; one year

nearer to the hour that shall reunite

it with the wife, the child, or friend

long departed. Callous indeed must

he be, who, at the beginning of a

new year, does not reflect, that the

short span of his life is hastening to

its close; that the Almighty Being

who governs that span may, in his

mercy, choose to shorten it. Weknow
that beyond a certain period no man's

||
life can extend; and we also know
and see that but very few among us

reach that period; an invisible hand

snaps the thread of existence, and

thousands fall, like leaves in i

autumn, mourned over for a moment,

and then forgotten! Some may say,

" I am dull, lam gloomy :" let such re-

member, that it is good for man some-

times to court sorrowful thoughts, to

commune with his own heart and be

stilt

The year that is past is now like

a tale that has been told; it has been

to most a period of care and anxiety,

more or less; and in looking back we
shall be struck very forcibly with

the circumstance of so few of our

undertakings in that space of time

having turned out as we planned and

expected : our wisest schemes have

been thwarted ; and things that at

the first glance seemed to threaten

mischief and ruin to us, have, on the

contrary, turned out beneficial. Death
has been busy with our friends on

the one hand, but, on the other hand,

friends have had children born to

them
;
young friends have been, mar-

ried and given in marriage: it has

been indeed, like all the years that

have gone before it since the flood

—

a chequered scene. But in looking

forward to the year that is just com-

mencing, we see a blank, perhaps a

dreary page—who can read it ? All

is dark and unknown; it is like com-

mencing a journey through some wild

country as yet unexplored ; dangers

may await us on every side; dangers

which, if they never arrive, must yet

be guarded against: new connections

in life will probably be formed ; old

ones broken up: our fortunes may

be bettered or made worse by a

thousand unforeseen public or private

occurrences: in the midst of many
K 2
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plans to secure earthly felicity, we
may be cut off in a moment; or it

may be the Almighty's will, that we
should remain among men for years

to come. As Blair says, " Life and
death, prosperity and adversity,

health and sickness, joy and trouble,

lie in one undistinguishable mass,

where our eye can descry nothing
through the obscurity that wraps
them up." In a word, look at it as

you will, it is a period fraught with
awful uncertainty to us all.

How varied are the thoughts this hour in-

spires !

To him who loves it is an hour of bliss :

Though cold its gales, they fan the lover's

fires,

As ice would warm by beauty's burning
kiss.

It brings the time that weds him to the fair

Nearer and nearer, as the minutes fly;

Their pace seems slow to him whose only care
Is, that the day of union may be nigh.

But, ah ! how difPrent are its moments known
To him whom Crime has drawn within her

pow'r !

They shew him peace, once his, for ever flown,
And nearerbring his last and dreaded hour.

No hope to him can send a cheering ray;
No smile again can lighten up his brow :

Yet he may hope for heav'n's eternal day,
If true repentance marks his moments now.

Now the lone miser, stretch'd on pallet mean,
With eye unslumb'ring, ponders on his

gold;

Gold, that to mem'ry gives no bliss serene

;

Gains, that no feeling but of shame unfold.

Yet he, as sounds ofjoy salute his ear,

Grasps to his heart the keys that guard

his store,

Whisp'ring to Plutus an unhallow'd pray'r,

That the new year may make his riches

more.

O worst of fools ! O man to reason blind !

Forgett'st thou then to heav'n to bend thy

knee ?

Think on this warning—'tis a warning kind

—

" This night thy soul may be requir'd of

thee!"

How difPrent now the thoughts of Folly's

child!

No anxious hope of gain employs his breast;

Mad ly he seeks each joy, each pleasure wild

,

And steeps iq wine neglected wisdom's

vest,

He gazes only on the coming year

As it shall give his fancied joys increase ;

But he will one day find a throb of fear,

And vainly woo the smile of injur'd peace.

Some breasts there are, unwarm'd with feel-

ing's pow'r,

Who coldly listen to the new-year's peal

;

With no emotion at the changing hour,

That ev'ry thinking mortal ought to feel.

Unblest are they : I envy not the man
That shuts out mild reflection's soothing

sway;

Whose pow'r is sent, that he may safely scan

The passing hours of life's uncertain day.

J. M. Lacey.

LETTERS FROM SPAIN:

Written by an Officer in the French Service during (he Campaign 0/I8IO.

LETTER IV.

Madrid, Dec. 10, 1810.

Agreeably to my promise, which
I am the better able to fulfil, as I

have not received orders to join the

regiment, and the wet weather has

suspended my peregrinations, I sit

down, after a silence of four months,
to give you some account of myself

and of my abode here. But, first a

word concerning our hospital, where,

though long since recovered, I still

continue to reside.

The royal palace of Buen Retiro,

the exterior of which, with its angular

towers, is not very showy, but the

architecture of which is very rich

within, was, immediately after the
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taking of the capital, appropriated to

the purpose of an hospital. The de-

structive hand of war has not spared

whatever was most beautiful in this

edifice. On the capture of the place

by our troops, in the first ebullition

of their fury, every thing was laid

waste. The physical cabinet, filled

with the choicest mechanical master-

pieces, and the noble library, were

either demolished, thrown away, or

sold for a mere trifle : on the mar-

ble floors now lie mutilated sol-

diers, who often curse themselves

and their fate. The once delicious

gardens belonging to the palace now
resemble a desolated field ; the trees

are cut down, and beneath the few

that scarcely remind you of the for-

mer beauty of the place, men just

risen from a sick-bed are creeping

about, wrapped in blankets or ragged

cloaks. The theatre of Buen Re-

tiro, the back-ground of which was

on a level with the gardens (an ar-

rangement which was peculiarly fa-

vourable to the dramatic machinery,

by lengthening the scene indefinitely,

so that even troops could be brought

into action), is likewise stripped of all

its decorations, and converted into a

magazine of bread. In short, every

thing, which, though the Buen Retiro

has not for a long time been inhabi-

ted by the royal family, was still kept

in tolerable condition, is now totally

destroyed: even the last vestiges that

the garden yet presented were wholly

effaced a few days since, when it was

occupied by the park of artillery and

the train. Of the many exquisite

paintings and the statues of Charles

V. and Philip IV. the latter only,

a good likeness of the king, repre-

senting him on horseback, is now left.

The once magnificent cason, one of

the noblest rooms in the palace, with

a circular cupola, is stripped of its

massive gilding, and it is not without

difficulty that you 'may still trace

upon the ceiling the beautiful fresco

paintings, by Luca Giordano, alle-

gorically representing, as I was in-

formed, the institution of the Order
of the Golden Fleece; so much are

they defaced by dust, dirt, and
weather. Of the celebrated porce-

lain-manufactory* in the garden of
Buen Retiro, famous for its mosaic

work, not a trace is now left ; and the

building once occupied by it is used

as stables.

Little, therefore, as there is now
to attract in the famous Buen Retiro,

so much the more does the eye enjoy

the imposing view of the populous

capital, the whole of which it over-

looks, and in particular that of the

busy and crowded Prado, situated

just below the palace. This is the

principal promenade of the inhabi-

tants of Madrid, and was some time

ago the scene of all sorts of intrigues

and love-adventures. Seldom durst

any one venture to appear there un-

* This manufactory was established

by Charles III. and admittance to it

strictly prohibited. Bourgoing, speak-

ing of this manufactory in his Travels,

says, " I obtained admittance one day,

(in 1788) under the protection of a dis-

tinguished foreigner, in whose favour

the king waved the rigid order for ge-

neral exclusion, and was an eye-witness

of the patience and skill witli which the

workmen cut small pieces of marble of

different colours, and compose with them

pieces which produce nearly the same

effect as paintings ; but possess this ad-

vantage over the latter, that in regard to

colour they are imperishable, and defy

the ravages of time, which does not spare

the most exquisite productions of the

pencil."
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armed: the vicinity of the palace, the

-darkness, the inequality ofthe ground,

all favoured the commission of crimes

of every kind under the mantle of

night—assassination itself was not

uncommon. It is an obligation that

modern Madrid owes to Charles III.

that the Prado is now less dangerous

than formerly: lie caused the avenues

to be cleared, and the ground to be

levelled, planted with regular alleys,

and adorned with fountains and sta-

tues, among which a statue of Ceres

is particularly worthy of notice. Still,

however, the shady walks of the

Prado are not perfectly safe: here

the jealousy of the Spaniards yet

frequently imbrues their daggers in

blood ; and, above all, their hatred

and malignity to us are unbounded,

and have cost many of our comrades,

who were not sufficiently cautious in

their intercourse with these people,

their lives. I had myself well nigh

felt the point of a Spanish poniard, as

the following adventure will shew.

In the first days of my convale-

scence, an extraordinary accident

"brought me a very interesting ac-

quaintance, who has rendered my
.abode in Madrid more agreeable

than I can express, and afforded me
many a happy hour. I was taking ad-

vantage with one of my comrades,

a convalescent like .myself, of the

•coolness of a fine summers evening,

to saunter through the streets of

Madrid and its environs. We left

the Buen Retiro, passed through the

Calle de Aicala to the Plaza de Sol,

took a glass of coffee* each at the

celebrated coffee-house named after

that place, proceeded through the

Plaza de Guadalajara, past the royal

palace, and then crossed the Man-
* In Spain it is customary to drink

coffee and chocolate out of glasses only.

zanares by the Plicate de Segovia, to

the fields.

Scarcely had we walked a few

steps on the pleasing banks of the

Manzanares, when we suddenly

heard female voices crying for help.

Hastening in the direction from

which the cries proceeded, we found,

in a path leading to the hills, a

young and an elderly lady, strug-

gling with two Spaniards, who were

dragging them away by force. We
instantly drew our swords and ad-

vanced towards the ruffians, who, as

soon as, they saw us, took to their

heels. Being now masters of the

field, we hastened to the assistance

of the ladies, as it was obvious how
much both, and the younger in par-

ticular, exhausted by their exertions

and fright, needed our support. I

offered my arm to the younger, while

my comrade rendered the like ser-

vice to the elder; but conceive my
joy and surprise on hearing myself

addressed in my native language with

the words, " I thank you, sir !" The
discovery that she was my country-

woman gave me more courage, so

that I soon ventured to make in-

quiries, with a view to a better ac-

quaintance with the fair stranger,

who from her appearance seemed to

belong to the middling class. Put-

ting her arm familiarly within mine,

she seemed cheerfully to bestow her

confidence on her new-found coun-

tryman. Before we had gone many

paces I knew that she was the daugh-

ter of a wealthy painter, whom the

revolution had driven with his family

out of France, and who supported

himself here in Madrid by the ex-

ercise of his art, and that her com-

panion was a sister of her father's.

He resided in the vicinity of the

palace, and owing to his profession.
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he received frequent visits from both

Spaniards and foreigners of distinc-

tion, who wore still more strongly

attracted by the extreme loveliness of

his daughter, which soon captivated

me also, as I found tlve most ex-

quisite beauty combined with the

purest innocence. Many a young

lounger, therefore, called on the

painter solely on her account, and

paid more attention to her than to

her father's pictures. Well acquaint-

ed with the sentiments and manners

of the great world, he strove to with-

draw his daughter as much as pos-

sible from the eager gaze of these

butterflies ; but still he could not

prevent his being frequently sur-

prised in her presence by one or an-

other ofthem, who artfully contrived,

by entering immediately into conver-

sation with her, to detain her for a

few moments. Francisca H , for

that was her name, nevertheless

neither felt her vanity flattered by

the compliments of these coxcombs,

nor a partiality for any ofthem in her

virgin bosom. She was more espe-

cially annoyed by a Signor G
,

who was well known to be one of the

greatest debauchees in all Madrid,

with offers of valuable presents and

incessant serenades under her win-

dow, though he had not so much as a

single look from her to boast of.

Both father and daughter were at

length tired of these everlasting se-

renades, from which her reputation

was moreover in danger ; and one

evening, when the enamoured Cela-

don was singing to his guitar the

most moving of ditties, the painter

sallied forth, and with an oak sapling

saluted the unbidden minstrel so

roughly, that he scampered away as

fast as his legs would carry him.

Inflamed with rage, the repulsed

signor vowed the ruin of poor Fran-

cisca, and sought by all possible

means to get her into his power. All

his plans, however, were frustrated

through her father's vigilance and the

daughter s seclusion ; and it seemed
as if he was tired of prosecuting an
intrigue which promised so little suc-

cess, as he had for some time past

given them no further annoyance.

The painter, lulled by this circum-

stance into security, permitted his

daughter to walk abroad, as she had
previously been accustomed to do,

in company with her aunt. Fran-

cisca had several times availed her-

self of this permission without being*

at all molested; till at length, on the

day that Fortune destined me to be
her deliverer, she was seized by the

two ruffians, whose attack she could'

not ascribe to any other cause than

the renewed persecutions of the vin-

dictive Signor G .

By the time she had finished her

account we had reached the resi-

dence of the painter, who, uneasv

at his daughter's longer absence than

usual, was looking out for her at the

door. No sooner did Francisca per-

ceive him, than she threw herself

with a loud cry ofjoy into his arms.

The father, a venerable man with

gray hair, pressed her to his bosom,

and on being informed of his uaugh-

ter's danger and deliverance, he cor-

dially requested us to step in. My
eye was fixed on Francisca, who,

sweetly blushing, repeated the re-

quest, in which she was joined by

her aunt. We entered, and I was

surprised by the pictures around me,

which displayed the hand of an

eminent master. Francisca, knowing

herself to be safe at home, developed

all her amiable qualities : her highly

cultivated mind, united with pro-
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found sensibility, and her melodious

voice accompanying the guitar, which

she played most gracefully, so fasci-

nated me, that for the moment I felt

abstracted from all ruder relations,

and perfectly happy by her side.

My comrade himself, on whom fate

had not conferred that degree of

polish which I owe to it, was so pre-

possessed by her, that he could

scarcely lend halfan ear to her father,

who had entered into conversation

with him concerning our common
country. A frugal supper, which the

kind aunt soon brought in, and a bot-

tle of excellent sherry, completed this

exquisite treat. It was late before

we could part from such company,

and gladly accepting the father's

friendly invitation to call again soon,

I proceeded in silence beside my
loquacious companion, whose tongue

the wine served still more to loosen,

along the lighted streets, towards the

Buen Retiro.

My imagination was now wholly

engaged with the image of the beau-

teous Francisca, and on the ensuing

day I could scarcely wait for the

hour that permitted a repetition of

my visit to the painter. In the so-

ciety of this excellent family, I daily

felt more and more deeply interested

for the girl, and my bosom was in-

flamed with ardent passion. Nor
was I indifferent to her ; I was soon

blessed with a confession of her love;

and thus, my friend, I am one of the

happiest of mortals. God grant that

wre may soon have peace ! and then,

united with my Francisca, I shall

enjoy the highest degree of human
felicity. In converse with her re-

spectable father I gained a more in-

timate acquaintance with his sublime

art, for which, you know, I had al-

ways a strong predilection, and thus

became more capable ofappreciating

many a noble performance, which I

found here uninjured. Thus in the

enjoyment of the beauties of art, and

happy in the unreserved affection of

an amiable creature, all the moments

that I could spare from duty passed

more agreeably than ever. I fre-

quently took walks with the whole

family, but as often did Francisca

and I stroll alone through the en-

virons of Madrid and the shady al-

leys of the Prado. One evening we
were sauntering about there, arm in

arm, as Francisca was awaiting the

return of her father, who had busi-

ness to transact at a neighbouring

house. He staid a considerable time,

and it grew quite dusk before he

came back and went home with his

daughter. At the corner of the Calle

de Alcala I parted from them, and

slowly proceeded across the Prado

towards the hospital. Scarcely had

I struck into a dark alley oversha-

dowed by the lofty walls of the Buen
Retiro, when I was suddenly stopped

by two men with glistening poniards,

who inquired, in a rough tone, where

I had left the signora who had just

been in my company. I was a good

deal alarmed at the moment, but

soon recovered myself, and without

entering into any long explanation,

sought my safety in flight. Probably

the two scoundrels, seeing me direct

my course towards the yet open gate

of the Buen Retiro, durst not pursue

me, for fear of the sentry continu-

ally on duty there. I was fortunate

enough to reach my quarters with-

out further molestation, and heartily

rejoiced in my escape from Spanish

daggers ; but I determined never to

go abroad in future without loaded

pistols. Next day I was doubly com-

pensated for my fright by the cordial
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testimonies of sympathy which I

received from the whole family ; and

we all coincided in the very probable

conjecture, that this new attack was

to be ascribed to the revenge of Sig-

nor G , who owed me a grudge

for frustrating his plans.

LETTER V.

Madrid, March 1811.

It is long since you heard from

me, and now I must hasten to ac-

quaint you with all that has happen-

ed to me worth relating during the

last three months; for I have re-

ceived orders to return in a week to

the army, which continues to ma-

noeuvre and fight away in Portugal

as well as in Spain ; for which reason

I cannot give you any details of its

movements.

In the intercourse of love and

friendship my time has passed swiftly

and agreeably away, and I cannot

think of the day fixed for my depar-

ture without heartfelt sorrow. When-
ever I had a moment's leisure, I

strolled arm in arm with my friend,

the old painter, through the streets

of Madrid, several of which are par-

ticularly distinguished by their ex-

traordinary breadth, and their ele-

gant palaces and private houses.

The Calle de Alcala, which I have

already had occasion to mention, is

eminently beautiful; nay, I am in-

clined to admit it to be superior to

the finest streets in Europe ; at least

I have met with none, though, as

you know, I have seen a very consi-

derable part of our quarter of the

globe, which, in my opinion, equals

much less surpasses it. Among the

multitude of churches which Madrid

contains, and of which travellers are

apt to conceive such lofty notions, I
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have met with some that are very

rich and magnificent, but not one

that possesses peculiar claims to no-

tice. As to the other remarkable

edifices, such as the theatres, library,

and different public buildings, I can

tell you very little about them ; for

they are either shut up, or no longer

in the best condition, but, as you

may easily conceive, destroyed in

consequence of the war. The places

of public resort, and also the hotels,

are extremely splendid. With a

view to make myself acquainted with

the mode of proceeding at the Spa-

nish tables-dhotc, I dined one day at

the Fuenta de Oro, one of the most

celebrated houses in Madrid, and

was not a little astonished to find, in

spite of all that had been told me

concerning the temperance of the

Spaniards, a great number of curious

dishes, the prices ofwhich, compared

with the charges of Paris, were ex-

tremely moderate.

To the most considerable struc-

tures of Madrid belong incontestably

the royal palace, of which I would

gladly give you a particular descrip-

tion, were not admittance denied in

these critical times to every indivi-

dual, whether military or civil. The

exterior is far from magnificent, form-

ing a regular quadrangle, composed

of blank walls without any ornament;

on the other hand, the interior, as

my friend H informed me, is

extremely superb, and adorned with

the finest paintings. Since the pre-

sent king, Joseph Buonaparte, took

possession of it, the environs of the

palace have been greatly improved;

and the hill, which was formerly to

be ascended to it, has been levelled.

The barracks of the king's guards,

which adjoin the palace, are, if any
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thing, more beautiful than tlie palace

itself; and the clean state in which

they are constantly kept, contributes

not a little to this effect. King Jo-

seph generally resides at La Casa

del Campo, a country-house two

leagues distant from Madrid. This

palace is likewise a very ancient build-

ing, but the interior profusely splen-

did, as I could observe through some

of the windows which were open.

The surrounding country is delicious,

and well adapted for hunting. Im-

provements are now making in the

grounds belonging to this mansion.

I must relate to you an anecdote that

was told me here of the king, who,

as you know, is neither a soldier nor

a statesman, and cares for nothing

but his personal comfort and conve-

nience. His greatest delight here

consisted in dragging about the ladies

of the court in neat little carriages,

lined with velvet, and provided with

stuffed seats, in the walks of the Casa

del Campo, and upsetting them on

the green turf, where the comical si-

tuations and perplexities of the dis-

lodged dames afforded him the ut-

most gratification; so that he was

never tired of the repetition of such

tricks—a truly royal amusement!

Madrid has but few large squares,

and those few are not striking. The
most extensive is the Plaza mayor

:

this is not remarkable for its beauty,

but merely as having been the scene

of the auto-da-fes during the reign

of the detestable Inquisition.

(To be concluded in our next.)

THE LOITERER.
No. I.

I have read somewhere, that the

reader of a periodical paper must,

in order to be interested in it, have

a lively picture of the writer con-

stantly before his eyes. Without

discussing the truth of this opinion,

it appears to me at least plausible

enough to deserve a little attention;

and, in conformity to it, I shall pre-

face the paper which I intend to of-

fer to the public, by some account

of my family and myself.

I may say without boasting that I

am sprung from as ancient a family

as any in England: the house of

Nevermove, of Loiter Hall, is, I flat-

ter myself, too well known to need

any panegyric from me. My grand-

father, Sir Nathaniel Nevermove,

was a model of that wisdom and

placidity for which our family have

always been remarkable. Two traits

in his character distinguished him

particularly : he was never known to

raise his voice upon any occasion,

nor to do any thing in a hurry, in the

whole course of his life.

Sir Nathaniel came to his estate at

the age of twenty-one; but even at

that early period, when other young

men think only of their own personal

enjoyments,my grandfather, who had

the good of his country, and above

all, of his family at heart, retired to

his seat of Loiter Hall, and shut

himself up, with a firm determination

to remain there in silence and soli-

tude, till he had hit upon some plan

to restore the family fortunes, which

had for a long time been in a state

of decadence. He began his ope-

rations the very morning after his

arrival: he rose at eight, instead of

his usual hour eleven, in order to go

over his grounds, and see what could

be made of them: he returned in
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excellent spirits, though rather fa-

tigued, for he had actually walked
more than a mile; but, as he observ-

ed, though it was a great exertion,

yet it was worth while to make it for

the sake ofjudging for himself; and
he was so well satisfied with what he
saw, that he was convinced, if the rest

of his ground resembled it, as his

steward assured him it did, his for-

tunes would be very easily retrieved

:

for, by the help of some ingenious

treatises on agriculture, and plans

for laying out ground, which he had
taken the trouble of dipping into

here and there, he saw clearly that,

by entirely changing the disposition

of every part of his estate, he could

not fail to make it worth three times

the sum it then brought him.

He assembled his tenants accord-

ingly, and opened his intentions to

them in a very handsome speech

:

but unfortunately these obstinate and

stupid people could not be brought

to enter into his views. A few of

the juniors indeed scratched their

heads, and declared that what his

honour said, seemed monstrous fine,

if they could but understand it; but

the old farmers obstinately persisted

in asserting, that it was morally im-

possible he could gain any thing by

pulling up his fine orchards to make
young plantations; converting his

corn-fields into nurseries for exotics

;

or diverting the stream which turned

the mill from its natural channel, to

water a grove of orange-trees, which

they protested would never come to

any perfection.

Sir Nathaniel heard them with the

most perfect placidity, and undertook

to answer all their objections* pro-

vided they were urged singly; and

as he was not going to begin any

thing in a hurry, they would have

time enough to come to him, and
talk the matter over, each at his lei-

sure. But it unluckily happened, that

though, in point of knowledge, these

rustics were so much below my wor-

thy ancestor, that there could be no

sort of comparison between their ar-

guments and his; yet they had such

a degree of obstinate perseverance,

and talked so loud and so long, that,

to prevent his head from being split

by the clamour they made, he was

forced to abandon his project.

His next undertaking, and one in

which he flattered himself he should

meet with no obstacle, was to obtain

a seat in parliament. As his name
and pretensions were very well known,

he thought that all he should have

to do would be to present himself on

the hustings, and make a speech.

My readers will probably consider

that this would be very little trouble,

but to a man of Sir Nathaniel's ha-

bits it seemed a great deal : Avhat

then was his dismay when it was ex-

plained to him that he must canvass

the borough by going from house to

house, to tell lies to the men, pay

compliments to the women, and per-

haps embrace them and their dirty

children into the bargain! Sir Na-

thaniel heard all this with a look of

horror, and protested that he was

certain there never was one of the

Nevermoves, either in ancient or mo-

dern times, who had ever disgraced

himself by such vulgar drudgery,

and certainly he would not be the

first to degrade the dignity of his

house. This settled the matter:

his friends assured him that he had

better withdraw his name; and as

that step was not attended with any

great trouble, he took their advice,

and gave up all thoughts of making

his fortune in parliament.

L 2
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I remember to have heard Sir

Nathaniel say, that at this period of

his life his tranquillity was terribly

interrupted: he was then upwards
of thirty, and it was necessary to

strike a bold stroke, in order that he

might, while yet in the flower of his

age, enjoy the wealth which he ex-

pected would ultimately be the re-

ward of his genius. After much me-
ditation upon the subject, he at last

determined to turn author, and to

present the world with a copious his-

tory of his valiant progenitors, from

the remote period of their first set-

tling in England, down to his own
times. He proposed to embellish

his work with remarks upon the prin-

cipal historical events which had
taken place during those centuries,

together with an inquiry into their

causes and effects.

As it is not in a moment that a

man can be supposed to determine

upon an undertaking of this magni-

tude, the reader will not wonder
that a reflecting person, such as

I have described my grandfather,

should take seven years, first to form

his resolution, and then to collect the

materials for his work. At last the

important day arrived on which he
was to begin it. He rose with his

head full of his project; but, upon
seating himself in his library, he

found his spirits so agitated, that it

was necessary to recruit them with a

short walk : upon his return he placed

himself pen in hand at his desk, and
was just beginning to write the title,

when he recollected that it was an

old custom in the family never to

commence any great undertaking

without first drinking success to it.

Sir Nathaniel was not a man to break

through old customs, and accordingly

he called for a bumper of Rhenish;

but no sooner had he swallowed it,

than the lights began to play in his

eyes to such a degree, that he was

fain to lay down the pen, with the in-

tention of resuming it after dinner;

which he accordingly did, and actu-

ally got as far as three introductory

sentences, with which he was so well

satisfied, that he paused in admira-

tion of the beauty of his style till he

dropped asleep.

I shall not detail to you the farther

progress, or rather no -progress of

my grandfather's work: in addition

to the obstacles which I have already

described, and which were continu-

ally recurring, there were besides

occasional visits from his neighbours,

conferences with his steward ; to-

gether with the daily routine of

breakfasting, dining, and supping, to

say nothing of his forenoon and af-

ternoon's nap. When we look at all

this, and consider the temper of Sir

Nathaniel, we shall not be much sur-

prised to find, that at the end of ten

years he had got no farther than

twenty pages of his first volume. He
began now seriously to apprehend

that he might grow old before the

work was finished, and he resolved

very wisely to postpone its continu-

ance for the moment, in order to de-

vise some other means of repairing

his fortunes.

Accordingly he locked up the ma-

terials for his history, though not

without a sigh (for I have heard him

say, that he never enjoyed a nap so

much as over his desk), and turned

his thoughts to the grand question of

matrimony, for the double purpose

of getting an estate and an heir to it.

At about five miles distance from

Loiter Hall, resided the jolly widow

of an eminent cheesemonger, who
had left his large fortune entirely at
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her disposal: it was in truth her only

attraction, for she was ugly, vulgar,

and a shrew into the bargain. How-
ever, she was still young enough to

have children; and Sir Nathaniel

wisely determined to overlook the

defects of her person and manners,

and the still greater defect in his

eyes of her want of ancestry, and

to marry her if he could not do bet-

ter. Often did the good baronet

consider and reconsider the matter,

and often did temptation assail him
j

in the shape of several neighbouring

belles, whose pure blood and pretty

faces he would have preferred to the

sour visage and low birth of Mrs.

Parmesan; but his habit of delibe-

ration enabled him to triumph over

all the attacks of Cupid, and in lit-

tle more than four years after he first

formed his plan, he worked himself

up to a resolution of offering the

lady his hand.

Being determined to do it in a

style befitting his dignity, he had his

horses taken from the plough to be

harnessed to the old family chariot,

which underwent a thorough clean-

ing for the occasion; the state -li-

veries that had lain for twenty-five

years in the great chest were darned

and brushed up ; and Sir Nathaniel,

arrayed in the very suit which he had

bought to present himself as a can-

didate for the borough of , drove

off in high spirits, with the agree-

able certainty of being a more suc-

cessful candidate for a place among
the votaries of Hymen.

But, alas ! in calculating all the

chances of good and evil that might

result from the union, my poor grand-

father had forgotten the chance of

the lady's refusing him : in fact,

the possibility of such a thing never

occurred to him, for the advantages,

as he thought, were all on her side.

She was, however, of contrary

opinion; and she told him without

ceremony, " that she wa'ant going to

give up the comforts of Parmesan
Place, where she rose master and
went to bed mistress, that he might
have her snug half plum to build up
his crazy castle. Other folks might
think it a fine thing to be called my
lady, but she didn't vally a title of
a farthing, unless it was the title of

my lady mayoress. So seeing as how
he had no time to lose, she thought

it best to tell him the plain truth at

once, that he might carry his hogs
to another market."

My horror-struck grandfather was
so stunned by the volubility with

which she delivered this harangue,

that he was actually unable to reply

;

and he got into his chariot with a

look so wild and dismayed, that it

was speedily whispered about, that

the widow's cruelty had touched his

brain. Among the number of those

who heard this story with great com-
passion for the knight, was Miss

Placid, who, though just verging

upon thirty-six, was allowed by every

body to be as good-humoured as if

she were only, sixteen. This lady-

had more than once directed her

battery at the heart of Sir Natha-

niel, but hitherto unsuccessfully, for

though of good family, she had little

fortune : now, however, she renewed

her efforts, and so successfully, that

the baronet, finding he could not ac-

complish the two purposes of obtain-

ing an estate and an heir, determined

to try whether he could not succeed at

least in one of them : he accordingly

married Miss Placid, and within a

twelvemonth he was the father of

a son, who he fondly flattered him-

self would succeed better than he
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had done, in re-establishing the fa-

mily fortunes.

My father inherited all Sir Na-
thaniel's easiness of temper, but un-

accompanied by a single spark either

of his genius or his ambition. I do

not believe he ever formed a project

in his life, except that of persuading

his mother to persuade his father

not to send him to college. My
grandmother had the address to set-

tle this particular to his satisfaction

;

and she very soon applauded herself

for her wisdom in keeping him at

home, when she found that Miss

Petulant, a young lady, who became

by the death of her father a ward of

Sir Nathaniel's, was to reside at

Loiter Hall. This fair damsel was

the reverse of our family in temper

and disposition: lively, active, and

restless, Loiter Hall was to her a

new world. She could not reconcile

herself to the silence and stillness of

every thing around her; the taci-

turnity of Sir Nathaniel, and the

composed gravity of his lady, struck

her with dismay and astonishment.

She protested that the mansion was
for her the cave of Trophonius, and

that she should certainly die of ennui

in less than a month; when, fortu-

nately, she found at once employment

and amusement in making love (I

hope my fair readers will excuse the

expression, for I really can't find an-

other,) to my father, who was at that

time a remarkably handsome young
man of twenty-two. As the marriage

was in a pecuniary sense highly ad-

vantageous, and the family of the

Petulants was little inferior in point

of antiquity to the Nevermoves,

Sir Nathaniel and his lady readily

came into Miss Petulant's views ; and

as she was not at all disposed to

manage her amour in the deliberate

way that my grandfather had con-

ducted his, she contrived in a very

few weeks to become Mrs. Never-

move.

I have often heard my father say,

that this was the only step which he

ever took without deliberation in the

course of his life, and it was also the

only one of which he ever had cause

heartily to repent. The concluding

part of this observation he always

took care to make in the absence of

my mother ; for I am the second son

of this worthy couple, and I inherit,

in some degree, both their disposi-

tions : like my father, I am fond of

ease to such a degree, that I can

hardly bring myself to submit to the

common observances of society, be-

cause they give me trouble ; and yet

I have such a portion of my mother's

restless spirit, that I am always in a

fidget when I have not something to

do. I am now just arrived at that

period which unmarried ladies and

gentlemen call middle age, that is to

say, I am a few years on the wrong

side of fifty, and have tried more

projects than my grandfather ever

essayed, but was forced successively

to renounce them, because they gave

me too much trouble. As, however,

I cannot exist without a pursuit, I

am resolved to commence a perio-

dical paper, and I hope the reasons

which have induced me to undertake

it, will appear as satisfactory to my
readers as they are to myself.

In the first place, I am assured by

several of my friends, that writing

now-a-days is a very easy, gentle-

manly sort of amusement ; that the

conductor of a periodical paper

would be thought horribly pedantic

if he displayed any depth of think-

ing, and still more so if he shewed

any degree of learning : because, in
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and manners, provided always they

appear to me better written than

those I could write myself. As to

my own qualifications for the cha-

racter of an essayist, I shall leave

them to develop themselves: all that

I shall now say for myself is, that

circumstances oblige me to live a

good deal in the world, and though

I have all possible disposition to pass

through it quietly, yet I am at times

the first instance, he would probably
!

choose subjects that would bore his

readers ; and in the second, they

would be obliged, in order to under- !

stand him, to try to recollect all that

sort of knowledge which it is the

fashion to forget as fast as one can.

Thus I conceive that a paper can't give

me much trouble, and I am content

to take a little, in the hope of gather-

ing, like other heroes, the laurels I

have not planted: in plain English, roused to reflection by the strange

I expect to be supplied with a good ' characters and odd incidents I meet

deal of matter by various corre- with. How I may succeed in pour-

spondents, who will, no doubt, in traying those scenes and characters,or

this writing age be ambitious to see how far my reflections on them, when
themselves in print. I hereby inform II I can prevail upon myself to take the

those ladies and gentlemen, that my
j

trouble of making any, may appear

object is to pourtray life and man- just, I cannot presume to say; but

ners, not as they are painted in no- ' at least the effort shall be made, and

vels and plays, but as we find them Has I have candidly stated my cha-

on the great stage of the world; that
;

racter, my readers will not be so un-

my aim will be to rally with good- ' reasonable as to expect that the la-

humour the follies of the age, and |
bours of a loiterer should either be

to try to mend its morals, if I can ! frequent or long. Their continuance

without much trouble ; and I invite i must depend upon the reception my
all those who are willing and able to

j

paper meets with; for, like most idlers,

assist me in this undertaking, faith- i I need the stimulus of approbation to

fully promising to insert whatever < induce me to go on.

papers may be sent to me on morals
|

Nonchalant Xevermove.

SKETCHES OF THE CONDITION
Throughout the

No.

The most frequent cause for ma- i

trimonial discontent arises from un-

founded hopes of never-abating in- 'j

fluence on the part of one sex, and
|

a too hasty or unrelaxing assumption

of prerogative on the part of their
|

lords. The idolizing wooer is ex-

pected to continue the same round II

of delighted and delighting homage

to the object of his passion; and he

is amazed and chagrined to discover E

some alloy of human imperfection

in the amiable qualities of a being,
[|

AND CHARACTER OF WOMAN
kno~n World.

I.

whom his overheated imagination

had invested with superhuman ex-

cellence, and who, by his adulatory-

compliances, has perhaps been mis-

led to overrate- her own pretensions.

The rulers of the creation have a

right to admonish and controul their

helpmates ; and in the hands of a

man of sense and right feeling, the

domestic sceptre very seldom be-

comes an instrument of tyranny:

yet, as there are no general rules

without exceptions, and as wedded
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pairs are sometimes " joined, not

matched," by sinister inducements,

we shall endeavour to assuage some

secret woes to the fair, by a compa-

rison of their less severe destiny

with the wretched state of subjuga-

tion endured by women in regions

the most favoured by climate and

by sources of wealth. The mascu-

line sex should be deterred from in-

dulging an imperious temper, by ob-

serving, that in proportion as barba-

rism and ignorance form the charac-

teristics of a people, their gentler

counterparts are treated with merci-

less despotism ; while the enlighten-

ed, manly, and worthy, never fail to

cherish their spouses as bosom com-

panions. Bosom slaves are peculiar

to human nature, perverted by men-
tal and moral degradation.

On the continent of Asia, and all

the isles except Pellew, the religion

of the country conspires with the

political institutions to deprive wo-

man of the lights of reason, and im-

poses as a duty the sacrifice of life

and abandonment of her offspring

in honour of a departed husband.

The Mahometan holds the partners

of his bed in close confinement, and
on the slightest suspicion, a pre-

sumed offender is doomed to expiate

the crime of infidelity in a watery

grave. The Gentoo customs make
it infamy for a wife to survive her

husband. She must expire in tor-

tures on his funeral pile, or live an
outcast from society ; and it amounts

to certainty, that the horrible Suttee

originated from a dread of female

skill in concocting poisons.

It is not forty years since a rajah

carried his apprehensions of this dan-

ger so far as to prohibit, under pain

of death, the approach of a woman
within a certain distance of his resi-

dence. How anxious must be the

mind of both sexes where such dis-

trust prevails ! Let us contrast those

miserable alarms with the noble in-

trepidity of a daughter of England,

the wife of a Highlander, in behalf

of her spouse. Where circumstan-

ces reflect high honour on all con-

cerned, the concealment of names

would be mistaken delicacy, and their

family and friends must with plea-

sure observe a commemoration of

their worth.

Colonel Frazer, though long in

bad health, was resolved not to leave

India till he obtained payment of a

large sum, due to him by the rajah

above-mentioned: Mrs. Frazer ar-

gued and entreated; but she only

succeeded in persuading the colonel

to take a sea-voyage of some weeks,

to retard the progress of his disease.

When he had embarked, the lady

applied to his relation and long-tried

friend, Major Macniel, for his assist-

ance to extort from the Indian chief

the amount he owed Colonel Frazer.

In her youth Mrs. Frazer had been

so distinguished for beauty of fea-

ture and personal grace, that the

officers and soldiers of several regi-

ments called her the British queen.

She was now the mother of nine

children ; and though still lovely in

the eyes of their father, her faded

cheeks and pale lips subtracted from

her early claims to admiration.

She set out for the rajah's abode

in a covered palanquin, with several

female attendants, conveyed in the

same way, and she took care to reach

the precincts of the rajah's abode

early in the morning. Major Mac-

niel, on horseback, preceded her with

a train of soldiers, and a similar

force brought up the rear. A sen-

tinel stopped the leader. He put a
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piece of gold in the man's hand, and

the first access being gained, the in-

terior posts made no objection. In

the court of the palace MajorMacnie]
addressed a personage, whose dress

denoted superior station, and who, in

a hesitating, alarmed manner, inform-

ed Major Macniel that the rajah was

asleep, and must not be disturbed.

" Whenever he awakes," said Ma-
jor M. " do not fail to let him know
that Colonel Frazer's lady has come
to remain in his palace with her at-

tendants and guards, till he finds it

convenient to settle her husband's

claims."

A long time passed before this

message received any answer. The
bearer of Major Macniel's commu-
nication came with a crowd of ser-

vants, carrying a morning repast for

the unwelcome guests, and an ear-

nest entreaty for them to withdraw

to a summer-retreat belonging to the

prince : he was under a vow not to

permit a female to breathe within

the circumference of his palace, and
was half distracted that his faith had
been so far violated. Mrs. Frazer

said no vow could be more binding

than her resolution not to remove
from the palace until her husband's

just claims were settled, and if de-

nied a house to cover her and her

maids, they could soon erect tents,

having brought materials for that

purpose, and provisions to serve se-

veral weeks. She therefore declined,

with thanks, the banquet intended

for her and her people.

This reply brought the rajah's son

with some cases ofjewels, as a pledge

lor speedy payment of the debt.

Mrs. Frazer and Major Macniel did

not think them of adequate value

;

but after half the day had elapsed

in negociations, the rajah sent gems

worth a larger amount than the sum

he owed Colonel Frazer. Mrs. Fra-

zer accepted this deposit, under the

express condition that, if not re-

deemed by daybreak the second

morning, they must be forfeited, and
entirely at Colonel Frazer's disposal.

While Mrs. Frazer was engaged

in the expedition to the rajah's for-

tress, her husband proceeded to the

seacoast; but the journey occasion-

ed a relapse of his most severe symp-

toms, and a medical friend, who ac*

companied him, advised his return.

Mrs. Frazer found him at home,

much enfeebled by fatigue and fe-

ver. She told him where she had
been ; and he expressed regret that

she undertook a labour so chimeri-

cal, and which incurred danger and
expense, without a hope of success.

" These baubles are all the re-

ward of my enterprize," said Mrs.

Frazer, placing several caskets on

the colonel's couch. He examined

the contents, while she detailed the

incidents of her lady-errantry, as

she called it. The rajah's son ap-

peared within the stipulated time,

and redeemed the precious pledges,

by paying the full amount due to

Colonel Frazer.

B. G.

COURT INTRIGUE DEFEATED BY FEMALE DELICACY.

Beauty and gladness preside over II corated garden, in the latter da)rs of

rural gcenes in mountain and valley,
j
June. At this joy-inspiring season.

woodland, or cultivated field, or dc-

Vol. I. Xo. II.

June.

the invitation to a fete champetre

M
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gives hope of whatever nature be-

stows to delight the senses, animated

by recreation, unincumbered with the

multifarious forms of city etiquette.

We must preface a very interesting

relation of facts, by describing afete,

partly maritime, partly a la cam-

pagne, according to the simple modes

of the 18th century, in a district far

removed from the metropolis. It

will at least afford a new sketch of

inartificial pleasures ; and benevolent

minds may derive pure enjoyment

from a proof, that no condition in life

is excluded from a diversity of sin-

cere gratifications.

Several gentlemen's families, re-

siding so near that their barges could

meet in a fine bay before six o'clock

in the morning, were invited to

breakfast and dinner alfresco on the

declivity of a green-headed hill, be-

hind a creek, sheltered by towering

rocks, and celebrated in the country

for a salmon-fishing of superior qua-

lity. The proprietor of this fishing

was the Amphitryon of the feast, and

the weather favoured his hospitable

intent. The barges rowed to a plain,

where the sound of pipe, music, and

a level carpet of daisy - enamelled

verdure, excited the young people to

dance, until breakfast was announced.

The tea-kettles were boiled at the

fishermen's huts, and they roasted

several salmon onwooden spits, which

were offered as an addition to the re-

past. Every one accepted the boon,

lest the poor fellows might be af-

fronted; but whether the relish was

conferred by morning air and exer-

ciser the super-excellent arte del cu-

oco, all acknowledged that no salmon

was ever so nicely dressed ; and from

that time an annual salmon-feast was

instituted : nor did the fishers ever

fail to give satisfaction in their part

of the entertainment.

The company on this occasion had

nearly finished their regale, when se-

veral sailors appeared, offering Dutch

toys at a moderate price, and one of

them, who spoke a little English,

said their sloop was of Gottenburg,

though the cargo was from Rotter-

dam. Some purchases were made

;

the sailors were detained to breakfast

with the servants and rowers of the

barges, and the conversation turned

to the country of these strangers. A
gentleman said to a veteran officer

who sat next to him, that the sailors

were obliged to Charles XII. for his

liberality in taking so much of their

wares. The officer said he certain-

ly had a predilection for the coun-

trymen of a prince, who was more a

hero in self-restraint than in the com-

mand of armies. A lady asked in

what the self-government of Charles

XII. of Sweden was apparent, un-

less in sharing the hardships which

an insane passion for war inflicted on

his soldiery. Some of the gentle-

men were heard to talk among them-

selves, concerning the well-known

anecdote of Charles's resolute avoid-

ance of a beautiful chambermaid,

who at an inn attracted his notice.

The veteran interposed, by assuring

all present that he could give an in-

stance of self-denied rectitude far

more honourable to Charles ; but he

saw the juniors around him eager to

renew the dance, and would defer

his story, as a regale when we should

be glad to rest under the shade of

the trees, till the noon -day heat

abated.

The sun, with resplendent fer-

vours, rose high in the cloudless fir-

mament, and after dancing one little
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hour, all the company withdrew to

a wooded valley, irrigated hy several

streams, and shadowed by tall oaks,

mountain - ash, and birch, waving

their long arms in a gale from ranges

of hills on the eastern side. The
lady who did the honours of the day

had procured the fanner's arm-chair

from a neighbouring house: it was

placed where several green mountlets

and fallen trees presented seats for

the auditory, and she prevailed with

the veteran officer to occupy the

chair, that they all might more dis-

tinctly hear his narrative; which we
shall give in his own words, as nearly

as the memory of almost sixty years

can retain them.

" The wounds I received at the

battle ofDettingen have often broken

out at the time most inconvenient for

me, and in 1744, the suppuration fe-

ver reduced me so low, that I could

not embark for Flanders with my re-

giment. In some months I took a

passage in a trading vessel bound

for Ostend ; but we were wrecked in

a storm to the north of Rotterdam.

The exertions I made to be of some

service in this extremity, and to save

my saddle and other dragoon equip-

ments, caused a relapse of fever and

discharge from my side, and I was

with difficulty conveyed on board a

yacht belonging to one of the owners

of the unfortunate ship, who came

to the spot to superintend the mea-

sures taken to recover part of the

cargo. Mr. Von Oegel took me to

his house at Rotterdam, procured

for me every comfort and the best

surgical attendance, and his own so-

ciety was my most salutary cordial.

He told me he was of Swiss extrac-

tion ; but his mother was a Briton,

to whose ample dowry he owed the

foundation of his wealth, and to her

instruction and example, the attain-

ments that procured for him a place

in the magistracy of Rotterdam. Mr.

Von Oegel moved in the summit of

polished life; yet, whenever I could

leave my bed, he devoted the even-

ings to amuse me. He told many

anecdotes ofremarkable persons, and

I felt the deepest interest in his elu-

cidation of the artifices employed by

the queen-dowager of Sweden to de-

tach her grandson from public affairs.

One instance of her intrigues stamp-

ed Charles XII. as my favourite

hero.

" In the end of October 1697, the

master of a vessel from Rugen con-

ducted to the house of a Swedish

gentleman at Rotterdam, a figure

closely wrapped up in a great - coat

and furred cap. The Swede was re-

sident partner in a mercantile con-

cern which took consignments from

Stockholm; and the stranger produ-

ced a letter of introduction, purport-

ing that Madame Charlezal would

give no trouble beyond directing her

to some reputable family as a board-

er, and her pension should be quar-

terly remitted by the merchant's cor-

respondent who wrote the letter. In

the dialect of Sweden, the lady in-

formed Mr. Swardenbock, she had

come ashore so early to allow time

for seeking a permanent abode; but

as she was much fatigued, she beg-

ged leave to repose a little, and to

have her trunk sent to a bed-cham-

ber. However, she did not go to

bed ; for she soon re-appeared in the

elegant undress of a widow, and Mr.

Swardenbock was struck by her

youthful beauty and refined deport-

ment. He had sent a note to a cler- '

gyman, whose daughters were far

dispersed by marriage, and his son

had a clerical charge in another pro-

M 2
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vince of Holland. Both were hap-

py to increase the domestic circle by

a guest who could bring profit and

pleasure. They came without de-

lay, and the lady accompanied them

to their dwelling. She had stipulat-

ed for entire seclusion in her own
parlour, yet she would join the fa-

mily prayers when no stranger was

present. The pastor and his wife

acceded to these terms, never doubt-

ing, that a lady so endowed with

charms of face, person, and address,

might soon overcome the sorrows of

widowhood, and be as willing to ex-

hibit her graces, as others were cu-

rious to see the fair creature, of

whose attractions old Mr. Swarden-

bock spoke with enthusiasm. But

Madame Charlezal persisted in avoid-

ing every eye; never went out of

doors except to church, and she was

then covered with a long mantle,

with a hood coming over the bonne

grace, which concealed her features.

" In 1709, Madame Charlezal had

a paralytic shock ; her lovely counte-

nance was distorted, and she lost the

power of locomotion during several

months. In 1711, she had recovered

so far as to be able indefatigably to

attend the worthy clergyman in his

last illness. He was grand-uncle to

Mr. Von Oegel, and his mother of-

ten shared with Madame Charlezal

the melancholy duties of a sick-

nurse. Thus an acquaintance com-

menced, and grew into intimacy.

The clergyman's widow removed to

Culemberg with one of her daugh-

ters, and Madame Charlezal be-

came the inmate of Madame Oegel.

" About the end of 1713, it was

evident that the amiable Swede could

not be long an inhabitant of the

earth. A nervous consumption prey-

ed on her enfeebled frame, and op-

pressed her spirits. She had no

sleep without opiates, and these

drugs increased her debility. She

perceived the approach of death,

and said to her friend, ' The en-

dearing attentions you have bestow-

ed on me have a claim to the only

return in my power—a disclosure of

my unhappy history, so far as it is

known to myself. It has been re-

vealed to two persons only. The
worthy pastor is gone to the regions

of the blessed, and the survivor is

far, far away. I have no recollec-

tion of my parents; no trace of a

father's protecting care, nor of a

mother's tenderness, dwells in my
memory. My first impressions were

awe and admiration ofMadame Rou-

vaneau, who, if I happened to please

her by proficiency in my studies,

called me her niece ; but when I in-

curred her rebuke, which was in-

deed almost every hour, she up-

braided me as a beggar's brat, her

purchased slave, and she treated me
as the most abject of wretched be-

ings. I cannot remember having

passed a full year in one place ; and

I was habited sometimes as a girl,

sometimes as a boy, receiving at once

the education of both sexes.

"
' In 1697, 1 expected to leave Stut-

gard, where we passed the winter,

and I had been introduced to my
aunt's visitors as a girl entering her

fifteenth year. Many wondered at

my size, and in compliment to Ma-
dame Rouvaneau, all were astonished

at my accomplishments. One even-

ing she desired me to dress for a

splendid party she was to entertain,

and said that, though to excuse my
deficiencies she passed me for a girl

not fifteen, I was now in my twen-

tieth year, and must think of main-

taining myself. I assured her of my
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readiness to earn a livelihood in any
I

way she was pleased to direct. She

smiled, called me a dutiful niece,

and bade me exert myself to console

the handsome colonel who buried

his wife on Thursday. The hand-

some colonel might have been my
grandfather, and his affectation of

youth made him ridiculous; yet to

marry a person of rank, to have the

command of magnificence, and to be

exempted from abuse and blows,

were temptations not to be resisted

by a friendless girl. I therefore en-

dured the fulsome adulations of the

colonel, until I found he expected

me to become his companion, un-

shackled by matrimonial engage-

ments. Madame Rouvaneau in-

quired my objections to an arrange-

ment so far above my deserts. I con-

fessed, that when her physician took

me to his house to shun the conta-

gious fever, which so long confined

her at Halle, his wife and he put

books into my hands, and enforced

the maxims they contained, until I

was quite convinced I ought to prefer

death to dishonour. Perhaps this

remark bore hard on Madame Rou-

vaneau's conduct. In a transport of

fury she beat me unmercifully ; I

fainted under her blows, and was se-

veral days confined to bed. When re-

stored to health, my aunt laid two

alternatives before me : compliance

with the colonel's wishes ; or, in male

attire, to enter the service of a great

personage as a page. I joyfully ac-

ceded to the last proposal. We
travelled by indirect roads to Halber-

stadt, and at the first stage, I was

transformed into a slender youth.

My aunt took another name, repre-

senting herself as the widow of an

English merchant, and me, her ne-

phew, as the son of a deceased

Hanoverian officer.

"
' We proceeded to Dantzic, where

I continued to learn the military ex-

ercise and the science of defence,

and to renew my acquaintance with

the language of Sweden. My hardest

task was to fit myself for repeating

with confidence and fluency a tale

committed to writing by my aunt,

and by which I was to give an account

of myself to my employers. I was

obliged to recite this fiction to her

in different phrases, yet always coin-

ciding in the main points, and at

length I almost fancied I was speak-

ing truth. Half the labour and ex-

pense misapplied in qualifying me
as an impostor, might have placed

me in a way to earn an honest subsist-

ence ; but I was a passive instrument,

and durst not disobey. My feminine

appellative had lately been Rhoda
d'Elville. As a page I was destined

to bear the name of Rodolph Koen-

daur.

" ' I parted from Madame Rouva-

neau with mingled emotions. She was

the only human being that seemed to

care for me, but I could not forget

her tyranny; and though I shed

tears in bidding her adieu, I felt as

an emancipated slave. The glad-

some feelings of liberation soon sub-

sided, and I shuddered at the thought

of detection, for I had learnt from

the good physician, that false ap-

pearances always imply guilt. I was

brought to a fine house at Stockholm,

and closely interrogated. My ex-

aminators seemed to be satisfied, and

in about an hour another person

came to shew me the way to the

palace. He left me alone in a hall,

which I afterwards knew to be an

anti-room. I was soon joined by a
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young man. He asked if I was Ro-
dolph Koendaur; and without wait-

ing for a reply, inquired if I knew
any thing of fencing. I said my name
was Rodolph Koendaur, and that

no Hanoverian ofmy age was ignorant

of the science of defence. He an-

swered by taking some foils from a

recess. We were eagerly engaged,

when several members of the royal

household coming in, I understood

my antagonist to be the young king.

I fell on my knees, entreating pardon

for the error of ignorance. Charles

raised me, and, in a voice ofkindness,

said I was a brave boy, and deserved

to tilt with kings. He took every

opportunity of talking to me, an

honour never granted to any other

individual; and we fenced every

morning, sometimes oftener, the king

jocularly condescending to tell me,

I must light my way into his favour.

" 'It might be three weeks after I

came to Sweden when I first saw the

queen-dowager. She spoke most

graciously, approving my behaviour

hitherto, and warning me on no ac-

count to oppose any wish the king

should deign to utter, for he never

would brook the least contradiction.

I humbly assured her majesty, I de-

sired no greater happiness than

obedience to my royal master. I

spoke from my inmost soul, and felt

my cheeks glow at the declaration,

for then was I for the first time con-

scious of the danger I feared more
than loss of life. Charles had won
my devoted affection ; but the senti-

ments I entertained for him were in-

compatible with a deviation from

virtue, and the nobleness ofhis nature

led me to abhor myself for wearing a

disguise. I never had known kind-

ness until I experienced all encou-

ragements to familiar friendship from

this exalted person; and he seemed

to prefer my comfort to his own fa-

vourite pursuits. He delighted in

violent exercises
;
yet if he observed

in me a symptom of fatigue, whether

in going through military evolutions,

riding, walking, or fencing, he in-

sisted on our taking some rest. In

those intervals he called me his He-
phaestion, and bade me call him Alex-

ander, and at times he expressed

his surprise at my reserve. I as-

cribed it to profound respect ; but his

majesty said he wanted not respect,

he had enough of it elsewhere, and

from me he desired unconstrained

friendship. I could only assure him,

that I would hold my life as nothing

compared to zeal for his service.

" ' I might have been happy, if

dread of detection had not held

me in continual alarm. My dormi-

tory communicated with the king's

bed-chamber. It was my duty to

awake him at a certain hour, and

having overslept myself one morn-

ing, he gently roused me, and I

started up in affright. He soothed

my terror with the kindest expres-

sions, and seeing I had only laid

aside my jacket before I went to bed,

he said I was right to inure myself

to the hardships of war, and he

hoped to make me a field-marshal.

At that moment I was almost im-

pelled to throw myself at his feet

and confess my imposture, but my
courage failed.

" ' It may be supposed I became

more vigilant, indeed my eyes seldom

closed after midnight; but incessant

anxiety destroyedmy health. Charles

noticed the change in my appearance,

and when the cold season approach-

ed, had a couch for me put up in his

own chamber: but this indulgence

was the climax of my misery. I
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passed one night on that conch in

wakeful agonies of spirit, stimulating

all my powers to make the tremend-

ous confession of daring to come into

the king's presence in disguise. I

awoke him. He instantly observed

my haggard looks, said I was ill,

and would have summoned physi-

cians, if I had not implored him first

to hear me. On my knees I told him

my unhappy story, and did not ven-

ture to raise my eyes to the king

;

but his voice was greatly agitated in

bidding me rise. ' Poor girl,' he

said, ' you are no more than a tool

of—he checked himself, and only ad-

ded, ' I forgive you, on condition that

your disclosure shall go no further.

Go to Count Piper, and wait my or-

ders ; but make no communication to

him. You know my hand-writing,

and I shall send you instructions.'

"
' I left the room more dead than

alive. In the afternoon I received

a sealed packet, in which was in-

closed a key, and a few lines, direct-

ing me to go on board ofa ship, muf-

fled up, and on arriving at Rotter-

dam, I should have only to change

my dress, and deliver a letter to

Mr. Swardenbock. The letter and

a sum of money were sent in the

packet. I punctually obeyed the

injunctions of my royal benefactor;

and, alas ! I have felt that in separa-

ting from him, I bade adieu to hap-

piness. His image has been con-

tinually before my eyes ; and, O
God! I am a sinful wretch, that

mingled human passion with the

most sacred offices of religion. I

was bred a Catholic, and abjm*ed

that profession because the king of

Sweden was a Lutheran : yet I

humbly trust, I was ultimately a sin-

cere convert to the reformed faith,

and on its doctrines I rest my eternal

hopes.

" ' My heart exulted in the victories

of Charles. I need not say how ex-

cruciating have been my sympathies

in his sad reverses. You see the

effects, and they will ere long bring

me to the grave. My last prayer

shall be for him that forbore to take

advantage of my weakness. He
banished from his sight an object

the most dear to him, lest he should

plunge her in ruin, and give a triumph

to the usurper of his rights. I learnt

from the pastor, that soon after my
departure he assumed the reins of

government, and the command of

his armies. Amidst all his cares, he

secured the regular payment of my
pension; and, under Providence, I

honour him asmy deliverer from tem-

poral and eternal misery. When I

am no more, you will find in my
trunk the boy's dress I wore in the

service of my generous royal master,

and the anonymous note he sent me
after my dismissal. Let them, and

the sword I received from his hand,

be laid in the coffin with me. I have

now done with the world, and give

all my thoughts to the blessed Cre-

ator.' Madame Charlezal lived two

months after this communication to

Madame Oegel, who faithfully exe-

cuted her last request."

The veteran officer appealed to

his auditory whether the victory of

Charles XII. over his most ardent

inclinations, was not a more noble

achievement than the defeat of the

Muscovites at Narva. His soldiers

participated in the glory of his bat-

tles ; but the separation from Rhoda

was an act of fortitude all his own,

and far transcending the sacrifices

made by the illustrious Roman.
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Scipio was captivated by the charms

of Panthea; but he knew her heart

to be devoted to another, and had no

experience of her fascinations as a

companion. Charles, at the moment
when Rhoda acknowledged her real

character, must at one glance have

discerned the excess of attachment

that occasioned her reserved beha-

viour, and he found her an associ-

ate with whom his soul could entire-

ly assimilate
;
yet he would not be

tempted to degrade her, and to in-

volve himself in the chains of vo-

luptuousness.

THE RING OF HALLWYL:
A Tale of the Thirteenth Century.

(Continued from p. 42.)

RuDOLrn of Habspurg, who was

destined in the following year, as

Emperor of Germany, to become

the founder of the most powerful

sovereign house in the western world,

then held his court in the castle of

Lenzburg. Being informed by one

of his knights of the events which

had taken place at Hallwyl, he sent

his page, Egbert's brother, Peter-

mann of Miilinen, to invite the tra-

vellers to pass the night at his castle.

The knights gratefully accepted the

unexpected invitation, which caused

the heart of the timid Clementina to

throb vehemently.

The count received the whole

company in the great hall of his cas-

tle, kissed the lady respectfully on

the forehead, and presenting her to

his consort, the highly honoured

Gertrude, familiarly observed, that

God had not created such a charm-

ing damsel for a nunnery, but to con-

fer happiness on some brave and

worthy knight. He then welcomed

the well-known warriors in his usual

cordial and jovial manner ; and while

the glass was merrily circulated by

the count and his party, the countess

by her kindness and condescension

won the entire confidence of Cle-

mentina.

The young lady spoke to her

frankly of her dependent and uncer-

tain situation, and requested her in-

tercession with her husband, that he

would be pleased to procure the

restitution of a small patrimony at

Winterthur, which had long been

unjustly withheld from her by pow-

erful enemies of her family. The
princess promised to comply with

her request, and offered her the ap-

pointment of one of her ladies of

honour ; but Clementina declined

this proposal, for fear, as she al-

leged, of hurting the feelings of her

generous protector; but probably

also from another motive, of which

she might not herself be aware.

Egbert had sent forward one of

his attendants to his castle, to ac-

quaint his sister with the unexpected

coming of his lovely companion

;

and a few hours after the knights

and the fair Clementina had taken

! leave of their illustrious entertainers

: at Lenzburg, and expressed due ac-

' knowledgments to the knights who

|

had escorted them thus far, they

I

were received with loud congratula-

! tions by the cheerful Bertha, who
j
had wished for nothing so ardently

j
as a companion of her own sex and

age.
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Neither of the ladies had yet en-

joyed opportunities ofcultivating the

friendship of their equals, and this

new sentiment gained with the great-

er ease entire possession of their

hearts in a few days. They became

inseparable, dividing between them,

like sisters, all the domestic duties

and the education of the younger

orphans.

Meanwhile the rumour that Wal-

ter of Hallwyl was still living daily

gained ground, and acquired more

and more probability. Egbert, faith-

ful to the promise he had given his

friend, absented himself as much as

possible from Mulinen, in order to

avoid the fair Clementina. He at-

tended his liege lord, the Count of

Habspurg, in the frequent feuds in

which he was engaged, and on his

return home from them, the chase

was his constant amusement ; or,

under pretext of superintending his

labourers, he passed whole days in

the fields, and would even guide the

plough with his own hand for many
successive hours.

It was only on those days when he

wras visited by the lord of Wildegg,

that Egbert appeared less pensive

and gloomy; for the seneschal was

the confidant of his most secret

thoughts, and his sympathy and

friendly exhortations poured balm

into his wounded heart.

The marshal of Rapperschwyl,

the other friend of the family, also

served to break the monotony which

pervaded the castle. The two la-

dies were delighted with his poetic

reveries ; but Egbert was frequently

obliged to defend him against the

humorous and sarcastic sallies of

the lively Bertha. When Bertha

and Clementina were left alone, they
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beguiled the time with conversation

while spinning together, or embroi-

dering a new doublet or a scarf for

the beloved Egbert; or they instruct-

ed the children, attended to the do-

mestic concerns, and fed the poultry

and pigeons in the castle-yard.

In fine weather they strolled with

the children through the neighbour-

ing oak-forest, sometimes seeking

blackberries, at others Roman anti-

quities. They frequently resorted

to the ruins of an ancient temple,

where a pious hermit, an old friend

of the family, had constructed a cell.

The peasants of the adjacent coun-

try venerated him as a saint; and

the two young ladies often conversed

with him on the disappointments and

mishaps of this mortal life, and the

never-ceasing joys of futurity. After

these conversations, Clementina, who
was disposed to melancholy, returned

home more cheerful, and the frolick-

some Bertha more serious and

thoughtful.

One fine autumn day, when Eg-
bert had been hunting with his friend

the seneschal, he was slowly return-

ing about sun-set from Brunegg to

his castle, armed, according to the

custom of hunters at that period,

only with sword and spear. Two
attendants, with spears, were each

leading a couple of hounds, and the

knight was talking over with them

the sport of the day. In this man-

ner they had nearly reached the hill

on which the castle of Mulinen is

seated, when they all at once heard

a loud clashing of arms in the neigh-

bouring forest. Egbert spurred his

steed, and followed by his page, gal-

lopped towards the spot from which

the noise proceeded.

Here they soon perceived two

N
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horsemen armed at all points, vali-

antly defending themselves against

eight assailants, one of whom at that

moment fell dead on the ground. At
the sight of Egbert, the combatants

paused a moment; and the most

stately of the seven, who appeared

to be their leader, rose to meet him,

saying, " Interfere not in our quar-

rel : my companions and myself have

orders from the count, our master, to

bring him these two murderers, alive

or dead." Egbert, in an authorita-

tive tone, replied, " Sheathe thy

sword, thou varlet! Ye are in my
territory and jurisdiction; and to

whom justice is due, justice shall be

done."—" Oho!" rejoined the stran-

ger— "then thou art Mulinen!"

—

and immediately made a violent blow

at Egbert, which he partly avoided,

but which, nevertheless, severely

wounded his left shoulder. Mulinen,

with nervous and practised hand,

thrust his spear through the visor of

the assassin, who fell dead at his

feet. With the swiftness of light-

ning he then flew with his page to

the aid of the two strangers, and the

conflict was immediately renewed
with the utmost fury. But as Eg-
bert and his page had no armour,

and the two, whose cause they es-

poused, had already received several

wounds, superior numbers would

have triumphed, had not Egbert's

huntsmen on foot come up with their

dogs, which they slipped at the as-

sailants, whose horses they frightened

by their barking and biting.

At this moment the sword of the

valiant Egbert extended another of

the murderers on the ground; upon
which the remaining five betook

themselves to flight. Egbert imme-
diately sprang from his steed, and
approached the unknown knight,

who was just sinking insensible from

his horse. " Who is thy master?"

cried Egbert to his squire, who like-

wise hastened up to his assistance.

—

" We have travelled a great way,"

answered the latter, " to die here.

It is the Baron of Hallwyl."—" Gra-

cious heaven! my friend Walter!"

exclaimed Mulinen, throwing himself

down beside him, and loosing his

battered helmet.—" My deliverer!

my Egbert!" rejoined Hallwyl, in a

voice scarcely audible, and extend-

ing his bloody hand to grasp that of

his friend.

Night had meanwhile come on,

and Mulinenand his attendantsbound

up in the best manner they were

able the wounds of the unfortunate

Hallwyl, and conveyed him, expiring

as they thought, on a bier composed

of branches of trees, to the castle.

They were soon met by some of the

servants, whom the ladies, alarmed

by the noise in the forest, and the

late absence of Egbert, had sent

armed, and provided with torches,

to look for him.

Egbert then hastened forward,

and finding his sister and Clementina

waiting anxiously for him at the

eastle-gate, he announced to them

the arrival of a friend, who was se-

verely wounded. " Is it the sene-

schal?" cried Bertha.—" No, the

long-lost Hallwyl," answered Egbert

;

and Clementina, on hearing these

words of the knight, must have sunk,

had she not supported herself upon

Bertha's arm.

The train with the wounded Wal-
ter, who was quite insensible, soon

reached the castle-yard. The knight

was carried carefully to the best

chamber, and put to bed. Egbert

consigned him to the care of his sis-

ter, who was famous throughout all
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the country for her skill in leechcraft,

and the treatment of the sick. She
washed and hound up the knight's

deep and dangerous wounds; on

which Egbert conducted her to the

squire, who was also severely wound-
j

ed, and to whom she paid the like

attentions. He then threw oft' the

cloak in which he had wrapped him-

self, and shewing her the wound in

his shoulder, said, with a smile,

" Now, my dear Bertha, it is my
turn to require the exercise of thy

wondrous skill"—and Bertha, while

the big tears trickled from her eyes,

again performed for him her healing

office.

During the whole night the two

friends alternately visited their pa-

tients, and next morning, when Ber-

tha removed the bandages from Wal-

ter's wounds, it fortunately appeared

that none of them was mortal, and

that his swoon had been solely occa-

sioned by the great loss of blood.

It was not till then that Egbert re-

marked how much his friend was al-

tered in look by his travels in the

East. Hardship and the burning

sun had wasted his cheeks, and em-

browned his once blooming complex-

ion ; while a scar on his face contri-

buted to disfigure him, so that no

one who had known him would have

recognised him at first sight.

The news of his return, and of

the murderous attack made upon

him, meanwhile spread rapidly over

all the surrounding country. The
seneschal hastened to welcome him,

and he was soon followed by Arnold

of Reinach and Hartmann of Wes-
senberg, two knights of the envi-

rons, who had learned the profes-

sion of arms with Walter at the

court of the Count of Habspurg.

Through the skill and attention

of his lovely doctrcss, Hallwyl was

soon sufficiently recovered to be able

to gratify the curiosity of his friends

respecting his adventures. He re-

lated to them that he had returned

with Ulrich of Erlach from the East,

and travelled through Italy and acn >sa

Mount St. Gothard to Lucern, where

he parted from his friend. There

too he was informed of the death of

his father, and of the occupation of

all his estates by the monks of Cap-

pel. He then deemed it most advi-

sable to proceed with his faithful

squire to his friend Egbert at Mii-

linen : in hopes, however, of obtain-

ing more intelligence respecting his

affairs, he imprudently determined

to visit Hallwyl, but sought to dis-

guise himself at Lucern, by exchang-

ing his own armour for an ordinary

suit. Thus equipped, he alighted at

a farm-house in front of his father's

castle ; but having soon remarked an

extraordinary movement of men and

horses in the castle-yard, he set out

without delay for Lenzburg, where

he stopped a few hours to rest the

weary horses. Having arrived to-

wards evening in the vicinity of Mu-

linen, he saw a well-dressed man

standing in the road, and on asking

him whether the lord was at his cas-

tle, he replied, that Miilinen was

hunting with some friends in the

contiguous forest. Hereupon he

rode unsuspectingly towards the fo-

rest, accompanied by the stranger;

but no sooner had he entered it, than

he was attacked by eight armed

men, and he must have perished,

with his squire, had not Egbert come

up in time to their rescue.

After hearing this account, the

knights assembled at Miilinen con-

sulted what had best be done in

Walter's business ; and after much

N 2
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discussion, it was resolved, that the

seneschal and Reinach should pro-

ceed forthwith to Cappel, with Hall-

wyl's half of the ring, and demand

in their friend's name the restitution

of his possessions. Accordingly, on

the following morning, the three

knights set out, taking with them on

purpose a numerous and brilliant re-

tinue.

On reaching the convent the}' soon

perceived that their arrival had been

anticipated, for they were received

with extraordinary demonstrations of

honour, and conducted into the great

hall of the abbey, where they found

the whole fraternity assembled. The
seneschal stepped forward with so-

lemn dignity, and explained his er-

rand. " These two valiant knights,''

said he, " representatives of the most

ancient and noble houses of Aargau,

are charged with me, in the name of

Walter of Hallwyl, their friend and

companion in arms, who has return-

ed from the Holy Sepulchre to his

native land, but now lies grievously

wounded by the hands of assassins

at Miilinen, to bring his greeting to

the reverend the abbot of this house,

and formally and solemnly to demand
of him in love, restitution of the pos-

sessions seized by the convent in the

belief of his death."

" I am rejoiced beyond measure,"

replied the abbot to the knights,

" to learn that the son of the great

benefactor of this house is, contrary

to the general conviction, still living

;

and though I have been informed

that the stranger who has arrived at

Miilinen bears very little resem-

blance to the young knight, still I

am ready, in case he can prove his

identity, by producing the half of

his fathers ring, not only to restore

to him all his patrimonial posses-

sions, but also to account to him for

all the revenues derived from them

up to the present time."

The two young knights were de-

lighted with this liberal behaviour

of the abbot; but the seneschal, a

man of more experience, could not

wholly trust to appearances. He
drew Hallwyl's portion of the ring

from his bosom ; and the abbot com-

manded the other half, which was

kept in the treasury of the convent,

to be brought. A friar presently

returned with a casket sealed with

old Walter's seal. The abbot deli-

vered it into the hands of one of the

younger knights, and requested him

to break the seal. The casket was

opened, the half of the ring taken

out, and held to the other, but, be-

hold! the two parts had no resem-

blance to each other, and did not

match at all. A general silence per-

vaded the hall, and astonishment

and indignation were expressed in

the faces of the knights. The se-

neschal cast a penetrating and con-

temptuous look at the abbot, who

stood by with an air of deep devo-

tion, folded hands, and downcast

eyes, but yet could not wholly sup-

press a rising smile of malicious joy.

At length the abbot broke silence,

and said, " he was sincerely sorry

that knights so renowned for under-

standing should be the dupes of a

shameless impostor; and he hoped

to God that, as the matter was now

decided, his holy house and its saints

would be left in peaceable possession

of their legitimate rights."
—" My

lord abbot," replied the seneschal,

" a wicked spirit has been engaged

in this business. A wicked spirit

suborned murderers to dispatch my
friend. May the Almighty punish

the guilty, whosoever he or they be,
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and procure justice for him to whom
justice is due!"

The knights then withdrew in si-

lent indignation, and all the monks
attended them with low obeisances

to their steeds; but as they rode

away, their ears were assailed by

peals of laughter set up by the crafty

friars, and they involuntarily clap-

ped their hands to their trusty swords.

It is impossible to describe the rage
of Halhvyl and his friend Egbert,

when the deputies on their return

related the scandalous farce per-

formed before them at the abbe v.

(To be concluded in our next.)

ODDITIES AND ABSURDITIES IN LANGUAGE, &c .

What a variety of expressions in I

our language are open to the charge

of absurdity in one way or other;

and yet they have been used for

ages probabty, and will, as probably,

continue to be so used to the end of

time. A lady says to her husband,

whom she thinks not such good com-

pany as he might be, " Come, leave

off reading, my dear." How can the

man come? He is there already.

You meet a friend, and ask after his

health : he tells you that he enjoys

a very bad state of health: now cer-

tainly a man who can enjoy such an

evil, is more to be envied than the

monarch on his throne. You dine

glass : nonsense, a man may take off

his hat or his coat, but take off a
glass—pshaw! Your good old dames
of the Lady Bountiful breed, who
can cure every thing, from the tooth-

ache to the tertian ague, are continu-

ally recommending to you some deli-

cious medicine or other, of which
you are to take so many spoonfuls—
instead of spoonsfull*. At a frum-

pish tea-party, you are bored with

one, saying, " I'll take another disk,

Mrs. Pattypan;" or, " Do let me
send you half a cup more, Mrs. Fiz-

gig." A dish of tea—a good deep

pie-dish, I suppose—and half a cup !

What have the cups done that they

with another friend, who, by way of I] must be broken in twain to accom-

giving you a pretty notion of some 1 modate Mrs. Fizgig? At night there

particular dish or dishes—a turkey
|
are divers inquiries made, to know

and chine perhaps—seriously assures I
whether the bed is turned down;

you that nothing is better: now I am I
when, in point of fact, it is the bed-

such a plain old-fashioned fellow, as clothes only that are meant. A per-

to deem the aforesaid dishes much 'I son unable to quit his bed from ill—

better than nothing. You are con-

tinually advised to take care of your

cold; when it would be much better

to get rid of your cold, and take care

of your health. An old lady of my
acquaintance is perpetually inquiring

of her maid Betty lithe kettle boils:

she is upwards of seventy, and surely

ought to have known before her

time of life, that though water may
boil, a kettle never can. A jolly to-

per is frequently said to take off his

ness, is said to keep it: in some cases

a man had better part with his bed,

* Has not our correspondent's eager-

ness to censure the sex in this instance

run avsny with his better judgment ? An
over-zealous advocate sometimes endea-

vours to prove too much. A little re-

consideration of this point will convince

the writer, that the prescription of the

good old dames lie speaks of is strictly

correct, and that his amendment must of

course fall to the ground.—Editor..
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if health could be so restored, than

keep it in this way. A very bustling,

active, able, and willing young wo-

man is called notable: whereas, if

you ask a feeble worn-out creature

to do any thing, she tells you, in the

very same letters, only dividing them,

that she is not able : and so again,

any person or thing is said to be in-

firm that is excessively weak ; while

a post driven in the ground, or a

holdfast into a wall, is also said to be

in firm. There is scarcely a door

in London that is not answered, as

the servants call it, many times a-day;

and yet who ever heard of a door

that asked questions? To cut any

thing, it is generally understood you

should have a sharp instrument : you

may cut corn, or hay, or your finger

;

but to do any of these you must

have a sickle, a scythe, or a knife

:

yet the feeblest and most nervous

lady in the land can cut cards with

her fair fingers without any difficulty.

Here again is another queer word

—

nervous : a man's language is said to

be fine and nervous—a blacksmith's

arm is said to be nervous—and a

poor hypped lady is said to be ner-

vous/ You are said to break a win-

doiv, when, in all probability, a pane

of glass only is broken. If a riot

takes place, the civil power is called

out to suppress it, who use their ba-

tons of office so freely upon the heads

of the refractory, that if you were to

ask them what they thought, they

would say the gemmen were any

thing but civil. Many persons are

in the habit of calling an untruth,

telling a story; but surely there is

many a pretty story that ought not

to be stigmatized as a lie. Laynps

are said to be lighted, when, in truth,

it is only the wick, or the more mo-

dern stream of gas. If you are in

the country, and inquire the way, you

will possibly be told that the road

runs through such a place and such

a place : now, we have heard of run-

ning horses, and running footmen,

and 'running streams; but who ever

heard of a running road ? Again, we
talk of dressing a joint of meat: a

lady indeed may be dressed either

well or ill, but I apprehend a joint

must be cooked. Another absurdity

of cookery is, that in your Dutch

oven you roast potatoes, and bake

pies and puddings. We talk some-

times of calling a coach, which said

coach it is quite clear could never

hear us : however, as the coachman

answers for it, that is all very well.

The ostlers in town and country are

continually watering their horses:

you may water a plant, or water the

road, and if you were to sprinkle a

horse, you might call it watering

him ; but what is generally meant by

the phrase in question is, to give a

horse drink.

Many more oddities of this sort

might be strung together, but I

think I must have already tired the

patience of my readers, and shall

therefore conclude.

J. M. Lacky.

WORKS OF THE LATE ANTONIO CANOVA.
In the biographical account of

this eminent artist in our last Num-
ber, we mentioned our intention of

giving an enumeration of his princi-

pal performances, with a statement

of the places where they are at pre-

sent deposited. They are as follows

:

Psyche, standing up, holding a
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butterfly by its wings, which is rest-

ing on her hands. This is a grace-

ful figure, of the size of life. Cano-

va, speaking of this statue, observed,

it was one of the sins of his youth.

A lady, equally celebrated for her

beauty, her benevolence, and her

wit, immediately answered :
" Cano-

va, questi non sono peccati mortali"

Venus and Adonis, engraved by

Bertihi, and to be seen at Naples.

This most beautiful of all his works,

now in the palace of the Marchese

Berio at Naples, was finished at the

age of thirty-six. It far surpasses the

Mars and Venus which was executed

for his present Majesty, and was in-

tended to represent Peace and War,

but is not sufficiently chaste or severe

for such a subject. The expression is

too voluptuous ; a fault, by the way,

with which the works of this great

artist are sometimes chargeable : yet

it is a beautiful group, and if consi-

dered merely as Venus hanging on

the god of war, this expression is ap-

propriate and faultless.

Mary Magdalen, a statue of a

diminutive size, but one of the most

celebrated of the sculptor's works.

It is the property of Mons. Somma-
riva, and adorns the noble mansion

he possesses in Paris.

Cupid and Psyche, standing up.

This group was to be seen at Mal-

jnaison. Canova executed a copy

for the Emperor of Russia.

Perseus holding up the Head of
Medusa, which he has just cut off.

This statue was dedicated to the

Chevalier Joseph Bosio, a Milanese

painter, who purchased it. It after-

wards became the property of Pope
Pius VII.

Ferdinand King of Naples, in a

Roman dress, his helmet on his head,

his figure partially enveloped in a

large mantle, which covers his left

shoulder and arm. This figure mea-

sures in height seventeen palms.

Cressas and Damoxenus, cham-

pions. These two statues are placed

in the museum of the Vatican.

Hebe pouring out Nectar. This

statue belongs to the Emperor of

Russia.

Hercules jjiercing Lycas. This

colossal group is to be seen at Rome
in the mansion of the banker Torlo-

nia, Duke of Branciana.

Napoleon holding the Sceptre.

This statue the chances of war have

made the property of the Duke of

Wellington.

Mausoleum of Maria-Christina

Archduchess of Austria. This is one

of the most masterly of Canova's

works : it is placed in the church of

the Augustines at Vienna.

Napoleons Mother, an imitation

of Agrippina seated, which is seen

at the Capitol. It belongs to the

Duke of Devonshire.

Venus Victrix. The goddess is

represented in a recumbent posture,

holding the apple. When the Eng-

lish nobleman to whom it is dedicat-

ed beheld this statue, he persuaded

the artist to undertake that of a

Nymph, also lying, but in a different

attitude. Canova did so, and the

Nymph is now the property of

George IV. It is worthy of remark,

that Venus Victrix is represented

with the features of Paulina Buona-

parte, Princess Borghese.

Venus coming out of the Bath.

The character and attitude of the

head are nearly the same as that of

the Venus de Medicis. This figure

is well known by the common but

wretched casts of it, which a little
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time since were carried about our

streets by itinerant artists. It would

have made an excellent Musidora:

So stands the statue that enchants the world;

So', bending, tries to veil the matchless boast.

Theseus, Conqueror of the Cen-

taurs. A colossal group, formed of

two blocks, or more properly rocks

of marble. It was destined for the

city of Milan.

The three Graces. This group

is no less remarkable for the graceful

forms of the heads and faces, than

for the elegance of the figures, and

the suppleness imparted to their

movements. It belongs to George

the Fourth.

Religion, crowned and radiated,

holding a cross and shield, upon

which are seen, in relievo, the figures

of St. Peter and St. Paul. Canova

had offered this statue to the pope,

in testimony of his gratitude. Diffi-

culties, however, having arisen with

respect to the place best calculated

to receive it, the artist sold all the

property he possessed in the Roman
states, retired to his own country,

and there deposited his statue in the

church erected by him, as mentioned

in our last Number.
Mars and Venus, before spoken of.

Peace and the Graces, a group,

which belongs to his Majesty.

Hector, bearing a naked sword.

Ajax, grasping his sword.

St. John Bajitist, as a child.

Polyhymnia, seated.

Terpsichore.

Peace, winged, trampling on a

serpent; in her right hand she holds

the olive-branch, in her left a sceptre.

This statue belongs to Count Ro-

manzoff.

Concord, under the features of

the Empress Maria Louisa* She is

seated, holding a sceptre and a disk.

Piety, veiled, her hands joined, but

only at the extremity of the fingers.

Gentleness, the figure of a woman
seated.

A second figure of the same cha-

racter, representing Leopoldina Es-

terhazy Lichten stein.

A Dancer, a female leaning against

the trunk of a tree.

Paris holding the Apple.

These two last-mentioned statues

were to be seen at Malmaison: they

now belong to the Emperor of

Russia.

Two Dancers, females, one bear-

ing cymbals, the other a crown.

Washington. This statue is des-

tined for the Senate-House at Wash-
ington. Canova has dedicated it

" a la grande nation Amcricaine''

Besides the mausoleum already

mentioned, Canova executed one

for the Marchesa de Santa Rosa.

This tomb, which was constructed

by the desire of that lady for her

daughter, too soon became their

common sepulchre, as the following

simple but affecting epitaph testifies

:

Mater infelicissima Jilice et sibi—
(The most unhappy of mothers, to

her daughter and to herself.) He
also executed the tomb of Alfieri, in

which Italy is seen weeping over the

ashes of this eminent writer; and

the, tomb of Volpato, in which he re-

presents himself bewailing the loss of

his friend ; those of Count Souza,

ambassador from Portugal to the

court of Rome, of Frederic Prince

of Orange, and a cenotaph erected

to the memory of Giovanni Fallieri,

a Venetian senator; and, to conclude,

the model of a mausoleum for Lord

Nelson. Canova also executed a

bust of himself, of colossal propor-

tions, and a horse, intended for the

equestrian statue of Napoleon. C.
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THE LOVERS OF MERAN.

(By a recent Traveller.)

Meran was formerly the capital

of the Tyrol, and is situated near

the conflux of the Passer and the

Adige. It is a pretty trading town,

and owes the regularity of its build-

ings to the frequent inundations to

which it is liable.

When I was at Meran I was deep-

ly interested by the history of a

young female, whose melancholy fate

was sincerely deplored by all the in-

habitants of the place. Cecilia von

W- , who belonged to a noble

family, lived in retirement, from her

early youth, at a delightful country-

seat at the foot of Mount Tschegel.

Born with an ardent soul, and an

imagination which the beauty of the

country contributed still more to ex-

alt, nothing around her had power

sufficient to captivate her heart. She

was naturally disposed to meditation,

and study became her favourite pur-

suit. Her mind was early adorned

with those acquirements which were

calculated to heighten its native ele-

vation. At length she took no de-

light but in seclusion, so that when
her parentswent to Meran, she would

stay behind. Every thing seemed

to encourage this disposition, and to

strengthen the profound melancholy

of her soul. During the heat of the

day, she would retire to a grotto not

far from her residence, since called

by the Tyrolese Cecilia-hohle, or

Cecilia's grotto. Here, giving the

reins to her imagination, she culti-

vated a taste for poetry, and, as I

have been assured, with great suc-

cess.

Thus did Cecilia happily pass her

days, adored by her family, and re-
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apected by the peasants, who looked

upon her as a saint; for with the ho-

noet Tyrolese to read and to pray

are nearly one and the same thing.

Her wishes never wandered beyond

the stream that bounded the patri-

monial possessions. This calm, how-

ever, was but apparent : Cecilia, en-

dowed with a lively imagination,

could not long retain that peace of

mind, which is but too soon disturbed

by the passions.

Lorenzo de M , a young gen-

tleman of one of the first families of

Florence, was travelling for the pur-

pose of gaining information, and

proceeding to Germany, with a view

to visit the most celebrated of its

universities. On his way thither, he

resolved to see the Tyrol, and came

to Meran, where he had letters of

recommendation to Cecilia's family,

by which he was kindly received. A
dangerous illness detained him for

some time at their house ; and dur-

ing his long convalescence, the me-

rits of that young lady made a deep

impression upon him. So delightful

did he find the society of this amia-

ble girl, that he looked forward with

dread to the complete re-establish-

ment of his health. The idea of

quitting her made him shudder. Lo-

renzo meanwhile devised a thousand

pretexts to obtain opportunities of

seeing her. Before he opened his

heart to her, he resolved to acquaint

his parents with his new plans, not

conceiving it possible that they would

oppose his felicity. Do not our pas-

sions always blind us to every thing

that is likely to thwart our wishes ?

Thus two persons of elevated minds

O
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abandoned themselves to the most

delicious impulse of nature, and

could not disguise from themselves

the pleasure they experienced in the

company of each other. Though
the word love had never escaped

their lips, their hearts were secretly

bound by mutual vows, which a first

passion always renders sacred to us.

In the intoxication of love, Loren-

zo forgot his travels, when a letter

from his affectionate mother inform-

ed him that his father was danger-

ously ill, and required his presence.

What a trial for a dutiful son ! He
was obliged to leave Cecilia. Loren-

zo had well nigh sunk under his

grief, but his beloved promised to

write to him, and this idea moderated

the bitterness of his regret. On
reaching home, he found his mother

in the deepest affliction. The phy-

sicians gave no hopes of his father's

life ; and another still more fatal cir-

cumstance wrung his heart. He
learned that his brother had fallen in

a duel, and, O heaven ! by the hand

of Cecilia's brother! Overwhelmed
with distress, Lorenzo could never

think of her but with pain. The
idea of his expiring brother racked

his soid ; and yet Cecilia's image was

ever present to his thoughts. Love
at length triumphed, and Lorenzo

felt that he could not without injus-

tice accuse Cecilia of the murder of

a beloved brother.

When he had become more calm,

he determined to write to his mis-

tress. He expressed in energetic

language the extreme pain occasion-

ed by the death of so near and dear

a relative. He did not conceal from

her the name of his brother's mur-

derer. This letter was a thunder-

bolt to the too sensible Cecilia.

Gloomy presentiments took posses-

sion of her soul ; and though en-

dowed with a superior mind, she

could never afterwards dislodge them.

She feigned, however, in her an-

swers, a tranquillity which she did

not possess, and thus concealed from

her lover the pangs that racked her

tender bosom.

The illness of Lorenzo's father

assumed a less alarming character,

and he owed to the zeal and the af-

fectionate attentions of his son his

restoration to health. Lorenzo threw

himself into the arms of his parent,

whose life he had been instrumental

in preserving. Availing himself of

this moment of emotion, the count

endeavoured to obtain from him a

promise, that he would take a signal

vengeance on the murderer of his

brother. For the first time in his

life, he ventured to disobey an inflex-

ible father. He represented to him

that BaronW had only acted

as a man of honour, and that he

could not attempt his life, without

degrading himself into a base assas-
to to

sin. The count pushed away his

son with indignation. " Coward,"

cried he, " it is not my blood that

circulates in thy veins! I ask for

revenge, not advice. Thy brother

is dead, and the man by whose hand

he fell still lives. I have nothing

more to say to thee." Exhausted

with the vehemence of his passion,

the count sunk down insensible. Lo-

renzo was again filled with appre-

hension for his life; but his atten-

tions at length recovered the old

man. On coming to himself, the

count was astonished to find himself

in the arms of a son on whom he had

just bestowed his malediction. He
thrust him away, and commanded
him to retire.

The suspicions of the father be-
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ing excited by Lorenzo's hesitation,

he strove to discover the reason of

his disobedience. His emissaries in-

formed him, that young Lorenzo,

during his residence at Meran, had

become enamoured of the sister of

the young baron whose death he so

ardently desired. Incensed by this

intelligence, he resolved to marry

his son without delay, and thus to

separate him for ever from the object

of his love. He cast his eyes on the

daughter of the Duchess deM
,

of one of the first families in Flo-

rence. He solicited her hand, which

was readily granted.

Having made sure of this point,

the count sent for his son, and told

him, that in a week he was to be the

husband of the young duchess.

Those who have ever loved may
form some conception of the effect

produced by this intimation on the

unfortunate Lorenzo. He was too

well acquainted with the temper of

his father, not to dread its violence

:

he durst not therefore oppose any

open resistance. He represented to

him, in the most respectful terms,

that such a proposal required some

consideration, and he hoped he

would have the goodness to allow

him time to think about it. " All I

have to say to you is, that the marri-

age shall take place in a week," was

the only reply of the inflexible

count.

Young Lorenzo sought to profit

by this short respite to appease his

father, but in vain. During this in-

terval, he wrote to Cecilia, and com-

municated to her his despair. He
would have fled ; but being continu-

ally watched, he could no longer act

as he pleased. Dissembling the cha-

grin which preyed upon him, he af-

fected an air of serenity, in order to

excite the less mistrust of his design.

He sent off a trusty friend with his

most valuable effects, with instruc-

tions to wait for him at Iloveredo.

His next care was to devise the

means of escape. With a view to

facilitate his plans, he feigned com-

pliance with his father's wishes, and

the young duchess did not fail to as-

cribe the change observable in him

to the power of her charms. Thus
does our silly vanity refer every thing

to ourselves.

The wedding-day meanwhile ap-

proached, and Lorenzo had not yet

formed any fixed plan. In this state of

things, he opened his mind to a friend,

who had been the companion of his

boyhood, and implored him to fur-

nish him with the means of escape.

It was not without great difficulty

that he obtained from Manazzo a

promise of assistance. His friend,

at parting, told him he might rely on

him, and bade him be ready at the

first signal.

Next day the two families met:

from the numerous preparations, a

spectator would have imagined that

a more auspicious match could not

have been concluded. Lorenzo,

however, was on the rack ; he knew

not hoAv to extricate himself from his

wretched situation. A prey to cruel

suspense, he was reduced to despair,

when a note from Manazzo revived

his hopes. " Walk away with the

young lady," said he, " from the rest

of the company into the alleys of the

park, and when you are near the

gate that opens into the road leading

to the Tyrol, try to give her the

slip." Lorenzo had some difficulty

to prevail on the young duchess to

accompany him. She agreed, how-

ever, to take a stroll in the park;

when they had reached the end of

O 2
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it, he left her on some frivolous pre-

text, requesting her to wait for him a

few moments. He had taken the

precaution to carry with him the key

of the park-gate, and when once be-

yond its limits, he sprung upon a

horse brought thither for him by the

faithful Manazzo, and hastened to

Roveredo, where he found his friend

waiting for him.

His intended bride, finding that

he did not return, at length lost her

patience, and went back to the man-
sion, where the parents of both par-

ties were waiting for the young cou-

ple. What was her astonishment on

learning that Lorenzo had not been

there! The rage of the old count

was at its height, when he was as-

sured that his son had quitted Flo-

rence. He formed a thousand plans

for his apprehension ; but he was still

too much agitated to think of put-

ting any of them in execution. The
time passed away, and Lorenzo was

soon out of his reach. Before he ar-

rived at Meran, he wrote to inform

Cecilia of his flight. He frankly ac-

quainted her with the excessive tyran-

ny of his father, and unreservedly

offered her his hand.

This precipitate departure alarmed

Cecilia: she was filled with appre-

hension on account of her lover, and

in the simplicity of her heart be-

sought him to write to his father, and

to solicit his forgiveness. How ig-

norant was she of the character of

the count ! This letter only served to

render him more inflexible.

Cecilia was anxious to leam the

sentiments of her parents: full of

confidence in the tenderness of her

mother, she confessed to her that

young Lorenzo had won her heart.

Her mother did not dissemble the

obstacles she was likely to experience

in persuading her father to consent

to the match ; but, swayed by affection

for a daughter who contributed so

much to the happiness of her life,

she promised to endeavour to render

him favourable to her wishes.

Lorenzo meanwhile remained con-

cealed at Meran, avoiding every

thing that was likely to lead to a dis-

covery of his retreat. His precau-

tions, however, were vain. By dint

of researches, his father found him

out, and immediately set about the

work of vengeance. He resolved to

wreak it on the unfortunate Cecilia,

under the idea of punishing the more

severely a son whom he considered

as degenerate. The history of Flo-

rence presents many examples of a

vengeance as cruel as that to which

the old count had recourse ; but the

manners of modern Italy seem to be

somewhat improved in this particu-

lar. Young Lorenzo enjoyed per-

fect tranquillity in his seclusion.

—

Wholly engaged with Cecilia, he

read her letters, as he was obliged

to deny himself the pleasure of see-

ing her. The affectionate girl at

length found means to move her fa-

ther, who consented to her union

with Lorenzo. She heard with tears

ofjoy these words from the lips of a

parent whom she fondly venerated

:

" Be happy, my dear Cecilia ! this is

the only wish of my heart." She car-

ried this intelligence herself to her

lover, who immediately went and

threw himself at the feet of her fa-

ther and mother: intoxicated with

happiness, he knew not how to ex-

press his gratitude to the. new pa-

rents by whom he was adopted. But

how transient are our joys ! how
short-lived our felicity! Too soon

were these ill-fated lovers convinced

of this truth.
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Cecilia's parents agreed that the

nuptials should be celebrated with-

out parade. This resolution, indeed,

was taken chiefly in accordance with

her own wish. She was afraid lest

the indignation of the old count

might be still more strongly excited,

if too much publicity were given to

the matter. There seemed to be no

farther impediment to the happiness

of the lovers : Heaven, however, had

decreed otherwise. The day before

that fixed for the wedding, Cecilia

was seized with alarming s)Tnptoms.

The physicians declared, that they

could not speak decidedly concern-

ing the probable issue of a disorder,

the progress of which was so rapid.

Those who were fetched from Bot-

zen attributed her illness to poison:

they endeavoured to counteract its

effects, but it was too late.

Lorenzo never quitted his beloved

Cecilia, to whom he administered

all the remedies calculated to ease

her pains. Tranquil on the bed of

death, this excellent young woman,

amidst all her pangs, strove to com-

fort her sorrowing father and lover.

But Lorenzo's heart sunk within him,

when he heard the words, " It is all

over with Cecilia—she is poisoned."

—" What hand," he exclaimed,

** could wreak its fury on this angel

of peace? Could it be—O God, for-

give the thought!—could it be my
father ? But no—of what crime can

he accuse Cecilia? Was it in her

power to prevent my loving her?

Horrible idea! the beloved of my
soul is snatched from me, and per-

haps by the hand of a father!

Wretched son that I am, to be thus

obliged to accuse him who gave me
life! O father! to me no longer

such, for thou hast broken the ties

which bound me to thee—come, bar-

barous and cruel as thou art, tri-

umph in thy work, and feast thyself

on the sight of the expiring wife of

my heart
!"

Thus did Lorenzo give vent to his

despair; nor did he enjoy a mo-
ment's composure but beside the bed
on which his Cecilia was extended.
11 Alas!" said he, " since fate has de-

creed that I should survive thee, I

will at least be thy husband before

I we part. This bond shall render my
|

attachment to thee still more dura-

ble if possible, and shall render thy

loss a source of the more inexhaust-

ible regret."—" What, my friend,"

replied she, " wouldst thou make a

nuptial robe ofmy winding-sheet ? and

wouldst thou have me vow everlast-

ing love to thee, at the moment when
my spirit is entering the presence of

j

its Creator?"—" O Cecilia, grant the

last request of thy unfortunate lover,

and be assured, that of all the afflic-

tions which overwhelm me, the most

terrible is that of surviving thee
!"

Before Cecilia complied with the

desire of her dear Lorenzo, she ex-

torted from him a promise, that he
would never seek to revenge her

death. " Deplore my fate," said

she, " but do not render it more
dreadful by accusing " With
these unfinished words she expired

;

evincing, that to her very last breath

the virulence of the poison had not

been able to disturb the serenity of

her soul.

Lorenzo continued to reside at

Meran. The family of the unfortu-

nate Cecilia was the whole world to

him. Consumed by grief, he never-

theless strove to assume a placid

countenance, to avoid distressing the

hearts of her parents. His sorrow

was too violent to allow him long to

survive her. He lived in this state
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a year, without complaining, and
ever mindful of the promise he had
given to the dying Cecilia. Twelve
months had elapsed from the period

of her decease, when he became the

victim of his grief. His last word
was for Cecilia, and his last sigh for

his God.

The same tomb contains the re-

mains of the ill-fated lovers, who
were not destined to be united but

in death. The affection of their

parents has raised a monument to

their memory, and a pathetic in-

scription tells their misfortunes to

the traveller, who knows not what

destiny may be reserved for himself.

DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND.
" When Greek meets Greek, then comes the tug of war."

It is frequently forgotten by the

candid world, that no man can be

equally able in all things ; and that

he whose life has been enthusiasti-

cally devoted to one pursuit, must be

comparatively ignorant ofevery other.

It sometimes indeed happens that

people who ought to know much bet-

ter, are betrayed into this vulgar mis-

take. I once heard a person of ex-

tensive literary attainments and great

eloquence, avow his surprise at find-

ing that an eminent artist could not

utter his opinions with fluency ; not

recollecting, that the painter's lan-

guage, a language in which the in-

dividual alluded to expresses him-

self with admirable force and faci-

lity, is that of the pencil.

Further than this, an inexhaustible

source of mirth to the shallow and

unreflecting exists in the inferior

dexterity frequently manifested by

men of the highest and most culti-

vated intellectual powers in the bar-

gains and contests in which they are

occasionally engaged with persons

of ordinary capacity and acquire-

ments. Abstruse studies undoubtedly

disqualify those who are absorbed

in them for the considerations of

every-day occurrences, which are fa-

miliar to him who has never elevated

his contemplations beyond them. A
profound algebraist, or a subtle me-
taphysician, always stands an excel-

lent chance of being cheated in the

purchase of a horse, or of paying

twice as much as he ought to pay for

the rent of a dwelling. But, how-
ever we may censure the knavery of

the one party, the confiding simpli-

city of the other is no fit subject for

ridicule.

Out of these errors another has

grown, of an inveterate nature, which

seems to be widely entertained, and

which is certainly of very pernicious

tendency. It appears to be a pretty

general persuasion, that invariably in

proportion to the obliquity is the

perspicuity of a man's mental vision

;

that in the case of two persons, on a

footing in other respects, of equal

talents and information, the advan-

tage is uniformly on the side of the

one who has a touch of the picaroon

about him. This is not the fact.

When a man of honourable feeling,

in consequence of the situation in

which he happens to be placed, is

constantly engaged in a busy inter-

course with the world, he acquires

as. much shrewdness as the veriest

sharper that ever scuttled through

Change Alley, or lounged in St.
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Jamcs's-street ; although he will cer-

tainly employ that quality for de-

fence alone, and not for assault.

Such a man is my old friend and

schoolfellow Dick Gorget. From
boyhood Dick lias always been a

fine, brave, open-hearted, lively, gen-

tlemanly fellow ; with little inclination

to pore on books, but strongly dis-

posed to study human nature; and

never permitting the unpleasant dis-

coveries to which that disposition

sometimes leads, to sour the benevo-

lence, or pervert the rectitude of his

original character. At an early pe-

riod of life an uncle presented him

with a pair of colours. Engaged in

all the brilliant actions of the Penin-

sular war, he gradually fought his

way up to the command of a com-

pany. When the victory of Thou-
louse for a time closed the long ca-

reer of glory in this quarter of the

world, Dick embarked for America,

and in the unfortunate conflict at

New-Orleans behaved with such gal-

lantry, that, on his return to Eng-

land, a majority was conferred upon

him, without his having been sub-

jected to the humiliation of soliciting

it.

There are few pleasanter compa-

nions than Major Gorget. The ex-

traordinary variety ofincidents which

have befallen him during his military

experience, have furnished him with

an inexhaustible stock of interesting

anecdotes, which he relates with

singular vivacity. Dick has himself

no talent for writing ; but a most en-

tertaining volume might speedily be

compiled from his conversation. That,

however, which seems peculiarly to

distinguish him, and which I have

often remai'ked with admiration, is

the tact which he evinces in his com-

merce with general society. In per-

petual collision as he has for many
years been with human beings of

every rank and description, and ac-

customed by his professional habits

to unwearied vigilance, and to im-

perturbable self-possession, nothing

can embarrass him, or throw him oft*

his guard; or if by chance he is

even for a moment apparently over-

reached, he recovers himself with

surprising quickness, and discomfits

his antagonist, however wily. Of
this expertness many instances occur

to my recollection, from which I se-

lect the following, for the amusement

of the readers of the Repository.

A small patrimony, aided by his

half-pay, enables Dick to keep a gig

;

which, besides the social gratifica-

tion that it affords him in the occa-

sional accommodation of his friends,

is personally serviceable at times

when the shooting of an old wound
received at Vittoria would render a

long equestrian excursion painful.

In this gig of his, Dick and I, on a

fine evening in last autumn, were

leisurely descending Shooter's Hill.

What inhabitant of the metropolis

or its neighbourhood has not enjoyed

the delightful prospect which thence

presents itself? The noble military

academy in the fore-ground ; the mag-

nificent hospital of Greenwich, with

its undulating and well-wooded park,

in the middle distance; the majestic

and splendid Thames, studded with

vessels of every size and nation, en-

riching the whole scene, and con-

ducting the eye in serpentine wan-

|
derings to the horizon, the long-

continued line of which is broken

j
only by the grand though hazy forms

j

of the Tower, St. Paul's, West*

!
minster Ab£>ey, and the other faintly

I discernible features of the wide-

! spreading city. To confess the truth,
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however, these picturesque beauties

were not, at the moment to which I

allude, the subject of admiration to

my friend Dick and myself; for he

was very busy in explaining to me in

what way, if the Observatory were

a fortress which he was ordered to

attack, he would attempt the enter-

prize. Dick had just planted an

imaginary field-piece on One-Tree

Hill, and was about to open a tre-

mendous cannonade on the poor un-

suspecting astronomer -royal, when

a vehicle, elegantly called a buggy,

which had been rattling after us for

some minutes, endeavoured to pass.

By the unskilfulness of the driver,

his wheel got entangled with ours.

The shock threw both the horses on

their knees, and we were all preci-

pitated into the road. Fortunately

no bodily injury 'was sustained by

any of the party, man or beast, but

one of our shafts was snapped in

two.

" Well, sir," exclaimed Dick to

the owner of the buggy, as soon as

he had shaken off the dust with

which his summerset had covered

him, " this is a very pleasant affair.

Of course you will pay for the re-

pair of my gig."
—" I don't see that

I am called upon to do that," replied

the other; "it was an accident. My
horse was frightened by a scoundrel

of a postillion at the door of the

What-d'ye-call-it tavern above, and

became unmanageable." Dick look-

ed at the animal, whose quiet de-

portment completely belied his mas-

ter's double calumny. " Come, come,

my friend," he rejoined, " that cock

won't fight. The least you can do

is to replace my broken shaft, and

on that I insist."—There is some-

thing in Major Gorget's countenance

when he " insists," which convinces

even an ordinary observer, that the

word is not vaguely or unadvisedly

used. This something caught the

knight of the buggy's eye, and he

changed his tone.
—" Why, sir, if

you think I ought—how much do

you think it will be?—do you think

it will come to a sovereign?"—" I

really cannot guess," answered Dick

;

" I imagine to something more : but

as I neither want to make any thing

by you, nor will allow you to make

any thing by me, if you will let me
have your address, I will send you

the coachmaker's bill when the job

is completed." To this proposition,

after a short demur, during which

he cast another glance at the vete-

ran's firm though tranquil visage,

the hero of the buggy consented,

and gave Dick a card, which the lat-

ter put in his pocket. Accustomed

to expedients of all sorts, Dick soon

contrived, by the help of a small

cord that we obtained at a neigh-

bouring cottage, so to splice the shat-

tered shaft as to enable us to return

to town in safety.

About a fortnight afterwards, the

gig having been properly mended,

and the bill, amounting to about

five and forty shillings, having been

regularly made out by the major's

desire, he proposed, as I had wit-

nessed the early part of the transac-

tion, that I should accompany him

with the said bill to the person by

whom it was to be discharged. " I

might send it," added Dick, " but I

have some suspicion of the chap,

and I like to meet an enemy face to

face."

The address on the card was,

" Mr. Mandamus, solicitor, 46, King's

Bench Walk, Temple." As we were

walking thither, Dick expressed his

surprise that a lawyer had so easily
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relinquished the point in dispute;

observing, that Mr. Mandamus might

have put him to a considerable ex-

pense, without incurring much him-

self. In this and other conversation

the time passed until we reached

Mr. Mandamus's chambers. On in-

quiring of a dapper clerk who open-

ed the door, we were told that his

principal was at home, and were

ushered into a neat office, where we
were almost immediately joined by a

little old man, with green spectacles,

whom neither of us had ever before

beheld. After an interchange of

the usual courtesies, " I wish to see

Mr. Mandamus," said Major Gorget.—" My name is Mandamus," replied

the host.—" But you are not the

person I want. It is some other gen-

tleman of that name—perhaps your

brother."—" There is nobody else

of the name of Mandamus in the

Inn, and I have no brother."

The truth flashed on Major Gor-

get. He perceived that he had been

imposed upon. It occurred to him,

however, that the person who had

thus tricked him might be an ac-

quaintance of the solicitor's, whose

card he happened to have about

him, and had used in the deception.

But it also occurred to him, that if

he disclosed the purpose of his visit,

he might effectually seal up M'-.

Mandamus's lips, and fail in obtain-

ing the information that was neces-

sary to defeat the stratagem which

had hitherto been so successfully

played off. All this, as Dick after-

wards told me, passed through his

mind with the rapidity of an electric

spark, although his features did not

betray the least emotion. He as

promptly decided what course to

take ; and the dialogue, which had

Vol. I. No. II.

not suffered any sensible interrup-

tion, thus proceeded:
" There must be some mistake.

This card was given to me by a very

pleasant gentlemanly man, withwhom
my friend here and myself cracked

a bottle a few days ago at Black-

heath, and with whom we are very

desirous of cultivating an acquaint-

ance. At parting, he and I exchan-

ed cards; but we had all of us

a good deal of wine aboard, and I

dare say he unintentionally gave me

your card instead of his own. May
be you know him?"—" What sort of

person was he ?"-*" Tall and thin."

—" Does he squint?"—" Yes."—
" Has he a large reddish nose?"

—

" He has; and dark hair, with pro-

digious whiskers." — " It must be

Jack Sly; I understand he has a

country lodging in that neighbour-

hood."—" Jack Sly, was it? He's a

fine fellow."— " Yes, a very droll

doer." — " O ! uncommonly droll.

He entertained my friend and me

amazingly. Can you tell us where

he lives in town ?"—" At No. 33, In-

cognito-row."— " Sir, I feel much

indebted to you."

This last speech of Dick's was

followed by a bow so profound, and

a smile so humorous, that Mr. Man-

damus evidently began to suspect

that he had committed either him-

self or his friend Sly. However, it

was too late to retract. Indeedwe did

not give him an opportunity to make

the attempt ; but, quitting his cham-

bers, hurried, in a very chuckling

mood, to the place to which he had

directed us. A female servant in-

formed us that Mr. Sly was within;

and on entering a parlour, there sure

enough was our man, seated by a

table, and reading what appeared to
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me, from the topsy-turvy view which

I had of the book, to be The New-
gate Calendar. On seeing us he

started and grew pale, with the ex-

ception of his pimpled proboscis,

which, maintaining its rubicundity,

afforded a striking contrast to the

ghastliness of the rest of his coun-

tenance. He soon, however, reco-

vered Ills composure, and affected

to treat the whole matter as a joke.

Dick made no other reply than pre-

senting the coachmaker's bill, and

advancing into more distinct view

a tough rattan which he grasped in

his right hand. Again did Mr. Sly

steal a peep at the major's face, and

observing the same calm and inflex-

ible determination which appalled

him on their first interview, he went

to his bureau for his purse, and doled

out the required sum with a reluc-

tance which manifestly yielded only

to the hopelessness of resistance.

Dick, although not a little elated

by his success, had too much gene-

rosity to triumph over a fallen foe.

He merely therefore, as we left the

room, coolly addressed these words

to the chopfallen buggy -driver:—
" Friend Sly, when next thou at-

temptest this sort of thing, let me
advise thee not to try the experiment

upon an old soldier."

W. H. W.

THE HAUNTED CHAMBER.
During the last occupation of Vi-

enna by the French, an officer of

that nation, a man equally amiable

and brave, happened to be quarter-

ed at the house of Baron von .

The baron had a charming daughter,

who was scarcely eighteen. The
young soldier, who had frequent op-

portunities of seeing this lady, was

soon captivated by her beauty, and

was solicitous to awaken in her bo-

som similar sentiments in regard to

himself. All his attempts proved

fruitless; the virtue of the young

lady long triumphed over all that his

vehement passion could suggest.

At length, at the very moment
when, despairing of success, he was

writing a last letter to the lovely girl,

he received a note, intimating that

she would give him a meeting. The
difficulty was, how to accomplish this

purpose, and to elude the vigilance

of parents equally affectionate and

suspicious. Many plans were formed,

but all ended in disappointment.

What, however, cannot love effect?

Taking advantage of a ball, to which

the young baron was going, the lo-

vers agreed to meet at midnight in

his chamber.

No obstacle prevented the execu-

tion of this design : the time passed

swiftly away, and when the baron

returned home, they had not yet

quitted the place of rendezvous. As
her brother came up to his room

without a candle, the lady, equally

light and nimble, slipped away un-

perceived. The officer, being less

lucky, hid himself for the moment in

an adjoining closet, from which he

could watch all the motions of the

baron.

The latter, after lighting a taper,

took up his pistols, which he careful-

ly loaded, having an affair of ho-

nour to settle the following day. This

preparation of the pistols at an hour

when the baron might naturally have

been expected to think of nothing

but retiring to rest, alarmed the
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Frenchman. Not doubting the ba-

ron was aware that there was some

one in his apartment, he seized a

mattress, and enveloping himself in

it, advanced directly upon him. With

a vigorous arm, he grappled him in

such a manner as to throw him down,

and to upset the table on which the

light was placed.

As soon as the baron was extend-

ed on the floor, the officer decamped

with all possible expedition, and re-

treated to his own chamber. Asto-

nished and petrified, as it were, at

not being able to discover by what

means he had been overthrown, the

baron at length rose, and though

somewhat stunned by his fall, re-

lighted his candle, called his servants,

awoke all about him, and could not

recover from his astonishment at not

finding any person in his room. He
awoke his parents, ascertained that

no door had been forced or opened

;

and, puzzled how to account for the

adventure, he came at last to the

chamber of the officer, whom he

found fast asleep. Having roused

him, he related to him what had hap-

pened. The Frenchman, feigning

utter ignorance of the matter, in-

sisted on seeking the scoundrel who
had played his dear friend the baron

such a scurvy trick, and declared

that if he was not discovered, it was

for want of a proper search. Ac-

cordingly search was again made
throughout the whole house, but to

as little purpose as before.

It was now clear that the devil

himself, or some malicious spirit at

least, was concerned, and as there

was reason to apprehend that he

might take a fancy to repeat his

tricks, the apartment was forsaken,

and not a creature in the house durst

afterwards set foot in it. It is said,

that the lovers, who alone were in

the secret, continued to hold in it

their private interviews, which fen*

the future were not disturbed: but

their happiness was not destined to

be of long duration.

Honour summoned the young offi-

cer to the field, where he distinguish-

ed himself on that day, the memory

of which will long be preserved in

the annals of France, and which also

wrunij floods of bitter tears from the

inhabitants of Vienna, who, from

their steeples, beheld the flower of

their youth combating and perishing

for the independence of their coun-

try.

If this situation was most painful

and deplorable for the generality of

the people of the Austrian capital,

how much more cruel must it have

been for the young baroness, who

had a brother in one of the hostile

armies and a lover in the other!

What wishes could she form, and

what prayers could she address to

heaven? Equally unfortunate, let

victory declare for which side soe-

ver it would, she awaited in silence

the termination of a conflict that

could not fail to be disastrous to her.

Next morning, shewas overwhelmed

by the intelligence of the death both

of a brother whom she adored, and

of a lover to whom she had sacrifi-

ced what was a thousand times dear-

er than life itself. Unable to bear

up under this double calamity, she

lost her reason, and incessantly re-

peated a name, which she had never

before confessed but to her own

heart. Her strength and health gra-

dually declined, and after lingering

two years in a state of unexampled

imbecility both of body and mind,

the hand of death put a period to

her sufferings.
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ANCIENT VESSEL.

Under this name the hulk of an

old vessel is now exhibiting in the

Waterloo-bridge road, which has

lately excited in the county of Kent

the attention of several naval archi-

tects. If the accounts lately pub-

lished respecting this vessel be true,

she was discovered ten feet below

the earth's surface, in a field ad-

joining the bank of an old branch

of the river Rother, at Matham, in

Kent. When some planks first pro-

jected through the soil, they were

taken to be the remains of an old

sheep washing-tank, but eventually

was exposed the hulk of a vessel,

63 feet 8 inches long, and 15 feet

broad. She appears to have been

single-masted, with a round stern,

flat-floored, and without a keel. She

had two cabins. Her timbers and

planks are remarkably solid, and with

this singularity (if the specimen pre-

sented be genuine), that a sort of

moss, or vegetable substance, is used

for caulking, instead of hemp. She

has some other peculiarities, which

cannot be explained without a plan,

and even with one, would only be

intelligible to nautical readers.

An elaborate description, in the

compendious form of a pamphlet,

accompanies the exhibition, and eve-

ry species of hypothesis is put forth

to establish the antiquity of the ves-

sel. Some " establish the fact," that

she formed part of the Danish fleet

that entered the Rother in the year

893 ; and Alfred's naval exploits

from Hume are quoted at full length.

Others assert, and the opinion is only

named by the proprietor of the ex-

hibition to be reprobated, " that she

was only a Rother barge, and sunk

at Matham as a dam; and that the

articles found in her, viz. one or two

human and as many lower animal

skulls, a few broken pitchers, broken

bones, and some loose pieces of brick

and wood having cracks and cuts

upon their surface, were picked up

and brought from some churchyard."

In her architecture there is nothing

which takes her out of the ordinary

class of barge-built vessels, nor does

she bear any particular marks of an-

tiquity in her formation—the high

stem and stern, particularly in vessels

of war, descended from the Cartha-

ginians down so late as the Spanish

armada, and even later in British

ships of war ; but that form is not

preserved in this Rother exhuma-

tion. A very simple inquiry would

set, if not the antiquity, at least the

modern building of this vessel at

rest. How long is it since the bed

in which she was discovered was na-

vigable for a vessel of her size?

Though the stream of the river has

been diverted, yet the depth and

course must be a matter of tradi-

tional evidence, which would go a

great way to settle the point. The
ends of the beams near the part

which sailors call " the cut-water"

are inserted into a groove in the

wood, which is said to be a proof of

antiquity. This is not the fact : this

plan of insertion is not unusual in

naval architecture of late date.
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ANECDOTES, &c.

HISTORICAL, LITERARY, AND PERSONAL.

No. II.

A TRIAL OF TEMPER.

Firhin Abauzit, a celebrated

scholar of the last century, who died

at Geneva in 1767, at the age of

eighty-seven years, was a man of

such extraordinary serenity of tem-

per, that it was said of him, that no

one had ever seen him angry. Some

persons, desirous of ascertaining the

truth of this report, applied to a fe-

male who had been in his service

above thirty years, and who de-

clared, that during the whole time

she had never once seen her mas-

ter in a passion. They promised

her money if she could but succeed

in rousing his anger, and she agreed

to do her best. Knowing that her

master was very fond of lying com-

fortably, she omitted to make his

bed for him. Abauzit reminded her

the next morning of her neglect.

She alleged as an excuse, that she

had forgotten to make it; on which

he said not another word about the

matter. At night, the bed was again

not made. Next morning he repeat-

ed his remark. The woman then

offered some other excuse still more

frivolous than the preceding. At
length, on the third morning, he said

to her, " You have not yet made my
bed : it is evident you are determined

not to do it. I suppose you find the

job too troublesome : but it is of lit-

tle consequence, for I begin to be

used to it already." Moved by his

kindness and goodness of temper,

when, as her master, he might have

treated her very differently, the ser-

vant confessed the sort of experi-

ment which she had been prevailed

upon to make, and begged his par-

don.

EXTRAORDINARY PROPERTY OF SILK.

Dr. Adam Neale, in his Trarels

through Germany, Poland, Molda-

via, and Turkey, published in 1818,

records an extraordinary instance of

the efficacy of silk in repelling a

musket-shot, in a case which came

under his own observation in Spain.

" A very promising young officer

of engineers," says this writer, " with

whom I lived in habits of the great-

est intimacy and friendship, while

employed in repairing the breaches

of Ciudad Rodrigo, consulted me
respecting an obstinate head-ache

and giddiness, which I found was

principally occasioned by his wear-

ing a stiff black leather stock. I

earnestly recommended him to lay it

aside, which he rather tenaciously

declined ; when, as a further induce-

ment, I told him, that in the event of

his substituting a black silk handker-

chief, it might one day preserve his

life, as silk would certainly turn a

ball, which might penetrate leather.

At length he complied, and, as I had

predicted, his head-aches left him.

" We soon after separated, he go-

ing to the light division, and my sta-

tion being with that of Lord Hill.

The campaign commenced, and in a

few weeks I learned, with the great-

est grief, that my gallant friend had

fallen at the head of the first storm-

ing-party at St. Sebastian's. I was

then stationed at Reynoza, many

leagues distant. As I believed him

dead, my surprise and joy were great
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on receiving a letter from him some

weeks afterwards, acquainting me,

that, when on the very glacis, he had

been wounded with a musket-ball by

a man on the walls. He instantly

fell covered with blood, which stream-

ed in profusion from his mouth and

nostrils : one of his own corps drag-

ged him immediately into the trench-

es. He was carried to his quarters,

and his wound, on examination, was

pronounced mortal: the ball not be-

ing found, was supposed to have

lodged in the vertebras of the neck.

He lived, however, for three days,

and no bad symptoms coming on, the

surgeons began to doubt the accura-

cy of their opinions. The sapper

who saw him fall was examined, to

ascertain whether he had seen the

bullet, which he instantly produced

from his waistcoat- pocket, saying,

that on untying Mr. Reid's silk hand-

kerchief, he found part of it carried

into the wound, and using a little

force in withdrawing it, the ball came

out with it; not a single thread of the

silk handkerchief having given way,

as appeared on examination."

Mr. Keid recovered, and shortly

before the appearance of Dr. Neale's

work, was promoted to the rank of

major in the Royal Engineers.

vera! acres on his back should be

proof against this chilling weather."

ARCHIBALD DUKE OF ARGYLE.

This nobleman took a parental in-

terest in the youth of his clan. A
young aspirant to favour, ignorant

that his chief despised finery and

discouraged extravagance, had a suit

of clothes made and trimmed with

gold lace, to wait on the duke. The
guest happened to observe to a per-

son near him, that the day was very

cold. " Surely," said his gi-ace, " a

man who carries the produce of se-

A FRENCH HEROINE.

In the expedition of the British

against Guadaloupe in 1759, a Ma-
dame Ducharmey had thrown up

intrenchments so formidable, that

Major, afterwards General Melville,

was ordered to oppose the female

commander, who kept her ground,

though the governor and many of the

principal inhabitants of the island

had taken refuge in the woods. Her
annoyances were frequent, almost

frustrating the vigilance and activity

of Major Melville, so that it was

found necessary to attack her in due

form. She defended her intrench-

ments with the spirit and persever-

ance of an Amazon inured to the

brunt of war. Ten of the assailants

were killed and thirty wounded. The
female commander escaped by night,

but several of her ladies were made
prisoners. Lieutenant Maclean lost

an arm. He was a handsome young

man, and though he had made such

alarming announcements of his pre-

sence, the ladies admired his brave-

ry, and the graceful Highland plaid,

his regimental garb. They were the

more inclined to appreciate his ele-

gant manners, as they had formed

terrible ideas of les Sauvages Ecos-

sais, believing that they would nei-

ther take nor give quarter; and that

they were so nimble, that as no speed

could overtake them, so they were

able to run down and mercilessly

slaughter their enemies.

INDIAN CRUELTY AND GRATITUDE.

Mr. Schoonhoven, a veteran of

eighty, who was lately, and may per-

haps be still, living in the vicinity of
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Lake St. George in North America,

related to a friend of Dr. Silliman's

the following remarkable instance of

the cruelty and generosity of the In-

dians : In the last French war (in

North America), he was taken pri-

soner, while travelling through the

wilderness between Fort William-

Henry on Lake St. George, and San-

dy Hill on the Hudson, together

with six or seven other Americans,

by a party of Indians. They were

conducted to a spot which is now an

open place in the centre of a village

since erected there, and made to sit

down in a row on the trunk of a tree.

The Indians then began with perfect

sang-froid to cleave the heads of

their victims, one after another, with

the tomahawk; the survivors being

obliged to sit still and witness the

horrid fate of their companions, while

awaiting their own in inexpressible

agony. Mr. Schoonhoven happened

to be the last but one from that end

of the tree at which the butchery

commenced. It had come to his

turn, and the murderous weapon was

already brandished over his head,

when the chief gave a .signal to the

executioner to stay his hand. He
then stepped up to Mr. Schoonho-

ven. " Dost thou not recollect,"

said lie in a mild tone, " how (on a

particular occasion which he men-

tioned) your young people were

dancing, and some poor Indians

came and wished to dance too, and

your young men said, ' No, Indians

shall not dance with us !' But thou

(for it appeared that he bad recog-

nised his features at this critical mo-
ment) saidst, ' The Indians shall

dance V Now I will shew thee that

Indians canbe mindful of a kindness."

This accidental recollection saved

the life of Schoonhoven, and that of

his surviving countryman.

MUSICAL
Tiif.Harmoxicon, an Assemblage u

of vocal and instrumental Music;

consisting of original Pieces by

eminent British and Foreign Com-

posers of thepresent day, and Se-

lections from the best Works of

all the great Masters: together

with a Critical Revieio of new

lilusical Works; Notices of Ope-

ras, Concerts, and other Musical

Performances, and a new Ency-

clopasdia of Music. No. I. Jan.

1823. Pr.2s.6d.—(Win. Pinnock,

Strand.)

The great increase of musical com-

positions, and the appearance of se-

veral periodical publications exclu-

sively devoted to the art, afford at

all events indubitable proofs of the

wide ran^e which music has of late

REVIEW.
years taken in this country. But
whether the art, even in its practical

branch, has made great correspond-

ing progress, is a question subject to

considerable doubts, especially if we
except the numerous class of vota-

ries from the fair sex, which fashion

and luxury have enlisted under the

banners of harmony. Diffusion, like

dilution, rarely produces increased

vigourand perfection. We willir: ~ly

admit that there are at this time

hundreds of female amateurs, instru-

mental as well as vocal, who excel

the best female amateurs of thirty

or forty years ago, and that the num-

bers at both periods are out of all

proportion. But this will probably

be the extent of the concession which

can fairly be insisted on.
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Have we at this moment in Eng-
land better theorists, better compo-

sers, more skilful instrumentalists,

greater singers, and superior English

operas?—These are questions which

must be answered in the affirmative

:

if it be maintained that the art has

arrived at a higher degree of per-

fection in this country ; and the evi-

dence to be produced must consist

in a comparative view of the first-

rate abilities of both periods ; not

of those of the second order, the

numbers of which at this time, we
equally admit, are infinitely more
abundant.

Our opinion, we do not hesitate to

assert, decidedly goes in favour of

the past generation; but, prepared

as we are to support it by argument

and facts, the limits to which we are

restrained, as well as the circum-

stance of such a discussion being

beyond the immediate object of our

labour, prevent our entering upon an

investigation of the above question.

The work before us too is, in

some respects, not within the direct

scope of our functions; but its ten-

dency, and the favourable opinion

which its perusal has enabled us to

form of the plan and its execution,

as far as a judgment can be formed
from a first specimen, appear to us

to entitle it to a place in this de-

partment of our Miscellany.

The contents of the first number
of " The Harmonicon" consist of,

1. Several miscellaneous articles on
subjects relating to Music, including a

critical notice of New Operas.

2. Review of New Music.

3. The commencement of an Ency-
clopaedia of Music, or Musical Dicti-

onary.

4. A well-executed copy of a bust of

Rossini.

5. Sixteen pages of Music.

With regard to the miscellaneous

articles under the first head, origi-

nality ought to be more attended to

in succeeding numbers. The vision-

ary and poetical declamations of

Lacepede possess little real interest;

the life of Haydn has been read nearly

verbatim by almost every body; and

as to the rules of the projected Royal

Academy of Music, the plan is suf-

ficiently known to have rendered any

thing beyond the article on the same

subject in the Encyclopaedia quite un-

necessary.

The critiques upon musical publi-

cations (if we be allowed an act of

direct hypercriticism in giving our

opinion) have our entire approba-

tion and concurrence. They are

written with fairness, and with a full

knowledge of the subject. The au-

thor supports his objections with quo-

tations from the works ; and where

he bestows praise, his opinion is

founded upon gi*ounds, which must

exempt him from any imputation of

undue partiality.

The Musical Encyclopaedia pro-

mises to be a very valuable portion

of " The Harmonicon." It is so ar-

ranged as to bind up separately, and

consists of an alphabetical explana-

tion of every thing relating to music

in general, and is professedly—and

naturally indeed—a compilation from

Koch'sMusikalischesLexicon, Rous-

seau's dictionary, and other similar

works. In the small portion before

us, however, we observe several ori-

ginal articles ; and many of these will

naturally be required in the progress

of the work, with the view of bring-

ing the information down to the pre-

sent time, and of including matter

more particularly relating to this

country. We recommend to the edi-

tor a constant reference to Sulzer's

Theorie tier schoncn Kiinste, an al-
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phabetical Cyclopaedia of the fine

arts in general, in which he will find

many valuable articles relating to

music. The proprietors intend to

give a half-yearlysupplementary num-
ber, exclusively devoted to the En-
cyclopaedia; a measure which appears

to us so desirable to bring this branch

of " The Harmonicon" to a speedy

conclusion, that even a more fre-

quent appearance of such supple-

ments will probably be welcome to

most subscribers.

The selection of music is good,

and ample as to quantity. There is

an original song by Mr. Braham of

considerable interest, with vocal and

instrumental variations for every

stanza. It is liable to several trivial

objections, in point of harmony, such

as the octaves between the voice

and the treble of the piano-forte

part at " strayM o'er," bars 9 and 10

—imperfections which we should not

have noticed but for the critical cha-

racter of " The Harmonicon." The
music is printed with moveable types,

which, we understand, have been ex-

pressly procured by Mr. Clowes of

Northumberland-court, from Messrs.

Breitkopf and Haertel of Leipzig.

This we deem a valuable acquisition

for this country, in which the types

hitherto used were of so wretched a

description, that several theoretical

works, in which moveable types are

more particularly required, have been
completely disfigured. The print-

ing by Mr. Clowes of the present

specimens is so good, clear, and cor-

rect, that we have been agreeably

surprised at the proficiency which
his establishment has acquired in so

short a time. We sincerely hope it

may meet with the encouragement

which it deserves.

Vol. I. No. II.

In concluding this notice of " The
Harmonicon," we presume to di-

rect the attention of the editor to

musical biography in general, by

suggesting the propriety of regularly

allotting a portion of its pages to this

particular department, which is much
neglected in this country. Each
number might include concise no-

tices of the lives and principal works

of one or more musical characters of

celebrity ; and if the arrangement be

not alphabetical—a mode liable per-

haps to some objection—the means

of easy reference might hereafter be

furnished by a suitable adaptation of

a future general index.

Twenty-jive original Melodies, a-

dapted to selected Parts of the

new Version of Psahns ; also two

Sanctuses, a Dismission, Kyric

Eleison, fyc. for the Use of
Churches and Fatnilies ; compos-

ed and arranged in Score, with an

Organ or Piano-forte Accompa-

niment, by B. M. Swaffield. Pr.

7s. 6d. — (Falkner, Old Bond-

street.)

From the dedication and the list

of subscribers, we conclude Mr.

Swaffield to be a professional gentle-

man at St. Austell in Cornwall, pro-

bably the organist of the place : in

which case, we can only say that he

does credit to his congregation. We
have frequently had occasion to no-

tice publications of sacred music

from various parts of the country,

which, with few exceptions, have af-

forded to us gratifying proofs of ta-

lent and abilities worthy of a more

extended sphere of action.

Mr. Swaffield's Psalms, and the

other pieces in this book, shew him

to be a good contrapuntist; but the

J

knowledge he displays in this re-

Q
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spect is not of that dry, sterile kind

which is unsusceptible of the charms

of melody. His melodies, without

being guilty oflevities unbecoming sa-

cred strains, are conceived in a grace-

ful style. They combine softness

with pathetic solemnity ; and the mu-

sical diction is in most instances well

adapted to the text. The rhythmi-

cal arrangement is in some few cases

out of symmetry; an imperfection so

general in sacred compositions, that

any objection on that score will per-

haps be deemed fastidious. But we

really cannot see why a privilege

should be accorded to these, in pre-

ference to profane music ; on the

contrary, we conceive that tunes

which are to be sung by a whole con-

gregation, ought to be of the most

simple and regular rhythmical con-

struction.

Hempel's Introduction to the Piano-

forte ; comprising familiar and

concise Elementary Instructions,

with a Series of Select Practical

Lessons; the whole arranged in

such progressive Order as will be

found eminently calculated to fa-
cilitate the Acquirement of the

first Principles of Music, and of
the Art of Performing on that In-

strument. Pr. 7s.—(Falkner, Old
Bond-street.)

Mr. Hempel's book appears to us

to be a very good and eligible ele-

mentary guide for the piano-forte.

It distinguishes itself from its nume-
rous rivals by the brevity of the the-

oretical instructions, before it pro-

ceeds to the exercises and lessons.

These preliminaries are disposed of

in four pages, many matters being

left to the verbal communication of

the master; because, as Mr. H. just-

ly observes, the piano-forte cannot

be learnt without a good master, and

elaborate explanations are only tire-

some and unintelligible to the young

pupil. In the selection of the les-

sons, we also observe a conspicuous

feature of recommendation. They

are chosen from the best masters

alone. Pleyel, Haydn, and Mozart

predominate. The progressiveness

of them, however (if we may be al-

lowed the term), although carefully

kept up, appears to us to be of rather

a rapid description.

A Series of National Popidar Airs,

with Variations for the Violin, in

a familiar pleasing Style, with

an Accompaniment at length (ad

lib.) for the Violoncello, calcu-

lated for public or private Per-

formance; composed, and inscribed

to P. Spagnoletti, Esq. by James

Sanderson. Op. 51. No. II. Pr.

3s. — (Blackman, New Bridge-

street, Southwark).

In our notice of the first number

of these airs*, we stated our opinion

of the work, and expressed a hope

that their publication might be the

means of infusing a new stimulus

into the study of the violin, an in-

strument which is the soul of every

orchestra, and the practice of which

is evidently neglected by amateurs.

Of the present number we can

only say, that it is fully equal in merit

and interest to its predecessor. The
themes are, " The heav'ns are tell-

ing," " Red, red rose," and " My
lodging is on the cold ground." In

the numerous variations upon these

airs, Mr. Sanderson has displayed a

fertility of invention, an elegance of

diversified musical diction, and a con-

summate knowledge of the instru-

ment, which ought to render them

* No. LXXX. of Second Series of

the Repository.
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true treasures to the zealous student

of the violin.

Popular Melodies, English, Scotch,

Irish, and Welsh, arranged as

Rondos and Variations for the

Piano -forte, by Joseph De Pin-

na. Nos. I. to VI. Pr. 2s. each.

—(Royal Harmonic Institution.)

Limited as was Mr. De Pinna's

plan of selection to the melodies of

the United Kingdom, we do not

know whether, taking all in all, any
solid objection could be made to the

preference which he has given to the

half-dozen contained in the first six

numbers ; viz.

No. 1. " Rule Britannia."

— 2. " When the hollow drum."

— 3. " A rose-tree in full bearing."

— 4. " Auld lang syne."

— 5. " A Highland'lad."

— 6. " The yellow-hair'd laddie."

The treatment of these airs is

throughout quite satisfactory7
. "Wher-

ever variations have been made upon

them, the author's good taste and in-

ventive talent are conspicuous : in the

digressions the same merits are per-

ceptible; and the modulations, al-

though kept within a certain limit,

are neither common-place nor trivial.

The general arrangement, moreover,

of these rondos, is conceived in an

easy and familiar style, so as to ren-

der them very proper and eligible

for the practice of the rising pupil.

Divertissement a la Rustique for
the Piano-forte, composed by J.

M'Murdie, Mus. Bac. Oxon. Pr.

2s. (Royal Harmonic Institution.)

An allegro |, and rondo pastorale

4, both in G major. The composi-

tion is not of strong calibre, but both

movements are in so natural and flu-

ent a style, and present so much
good melody, that we would willing-

ly forego the absence of deep com-

! binations. The divertimento is really

very attractive, and sure to please the

\

pupil, especially as he will find no

t

appalling difficulties in the execution.

i The latter quality it possesses, we

think, at the expense of the left hand.

! The bass might have been set a little

less plain, with more variety, and an

! occasional sprinkle of counterpoint.

Rossini s celebrated Overture to his

favourite Opera " II Turco in

Italia," arranged for the Piano-

forte, with Accompaniments for

the Violin, Flute, and Violoncello,

fad lib.J by S. F. Rimbault. Pr.

3s. ; without Accompaniments, 2s.

—(Hodsoll, High Holborn.)

Mozart's celebrated Grand Sympho-
ny, adapted for the Piano-forte,

withAccompanimentsfor the Flute,

Violin, and Violoncello (ad lib.)

by S. F. Rimbault. No. V. Pr. 6s.

;

without Accompaniments, 4s.

—

(Hodsoll.)

We have so frequently had occa-

sion to speak in terms of commenda-

tion of the previous portions of this

collection of symphonies and over-

tures, already grown to an extent

which speaks for its success, that it

is unnecessary to do more than mere-

ly notice the above two additions to

the valuable series, which are in no

way inferior to their predecessors.

We are glad to see a beginning made
with Rossini's dramatic overtures.

That of " II Turco in Italia," like

all his overtures, is a complete fag

when transferred to the piano-forte.

Had Mr. Rimbault's plan been other-

wise than rendering the accompani-

ments ad libitum accessaries, an in-

finitely greater scope would have of-

fered for the assistance of the violin,

which in these editions generally acts

but second fiddle : whereas Rossini,

not only is unmerciful to his violinists,

Q 2
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but gives them abundance of work,

which scarcely any other instrument

is capable of executing with the pro-

per effect.

Select French Romances, No. V.

" Portrait charmant," with Vari-

ations for the Piano-forte, and
Flute Accompaniments, composed,

and dedicated to Miss Fanny
Stone, by S. F. Rimbault. Pr. 2s.

—(Hodsoll.)

The air of " Portrait charmant"

is distinguished by the utmost clas-

sic simplicity, excellent rhythm, and

the sweetest and most affecting me-

lody. It is a little vocal chef-d'oeuvre.

Mr. R. after exhibiting the theme in

a very correct and pleasing form, has

given three variations, which, par-

taking of the attractions of the sub-

ject, are written with tasteful ease

and in a good style. They cannot

fail, therefore, to interest the juve-

nile performer, to whose sphere of

excution, moreover, they adapt them-

selves completely: the flute accom-

paniment is neat, and not difficult ei-

ther; and where it cannot be pro-

cured, the piano-forte alone will be

able to go on satisfactorily, without

missing any very essential part of the

score.

FINE ARTS.

PANORAMA OF THE CORONATION.
The great improvements made of

late years in this branch of painting

in this country, justly entitles it to a

place in a work devoted to the culti-

vation and improvement of the fine

arts. Amongst those who have been

eminently successful in panoramic

painting, the Messrs. Barkers stand

conspicuous ; and the view of the

Procession of the Coronation, by

Mr. H. A. Barker, now exhibiting

in Leicester-square, is for general

effect, which is the great object in

these productions, one of the best

we have yet seen. The artist has

judiciously selected the point of time

best calculated to give a full idea of

the splendour of the magnificent ce-

remony : the scenes within West-

minster Abbey and Hall, however

imposing in their effect, would have

circumscribed the labour of the art-

ist, and given only a partial idea of

the pageantry of the day ; but in se-

lecting the external view—the return

of his Majesty after being crowned

—the artist has had the opportunity

of introducing upon the platform, in

the order in which they occupied it,

the whole of the personages com-

posing the procession, and filling the

whole space from the Abbey to

Westminster Hall. We have here,

in every thing but the locality of the

spot, a beautiful illustration of the

lines of the poet

:

" Britannia's peers, in pomp and rich array,

Before their king triumphant lead the « ay
;

Far as the eye can reach, the gaudy train,

A bright procession, shines along the plain."

The imposing military array at each

side of the platform—the bustle of

the attending crowds, pressing upon

the soldiers to participate in the

splendid prospect ; and again, the

brilliant and variegated hues shed

upon the passing scene from the nu-

merous and elegantly filled balconies,

which concealed with their gorgeous

coverings the fronts of all the houses
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that commanded a view of the plat-

form. The spectator is supposed to

stand in the central pavilion, which

it will be recollected formed a con-

spicuous part of the extensive range

of galleries erected in the garden

adjoining St. Margaret's church
;

but a great portion of the scaffold-

ing is omitted, with great judgment,

for it would have obstructed a view

of the Abbey ; and the more agree-

able parterre of the garden inside

the rails, fills the space which the

remainder ofthe pavilion would other-

wise have occupied.

It is impossible for the most scru-

tinizing eye to discover a part of the

procession out of place in this pano-

rama ; it is exact and minute to a

single figure ; and many attempts are

made in the ranks of the personages

of prominent distinction, to give in-

dividual portraiture : the King and

Royal Family, the chief officers of

state, for instance, and others, are

so designated. But nothing more

than the general contour of the fi-

gures can be conveyed in so exten-

sive a panoramic view; for the aim

of the artist is to give effect to the

whole, rather than to mark with mi-

croscopic precision individual parts,

although these in the present pano-

rama are sufficiently distinguished.

The platform, which extended from

Westminster Abbey to the Hall,

formed a serpentine line 1 500 feet in

length, and 24 in breadth, and this

is entirely covered by the procession.

The most striking objects upon

entering the panorama are the houses

in Palace-yard, and these furnish

all the gay variety of colours which

decorate the local scenery of a Ve-
netian carnival ; the military parade

near Parliament-street is well com-
posed; and the throng of the multi-

tude in King-street presents, by its

irregular and impetuous course, a

good contrast to the regularity and
order which characterize the groupes

in the fore-ground. The venerable

architecture of the Abbey presents

an imposing object in the view; and

the stillness which reigns in the area

before the small avenues leading into

Westminster Hall, and the plainness

and simplicity of the pile of build-

ings on that site unoccupied and un-

adorned, present a repose to the eye,

and at the same time give a breadth

to the subject, which sustains the

truth of the representation in all its

parts. There is considerable art in

the composition of the painting, a

good deal of skill in managing and
disposing the masses of light and
grouping, and the architectural va-

riety of the surrounding objects is

very well brought in. Great delicacy

of colouring cannot be expected in

such a work: some attempts are, how-
ever, made to give brilliant touches

to the dresses ; but the effect in these

minute details is not uniformly en-

couraging. On the whole, the pa-

norama conveys a most complete and

strictly accurate representation of

the noble ceremony of the late Co-

ronation, and is highly creditable to

the skill of the artists employed up-

on the work.

WARD'S GALLERY.
Mr. Ward, the royal academi-

||
ed state in his gallery last year ; and

it is placed next his Group of Cattle,cian, has finished the picture of the

Deer-Steakr, which was in a sketch- one of the finest pictures executed
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by this master, for the delineation of

animal beauties with all the truth and

force of nature, and selected, com-

bined, and contrasted with the most

consummate skill of an artist. The
bull, cow, and calf are inimitably

pourtrayed. The Deer-Stealer has

the same character of energy, com-

bined with high-wrought finishing.

The story of the picture is this : The
deer is supposed to have been mor-

tally wounded, but to have retained

sufficient strength to give the depre-

dator a long and anxious chase. At

length, exhausted by the loss of

blood, the poor animal has fallen in

the agonies of death, and now lies

shuddering in his last convulsive

pangs. The poacher is hurrying to

secure his prize ; he leads a rough

but well shaped pony to aid him in

carrying off the booty. At a dis-

tance, and unperceived by the cri-

minal, the gamekeepers, with their

dogs, watch all his movements, and

seem eagerly to await the moment of

the consummation of his offence, to

rush forward and seize him. There

is a good deal of boldness and intre-

pidity in the poacher's air and fea-

tures, and at the same time, that

scowling expression of anxiety, which

marks his guilty sense of danger.

The landscape has a good deal of

depth and grandeur, and the large

beech-tree is painted with uncommon
labour and effect: the vegetable sub-

stance of the bark is imitated with

extraordinary skill. The details of

the landscape are well brought out,

and possess a very striking interest.

The picture is very highly finished,

and cannot fail to confer additional

celebrity upon the labours of an art-

ist already well known for the high

character of his productions.

INDIAN MUSEUM.

A novel exhibition has been late-

ly opened in Pall-Mali, called the

Indian Museum. It contains a con-

siderable number of Oriental curio-

sities, remarkable more for their va-

riety, and the pleasing amusement

which they impart for the moment

to the ordinary observer, than for

presenting to the historical or scien-

tific inquirer any new lights to guide

him in the study of Eastern arts.

There are original weapons of all

kinds from the East, models of agri-

cultural and handicraft implements,

musical instruments, some of which

are curious, and all of them simple

enough in their way; there are

dried specimens of the flying fish,

and a few natural curiosities. Be-

sides these, are hundreds of small

figures, which have been well com-

pared to Dutch toys, and which re-

present in regular classes the habits

and customs of the Hindoos;

—

amongst them are also groupes of

Indian deities, snake-charmers, and

conjurers of equal dexterity, though

moving in less hazardous pursuits

:

next to these are models of palan-

quins, boats, and other conveyances.

There is also a Madras Massulah

boat: it is made of plank, from two

inches and a half to three inches

and a half thick; the planks are

sewed together with coir string, with-

out the security of nails. Another

boat, called a cattamaran, is shewn,

with which it is said communications

are maintained through the surf with

ships, and letters conveyed between

the straw caps of the navigators, who

enjoy the humid exercise of this
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coasting trade. The small articles

in this exhibition are almost without

number, and sufficiently amusing,

though, we repeat, not remarkable

for conveying any striking novelty to

the curious, who have long since had

repeated opportunities of seeing si-
j

milar specimens of Oriental manu-

facture.

But that branch of the exhibition
|

which principally arrested our atten- •

tion, is the collection of drawings I

and paintings, containing an amusing

variety of grotesque objects, exe-

cuted in an equally ludicrous manner.

Of these drawings there are about

one hundred which relate to local

customs, many of them bedizened

with tawdry gilding, laid on as thick

as it is seen in some of the older

works of Francisco Mola, and with

just the same taste as we find in the old

fresco paintings in England of the

date of Edward III. ; and nearly one

hundred others in the composition,

of which the artists have revelled in

displaying and distorting the mon-

strous and incongruous fantasies of

the Hindoo mythology. It is impos-

sible to conceive more whimsical as-

semblages of gods, demi-gods, hu-

man and half-human, than these

drawings display; they are in the

air, on the sea, and upon earth : some

of the figures seem to

" Ride on keen lightning, and disarm its

flash."

How tame to these would the series

of Holbein's Dance of Death appear

to a Hindoo artist! and how he

would stare at one of Albert Durer's

diagrams as being essential to the

ground-work of a composition! As,

however, in the rudest specimens of

art some plan or system is discern-

ible, so in these drawings there is a

predominant and not unsuccessful

arrangement of the grouping, so as

to cast the principal figures in full

action upon the fore-ground, and to

give them as much spirit as the art-

ist could command. The attempt at

relief is miserable, and can hardly

be said to convey any faint resem-

blance of the effect of perspective.

There are some exquisite tints of co-

louring, arising in great part from the

purity and brilliancy of the material

used; but considering the number of

the pictures, these are not as fre-

quently repeated, as we have seen

them in drawings of costume occa-

sionally transmitted from India. The
drawing of the figures is throughout

wretched; it would be difficult to

find any thing worse, except the

Egyptian idols painted upon the

tomb some time since exhibited by

Mr. Belzoni. A knowledge of ana-

tomy could not have been expected

;

but the mere superficial action of

the figure might be given by any tyro

in art. In vain, however, can we
trace in these productions the slight-

est adherence to the natural rules of

proportion.

There are also some manuscript

books, containing Hindoo histories

and poems, written upon what is

called the cad-jau leaf, with an iron

pen; together with a number of Per-

sian, Malay, and Javanese writings, in-

cluding lives of poets, whose Muse
appears to have been amazingly pro-

lific. If the Garden of Roses by

Zadi, which is here, is the same men-

tioned in Sir Wm. Jones's writings,

and if the exhibitor has any idle

Persian about him, he would be well

employed in a translation of it; for

pur elegant scholar has described

the works of this Zadi, or Sadi, as

being of great repute at Constanti-

nople and Ispahan ; although, he
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adds, a century or two ago, they

would have been suppressed in Eu-

rope, for spreading with too strong a

glare the light of liberty and reason

:

a strange recommendation onewould

think in Turkey at all events. But

Sir William says—" Query, had he

been deceived by his Pundicts upon

this matter, as he clearly was on

others ?" Here, however, are original

poems, if the exhibitor is to be be-

lieved, and they are open to the

learned, for they are marked to be

sold. If poetry could throw a light

upon Persian manners, we are singu-

larly fortunate, at least in possessing

originals ; for in one manuscript in

the Bodleian Library at Oxford,

there is a folio containing the lives

of one hundred and thirty-five of

the finest Persian poets, and there

were it seems versifiers and moderate

poets without number. At the be-

ginning of the last century, a work

was published at Constantinople, con-

taining the finest verses of five hun-

dred and forty-nine Turkish poets.

Here is a fresh stock in this Indian

exhibition, which we now leave to

the opinion of the antiquarians.

FASHIONS,

LONDON FASHIONS.
EVENING DIIESS.

PoMEGRANATE-colour crepe Usse

dress ; corsage to fit. The stomacher

is composed of double rouleaus of

satin, rather more than an inch apart,

and is continued over the shoulder

to the bottom of the waist behind,

and is trimmed with fine blond, the

same as the tucker. The band, or

sash, is of crepe Usse edged with sa-

tin, and the ends of the rosette trim-

med with blond. The sleeve is form-

ed of three rows of small festoons of

crtpe Usse, edged with satin and

blond. The skirt is decorated with

an elegant net-work of pomegranate

and white chenille, surmounted with

a row of steel beads; a steel bead is

introduced at each angle of the net:

beneath is a tasteful trimming ofcrepe

Usse in double reversed plai tings, in-

tersected with ornamented semicir-

cles of satin, united by a circlet com-

posed of four satin rouleaus, with a

row of small steel beads between

each; a broad satin rouleau at the

bottom of the dress. The hair in

very full curls, and a garland of deep

and pale coloured roses. Ruby neck-

lace, armlet, bracelets, and ear-rings.

Long white kid gloves, and white

satin shoes. Opera cloak of rich

black satin, wadded, and lined with

cerulean blue sarsnet, edged with a

small rouleau of blue satin: it is

made very long, and with arm-holes

:

plain collar and large hood, which

draws with blue ribbon.

IIEAD-DHESSES.

1

.

Bolivar hat of black velvet; the

brim, narrow and of equal width, is

continued from the right side above

the satin band of the crown, forming

a double front, which is finished on

the left with a small gold tassel: the

centre is pointed and tasselled : small

gold beads entwine the edge, and

form an elegant spiral ornament. On
the left side is placed a panache no'tv

Aladdin, which falls gracefully to the

right.

2. Cap of tulle,' the crown covered
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with throe satin tulip-leaves, edged

with a small rouleau and double crkpe

lis.se and blond, beginning with a

satin bow on the left side; between

each leaf is generally introduced a

demi-wreath of fancy flowers of a

ruby or cherry colour. Our print has

a convolvolus in the front, which is

of the cottage shape, bound with sa-

tin : French folds of satin head the

border, which is of blond, and dou-

ble in the front.

3. Circassian turban of silver mus-

lin, with a bird of Paradise, beneath

which is a rich ostrich feather falling

very low on the left side.

4. Bonnet ofponceau velvet; round

the front is a rouleau of gros tie Na-
ples of the same colour; the velvet

trimming is also edged with gros de

Naples, and interspersed with varie-

gated roses. This bonnet is very fa-

shionable in black velvet and satin,

with pomegranate-blossoms.

5. Bonnet composed of gros de

Naples of two colours: the crown,

which is round, and rather low, is of

lemon colour; the front is of laven-

der colour, and very full, but confined

by four flat straps, which are con-

tinued withinside, which is plain,

and has a bunch of ranunculus on

the right side. A high trimming, of

lavender colour, nearly surrounds the

crown, and is edged with a satin

rouleau, as are also the three large

puffs or bouillons in the front.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON FASHION

AND DRESS.

We have nothing to remark in

promenade dress; but we have seen

some new and very elegant articles

in carriage costume. One of the

most striking is a pelisse of dark

blue velvet, lined with white sarsnet,

Vol I. No. II.

and trimmed with a mixture of lute-

string and a beautiful new kind of

pluche de sole ; the lutestring is dis-

posed en bouillonnt, which is inter-

! spersed with crescents of the pluche:

|

this trimming goes only round the

bottom, the fronts being fastened up

with knots of lutestring, formed with

pluche crescents. The back is full

;

but the corsage is almost concealed

by a large pelerine, which is cut out

a good deal on the shoulder, and

forms one deep scollop behind, and

one also on each front. Falling col-

lar, scolloped like the pelerine ; both

are finished by an edging of pluche,

so also is the long sleeve. The epau-

lette corresponds with the trimming

of the bottom. The hat worn with

this pelisse is also of dark blue vel-

vet; the brim, lined with white satin,

is wide, and rather deep in front,

but very shallow behind ; it turns up
a little before: the crown is in the

form of a calote. The trimming is

a garland of Marabouts of different

sizes, so disposed as to form a cres-

cent; they are white, tipped with deep

blue, and are attached to the hat by

a brilliant steel ornament. Another

very pretty bonnet is composed of

grey velours simule, and made ex-

actly in the form of a shell : it is

lined with white satin, and has a nar-

row edging of grey Marabouts round

the brim; a full plume of grey os-

trich feathers is placed at the left

ear, and droops entirely across the

bonnet : grey strings.

We have seen some new full dress-

es made in watered satin, with a trim-

ming which we considered very no-

vel : it is of white gauze divided into

compartments by bands of satin

;

they are alternately plain, and dis-

posed in folds, and are rather more

R
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than a quarter in breadth : in each

of the plain ones is an embroidered

bouquet done in chenille of different

flowers coloured after nature; the

flowers vary in each bouquet: the ef-

fect is very beautiful. White lace,

gauze, and tulle continue to be very

much worn, particularly for dancing-

dresses: one of the prettiest that

we have seen for a long time is com-

posed of tulle over white satin ; the

trimming consists of full bouffants of

gauze, confined by rouleaus of satin

;

each bouffant is formed to a point, to

which a gauze knot, with a Provence

rose placed in it, is attached. Three

bouffants of satin go from the left

breast in a bias direction down the

front of the robe; they are put at

some distance from each other, and

have knots of gauze, to correspond

with the bottom, placed on them at

regular distances. This ornament,

which has the appearance of a dra-

pery, has a most striking and grace-

ful effect. The lower part of the

corsage is tight; the upper disposed

in folds round the bust and back.

A quilling of tulle, which has some

little resemblance to a wing, stands

up on the shoulder. Sleeve, en bouil-

lonnt, formed of full bands of tulle,

confined in a bias direction by nar-

row rouleaus of satin, and finished

by a satin band. Fashionable co-

lours are, dark slate, brown, purple,

ponceau, and a good many different

shades of rose, lavender, and green.

FRENCH FEMALE FASHIONS.
Paius, Jan. 18.

My dear Sophia,

We begin to exchange our

pelisses for a cloak, nearly similar,

except that it has no hood: it is

made of a fine kind of cloth, which

we call coating, and lined with le-

vantine ; the lining is frequently wad-

ded and quilted. There are three dif-

ferent sorts of capes in favour : the

one pointed, another cut in large

scollops, and a third consisting of

three capes ; the cape and collar are

frequently of velvet, to correspond

with the rnanteau. A narrow edg-

ing of the lining is the only trimming

worn to these manteaux.

Grey, pale brown, and lavender

are the colours most in favour for

these cloaks; the linings are rose,

blue, and flame colour, but particu-

larly the last. The few pelisses that

we still see, are also generally lined

and trimmed with flame colour : it is

likewise much in request for the rib-

bons and feathers of promenade

bonnets ; and the knots of satin or

velvet which adorn them, are fre-

quently edged with it.

The most stylish chapeaux for

the promenade are made of a new
kind of pluche de sole : they are or-

namented with knots of the same

mixed with feathers : the brim is of

a moderate size ; it bends a little on

the forehead, and is very wide at the

sides. These chapeaux have no

strings, but are worn over a small

blond cap, which has strings of the

same material, and a bouquet of

flowers on each temple.

Gowns for home-dress, and also

for the different exhibitions, are of

velvet, Merino, and gros de Naples.

Some are trimmed with a single

broad band of fur ; others have two,

one narrower than the other, placed

at some distance. These bands are

are also worn in pluche de sole and

velvet ; but the newest trimmings are
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composed of the same material as

the gown: if it is in silk, or Merino,

I in folds so as to form de-

mi-lozenges, two of these are joined :

hut the folds of each are turned a

different way, and placed at regular

distances, upon full bands of the

same material. Gowns universally

fasten beb : nd, and waists are as long

as ever.

Flowers are very much worn to

trim full-dress gowns; they are inter-

mixed in different ways with blond

an.l tulle. One of the newest trim-

minus is composed of narrow satin

rouleaus, so disposed as to form

small pyramids; on the top of each

is placed a flower. Clear muslin

gowns are also worn over white satin

slips : they are trimmed at the bot-

tom with four or five very narrow

tucks, put close together: there are

four rows of this trimming, and be-

tween each a gold chef, disposed in

a wave. The corsage has in gene-

ral a narrow stomacher, en bouillon-

nt, formed by gold chefs: the

sleeves correspond. These dresses

are showy, but I do not think them

elegant.

The* most fashionable necklace is

now the negHgi: it is no longer com-

posed of pearls, but of flowers made
of precious stones: the bracelets

correspond ; and the ornaments for

the head are frequently similar. Steel

trinkets are now rarely worn but by

young persons, with whom they are

in very great request ; and a complete

set of them is one of the most fa-

shionable new-year's gifts that you

can offer to an unmarried beauty.

The hair still continues to be worn

very full on the forehead; in some

instances large buckles of hair form

a tuft in front. Toques and turbans

are still worn; but the hair orna-

mented with flowers, feathers, or

precious stones, is upon the whole

more fashionable. The colours in

request are those mentioned in the

beginning of my letter, with ponceau,

chesnut, and crimson. Adieu! Al-

ways your

Eudocia.

FASHIONABLE FURNITURE.
ladies wo

This elegant table forms a pleas- II

ing and commodious appendage to
|

:

the sitting-room of mansions fitted
||

up in a style of superior elegance.

It is equally adapted to the boudoir
(

and drawing-room, and answers the

purpose of a drawing-table as well

as a work-table, and a desk for writ-

ing and reading. The silk bag sus- !

pended from the desk is, in the en- !

graving, of azure blue, with silk

j

fringe of the same colour, but should

be made to correspond with the co- i

lour of the apartment for which the !

table is designed. In order that it
j

may harmonize with the rest of the

RK-TABLE.

furniture, the frame-work should be

formed of rose-wood of a rich dark

colour, and varied in its grain. The
ornaments are wholly of burnished

and mat gold. The top of the table

should be adorned with some rich

design in water-colours, highly var-

nished, for the purpose of preserving

it : this will be at all times a pleasing-

object to the eye. Fruit or flow-

ers, well grouped, are particularly to

be recommended. The interior may

exhibit some pleasing landscape, or

any other similar embellishment, ac-

cording to the taste or fancy of the

fair proprietor.

R 2
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INTELLIGENCE, LITERARY, SCIENTIFIC, &c.

The fourth and last volume of

the division of The World in Minia-

ture, comprising Russia, which con-

tains 72 coloured engravings, is just

ready for publication. The Costumes,

Manners, &c. of the People of the

Austrian Empire will form the sub-

ject of the ensuing division, in two

vols, with 32 plates ; and this will be

succeeded by China.

The extensive demand for the mi-

niature edition of The First Tour of
Dr. Syntax in Search of the Pictu-

resque, with reductions of all the

original designs by Mr. Rowlandson,

has induced the publisher to proceed

with the Second Tour upon the same

plan.

The author of the Lives of Haydn
and Mozart has in the press, Me-
moirs of the Life of Rossini, with

an Historical and Critical Account

of his Compositions; and an Histo-

rical Sketch of the State of Music

in Italy, from the beginning of the

pi'esent century to the year 1822.

Mr. T. Crofton Croker will shortly

publish Researches in the South of
Ireland, illustrative of the Scenery,

Architectural Remains, Manners, and

Superstitions of the Peasantry; with

plates.

On the 1st of February will be

published, in 12mo. Letters upon the

Art of Miniature-Painting, contain-

ing the most clear and at the same

time progressive instructions in that

art, and the processes for attaining

perfection in it.

In a few days will be published,

Universal Stenography, or a Prac-

tical System of Short-Hand ; com-

bining legibility and brevity, upon

the general principles of the late

ingenious Mr. S. Taylor; with va-

rious improvements from the best

modern writers on this useful sci-

ence; by W. Harding.

Mr. Serres, the eminent marine

painter, has issued proposals for pub-

lishing by subscription Four Marine

Prints, engraved from his designs by

Mr. Havell, of his Majesty's Excur-

sion to Scotland'm August last. They
will represent his Majesty's embark-

ation at Greenwich; his departure

off Woolwich; his arrival in Scot-

land; and his return to Gravesend;

and they will be executed as highly

finished drawings, in colours, mea-

suring 34 inches by 13. The deli-

very of these prints will take place

in April next.

Mr. Andrew Smith of Mauchline,

in Scotland, has invented an instru-

ment for the purpose of copying pic-

tures, drawings, and maps; the great

utility of which is attested by many

eminent artists and scientific men,

from their own experience. It is

called the Apograph ; and a circum-

stance, in which its advantages are

decidedly superior to those possessed

by any other similar contrivance, is,

that for the purpose of using the in-

strument with success, it is by no

means necessary to be acquainted

with the art of drawing: so that a

total stranger to that art may, by a

few hours' practice, be enabled to copy

with a fidelity unknown to any ma-

nual production. The price of these

instruments varies according to their

size, from six to eleven guineas. They

may be seen and procured at Acker-

mann's Repository of Arts, Strand.

The great cheapness of apples

this season renders it practicable to
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use them economically in making

jelly. Let them be pared, quartered,

and cored, and put into an oven or

a pot without water, having a close

lid. When softened by the heat,

put them into a cloth, and wring out

the juice. To this put a little white

of eggs, and add sugar. Skim care-

fully before it boils. Reduce it to

the proper consistence, and you will

have an excellent jelly.

At this season, says a humane cor-

respondent, when the poor suffer so

severely by sore-throats, the know-

ledge of a simple remedy will enable

the higher orders to relieve the dis-

tressed. A strong decoction of the

common orange carrot-root, used

warm as a gargle every half-hour,

will seldom fail in a few days to re-

move the complaint. A piece of

flannel round the neck will promote

a cure.

Mr. Cooke has opened in Soho-

square an Exhibition of Drawings,

Sketches, and Studies, on which we
shall have some remarks to offer in

our next Number.

About two years ago, two hun-

dred and eighty acres of land near

Flint, in North Wales, were planted

with the common hollyhock, with a

view to convert it into hemp or flax.

In the process of manufacture it was

found that this plant yields a beauti-

ful blue dye, equal in beauty and

permanence to the best indigo : a

discovery which promises the most

important consequences in a com-

mercial and agricultural point of

view.

Dr. M'Culloch of Edinburgh has

ascertained, that the antiseptic qua-

lity of sugar is sufficient to preserve

fish in the most excellent condition.

He states that this substance is so

active, that fish may be preserved in

a dry state, and perfectly fresh, by

means of sugar alone, and even with

a very small quantity of it. He has

thus kept salmon, cod, and whitings

for an indefinite length of time, and

by- this simple method fresh fish may
be kept in that state some days, so

as to be as good when boiled as when
just caught. He adds, that if dried

and kept free from mouldiness, there

seems no limit to their preservation

;

and they are much better this way

than when salted. The sugar gives

no disagreeable taste. This process

is particularly valuable in making

what is called kippered salmon; and

the fish preserved in this manner

are far . superior in quality and fla-

vour to those which are salted and

smoked. If desired, as much salt

may be used as to give the taste re-

quired; but this substance does not

conduce to their preservation. In

the preparation, it is merely necessa-

ry to open the fish, and to apply the

sugar to the muscular part, placing it

in a horizontal position for two or

three days, that the sugar may pene-

trate. After this it may be dried;

and nothing farther is necessary than

to wipe and ventilate it occasionally
5

to prevent mouldiness. A table-

spoonful of brown sugar is sufficient

in this manner for a salmon of five

or six pounds weight ; and if salt is

desired, a tea-spoonful, or more, may
be added : saltpetre may be used in-

stead in the same proportion, if it is

desired to make the kipper hard.

The French Society for the En-

couragement of National Industry

has published an account of an in-

vention of M. Clinchamp's, called a

lujalographe, from its tracing de-

signs on transparent surfaces. It is

first done in perspective, with geo-

metrical exactness, on a square of
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glass, upon which has been laid a jl ink, following exactly the lines of

thin coat of gum-water, for which a

blank point or pencil is employed.

The square is then turned, and the

same design drawn on the other side
j

of the glass with a particular kind of i

the first drawing. The latter may
then be taken off the glass by an

operation which gives a number of

fac-similes perfect as the original de-

sign.

;poetrj>-

SONG.
By Miss Maky Le.man Rede.

Stay, melancholy muser, stay,

And tell me all thy sorrow;

The rose that droops in tears to day,

May rise in smiles to-morrow.

Ah ! yes, when only wet with dew,

Of nature's balmy breathing,

Its glories may awake anew,

While beams are round it wreathing.

But that o'er which the sullen blast

Has wildly, darkly driven,

And rudely scatter'd as it past

The charm it caught from heaven,

Too sadly feels the coming day,

That other's joy in viewing,

Will only brinj a brighter ray

To smile upon its ruin.

It recalls all the past down time's ebbing

tide flowing,

Which, bright as the morning, once radi-

antly flew.

But evening so modestly rises around us
;

Falls soft on the heart, like the dew on the

leaf;

And though, like the flowers, it drooping has

found us,

It sooths and revives the worn bosom of

grief.

Then hail to thee, goddess, in peace mildly

dwelling,

To whom the lone nightingale sings from

her spray
;

Hail! hail to thy star-beam! to sorrow ex-

celling

The sparkling light of the rosiest day

!

EVENING.
By Miss Mary Liman Rede.

The silence, the sadness have wooed me to

wander,

For nature is clothed in a mantle of gray ;

And scarce the last ray that is now fading

yonder,

Remains as a beautiful relic of day.

Congenial to woe are these shadowy hours
;

They accord with the tone of a sorrow-

worn mind

:

They ofTend not the heart, like the sun and

the flowers
;

They approach it, like sympathy, soft and

refin'd.

For day is a contrast too bright and too

glowing;

'Tis splendour iu presence of misery's view;

SONG.
The stars are with the voyager

Wherever he may sail
;

The moon is constant to her time;

The sun will never fail;

But follow, follow round the world,

The green earth and the sea :

So love is with the lover's heart

Wherever he may be.

Wherever he may be, the stars

Will daily lose their light;

The moon will veil her in the dark ;

The sun will set at night

:

The sun may set, but perfect love

Will shine when he's away ;

So that dull night is never night,

And day is brighter day.

M.

Printed by L. Harrison, 373, Strand.
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TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Publishers, Authors, Artists, and Musical Co?tiposers, aire requested to transmit,

on or before the 1 5th of the month, Announcements of Works wltich they may June on

hand, and we shall cheerfully insert them, as we have hitherto done, free of expense.

New Musical Publications also, if a copy be addressed to the Publisher, shall be duly

noticed in our Review ; and Extracts from new Books, of a moderate length and of ait

interesting nature, suitablefor our Selections, will be acceptable.

To A Querist ire reply, that the second paper of The Loiterer will appear in

our next publication. The Series will be continued in every second Number of the

Repository.

Emma will perceive that her suggestion has been anticipated.

We shallfeel gratified by a communication of the document to which E. T. refers,

without which we cannotjudge whether it is adapted to our Miscellany or not.

Q.'s letter has been handed to the gentleman who superintends that department of
our Work to whicli it relates.

Clio—P.—R. S.—Lines to Celinda—H. H.—Invocation to Spain, arc inad-
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Various poetical contributions are deferred till next month.
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East Indies, by Mr. Guv, at the East-India House. The money to be paid at the time of
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In tracing back this estate, we

find it at a very early period in the

possession of the crown; but it was

sold during the civil wars in the

middle of the 17th century. After

this alienation, one of the earliest

possessors of note was George Fitz-

roy, Duke of Northumberland, one

of the natural sons of Charles II.

Marshal Belleisle, after his imprison-

ment in the Round Tower, Windsor

Castle, made Frogmore his resi-

dence; and it became subsequently

the property of Sir Edward Wal-
pole. In 1792, her late Majesty,

Queen Charlotte, purchased the lease

held under the crown by Mrs. Ann
Egerton, united to it the grounds

belonging to Mrs. Macartney, and

made it her favourite retreat when
relaxing from the state and cere-

mony of royalty. At her death she

Vol. I. No. III.

bequeathed it to the Princess Au-
gusta, while she chooses to possess

it. If given up by her Royal High-

ness, or at her death, it is to descend

in rotation to her younger sisters.

Frogmore, situated a little to the

south ofWindsor, is a retreat worthy

of such illustrious occupants, ofwhose

talents, industry, and refined taste,

it exhibits the most honourable and

delightful specimens. The building

is modern, and received considerable

improvements from the late Mr.

James Wyatt. The principal or

garden front, represented in the an-

nexed view, is partly of freestone,

and partly cased. The house, with

its uniform wings, has a pleasing ef-

fect, which is much heightened by

the handsome projecting colonnade,

that gives it an air of great comfort,

and completely unites the wings with

S
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the main building. Since the wings

were added, it has changed its name
of Frogmore - Lodge for that of

Frogmore-House.

The pleasingimpressions produced

by the appearance of the exterior

are strengthened by the aspect of

the interior. The apartments are

spacious; and simplicity, combined

with elegance, pervades the whole.

The Eating-Room is stuccoed. The
marble chimney-piece, a beautiful

specimen of Italian workmanship, re-

presents Bacchanalian emblems. The
furniture is simple. Besides a hand-

some chandelier, there are silver

sconces round the apartment, which

is adorned with fine portraits of her

late Majesty's mother, sister, and

brothers. Two of the latter are

from the pencil of Zoffany. There

is also a portrait of Lady Georgina

Bathurst, painted in her childhood*.

The Queen's Library, forming part

of the additions made by Wyatt, is

elegantly fitted up. The bookcases

are in imitation of satin-wood, and

the doors of the room correspond

with them. Busts of eminent per-

sons adorn this apartment, and among
others are those of Mrs. Siddons,

who here frequently delighted the

royal family with her readings and

recitations, and of her equally cele-

brated brother, John Kemble. The
books are judiciously selected, and

many of them very rare.

This room is farther enriched by
works from the hands of her Ma-
jesty and the Princesses, who, for

their amusement in leisure hours,

had formed a small printing estab-

lishment, from which emanated many

* An engraving from this portrait was

executed by the late Caroline Watson,

• and published by Mr. Ackermann, with

the title of Adoration.

useful little works, chiefly of a moral

or religious nature. These the Queen
and her royal daughters took delight

in finishing with their own hands, as

their establishment embraced every

thing requisite for binding the books

which they from time to time pro-

duced.

The Green Pavilion, like all the

principal rooms, is on the ground-

floor, and commands luxuriant though

confined views across the lawn. A
small island, amidst a canal which

runs through the grounds, gives a

pleasing variety to the scene over-

looked from the windows. All the

pictures in this room are portraits,

with the exception of a marine piece,

representing the Royal Charlotte

yacht, in which, under the command
of Lord Anson, her Majesty was

conveyed to England in August 1 761

.

The portraits are the following:

The late King, by Gainsborough

Dupont.

George III. his present Majesty,

and the Duke of York, at a review;

a reduced picture from that by Sir

William Beechey at Hampton-Court.

His present Majesty, by Buck.

Princesses Elizabeth and Augusta,

and the Dukes of Kent, Cambridge,

and Sussex, all by Sir William

Beechey.

Duke of Cumberland.

Duke of Sussex, a whole-length,

in Scotch military costume.

The First Closet of the Princess

Royal is thus named from its con-

taining many drawings by her Royal

Highness, now Queen-dowager of

Wirtemberg. These drawings are ,

mostly after Reidinger, and possess

great merit. This room, and several

others, are chiefly indebted to the

taste, talents, and industry of the

royal sisters, for their embellishment.
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The Red Japan Room was painted

in imitation of japan by the Prin

Elizabeth, now Duchess of Hom-
burg; and the furniture was taste-

fully ornamented by the same fair

hand. The same observation ap-

to the Black Japan Room. The
: is of her Royal Highness for ori-

ginal composition is happily dis-

played in various works, one of-

which, now at Frogmore, and dedi-

cated to her royal mother, evinces

line taste in the choice of subjects

and grouping, together with a know-

ledge of composition in the highest

department of the art. The plates

of this work were etched by the prin-

cess herself. Another performance,

engraved by Thielcke, after the de-

signs of her Royal Highness,and pub-

lished, with original and appropriate

poetical illustrations, at Ackermann's

Repository of Arts, Strand, ranks

deservedly high for superior taste

and beauty of composition. The sub-

jects contained in it represent the

Father's Return, Faith and Charity,

the Pleasures of Childhood, Affec-

tion and Pleasure, the Warriors

Tale, and Resting after Travelling.

The Drawing-Room is decorated

with several pictures. Among others

are, a small landscape, by the late

Earl Harcourt; and a sea-piece, by-

William Cowden, Esq. Among the

portraits are those of the Princess

Elizabeth and the Duke of Clarence,

when children, and of Prince Oc-

tavius, who died very young.

Several of the other rooms, as the

State Bed-Room, Dressing-Room,

&c. are hung with paintings and

drawings by various masters ; and

many valuable drawings by Edridge

decorate the Yellow Bed-Room.

The grounds are as sweetly diver-

sified as a space so limited can pos-

sibly be: art has given to them ail

that variety of scenery which na-

ture had refused. The whole ex-

tent is thirteen acres. Exclusively

of the trees and shrubs of different

kinds, which throw their shade

a piece of water that is tastefully

conducted through the grounds, va-

rious appropriate buildings embellish

this beautiful spot.

Our second plate represents the

Ruins, situated close to the water,

partly embosomed in wood, and form-

ing a pleasing object from many

points of view, with its fractured

battlements, buttress, and Gothic

window, peeping out from the ivy

which creeps over its surface. This

erection was from Wyatt's designs:

besides an open corridor command-

ing pleasing views, and a small but

pretty vestibule, itxontains one good-

sized Gothic room, in which his late

Majesty delighted to breakfast. Here

are placed some busts of the Royal

Family, and a sweet little model of

a monument to the late Princess

Charlotte. The ceiling is elegantly

ornamented, and the furniture richly

carved, particularly the chairs, some

of which are of oak.

At a little distance from the Ruins

is a small Gothic bridge thrown

across the water, which has a pleas^

ing effect.

The Grotto is pretty; and the

Temple, dedicated to Solitude, has

its peculiar characteristic features.

The next plate (for we have pre-

sented the reader with three subjects

i
belonging to this interesting retreat,)

is a view of the Hermitage, a small

! circular building, erected after a de-

|
sign by the Princess Elizabeth. It

is charmingly situated in a retired

part of the ground, embowered

among fine trees ; and it is so lovely

S 2
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and sequestered, that the Princesses

used frequently to take refreshment

and spend part of the day in its

shade. The Hermitage is roofed

with thatch ; the outside is covered

with moss, and the interior is lined

with the same material. It is fur-

nished with such accommodations as

a recluse may be supposed to want

—wooden utensils, rude seats, and a

rough table, covered with excellent

imitations of fruit, while a picture of

a venerable hermit graces one corner.

Many fetes were given in the

grounds of Frogmore by her late

Majesty, who delighted in having the

neighbouring gentry to join in the

hilarity of the day: one in 1795, to

celebrate her Majesty's birthday, may
be said to have been public. The
gardens were crowded with tents

and booths. The former were pre-

sented to the Queen by Marquis

Cornwallis, and had belonged to Tip-

poo Saib : they were extremely splen-

did, and, combined with the superb

fitting-up,formed a magnificent scene.

These were appropriated to the

Royal Family and nobility, who par-

took of a rich banquet. Every sort

of amusement was to be found, such

as exhibitions of tumblers, rope-dan-

cers, theatrical, vocal, and instrument-

al performances, forming a truly joy-

ous scene. One part of the grounds

Mas laid out as a Dutch fair or wake,

where toys and trinkets of all kinds

might be procured ; the purchasers

dropping in a box whatever money
they thought proper. The produce

was devoted to a charitable fund.

Several other fetes were here given

to the public, who were admitted by

tickets. In 1817, at a fete given to

the young gentlemen of Eton, five

hundred in number, there were pre-

sent the royal family, the ministers

of state, and the foreign ambassa-

dors and nobility, amounting to up-

wards of two thousand persons.

Some of our readers may possibly

have taken a part in the festivities

instituted at Frogmore on various

occasions by her Majesty : in such

the preceding account will not fail

to awaken agreeable recollections
;

whilst it conveys to those who have

never seen the place some idea, im-

perfect it is true, of the charms of

this truly royal retreat.

LETTERS FROM SPAIN:

Written by an Officer in the French

LETTER V.

(Continued from p. 72.)

I cannot close this letter and my
observations on Madrid without eiv-

ing you some account of the most

agreeable evening that accident af-

forded me during my residence here.

One day, tired of sauntering about,

I had accompanied my painter home,

when the whole family was invited to

the name-day of an opulent acquaint-

ance, which was to be celebrated

with a ball. H asked me to ac-

Service during the Carnpaign of 1 S 1 0.

company them, assuring me that I

should be made most welcome ; and

I acceded the more willingly to his

proposal, as I had long wished to

attend a Spanish party, and especi-

ally a ball. On entering the house,

we found a pretty large company as-

sembled ; but I was immediately

struck by a singular custom : the la-

dies repaired to a separate room, and

the gentlemen were shewn into an-

other. At length the whole party

met, and we now entered a saloon
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decorated with equal splendour and

taste, where the lady of the house

had taken her place on the estrada*,

and received the congratulations of

her guests. An immense quantity

of chocolate, the favourite beverage

of the Spaniards, confectionary, bis-

cuits, almonds, and sweetmeats of

various kinds, were handed round

;

fresh supplies incessantly poured in,

and what was not eaten, the Spani-

ards pocketed, for it is a regular cus-

tom that almost every person leaves

therefrescof with full pockets. While

this was going forward but little was

spoken, and had I not had my friends

to converse with, I should not have

known what to do with myself. At

length, when the eating and drinking

were over, the company began to be

a little more animated ; the sexes ap-

proached each other, and the former

stiff reserve gradually gave way to a

general lively conversation. The
greatest licence, nay, even indecen-

cies, which would not be forgiven in

our polite circles, though so free and

so fertile in double-entendres, filled

me with the more astonishment, in-

asmuch as laches not only listened to

them without manifesting any dis-

pleasure, but even repeated them

with bursts of laughter. H , to

whom I could not help expressing

my surprise, intimated, that this tone

prevails in all companies, and is owing

to the faulty education of the Spanish

females, who are accustomed from

infancy to hear such expressions em-

ployed by the attendants, to whose

* An elevation at one end of the sa-

loon, on which there is usually a sofa,

and over that is suspended an image of

the Blessed Virgin.

f Refrescos are entertainments of the

kind described above : they are exceed-

ingly expensive.

charge they are consigned till they

grow up: hence they become so fa-

miliar with them as to find in them

nothing indecorous—a circumstance

which cannot but strike a foreigner,

as the Spanish ladies are otherwise

extremely reserved.

The signal for the commencement

of the ball was at length given, and

now I fancied that I should be in-

demnified for my ennui, for you know
how fond I am of dancing. Here,

however, I was again disappointed;

the company danced scarcely any

but Spanish dances, of which I was

unluckily obliged to be a passive

spectator. Tedious minuets alter-

nated with entertaining sequidillcis,

danced by four couple, almost like

our country-dances ; and I was only

fortunate enough to have Francisca

for my partner in one of the former.

These dances were continued but for

a short time, when the music struck

up thefandango. This air operated

like magic on the whole company:

all eyes glistened, and every gentle-

man sought to procure a partner of

the other sex as speedily as possible:

one very handsome couple in parti-

cular drew all eyes by their inimi-

table grace. I had long cherished

an ardent wish to see the fandango,

so renowned all over the world, exe-

cuted for once in the highest style;

and my wish was now gratified be-

yond expression. I must confess I

never beheld any thing more beauti-

ful ; our Paris opera ballets are no-

thing in comparison with such a

dance ; and never yet did music and

action excite in me such lively feel-

ings. The eyes of even the oldest

persons in the company glowed with

youthful fire ; and love, with all its

varied feelings, was expressed not

I onlv in the looks of the dancers, but
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also of the spectators. Mortal ene-

mies would, I think, on hearing the

fandango, sink reconciled into each

others arms. How strongly I, whose

whole being was already penetrated

with love for my Francisca, was im-

pressed with this dance, I am unable

to describe to you: she too looked

at me more tenderly than ever, and

overpowered with so many different

emotions, I sunk on an ottoman be-

side my old painter, who also looked

on delighted. Though in other re-

spects so rigid, he could not refuse

his approbation, and only coveted

the ability to transfer it, with the

full expression of all the emotions

which it excites, to the canvas. Stoic

as you pretend to be, I would lay

any wager, that had you been in my
place, had you seen how the dancing

couple with sparkling eyes seem to

challenge one another; how they ap-

proach each other with the most vo-

luptuous turns and attitudes; how
the lady, at the moment when in the

highest ecstasy she seems to surren-

der herself to her partner, neverthe-

less suddenly slips away from him;

how both alternately pursue one an-

other; how all their looks, move-

ments, and gestures express every

shade of happy love, till at length

the cessation of the music dissolves

the delicious spell—your cold gravi-

ty would not have been proof against

the sight. Universal plaudits ac-

companied the dancers, and it was

but by degrees that the heated blood

began to circulate more soberly in

their veins. II related to me
an anecdote respecting thefandango,

which I must repeat to you.

The court of Rome, incensed that in

a country standing so high in regard

to the purity of its faith, the unhal-

lowed fandango should continue to

be a favourite amusement of the pi-

ous inhabitants, determined to lay

the dance under an interdict. Un-

willing, however, to condemn it un-

heard, a couple was required to exe-

cute the dance before the council.

The performers, accompanied by

exquisite music, danced the fandan-

go with the utmost beauty and grace.

The gloomy countenances of the

ecclesiastical spectators gradually

brightened; their frames were re-

plenished with the energy of youth

;

till at length, unable to keep their

seats any longer, they all rose and

joined in the dance. 'Thefandango

of course escaped the threatened

anathema.

The company now began to drop

off* and I also took my leave, hear-

tily thanking my friend II for

the gratification he had procured

me.

You must not expect any more

letters from me before I quit Ma-
drid : the few days I have left I shall

devote entirely to Francisca and her

worthy father. My resolution is

fixed: if I return safe from this de-

structive war, she and no other shall

be my wife. Her father, who long

since was aware of our sentiments,

has cheerfully given his assent and

blessing to our union ; and he too

will probably quit Madrid and re-

turn to France.

God preserve you, my dear friend

!

From the next place at which the vi-

cissitudes of war afford me a few

days' rest, expect farther accounts.

LETTER VI.

Meiuda, May 10, 1811.

Having rested a few days from

the dreadful fatigues of the last

march, I proceed, agreeably to pro-

mise, as we shall probably lie here
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some weeks, with the narrative of

my adventures.

The hour of parting arrived but

too soon at -Madrid, and the painful

adieu still wrings every fibre of my
heart. I never passed a happier

time than the last week at •Madrid.

In the consciousness of approaching

separation, Franeisca's whole soul

developed itself before me, and the

remembrance was imprinted with in-

delible characters on my heart. Eve-

ry day she presented herself to me
in a more lovely, more fascinating

form, and I found her innocent heart

pure as the azure firmament of hea-

ven. With her I shared the tender-

ness of her father, who now loved

me as dearly as his only son, whom
he had lost at an early age. Often

did we sit together in the sequester-

ed jessamine-bower in their little

garden, and fondly anticipate the pe-

riod when inexorable fate, which now
commanded our separation, should

reunite us in the land of our birth,

and Francisca, as my wife, would

sink, sweetly blushing, on my faith-

ful breast. On one of these occa-

sions, she gave me a lock of her

hair and a ring which had belonged

to her late dearly beloved mother.

I wear them both next to my heart,

and death itself shall not part me
from these pledges of her love. The
omnipotent word was given, and we
were obliged to tear ourselves from

each other: at this last trying mo-
ment, however, an inexpressible tran-

quillity pervaded my bosom ; I felt a

firm and thorough conviction of a

joyful reunion, to which my beloved

and her father also looked forward

with the same confidence. Attend-

ed by their blessings and best wishes,

and pursuing afresh my destination

through battle and slaughter, I pro-

d out at the gate with a party

of convalescents, across the bridge

over the Manzanares, looking back
every moment at the roofs of the

royal palace, in the vicinity ofwhich
I had left behind objects so dear to

my heart.

Of our first marches you must ex-

pect no details from me; for, gloomy
and ill-humoured, mourning over my
loss, recalling the past, or penetrat-

ing in imagination into the future, I

took very little notice of what was
passing around me.

At the village of Velvis de Mon-
rey I rejoined my regiment, and
here I was soon roused from my re-

veries by my duties, and by the

meeting again with many of my com-
rades, who, like me, had risen from

a sick bed, and whom I had given

up for lost, which soon restored me
to my usual flow of spirits. Here,

however, I felt most painfully your

absence : for to which of those around

me could I pour forth my heart, and

communicate my present and ex-

pected happiness ? They are all but

rough soldiers, in whom long fami-

liarity with the scenes of war has

extinguished the finer feelings ; and

I, with my ardent passion, should

only have been a butt for their mirth

in their jovial circles and drunken

orgies. From the heart of my friend

alone could I experience sincere

sympathy; but you were far away

from me, and I was therefore oblig-

ed to confine my most delicious emo-

tions within my own bosom, till the

present moment permitted me again

to acquaint you, though but in writ-

ing, with my thoughts and senti-

ments. Now I am once more hap-

py, and fancy that your spirit is ho-
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vering near me. But forgive my
overflowing heart this digression,

and let me return to sober narrative.

Fortune was tolerably favourable

to me at Velvis de Monrey, where

all the inhabitants, who had been

constantly quiet and passive, and

therefore spared from pillage, had

remained at home. I was quarter-

ed on the Signor Pastor. As I

understand Latin you know, I was

extremely welcome to my host. At

first, indeed, he was exceedingly re-

served, owing probably to the gene-

ral hatred of the clergy to us ; but

we soon became better acquainted

:

he submitted to what he could not

help, and began to converse freely

and frankly with me. He conduct-

ed me about the village and its

agreeable environs, and lastly to the

very ancient castle which gives its

name to the place. According to

his account, this castle, which really

commands a magnificent prospect,

was chosen by a Moorish king for

his belvedere, and thence received

the appellation of Velvis de Monrey

(fine prospect of my king) ; and it is

said to have been fitted up with the

utmost splendour. The castle is un-

commonly strong and massive: on

this account probably the Holy In-

quisition in the sequel obtained pos-

session of it, and transformed the

otherwise agreeable edifice into a

theatre of horror. Though the

apartments of this castle are much
decayed, and the whole structure is

nodding to its fall, I could perceive,

from various circumstances, how
dreadful this place must have been.

The great hall, in which the tribu-

nal of the Inquisition was held, was

also much decayed, and now served

for the abode of owls, lizards, and

serpents: yet there were still left

many vestiges of ancient places of

torture, and still more in a vaulted

apartment contiguous to the hall, in

the walls of which several iron rings

were still fastened. In the hall it-

self I observed a wooden block four

feet high, with chains strongly at-

tached to it, on which condemned

persons were beheaded. This block,

as my conductor told me, is still used

for confining dangerous criminals.

In the centre of the hall was a trap-

door, which, with the utmost exer-

tion of my strength, I succeeded in

raising. I beheld a pit to which the

eye could discover no bottom ; a se-

pulchral smell issued from it; a stone

which I threw in was a considerable

time in reaching the bottom, and to

judge from the sound, it must have

fallen into water. Into this pit the

carcases of the victims of intolerance

were probably thrown, and thus

withdrawn from all farther inquiry.

I could not help thinking, that in

later times many of our straggling

comrades might have here found a

grave, covered with everlasting si-

lence. This idea had such an effect

upon me, that I dropped the door,

the jar of which in its fall resounded

awfully through the empty apart-

ments. In the lofty subterraneous

vaults, which are still in tolerable

preservation, were every where to

be found vestiges of their former ex-

ecrable destination, either to deprive

unfortunate wretches for ever of the

light of day, or to reserve them for

the flames or the axe of the execu-

tioner. I had seen enough of these

scenes of, thank God, past atroci-

ties ; and all the unhappy victims of

monkish fanaticism seemed to issue

from the dark corners of the vaults

and of the lofty rooms. I began to

feel uneasy in the company of one of
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their former persecutors, who, as wo

walked round, could not quite sup-

press a secret smile of complacency :

and I was heartily glad when we had

again reached the village.

Much as I liked the picturesque

situation of this place, and highly as

my host entertained me many an

hour, I was not the less pleased

when we received orders to march,

for the nastiness for which the Spa-

niards are notorious seemed here to

have arrived at its highest pitch.

We had received intelligence that

the enemy had taken post at Torre-

cillas, and went to meet them. Cross-

ing the Tajo at Almaraz, we pursued

our march by way of Torrigos to

Torrecillas. Contrary to our expec-

tation, we here found no enemy, and

occupied a very agreeable position

in a wood of oaks, at least so we
called those trees, the proper name
of which I do not know. They are of

the size of our oaks, and have beau-

tifully green but prickly leaves, and

a fruit exactly like acorns, which has

a very sweet taste. As to real acorns,

there are none in all Spain.

On the road from Velvis de Mon-
rey, I was particularly struck by a

tower, which was extremely well

built, and had probably stood for

ages, detached on a hill, at the foot

of which Almaraz is situated, and

by which the road passes at a little

distance. I should have liked to

view it nearer, but on the one hand,

I was obliged to remain with my de-

tachment, and on the other, it would

not have been advisable to straggle

alone from the troops in so wild and

bushy a country, which seemed pe-

culiarly adapted for the haunt of

banditti. The whole road to Alma-

raz was strongly intrenched; for in

Vol. L No. ML

the first campaign, the Spaniards

had here had a strong camp, in

which they were surprised and all

made prisoners by our troops. In

crossing the Tajo, I could not help

noticing the ruins of the beauti-

ful bridge, which has been destroy-

ed during the war. From a print

which I saw at my host's at Yelvis

de Monrey, it must have been re-

markable as well for the beauty as

the boldness of the architecture,

since it consisted of a single arch,

which extended from one bank of

the river to the rocks on the other,

and must have been of extraordina-

ry breadth.

Though our position at Torrecil-

las was agreeable enough, on account

of the beautiful shady trees, yet we
were exceedingly annoyed, especi-

ally at night, by the prodigious num-

bers of large lizards and scorpions,

which gave occasion to many curious

scenes. One of our men one morn-

ing opened his knapsack for the pur-

pose of taking out his loaf; but on

peeping into it, he started back with

affright, for a lizard had taken up

its quarters close to the bread. An-

other, who had quickly clapped on

his cap, snatched it off again as

quickly, and threw it from him with

a loud scream. A scorpion had

nestled in the lining of the cap, and

when he put it on, stung him on the

head. The animal was caught and

crushed, and the wound smeared

with the juice, which, as we learned

from the Spaniards, is the only anti-

dote against the sting of the scorpion.

Our soldiers often made a cruel but

entertaining sport with these animals,

which may give you some idea of the

character of this reptile. They made

a circle of red-hot ashes, and placed

T
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a scorpion in the midst of it. The
animal sought to escape, but was

stopped on all sides by the hot ashes,

and drew back. Finding that it

could not get away, it turned up its

tail, at the lower extremity of which

is the sting, and stung itself under

the scaly skin of the head, till it died

from the effect of its own venom.

In this camp we passed eleven

days, and all of us expected to re-

main longer. I too had made my-

self a hut of boughs, and scarcely

had I furnished it with tables and

seats of turf, when orders were given

to march. Our route led to Merida,

a town situated on the Guadiana. At
first the march was tolerably plea-

sant, till we arrived at a plain six

leguas and a half long, which ex-

tends to Merida. Here the heat,

which had increased to an intolera-

ble degree, fatigued us : there was

not a shrub or tree to moderate the

burning rays of the sun; we were

parched with thirst, and not a drop

of water was to be found. Two vol-

tigeurs and seven carbiniers of my
company died suddenly, and many
others shared the same fate. Only

figure to yourself the horrid scene

—

to behold these men, your comrades

in every danger, now extended on

the parched ground; to hear them

beg for God's sake for a drop of wa-

ter, without being able to relieve

them; to be obliged to leave them

behind, and abandon them to certain

death, attended with the most dread-

ful torments ! Never was I so im-

pressively taught to detest the horrid

lust of war as in these painful mo-

ments; and we shouted aloud for

joy, like the Crusaders of old on

discovering the towers of Zion, when
the walls of Merida appeared in view.

We at length arrived here totally

exhausted, and as we neither saw

nor heard of any enemy, we were

quartered upon the inhabitants, but

advanced posts were stationed as

usual. My billet was addressed to

an apothecary, a very polished man,

but, as I soon perceived, extremely

jealous ; so that if I wished to avoid

putting him out of humour, I durst

scarcely exchange a word with his

lively and loquacious wife, who was

moreover watched by a dragon of a

duenna. That this was no hardship

for me, notwithstanding the enticing

looks of pretty Mrs. Apothecary,

you will easily believe.

More another time respecting the

town and its environs, for I must

take a few moments to write, accord-

ing to promise, to Madrid.

JEMIMA AND WILLIAM.

(An Event during the Struggle for American Independence.)

A body of loyal emigrants from

Cross Creek, in Pennsylvania, under-

took the hazardous exploit of joining

the British army in Carolina. Their

leader, a gentleman of the name of

Macniel, had been an officer in the

Seven Years German war. His per-

son was tall and athletic; his figure

commanding, and among the High-

landers and others whom he had

conducted across the Atlantic, he

maintained the authority of a patri-

archal chieftain. His sagacity and

agricultural knowledge assisted them

in managing their affairs ; his wisdom

prevented or reconciled differences,
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and his liberal kindness secured the

confidence of all the settlers.

Mr. Macniel sent trusty messen-

gers by different routes to propose

to the commander of the British

forces at Williamsburgh, that he

and his followers should surprise the

garrison. The governor and council

assembled at Willisburgh ; but soon

after the departure of his envoys,

Macniel received certain information

that the success of his enterprizemust

depend upon prompt execution

:

therefore, with three hundred fol-

lowers, one half native Highlanders,

the others their descendants born in

America, and some English and

Irish soldiers, he came suddenly up-

on Willisburgh, carrying off the

leading men and the garrison, with-

out resistance. However, the coun-

try was alarmed, and Macniel with

his band found it necessary to con-

ceal themselves in forests or bye-

ways by day, and to proceed by

night. He knew all the country,

and this knowledge enabled them to

procure provisions.

When he had advanced two-thirds

of the way, he found the republi-

cans occupying a pass which he and

his party must open by the sword,

or perish in the swamps for want of

food. At this time, he had more
prisoners to guard than the numeri-

cal amount of his followers. He left

these in custody of a division of his

men, and charged the enemy with

such impetuosity as they could not

withstand. He and a few of his

chosen friends were killed, and the

survivors put themselves under the

command of Richard Smith, an

Englishman, who had been a soldier

in the 55th regiment.

Smith was in all respects qualified

to bring this exploit to a happy is-

sue. Intrepid, resolute, cool, and

experienced in military duties, his

conciliating manners, his uprightness,

good sense, and intelligence made

him highly respected by his neigh-

bours. He represented to them, that

by taking refuge in the swamps, they

might, by a sure, though slow pro-

gress, join the British army; and all

implicitly submitted to his opinion

and guidance.

The British commander at Wil-

liamsburgh, excited by the arrival of

Mr. Macniel's messengers, made such

inquiries as procured information of

his proceedings and fate. He sent

Major Craig, afterwards Sir James

Craig, and a strong detachment, to

succour the adventurers, with orders

to keep up a discharge of cannon on

their approach to the swamps. The
settlers from Cross Creek emerged in

that direction, being aware that the

Americans had no heavy ordnance.

Half famished with hunger, and

nearly exhausted by fatigue, they

delivered up their prisoners. Hav-

ing rested some days, a party of the

settlers volunteered as guides for the

British army in the march to Peters-

burgh. Of the number was Wil-

liam, the only son of Mr. Smith, who

so ably conducted his neighbours

through the swamps. He endea-

voured to convince William that he

ought to leave the duty of a guide to

men of more experience ; that it was

incumbent on him to hasten home,

as his mother would never be assur-

ed of his safety until she saw him

under her own roof. William took

a letter from his pocket, saying, in a

gay tone, that this voucher for his

safety, written by his own hand, and

delivered by the hand of his father,

would undoubtedly remove all hismo-

ther's anxieties. Mr. Smith saw that

T 2
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his son was not to be dissuaded, and

he knew the attraction that drew him

to Petersburgh had for greater pow-

er than any motive he could urge.

He likewise hoped that aAve of the

British army would effectually con-

duce to extricate from distressing re-

straints a young person in whom he
had long felt a paternal interest.

When Richard Smith took up his

abode at Cross Creek, Hezekiah
Armiger and his wife shewed the

strangers many civilities, and they in

return were serviceable to Armiger.

Mrs. Armiger, an amiable woman,
much better educated than her hus-

band, suffered much from his violent

arbitrary temper and gross manners;

but Mr. Smith's influence in pro-

cess of time meliorated his domes-
tic conduct, and, as Mr. Smith saw
this unbounded confidence, he be-

came attached to his rough neigh-

bour. Mutual good offices cement-

ed an intimacy between the families.

Mr. Smith had been severely wound-
ed at Ticonderago, and was in con-

sequence often ailing for several

years after he settled at Cross Creek.

Mrs. Smith's health was also impair-

ed by following her husband through

different climates, and their oply sur-

viving child was delicate from the

same cause. Mrs. Armiger was the

tender assiduous nurse of all Mr.
Smith's family when visited by sick-

ness, and they esteemed and loved

her in life, and proved their respect

for her memory.

William Smith might be six years

old when Mrs* Armiger bore an

eighth daughter. Mrs. Smith had a

son two months earlier; but he was
a weakly babe, and notwithstanding

her own condition, and a bad cough
that hung about her all the spring,

Mrs. Armiger attended her friend in

a tedious confinement, and could not

be persuaded to desist from watching

the fast declining child. He died

two days after Mrs. Armiger was de-

livered of a girl, and as her strength

seemed unequal to the anxious and

fatiguing cares of a nurse, Mrs.

Smith begged to have the infant, to

console her for the loss of her dear

little Dick. Hezekiah Armiger se-

conded this request to his wife, and

she assented, adding, with a look of

meek resignation to heaven, that she

should die satisfied, since the most

helpless of her children would be

under such kind protection. Smith,

wiping his long eyelashes, solemnly

rejoined, " And God so prosper me
and mine as we deal with this adopt-

ed daughter."

" Amen," said Mrs. Smith.

Mrs. Armiger lived but ten days,

and then Mrs. Smith took the child

to her own house. Her motherly

superintendence assisted the elder

girls from time to time in regulating

their father's household matters, and

she often saved them from his rigor-

ous and unreasonable exactions.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith reared and

educated Jemima Armiger as though

she had been their own daughter

;

and William loved her with more
than brotherly love. Jemima return-

ed William's affection with deep-

rooted tenderness, and the fond lov-

ers should have been united in 1 779,

if political discordance had not es-

tranged Richard Smith and Heze-

kiah Armiger. Armiger was a ve-

hement partizan of the republican

cause, and took every opportunity

for pointing out the advantages to

be expected from joining the stand-

ard of freedom. His respect for

Mr. Smith restrained him from mak-

ing direct proposals for him to en-
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gage with the patriots; but under

various pretences, especially on ac-

count of Jemima's youth, he threw

obstacles in the way of her union

with William Smith. At length,

having heard a surmise of Mr. Mac-
niel's communication with the British

commander in South Carolina, and

that William Smith had been ob-

served travelling in that direction, he

called upon Mr. Smith, and express-

ed much chagrin at his absence from

home, being come, as he said, on

some particular business. Smith,

when he returned, went to Armiger's

house; who, in a blunt overbearing-

manner, asked him to say at once,

whether he intended to join the

sneaking adherents of Britain, or the

manly defenders of freedom? Smith

replied, he was not accustomed to be

so rudely catechised ; but since his

neighbour had plumped the ques-

tion, he would remind him, that Eng-

.land gave birth and nurture to Ri-

chard Smith. He was the sworn

servant of King George III. and

would die rather than break his oath

of allegiance. But he could partly

excuse Armiger for overlooking all

ties, except those that bound him

to America, since his forefathers,

through several generations, were

born in that country ; and he thought

that men in a private station might

be friends in all other respects, though

they could not agree in political views.

Armiger was at this time elated

by the prospect of rising on the ruins

of the British power in the colonies

;

and forgetting allhislong accustomed

deference to Mr. Smith, he swore

that he scorned such a mean com-

promise, and all that could endure

it, even if they could boast of laurels

earned at Ticonderago, and watered

Aith the blood of fi»e wounds.

Smith, in a calm, but determined

voice, said, he defied all mankind to

say he ever had boasted of his mili-

tary services or sufferings. Vaunt-

ing was not the characteristic of a

British soldier; and it appeared to

him best to change the subject of

conversation. Armiger, emboldened

by Smith's forbearance, swore he

must either give up canting about

his filial duty to England, and act as

he should do to his foster-mother

America, or that his Jemima should

never be the wife of William Smith,

nor darken the door of Richard's

house. He had taken her home the

preceding day, till that point had
been decided according to his wishes

;

and though Richard Smith was a

richer fellow than himself at the pre-

sent moment, he might soon be in

circumstances to settle his eight

daughters more honourably than

among hirelings of British butchery.

Smith was the tallest man at Cross

Creek, and in his youth a dexterous

bruiser. He felt his choler flaming,

and scorned such a diminutive splay-

footed antagonist as Armiger. With
an effort of self-command, he said,

he would not return railing for rail-

ing, as they had once been good
friends, and that no man but Jemi-

ma's father should pass with impu-

nity, if he dared so to insult him.

So saying, he departed without see-

ing Jemima, lest her father might

treat her harshly for admitting him.

Armiger saw his eldest girl passing

the window, and told her to desire

Jemima to be ready in half an hour,

to visit her aunt at Petersburgh. All

the girls, except the eldest, were in

a large out-house, assisting in the

preparation of tobacco for a whole-

sale dealer; and as the eldest over-

heard her father speaking in a high
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key to Mr. Smith, she had the pru-

dence not to tell Jemima he had been

at the house. Jemima was stunned

by the order to prepare for a jour-

ney: indefinable forebodings sad-

dened her mind ; but she had never

dared to ask a reason for any com-

mand of her despotic father. She

was ready when he called for her,

and was hardly seated in her aunt's

house, when he told her, with little

preamble, that she must think no

more of William Smith, the enemy

of America.
" No pouting, no tears," continued

the brutal tyrant, " unless you wish

to have love flogged out of you with

the cart-whip."

Her aunt, a bold, masculine wo-

man, from whom Armiger had con-

siderable expectations, now interfer-

ed, telling him, in a peremptory man-

ner, to leave Jemima to her manage-

ment entirely, or to take her away

instantly. If he had business to do

in the town, she advised him to be-

gone and settle it. Jemima saw no

more of him till next day, when he

came to bid his sister farewell, and

to repeat his denunciations against

Jemima, if, at his return, he should

not find her as much disposed to

hate all the enemies of her country

as became the daughter of a staunch

republican. Her aunt, in real com-

passion, though with seeming dis-

pleasure, commanded the unhappy

girl not to stand idle, but to go and

finish the whitewashing of the walls.

Armiger set out without seeing his

daughter again, and her aunt kept

her at active employment, to prevent

her from brooding over her sorrows.

The day was too busy to allow the

workings of imagination or memory

to nurture the passion, which she

felt had increased by opposition,

and which almost since childhood

had mingled with every present im-

pression, every recollection of the

past, or anticipation of the future;

but when retired for the night, her

mind was filled with intense solici-

tude, mingled with faint gleams of

hope that her father might relent, and

the most perfect conviction of un-

changeable attachment on the part of

the upright, generous William. Itwas

possible some propitious event might

once more restore them to each other,

never to separate: " But, oh! my
father never yields," said she to her-

self; and again the agony of despair

shook her frame, and sleep fled from

her pillow. Her bloom withered

;

her brilliant eyes became dull and

hollow ; and when in a short time

her father returned, with a suitor she

had formerly rejected, both cried

out, this was a spectre, a changeling,

and not Jemima Armiger. In his

coarse way, her father added, she*

was breaking her heart for Josiah

Rawlins, and he had come to com-

fort her.

Jemima dared not contradict her

father, and as all her chance of

avoiding a detested marriage must

arise from gaining time, she was civil

to Rawlins. But she accidentally

discovered that a clergyman was en-

gaged to perform the ceremony next

day; and in this dire extremity she

took a suit of clothes that had be-

longed to the deceased son of her

aunt, in which disguise she got out

!
of the house after all were in bed.

Before morning she had gained the

shelter of a wood, and she travelled

southward, for two reasons : her fa-

ther would pursue her northward,

supposing she had gone to claim the

protection of her adopted parents

I at Cross Creek ; and she had aho
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heard of William Smith having gone

to make some communication to the

British commandant at Williams-

burgh. She hoped either to meet

with her affianced spouse, or to throw

herself upon the commiseration and

honour of the good Lord Cornwallis.

Any risk was less terrible than a

forced marriage, and many were the

perils she had to encounter. She

had no food but the wild produc-

tions of the forests; and when she

climbed a tree for a nightly retreat,

she heard the savage prowlers in

contest with a weaker species, or

raising their horrid voices in yells of

hunger or pain.

While the dearest object of his

heart was suffering for her fidelity

to him, William Smith, in his jour-

ney to the south, had been much

hurt by the fall of a heavy arm of a

tree upon his shoulder. He was se-

veral days unable to move, and the

messengers who, by different routes,

were sent to the commandant at Wil-

liamsburgh, were some of them re-

turning before William could ven-

ture to leave his quarters : two neigh-

bours waited for his convalescence,

and they fell in with the emigrant

expedition only a few hours previous

to the engagement with the repub-

licans, in which Mr. Macniel gained

a victory at the expense of his life.

Mr. Smith took care not to afflict

his son in the hazardous and painful

traverse of the swamps, by telling

him of the provocation given by Ar-

miger. He merely said all at Cross

Creek were well. However, some

of his acquaintances informed Wil-

liam of Jemima's visit to her aunt at

Petersburgh, which induced him to

offer his services as a guide to that

place. Jemima could not foresee that

her lover was on the verge of a wood

where, like a frightened bird, she

cowered among the thick foliage;

but she heard martial music, and
knew the British troops must be at

no great distance. Her heart flut-

tered with the most agitating hopes
and the most appalling fears; yet, if

she lost this opportunity, another

might not occur, till too late. She
was summoning courage to offer her-

self as a recruit, when four persons

appeared. They were stooping down
to gather plants and dig up roots, so

that she could not discern their fea-

tures.

Unhappily this was one of the days

when the soldiers were allowed some
hours of rest. They had made a

long march the preceding day, and
were now to halt till noon. A young
assistant-surgeon, an assiduous stu-

dent of botany, rose early, and ac-

companied by William Smith and
1 two soldiers, went to the woods to

botanize. The soldiers were left at

some distance to dig the roots they

marked; and still bending in search

of new productions, the surgeon and

William Smith came very near the

tree where Jemima lodged. The
surgeon, being nearest, heard a rus-

tling in the branches, and saw a face

nearly covered by a large hat. He
concluded this must be a scout of the

enemy. He gave William the con-

certed signal, which "was " Marks-

man." In an instant William fired,

where he saw the ruffle of a shirt

more conspicuous than the darker

habiliments of the supposed spy. The
victim, with a faint shriek, fell to the

ground: that voice struck on every

agonizing chord of William's feel-

ings. He raised Jemima in his arms.

The fatal ball had entered her chest.

She bled, but not copiously, for the

effusion was chiefly internal. On
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seeing the surgeon draw near, she

besought him to vise no means for

prolonging her life. It would be in

vain. She was dying, and wished to

die. All she entreated was, that her

corpse might be interred without re-

moving any part of her dress ; and

that the surgeon would conceal from

every one, that the victim was an un-

fortunate girl. She related the ca-

lamitous events that compelled her

to assume a masculine garb :
" And

now, sir," said she, " I have only to

commit my beloved William to your

humane consolations. Speak to me,

my love," said she ;
" your fixed eyes

terrify me. Oh ! speak to me, dear-

est William, while I can hear the

blissful sounds ! The greatest, the

only benefit I could receive was death

;

and I bless God, that, without guilt

to yourself, you have saved me from

committing suicide. I have often

since we parted, I mean since I came

to Petersburgh, been almost tempted

to destroy myself; and I would have

thrown myself into the water, or

have stabbed myself, rather than

submit to a forced marriage. Speak

to me, O William ! I shall soon speak

no more to you."

William gazed on her with vacant

looks. Petrified by griefand horror,

his senses were suspended. But

when she expired, he uttered a loud

cry, and fell into convulsions, grasp-

ing her lifeless body so firmly, that

she could not be separated from him.

He was soon released from hopeless

despair by the kind hand of death.

One grave received the faithful

lovers.

The soldiers supposed the unfor-

tunate youth must have been a dear

relation or friend of William Smith's;

and the surgeon kept Jemima's se-

cret during many years, except that,

in a letter to his father, he gave the

sad intelligence of William's tragical

end, and its cause. This letter he

intrusted to one of the guides on

his return to Cross Creek.

Mr. M. has been heard to say,

that during several years a . day sel-

dom passed without presenting to his

mind's eye the lamentable catastro-

phe we have imperfectly related.

After raising Jemima from the grassy

sward, William Smith, with tender

caution, seated himself, and took her

on his knees. To staunch the wound,

he tore from his neck a cravat, which

her fingers had ornamented with

needle-work; muttering, " She did

this for me, and I have killed her
!"

This was his last symptom of rational

self-possession. From that moment

a vacuity more blighting than dis-

traction pervaded his intellects. His

face bent over Jemima, and hers was

turned to him with the expression

of a pitying angel, as her head re-

clined on his bosom, and her accents,

almost inaudible, were employed to

assuage his grief. Mr. M. had im-

mediately dispatched the soldiers for

a litter and proper dressings for the

wound. Before they returned, Je-

mima had ceased to suffer ; and Wil-

liam was in a state which prognosti-

cated a speedy relief from his con-

vulsive struggles.

B. G.
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ON THE CONDITION OF THE FAIR SEX IN DIFFERENT
QUARTERS OF THE GLOBE.

No. II.

Ix the wild and brilliant scenery

of Africa, woman is ruled with de-

spotic sway* If commanded by the

lord of her destiny, she must attend

him through rolling billows of sand

in the desert, or assist his slaves in

tilling the ground ; and on the slight-

est suspicion or offence, the wretched

creature is sold to more oppressive

bondage in the West Indies, if not

gladly undertook a journey to the

interior, as he wished to see the ter-

ritory of Dahomey, and understood

the language.

The physician had been seized

with a fever on his way, so that Mr. 1 1,

arrived at Dahomey before him. The
king was several hours dead. The
corpse, arrayed in many bales of

silk, woollen and cotton cloths, was

doomed to expiate her imprudence
|

of enormous bulk. The outer gar-

or her crime in a watery grave.

The king's wives must kiss the

dust when they receive or communi-

cate a message from their royal mas-

ter—for consort he camiot be termed.

The King of Dahomey has several

wives, and three thousand females

trained to martial exercises. They
accompany him to battle, and sur-

round his person in the fiercest com-

bat. This peril of life is not all—

a

dying monarch often desires his fa-

vourite wives, his elephants and hors-

es, and most splendid weapons of

war, to be inhumed with his body.

Such was the last will of King

Thoma, the great king of Dahomey,
and conqueror of Whidah. The
surgeon of a slave-ship witnessed

this shocking ceremonial in the year

1752. An embassy from Dahomey
was sent to the British factory in

that kingdom, to call medical aid for

the suffering Thoma. The factory

is two hundred miles to the east of

Cape Coast Castle. A physician ac-

companied the chiefs of the embas-

sy, while a few proceeded to the

nearest harbour in quest of another

doctor. Mr. H. obtained leave from

the commander of his ship, and

Vol. I. No. III.

ment was red velvet, and the head

was covered with a gold-laced hat.

Two of his favourite wives held him

in an erect position, under the shade

of a palm-tree. An immense multi-

tude had gathered behind the fe-

male guards, who, at respectful dis-

tance, surrounded the royal remains

;

and when the crowd observed the

English surgeon, who was come too

late to be of service, they joined in a

howl that seemed to pierce the skies.

Mr. H. nevertheless, received every

possible civility and attention. He
was invitee! to witness the funeral

rites ; and in the mean time he in-

formed himself of the Dahomean

customs. The tall corpulent wo-

men who supported the royal de-

funct, took their station there when-

ever his remains were laid cut in

state, and they must neither eat,

drink, nor move from the spot, until

they walked into the grave, with the

high honour of embracing the mor-

tal relics of King Thoma ; whence,

covered with earth, and by the

shades of night, he should ascend to

the stars, where the faithful wives

would also be assigned a place. Ve-

ry early in the morning, the grave

U
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was excavated by the female warriors.

It was of a circular form, as the

king must stand erect, supported by

his wives. A pit of vast capacity

was dug by men for the king's ca-

mels and horses.

The royal obsequies commenced

by the women warriors singing, in

wild, simple, choral strains, a pane-

gyric of the mighty deceased. Mr.

H. wrote the words in short-hand;

but an officer of the court was sent

to inquire the meaning of his em-

ployment. He expected this inter-

ruption, and was prepared to obviate

offence. He replied he was prepar-

ing charms, or fetiches, which must

have particular efficacy, having the

influence of a monarch so soon to

beautify the stars of the firmament.

Mr. H. had full leave to proceed.

When the voices ceased, the royal

corpse, supported as formerly, was

advanced to the brink of the grave.

Profound silence reigned, and by a

sloping path, the wives and their

sacred charge reached the bottom.

Here two of the Amazons extend-

ed on the point of a lance a green

leaf rolled up, which each of the

wives took into her mouth and swal-

lowed. The women warriors poured

the earth upon the grave, repeating

the song of praise already copied

by Mr. H. Mr. H. saw two ca-

mels and four fine horses staggering

and drooping. He supposed that,

like the inhumed wives, they had in

mercy received poison. They were

quietly led by a sloping way to the

bottom of the pit, and whenever their

leaders reascended to the surface of

the ground, multitudes shoveled the

earth over those animals. A flou-

rish of drums, trumpets, and other

noisy instruments, concluded the ce-

remony; and the new king entered

upon his functions.

His first act was to send Mr. H.

a present of gold-dust and ivory, at

the same time claiming an exclusive

right to the fetiches, of which Mr.

H. did not doubt he would make a

! profitable traffic. He spent three

!
days in tracing numberless duplicates

of the fetiches, and with a proper

escort returned in safety to his ship.

PANEGYRIC OF THOMA.
Great King of Dahomey, and Conqueror of

Whidah.

Thoma, great King of Dahomey,

with a body like the trunk of the

boabab, and limbs as the limbs of the

elephant. The broad back of the

hippopotamus is small compared to

the shoulders of Thoma. His face

as the beams of noon, a light of

worlds; his teeth white as camel's

milk, and his smile the joy of all na-

tions on the face of the earth. In

the doubtful contest for victory, his

presence among warriors as the wa-

ter-melon; the palm and date tree to

the eye of a traveller escaping from

the wild and lonely lifelessness of a

sandy ocean in the desert, and pass-

ing from the short moss and scarcely

living shrub, to plains and woods in

all their beauty. The wrath of Tho-

ma poured as a sweeping whirlwind,

hurling destruction on armies, as a

pillar of sand bursts over the insect

tribes on the borders of Sahara.

The two eyes of the sky, Dooma-
gra and Zolifala, were the grandsire

and sire of King Thoma. He was

born of his bright-faced mother the

sun, and suckled at the far-hanging

moon in cool shades of the night.

He sparkled as a merry star in high-

arched skies; but stooping over a
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spreading ensada, to admire the pur-

ple-spotted stem and clear red

lie tumbled on the golden and azure

plumage of a sow manga, south of

Arebo. The bird spread her glob-

ing pinions, and the star held fast,

while his shining rays left a track in

the upper air: the coromantine mon-

keys sprung from tree to tree, to fol-

low the streamy light; the antelope

bounded over the rich herbage and

flowers ; the lion and tiger shook un-

bounded forests with their dreadful

voice of homage; and the grunting

hippopotamus rose from deep rivers to

1 gaze on the glory of Dahomey. The
star descended to the east of Abomey,

and gently rolling on the grass, new
plants and tree.; shot up wherever it

touched the soil. The star grow to a

king, a conqueror of the terrible in

other wars; and Abomey became the

chiefof cities. All men crawled on the

earth before KingThoma, greatest of

the great: and thousands of women
bore arms for his service. But he is

gone to give new beams to his mother

the sun ; he is gone to brighten ail the

stars, and to take his place, the iirst

and brightest of the shining hosts.

FRENCH FEMALE PARLIAMENT.
No. II.

CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES.

Fob. 10.

Madame Belle-Ta'dle rose to call

the attention of the Chamber to the

present state of walking dress. She
observed with regret, that the shawl

was no longer the exclusive enve-

lope adopted by women of fashion,

its use being now in a great measure

superseded by the pelisse ; a dress

She began by declaiming with great

vehemence against the mask of pa-

triotism which some members of

that honourable Chamber adopted,

in order to forward their own private

ends ; but she trusted that there was

still too much public virtue left in the

majority of the members, to permit

their sacrificing the interests of the

greater part of the ladies of France

which had evidently no other recom- I to the selfish views of a few. She,

mendations than warmth and com- for her part, looked on the pelisse as

fort, considerations which a woman ', a national dress, and should never

of ton never ought to regard, when
!

;

consent to its being abandoned. (Cries

they interfered with the display of from the left side, " No, to be sure,

her charms. She trusted, therefore, I
the pelisse suits the gross dames.")

that the Chamber would take the

matter into that serious considera-

tion which it deserved, and pass an

act for confining the use of the pe-

lisse to the middling and lower

classes.

Madame la Grosse mounted the

tribune with such precipitation, that

it was some time before she could re-

This allusion to her figure threw

Madame la Grosse into such agita-

tion, that the remainder of her speech

was not intelligible.

Madame la Presidente interfered,

and having, with some difficulty, pro-

cured silence, Madame Mediocre

mounted the tribune, and in a very

neat speech argued in favour of the

cover breath enough to commence
|

pelisse, which she said deserved the

her speech; a circumstance wdiich oc- \
support of those who had the good

casioned some tittering among the j|
of their country at heart, as it was

juvenile members of the cbu gauche.
!

a garment better calculated than any

U 2
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other to preserve the £iir persons

of his majesty's liege subjects from

the inclemency of the weather; and

to enable them to appear, as gentle-

women ought, in a style becoming

their rank, without tempting them to

the extravagant expense which the

wearers of shawls commonly incur-

red.

Madame VAncienne-Mode follow-

ed on the same side; but she took a

wider field for the display of her

eloquence. She observed, that she

was pleased to see the pelisse gene-

rally adopted, not only for the rea-

sons which her honourable friend

had just given, but because the gar-

ment itself had, from its antiquity,

strong claims to be regarded with re-

spect. (Here several members le-

velled their glasses at the fair speak-

er, in a manner that proved they ap-

plied the observation to her own pe-

lisse, which was certainly none of

the newest ; but without appearing to

notice their behaviour, she proceeded

with admirable sangfroid.) "I repeat,

that the origin of the pelisse is ex-

tremely ancient : all that can now be

ascertained respecting it is, that it

was originally of French invention,

and first appeared in this country at

the period when female dress began

to assume a regular form ; or to speak

more definitely, it was the first gar-

ment which the ladies assumed when
they threw off the skins of animals,

with which till then they had, in com-

mon with the men, enveloped their

lovely figures. .It was afterwards

adopted at different times and un-

der different names by all the na-

tions of Europe, until of late years,

when it has been generally laid aside,

till recently revived by ourselves. It

is now, as I am informed, slowly

making its way in other parts of the

Continent and in England. I move,

therefore, that we continue it till it

is generally adopted by our neigh-

bours, when, for the sake of our own

reputation, it will be necessary to

substitute something else in its place."

Madame Bongoiit begged to cor-

rect the mistake of the honourable

member. The pelisse was neither a

French invention nor an ancient one
;

it was of Italian origin, and was first

imported into France during the time

of Cardinal Mazarine : it was then

generally worn all over Europe, un-

der the name of the cardinal: it con-

tinued during a long time to be a fa-

vourite envelope with ladies of dis-

tinction, but at last became the out-

door dress of the female peasantry

of England, the majority of whom
do to this day appear in red and

grey cloth cloaks, differing very lit-

tle in form from the cardinal or pe-

lisse; which is probably the reason

why English ladies will not adopt it

even in the most expensive materials,

except as a wrap for public places.

" Thus," continued the honourable

speaker, " it is very plain, that the

pelisse has no claim whatever on

the score of antiquity ; and certainly

as to the vulgar considerations of

warmth, comfort, and economy, they

ought not to weigh with a fine woman,

when it is a question of being com-

pelled to wear so odious a disguise."

Here the debate became exceed-

ingly animated, and many ingenious

arguments were urged on both sides.

The cbtt droit expatiated on the

economy, warmth, and convenience

of the pelisse. The cbtt gauche

treated these considerations with the

keenest and most pointed ridicule.

" What," asked Madame Belle-

Taille, " what are those paltry mo-

tives to the grand object which a
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French lady ought always to keep in

view? I mean the glory of her coun-

try; and in what way can she contri-

bute to it so effectually, as by the

display of her charms? But will any

lady tell me, that this can be done

with a pelisse? No, I repeat that the

thing is impossible : whereas a shawl,

though apparently as complete an

envelope, can be managed in such a

manner as to give every advantage

to the figure: if thrown carelessly

back, it displays the bust; if dispos-

ed in drapery round the form, it adds

to it a thousand graces ; and when
suffered to fall carelessly from one

shoulder, and then hastily re-adjust-

ed, it never fails to give an advan-

tageous idea of the shape. It was

impossible that these considerations

should not have their weight with a

legislative body so famed for wisdom

and patriotism as that Honourable

Chamber ; and I trust that it will act

upon them in excluding the pelisse."

Madame Belle-Taille descended a-

midst loud applause.

Madame Parvenue then mounted

the tribune, and having handsomely

acknowledged that she could add no-

thing to the weight of her honourable

friend's arguments, so far as related

to the advantages which the shawl

bestowed upon the figure, she beg-

ged leave to suggest another consi-

deration in its favour, and one that

she trusted would weigh with every

woman of spirit; that was, its high

price. (Cries from the other side,

" The pelisse may also be made ve-

ry costly.")—" I grant it might, but

certainly it very seldom is: whereas

the well-known value of the cache-

mire immediately denotes the rank

of the wearer, who, consequently, can

never be confounded with those wo-

men of the lower class who inso-

lently affect to ape the costume of

their betters; and so powerful in my
mind is this single consideration, that

I should, if there were no other in

favour of shawls, give my vote for

them."

Madame VArare hoped that this

last consideration would not weigh

with the generality of the Chamber,

few of the members having the same

reason as that lady for desiring to

be expensively habited, since they

had not been equally lucky in filling

their pockets during the Revolution.

(Cries of " Shame! shame! no per-

sonalities !") " Nay, when I see the

real interests of our body about to

be sacrificed, that one lady may have

an opportunity of shewing her shape,

and another of displaying her wealth,

I think it is high time to remind

such people " (This last phrase

gave so much offence to Mesdames
Belle- Tattle and Parvenue, that they

rose in their places, and began speak-

ing together with so much vehe-

mence, that Madame VAvare was

overpowered by their united clamour,

and it was a considerable time be-

fore harmony was restored.)

When we could again follow the

progress of the debate, we found

Madame le Ttmcraire in the tri-

bune, who, in a speech of some

length, endeavoured to demonstrate

that shawls and pelisses had nearly

an equally injurious effect upon the

figure. She pleaded strongly for the

adoption of the rtdingote, made ex-

actly to fit the shape, with a rich

scarf tied round the throat.

A member in reply observed, that

as this was the costume by which

Englishwomen were generally dis-

tinguished, it could not with propri-

ety be adopted by French ladies.

Madame le Thntraire. " It is for
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that very reason I think it ought to
j

be adopted." (Murmurs of disap-
j

probation from all parts of the Cham-

ber.) " I must repeat my words,"

cried she with firmness. " Is it not in

effect a challenge which these Eng-

lish give us by appearing in a dress

so calculated to display the figure?

Do they not in fact defy us to com-

pete with them, and thus brave us

even m our very capital ? Shall we

then shrink from a competition, and

by so doing, tacitly confess our infe-

riority? No, let us rather fight our

antagonists with their own weapons,

and shew that Frenchwomen excel

other nations as much in the beauty

of their shape, as in the graces of their

air and manners."

The honourable member descend-

ed the tribune amidst loud applaus-

es; but after considerable argument

on all sides of the question, her mo-

tion was negatived, as well as that

of Madame Belle-Taille ; and con-

sequently pelisses will remain predo-

minant till the next meeting of the

Chamber, when their expulsion is

confidently looked to, as it is report-

ed, on good authority, that the cote

gauche will take care to secure a

considerable accession of votes.

SOME PARTICULARS

A DESCRIPTION of Brasil, and of

the manners and customs of its in-

habitants, by Messrs. Taunay and

Denis, natives of France, who have

been some years resident in that

country, has been just published at

Paris. We shall present our readers

with a few extracts from that work.

St. Sebastian, better known under

the name of Rio Janeiro, was found-

ed in 1567, and erected into a capi-

tal city in 176o : it is built on the

seashore, between three mountains,

which command it; their summits

are covered with forts and batteries.

When you arrive in the harbour, you

find it very tantalizing, after so long

a voyage, to have a good many for-

malities to go through before you are

allowed to land. The inspectors of

health, the custom-house officers,

and the agents of police to receive

your passports, arrive successively on

board. The vessel is also speedily

surrounded by boats filled with Ne-

groes, wrho come to sell oranges, ba-

nanas, and water-melons. You are

RESPECTING BRASIL.

struck on landing with a heavy and

j

oppressive smell, which you fancy is

|

musk, but it proceeds in reality from

|
the number of Negroes, that are

seen in all parts of the town. The
I first street in which the traveller

;
finds himself, is called the Straight-

|

street, though, by a contradiction

rather ludicrous, it is perhaps the

only one in the town that really is

not so: this street is chiefly inhabited

by merchants, and the principal en-

trance to the custom-house is in it.

The houses in Rio Janeiro are usu-

ally from two to four stories high,

and built in a pretty regular manner.

They are of granite, with iron balco-

nies, which are generally adorned

with two balls of gilt lead. The best

built street, and that which has the

greatest trade, is called Rua do Ou-

vidor (Judge's-street.)

At the end of the Straight-street

stand the metropolitan church and

the palace of the governor, which

the royal family were obliged to

make use of for their residence on

their first arrival, but afterwards the
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king lived principally at a country-

house. The excessive population

renders lodgings scarce at Rio Ja-

neiro, and both apartments and pro-

visions are extremely dear, it is a

general custom that those families

who depend on the court should

take a part of their salary in pro-

visions.

The groat number of troublesome

and noxious insects with which the

Brasils abound, render SLtnoustiquaire

very necessary about your bed. An
excellent precaution against these

insects is, to have a paper prepared

with a kind of soap pasted on the

wainscot: chambers, where this pre-

caution is taken, are no longer sub-

ject to the visits of scorpions or

other noxious reptiles; yet, strange

to say, the inhabitants in general neg-

lect a means of defence so certain,

and, at the same time, so easy.

Furniture of a cheap and very sim-

ple description would best suit the

climate of the Brasils, where heat,

damp, dust, and fogs, all unite to

destroy the most expensive move-

ables in a short time. One may ea-

sily be convinced of this by the fact,

that the hardest and most polished

steel speedily appears like old iron

covered with rust. Notwithstanding

this, say our travellers, luxury makes

great progress: the coaches that

were in general use on our arrival,

even those of the court, were nothing

but bad post-chaises, drawn by a

couple of mules; two years after-

wards, those sorry equipages were

transformed into magnificent car-

riages, drawn by horses elegantly

caparisoned. The same increase of

luxury is observable in the furniture

of houses, and particularly in the

dress of the ladies. The brilliancy

of the diamonds, which cover the

bosom or the hair of the Portuguese

and Brazilian belles, is inferior only

to the lustre of their eyes.

Two of the most lucrative profes-

sions at Rio Janeiro are those of the

coiffeur wad the dancing-master: the

latter in particular is a personage of

considerable importance ; he has ;i

carriage sent by his pupil to convey

him to give his lesson, and he re-

ceives for each lesson twenty-five

francs ; while the poor teacher of

languages trudges on foot, perhaps

from one extremity of the town to

the other, to give a lesson for two

francs.

Some of the customs that still pre-

vail in this country have been trans-

mitted down from the time that the

Moors had possession of Spain and
Portugal: the manner, for instance,

in which the ladies seat themselves

with their legs crossed under them
;

and their common habit of takino-

repasts without a table, by having

them brought in upon mats, which
are called esteras.

One of the most indispensable ar-

ticles for an European breakfast-

table is not to be found at Rio Ja-

neiro; we mean fresh butter: it is

supplied with salt butter from Ire-

land. We find few of the vegeta-

bles of Europe, and butchers' meat

is not of a good quality. They kill

very little mutton ; their pork is ex-

tremely good. Game is abundant

and very fine, and fish excellent.

Their choicest fruits are pine-apples,

oranges, and the fruit of the man-

gitier, which, when of a good kind,

is exquisite.

They celebrate Good Friday in

one respect as we do New-Year's

day, by making each other annual

presents. A troublesome and fool-

ish custom prevails during the two
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days before the beginning of Lent,

of throwing wax-balls, made hollow

and filled with liquid, at those who
pass through the streets : formerly

these balls used to be filled with

scented water, but at present that is

not the case.

There is nothing remarkable in

their manner of celebrating mar-

riages and baptisms. They bury

their dead with their faces uncovered;

and it is a strong proof of the salu-

brity of this warm climate, that not-

withstanding they bury in churches,

there are no epidemic distempers.

The burial of an infant has more the

air of a festival than of a funeral

:

they attire the little corpse in the

costume of the petit St. Jean in the

processions ofthefete Dien in France.

It is under the name of anginhos

(little angels) that mothers shew

them to their children: " Come," they

say, " come and look at the little

angels: you would be like them if

you were dead."

The manner in which families go

to church has something in it very-

primitive: the oldest of the family

walks first, and the other members
follow according to their respective

ages ; their slaves close the proces-

sion, marching one by one.

The months when the heat is most

excessive at Rio Janeiro, are De-
cember, January, February, and

March. The houses are built so as

to render the heat as supportable as

possible, every means being taken to

procure a free circulation of air. Each
house has a corridor, into which all

the chambers open. The greatest

part of the windows have no glass,

but merely wooden shutters, to fas-

ten at night. Many of the inhabit-

ants place porous vessels filled with

water outside the windows : this me-

thod keeps the water very fresh.

Our travellers speak thus of an

excursion which they made into the

country a short time after their ar-

rival: " Vegetation assumes here a

vigour both of form and colouring

which we have no idea of in tempe-

rate zones : towards noon, when no

cloud mitigates the intensity of the

heat, the leaves of the trees appear

to be of brilliant metal, painted

with the deepest green, and burnish-

ed. We constantly met on our road

Negroes carrying on their heads

baskets full of charcoal, or conduct-

ing mules loaded with it. This valley

is still covered with trees which have

never yet felt the axe, and the first

speculation of those who purchase

land in it, is to make charcoal to sell

in town. Nothing can be more ma-

jestic than those primitive woods,

through which we were obliged to

force a passage by felling here and

there wTith a hatchet the lianes of

every kind, which interlaced them,

and which wound themselves even

to the tops of the highest trees. It

is dangerous to traverse these woods,

from the number of venomous rep-

tiles with which they are infested;

and the traveller never thinks him-

self safe out of the frequented path.

Accidents, however, do not happen

very often ; but it is enough that the

danger threatens every where, to poi-

son the pleasure one feels in con-

templating the beauties which na-

ture has lavished on the country."

( To be concluded in our next.)
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GAELIC RELICS.

No. II.

Relics of the olden time are pre-

sented to the readers of the Reposi-

tory, not as exclusive characteristics

of the Gael, but as general outlines

of native heroism, fidelity, and manly

virtues, inherent in a free people,

unspoiled by luxury, and attached by

affection and generous pride to the

land of their fathers. The compo-

sitions of the bards, preserved by

oral tradition in Wales, Ireland, and

the Highlands of Scotland, have

transmitted to us many facts and cus-

toms that do honour to the innate

dispositions of our ancestors ; and it

cannot be doubted, that if the war-

like deeds of the Anglo-Britons had

employed " the mouth of song,"

they would have rivalled their more

sequestered neighbours. In this view,

how exalted is the province of po-

esy! The fire of genius only can

perpetuate " the blaze of renown."

Heroes, who "covered fields of fame"

in the rich and lovely vales of the

south, are forgotten; while their co-

temporaries, in an isle of inferior

magnitude, and in the Cambrian and

Caledonian mountains, yet live in

bardic celebrity. The lament for a

piper slain by the invader for warn-

ing of danger the head of his peo-

ple, and the traditional anecdotes of

other " voices of battle," are but spe-

cimens of the British spirit of valour

in all ages and conditions. A ge-

nuine Gael sincerely feels and avows

this truth; and the interests and ho-

nour of all parts of the three united

kingdoms are now so entirely blend-

ed, that every thought of rivalry

should be abhorrent and extinct.

Vol. I. No. III.

The bard and harper were held

in profound veneration ; but the pi-

per was allowed undisputed pre-emi-

nence over the multifarious retainers

in the establishment of a Highland

chieftain. He was honoured as the

" voice of battle;" and the office be-

came hereditary, by his sons, or near-

est of kin, qualifying themselves to

" swell the notes of heroes in war."

A certain extent ofland, with a suit-

able domicile, was termed the piper's

portion, and with the family-piper

descended from generation to gene-

ration. The piper not only excited

his clan to mighty exploits by spirit-

stirring sounds, but he seized every

opportunity for signalizing his own

courage and self-devotion. A few

instances will shew how they prefer-

red death to the least dereliction of

duty.

In the first feud between the men

of Athol and Argyle, a piper, at-

tending the Campbell knight of Ach-

nabreck, rushed among " the crowd-

ing foe," and presenting his person

in every direction to cover the wound-

ed knight, he continued to peal the

pibroch to encourage his clan. It

was customary for warriors skilled

in leechcraft to provide themselves

with the leaves of a low-growing

plant, in Scotland vulgarly called

plantain major and minor, being of

two kinds, with large and lesser fo-

liage. In the Gaelic language both

were termed herb of healing; and

the sanative property is still resorted

to for cuts or sores among the poorer

classes, who apply the fresh leaf as

a plaster. With the hjerb of healing

X
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the piper staunched the wounds of

his leader: he regained sufficient

strength to assure the faithful ad-

herent, that all applications must be

unavailing ; and he would die satis-

fied, with the piper's promise to reach,

if possible, the castle of Achnabreck

in time to place it in a posture for

defence, and to save the life of his

heir, yet a child. Then, and not till

then, the piper transferred his atten-

tions to his own wounds, while he re-

mained with the knight till he ex-

pired. Though exhausted by loss

of blood, he fulfilled his engagement,

made a gallant resistance, and de-

feated the enemy. His son officiated

as piper, for he was too much re-

duced " to swell the call of the burn-

ing soul," and though mortallywound-

ed, he did not retire from the barti-

zan while one man of Athol kept his

ground. The victory being com-

pleted, he bade his son restore the

pipe to his hand ; and holding the

instrument in his dying grasp, com-

posed an ode " To the fame of the

departed knight of Achnabreck,"

concluding with lines never surpassed

in heroic self-devotion. He says, that

his only regret in death was, that

" in the fight which bereft his tribe

of a leader bright among ten thou-

sand heroes, the piper could not be

endowed with three hands, two for

the pipe, and one for the sword."

His last words addressed a sublime

apostrophe to the pipe, which should

never leave his hands while life en-

dured, though he could no longer fill

the echoes with those sounds that

waft the souls of the brave to the

long repose of their fathers.

A piper of the Macdonald kings

of the Isles, being superseded by his

son, on account of his great age, was

left at home when the chieftain un-

dertook an expedition far to the

north. The Island of Islay was in-

vaded by a host of foes, and the old

piper hastened from Finlaggan to the

coast, to apprize the Macdonald

king of the Isles, that an ambush

awaited his debarkation. He saw

the fleet of his chieftain pressing to

his own shores, unsuspicious of dan-

ger or treachery, and " all the fire

of his youth rekindled, to save the

king of heroes from falling into the

snare of little men." Under the

potent impulse of clannish self-de-

votion, " his heaving breast again

awakened the viewless son of the

rock;" and he played extempore a

pibroch, which warned the chief not

to land without a reinforcement of

friends and followers. It seems the

language of the pipe was perfectly

understood in those days : the chief

profited by the counsel of his ancient

servant; but the piper paid with his

life a last tribute of fidelity. This

pibroch now pertains to the family of

Clanronald.

The Macdonald kings of the

Isles held their court at Finlaggan,

an islet in a lake near the centre of

the Island of Islay, where vestiges

of the houses and chapels are still

extant. The Bishop of Argyle and

seven priests officiated at the august

ceremony of his coronation, and he

was at all public displays of his mag-

nificence surrounded by a guard,

called Luchtalghte, or chosen peo-

ple. To such as are curious in an-

cient records, we beg leave to re-

commend Colonel Stewart's Sketches

of the Highland Character, for the

most authentic details on this head,

and all others relating to the clans.

In the first volume there is some ac-

count of the fraternal friendship of

three Campbell families ; one of whom,
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afterwards distinguished by the de-

signation of Duntroon, is spoken of

in the following lament for a piper

as Niel Oig, the patronymic pertain-

ing to the chief of that tribe. A
bond of friendship had long sub-

sisted between the kings of the Isles

and the family of Niel Oig ; and

when the redoubtable Alister-dhu,

King of the Isles, ravaged all the

western lands of Argathela, occu-

pied by the Campbells, he not only

spared Niel Oig and his vassals, but

proved his unbounded confidence by

coming to the castle of Duntroon

with only seven of the Luchtaighte

to protect his person. Three days

of festivity were spent in the most

cordial friendship. On the fourth

morning, Alister-dhu departed; but,

unhappily, one of his attendants had

affronted a knavish fool who made
sport for the guests. The revenge-

fid Abhach Gorach, or idiot dwarf,

went to the bartizan, and with an

arrow shot the offender as he sat

near the king of the Isles, steering

his berlin out of the bay of Crinan.

As he had not sufficient force to re-

sent the outrage, he hastened home,

and soon returned to call Niel Oig

to a hostile account. Niel Oig's pi-

per happened to be on the brow of

a headland at some distance from the

castle, and having learnt, when a

prisoner with the men of the Isles,

that they came as foes, he asked per-

mission to sound the pipe, as his si-

lence at that hour would create alarm.

His arms being unbound, the piper

composed a pibroch, intimating the

purposed attack ; and the intrepid

performer was cut to pieces a as the

splintered pine." Three turrets of

the castle were burnt before a herald

bard could arrive at the ship of

Alister-dhu, and inquire the grounds

of his hostile procedure. An ex-

planation was followed by a renewal

of the bond of friendship.

LAMENT roll A PIPER.

Mangled, cold, and low lies the

echoing voice, the loud blast of

warning, when fire-brands were kin-

dled against the castle of Turrets.

Stiff is the bold hand that proclaim-

ed from hill to hill the coming sleep

of the bright-haired chieftain of the

skieSjdropping to repose in his western

wave. Lovely is thy course, O warm-

bosomed chief of day ! heroes stride

in thy light, rejoicing in the clang of

deadly weapons; and the feast of

victory beholds thy rays of gold and

crimson on smooth-faced waters; or

if the keen edge of steel hath pierced

a mighty heart, the failing eyes are

turned to thee, since, long as thy

rolling years, and far as thy shining

steps, shall spread the sound of their

deeds, and thou alone canst travel

wide as the fame of the brave. A
blue rock of renown speaks to future

times of the faithful and true that

died for the leader of his people.

Future warriors shall listen to his

name in the mouth of bards, and

their fire of valour shall burn with

ascending light on the hours of far-

famed strife. Echoing voice of war,

voice that unsheathed the fierce-

gleaming sword, and led hosts of the

valiant to renown ! for thee all the war-

riors of the Turrets stand darkling,

the sons of grief, with spears revers-

ed, and the men of the Isles mourn

over the rage of their steel. Aloud

they wail for the voice of battle, the

voice of joy, lost by the treacherous

shaft of Abhach Gorach, and a bond

of friendship, knit on fields of the

great in arms, broken by the wrath

of a moment ; a bond of ages held

X 2
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firm on fields, where the men of the

Isles and the men of the Turrets,

as the roar of winter floods, swept

over thousands of their foes, and as

tender shoots of the mountain-pine

in the folds of squally winds, their

foes were hurled to destruction.

Alister-dhu, lord of the Isles and

king of heroes, trod the halls of the

castle of Turrets. He came to a

tried friend, where all were foes, and

of his hosts he brought only seven

of the Luchtaighte ; and had he

come alone, unarmed, still he was
safe, for the heart of Niel Oig was

locked in the heart of Alister-dhu.

All the coast had bent beneath the

storm of his wrath ; but no deathful

weapon was drawn upon a follower

of Niel Oig, no brand of fire passed

over his lands. Alister-dhu came to

the castle of Turrets, and Niel Oig
spread his wide feast of friendship.

In the open soul of friendship the

king of the Isles came and departed

;

but as frost-rime from a barren marsh

can blight the ripening berry of ma-

ny forests that defy mighty tempests,

so Abhach Goraeh blasted the bond
of friendship. Mouth of idle words

and grinning mischief, the high-soul-

ed leader of Clan Colla saved thee

from tossing on the tree of shame:

but thy wavering path is broken up
for ever; for on thee lies the wasting

curse of amournful people. Withered
be the hand that stretched the bow-
string, and darker than the gloom of

night be the eye that guided the hiss-

ing dart! Thy ill-omened shaft sti-

fled the voice which rung from cliff

to cliff, as fast-following gusts of all

the winds, yet pleasant as a gale of

the west to the brow of the mariner.

Chief of the sons of power to awake

the ear of valour! edge of the two-

pdc'ed steel! bravest to raise the

flaming spirit of answering shields,

when onward rolled the fight to the

heaving of thy manly breast, and the

unceasing play of thy fingers! grey

in the sounds of war, his locks wan-

dered in the evening breeze, and

mixed with the long-streaming en-

signs of the pipe, as he strode along

a dark rock of foamy tides. A war-

boat draws near. He advances to

salute the men of the Isles. As the

tall fern of autumn whistles to the

growing squall that soon shall tear

her slender arms, so fearless replied

the son of music to the scowling foe

;

for never had the head of Clan Colla

broken the bond of peace and friend-

ship with the castle of Turrets, nor

had a scout of ocean watched for

their sails.

" Come to our feast of shells,"

said the men of the Isles,

" I wait the evening call of Niel

Oig," said the son of music.

" Our calls are first," hoarsely

spoke seven riders of the leaping

waves; " and our chief wills, that the

son of music shall join our gladden-

ing song of brawny-armed rowers.''

They force the son of music to

their bark. As stormy clouds tin-

ged with the red gleam of lightning,

every eye kindles to rage, while a

vassal leader questions the strength

of the Turrets.

" Since I must, I go with you,"

said the son of music; and though

in bonds, his soul was strong. Calm

he looked on the deathful steel, and

bold spoke his tones, though he saw

strife in every face. " The chief of

Turrets will man his lofty towers and

thick walls, if the voice of evening

shall not ring from cliff to cliff a song

of repose to the bright-haired orb,

dropping among mountain shadows

in the western main: all the power of
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his vassals shall rush to aid, and their

name shall not be unheard among
the valiant."

His arms are unbound; but the

pealing salute of his breath gives

warning of danger. A hundred

boats crowd in wrath, and a hundred

swords are at his firm heart. Daunt-

less he smiles in scorn at the messen-

gers of death, and with furious

strokes his stately form is hewed as

a splintered pine. The king of the

Isles urges his tall ship, and leaping

into the war-boats, cries shame on the

dastard wrath which struck the brave

unarmed—the brave, that rung the

call to manly fights in his day of

bonded friendship with Niel Oig.

The benches of the rowers are dyed

with the blood of a mighty heart:

no billowy sea, no deep-flowing river

can wash out the stains; and the

king mourns the blemish of his re-

nown. To appease his angry grief,

the men of the Isles push hard for

conquest on shore. The gates of the

castle are fired. The blaze spreads

on wings of the winds. Three tur-

rets, scathed and unroofed, load with

flame-crested smoke the face ofnight,

and wrap the trembling stars. The
bard of Niel Oig demands why a

friend of the last moon has come
with the fire-brand and battle-axe of

a foe. Abhach Gorach, shrieking as

the ill-omened owlet of night, thy deed

of treachery is revealed, the tree of

shame is thy doom; but the high-

souled chieftain of Clan Colla dis-

dains a poor revenge.

The warriors of the Isles and of

the Turrets, with all their saddened

friends, bewail the son of music, fal-

len as a noble stag of the wilds struck

by a barren fragment dashing from

the rugged brow of a hill. The
ghosts of departed heroes, and the

spirits of the tumbling tides, have

preserved the remains of the valiant

and true; and as a grove fresh with

the dew of heaven, his people have

found the mangled limbs that strode

stately to lift the voice of battle.

Deep-bosomed in the lovely bay of

ships, his scattered remains were ga-

thered by the airy shades of warriors

of old, long ascended to bright-skirt-

ed wreathing mists of rest, and liv-

ing sons of fame placed a blue rock

of renown over his mouldering bones.

The mouth of song shall roll his

name to ages far unborn; and the

stars of valour, dim in the course of

ages, shall leave their halls of repose,

to hail the mighty ghost of him who
died for the leader of his people.

Future sons of renown shall hear

how bards have sung in tears, and

heroes have sorrowed over the voice

of warlike awakening, that breathed,

out his flaming soul, unchanged

amidst a host of foes. His bed of

years shall be sweet, and dear to the

musing sons of song shall be his

name. Their mouth shall be filled

with his deeds, and his spirit, dwell-

ing in light, shall listen to the echoes

resounding his fame.

As the sun with all his streamy

rays bursting from a cloud, and

hushing to peace the vapours of tem-

pest, so the bond of friendship is re-

newed with the king of the Isles

and the chief of the Turrets. Their

people rejoice in a feast of peace,

and the strengthening of their hands

fills with dismay every foe. Like

Fingal, first of heroes, the king of

the Isles and Niel Oig of the castle

of Turrets have grasped the sword,

and their foes gave them fame on

wide- skirted fields of the ejreat in

E.G.arms.
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MEMOIRS OF A LETTER.
" Blest be the man, his memory at least,

Who found the art thus to unfold his breast,

And taught succeeding times an easy way
Their secret thoughts by letters to convey."

—

Revolving in my mind the other

morning which of my lucubrations

I should send to the Repository,

and pacing my library, first deter-

mining on this serious and then on

that comic sketch, I happened to

strike my foot against a terme, which

supported a bust given me by the

inimitable Chantry. I heard a rus-

tling behind the books which lay un-

derneath, and immediately before

me flew an opened paper, bearing

the resemblance of some epistle,

which spread itself at my feet.

If I were amazed at the manner

in which this paper seemed to be pro-

pelled before me, how much more

was I astonished when I heard it ad-

dress me in the following terms, but

in a voice small and still as that

of Conscience herself, whose whis-

pers so often pass unheard among

us: " Be not surprised, but listen,"

squeaked my new acquaintance.

" Letters to be sure have until now

been denied a vocal medium, but how

many a quiescent inanimate object

has become animate at the pleasure

of your literary gentry ! Atoms have

uttered satires, pins have talked

scandal, guineas have discovered the

duplicity of politicians; and to go

further, donkies have moralized, and

coach-horses preached sermons ; and

as if the waking thoughts of authors

were insufficient to swell our over-

grown libraries, Johnson has describ-

ed visions, and Addison dreamed

dreams. Rut, allons! fear nothing;

take me up, and lay me upon your po-

lished library-table : it will give me
mnch pleasure to have my story told

-Guardian, No. 173.

by a gentleman who writes with such

perfect satisfaction to

—

himself, as

you do ; and I am sure, such ink as

must be contained in that beautiful

nr-molu inkstand, with such beauti-

ful transparent pens, must round a

period much better than the clumsy

ink-horn of Cervantes, and the musty

worn-oat stump of John Milton or

Tom Chatterton." I was too much
astonished to do more than I was

bidden, when my new acquaintance

roused me to action by the following

commencement of his memoir:
" The first day on which I saw

the light was the 1st of January,

1822, in an elegantly furnished bou-

doir. The authoress of my being

was a lady of the name of Rhoda
Temple, with whom it is necessary

perhaps that you should be acquaint-

ed. Rhoda, at the period of which

I am speaking, had reached that age

when it behoves a woman, who al-

most despairs of being married at

all, not to be too nice. Rhoda per-

haps was too well aware of this, and

fell into the other extreme. In her

youth she was called bewitchingly

handsome, at least so I once heard

her say : of these earlier particulars

of her life, of course, I cannot speak

from my own experience ; but I did

hear Adams, her waiting - woman,

who kept me in her pocket two days

before I was put into the post-office,

although she was ordered to attend

to this point immediately; during this

time, I say, I heard enough to be able

to collect the following particulars of

her history

:

" Early in life Rhoda had fixed
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her affections on a handsome and

frank young soldier, by whom she

was indeed adored; but this union

being prevented by their parents,

who feared that their pecuniary re-

sources might not keep pace with

their love, and he being killed in an

affair of honour, she was indeed left

desolate in a world which had not

now a single charm worth living for.

'Tis dismal to see the aged sinking

into death through the arrows of

misfortune; 'tis more dreadful still to

see the young a prey to despair : hut

though a love-letter, I do not profess

to be a sentimental one. She was at

this period scarcely twenty; from

twenty to thirty is a long time to

grieve. For a long time, it is true,

she refused comfort ; but what will

not time effect ? She met Sir George

Sinclair at Cheltenham, whither she

had been taken by her friends ; and

he, struck with a beauty which he

thought grief had made uncommon-

ly interesting, and provoked to a

combat by the little chance he had

in succeeding, after a year's constant

assiduity to please, at length suc-

ceeded in gaining something like a

manyplace in a heart wdiich for

years had been desolate.

" The sun once more shone on

Rhoda with its almost wonted cheer-

fulness; the charms of nature im-

parted a joy to her breast, to which

it had long been a stranger. If she

loved not herself, she esteemed, and

she felt that she was beloved ; and

she ventured to draw once more a

little scheme of happiness in the

magic lantern of her life, when, one

evening, word was brought, that he

who had once more taught her to

live was no longer in life: he had

been thrown from his horse, and in-

stant death had ensued. Once more

were all her airy vision.: dispelled.

If the misfortune of her early love

had imparted to her breast a sad, a

cheerless feeling, it did not injure her

temper; she bowed to the stroke as

the lily bends to the storm : but this

second frustration of her plans caus-

ed her to become violent, irritable,

and untractable. She never once

gave it a thought, although she knew

J

it, that Sir George was a determined

and unprincipled gambler, who would
soon have made her wretched, and
that his love might only be like a
ray of sun in the darkness of winter.

She did indeed recover his loss soon-

er than she said she should, but she

returned to the world dictatorial and
arrogant ; and in assuming to herself,

at the age of thirty-eight, the charms
and vivacity of twenty, insured no
respect from the males, and set all

the females against her. Poor Rho-
da now felt all the mortificationwhich
a little self-denial might have saved

her; and sat down before the other

sex, as she singled each one out, with

a firmness which seemed to say, ' I

am determined you shall marry me;'

and in acting on this determination,

she was in fact removed further than

ever from her wishes.

" At the time I was forming under

her hand, she owned herself forty

:

her eyes were still full, black, and
dazzling ; but they owed something

to the well-coloured and cultured

eyebrow. Her nose was good, but

beginning to be a letel red at the tip

:

her lips were red, and her teeth

white ; but had Spencer taken from

the latter all that he had manufac-

tured, one dreadful chasm must have

yawned there. A ' browner hue'

would also strive for mastery over

her upper lip, in spite of the conti-

nual requisition with which her etui
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was called into action; and though

Vickery had done all he could for

her hair, for she had paid for it, yet

her tout-ensemble betrayed a very

different appearance from the repre-

sentation of that arch gossamer-like

nymph who appeared in a superb

frame in her aunt's dressing-room,

painted by young Lawrence a few
years ago. Her figure too, she said,

was getting large: alas! the allite-

ration, fat, fair, and forty, was too

much realized to make her feel it

complimentary, whatever she might

do twenty years hence. Her foot

too was even larger that it was wont

to be, at least so the stupid shoe-

maker had dared to tell her : never-

theless, when Gilbert's boots, laced

nearly to strangulation, were starting

on her feet, she fancied she had the

same neatly turned ancle once the

admiration of the haut-ton; and when
attired for the Opera, which possess-

ed not all the charms it once had,

she was sometimes gratified by the

flattering voice of Echo, who bore on

the breeze, ' Devilish handsome crea-

ture !' without hearing its draw-

back ' still' or ' yet.' The precise

amount of Rhoda's property she

scarcely knew herself, but she did

hope that, with it and the stock of

beauty she still possessed, she might

captivate some sprig of nobility, some

lord or lordling, or she would marry

even a baronet if a man of haut-ton,

and then reform altogether.

" At the time she was fabricating

me she was angling for the twentieth

time, and you may guess, hackneyed

as she was in Love's high-ways, the

agitation of her mind after penning

such an epistle as your humble ser-

vant. Read me and judge.
"

' My dear Scudamore,—Were I

to consult the formal whispers of pru-

dence, I should probably treat your

cruel negligence with the contempt

which it deserves : but, alas ! when
I would do this, your former tender-

ness to me disarms my anger ; and I

should hear from your lips what I

know might perhaps agonize my too

young and susceptible heart. Tell

me then, and murder while you tell

it, the wretch whose love is the only

excuse for this tender avowal; and

let the haughty marchioness, who has

not a particle of affection, but plenty

of dissimulation, pride herself that

she keeps you from me, and has

robbed me of all I ever held dear.

" ' But recover yourself, my dear

Scudamore, I will be alone any even-

ing you appoint; or dread the ven-

geance of an injured female, but one

who yet loves you too well, the

wretched ' Rhoda.'
" Having read me, or at least having

read as much of me as she thought

proper to her waiting-woman, who
applauded me to the very echo, she

folded me up carefully : but what was

my astonishment, after she had writ-

ten on my back ' Colonel Sir Frede-

rick Flugleman, Antler-Lodge, Lei-

cestershire,' on beholding her seize a

lighted taper! She dropped several

particles of hot wax on my front, and

pressing hard upon me some little

golden bauble, which gave an im-

pression of Vive VAmour ! she then

delivered me with twenty cautions to

Adams. At the end of two days the

waiting-woman gave me to Mr. Cork-

screw; Corkscrew after dinner gave

me to William. William, putting me
in his best coat-pocket, forgot me
till the following evening, and gave

me next morning to black Jem.

Black Jem handed me next morning

to dirty Dick, with a penny, some

ham and cold chicken ; but he, being
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detained until the post had gone out,

with Sam the butcher at chuck-far-

thing, at length jammed me through

a crevice in a window, whence I tum-

bled down among a number of my
own species.—Oh! what a change,

Mr. Jenkins! for I think I have

heard you called Mr. Jenkins," con-

tinued my manuscript friend, " what

a change did I undergo ! I who was

born amidst a thousand aromatic

odours, most of which, it is true, I

was robbed of in my transmigration

from Adams to dirty Dick ; but after

being dropped in this gulph profound,

I became no longer a letter of qua-

lity. We were in a grave which le-

velled all: never surely were intelli-

gent beings crowded into such a place.

What sounds of woe, what excla-

mations of joy, burst upon my ears,

as we related at least the beginning

of our several contents ! Here was
' Divine object of my soul'—inter-

rupted by ' Sir, my little account of

;

so long standing'—with ' Yours of

the 12th ult. came to hand'— ' Lines

to Miss Jane Finch'—and ' If you

run in debt, you may rot for me, your

affectionate father, J. Miles'—with

much other matter as incongruous

;

some subscribed, ' Your humble ser-

vant,' while refusing to obey their

wishes— ' Dear sir,' to persons un-

known to each other—and ' I have

the honour to be' set at the foot of

a letter calling the correspondent a

' rascal.' I had just prided myself

in the height on which I reposed,

when our cell-door was lifted up,

and a thundering storm of newspa-

pers came raining on our heads, and

thrust me edgewise between a cheese-

monger's order and a warning to a

country curate to quit. Here I lay

not long: a thumping parcel, tied

with red tape, kept us at a distance

;

and once more quietness, though not

order, was restored."

(To be concluded in our next.)

THE LATE KINGS LIBRARY.

It is universally known that his

late Majesty, George III. collected,

with equal judgment and liberality,

at Buckingham-House, during the

course of his long life, a library,

which, for value and magnitude, is

scarcely surpassed by any in the

kingdom. This library the present

King has, with truly royal munifi-

cence, presented to the British na-

tion. The motives which actuated

this donation, developed in a letter

which may be regarded as the deed

of gift, are most honourable to his

Majesty's character, to which we can-

not pay a higher tribute than by

subjoining that document. It is as

follows

:

Vol. I. No. III.

Dear Lord Liverpool,

The King, my late revered and

excellent father, having formed, during

a long series of years, a most valuable

and extensive library, consisting of about

120,000 volumes, I have resolved to pre-

sent this collection to the British nation.

Whilst I have the satisfaction by this

means of advancing the literature ofmy
country, I also feel that I am paying

a just tribute to the memory of a parent

whose life was adorned with every public

and private virtue. I have great satis-

faction in making this communication

through you. Believe me, my lord, your

sincere friend, G-. R.

Pavilion, Brighton,

Jan. 15, 1823.

The Enrl of Liverpool, &c.&c

Y
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Since the purport of this letter

was made public, much speculation

has been afloat as to the place where

the library is likely to be deposited

—a point which will of course be

left to the decision of the represen-

tatives of the nation. A notion seems

to be entertained by some, that it will

go to augment the copious literary

treasures already amassed at the

British Museum. This course, how-

ever, seems liable to objections. The
respect due to the royal founder of

this library, and to his illustrious suc-

cessor, should, in our opinion, forbid

the idea of blending it with any

other collection ; in which case, per-

haps, it might run the risk of being

dismembered by the disposal of many

of the works which it contains as du-

plicates. Had our voice any influ-

ence, we should say, let it be kept

whole and entire ; and since new

buildings must be erected at the na-

tional expense for its reception at the

British Museum, why should not a

distinct edifice be raised, as a special

monument of the patronage of lite-

rature, and the truly royal munifi-

cence of our Third and Fourth

George ?

THE PATRIOTIC CONVICT.
TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

Every one who has paid any

attention to the character of the

French, must know how strongly

they exemplify a proverbial expres-

sion of their own, and with what

admirable self-possession they can

faire bonne mine a mauvais jeu. Such

is the effect of this quality on the

senses and the understanding of our

volatile neighbours, that what any

other nation would regard as a signal

defeat, they exult in as the most

glorious of triumphs ; and that a deed

which would overwhelm a native of

any other country with shame and

despair, is with them a subject of

boasting and a title to merit.

A curious story, which serves to

illustrate this subject, is given in the

Narrative ofFreijchiefs Voyage, by

M. Arago*, the draughtsman to the

expedition, in which the author,

* Just published, in English and French,

by Treuttel, Wiirtz, and Co. Soho-square,

in a thick quarto volume, with twenty-

five spirited lithographic designs.

avoiding all nautical details, describes,

in a lively, familiar style, the men
and manners of the countries which

he visited. This story I have tran-

scribed for the amusement of your

readers.

" I cannot," says the voyager, " re-

sist the inclination of giving you an

accoimt of a Frenchman of the name

of Morand, whose son, a perfectly

honest man, is now the possessor of

a magnificent establishment at Syd-

ney, and who cultivates in the inte-

rior an immense tract of land, ac-

quired by the labour and economy of

his father. This Morand did not

reproach himself w ith any crime :

he was desirous, he says, of becom-

ing a partner in the Bank of Eng-

land, without advancing any money;

and he took a pleasure in boasting of

his courage and address to all who
went to see him. His story, related

in his own words, is as follows

:

" ' War had broken out between

Great Britain and France : the for-

ces of the two nations were pitted
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against each other; hut it appeared

to me easier to destroy our rival by

sapping its finances than by force of

arms. I resolved therefore, like a

good patriot, to take upon myself

this work of destruction, and to ac-

complish it in the heart of London
itself. If I had succeeded, France

would have erected altars to my me-

mory ; and on how little did it de-

pend that I was not proclaimed the

avenger of my country, instead of

being treated as a felon! Scarcely

had I arrived in England, when I

began my labours, and they succeed-

ed beyond all expectation. Second-

ed in particular by an Irishman, not

less able than myself, and who,

prompted like me by a noble patri-

otism, displayed still more eagerness

for the ruin of England, I was soon

enabled to counterfeit bank-notes

with such perfection, that we found

it very difficult ourselves to distin-

guish those that issued from our

presses from the genuine notes. Al-

ready I exulted : all my arrange-

ments were made for inundating

England with the produce of our

manufactory; I wanted only some
particular information relative to the

numbering, when my companion,

whom I had hitherto regarded as an

honest man, took it into his head to

steal from our store a few of these i

notes, which still wanted some for-

malities, trifling it is true, but indis- I

pensable. He was taken up almost

,

immediately ; and as he had not he-

sitated in one instance to act disho-

nourably, so on this occasion he did
j

not hesitate to behave as a poltroon.

He made a full confession : I was

taken up and carried to prison with
|

him : all the implements, all the pro-

duce of our manufactory were seized,
j

and Great Britain was saved from

the ruin which I had prepared for it.

" ' Evident as the proofs of our

project were, I did not despair

—

thanks to the nature of the criminal

laws of England—of escaping death

;

but such were the weakness and ter-

ror of my confounded partner, that

I had no doubt of the destruction of

both, if I were to be confronted with

this pusillanimous fellow before a

court ofjustice. To prevent my own
fate, which could not have retarded

his, I resolved to persuade him to

rid me of himself. Indeed, as the

author of our misfortune, it was but

just that he should suffer the punish-

ment of it. Accordingly I endea-

voured to convince him, in a very pa-

thetic discourse, that, our death be-

ing inevitable, we had nothing to

think of but the means of escaping

the pain and ignominy ; that setting

one mode of death against another,

it was better to die like men of ho-

nour, than to perish by the hands of

the hangman. The Irishman was

moved, but not resolved: I then

pointed out to him, that, if his own

infamy did not affect him, he ought

at least to spare his children the dis-

grace of being treated as the off-

spring of a man that was hanged

;

and that, if he were unable to be-

queath them wealth, he ought by a

generous sacrifice to save them from

shame and disgrace.
"

' These last reflections inflamed the

Irishman with a noble courage. We
procured some corrosive sublimate.

I pretended to take a dose; he took

one in reality, and died ; and thus,

freed from the imbecile rascal, I es-

caped the gallows that awaited us

both. I was let off for transporta-

tion to this colony, where I am con-

Y 2
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demned to spend the remainder of

my days. Here I carry on with ad-

vantage two of my original trades,

those of a goldsmith and watchma-
ker. The two rascals* who Avork

with me triple my profits. In a few

years I shall be one of the richest

landholders in the settlement, and
already I should be one of the hap-

piest, if I were not incessantly tor-

* Thus M. Morand called such of the

convicts, goldsmiths or watchmakers,

whom he employed in his work at home,

and whom he treated with the most so-

vereign contempt. " Those rascals," he

said sometimes in speaking of them,
" would risk their necks for a watch."

mented with the regret of having

so unfortunately miscarried in such

an honourable undertaking, and see-

ing myself on this occasion consi-

dered as a vile criminal even by those

among you, my countrymen, who
cannot be acquainted with the noble

principles of my conduct, or who do

not properly appreciate them.'
"

Does not this anecdote, asks M.
Arago, afford an interesting episode

for a melodrama ? And, I would far-

ther ask, might not our manufactu-

rers of Toms and Jerries profit by

this hint? I am, &c.

A Glean eu.

London, Jan. 31, 1823.

POPULAR AMUSEMENTS.
Those healthful sports that grae'd the peaceful scene,
Liv'd in each look, and brighten'd all the green

—

These, far departing, seek a kinder shore,

And rural mirth and manners are no more.

Rambling last autumn among the

delightful scenery of Richmond, I

was struck with the variety of de-

nunciations against trespassers and
depredators, which are exhibited in

the front of almost every house, and
at the corner of almost every pad-

dock; and which certainly do not

bear any very flattering testimony to

the honesty and good disposition of

the inferior classes of the inhabit-

ants of that town and its vicinity.

Among them was one, the whimsical

singularity of which appeared to me
to be such, that, " in order to pre-

vent mistakes," as the Speaker of

the House of Commons would say,

I took a copy of it, which I here

present to my readers.

" Steel traps and spring-gims are

placed in these grounds to catch

rogues and thieves; and, if they es-

cape the traps and guns, jiersons

with loadedfre-arms are always on

the watch to fire at them. It is

hoped all persons will take kindly

this notice, and not tresjuiss on these

pre^?lises.
,,

This friendly intimation is evident-

ly the production of some ingenious

humourist, who, besides the pro-

tection of his property, probably in-

tended to raise a laugh at the ex-

pense of the style of terror, as it

may be called, so universally adopt-

ed by his neighbours. In this ob-

ject he has eminently succeeded. It

is impossible not to be entertained

at the image excited by the declara-

tion, that, should the rogues and

thieves be so fortunate as to keep

their legs out of a steel trap, or to

avoid the trigger of a spring-gun,

they will still be exposed to the de-

structive hostility of persons who are

" always on the watch" to fire at

them. The reader fancies he sees

a couple of sturdy, fierce fellows,
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each with one eye shut, and a cock-

ed blunderbuss up to his shoulder,

presented day and night towards the

most assailable point of the " pre-

mises,'' and ready to pour wounds

and death on any unhappy wight

who may venture to shew his cab-

bage-stealing countenance. Nor is

the sly concluding expectation that

all persons will " take kindly" the

caution, the least amusing part of

this droll effusion.

When, however, the mirth which

the perusal of a jeu-desprit of this

description must occasion has sub-

sided, the mind turns with feelings

of a painful nature towards the con-

templation of a state of society in

which it is thought necessary to have

recourse to such menaces for the se-

curity of that, which the laws, and

the implied compact by which both

rich and poor subsist, ought suffi-

ciently to protect. This reflection

naturally leads to the consideration

of the existing character of the great

mass of our population.

Putting out of the question the

propensity to plunder, by which they

are not distinguished from the indi-

gent all over the world, it is gene-

rally asserted, that there is among
the common people of England, more

than among the common people of

any other country in Europe, a bois-

terous, encroaching, mischievous spi-

rit, which renders perpetual vigi-

lance requisite on the part of those

who are liable to suffer by their mis-

deeds. For instance, it is said that

there is no reflecting Englishman

who has visited the superb public

gardens of the Tuileries and the

Luxembourg, and who has there

observed the nice order of the par-

terres, decked with flowers of every

.scent and hue ; the unsullied trans-

parency of the basins, filled with

gold and silver fish, sporting in the

sunbeam; and the perfect condition

of the fine marble copies of the most

celebrated works of antiquity, which
ornament every terrace, and termi-

nate every vista; but must feel per-

suaded, that if, by the aid of an en-

chanter's wand, those splendid and
royal domains could be transported

to the neighbourhood of London,
and the population of the metropolis

were to be permitted suddenly to

pour into them, the most uncontroul-

ed and uncontroulable devastation

would immediately ensue ; that not a

rose or a carnation but would be

either plucked or trampled upon;

not a fountain that would not be

polluted by all sorts of impurities;

not a statue every extremity ofwhich

would not be mutilated, and the pe-

destal ofwhich would not be scrawled

over with the names ofaccomplished

connoisseurs, such as Bill Robinson

and Jack Smith.

Without admitting that this is not

an overcharged supposition, and even

with a suspicion that if such a scene

were actually to occur, some of the

participators might possibly be of a

rank superior to that which is the

subject of our censure, let us in-

quire a little to what the imputed

barbarism of the English people is

attributable. I will not at present

attempt to investigate any of its

more deeply seated causes—causes

which are perhaps productive of at

least as much good as evil—but I

will ask the better informed part of

the community, if it is not worth

while to consider whether, paradox-

ical as the notion may appear, a por-

tion of it may not result from extreme

rigour of restriction. Every regu-

lation in England is prohibitory and
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penal. We are continually saying

to the lower orders what an injudi-

cious mother is continually saying to

her child, " Don't do that." It would

almost seem as if the rich were averse

to the gaiety of the poor, and thought

it an infringement on their peculiar

privilege. For the sufferings of their

unfortunate fellow-creatures, whether

in " mind, body, or estate," the opu-

lent and the dignified evince the

warmest and most generous sympa-

thy. Workhouses, hospitals, and

lunatic asylums abound, and private

benevolence indefatigably supplies

whatever deficiency may be disco-

vered in public charity. But, how-

ever desirous to alleviate the pains,

there appears to be at least a great

indisposition to contribute to the plea-

sures of the people, if not a positive

wish to repress them. A splenetic

friend of mine declares, that when

any magnificent spectacle is to be

exhibited in public, the first anxiety

of the leading authorities is to pre-

vent as many persons as possible

from witnessing it. This is exagge-

ration. But it may fairly be asserted,

that on such occasions there is not

a due solicitude shewn to afford to

the assembled multitude every ac-

commodation compatible with order.

We have no games, like those of the

ancient world ; we have no festivals,

like those of modern continental Eu-

rope. Nay, the few athletic con-

tests, and the few rude sports in

which the commonalty of England

formerly indulged, are sensibly di-

minishing. Of cricket and quarter-

staff little is now heard; and the

outrages which have recently been

committed at some of the wakes and

fairs, especially near the metropolis,

have led to the absurd intention of

endeavouring to abolish what de-

mands only superintendence. It is

a vulgar surgery which precipitately

amputates a limb that skill and pa-

tience might cure. Such, however,

is too much the prevailing practice.

Private combines with public auste-

rity to check popular enjoyment.

On every side we behold and hear

admonitions to the people to abstain

from some pastime of which they are

fond; while no attempt is made to

promote their gratification in any

other less objectionable manner.

When a certain fair voluptuary, af-

ter assuaging her thirst with a

draught of coollemonade, expressed,

in the words " What a pity it is not

a sin !" her regret that the pleasure

did not acquire a zest from prohibi-

tion, she unconsciously furnished the

legislator and philosopher with mate-

rials for profound reflection.

No one can venerate more than

myself the laudable efforts which

have of late years been made to im-

prove the education of the people.

It is impossible to doubt, that the

most beneficial consequences will be

the result. But it may not be inex-

pedient for the meritorious individu-

als who are the most earnest in this

humane and liberal undertaking, to

recollect that man is a compound be-

ing: that he has a body as well as a

mind: that as, in those classes of so-

ciety to which they belong, the mind

preponderates in value ; so in those

for which their benevolent anxiety

has been awakened, the body is of

the more importance. Of course,

I speak of intellect, and not of mo-

rals. Let them guard themselves

from the error of expecting, that

" hewers of wood and drawers of

water" (for so the inferior ranks of

society must, with whatever compa-

rative increase of information, con-
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tinue,) can indulge, or ought to in-

dulge, in the mental pleasures which

are so gratifying to persons of refin-

ed taste, whose whole lives have, on

the other hand, been passed in a

manner that in a great measure in-

eapacitates them for vigorous corpo-

real exertion.

If the current of animal hilarity

is dammed up, and prevented from

running in its native and legitimate

channel, is it wonderful, that as-soon

as, by accumulation, it can surmount

the obstacles thrown in its way, it

should rush downwards in a course,

and with an impetuosity, destructive

of the tranquillity and dangerous to

the very existence of society ?

How simple and how admirable

was the declaration made by the pre-

sent Earl of Huntingdon, on laying

formal claim to the estates of his il-

lustrious ancestors at Ashby-de-la-

Zouch, as it is reported by his able

and enthusiastic friend, Mr. Bell!

" Nothing should give a landlord

greater gratification than to see a

happy and flourishing tenantry a-

rouncl him. As for the boys here,

if it please God that I recover these

possessions, I promise to keep a

pack of the best dogs in the country

for their amusement; and as for the

girls, they shall all have husbands

without hunting for them." This is

a tone that ought to be universally
j

taken. It ought to be taken, were ;

it solely with reference to the enjoy-

ments of the great majority of human
beings; but political unite with so-

cial considerations to recommend it.

If any one proceeding could more
effectually than another defeat the

designs of those traitors who are en-

deavouring to engraft revolution on

discontent, it would be this. Let the

people be amused, let them hep!.-.-! .,-

ed; let them be rendered sensible

that their superiors wish that they

should be amused and pleased, and
how many existing murmurs Mould
speedily be silenced!—Every thing

has a tendency to produce its own
species; and kindness is no excep-

tion to the general rule. What would
be our notions even of the Deity
himself, if the means of positive de-

light were omitted in the scheme of
his providence, and we knew him
only by his interdicts ?

I do not despair of the arrival of
the day when such notices as the

following, if they should not super-

sede, will at least be mingled with

those of a harsher nature, described

iri the early part of these observa-

tions :

" Any body may fish in this pond."
" This park is open thrice a week

for such persons as choose to play

at prison-bars. If they like football

better, there is a capital one at the

hall, which Mr. Jolly the butler is

desired to lend them on asking for."'

" Squire Merryheart will give a

new fustian jacket this evening to the

winner of a foot-race; the best of

three half-mile heats, to be run on
the lawn before his house.—N. 13. All

neighbours may come in and see the

sport."

" There will be a dance on the

common at seven o'clock. The la-

dies of the village will send a barrel

of ale for the young men, and the

gentlemen another of cider for the

young women. Old Tom, the blind

beggar, is to play the fiddle."

W. II. w.
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THREE SPOONFULS OF EXPLANATION, RECANTATION,
AND VEXATION.

TO THE EDITOR.
Sik,

With your permission I hope

to be allowed to give you and your

readers a dose, consisting of three

spoonfuls, or spoonsful, as you please,

of explanation, recantation, and vex-

ation ; which dose is called for from

me by your note to a part of my
string of trifles, light as air, entitled

" Oddities and Absurdities in Lan-

guage, Sfc." and inserted in your

last Number. I will endeavour to

make my physic as pleasant and as

palatable as possible, and trust that

there will be no wry faces made by

those who are to swallow it.

Spoonful the first, being explana-

tion. Now, sir, I assure you, that

I should never have introduced a-

mongst my farrago of oddities (sill//

farrago would perhaps best desig-

nate it), the case of Sjioonfuls v.

Spoonsful, but from the circum-

stance of a lecture I have frequently

had read to me by an excellent

young lady in the country, for using,

what she was pleased to call, the ve-

ry vulgar term spoonfuls, in speak-

ing of a prescription, or something of

that sort, instead of spoonsful, which

she said was the orthodox word ; and

as she reads the Repository, and

knew of course that I dared pre-

sume to be an occasional writer in

that work, she used always to wind

up her little speeches on these occa-

sions with something of this sort:

" I really wonder, Mr. L. that you

should use such an expression, a man

ofletters! fie, sir!" After being called

a man of letters, what could I do ? I

must either have gone on arguing

against a lady, and that you know is,

at best, rude and unseemly, which la-

dy, though censuring and smiling at

me, had yet popped in the aforesaid

compliment by a side wind, or fairly

given up the point. So, after trying

it by such compounds as glassfids,

tureenfuls, basonfuls, and several

more of that tribe, which I did not

seem to like, I yielded at once to my
fair opponent, and surrendered at

discretion. This will be rather a

large spoonful, but as it is a spoon-

ful of explanation, it belongs to it to

say, that I principally introduced this

amongst my other oddities to raise

the question, for I believe most of

them are open to attack ; but now,

backed by your opinion, when I go

again into the country, I can deal

about my spoonfuls of whatever I

please, in anygiven or taken quantity.

Spoonful the second, being recan-

tation. This shall be a small modest

spoonful, just full enough to allow

me to abjure an error, for such I am
bound to believe it is, by the deci-

sion of so great an authority as the

Editor of the Repository* ; and I

* In return for this ironical compli-

ment of our good-humoured correspond-

ent, we would recommend to him to he

in future a little more scrupulous in the

adoption of authorities in regard to or-

thoepical matters, and not to pin his faitli

on the sleeve of the editor of a periodi-

cal work, or even of a " lady," however

" young," however " excellent," and

though residing " in the country;" since

a reference to Johnson, or to any of our

later lexicographers, would so easily set-

tle a doubtful point.

We are sorry to learn from the last pa-

ragraph of his letter, that our remark
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do therefore recant the aforesaid ex-

pression of sjjoonsful, and mean in

future to take quiet possession of my
old (and in many cases useful and va-

lued) friend, spoonfuls ; for it shall

never be said of me, that when I have

committed an error, I dogmatically

adhere to it.

Spoonful the third, being vexation.

Now, sir, I really am a little vexed

with your note: in the first place, be-

cause it has been necessary for you

to write it at all ; but principally, be-

cause you have said, that in my " ea-

gerness to censure the sex" I had

done this thing. Indeed, sir, I had

no such feeling; for I assure you,

that when writing the article in ques-

tion, I was neither thinking of mas-

has caused him vexation ; nothing was

farther from our intention : but we hope

he will think himself amply indemnified

in the opportunity of making such a pub-

lic declaration as that which concludes

his epistle.

I

culine norfeminine in particular, and

I

might just as well, the ladies will

1 probably say much better, have given

! the credit of writing spoonfuls to an

I
ignorant country apothecary, if there

I

be such a thing in the learned pro-

;

fession of medicine, as to the kind,

' well-meaning, and very often we 11-

i
doing Lady Bountifuls. However,

;
I humbly beg pardon of the whole

race, whether maids, wives, or wi-

j

dows, young or old, handsome or

j

not handsome: for believe me, sir,

|

I love womankind (some vile player

|

on words will perhaps say I only

!
mean a hind woman) better than you

' think for; and could almost go the

length of wishing, with the rough

j

but honest tar in the song, towards

|
the unprotected part of them,

|

" Lord love 'em ! I wish I could marry them

all."

I am, sir, yours and their humble

i servant,

J. M. Lacey.

THE RING OF HALLWYL
A Tale of the Thirteenth Century.

(Concluded from p. 91.)

Walter now resolved to solicit the

protection of his liege lord, the Count

of Habspurg ; but that prince was

absent, being engaged in a distant

war. As the Abbot of Cappel had

also transmitted to him his own re-

port of the affair, he ordered Baron

Rudolph ofAarburg, his bailiff in the

Aargau, to summon a general feudal

court, to meet in the usual place ap-

propriated to that purpose at Rohre,

in order to decide this important

question.

On the appointed day, the numer-

ous vassals and dependents of the

Vol. I. No. III.

house of Habspurg assembled ac-

cordingly. Hallwyl appeared with

his friends, and the abbot with a nu-

merous escort of the principal nobi-

! lity from the environs of the lakes of

Zug and Zurich,whom he had found

means to persuade of the justice of

his cause.

The Baron of Aarburg, as the

representative of the sovereign, was

seated, agreeably to ancient custom,

under a venerable linden-tree; the

noble members of the court formed

a wide semicircle before him, and

behind them stood an immense con-
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course of spectators, attracted by

curiosity, or attachment to one or the

other of the parties. Walter and

the abbot stopped at the barriers at

either extremity of the semicircle,

till the youngest of the knights call-

ed them to assert their respective

claims. They then advanced, and

Walter boldly addressed the court.

He narrated the circumstances of his

whole life, touching lightly upon the

foibles of his father, but giving no

quarter to the sanctimonious para-

sites who had taken advantage of

them. He related all the particulars

of the attempt which had been made

against his life, and offered to pro-

duce evidence, that the three assas-

sins slain by him and his friend Eg-

bert of Mulinen had been seen a few

days before at Hallwyl, where the

abbot then was ; and plumply charg-

ed the latter with an infamous fraud

in regard to the ring. He then ap-

pealed to a great number of witness-

es who had known him in the East

as the Baron of Hallwyl, and to

others, who had recognised him as

such since his return home. He con-

cluded with beseeching the members

of that honourable court not to suf-

fer their judgment to be biassed by

the specious artifices of cunning and

fraud; and finally invoked the divine

vengeance on his unjust persecutors.

The abbot then spoke in a cool,

deliberate manner. He extolled to

the skies the virtues of the old lord

of Hallwyl, deplored the death of

his valiant son, and expressed his as-

tonishment that the noble assembly

should give credit to the fictions of

an unknown adventurer, rather than

to the most evident proofs of so atro-

cious an imposture. In answer to

the charge resnecting the ring and

the attempt at murder, he needed

but appeal to the sacred dignity with

which lie was invested. He then re-

quired the judges to decide accord-

ing to the evidence adduced, and,

from a spirit of Christian charity, be-

sought them to pass a mild sentence

on the impostor, who had no doubt

been instigated by poverty to prefer

his fraudulent claims.

The parties then retired, and af-

ter some consultation with the court,

the president ordered them to bfi

again summoned. He informed them,

that human wisdom was incapable of

deciding their quarrel; that this de-

cision must consequently be left to

the judgment of God, in an honour-

able combat for life or death : that

he, therefore, as umpire, invited them

to appear for this purpose in three

weeks and three days, at the same

solemn place where the court was

then sitting ; the complainant in per-

son, and his adversary, whose pro-

fession forbade him to fight, repre-

sented by a champion of equal rank

with the former.

Walter, confident in the justice of

his cause and in his courage, thank-

ed the judge for the opportunity af-

forded him of asserting his right, and

threw down his gauntlet in the midst

of the assembly. The abbot, trust-

ing, as he said, to the protection of

his saints, also returned thanks, and

observed with affected regret, that

no knight or noble would take up the

gauntlet, as none knew who the chal-

lenger was, but that a tenant under

the convent, who was no doubt equal

in birth to the stranger, would enter

the lists with him. Hereupon an

unarmed peasant, of athletic stature,

advanced, and stooped to pick up

the gauntlet. Vehement murmurs

arose in the assembly, and many of

1 the knights indignantly drew their
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•Words; so that the rustic champion

was obliged to retire preeipi: .

and place himself under the protec-

tion of the abbot's retinue. In vain

did the president enjoin silence;

tranquillity was not restored till the
j

chal, with Egbert and five other

knights of distinction, came forward,

and attested by a solemn oath, that

the complainant was a man of noble

birth, and consequently entitled to

carry arms, and to all the preroga-

tives of a true and veritable knight.

The abbot was still urging objec-

tions, when Marquard of Riissegg, a

young knight, celebrated for his

high spirit and intrepidity, and ne-

phew to the old castellan of Cappel,

ashamed of the base insinuations of

the abbot, stepped forth and took up

the gauntlet. Walter immediately

gave him his hand, and both solemn-

ly pledged themselves before the

judge to appear on the appointed

day, and at the place fixed for the

combat, three hours after sunrise.

The court then broke up, and Hall-

wyl and his friends joyfully returned

to Miilinen.

The rumour of the approaching

mortal combat soon spread over all

the adjacent country. The name of

the lords of Kallwyl had for ages

been so illustrious, that the fate of

the last descendant of that house

excited great and general sympathy.

All the nobility and gentry, for the

space of many days' journey round,

prepared to attend the remarkable

conflict, which had already become

a circumstance of more rare occur-

rence than formerly. Those who

had any acquaintance with Hallwyl

repaired to Miilinen to escort Walter

to the field. The castellan of Er-

lach, who had been his companion

in arms in Palestine, quitted his re-

sidence on the banks of the lake of

Biel, to act as second to his friend.

Miilinen's hall was daily filled with

guests, and Bertha was obliged to

exert all her talents in housewifery

to entertain them in a suitable man-

ner.

At length the important day ar-

rived, and Walter, attended by his

seconds, Erlach and Miilinen, and

by a numerous train of barons,

knights, and esquires, rode to the

appointed place near Aarau. The
retinue of Riissegg, nevertheless,

surpassed his both in number and

splendour. The abbot was not pre-

sent, as ecclesiastics were not per-

mitted to attend such combats : one

priest only was at hand, for the pur-

pose of administering the consola-

i tions of religion and extreme unction

to the dying*.

The Baron of Aarburg, as repre-

sentative of the Count of Habspurg,

had caused all the requisite prepara-

tions to be made for the combat. The
field of battle was encompassed with

barriers, outside which, en a rais-

ed scaffold, was placed the chair of

the umpire, decorated with the ban-

ners of Habspurg and Lenzburg:

on each side of him, and somewhat

lower, were the seats for the assist-

ant knights and witnesses. Before

the judge was planted a lance, to

which was attached a shield, bearing

the arms of Hallwyl; and at the en-

trance of the Opposite extremity of

* In the castle of Hallwyl is still to

be seen an ancient picture representing

this combat. Riissegg and Hallwyl, on

horseback, are engaged within the lists.

Erlach and Miilinen are standing with-

out them on Walter's side. All four are

in complete armour, with their respec-

tive coats of arms, and decorations on

their feehnets-.

z
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the circle were the shields of the

combatants, fastened to lofty poles

;

Riissegg's with the unicorn or; Hall-

wyl's without arms, but with the mot-

to Siuun cuique—To every one his

own.

The sound of trumpets having an-

nounced the hour of the combat, the

judge and his twelve assistants, se-

lected from among the oldest and

most distinguished knights of the

Aargau, took their seats. Four he-

ralds, splendidly adorned with the

colours of Habspurg, conducted the

combatants into the middle of the

circle. Hallwyl and Riissegg drew

their swords, and placing them cross-

wise, swore a solemn oath to God
and the saints, to fight without en-

chanted arms, and according to the

laws of chivalry, till one of them
should fall. The attendants then

brought a coffin into the ring. The
heralds proclaimed the combat, and
enjoined silence and peace upon pain

of death. Their lances, shields, and
chargers were then brought to the

champions, who mounted, and moved
off to some distance from each other;

the sun was divided between them,

and the judge gave the signal for

engaging.

The Almighty blest Walter's just

cause : his adversary, after an obsti-

nate conflict, fell mortally wounded
to the ground. The heralds pro-

claimed Hallwyl conqueror ; and the

judge, in the count's name, reinstated

him in all the rights of his house,

and solemnly delivered to him, amid
the acclamations of the multitude,

the coat of arms of his ancestors.

The victor was heartily congratu-

lated by his friends and all the no-

bility of the Aargau, and the ut-

most care was bestowed on him at

Aarau, where the wounds which he

had received compelled him to re-

main a few days. When he at length

found himself sufficiently recovered

to set out, in order to take possession

of his paternal domains, Egbert and

the seneschal accompanied him.

The monks had already quitted

the castle, and left that and all the

buildings belonging to it as empty as

if they had been pillaged by a hos-

tile force. An old servant of his fa-

mily joyfully received the knights

into his humble abode, and enter-

tained them to the best of his ability.

The two friends, after assisting to re-

establish Hallwyl, immediately re-

turned home. At their departure

Walter promised, as soon as he had

completed the necessary arrange-

ments, to hasten to Mtilinen to fetch

his bride, and to invite them both

to the wedding. Egbert was unable

to reply, and pressed his hand in

silence.

On his return, Miilinen was gloomy

and thoughtful. His soul was over-

whelmed by the idea that he was now

about to behold for the last time the

beloved of his heart in a state of

freedom, and he looked forward with

anguish to the moment when the

happy Walter was to part him from

Clementina for ever. At the same

time, his sentiments were far too ho-

nourable and too generous for him

to harbour a thought of the possibi-

lity of possessing the lady. Not-

withstanding the long absence of his

friend, he had never considered him-

self in any other light than as the

guardian of this inestimable jewel

;

and he would have deemed the

slightest wish to appropriate it to

himself as a base violation of the sa-

cred duty of friendship. Perhaps,

the firm confidence which he felt in

his own integrity had tended to
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strengthen his passion. He knew,

that when duty commanded, no sa-

crifice would be too severe; and

with this consciousness he had not

opposed his rising passion with such

vigilance and energy as he might

otherwise have done.

Meanwhile Bertha, who had long

been aware of Clementina's love for

her brother, now strove, though with

a bleeding heart, to inspire her friend

with resolution. She implored her

to submit with resignation to the dic-

tates of honour and duty; and Cle-

mentina was too deeply impressed

with Walter's long-tried constancy,

and with her own obligations to the

house of Hallwyl, to think of re-

fusing to fulfil her engagement.

In a few weeks he repaired with a

joyfid heart and a splendid retinue

to Mulinen. Unaccustomed as he

was to observe mankind, stillhe could

not help being struck by the solemn

and melancholy tone with which he

was received, and by the pensive

and absent air of Egbert, and the

pale look of Clementina. After din-

ner, during a walk into the wood,

accompanied by the seneschal, who
chanced just then to be at Mulinen,

he frankly confessed to him his sur-

prise at this alteration. The noble

friend of his house availed himself

of this opportunity to make Walter

acquainted with Egbert's secret sen-

timents. He related to him in the

warmest terms with what scrupulous

delicacy he had guarded the pledge

committed to his care ; how daily in-

tercourse with the lady had kindled

a vehement passion in his heart, but

which he had nevertheless not ven-

tured to betray even by a look ; how
he had quitted his castle to avoid

her, and tried all possible means to

stifle this unhajlowed love ; and how

much reason there was to fear, that

this violent constraint would preci-

pitate him into a premature grave.

" Clementina's sentiments in regard

to Egbert," continued the seneschal,

" are unknown to me ; but it can

scarcely be supposed, that she has

lived so long in his family without

admiring his virtues, and being moved
by his kindness towards her."

Walterwalked along for some time

in silence and absorbed in thought.
" My dear Brunegg," said he at

length to his friend, " how do you
imagine that Egbert would act in my
place?" The seneschal durst not re-

ply. Walter suddenly changed the

subject of conversation; and they

returned almost immediately to the

castle. Under the lofty linden-tree

in the court they found the two young
ladies, with downcast eyes, busily en-

gaged in needle-work, while Egbert

sat in profound silence at the other

extremity of the bench.

" Dear Clementina," said Walter,

after surveying her for some time in

silence, " it seems to me that you

would be glad to prolong your stay

with our friends here at Mulinen."

A suddenflush crimsoned her cheeks,

and a ray of joy and hope animated

her tearful eye.

" Perhaps, my dear," continued

Walter, after a short pause, with a

tremulous voice, " perhaps you would

rather stay for good at this castle, in

which you have passed such happy

days, than remove to mine, which

could only awaken unpleasant recol-

lections. Why should you not still

be happy with our Egbert, who loves

you so tenderly?"

Egbert, on hearing these words,

sprung from his seat, and covered

his face with both his hands, ex-

claiming with vehemence, " In the
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name of God, Brunegg, what have

you done?"
" Clementina," continued Walter,

" what would you say, if I were to

relinquish the character of bride-

groom, and to employ the authority

which I possess, as your legal guar-

dian, to join your hand and Egbert's ?"

Who can describe the surprise,

astonishment, and joy, which ensued

when, with these words, the gene-

rous Hallwyl took Clementina by the

hand and led her to his friend. Eg-

bert sunk into Walter's arms, and

tears of emotion coursed down the

manly cheeks of the seneschal. Cle-

mentina, in speechless ecstasy, beheld

only her Egbert ; while Bertha skip-

ped, sung, kissed Walter's scarred

hand, and was beside herself with

joy.

Soon after these first lively trans-

ports, excited by Walter's generosity

in the inexpressibly happy inhabit-

ants of Miilinen, as they were seated

in the evening around the hospitable

board, Hallwyl thus addressed them

:

" I am now going to speak to you,

my friends, with the same frankness

as ever : I wish not to be thought

more noble and magnanimous than I

really am. So highly as I prized

the felicity of calling my fair kins-

woman my wife, so much did I dread

the monotonous life of a country

gentleman, even though passed by

her side. Arms have hitherto been

my sole delight, and I am resolved

to bear them again under the ban-

ners of our illustrious sovereign.

You, my friends, shall meanwhile

manage my domains, and keep the

monks within proper bounds ; and in

a few years, when my blood begins

to flow more soberly, I shall return

to plant cabbages, to hunt the hare,

and to take care that Walter of Hall-

wyl's shield and helmet be not de-

posited along with him in the grave."

The brave knight kept his word,

and longing for a more active life, he

spent but a few more days in the bo-

som of that family which owed to

him so much felicity. Immediately

after the nuptials of the lovers, he

embraced them, and hastened to the

camp of the Count of Habspurg,

who was just then engaged in the

siege of Basle, where he was ap-

prised that the choice of the electors

had elevated him to the imperial

throne of Germany.

Grateful to Divine Providence,

esteemed by their prince, beloved by

their friends, and honoured by their

dependents, Egbert and Clementina

lived, if not in opulence, yet happy

and content in the little castle of Mii-

linen. Their fortune, however, was

soon augmented : they learned that,

through the intervention of the new

empress, the claims of Clementina

to the estates of her family near

Winterfchur, had been investigated

and confirmed, and that she was con-

sequently to be put in possession of

them.

The noble seneschal passed more

of his time at Miilinen than at his

own castle of Brunegg, for he felt a

truly fraternal affection for Egbert

and his lovely consort. But though

he was pretty far advanced into mid-

dle age, he could not dissemble from

himself, that the lively Bertha was

the most powerful magnet which at-

tracted him to Miilinen. Bertha had

long been aware of his sentiments.

He had about a year before lost a

wife, whose unhappy disposition had

made him miserable ; and she cheer-

fully consented to compensate the

amiable knight by her gaiety, good

sense, and excellent temper, for the
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vexations and disappointments of* his
;

former marria

Walter of ilallvvyl, tired ofa rest-
;

life, at length returned, covered •

with glory and with scars, to his pa-

ternal domains, the produce of which

had meanwhile doubled under the

able management of his friends. He
married successively two ladies of the

noble families of Hi'inenberg and

Sumiswald, and by them became the

progenitor of a long line of illustri-

ous descendants.

Uninterrupted harmony prevailed

among the three friends as long as

they lived. Before their death, it

was rumoured that a friar of Cappel

had penitently confessed on hisdeath-

bed, that he had engraved an imi-

tation of Hallwyl's seal, which had

been employed for the purpose of

introducing into the Bealed casket of

the old baron a different half ring

from that which he had delivered to

the abbot. The knight had no wish

! to trace this rumour to its source

;

|
and the monks found means, by as-

, serting that the friar was in a state

of mental derangement, to throw
' doubts upon the subject, which was

,
in process of time forgotten.

MUSICAL REVIEW.
The Music of the Legendary Opera l

called " Maid Marian, or the

Huntress of Arlingford" per-

formed at the Theatre Royal Co-

rent-Garden; the Poetry written

and selected by J. R. Plancht,

Esq. ; composed by H. R. Bishop.

Pr. 18s.—(Goulding and Co.)

According to a practice now be-

come quite universal, Maid Marian

is taken, and in a great degree se-

lected, from a novel bearing the same

title, written by Mr. Peacocke. But

in its dramatic concoction and dis-

tillation, Mr. Planche has used a

considerable portion of skill and good

tact; and the piece has met with

much applause on its repeated and

frequent representations.

The interest would have been

greater, had Ivanhoe, in the closet

and on the boards, not rendered us

too familiar with a fair portion of the

incidents and characters (or some-

thing extremely like them) which

are introduced in Maid Marian: such

as the doings and sayings of the jolly

friar; the exploits of Robin Hood;

the appearance of Richard Cceur de

Lion, &c; and had it been possible

to consign the part of Matilda to a

lady combining with the vocal abili-

ties of Miss Tree a greater degree

of romantic energy, bordering upon

masculine prowess. Her feminine

gentleness received but little impulse

in the male attire; and in the girt

huntress of the forest, we still could

discern nothing else but the delicate,

the meek, the pleasing Miss fit. Tree.

The music, to say the least of it,

has imparted to the drama a due

share of its attraction. Mr. Bishop's

pen is so constantly put in requisi-

tion, and, we believe, so hard driven

as to time, that the leisure neces-

sary to produce an opera quite and

throughout worthy of him, has pro-

bably not fallen to his lot for many

vears; and were it known in what

precise time he contrives to produce

such voluminous scores as we con-

stantly see issue from his publisher's,

that circumstance would probably
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create absolute astonishment, and

tend to heighten the opinion which

the public justly entertains of his

talent. It would also afford, if not

a justification, at least a powerful ex-

cuse, for the various loans from the

works, or rather ideas of others, as

well as of his own, to which Mr. B.

often finds himself thus compelled

to resort, to complete the quantum
of staves required ; more particularly

as no one borrows with greater judg-

ment and better effect: for in the

grand and constant display of me-

tropolitan harmony, there is nothing

truly original and decidedly pretty

and effective brought forward, which

Mr. B.'s good taste and memory do

not seize and store up, and readily

yield again when a suitable occasion

presents itself.

Rossini himself does no better;

he takes from others and from him-

self: he cannot therefore complain

if Mr. B. make free with Rossini, as

he has done in this music, beginning

with the overture, the allegro ofwhich

embodies that quintessential portion

of Rossini's alternate chords of the

tonic and dominant, increasing in

quickness and loudness towards a

climax, which, from Tancredi down
to his last work, forms a prominent

feature in almost all his overtures,

finales, and other pieces of force.

Mr. Bishop's overture, with this ad-

mission, will, however, be found very

interesting, and it has become a great

favourite in musical circles.

Of the rest of the music, consist-

ing, even in the piano-forte extract,

of more than 130 full pages, we can

only give a very brief sketch. A
duet between Miss Tree and Master

Longhurst, " Come hither, thou lit-

tle foot-page," has, not without rea-

son, received great applause : the

melody is full of fascinating naivete,

particularly clear, and singularly well

adapted to the text. The a due parts

are good, and the page's continued

accompaniment upon one note has

its due attraction. A song of Miss

Tree's, " A damsel stood to watch

the fight," also struck as a happy ef-

fort : some of the ideas are very fine

;

there is a good deal of originality in

certain portions ; and the accompa-

niments are rich and effective. That
lady has two or three more songs,

which, although less prominent, are

not without their merits. The bra-

vura, p. 113, is as interesting and

showy as bravuras generally are.

—

" The love that follows fain" is in a

peculiar conversational style of mu-
sical diction, requires vocal skill and

flexibility, and with such advantage

will not fail to please. There is an-

other song of Miss Tree's, " Let us

seek the yellow shore," in a more re-

mote, but not unattractive style of

writing, quite that of the English

school, with the exception of some

Rossinisms.

Mr. Pearman has two or three

songs, of which, however adapted

to plain singing, he did not make
much.

Of concerted pieces, quartetts,

quintetts, glees of all sorts, there is

an unusual abundance. The open-

ing glee, " Listen! he must be near,"

is the best, according to our judg-

ment ; indeed, we hold it to be very

creditable to the author: it has a

store of rich harmony, and is replete

with striking dramatic effects. Some
of the other glees resemble, more or

less, previous compositions by Mr.

B. of the same description. Three

of them, for men alone, are of con-

siderable mutual similarity. We al-

ways feel uncomfortable in hearing a
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stout portly-looking gentleman, with

full face and goodly whiskers, pipe

out an effeminate falsetto, from be-

ginning to end ; it is so musico like
;

it is in bad taste, and not done any

where but in England. Let us get

rid of this eye and ear sore as soon

as we can. The Villagers' March, p.

65, is pretty, and quite characteristic.

Thepopular Overture to Maid Ma-
rian, composed by II. 11. Bishop,

arranged as a Duct for two Per-

formers on the Piano-forte by D.

Bruguier. Pr. 3s. — (Goulding

and Co.)

Referring to the opinion we have

given of this overture in the preced-

ing article, we have only to add, that

Mr. B.'s arrangement for four hands

is unexceptionable. The piece, in

this form, produces an effect of ful-

ness we could scarcely have antici-

pated; and is the more sure of be-

coming a favourite, as it offers many

attractions of melody, and, notwith-

standing the strong support ofharmo-

ny thrown into it, the execution may

be mastered by players of moderate

advancement.

Bishop's popular Duet, " As it fell

upon a day," arranged as a Ron-

do, and dedicated to Miss Emma
Davidson, by Ferdinand Ries.

Op. 104. No. II. Pr. 3s.—(Gould-

ing and Co.)

We do not exactly see what strik-

ing encouragement this air could have

held out for engrafting a rondo on

its theme, which appears to us of a

plain cast, and, unless the three first

crotchets of its beginning be left out

of consideration, of uneven rhythm.

Under Mr. Ries's hands, how-

ever, the rondo has assumed an air

of decided interest ; attractive varie-

ty of classic thought and sterling rao-
'

Vol, I. No. III.

dulation being happily united to an

almost constant succession of intelli-

gible and good melody. In this lat-

ter respect, it is our opinion that Mr.

Ries's late productions have gained

a decided advantage.

In the digressive parts, the author

has ably modulated through various

accumulations of flats : p. 4 presents

a fine part in D b ; and an equally

good portion in A b occurs in p. 6.

Some elegant passages offer them-

selves in the 7th page ; and the con-

clusion is conducted in a style of origi-

nality and vigour peculiar to Mr. Ries.

A Va lee Fantasia, with a Pastoral

Introduction for the Piano-forte,

composed, and dedicated to Mrs.

Nicholson, by Thurston B. Clough.

Pr. 2s. 6d.—(Goulding and Co.)

Mr. Clough, we believe, has never

before engaged our critical pen, and

the above -fantasia, we feel pleasure

in adding, constitutes a favourable

debut. It shews, indeed, that he is

not a novice in musical writing.

The andante pastorale is smooth

and melodious, the air and the am-

plifications are well conducted, the

motivo appears aptly in the bass, and

the concluding cadence is neat.

The motivo o> the waltz is not new

:

it is but a variety of what is called

the Queen of Prussia's Waltz, and

in the second part greater simplicity

would have been desirable. The
minore is properly devised ; the same

may be said of the modulations, p. 5,

which lead to the resumption of the

theme. In the whole composition,

good keeping, proper connection,

and a laudable attention to harmonic

purity and executive facility, are ob-

servable.

" Lullaby" a favourite Air, with

Variations for the Piano -forte,

A A
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and an Accompaniment for the

Flute, dedicated to Miss Bertha

Browne, by R. A. Firth. No. V.

Pr. 2s. 6d.—(Goulding and Co.)

The nine variations which Mr. F.

has made upon " Lullaby," are enti-

tled to our approbation. They con-

tain pretty nearly all that can be said

upon the subject, expressed in good

language and in proper style. The
neat combination of the triplets in

var. 6, and the arrangement of cross-

ed hands in var. 9, claim favourable

notice : in the last-mentioned variation

Mr. F. modulates too near the con-

clusion. But what has more parti-

cularly engaged our attention, are

the two variations in the keys of G
minor and B b minor, Nos. 4. and

7. In these, and the latter espe-

cially, we observe, not only a display

of good harmonic knowledge, but a

vein of sentiment and inward strong

feeling, which impress us with a ve-

ry favourable opinion of the author's

general qualifications as a musical

composer.

The flute accompaniment is well

devised.

f
1 When the wind bloivs," Bishop's

favourite Round in the Miller and

his Men, arranged for the Harp,

with an Introduction, composed,

and dedicated to Miss Weeks, by

N. Ch. Bochsa. Pr. 3s. 6d.—
(Goulding and Co.)

Mr. Bochsa's compositions for the

harp have long established his rank

among the first writers for that in-

strument in this or any other coun-

try; and numerous as his works are,

every new production of his pen

brings with it so many new claims on

our favour, that we should hesitate

in deciding which to admire most,

his compositions for the harp, or his

practical performance. The above

arrangement of Mr. Bishop's round,

" When the wind blows," is a piece

of great merit, but it requires a play-

er of considerable experience and of

a cultivated taste. These qualifica-

tions are particularly requisite in the

introductory slow movement ; a lento

of exquisite beauty, replete with

touches of exuberant fancy, feeling,

and classic harmonic combination.

It is modelled upon the spirit of Mr.

Bishop's theme, and constitutes a fine

preparation for the ensuing allegro,

which exhibits such a diversity of

elegant ideas under the most natural

connection, such a fund of excellent

harmony, graceful passages, and se-

lect treatment, as to ensure the par-

tiality of those amateurs who are

sufficiently skilled to do them justice

themselves, or meet with an oppor-

tunity of hearing the composition

correctly and tastefully executed.

Select French Romaiices, No. IV.

for the Piano-forte, by S. F. Rim-

bault. Pr. Is. Gd. — (Hodsoll,

High-Holborn.)

These little romances of Mr. R.

or rather of his adaptation, are neat

and very pleasing. There is always

a good theme, and the superstructure

is of a nature to be accessible to per-

formers ofno great proficiency. In the

present number, the French air " Ce

que je desire" has been selected, and

the three variations made upon it

are very satisfactory, and certainly

not difficult.

" The billows swell, the winds are

high" a favourite Hymn, the

Words by Newton, the Music com-

posed by Samuel Poole. Pr. Is.

—(Hodsoll.)

The melody is proper, chaste, and

pious, without presenting any trails

of decided originality.
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" Ok ! turn those dear, dear eyes

away" a Song, with an Accompa-

niment for the Piano-forte, re-

spectfully dedicated to the Se/io-

ra Donna Clementina de Onis,

composed by Joseph de Pinna.

Pr. 1 s. 6d.—(Clementi and Co.)

Sung with due erotic warmth, con

amore, this composition of Mr. De
Pinna cannot fail in producing all the

impression the anonymous poet in-

tended. The impassioned melody,

the elegance of its diction, the judi-

cious and varied embellishments, and

the good accompaniment, combine

towards its success. The piano-forte

part is particularly effective in its sup-

port of the voice by an almost unin-

terrupted flow of semiquavers, and

in its increasing activity towards the

conclusion.

We do not approve altogether the

repetition of " with love" (p. 1, 1. 3),

especially at the outset ; it was not

necessary, and it has thrown the cae-

sure of the poetry into disagreement

with the musical ensure, inasmuch

as " blushing" and " gushing" have

fallen upon different parts of the bar.

Rondo for the Piano-forte, compos-

ed, and dedicated to Miss Cress-

well, by Joseph de Pinna. Op. 2.

Pr. Is. 6d.—(Clementi and Co.)

Evidently intended for the junior

class, and well calculated for the

purpose. There is a good deal of

pretty melody, exhibited in a simple

and clear style, such as to be easily

seized by the rising musical intellect;

some easy passages are intermixed,

and a little grandezza comes on to-

wards the conclusion to wind up the

matter with eclat.

GERMAN WALTZ by BEETHOVEN.

The publisher havingbeen favour-

ed by a friend from Germany with a

few new and very favourite waltzes,

which are probably little or not at

all known in England, conceives it

will be acceptable to the readers of

the Repository, if he occasionally

present them with a transcript.

The fine waltz of Beethoven in-

serted in the present Number, has

at the same time afforded an op-

portunity of introducing a speci-

men of the moveable musical type of

Mr. Clowes' printing-establishment,

Northumberland-court, Strand, ad-

verted to in the Musical Review of

the last Number of the Repository.

The superiority of this type, com-

pared with every other hitherto

known in this country, and its appli-

cability to purposes where the usual

mode of plate-printing is impractica-

ble, or highly inconvenient, seemed

to render it deserving of this notice.

FINE ARTS.
mnww

EXHIBITION OF THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.

The new year introduced as usual
||

tish Institution. The collection is in

a new Exhibition of the works of liv-
|

general good, and it contains some

ing masters in the Gallery of the Bri- 1 very superior pictures, which are

A a 2
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seen to great advantage in the places

assigned to them. It also possesses

some creditable specimens of the in-

creasing proficiency of the students

In art, for whose especial patronage

and encouragement this Institution

was chiefly designed. The present

Exhibition consists of between three

and four hundred pictures, and a few

sculptural specimens. We shall take

them in their numerical order.

The first picture, and what does

not always follow, the best in the

catalogue, is Mr. Ward's Group of
Cattle. It has been previously ex-

hibited in the artist's private collec-

tion. It possesses every merit which

ought to be sought for in such a sub-

ject. The animals are drawn with

inimitable force and truth : there is

a character and feeling in the com-

position which display great taste

and judgment. The landscape is

also natural and striking, and the ge-

neral effect admirable. It is one of

Mr. Ward's best pictures.

Landscape.—J. Stark.

This is a very pleasing and agree-

able landscape : the drawing of the

trees and the colouring are clever and
natural.

A Banditti Chief asleep, watched by
a Woman, painted at Rome.—C.

Eastlake.

There is a good deal of character

in the composition of this picture,

and it is well painted. Mr. East-

lake has several other works of equal

merit in this Exhibition.

Arethusa.—W. Willes.

Some sparkling tints of colouring,

and a poetical landscape.

View on the Riegclie Road, near

Dorking.—Ph. Reinagle, R.A.
A well selected and tastefully co-

loured view, in a charming part of the

country,— The Coftagp Scene, Fore-

noon, by the same artist, is an equal-

ly pleasing picture.

Interior of the Gallery at Castle

Howard, the Seat of the Earl of

Carlisle.—J. Jackson, R. A.

The artist introduces portraits of

the noble earl and himself: the for-

mer a good likeness. The picture

is very well painted, and has some

very delicate and skilful touches of

the artist's pencil.

A Mother and Child.—M. A. Shee,

R.A.
Every body admires this picture

for the softness and delicacy of ex-

pression which characterize the fi-

gures ; but there is a cold monotony

in parts of the colouring, which di-

minishes the general effect.

Landscape.—J. Constable, R. A.

One of the best landscapes in the

gallery : it has every thing to recom-

mend it : there is a beautiful tone of

colour and spirited execution.

Prospero releasing Ariel.— Caliban

plagued by the Spirit of Prospe-

ro.—H. Howard, R. A.

Mr. Howard's poetical subjects are

always good : his fine classical taste,

the buoyancy and delicacy of his

pencil, the exquisite judgment he

displays in the selection of his mo-

dels, give him advantages which can

never fail to render his pictures in-

teresting. It is impossible, where

such real merit predominates, to ca-

vil at careless execution in minor de-

tails.

Royal Banquet at the Coronation of
his Most Excellent Majesty King
George IV.—Geo. Jones,A. R. A.

The artist has selected for the dis-

play of his skill a magnificent and

very difficult subject. The real

splendour of the coronation, the

beauty and brilliant elegance of the

figures and costume, their variety
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and richness, formed a combination

of so matchless a character, as to ile-

IV an adequate representation of then-

general effect. Individual parts of

the pageantry of the day might be

selected with taste, and managedwith
effect by a clever artist; but the ge-

neral appearance of Westminster

Hall on the day of the coronation

baffled all the attempts which were

made to reduce it to pictorial repre-

sentation. Mr. Jones has made the

most of the subject, and the picture

conveys a clear and intelligible out-

line of the magnificent pageant which

it professes to delineate.

Morning after a Storm, a Scene

near Linton, on the Coast of De-
von.—Wm, Linton.

This is a striking and well-finished

picture : it has great boldness of exe-

cution and truth of character.

A Scenefrom " Les Precieuses ridi-

cules"—A. E. Chalon.

Some sparkling tints of colour, and

corresponding liveliness of expres-

sion in the figures : the flesh is more

poetically than naturally coloured

:

the general effect is spirited.

—

Le
Billet, another picture by the same

artist, is equally good.

Love among the Roses. — Mrs.

Ansley.

A sweet picture, very tastefully

and cleverly composed.

An Attack on a French Convoy and

Escort in a pass in the Mountains

of Guadalaxara, Castile, by the

Guerillas under Don Jean Mar-
tin, the Empezinado.—D. Digh-

ton.

This is an interesting sketch of

that sort of local skirmish which

gives the full idea of all the terrors

of a conflict, without that crowded

intermixture of bustle on a large

scale, which obscures by its confu-

sion: here the distinct struggles of

individual prowess are glH-U, and
enough of the horrors of battle pour-

frayed, to embody an idea of what
must be the shock of such so

There is an immensity of bustle in

the picture: it is very we'll painted:

the expression of some of the figures

is perhaps too highly charged.

A Bacchante.—T. Stewardson.

This picture has considerable me-
rit: the colouring is firm and good.

The Prodigal Son. This picture

obtained the gold medal in the

Royal Academy, 1821.—J. Gra-

ham.

-V calm, fine, and interesting sub-

ject; chaste colouring, and plain and
unaffected expression.

Adam and Eve entertaining the An-
gel Raphael.—J. Martin.

** Son of heaven and earth,

Attend : that thou art happy owe to God
;

That thou contiuuest such owe to thyself."

This meritorious artist has on this

occasion employed his genius upon a

composition from Milton's sublime

poem: his imagination has "fancied,

and his pencil embodied, a sparkling

and beautiful gem of colouring, but

without, we must say, real magnifi-

cence, or any pretensions to sublimi-

ty of conception. We repeat, there

is genius in the composition, but there

is little of the higher qualities of art

in the execution of the work.

Dead Game.—G. Miles.

A very well finished picture: it is

clear and delicately touched.

Greyhounds resting.—Edwin Land-

seer.

A very clever animal picture: the

dogs are inimitably executed.— The

Boy and Donkey, by the same artist,

is also a capital picture.

Henry VIII. and Francis I. croun-

ed Victors at the Tournament
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of the Cloth of Gold.—Y. P. Ste-

phanoff.

This is in the artist's usual style

;

lively colouring and gorgeous display

form the predominant merit : the fi-

gures are full of bustle.

Market-Place at Orleans.—
G. Jones.

We have lately had to praise se-

veral French sketches of this de-

scription: they are full of life and

character. This picture is well fi-

nished.

The Bullfinch in Da?}ger.—Mrs. Car-

penter.

The features of the child are soft

and tenderly expressive : there is sen-

timent and taste in the composition

and execution.

The Battle ofNaseby.—A. B. Coo-

per, R. A.

This artist's battle-pieces are ad-

mirable: his extraordinary skill in

equestrian painting, the life and ani-

mation which he infuses into his fi-

gures, the spirit and action which

every where predominate, stamp his

subjects with the hand of a master.

Cromwell's energy is conspicuously

displayed.

Girl with Fruit.—J. Graham.

Mr. Graham has several good pic-

tures in this collection: they are re-

markable for the plain and unaffected

expression of the figures.

The Lady Carlisle's Visit to Lilly,

the Astrologer.—J. Cawse.

There is a good deal of charac-

ter about the figure and features

of Lilly, and the arrangement of his

study is excellent. Her ladyship is

not much flattered in the represen-

tation.

Besides the above pictures, which

we have taken numerically, there are

several others well entitled to praise,

did our space admit of much detail.

Among them are, Mr. Pickersgill's

Cupid, Mr. Bigg's Landscapes, Mr.

Nasmyth's Select Views, Mr. Etty's

picture, and some others by Mr.
Burnett, Mr. Bone, Mr. Linton, Mr.
Ross, who has a sweet picture in the

Exhibition, and other artists of rising

celebrity in our school of painting.

It is gratifying to find that our

young artists are, in each successive

Exhibition, displaying not only an ex-

traordinary proof of industry, but of

taste in their compositions, and the i

variety of subjects which they select.

The taste for historical and poetical

subjects appears more generally dif-

fused, and cannot fail to disseminate

more widely the merits which belong

to the British school of painting.

In the Sculptural Department there

are only seven works: the principal

is by Mr. Baily, R. A.; the subject

Eve at the Fountain, from Milton's

beautiful lines

:

" I laid me down

On the green bank, to look into the clear

Smooth lake, that to me seem'd another sky.

As I bent down to look, just opposite

A shape within the watery gleam appear'd,

Bending to look on me. I started back."

There is exquisite delicacy in this fi-

gure, with all the softness and undu-

lating lines of real life : the form has

Grecian symmetry ; but the effect is

impaired by the dark line of a vein

in the marble ; one of the embarras-

sing and unavoidable vexations to

which sculptors have frequently to

submit in the progress of their work.

A Bust of the late Lord Nelson.—
Charles Rossi, R. A.

A good bust, and faithful likeness.

The other works are, the Pana-

thenaic Procession, from the frieze

of the Parthenon, by Mr. Henning,

which is clever; and some poetical

subjects by Mr. Cundy, Mr. H. Ros-

si, and C. Moore.
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COOKE'S EXHIBITION of DRAWINGS and ENGRAVINGS.

The second annual Exhibition of

Drawings and Engravings by British

Artists is now open in Soho-square;

and it is due to the proprietor, Mr.

W. B. Cooke, to state, that his ef-

forts have been successful in bringing

before the public view, some admi-

rable specimens of the skill of our

engravers and talents of our drawing-

masters. It is not a little singular,

that, in a commercial country like

this, where, in the language of the

poet,

u Britannia's commerce cultivates her arts,"

so important an art as that of en-

graving should have been so long per-

mitted to force its own way under the

influence of individual professors.

The value of the art to the fame of

painters, and the permanent preser-

vation of that delight and instruction

which their principal works are cal-

culated to impart, is great and incal-

culable. How many of the finest

works of fancy of Greece and Rome
would have been preserved from the

destructive ravages of time, were

the art of engraving coeval with their

execution! Struck with the immense

importance of this art, Titian and

Rubens and Vandyke were the mu-

nificent patrons of Edelink, Pontius,

and Bolswert; and to the talents of

our own early engravers we are in no

small degree indebted for a full know-

ledge of that grace, air, and elegance,

which Sir Joshua Reynolds infused

into the fine arts of his country. The
history of engraving is well known,

and also the immense improvement it

has received since the time of Albert

Durer. The comparative fate of the

art at different times exhibits those

singularvicissitudes which resultfrom

the operation of human caprice in i

matters which are thought to involve

fame and self-interest. The old

masters themselves cultivated the art

of engraving. Albert Durer and An-
drea Mantegna, two of the greatest

painters of the age in which they

lived, practised it in an eminent de-

gree, and by the elegance of their

compositions, acquired the friend-

ship and admiration of Raphael.

Many painters of the Roman school,

among them Parmegiano and Salva-

tor Rosa, were distinguished alike in

the arts of painting and engraving.

In the Bolognese school, Agostino

Caracci, Guido,Guercino, and others,

were equally celebrated. In the Fle-

mish and Dutch schools, similar in-

stances are found. At the establish-

ment of the Royal Academy in Eng-

land (we can now speak of it histori-

cally, for the men and their passions

have alike passed away,) this atten-

tion to the art of engraving was dis-

regarded : its professors were placed

upon a comparatively disadvantage-

ous footing, and instead of that warm
and coequal confidence which exist-

ed between the Continental masters

of the two departments of art, mu-
tual bickerings and jealousies, injuri-

ous to the great object of the insti-

tution and character of its professors,

were the inevitable result. It was

not creditable to this country, that an

invidious distinction should have

been first taken in it to the respec-

tive rank and talents of these mem-
bers of nearly similar professions,

and more particularly at a time when

I it possessed some eminent native en-

1 gravers, who were calculated, if du-

! ly encouraged, to preserve the re-

J

putation of then: art from the re-

;

proach of foreigners, who had pre-
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viously, in the reigns of Queen Anne
and George I. been invited to make
engravings from works in our royal

collections, for which they were mu-
nificently rewarded. We have touch-

ed upon the importance of the art of

engraving in a commercial point of

view. A very advantageous com-

merce was for many years carried on

in prints exported from this country;

and though no favourites to the mere

mechanical multiplication of copies

without reference to original value,

yet it is impossible to overlook the

commercial importance of this art,

and its reaction in favour of painting.

We know it has been said, that the

rigid pressure of commerce deterio-

rated the character of some of our

engravings, and the galleries of Boy-

dell, Macklin, and Bowyer have

been referred to in illustration of that

opinion; but of this there cannot be

a doubt, that the speculations of

Boydell in particular tended more to

give vigour and popularity to the fine

arts, and to call the talents of their

professors into action, than those of

any other individufd within the last

century.

The success which has attended

the Exhibition which we are now for

the second time about to notice, is a

gratifying proof of the growing taste

of the public for the fine arts ; and it

is with equal pleasure we notice, that

the discrimination which marks the

selection is well calculated to secure

a continuance of that patronage, so

essential to the great object in view.

The present Exhibition consists of

four hundred and, forty-seven draw-

ings and engravings: the collection,

like all others capable of attracting

public attention, is miscellaneous,

and contains every variety of sub-

ject, historical, poetical; landscape.

architecture, still life, and portrai-

ture. It is calculated we even think

to undeceive the French writer, who
observed, when speaking of the

engravings in Stuart's Ruins of
Athens, that " le crayon et le burin

Britannique nontpoint assez denet-

iete pour rendre les lignes si pures

des monumens de Pericles :" here we
have the clearness, the neatness of

precision, the delicacy of touch, de-

nied to us by Du Bos and Winkel-

man, by the ridiculous operation of

atmospheric and physical obstacles.

One-half of the Exhibition consists

of drawings, the other moiety of en-

gravings : in both we are furnished

with specimens of the works of mas-

ters who have long since passed away,

and which are in many of the exam-

ples before us entitled to considera-

tion, rather as objects of antiquarian

curiosity and cherished trifles, than

as conveying any striking record of

useful proficiency. This collection

could afford space for such works, as

it is replete with specimens of living

genius. Mr. W. B. Cooke's engrav-

ings are excellent ; Mr. Sharp's are

very fine. Mr. Thomson's portraits

are characteristic ; Mr. Ward has the

same merit. Mr. Higham's local sce-

nery is well touched. Mr. Scott's

groupes are very spirited. Mr. Brom-

ley's engravings from the Elgin mar-

bles are tastefully executed. Mr.

Heath has some good classical sub-

jects; Mr. Woolnoth some good ar-

chitectural drawings ; Mr. Landseer

the same. Mr. Collyer and Mr. Dawe
are very successful in their portraits

of British Amazons and Russian war-

riors. Mr. Young has a good en-

graving from Chevy Chase. Mr. Say

has a beautiful plate from Fradelle's

Mary Queen of Scots; and Mr.

Rolls has some humorous subjects.
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There are in this crowded collection

many other beautiful examples of;

the delicacy and skill which our art-

ists have attained in every branch of ;

engraving, and which must be seen !

to be appreciated. We regret we
!

have not more space for a descrip-

;

tion.

The engravings by deceased mas-

ters are too well known to require

any detailed enumeration. They are

chiefly by Bartolozzi, Vivares, Wool-
lett, Watson, Schiavonetti, Cromek,

and several others of equal celebrity,

and preserve and illustrate the works

of some of our most distinguished

artists.

The drawings are chiefly in very

good style, and deserve equal com-

mendation. We shall overlook, with-

out undervaluing, those of Sir Joshua

Reynolds, Hamilton, Wilson, Gains-

borough, and other deceased aca-

demicians; because we have before

us those of Lawrence, Turner, Stot-

hard, anij other living and equally

celebrated models of our royal school

of painting. Turner's coast scenery

has been sufficiently praised. S tot-

hard's sketches must continue to be

admired while a poetical taste is fos-

tered in the arts of design. Law-
rence's drawings and Westall's are

full of grace and delicacy. Besides

our established names in modern art,

there is a crowd of other candidates

for public patronage, whose claims

have been deservedly admitted

:

Messrs. Martin, Prout, Hayter, Ha-
vell, Mackenzie, Fradelle, Landseer,

and Fielding, are among the num-

ber; with several ingenious and in-

dustrious competitors, whose increas-

ing proficiency is observable in the

collections of our periodical Exhibi-

tions. This rapid glance at the Ex-
hibition is merely intended to invite

attention to a gallery, which cannot

fail in its institution to prove useful

and advantageous to the fine arts and

their professors.

FASHIONS.

LONDON FASHIONS.

WALKING DRESS.

A deep amethyst-colour silk pe-

lisse of gros de Naples, wadded, and

lined with pink sarsnet ; a little wrapt,

and fastened down the front with

hooks and eyes : corsage, made plain

and high, ornamented with tasselled

chevronelles : circular projecting col-

lar of velvet, of a deeper hue than

the silk; two rows of velvet are

placed down the front and round the

bottom of the skirt: sleeve nearly

to fit, with velvet cuff, and full epau-

lette, intersected with velvet straps.

Vol. I. No. III.

RufF of Buckinghamshire lace; cap

of the same, fastened under the chin

with button and loop. Bonnet of

the same silk as the pelisse, bound
with broad velvet, and lined with pink

satin: the front bent a la Marie
Stuart; the crown surrounded with

inverted conical rouleaus of velvet,

equidistant, commencing with a silk

knot : plume of ostrich feathers, of

a bright amethyst colour, placed on

the right side, and falling low on the

left shoulder.

Gloves the colour of the pelisse;

B B
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corded silk boots, the colour of the

velvet ; and swansdown muff.

EVENING DRESS.

Dress of pink gros de Naples:

corsage to fit, edged with pink satin,

and slashed to the form of the sto-

macher ; the interstices, or scollops,

are filled with pink gauze, connected

by circlets, and forming a tasteful

chain, which continues to the waist

behind, and gives the shape of the

back: full court sleeve, confined with

straps, bound with satin, satin cir-

clets fastening the ends : a band of

satin and full trimming of fluted

gauze finish the sleeve, which is of

a moderate length. The skirt is de-

corated with a fanciful trimming of

double gauze; each division of the

puff derobe is supported by a satin

rouleau, and the lower part projects

as far again as the upper: sprigs of

the lonicera sempervirens, or great

trumpet honeysuckle, are disposed

at regular distances above, and be-

neath is a satin rouleau; and the hem

wadded. Broad pink satin sash, dou-

ble bow and long ends. Blond lace

scarf. Bracelets, ear-rings, and neck-

lace of that beautiful stone, the pink

topaz, set in embossed gold, to which

a cross is generally suspended. Head-

dress, a gold tiara, ornamented with

brilliants. White kid gloves, and

white satin shoes.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON FASHION

AND DRESS.

We know not how far the attempt

will succeed to bring mantles into

fashion, but a few very elegant ones

have appeared during the last month,

both in gros de Naples and fine Me-
rino. The first were very well cal-

culated for a plain walking wrap, be-

ing made wide, lined, wadded, and

simply trimmed round with a broad

velvet band ; high-standing collar,

and a large square velvet cape. One
of those composed of cloth is more

showy: the trimming is an embroi-

dery of braiding in a very striking

pattern ; a round moderate-sized pe-

lerine, embroidered to correspond,

but in a smaller scale, has a good ef-

fect, as the mantle, being much gor-

ed, falls very gracefully round the

figure. Another of these mantles

had a trimming which we thought

very neat : it was an embroidery of

braiding, of a broad scroll pattern.

Our fair pedestrians now rarely

envelop themselves at once in a

shawl and pelisse, though the latter

have lost nothing of their attraction;

but they present no peculiar novelty

at present. Shawls are confined en-

tirely to high dresses: the Angola

shawls begin to decline ; but those

of India are as fashionable as ever.

Promenade gowns are still princi-

pally of tabinetor silk: black is much
worn in the latter. Black bonnets

are still in favour both in velvet and

gros d'hiver; but those in colours,

particularly ponceau, deep blue, and

lavender, are more fashionable. Fea-

thers are universal, and the plumes

are worn large, especially in beaver

bonnets.

Scarf-shawls are much in favour

in carriage dress ; as are also white

Siberian fox tippets : the latter have

a Palatine back and broad fronts,

which reach low. The newest car-

riage bonnet that we have seen is of

fancy silk plush ; the ground is in

plain gros de Naples, and small lo-

zenges are thrown up in plush. This

material is novel and pretty. The
bonnet is of deep blue : the crown

is decorated with a bouffant of white

satin, placed across it in a bias di-
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rection ; the puffs are separated by

little polished steel ornaments: small

brim, standing a good deal off the

lined with white satin, and fi-

nished inside with a row of blond,

put plain in the middle of the brim

and full at the sides. A bouquet of

white roses formed of Marabouts is

placed considerably to the left side,

rnd attached to the bonnet by a bril-

liant steel ornament: bands of blond

net edged with blond lace, placed on

the inside, form the strings.

mbric muslin has been for some

time getting very much into favour

for morning dress, and is now be-

come very general; the favourite

form is the blouse: although the

trimmings of the greatest number of

these gowns are edged with coloured

braiding, yet we have seen some fi-

nished round the bottom of the skirt

with full everes of clear muslin, let

in between medallions ofFrench work;

a single fall of French work finished

the bust, and the double ruffle cor-

responded. "When the trimming of

the blouse has a mixture of colour,

the eeinturc corresponds : many la-

dies adopt the French fashion of a

band of coloured leather.

Irish poplin, striped satin, and va-

rious kinds of fancy silk, are worn

in dinner dress. Fancy velvet trim-

mings are still in favour, though not,

we think, so much so as a mixture

of satin and crepe Ussc.

White lace gowns, of our own ma-

nufacture, over coloured satin slips,

are much in favour in full dress: the

ground of the dre-s is generally

sprigged, and the bottom presents a

rich and beautiful pattern, fully equal

to the choicest productions of foreign

looms. The corsage is in general a

mixture of white lace and white sa-

tin. Crepe Usse, and a new gauze

of French invention, called gaze

saftinee, are also worn over white or

coloured satin. If the slip is white,

the corsage is sometimes coloured

satin, intermixed with the material

of the dress, and vice versa.

Coloured gems are at presentmuch

in favour in full dress, particularly

when mixed with pearls. We have

recently seen a very beautiful set of

ornaments of this description: that

intended for the hair was a bouquet

of lilies, the flowers of pearls, the

foliage emeralds. The necklace was

three rows of pearls attached by

emeralds, placed at short distances.

The bracelets and armlets corre-

sponded : the ear-rings had an eme-

rald drop set round with pearls.

The favourite hues are, puce, la-

vender, ponceau, purple, deep blue,

and rose.

FRENCH FEMALE FASHIONS.
Paris, Feb. 18.

My dear Sophia,

Since the disappearance of

the late severe weather, white gowns

begin to be a good deal worn for the

promenade; but little more of the

dress than the bottom of the skirt

is visible, as our fair pedestrians are

almost invariably enveloped in velvet

or fine coating manteaus: those of

velvet are trimmed with fur, and the

others with velvet. Ermine, chin-

chilla, and white fox are most in

favour. Grey squirrel is worn, but

not so much. Velvet is not in the

same estimation as fur: however,

it is adopted by many iltgantes.

There are four or five different sorts

B b 2
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of capes worn to these manteaus:

some are round and very large;

others small, and pointed behind and

at the ends. A third sort are cut

out on each shoulder, so as to form

a scollop behind and at each front.

Others have false edges, to give the

appearance of from three to five

capes. Brun solitaire, lavender, pur-

ple, and puce are favourite colours

for the manteau ; they are lined with

either rose, white, oxjiamme depunch:

the latter is particularly fashionable.

Blue, rose, and citron manteaus are

worn by dashers, but more for the

carriage or spectacle than the pro-

menade.

Spencers begin to be in favour

for very young persons: they are of

satin ; the pelerine, mancheron, and

bottom of the sleeve, bordered with

fur. The collar of an embroidered

muslin or tulle habit-shirt falls over

that of the spencer, and covers al-

most all but the trimming of the pe-

lerine. The head-dress is a small

otter skin, or sable cap : the former

has a gold tassel and acorn ; the lat-

ter an ermine band.

Velvet flowers and Marabout
plumes are equally fashionable for

promenade bonnets : knots also con-

tinue in favour ; and we see a good
many hats trimmed with small ro-

settes. Flowers correspond either

with the hat or the lining ; in some
instances the bouquet offers a mix-

ture of the two colours. Black hats

are mostly lined with the material

they are made of; those in colours

are either lined with satin or plush

:

a novel article has appeared in the

latter, the ground of which is gold

colour, and the down massaca.

Fancy satin and black velvet are

greatly worn in dinner dress, or for

the spectacle: the latter is generally

trimmed with black lace : the garni-

ture of the former consists of floun-

ces ; there are either three or five,

the edge of each finished by a band

of flat gold wove in the satin. Tight

bodies are now all the rage; the

blouse is only seen in dishabille. The
bodies of gowns for dinner or the

spectacle are mostly made high, but

not always.

Black velvet, with steel or pearl

ornaments interspersed in trimmings

of blond or white satin, is much in

favour with matrons for full dress.

White satin and gros dhirer are also

worn. Ball dresses are of plain or

figured tulle. Plain bareges, either

white or coloured. Satin-gauze, ei-

ther striped or in diamonds, or rings

interlaced. Crepe lisse and gaze

Iris are also worn, but not so gene-

rally. Trimmings consist of rou-

leaus of satin entwined with flat gold

bands; flowers and embroidery in

pearl or steel beads. Flowers are

always employed to form bouffants

or draperies : the most novel of these

trimmings consists of three rouleaus

disposed in waves, which are formed

by bouquets of moss-roses. The
embroidery in steel beads is always

very broad ; it is spotted in the mid-

dle, and bordered by a wreath of

leaves or flowers at each edge. The
bodies of dress gowns are always cut

very low round the bust, and are a

good deal ornamented : some have

blond or tulle let in full round the

bosom; the fulness gaged by narrow

satin piping. Others have a novel

stomacher formed by folds of satin

on each side of the bust ; they are

confined to a point in the centre of

the "waist by three rows of pearl,

and clasped with a similar ornament

on the shoulder. The ceinture is

either white satin, or to correspond
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with the dress; it fastens behind in

four small bows and short ends. The
hair is still worn full on the temples,

and much higher behind than for

some time past. Turbans are in

great favour, particularly the Turk-

ish turban in white gauze, with the

round confined by bands of citron

colour, disposed in lozenges, each

lozenge finished at the corner with

a ruby and emerald alternately. Tur-

ban caps are just come into fashion:

the crown, in the form of a calotte,

is bordered by a puffing of gauze

:

a bunch of red roses, with a good
deal of foliage, is placed at the left

ear: long gauze strings, which hang
as low as the shoulder.—The favour-

ite hues are, puce, ponceau, and grey,

for dinner gowns; and white, blue,

citron, and rose, for full dress. Adieu!

Always your

EuDOCfA.

INTELLIGENCE, LITERARY, SCIENTIFIC, &c.

Mr. Ackermann has circulated pro-

posals for publishing by subscription, a

Series of twelve Lithographic Drawings

of Celebrated Horses, from pictures paint-

ed by James Ward, Esq. II. A. and drawn

on stone by himself. This series will

appear in three numbers, containing four

plates each, at regular intervals in the

course of the present year ; and the first

number will be ready for delivery in April

next. The most interesting feature of

lithography is its power to multiply ac-

tual fac-similes of the painter's work,

thereby diffusing the results of his labour

precisely as they issue from his own hand

;

and thus aiding, to a vast extent, the pro-

gress of the arts, by communicating to

hundreds, at a moderate expense in com-

parison with such drawings in chalk, the

identical touches of die master ; for every

line that he draws upon the stone be-

comes die precise means of transfer by

which every following likeness is pro-

duced. To artists tbis peculiar excel-

lence is well known ; and it will doubtless

add to the attraction of die work here

announced, that those who possess it will

have acquired a collection of drawings

illustrative of Mr. Ward's powers of exe-

cution in the portraiture of the horse.

The animals from which the pictures are

painted, are of the most interesting cha-

racter, either from the celebrity they have

acquired for beauty of form, extraordi-

nary qualities as racers, or in the sports

of the field, or for some peculiar circum-

stances connected with their history.

Among the subjects of these drawings

will be presented the portraits of Monitor

and Soothsayer, the property of his Ma-
jesty ; Copenhagen, the favourite charger

of his Grace the Duke of Wellington,

on which he rode on the field of Water-

loo ; Cossack and Persian, the property

of the Duke of Northumberland; Prim-

rose (a brood mare) and Foal, the pro-

perty of the Duke of Grafton; Phantom

and Walton, celebrated racers, the pro-

perty of Sir John Shelly, Bart. M. P.

;

Leopold, the property of John G. Lamb-
ton, Esq. M. P. ; and Doctor Syntax,

belonging to Ralph Riddell, Esq. Size

of the plates, 18i inches by 13».

Mr. Ackermann has also in great for-

wardness three series, each comprehend-

ing four coloured prints of Hunting,

Coursing, and Shooting, after paintings

by Wolstenholme.

Mr. Scoresby, who is already favour-

ably known to the public by his Descrip-

tion of the Arctic Regions, and by va-

rious scientific papers in the Transactions

of learned societies, has now in the press

an Account of his Voyage to Greenland

in the Summer of 1822. In the course

of this voyage, lie explored the eastern
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coast of West Greenland, to the extent

of between 700 and 800 geographical

miles, the greater part of which may be

considered as original discovery. He
has constructed a chart, founded on about

500 angles or bearings, taken at fifty

different stations, most of which were de-

termined by astronomical observations.

This, we understand, is to accompany the

work ; and it will constitute the first and
j

only accurate map of that remote and all

but inaccessible region. The fate of the

lost colony, said to have been established

in West Greenland in the beginning of
j

the 15th century, has long excited great

interest. There is reason to think, that :

the descendants of the colonists may still

exist; for traces of recent inhabitation

were found in different places.

Miss Aikin is preparing for publication

a Memoir of her Father, the late John

Aikin, M.D.; together with a selection

of such of his Critical Essays and Mis-

cellaneous Pieces as have not hitherto

appeared in a collective form. Improved

editions of several of the most popular

of Dr. Aikin's works are also preparing

under the care of his family.

A translation of Bouterwek's History

of Spanish and Portuguese Literature,

translated from the original German by

Miss Ross, is just ready for publication.

Major Bell, the editor of Professor

Bredow's Tables of History and Litera-

ture, has ready for publication a Chrono-

logical Chart of the most celebrated Paint-

ers, from the revival of the art to the close

of the 18th century, translated and ar-

ranged in schools and ages, from the pri-

vate French notes of Sir Matthew Van

Bree, professor of the Royal Academy

of Arts at Antwerp; with the addition of

the English painters, and notices of some

of the foreign artists who have painted

in England. This chart will exhibit at

a single view the distinguishing charac-

ter of each school, the names of all the

eminent masters, the period in which

they severally lived, the subjects for which

each was most noted, or the excellence

for which each was most famed. The

utmost reliance may be placed on the ac-

curacy of the notes on which the chart

is founded, as Sir Matthew Van Bree as-

sured the editor, that he had employed

the leisure hours of three winters in cri-

tically examining and comparing the va-

rious authorities from which they arc ex-

tracted.

oetrp*

TO AN EARLY PRIMROSE.
By J. M. Lacey.

Simple pledge of spring's returning,

Pleasing 'tis to see thy bloom,

Winter's rudest terrors spurning,

Peeping forth from nature's tomb.

Thy appearance gives us pleasure;

Though now piercing winds assail,

Spring, creation's brightest treasure,

Soon will breathe a warmer gale.

Yet, mild fiow'r, thy fate too often

Emblem is of infant woe ;

When warm airs stern winter soften,

Thy pale petals burst and blow.

Soon, on frosty pinions flying,

Itoars the blast with angry breath,

Whilst around deep snows are lying;

Then, mild flow'r, you sink in death!

So it is with human sorrow :

Some fair infant smiles in joy ;

Expectation gilds the morrow ;

Bliss then knows no keen alloy.

Soon, alas! stern illness seizing,

Sinks the SufPrer to his doom ;

Whilst the soul, with prospect pleasing,

Mounts to realms beyond the tomb !

Printed by L. Harrison, 373, Strand.
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VIEWS OF COUNTRY-SEATS.
CHISWICK-HOUSE.

This beautiful and celebrated vil-

la, belonging to the Duke of Devon-

shire, is situated in the pleasant vil-

lage of Chiswick, on the banks of the

Thames,about six miles from London.

It was erected near an ancient man-

sion once the residence of Robert

Carr, Earl of Somerset, and his pro-

fligate countess, who here ended her

days in disgrace and misery in 1632,

as did her husband, under similar cir-

cumstances, in 1645. At the mar-

riage of their daughter Ann to Lord
Russel, afterwards Earl of Bedford,

the estate was mortgaged, and the

family plate and jewels sold, to fur-

nish the marriage portion of 12,000/.

This place afterwards became the

property of the celebrated Earl of

Pembroke, from whom it passed to

Lord Powlet, an active royalist, who,

through the interest of General Fair-

VoL I. No. IV.

fax, was in 1647 permitted to com-

pound for his estates. It became sub-

sequently the property of Lord
Crofts, Lord Gerrard of Brandon,

Viscount Ranelagh, and Edward
Seymour, Esq. who, in 1682, sold it

to Richard Earl of Burlington, from

whom it descended to the last earl,

whose only child and heir, Lady
Charlotte Boyle, having married the

Duke of Devonshire, conveyed the

whole of the Burlington estates to

that family, in which they still con-

tinue vested.

Chiswick-House is one of those su-

perb and chaste buildings that re-

flect honour on the country, and it

displays in an eminent degree the

fine taste and great abilities of its il-

lustrious builder, the Earl of Bur-

lington. Kent, the architect, was

employed to carry on the work un-

C c
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der the eaiTs immediate directions;

and it would appear to have been

built more as an architectural study,

than as a dwelling. It has been just-

ly observed, that for a design so su-
j

perb the building should have been
;

much lai-ger, being only 70 feet

square, exclusively of the portico.

Subsequently it was found to be more

beautiful than convenient, from its

diminutive size, which induced the

late noble proprietor to add wings,

as shewn in the annexed Front View,

but seen to more advantage in the

second plate, exhibiting the Garden

Front.

The Hon. Horace Walpole, who
wrote before these improvements

were undertaken, describes Chis-

wick-House in the following terms

:

" This building, the idea of which

is borrowed from a well-known villa

of Palladio, is a model of taste,

though not without faults, some of

which are occasioned by too strict

adherence to rules and symmetry.

Such are too many corresponding

doors in spaces so contracted ; chim-

neys between windows, and which is

worse, windows between chimneys
;

and vestibules, however beautiful,

yet little secured from the damps of

this climate. The trusses that sup-

port the ceiling of the corner Draw-

ing-Room are beyond measure mas-

sive; and the ground apartment is

rather a diminutive catacomb, than a

library in a northern latitude. Yet

these blemishes, and Lord Hervey's

wit, who said, ' that the house was

too small to inhabit, and too large to

hang to one's watch,' cannot depreci-

ate the taste that reigns throughout

the whole. The larger court, dignifi-

ed by picturesque ced ars, and the clas-

sic scenery of the small court, that

unites the old and new house, are

more worth seeing than many frag-

ments of ancient grandeur, which

our travellers visit under all the dan-

gers attendant on long voyages."

The old house here mentioned by

Mr. Walpole was pulled down in

1788, to make room for the subse-

quent improvements.

The addition of the wings has

no doubt increased the commodious-

ness of the building as a residence,

but by no means improved its ap-

pearance. The original structure,

from its beautiful proportions, and

rich and careful decorations, produ-

ces a most magnificent and powerful

effect; but the wings, from being too

large, give to the centre a diminutive

appearance, which otherwise would

not strike the observer, though it i3

in reality small. A simplicity has

been observed in these additions, in

order to throw the centre out by its

richness ; but the effect produced is

that of their not appearing corre-

sponding parts.

The entrance to the grand story

is by a double flight of steps, which

is adorned with the statues of Palla-

dio and Inigo Jones. The portico

is extremely rich, supported by six

Corinthian columns : it is surmounted

by an octangular dome. The rich-

ness of this front, seen with its ac-

companiments of exotics in bloom

and flowering shrubs, contrasted with

;

the noble cedars of Libanus, in all

j

their glory of rich, dark, and solemn

\ tints, has a truly grand and magical

appearance, which is greatly assisted

by the termini, vases, and other pie-

i ces of sculpture, that are arranged

!
in the avenue. The stately cedars

which form this dignified avenue are

perhaps the finest in the kingdom.
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They were planted by Lord Bur-

lington.

The interior of the house is ex-

tremely beautiful, and abounds in

works of art, antique busts, and noble

pictures, a few only of which will be

noticed, as our limits will not permit

a particular description of all, be-

ing chiefly rare productions of the

respective masters.

The principal entrance leads to

the Dome-Saloon, adorned with va-

luable antique busts, which are ar-

ranged in niches round the apart-

ment. The ceiling is highly wrought

in stuccoed compartments. The East

Saloon joins this, but embraces more

extent than the original building al-

lowed. The ceiling is very rich in stuc-

co-work, gilded on a white ground.

Among other valuable paintings in

this room are, Portrait of the Duch-

ess of Somerset, by Vandyke ; Christ

in the Garden, by Guereino ; the

Virgin, a rich though small picture,

by Parmegiano; Portraits by Ru-
bens, in his best style ; and the Inte-

rior of the Jesuits' Church at Ant-

iverp, by Steenwick, a fine speci-

men of this master's peculiar power.

Here is also a collection of minerals

and marbles, formed by the late

Duchess of Devonshire. A small

apartment attached to this saloon is

fitted up with fine tapestry: in cir-

cular frames over the doors and

chimney, are Portraits ofLady Bur-

lington, Alexander Pope, &c.

The West Saloon joins the Dome-
Saloon, and has, as well as the East

Saloon, been considerably enlarged

by the late improvements. This ceil-

ing is painted in compartments. Be-
sides a number of cabinet pictures by
Tintoretto, Leonardo da Vinci, Pous-

sin, Veronese, Caracci, Carlo Bas-

sano, and Borgognone, which grace

this room, it contains the celebrated

picture of Jlelisarius, several times

engraved, and long thought to be

the work of Vandyke, but with more

justice attributed to Murillo; a high-

ly coloured and rich picture, Acis

and Galatea, by Luca Giordano;

Lord Clifford and his Family, paint-

ed in 1444 by Van Eyck, who is

regarded as the inventor of oil-paint-

ing; a superb picture by Salvator

Rosa; Landscape, Figures, See.

The Drawing-Room, which occu-

pies a portion of this wing, is a no-

ble, elegant, and finely proportioned

apartment. Among the pictures is

the first Earl of Burlington, by
Vandyke; Ma-dona delta Rosa, by

Dominichino, procured from a con-

vent at Rome by the eai'l, who gave

a set of marble columns for the con-

ventual church in exchange for it;

a Magdalen s Head, by Guido

;

Mary Queen of Scots, by Zucchero

;

a Holy Family, by Parmegiano ; a

Venetian Nobleman, by Rembrandt;

and a Chemist's Laboratory, by Te-
mpers, very highly finished.

The Dining - Room possesses,

among other fine pictures, Susannah

and the Elders, by Paul Veronese
;

Women at the Cross, by Bassano

;

the Marriage of Cupid and Psyche,

by Andrew Schiavone ; and a very

highly finished picture, Rembrandt

in his Painting-Room, by Gerard

Douw.
The Gallery embraces the entire

north side of the original building,

and is a sweet specimen of the Ita-

lian style of arrangement. It forms

a centre with two recesses, and an

octangular division at each extremit}-.

The sides and ceiling are richly or-

namented in stucco; the ornaments,

mouldings, paterae, &c. being gold

on a white ground. An oval Battle

C c 2
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Piece, by P. Veronese, is inserted in

the central compartment of the ceil-

ing. Here are but few pictures, the

exuberance of the ornaments leaving

but little space for them; but the

room is rich in statuary and other

works of art.

In the other apartments and dress-

ing-rooms are many fine paintings

;

and by the late additions, comfort

and elegance pervade the whole of

this delightful abode.

Our second View represents the

Garden Front: its elegance and sweet

proportions will speak for themselves.

It has no pretensions to the richness

of the south and principal front, but

is equally beautiful.

The gardens are rich in wood,

and ornamented with statues, tem-

ples, grottos, obelisks, &c. Here is

a delightful serpentine river, with its

bridge and statues, grotto and cas-

cade, with a number of pleasant

walks, one of which leads to a ter-

race that commands a charming view

of the country, with the noble river

Thames urging his silent way.

The pleasure-grounds comprise

about thirty-two acres. They em-

brace a flower-garden ofconsiderable

extent, in which is a delightful con-

servatory and an extensive range of

forcing-houses. Attached to these

grounds is a small park, stocked with

deer. Several improvements are said

to be in contemplation by the noble

proprietor, the chief of which is the

removal of the public road further

from the house, to add to its retire-

ment. His grace has obtained an

act of Parliament for the avowed

purpose.

SKETCHES OF PARIS.
SUNDAY AMUSEMENTS OF THE PARISIANS.

It is not in vain that the citizen

of Paris beholds daily and hourly

the luxuries of all the five divisions

of the globe spread out before him

;

that he witnesses the most extrava-

gant profusion; that he sees his old

schoolfellow, once as poor as himself,

now become a millionaire, rolling

along in a splendid equipage; that

he goes every day past the Exchange,

to learn by means of his own eyes

and ears the rise or fall in the rentes

of the state: the sight of all these

things is sure to excite in his bosom

a desire to participate in them. Hence
his solicitude for wealth ; hence his

wish to possess government rentes,

or property in other funds ; a wish

that manifests itself even in the cob-

bler and the porter.

But the Parisian is too sensible to

seek wealth in any other than its pro-

per and true source, industry and

economy. Hence he resembles the

ant, which does not take a single step

but for some useful purpose, and is

temperate to real self-denial. The
more indefatigable the Parisian is in

his business, the more he enjoys

rest. Thus Sundays and holidays

furnish a spectacle in the life of the

Parisian, which, I verily believe, has

no parallel on the face of the civi-

lized earth for bustle, cheerfulness,

and abstraction from all external con-

siderations.

The Sunday and holiday of the

Parisian artisan commences before

the day itself: there is a holy eve

(veille) for him to these days of rest.

Saturday assumes with him a cha-

racter of peculiar vivacity. The ma-
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jority of the working class enjoy it i

not merely by anticipation, but like-

wise in reality, as also in the pre-

paration for the following Sunday.

When the clock strikes five, all work

is at an end ; they put on their coats,

and proceed to the barriers, where

the plans for the amusements of the

ensuing day are projected.

We will now suppose it to be be-

tween the hours of two and four on

Sunday afternoon. If you would

wish to acquire an adequate idea of

the population of Paris, come and

traverse with me not only the centre

of the city (for here the crowd is

equally great every day and every

hour of the day), but also the faux-
bouvgs, inhabited exclusively by me-

chanics. The opening of a beehive

furnishes but a faint comparison with

the spectacle which then presents it-

self to the observer in the streets of

Paris: the hundreds of thousands

of bodies which fill the streets of the

city seem to have but two legs and

one head, so unanimously do they

all hasten to the barriers of the ca-

pital. I am confident that out of the

eight hundred thousand inhabitants

which Paris contains, including fo-

reigners, at least five hundred thou-

sand repair on Sundays, when the

weather is favourable, to the bar-

riers, for the purpose of amusing

themselves.

By five o'clock the scene is chang-

ed : the stunning and inexpressible

tumult has given place to the silence

of the grave. All the shops are

shut ; not a carriage rolls along the

street ; not a cry of any kind is to

be heard ; nay, the very coffee-houses

are empty. A stranger, if he were

then to be set down in Paris for the

first time, would imagine that all its

inhabitants had been swept away by

some contagion. Let us follow the

crowd to the barriers, the limit of

the excursions of the citizen of Pari<.

Before he reaches this point he must
in fact have performed a longer or

a shorter journey; and who then can
find fault with him because he has

no inclination to proceed farther, and
makes this his resting-place ? For this

reason all the places of amusement
of the Parisian populace are situated

close to the barriers of the city.

As in all other indulgences, the

citizen is moderate in his demands
upon the places where he seeks

amusement on Sundays. Acacia-

trees afford him shelter, and a wood-
en bench, which rarely has more than

two legs, serves for a seat. There
is nothing of a house near it, but a

kitchen, where the hostess prepares

her eatables, and a cellar, where the

landlord keeps his wine. Should a

shower unluckily fall, a Babylonish

confusion ensues : some find a scanty

shelter under the trees and along

the side of the building ; but the

greater number get wet to the skin.

In spite of this the citizens of Paris

continue their visits to the barriers
;

in spite of this the marchand de vins

does not, for eight or ten years, that

is to sa}', not till his kitchen and his

cellar, his acacia-trees and his move-

able benches have made a rich man

j

of him, exchange his hut for a house

in Paris.

In the whole wide world the fe-

i male sex belongs to the male, but

nowhere so much as in France, and

especially in Paris. A Parisian citi-

; zen, particularly one who wears sil-

ver shoe and knee-buckles, and who
has his powdered hair wrought into

a queue and a pair oiailes depigeon,

would but half enjoy himself were

he deprived of the society of his
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better half. She must accompany

him and hang upon his arm. He is

likewise fond of children, as all the

world knows. What wonder then

that he should lead two of his girls

with the left hand, while the eldest

walks so immediately before him,

that he can tread in her footsteps.

The son, a half-grown lad, would

never loose his mother's right hand

if he could help it : but to this rule

an exception is made whenever the

lady has occasion to pick up her

gown, to arrange her shawl, to pull

down the front of her large Italian

straw hat over her face, or to take

a pinch of snuff, all which she does

pretty often. The nurse follows with

an infant in arms, and the dog closes

the procession. As the man, for se-

curity's sake, is accustomed to carry

his money and his bank-notes along

with him, and the wife is tricked out

in all her valuables, it may be assert-

ed with truth, that the Parisian takes

wife and child, maid-servant and

beast, and all that is his, with him to

the barriers.

All the citizens of Paris, however,

are not married. The bachelor has

in general a bonne amie, whom he is

obliged to conduct on Sunday to the

barriers, upon pain of being turned

off betimes on Monday morning: for

in their mutual contract, he is under-

stood to pledge himself in the first

place to the barriers, and in the next

to constancy. A violation of the lat-

ter point woidd perhaps be more

readily forgiven him than the neglect

of the former.

It may happen too that he has no

professed bonne come. In this case

he goes out, like all the rest, into the

street, and looks round among the

daughters of the land, of whom there

is never any scarcity. When he

espies one who takes his fancy, he

goes up to her, pulls off his hat, and

says, " Mademoiselle, puis-je avoir

Uhonneur dc vons qffrir le bras pour

vous mener Jwrs des barritres?" Ma-
demoiselle does not give him the

trouble to repeat the question ; she

immediately lays hold of his arm,

and replies, " Monsieur, il est impos-

sible d'etre 2>h(S honnete que vous"

Herewith the bargain is struck, and

both appear as familiar as if they

had been acquainted for many years.

Now the young man has a lady, he

makes it his business to pair others,

which he has in fact opportunities of

doing : for I forgot to observe, that

a Parisian mademoiselle cannot stir

a step on a Sunday without having

half a dozen more mademoiselles

about her. With such reciprocal

wishes, the said half dozen made-

moiselles must have been treated very

scurvily indeed by Dame Nature, if

each of them cannot be provided

with a beau before they have got out

of the city.

In this manner they travel on in

troops till they are beyond the bar-

riers, where, like locusts, they fall

upon the marchands de vins, traiteurs,

and other dealers. The first thing

they do is to select a place in the

garden suitable to the company, and

then a deputation is appointed, and

sent to the kitchen. Here all the

provisions laid in by the host for the

day are exposed to view. A public

sale commences : an egg is put up to

auction just as well as a leg of mut-

ton, or a sirloin of beef, and who-

ever bids a sou more than the rest,

obtains the prize. I am not prepared

to assert, that this auction of viands

always passes off without quarrels

;

nay, in some instances, roasted pi-

geons have been seen literally flying
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into people's mouths. On such oc-
||

oasions, the marehand de rins re- I

stores peace by some witticism, per-

haps something like the following,

which I have heard myself: " Allons,

messieurs, courage ! Gatez, gaches,

fouillez aux pieds, tant qu'il rous

plaira! Alors rous mourrez defaim,

comme nos braves a Moscou.'' The
mention of starring produces a pa-

nic, and the auction proceeds more

peaceably.

When the deputy has obtained

what he thinks requisite, he takes

post as sentinel beside the spit, for

most of the articles of food are sold

raw, and afterwards cooked according '

to the fancy of the purchaser. They

are then boiled or roasted, and serv-

ed up under his direction. The com-

pany fall-to, and the wine of the
\

preceding year, the best of which

costs about fifteen sous a quart, gra-
\

dually removes all the inequalities

that have hitherto lain in the way of

that universal human weakness which

accompanies even the Parisian arti-

san beyond the barriers. And in-

deed why should it not? Are all tho

shawls in the world of the same va-

lue? Is not one car-ring dearer than

another? And, above all, may not

Mademoiselle Caroline be plainer

than Mademoiselle Aimec ; and is it

therefore right for Monsieur Thomas,

the bon ami of Mademoiselle Caro-

line, to steal a sly glance from be-

hind the serviette at Mademoiselle

Aimce, or even to make this obser-

vation to her bon ami, Monsieur

Pierre: "Que rous etes heurenx, Mon-
sieur Pierre, d'etre le caralier d'une

aussi jolie personne que Mademoi-

selle AimceT All these clouds in the

firmament of the barriers are dis-

pelled as soon as the sun of the juice

of the grape begins to irradiate the

faces of the company. All person-

|

alities then cease ; wit takes the place

of material discussions, and calem-

bourgs are made, such as for instance

1 the following: Quel ttoit celui des

\ empereurs Romains qui aroit le nez

i le moinspointu ?— C ttoitNcron (nez

;
rond.)

(To be concluded in our next.)

FRENCH FEMALE PARLIAMENT.
No. II.

—

(Concluded.)

to give the substance of many of the

petitions. The Marquis Sans-Souci

offered to bring proof, that he had

never in his life controuled his ladv,

CHAMBER OF PEERESSES.

Feb. 10.

Several petitions were presented

from husbands in different parts of

France, praying that the rights and
||

or interfered in the domestic manage-

privileges of wives might be distinctly

and speedily defined, as, since the

late deliberations on that subject,

many wives had shewn a desire to

establish a domestic government

wholly despotic ; and the petitioners

humbly hoped that it was not the in-

tention of the noble Chamber to

sanction measures so evidently un-

just. Our limits will not permit as

ment of his family in any way what-

soever: notwithstanding which, ever

since the last meeting of the Cham-

ber, his lady has tormented him in-

cessantly with remonstrances on the

disordered state of his affairs, and

entreaties that he would contract his

expenses. The wife of M. Le Joucvr

had taken upon herself absolutely

to forbid him deep play. Madame
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Clairvoyant, who had hitherto boon

extremely polite to all her husband's

female acquaintance, now positively

refused to receive at her parties the

wife of his most intimate friend.

Monsieur Pigeon in a very humble

petition prayed the Chamber to de-

fine the exact number of morning,

afternoon, evening, and curtain lec-

tures that a lady was to be allowed

to deliver to her husband; as he

hoped in that case he might occa-

sionally obtain a little respite from

the now incessant scolding of his

wife. The Cotnie Sans-Esprit beg-

ged that the Chamber would be

pleased to affix certain limits to the

expenses of a lady's toilet, as since

the late debate, his wife, who for-

merly used to content herself with

laying out one half of his income in

dress, now insisted upon appropriat-

ing three-fourths of it to that pur-

pose.

These petitions and several others

were ordered to be referred to the

committee now engaged in framing

the matrimonial code.

La Marquise Ties - Doucement
begged to call the attention of the

Chamber to certain rules and reffu-

lationsfor the card-table : it was really

a reproach to a nation justly consi-

dered as the politest in the world,

that ladies should lose their temper
with their money ; and that even the

most polished should indulge them-

selves in certain expressions, which
they would blush to use at any other

time. She therefore prayed that the

exact limits should be marked out,

which a lady's chagrin might be al-

lowed to extend to ; and a positive

interdiction laid upon all phrases,

however softened or mutilated they

might be, that could tend to bring

her good-breeding in question.

La Comtesse Colt-re protested very

vehemently against the adoption of

any such measures : it was easy for

ladies who always won to preserve

their temper; and she did not won-

der at one of them proposing mea-

sures which would shield her in fu-

ture from the reproaches of those

avIio had not the same means of in-

suringgood fortune.—(Here the mar-

quise interrupted the comtesse by ex-

claimingwithgi-eatviolence, " Means,

madam! what, do you talk of means?

Do you dare to call my honour in

question ? Is it my fault if my supe-

rior skill" She was unable to pro-

ceed, for a significant sneer from the

comtesse disconcerted her so much,

that she sat down convulsed with

passion, and her antagonist continu-

ed).—Instead of proposing laws to

regulate the temper at play, the no-

ble member would have done better

to propose some to keep ladies in

bounds during the discussion of bu-

siness in the Chamber, where tem-

per is of rather more consequence to

a lady's dignity than at the card-

table. " I for one/' continued the

comtesse, " shall always resolutely op-

pose every innovation on the present

system of play : the liberty of saying

what one pleases when one has a bad

run of luck, has been a privilege of

Frenchwomen time immemorial. I

regard it as one of the most valuable

of our privileges, and I never will

consent to restrict it in any way what-

soever." (Cries of " Right, right ; no-

thing can be conceded on that point,"

from several parts of the Chamber.)

La Duchesse de la Scrtipuleuse

begged that the noble members Mould

believe, that none of them had the

privileges of the sex more at heart

than herself: however, she wished

that they would in their wisdom de-
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fine to what lengths honour obliged

si lady, strictly speaking, to go in the

payment of her gaming debts, as at

present the laws of play appeared to

her very severe. In all other cases,

so long as a lady acknowledged the

debt, it was a matter of very little

consequence whether she paid it or

not ; but if she loses her money at

cards, she is obliged to make, if not

immediate, at least very speedy pay-

ment in one coin or other. Now this

she considered extremely hard, as it

might and often did place ladies in

very awkward predicaments. What
she wished to propose therefore was,

that a lady so situated might be al-

lowed to claim the forbearance of her

creditor (more especially if the said

creditor should happen to be a gen-

tleman) for a certain length of time.

This measure was feebly support-

ed by a few members, and verystrong-

ly opposed by several others. The
first argued, that it might be a means

of preserving the chastity of several

ladies, who were now actually obliged

to barter it in order to redeem their

honour. The latter insisted, that

even this necessity, hard as they al-

lowed it to be, could not justify an

encroachment on that strict principle

of justice by which the payment of

debts of this kind had always been

regulated. Women of fashion had

long been reproached by the vulgar

herd with being devoid of principle,

but in this one instance at least they

could refute the charge, since even

those who made it a principle to pay

no other debts, always faithfully dis-

charged their debts of honour : but

if any sort of subterfuge were once

admitted on so sacred a point, hea-

ven knows where the abuse might

stop. They considered it better there-

fore to risk all the consequences

which the loss of money might oc-

casion, than cast a stain upon the

national reputation, by giving a lady

the power to evade the payment

of debts which had till now been

held so sacred, that it was well known

French, ladies would make any sa-

crifice sooner than it should be said,

they had neither the power nor the

inclination to discharge them. These

arguments were found so conclusive

by the generality of the members,

that the motion was negatived by a

very large majority.

THE LOITERER.
No. II.

I find, from several letters which

I have received, that some of my
readers conceive that I now occupy

in some respect the place in the Re-
pository which was lately so ably

filled by Mr. Sagephiz. I must pro-

test against this conclusion, for seve-

ral reasons : first, I hate to give ad-

vice ; and secondly, with all my re-

spect for this second Solomon, he is

not exactly the model I should choose

Vol L No. IV.

to follow. I find that when I ex-

pected assistance in the conduct of

my paper, I did not calculate too

much upon the writing mania of the

present age. My table is filled at

this moment with offers of aid, and

letters of advice how to conduct The
Loiterer. If I availed myself of the

first, my office would be a mere sine-

cure; and if I tried to follow the

last, my paper would present a me-

D D
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hinge such as never before met the

public eye : but I am afraid I have

little chance of deriving benefit from

this profusion of both, as my readers

may judge from the following spe-

cimen.

Frank Freeheart counsels me to

avoid the prosing course pursued by

the Adviser, whose paper, he says,

was good for nothing but to make

prudes of fine women, and stupid

puppies of sprightly fellows. He as-

sures me, if I expect to be read, I

must keep clear of religion and mo-

rality, and shew, by my utter con-

tempt of all old-fashioned maxims,

that I know how to write for people

of spirit.

Mrs. Grimsby believes that Mr.

Sagephiz was a well-meaning man in

the main, but his papers were not

half grave enough. She has no pa-

tience with people who try to throw

instruction into the form of amuse-

ment; and she is sure that I shall

find my advantage in choosing none

but the most serious subjects.

The fair Amanda complains that

the Adviser was a bitter enemy to

all refined and tender sentiments,

and was barbarian enough to make

a jest even of love itself, which she

thinks ought to be the principal sub-

ject of a periodical writer; and in

order to qualify me to treat of it

properly, she advises me to study

the old romances, particularly Clelia,

Cassandra, and Oroondates ; pro-

mising, if she is satisfied with my
style, to transmit to me some love-

letters which have never been pub-

lished, and which she assures me
are models of tenderness and sub-

limity.

Sam Sneer considers that a perio-

dical paper must be as insipid as a

boiled rabbit without sauce or salt,

unless it is enlivened by a little dash

of scandal. lie assures me that he

took the trouble of telling Mr. Sage-

phiz so repeatedly ; but, he observes,

that old Solomon was a testy prag-

matical fellow, who liked better to

give advice than to take it. He hopes

that I have not the same failing; and

promises, if I attend to his instruc-

tions, to send me some clever pieces

of secret history, which will raise

the reputation of my paper.

The widow Bustle thinks the Ad-

viser would not have been amiss but

for one great fault: he never tried

to impress his fair readers with a

proper sense of the duties of house-

wifery; and, in her opinion, that is

the one thing needful for women.

She expects therefore that I will do

all I can to decry the present flimsy

mode of female education, and to

bring back the good old days when

ladies studied cookery-books instead

of French and Italian, and knew

more about making shirts and pud-

dings, than about playing on the pi-

ano or drawing landscapes. This

lady seems particularly desirous to

enlist my pen in the cause of nota-

bility ; for she offers to bribe me, or

rather to reward my services, when

she has seen how she likes a few pa-

pers; by a present of a famous old

family receipt for collaring brawn.

Mat Mendem fancies that mine is

altogether an assumed character, and

that I pretend to be an idle disen-

gaged man, only that I may with

greater security disseminate liberal

principles. lie approves my strata-

gem, and promises to aid it with all

his powers, by sending me some very

well written political papers, which,

under the mask of moderation, will

forward the good cause amazingly.

% I find that lie would have done my
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predecessor the same favour; but it

tie verycommence-

ment of his paper, that he was a nar-

row-souled fellow, too strongly tinc-

tured with the principles of the old

school to derive any benefit from Mr.
;

Mendem's assistance.

Hill Brief, in a note of four lines,

!

tells me that he never reads but at

breakfast; and then lie don't care

much what the subject is, provided

it is not too long. He hopes I will

take the hint, and confine myself to

a couple of pages, which the Adviser

so rarely did, that he hardly ever

read that paper.

Lawrence Longphrase's great ob-

jection to periodical papers, the Ad-

r among the rest, is their brevi-

ty: he hopes I shall not confine my-

self to just skimming the surface of

a subject, but enter into it at proper

length; in which case he promises to

be a constant reader of, and some-

times a contributor to, the Loiterer.

Clarinda never read the Ac/riser ;

the characters Avere always of the or-

dinary class, and the details so stu-

pidly natural, that she could not en-

dure them. She hates common life

and manners, and hopes I shall soar

a flight above them. She adds, in a

postscript, that as she supposes I mean

to draw characters from life, she

hopes they will always be those of

people of distinction.

Frank Frolic thinks the essayists

altogether a queer set, who had little

notion of life, and old Solomon the

queerest among them. He hopes I

am a fellow of more spirit, who
will treat my readers now and then

to a bit of fun. He thinks a part of

my paper might be advantageously

devoted to anecdotes of boxing, un-

der the title of Flowers of the Fan-

cy ; and promises to send me some

hons-mols of the Cat and Magpie

Club, which, he says, will make my
readers split their sides with laughter.

Such are the hopes and expecta-

tions to which my first number has

given rise ; but as every succeeding

one, by tending to destroy them,

would perhaps be the means ofbring-

ing me fresh remonstrances, I think

it is as well to rid myself at once of

the host of pilots, who are each con-

fident that no one but themselves

can tow my little vessel safely into

port, by a declaration that I am de-

termined not to follow any advice

whatsoever. I might give many good

reasons for this declaration, but I

shall only offer one: my natural in-

dolence renders it impossible for me
to pursue a settled plan ; I shall con-

sequently choose my subjects either

as they present themselves to my
fancy, or as they may arise from the

situations in which I find myself.

Thus much for my advisers: now for

those who would honour me with

their assistance.

I am afraid I shall never be senti-

mental enough to suit the taste of

Amanda, for which reason I must

decline the love-letters she offers me.

Unfortunately I have as little liking

for secret history as Mr. Sagephiz

himself; therefore the kind proffer

of my friend Sneer will be of no ser-

vice to me; and as my notions on

political subjects are terribly fettered

by my having early imbibed a pro-

found reverence for that old-fashion-

ed motto, King and Constitution, it

is very clear that I cannot make the

Loiterer a medium for forwarding

the desires of Mat Mendem. Nei-

ther can I accept the offer of Law-

rence Longphrase, as I consider my-

self bound in conscience not to be-

stow a great quantity of dulness on

D D 8
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my readers at once. I am greatly

indebted to Frank Frolic ; but I can-

not avail myself of his assistance,

because I am afraid that the good
tilings of the Cat and Magpie Club
•would be too highly seasoned for the

generality of my readers. I have

some other offers of assistance to

acknowledge, and perhaps avail my-

self of; but as I am ambitious to be

read at least for once by Bob Brief,

and I think this paper is about the

length he requires, I shall reply to

those coi'respondents in my next

Number. N. Nevermove.

SOME PARTICULARS
(Concluded

Bahia, the ancient capital of the

Brasils, bore formerly the name of

San Salvador. The street of la Playa,

by which you enter the town, disap-

points you ; it does not answer at all

to the idea you had formed of the

city when seen from the harbour:

but you are struck with the bustle

which appears to prevail, and with

the activity of the people. Here
you see a group of negroes lifting

heavy loads, and disputing among
themselves who shall carry the light-

est; there a number of seamen is-

suing in all the noisy merriment of

inebriety from an alehouse : farther

on are negro-women crying fruits,

dried meat, salt fish, and a variety

of other eatables for sale. In fact,

a more busy scene cannot well be

imagined.

The Cathedral, the Palace of the

Governor, the Mint, and the Theatre

are built in the upper town, and it is

also the quarter in which the coffee-

houses are situated.

The carriages generally used are

chaises drawn by mules, or cadeiras

(palanquins) . This last is a commo-
dious, but very effeminate mode of

conveyance ; two negroes carry it on

their shoulders. Europeans in gene-

ral prefer riding on horseback ; but

it is indispensably necessary for aman
of a certain rank to have one of those

RESPECTING BRASIL.
from p. 148.)

||

cadeiras, which follows him, though

[I

perhaps he never uses it.

The travellers give us a ludicrous

idea of the cadeira, in telling us,

that it is in the form of a mushroom

(champignon), surrounded with cur-

tains. There are hackney cadeiras,

in which you may be carried from

one end of the town to the other for

four francs.

The palace of the governor is any

thing but magnificent: the immense

rooms which it contains are white-

washed; the window-curtains are of

red damask. The entrance to the

interior of the house is closed, in the

Oriental manner, by a door covered

with scarlet cloth, with the arms of

Portugal embroidered in colours in

the middle. There is no other fur-

niture but large benches. Private

houses are far from being so desti-

tute of ornament.

The houses in the town of St.

Paul are in general whitewashed on

the outsides, and usually consist of

four stories. This towrn, like most

others in Portuguese America, is not

much indebted to the industry of its

inhabitants: properly speaking, they

have no manufactures of their own.

All the coarse cloth which the ne-

groes and country people make use

of for clothing, is fabricated with

cotton spun by hand.
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The men wear a mantle of a vc ry

glaring colour, and boots made of

the skin of a serpent. The dress of :

,

the ladies consists of a woollen petti-

coat, bordered with plush, velvet,

or gold galloon, according to their

fortune. For old or married ladies

the petticoat must be red; black is

worn by youthful belles: these latter

frequently cover their beautiful black

tresses with a round hat. The la-

dies of St. Paul are distinguished

for their beauty and sprightliness, so

much so, that the term Paulista is

almost an eulogium in other parts of

the country. These sprightly dames

are passionately fond of dancing,

and they take all possible pains to

appear to advantage in the numerous

assemblies which they embellish with

their presence. Their dancing dress-

es are composed of the finest stuffs,

and they wear a profusion of gold

chains, which they dispose in a most

graceful manner on their necks and

bosoms.

The town of Pernambuco has not

much in it worthy of notice; there

are but few remarkable edifices. The
ancient College of the Jesuits, which

serves at present as a residence for

the governor, is of so sombre an ap-

pearance, that the general who was

governor during the stay of our two

travellers had hired another house.

The following trait shews the cha-

racter of this governor in a very ami-

able light. M. de C , a young

French officer, related to a Spanish

family, whose name he bears, had

just arrived at Pernambuco, and at-

tracted by a representation at the

theatre, he hastened thither with

some of his countrymen. He had

hardly seated himself, when some

persons of the lower class came and

jnsolentlv demanded his place. Wish-

ing to act with circumspection, M.
de C. repressed the natural fire of

his temper, and retired without any

contest to a back seat. Soon after-

wards an aide-de-camp delivered him
a message from the governor, beg-

ging that he would go and .speak to

his excellency in his box. M. de

C immediately went, and on en-

tering the box, was requested by the

governor to take his place by the

side of Madame la Gouvemante. " I

have witnessed," said his excellency,

" the rude behaviour of some of my
countrymen, and it is my duty to

make what reparation I can for the

offence which they have given you."

Villa Rica is the most considerable

town of this district, which is regard-

ed in Europe as the s;ource of all the

riches of Portugal. The lavages

a"or are situated at some leagues dis-

tance. The particles of gold are

found in general disseminated in a

bed of pebbles and gravel, covered

with an earthy substance. If there

is a current of water, the level of

which is found at a sufficient eleva-

tion, they cut in the soil banks twen-

ty or thirty feet long, and a foot high

;

a ditch two or three feet deep is dug

at the bottom and on each bank.

Nine or ten negroes are occupied in

stirring the ground while the water

is descending : the particles of gold,

disengaged by their weight, fall into

the ditch ; after a few days' washing,

they carry this sediment to another

current. Each workman then makes

use of a sort of wooden bowl, in the

form of a funnel, which is two feet

wide at the mouth. The sediment,

being mixed with a certain quantity

of water and stirred, allows the gold

to disengage itself, and falls to the

bottom of the funnel.

Sneaking of diamonds, M. Denis
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says, they are found in the centre of

the mountains, in the beds of the

rivers, and in such parts of the river-

banks as are formed by the continu-

al bearing down of the soil. The
negroes generally work at the wash-

ing of the matter, which they call

cascalhaon, during the dry season,

in which they collect a sufficient

quantity to occupy them during the

winter, and it is placed in heaps of

from fifteen to sixteen ton. When
the time for executing the work ar-

rives, they construct a shed, which

may be 120 feet long, and 45 feet

wide. They turn into this shed a

stream, which they pass through the

middle of it by a gutter covered

with planks, on which they place the

cascalhaon in heaps two or three

feet deep. A plank, which reaches

the whole length of the shed, is then

placed by the side of the gutter, and

parallel to it are others placed at lit-

tle distances: these planks form a

kind of cases, and are so disposed

that the water is introduced in the

widest part between them, while it

runs out by a little opening at the

smallest extremity. The blacks do

not enter into those divisions till af-

ter the inspectors are placed on seats

elevated at equal distances above

the heaps of cascalhaon. Each ne-

gro being provided with a short-han-

dled rake, lets fall into the case fifty

or sixty pounds of this substance,

and stirs it continually, after having

introduced the water into it, which

soon clears it from the earthy parti-

cles; the largest pebbles arc then

thrown away, and the others exami-

ned with the most scrupulous atten-

tion. When a negro has found a

diamond, he gives notice of it by

striking his hands together, and pre-

sents the stone between his finger

and thumb to an inspector, who, as

soon as he receives it, puts it in a

vase suspended in the middle of the

building.

The most formidable of all the

wild beasts of the Brasils is the ja-

guar, a species of tiger: it is found

in great forests and in marshes, and

also in the neighbourhood of rivers:

in fact, it appears to give a prefer-

ence to this last situation; and it is

so good a swimmer, that it crosses

the largest rivers with ease. This

animal preys in general upon calves,

heifers, and smaller beasts; but he

sometimes attacks oxen and horses,

and almost always remains conqueror.

The means which he employs for

the destruction of these animals are

very singular : he jumps at the neck

of a bull, places his fore-paw on the

head, seizes the snout with the other,

and thus twists the neck, which he

breaks with a facility truly astonish-

ing. When he finds that the animal

is dead, he drags it into the woods, to

devour it at his leisure. The jaguar

is remarkably swift, and climbs with

wonderful agility : when pursued by

dogs and huntsmen, he ascends the

highest trees in order to escape

them.

THE POLITICAL SHOEMAKER OF THE CAPE OF GOOD
HOPE.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir, II rious piece of auto-biography, un-

Encouuaged by the inser-
;j
der the title of the Patriotic Con-

xion in your last Number of the cu- met, extracted from " Ar&go's Voy-
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lound the World," I ventu

nequest a place tor the following por-

trait. sketched by the same lively

hand, and have no doubt that it will

prove as annual ur other read-

is it has done to

A Gleaner.

I must (jive you a few particulars

in eccentric character

well known here (Cape of Good
. ind as duly appreciated by

as by I

The i whom I allude is the

Politico 1 Shoemaker. This extra-
(

ordinary man has acquired not

notoriety by thi i tide, than by the ca-

pital shoe- which he makes. From
the I ':..'. _- >at to the ship of the

line: from the jolly churchwarden to

the half-starved scribbler of melo-

dramas ; from the tragedy-queen to

the humble washerwoman, lie knows

every body and every thing that oc-

curs, either in the harbour, the town,

or the country : he would hang him-

self, if he were to remain ignorant

for twenty-four hours of any circum-

stance, however trivial, that hap-

pens in the colony. With a telescope

a MStantly pointed to the Lion's Head,

he v he signals, runs to the

landing-place, examines every face,

;< such as are strange to him,

tps of news, accosts and fol-

lows passengers, and does not quit

them till he is certain of learning

more elsewhere. There he is sure

of fresh news, fixing upon new vic-

tims, and quitting them only to return

to his seat, convinced that it will

not be long before he shall have fresh

visitors.

On the day of our arrival, he was

very early in the morning on the top

of the Table, looking for stones and

plan 1

:'. He perceived us. How un-

1

1 tumid be too late

ur landing. Away he throws

what he has collected, runs, tumbles,

rolls down the hill, and arrives

breathless at the beach. Heaven
must for once have been pleased to

baffle hi . The Political

Shoemaker could not lie there when
we paid our visit to the governor.

On the most frivolous pretexts he

called upon all his customers, and

manufactured news expressly that it

might be contradicted, in order that

he might ^t at the truth. Before

the day was over, he knew the chris-

tian and surname, age and rank of

every officer on board.

I heard mention made at my 1

ings of this original, and desirous of

becoming acquainted with him, I re-

quested my landlord to accompany

me to his house. By the way, I in-

quired what had procured this disci-

ple of St. Crispin the title of politi-

cal rather than that of inquisitive.

u Come along, sir, you will scon

know, here is the house."— " It is re~

markably clean."—"Don't stop about

trifles at the door : walk in.'' The

i
smell of leather conducted me into

i the room on the ri,urht. A man, ap-

1 parently between forty-live and fiftv,

: of a most prepossessing countenance,

seated on a hisdi stool, was giving

i directions to two slaves,whowillsome

: time or other perhaps become pupils

worthy of himself. He rose, took

off his spectacles, untied his apron,

and saluted us. " Good day, M.

Arago!"

—

u Good day, sir: how do

you know my nameV— '" The L ranie

is arrived ; M. Arago, draughtsman

to the expedition, lodges at M. Rou-

viere's ; he has a dark complexion,

animated eye^, a portfolio under his

arm. You are come with II. Rou-

! viere ; your complexion is not fair;
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your eyes are animated ; this portfo-

lio completely establishes your iden-

tity : good day, M. Arago !"—" You
are a conjurer, sir, and a physiog-

nomist."— " Oh! I have seen a great

deal, run about a great deal, and ob-

served a great deal. I am never

wrong, sir ; never wrong But I

beg pardon : a chair for the gentle-

man: though you had better walk

into the parlour, you will be more

comfortable."

This parlour is adorned with enor-

mous dried specimens offucus, stags'

horns, ostriches' eggs, fans of pea-

cocks' feathers, and large fragments

of rock. " So," cried he with a tri-

umphant air, " you are already asto-

nished at my penetration. What then

would you say, sir, if you knew, that

more than fifteen years ago I predict-

ed the fall of Napoleon (there it is
!)

the restoration of the Bourbons to

the throne of their ancestors, the

marriage of the Duke de Berry to a

Sicilian princess, and the exploits of

his sons? We received intelligence

a month ago that his illustrious con-

sort was brought to bed. How for-

tunate for my prediction!"—" His

child is dead."—" Indeed! it would

have been a hero."—" It was a ffirl."—" That is extraordinary ! this is

the first time I have been out. I

would lay a wager that some fall,

some "—" The infant died in the

birth."—" Oh! then I need not be

surprised that I was wrong : it is im-

possible to answer for such events."

Tired enough already of the po-

litical pretensions of the shoemaker,

I was going to acquaint him with the

motive of my visit, and to ask for

some shoes, when he suddenly re-

sumed. " A propos, sir," said he

with a doleful look :
" Europe has

lately been the theatre of a very.

dreadful event. The battle of Wa-
terloo has deprived France of many
of her brave fellows. I foretold, sir,

that those guards would die rather

than surrender."—" That was no dif-

ficult matter."—" Certainly not ; but

it was Columbus's egg—say before-

hand what will happen, and don't

wait for events before you pronounce.

But let us wave that subject, and

proceed to an affair almost as terri-

ble, and much more glorious for you,

the battle of Toulouse. Long live

Soult, sir! long live Soult! there's

a general for you ! O that I had been

there !"—" I was there, sir."
—" Why

did you not tell him to exterminate

that odious race of islanders?"

—

" He did."
—" Some of them, how-

ever, escaped. But then, with so

small a force, it was impossible to

effect more. So, you were at the

battle of Toulouse! (N.B. I was

not). As a draughtsman, probably?

I know that country well."
—" I dare

say you do."—" I have been all over

it."
—" That is very clear."—" And

at this distance I have detailed the

action, and drawn an accurate plan

of the battle. You shall judge, sir,

whether I have misconceived the

thing."—He immediately fell to work,

and in a trice the two armies were

drawn up on the parlour floor. Some
stout lasts are the French; a new
shoe is a substitute for Soult. Wel-

lington is represented by a boot-

strap, and his troops by scraps of

leather. A chair is the hill where

the carnage takes place; a calf-skin

the Garonne ; a pail the canal : no-

thin o- is forgotten. The shoemaker

gives the word: every thing moves

and acts. With one touch the rapid

historian overthrows columns, causes

our troops to advance, puts to flight

the Portuguese, tumbles them into
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the river, and leathers the English.

Here one of his divisions falls hack;

lie hastens up, and order is restored:

he is himself the commander-in-chief.
" Quick ! open a battery there !" and

it is instantly represented by two

brass candlesticks. " Come, my lads,

charge with bayonets!" and he rat-

tles away with his awl. The fire

flashes from the eyes of the narra-

tor; he rolls about with enthusiasm;

and when the action is over, he claps

Soult under his arm, throws the

French upon a sofa, flings the Eng-
lish aside among the rubbish, puts

a general in his pocket, gives Wel-
lington a kick, and rises breathless

and proud of his triumph.
" Excellent, sir, excellent! one

would swear you had been at that

battle, your representation of it is so

correct."—" I was there, sir: yes, I

was there ; and from this place I di-

rected all the movements, for I fore-

saw this engagement. Stop a mo-
ment: look at this map of the con-

quests of the French ; observe all

these dots ; they are so many cities

taken by them."—So saying,he shew-

ed me a paper quite black with dots.

" There is Vienna, and there Berlin."—" Where then?"—" Yonder;"

—

and his finger, covered with wax,

stuck to the map, and tore off the

surface of the paper. " This map
is rather the worse for wear; but I

keep it, for I made my first campaigns

with it, and we ought not to be un-

ful to our old friends. Will

you do me the honour to take a glass

of wine ? The ungrateful man has

but one fault; all the rest may be

accounted virtues in him. You will

take a glass of wine, sir?"
—

'

; No, I

thank you, sir: I came to
"

—

" To-morrow, sir, I will measure you,

and we will resume the conversation."

Next day it was my turn ; and I

am certain that, without being dis-

pleased with my stories, he was not

a little astonished by them. What
absurdities he had the politeness to

listen to and to believe ! How many

gulls he must have made in the suc-

ceeding days

!

You see this man with astonish-

ment the first time, with pleasure

the second, but it is wise to avoid

a third interview : so strikbig are his

gestures, so animated his polities,

and such is the danger of being in a

field of battle where he is executing

his manoeuvres. I was assured that

he lately seized one of his auditors

by the hair, and dragged him about

the room in the midst of his glowing

narration, under the idea that he had

taken prisoner one of the enemy's

generals.

X.B. The Political Shoemaker

could never be prevailed upon to

make shoes for English feet.

THE THREE WISHES

:

A POLISH POPULAR TRADITION".

The Starost, Vincenrius Czerno- 1 was suddenly removed from the mo-

wolski, being destined for the church,
|

nastic seclusion in which he had

was placed for education in a college
jj
passed his youth, into the tumult of

of the Jesuits. On the death of

his elder brother without issue, he

Vol I. Xo. IV.

the great world, just in those years

when youth is advancing to manhood.

E E
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Endowed by nature with robust

health, a vigorous constitution, and

a very handsome person, and being

moreover the heir to extensive pos-

sessions, he was every where cour-

teously received. His every wish

was gratified by his fond parents,

whose sole hope he now Avas; and

every mother of daughters would

have felt proud in an alliance with

him. The only fault found with the

young man was an extraordinary

bashfulness, owing to his former so-

litary way of life. His parents fre-

quently admonished him to shake it

off; and many a female, under pre-

tence of rallying him out of it, in-

dulged in provoking pleasantries,

which soon swept away all traces of

his original shiness, and urged 'him

by degrees into illicit gratifications.

The impressions of early education,

and the reproaches of conscience,

would sometimes disturb him in the

career of vice ; he would then form

resolutions of amendment, but owing

to the want of firmness, and the in-

tercourse with young men of his own
age, mostly educated by French pre-

ceptors, these resolutions were soon

forgotten, and pleasure became the

sole object of his pursuit.

His deluded parents rejoiced at

the polish which his manners were
daily acquiring; and they determined

that a visit to Paris, for which acci-

dentfurnished an opportunity, should

give him what was still wanting to

form the finished gentleman. A bril-

liant embassy, destined to solicit the

hand of the beautiful Maria Louisa

Gonzaga for Uladislaus, King of

Poland, was just at this time about

to be dispatched to the French ca-

pital. This embassy was joined by
youths of the first families in the

kingdom, and among others by Vin-

centius. The opportunity which he

thus enjoyed of being introduced at

court, and becoming acquainted with

the young nobility of France, was

highly gratifying ; and an emulation

to rival them in all points plunged

him into the most expensive plea-

sures. In this manner he passed

two years at Paris : his father died

during the first of them, and all the

ready money which the frugal old

gentleman had amassed, was sent by

the fond mother to her son, and

speedily squandered. Considerable

sums, obtained on bonds, followed

;

and when his mother at length in-

formed him that her credit was ex-

hausted, he returned, peevish and

ill-tempered, to the embarrassed es-

tates. The solitude of a country

life was rendered still more irksome

by the importunities of creditors

:

mother and son had recourse to con-

vivial indulgences to cheer their spi-

rits; but the means of prosecuting

this course of life soon failed, and

it was proposed that a marriage with

some rich heiress should furnish a

further supply. Prudent parents,

however, refused to give their daugh-

ters to a man who was known to be

a spendthrift and debauchee ; and

journeys to Warsaw, undertaken with

a view to deceive by a brilliant ap-

pearance, and thus to attain the pro-

posed aim, drained the last resour-

ces, and hastened the end of the

previously ailing mother, who, in the

last days of her life, sought and

found comfort in religion.

The Starost was now left to him-

self. The recollection of the past

was accompanied only by remorse,

and a dreary prospect was before

him. He strove to forget both. The
reading of French works, which

served to confirm his levity, and the
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society of young men of neglected

education, whose supreme enjoy-

ment consisted in the gratification of

sensual appetites, at length stifled

every virtuous sentiment which he

had still retained from his early years;

and the chase, to which he had not

previously manifested any partiality,

was now followed by him with ardour

as his only remaining diversion.

There was upon his estate an ex-

tensive forest, where one day, when
in close pursuit of a stag, he was

parted from his attendants. It was

autumn. A heavy rain soon began

to fall from the gloomy atmosphere,

and contributed to prevent him from

finding his way home. Completely

drenched, he involved himself more

and more in the mazes of the forest,

often breaking forth into the most

vehement execrations. Thus did he

continue wandering about till near

midnight, when all at once he espied

a distant fire. He urged his weary

steed through the wood : the flame

appeared brighter and brighter.

—

Three blasts of a horn were suddenly

heard, and he found himself sur-

rounded by a number of ragged fel-

lows, each armed with a gun or a

large club ; and by the light of the

fire, he could distinguish them to be

gipsies. He knew that a strong

band of these people was wandering

about in those parts. He was sen-

sible that to oppose them by force

would be the height of imprudence,

and that he had no other course than

to try the effect of persuasion. He
mentioned his name, told them by

what accident he had come thither,

assured them that he had neither

valuables nor money about him, but

promised a liberal reward to any of

them who would conduct him out of

the forest, and put him in the right

way to his castle. The gipsies then

consulted together in their own lan-

guage, and afterwards desired him

to dismount, and seat himself by

their fire. Men, women, and chil-

dren were cowering round it, and

some of them were engaged in cook-

ing victuals. They set before him
a large piece of broiled meat, which,

as he was hungry, he ate with a re-

lish, and then repeated his request.

" Grandmother Zulebebbe !" cried

the gipsies, respectfully rising to make
way for a hideous old woman, who
went up to the Starost. Though
bowed by the weight of years, she

was still remarkably tall : her meagre

body, covered with tatters, resembled

a skeleton ; and her gray hair, which

floated loosely, heightened the sal-

lowness of her complexion. Her
small animated eyes seemed to disa-

gree with the wrinkles of her face;

and a ghastly smile gave a peculiarly

horrible expression to her features.

" Not only," said she, " shall my
children conduct thee out of the

forest, but I will reveal what is to

befal thee: I will predict from thy

hand thy future prosperity and mis-

fortunes, and teach thee important

secrets." She took his hand. " Thou
wilt be elected deputy to the diet,

and obtain money for thy journey.

Ah ! what success among the ladies

!

and a wife, exquisitely beautiful and

very rich. Luck, good luck, but

let that pass." She loosed his hand.

" What is to be our reward ?"

" Name it," cried the Starost, re-

gardless of all her prophecies, and

only solicitous to get away. " If it

be in my power, your terms shall be

complied with."

" Well then," replied the hag,

" thou shalt permit us to dwell here

unmolested in thy forests ; thou shalt

E e 2
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take Gurreck, my grandson, who
shall conduct thee home, and is an

excellent shot, for thy huntsman;

and shalt send word to us by him

when the neighbours complain of us,

and insist on our apprehension. If

thou wilt swear, after our fashion

and in our language, to perform these

conditions, thou mayst return home
in safety as soon as thou wilt ; and

we will moreover be ready at all times

to serve thee with our secret arts,

which are not so contemptible as

thou mayst imagine."

The Starost was rejoiced to get off

so easily, and cheerfully assented to

these terms. Gurreck then stepped

forward, and embraced his knee.

He was a robust well-looking youth

;

but yet his sallow complexion and

roguish smile had in them something

repulsive. " When can I set off?"

asked the Starost.—" As soon as

thou hast taken the oath," replied

the hag. He assured her that he

was ready to do so immediately, on

which she made a sign to her band.

They instantly struck up a wild kind

of song, and whenever the singers

paused, horns, that yielded howling

tones, filled up the intervals. The
old woman then mounted upon a

high stone, round which were laid

four fire-brands towards the four

cardinal points. Two gipsies laid

hold of the arms of the Starost, and

knelt before the stone. They re-

cited words in an unknown language,

of which he understood nothing but

the names of Christ and the Virgin

Mary, and desired him to repeat

them slowly after them. When he

had finished, the witch burst into a

loud laugh; and this laughter was

repeated by all present. A secret

horror pervaded the Starost; but

when Gurreck rode up on a stately

steed, and offered him his services as

a guide, all his fears vanished. The
beldam drew forth from her basket

a well-sealed parchment. " Beware

of breaking it open," said she; " it

would bring upon you great misfor-

tunes. It contains nothing but a co-

py of the oath which you have taken.

Preserve it with great care." The
Starost promised to comply with

these injunctions, put it in his pock-

et, bade adieu to the gipsies, and

gallopped away.

On reaching his residence, he found

his people in great alarm respecting

him: he told them that he had met

with the gipsy-lad in the heart of

the forest, and promised to take him

into his service, if he would conduct

him home in safety. No one ob-

jected to this arrangement, especially

as Gurreck, who was an arch wag,

was daily playing all sorts of divert-

ing pranks, by means of which he

soon became a favourite with all the

household. Father Protasius, chap-

lain to the Starost, alone shook his

head doubtfully, because Gurreck

never went to church ; and when he

asked the youth whether he was a

Christian, and had been baptized,

he would reply, that he could not

tell. The pious monk then strove

to teach him to pray, and to make
the sign of the cross, but without

success; for Gurreck seemed so im-

penetrably stupid, that his reverence

could not always suppress a smile

;

and at last he rather angrily sent him •

about his business, declaring that he

would not cast pearls before swine.

Meanwhile the valet of the Sta-

rost, finding the parchment in the

pocket of his coat, carried it to his

I master, who, without taking any fur-

;
ther notice of it, locked it up in his

I
bureau. Not a creature had the
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least idea that a diet was about to be

assembled; but when, in a few days,

circulars were issued, convoking the

nobles and gentry for the purpose of

electing deputies, the Starost recol-

lected the prediction of the old gipsy.

He had never yet felt any desire to

be a deputy ; but now he could not

suppress a wish that he might be

elected. He gave entertainments to

his neighbours, in order to solicit

their votes; but he received upon
the whole so little encouragement,

that, to his severe mortification, he

was soon convinced that he had no

chance of obtaining a seat.

Vexed at his disappointment, he

went out a-lmnting, and had no ears

for the merry tunes which Gurreck,

who rode after him, whistled and

sung. His attendant at length took

the liberty to inquire what was the

matter, and why he appeared to be

so low-spirited. " That does not

concern thee," replied the Starost;

" thou canst not do me any good."

—

" If I cannot," answered Gurreck,
" perhaps my grandmother can." All

present laughed at this answer, re-

garding it as one of his usual sallies.

It made, however, a profound im-

pression on the Starost; and having,

on some pretext, sent off the rest

of his people to a little distance, he

asked Gurreck if he really believed

that his grandmother could be of

service to him. The youth replied,

that he was certain of it ; on which

his master ordered him to fetch his

grandmother to the castle. Gurreck

remarked, that her appearance there

would be sure to attract the notice

of Father Protasius, and of the whole

household; and suggested, that it

might be better to go out about mid-

night, when they were all asleep, to

meet her on the high-road. The

Starost approved this plan. Gur-
reck rode off into the forest; and on

his return, after an absence of about

two hours, informed his master in

private, that he had arranged every

thing for the interview. The Starost

sometimes felt ashamed of himself

for being so weak as to expect assist-

ance in such an affair from an old

woman; but when pride and hope
regained their sway, and especially

when Gurreck was about him, he
felt as if attracted to the hag by
some secret spell. The same after-

noon, he was informed by an ac-

quaintance, who accidentally called

upon him, that the Castellan Lip-

kowski, with whom he was at law,

was expected to be the deputy for

their district ; and this intelligence

rendered him quite impatient for the

appointed interview.

When therefore all the household

had retired to rest, he quietly quitted

the castle. Gurreck was in readi-

ness with the horses, and they has-

tened away to the forest. They dis-

cerned the fire at a distance; and

Gurreck, pointing to it, told his mas-

ter that this was the preconcerted

signal, to denote that Zulebebbe was

waiting for them at the cross-road.

There they accordingly found the old

woman seated by the fire.

" I am already acquainted with

your errand," said she to the Sta-

rost; " and I can do for you infi-

nitely more than you desire. Men-
tion any three wishes, and if you

agree to the conditions which I pro-

pose, they shall all be fulfilled."

" Well," said the Starost, " if such

be thy power, give me honours and

distinctions, as much money as I want,

and the favours of every female to

whom I take a fancy."

" Trifles !" exclaimed Zulebebbe,
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" you shall have them all : but you

must, in return, promise me to com-

ply with three wishes, which you

have it in your power to grant."

" What are they?" asked the Sta-

rost.

" I know not," answered the old

woman, " what the spirits will require

of you."

" Spirits !" repeated the Starost,

who now began to be somewhat stag-

gered.

"What!" rejoined the hag with

a horrid grin, " do you suppose then

that an old gipsy-woman can perform

wonders ? I will call up three mighty

kings of the spirits ; each will confer

on you a gift, and you must give

each of them something in return."

" But, perhaps, they may require

my soul."

" You will have a right to except

three things, which the spirits cannot

demand: but if you refuse any of

the things demanded, the spirit who
claims it may then substitute in its

stead any one of the excepted things

that he pleases. I will not hurry

you: take three days to consider of

the matter: you will then find me at

midnight at this place ; or if you do

not come, our bargain is at an end."

The old woman rose and went to-

wards the forest: the Starost called

after her, but she heard him not,

and presently disappeared among the

trees. The Starost rode home in

silence, and not without a vehement-

ly throbbing heart. He tossed all

night in sleepless anxiety on his bed

;

and when he awoke in the morning

from a short unrefreshing slumber,

it seemed as if he had been under

the influence of a fearful dream, till

his memory recalled all the circum-

stances that had happened, with such

force as to convince him of their

reality.

At first he had thoughts of com-

municating the affair to Father Pro-

tasius ; but as he determined to have

nothing more to do with it, this

step soon seemed unnecessary, more

especially as he had so frequently

ridiculed the weakness of asking ad-

vice of priests and confessors. On
the second day it occurred to him,

that he might except his soul and

his body, and then the three gifts

need not be rejected. On the third

he farther considered, that he might

exclude the lives of all his fellow-

creatures ; and then there could be

nothing very objectionable in the bu-

siness. The same day he received

two letters from creditors who threat-

ened to institute legal proceedings

against him, and whom he was quite

unable to pay. He had nevertheless

still come to no decisive resolution

;

but when Gurreck, whom he had

not set eyes on during these three

days, came to him on the evening of

the third, and asked if he should

saddle the horses against midnight,

he replied in the affirmative. He
would afterwai'ds have countermand-

ed this order, but Gurreck was no

where to be found; and when, to-

wards the appointed hour, his ima-

gination represented to him all the

promised prosperity, and the signal

was given by Gurreck, he hastily

wrapped himself in his pelisse, and

posted away to the place of rendez-

vous.

They soon saw the fire, and found

the old woman sitting by it as be-

fore. She ordered Gurreck to re-

tire to a little distance with the hor-

ses, and desired the Starost to stand

by her in the circle which she traced
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upon the ground with a stick. He
•was about to speak, but she motion-

ed him to be silent; and drawing

forth a black book from under her

garments, read in a mumbling voice.

A tempest instantly swept through

the forest, so that the sturdy oaks

cracked again; murky clouds over-

cast the moon; not a single star re-

mained visible in the firmament; and

a sound was heard like the rumbling

of distant thunder. " Machiel,"

cried the hag, " appear!"

A gigantic figure, clad in a com-

plete suit of black armour, riehly

adorned with gold, over which flow-

ed a purple mantle, advanced from

the contiguous forest. He was mount-

ed on a black horse, decorated with

trappings of purple and gold: on his

arm he bore a sable shield, on which

were three deaths' heads in gold.

In his right hand he carried a long

lance, which he extended towards

the circle, and cried in a voice of

thunder, " Vincentius, what wouldst

thou with me?"

The old woman jogged the Sta-

rost. " Honours and distinctions,"

said he in a tremulous voice.

" Granted," replied the spirit, " on

condition that I have a gift from thee

in return. Thou mayst except three

things."

Prompted by the hag, he answer-

ed, " I except my body, my soul, and

the lives of my fellow-creatures."

" Be it so !" rejoined the spirit

:

" but if thou refusest the gift which I

demand of thee, then I shall have a

right to choose any of the exceptions

I please. Answer !" cried the terri-

fic voice.

" Yes," stammered the wretched

Starost.

The spirit threw a small book into

the circle. " Open that," said Ma-

chiel :
" whenever thou desirest ho-

nours and distinctions, it will shew
thee how to attain them."

He then turned his steed and
bounded away. The witch repeated

the words of her incantation, and
called the name of Apiel. Subter-

raneous thunders rolled ; the earth

shook ; an abyss opened close to the

circle, and from it issued the figure

of an aged man. Upon his head
he wore a diadem of gold and pre-

cious stones, and he was covered

with a royal mantle. The questions

and answers were exactly like the

preceding, except that the Starost

now desired money.

Apiel drew a ring from his finger,

and threw it into the circle. " So

long," said he, " as thou wearest that

ring, any one will trust thee with all

that he possesses : but if what thou

canst thus obtain be insufficient,

knock thrice with the ring upon the

table at midnight, and demand what-

ever thou mayst want. There will,

however, scarcely be occasion for

this, as thou wilt be able to borrow

enough to supply thy wants."

The incantation was repeated for

the third time, and the name of As-

modi invoked. A youth, half enve-

loped in a cloud, descended to the

earth. The same questions and an-

swers ensued : the Starost demanded

reciprocity of love, and Asmodi threw

a phial into the circle.

" Whoever," said he, " swallows

nine drops of the liquid in that phial,

will be inflamed with the most ardent

passion for thee. But no more than

nine drops, or I am not answerable

for the consequences."

He disappeared.

" Take the three infernal gifts,"

said Zulebebbe, " thy wishes are ful-

filled."
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" And what am I to do in return ?"

asked the trembling Starost.

" That you will learn in due time,"

replied the old woman.

At this moment Gurreck came up
with the horses; the Starost wiped

the perspiration of terror from his

brow, and hurried back to the castle.

Next morning, bethinking himself

of the approaching election, he open-

ed his book, and there found the

speech which he was to deliver, on

standing forward as a candidate. It

was admirable. The electors were

exhorted to give their votes to a man
who was acquainted with the true

interests of his country, who deeply

felt for its embarrassments, who would

undauntedly do his duty, reckless of

consequences, and who was ever rea-

dy to sacrifice himself for the public

weal. It concluded with a promise

that the country should find all these

qualities in the speaker, ii he were

so fortunate as to be chosen the re-

presentative of those whom he was

addressing. The Starost delivered

this speech : all who heard it were

enraptured. Men, who had before

despised him as a worthless debau-

chee, now shook him cordially by

the hand. His election was carried

by universal acclamation. With the

utmost self-complacency, he returned

home, where he was congratulated

by the overjoyed Gurreck. " I am
elected, it is true," said the Starost,

" but where am I to get money for

the journey, and to defray other ex-

penses?"—" Does not Gerson, the

rich Jew, live in the next town ?" re-

plied Gurreck, pointing to the ring,

which the Starost had already put

on his finger. His master gave an

approving smile, and resolved on the

following day to make the experiment.

( To be continued.)

OBSERVATIONS ON THE PROGRESS OF THE
FACTURING ARTS IN GREAT BRITAIN.

MANU-

MR. BLADES S SHOW-ROOM OF ORNAMENTAL GLASS, LUDGATE-HILL.

To a people whose interests are
,

so intimately connected with com-

merce and trade as those of our own
country, every proof of the advance-

ment of its manufactures must be in-

teresting : on this account the subject

is more welcome to a prominent

station in the pages of the Reposi-

tory, than such as merely illustrate

its success ; and as much of the re-

putation that our manufactures have

obtained, is the result of our assi-

duous application of the sciences and

arts to their perfection, the subject

is consistent with its views.

The great variety and number of

purposes to which glass is applied,

combining elegance and splendour

with usefulness, have obtained for it a

patronage infinitely exceeding that of

most other ornamental materials;

and perhaps there are none, not dig-

nified with the name of precious,

that can at all compete with it in

producing splendid effect: even gold

and silver, when applied to many
articles destined to the same pur-

pose, fail in the comparison. By
every class, from the cottage to the

throne, glass is in some way patro-

nised: hence, when its manufacture

requires the perfection necessary to

the luxuries of elevated life, the

chemical knowledge of the scientific
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is applied, and the result is a sub-

stance, not surpassed in purity even

by crystal itself; and to which the

arts of design are now added so

successfully, as to make such fur-

niture as gorgeously or as chastely

beautiful, in point of artist-like me-

rit, as any other ; whilst it yields

to none in the striking qualities of

its brilliant nature, and in its power

of creating that endless profusion

of prismatic colours, the means of

producing which are now so well

understood, and the effect so highly

appreciated.

Perhaps those who have not visit-

ed Mr. Blades's magazine of this fur-

niture can form no just estimate of

the decorative powers of glass, or of

the perfection to which it has arriv-

ed. This perfection it has chiefly

attained during the last thirty years,

in which time it has been making an

uninterrupted and rapid progress;

owing in a great measure to the dis-

criminating judgment and example

of our present Monarch, who long

ago gave to it his cheering patron-

age, and to whom also the present

state of the silk and other manufac-

tures in England (as heretofore no-

ticed in the Repository) is eminently

indebted.

Our revered sovereign, the late

king, also did much for the encou-

ragement of this art, making it an

object of his attention when present-

ing British works to foreign princes.

In 1800, his Majesty George III. by

the hands of the Earl of Elgin, pre-

sented a noble service of lustres and

candelabra to the Grand Signor,

from Mr. Blades's manufactory, that

gave to it in the eastern part of the

world a reputation so favourable and

lasting, that so latelv as the last year

Vol.1. Xo. If.
*

he executed a commission for the

present Pasha of Egypt, of a most

costly equipage of sherbet services,

cut-glass tables, and a pair of nar-

guillettes (a magnificent appendage

to Eastern luxuries of the hookah

kind), nearly five feet high, embellish-

ed with gold, silver gilt, and jewels.

There need not be greater proofs

of the power of glass to produce a

sumptuous effect, than the attention

bestowed on this collection by the

Eastern ambassadors and other vi-

sitors from those nations, and parti-

cularly by his Excellency Mirza Abul

Hassan Khan, the late ambassador

of his Majesty the Shah of Persia.

These rooms, one of which is repre-

sented in the annexed engraving,

and containing perhaps the most

splendid show of glass in Europe,

were his favourite lounge ; and so im-

pressed was he with the importance

of glass to the creation of powerful

effect, that, at his instance, suits of

candelabra of uncommon magnitude,

lustres, &c. were ordered for his Ma-
jesty the Shah, of such extent and

value, that it was deemed necessary

to send an experienced person with

them, to arrange them in his palace.

This was done of course at consider-

able expense, and shews the inter-

est taken in them by his Majesty,

and his desire that they should be

placed and perfected according to

British judgment.

The person intrusted with this

commission is not yet returned; when

he lias, we shall endeavour to obtain

for our readers a portion of the very

interesting information relating to his

travels and reception, promised by

the communications already received

from him, and wherein he states,

that as an " expression of his Ma-

F F
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jesty's pleasure and satisfaction," he

was pleased to forward, with other

commands for glass furniture, his

royal firman or patent to Mr. Blades,

appointing him his glass-manufactu-

rer in Europe, and to bestow, with

more solid tokens of approbation, up-

on his agent the order of the Sun

and Lion.

Thegorgeousnessof Eastern mag-

nificence, in which the most showy

colours unite with gold tissues, must

receive a great augmentation by con-

trast with the lustre and sparkling

brilliancy of such glass accompani-

ments ; nay, it is scarcely possible to

produce a greater display than as

they are brought together in the pa-

laces of Persia, where the counte-

nances and manners, and the cos-

tume of Asiatic luxury, are united

with the most costly glass-works of

England : of this effect the Eastern

princes are perfectly aware ; this

house has therefore furnished them

with many suits of ornamental glass,

in lustres, candelabra, services, &c.

A very costly one was in 1812 sent

to the palace of the Nizam of Hy-
drabad; and in 1815, another to Ho-
merjee Bomanjee of Bombay; and a

new one is now in preparation for the

Prince of Shiraz, one of the royal

princes of Persia. Indeed, there are

few palaces of India, or any other part

of the world to which the arts have

travelled, where the produce of this

establishment is not known, and con-

secuiently to which they have not been

conveyed. To the Emperor of Rus-

sia a very fine dessert service of pe-

culiarly cut glass has been sent out,

mounted on chased or-molu snake-

stands, wherein gold knives and forks

with glass handles were introduced,

to the order of Michael Hoy, Esq.

a few years ago a sheriff of the city

of London, and for many years avery

zealous promoter ofthe manufactures

of this country, for which he has

long possessed ample means in the

confidence reposed in him by the

Russian government, and the per-

sonal favour of the emperor.

The extensive suits of lustres, &c.

sent to Spain, and also to Portugal,

in 1815, for Baron Josephus Fer-

nandes Bandeira, have obtained a

reputation for English glass in those

parts of Europe that will probably

be lasting ; and its superiority, which

stands so unquestionably eminent in

France, will not lose its distinction

by the service of glass prepared for

a nobleman of high rank, and which

is now on view in this show-room:

for it is esteemed to be of a quality

never surpassed in England, and

therefore never equalled in any other

country, for all are considerably

short of possessing the perfection

acquired by the British manufac-

tures in ornamental glass.

The most extraordinary effort of

this art was executed in 1795, by Mr.

Blades, for the Nabob of Oude, and

sent to Lucknow : it was a mauso-

leum of glass, in colour of an eme-

rald green, prepared to be erected,

to the memory of his mother, in one

of his sacred edifices, in the manner

of the brass tomb of Henry VII. in

the chapel at Westminster Abbey

:

its style was a mixture of the Persic

and Hindostanee, upon a plan seven

feet square and fourteen feet high,

every side being a perfect elevation,

which, when viewed with the sun on

its opposite side, presented an ob-

ject most imposing, and certainly,

from the association of ideas, of a

very interesting kind.

The subject of the annexed plate

is the upper show-room of the pre-
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mises, and is fitted up with the cha-

racteristic liberality of the establish-

ment: it was erected from the de-

signs of Mr. J. B. Pnpworth, archi-

tect to the King of Wirtemberg,

and is calculated to display with ad-

vantage its valuable contents. The ma-
hogany cases, tables, &c. are glazed

with plate glass, and lined with look-

ing-glass, which of course reflects

the furniture within them. There
are also four large looking-glasses,

so placed as to produce the effect

of avenues in an endless perspec-

tive, in which the lustres suspended

from the ceiling and arranged on

the tables are infinitely repeated.

In a niche over the fire-place is a

bust of our late revered Monarch by

Wyatt; and ranged on each side,

those of the Duke of Wellington

and Loi'd Nelson. There is also a

beautiful bijou medallion portrait in

wax of the Princess Charlotte of

Saxe-Coburg,by Rouw, that is much
esteemed for its likeness, and for the

delicacy and finish of its execution.

Altogethei-, the effect is unique and

striking, but it is beyond the power

of the pencil to depict it on any

scale, much less to represent it with

justice in a plate so small as neces-

sarily accompanies these observa-

tions.

MEMOIRS OF A LETTER.
Part II.

E R R A T U M.

In the first part of these Memoirs in the last Number of the Repository, at page 156, col.

2, line 30, for " Colonel Sir Frederick Flngleman," read " Colonel Sir Frederick Scudamore."

" We had not long remained thus,

when I heard a violent bustle over-

head. The prison-door soon again

opened, and we were hauled out,

and thrown indiscriminately upon a

broad table, while a short gentleman

in black, with a squinting eye, parted

us into several lots. I was now much
more amused in being brought to

light, than when in the gnlph pro-

found, particularly with the various

inquiries which were made over the

hatch of the post-office by expectant

visitors. Some seized their letters

with avidity, and began to read be-

fore they had paid for their contents

;

others quietly pocketed their claims

;

some bit their lips, others frowned,

and some faces betrayed no emotion

whatever. Here was the anxious

mother obliged once more to leave

that door at which she had hoped to

receive tidings of a rambling but be-

loved son. Here was the purse-

proud alderman viewing with delight

the expected cheque on a good house.

There were pert misses, who durst

not suffer their letters to be brought

to their own homes, calling for bil-

lets sent by their loviers; while ma-
ny an A B C superscription, or an

X Y Z, were claimed by those whom
pride or prejudice kept from telling

their real names. Here was the

country solicitor receiving the advice

of his London agent, and the far-

mer notice of a visit from his Lon-

don landlord. Besides these, were

the loud voices of vituperation. One
old woman complained that they

gave a letter to every one but her

;

and another, in bringing an epistle

to the post, insisted upon its being

sent off immediately, and then had

the modesty to demand a wafer. All

this, however, was treated with the

F e 2
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greatest sangfroid by the squint-

eyed gentleman, who proceeded to

place us in several bags with the ut-

most composure*.
" Those towhom letters were of lit-

tle or no consequence, received the

delightful newspaper; and many a

one put the epistle from London in-

to their pockets, while intent alone

on the Courier or the Times: they

unfolded the ample sheet, and having

just glanced at the price of stocks,

turned to the leader, which having

read and mentally commented upon,

they doubled it up again, placing it in

their pocket as a reserved treat with

their wine and walnuts. Besides all

these communications, I saw a few

letters doomed to be stuck up in the

windows,with directions either to per-

sons unknown, or written too unin-

telligibly to find their owners. A
stop was soon put to these observa-

tions, for I was seized by Mr. Clerk,

and placed with many more in a lea-

thern bag. We hot-pressed gentry

kept ourselves as close as we could,

and looked at the common-paper rab-

ble with silent contempt; forwehad to

go a cross-post in another coach, and

a post-bag, like death, levels all dis-

tinctions. Again we heard a thou-

sand noises, of blowing of horns

—

cries of ' God bless you I'
—

' Good
bye!'— ' Take care of little Jerry'

* Perhaps an humble contributor to the

Repository may here be allowed to state,

that through the gentlemanly arrange-

ment of F. Freeling, Esq. the civilities

which a stranger receives on attending

the lost-letter office in London, arehardly

to be credited. The writer had once an oc-

casion to attend respecting a letter, and no

means were left untried, and no politeness

unexpressed, while the arduous task was,

as it at length was, accomplished, of trac-

ing t\\e letter, and no fee was accepted.

— c Write to us as soon as you get

there'
—

' Have a glass of brandy?'

—
' Mind you drink nothing but wa-

ter'— ' Where's my trunk?'— ' O
ma'am, don't squeeze that parcel'

—
' Allow me to put in this box'

—

till at length a tremendous crash, a

blast from a horn, and ' All's right 1'

told us we were once more on a

journey.

"After along interval, duringwhich

I was at one time at the top and an-

other at the bottom of this moving

black hole, the coach again stopped

;

the same questions were asked and

returned, but much fewer, and we

once more saw the light, and were

thrown by a quantity of dead game.

I was soon after delivered to a ser-

vant in a blue frock, who, putting

me with a few gentlemanly-looking

epistles into a leathern pocket, car-

ried us with a much quieter motion

than I had been used to, to Antler-

Lodge. Here I found myself lying

on an elegant damask breakfast-

cloth, in company with three duns, a

love-epistle from a little lace-maker,

the Racing Calendar, Accum's Cu-

linary Chemistry, and three news-

papers. A beautiful or-molu clock

had struck the hour of twelve before

a gentleman in an elegant undress

entered : he yawned, rang for break-

fast, threw himself on a sofa, took

me up, threw me down again, as he

did my companions; ordered Pero

to be tied up and Dasher to be bled,

inquired after the gray mare and his

new boots, caressed an Italian grey-

hound, and then proceeded to take

his marmalade and coffee ; and tear-

ing open the envelopes of the news-

papers, he seemed for a time per-

fectly employed.
" At length the perusal of the pa-

pers was finished, and he now vouch-
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safed to read his letters, none of

which seemed to cause a different

sensation, although our contents

were widely different. Having read

us, while he hummed an opera tune,

he then put me and two others into a
\

pocket-hook, rose up, took a flute,

!

and while the breakfast things were

remaining, played an air of Bochsa's.

Perhaps a portrait-painter could not

!

have picked out a better companion
!

to the portrait of the lady delineated

in the first paper, than the head of

Sir Frederick Scudamore, for whom,
finding she had but little success

among the beaux garcons of quality,

she had drawn an arrow to the head.

She was observed to have talked

much of late, and with great con-

tempt, of young lordlings, sprigs of

quality, and railed most bitterly at

precocity of talent. Sir Frederick

Scudamorehad been a forward plant;

lie had long run through the routine

ofa fashionable high life, and although

he continued to change his dress and

the style of it as frequently as for-

merly, yet every fresh adoption of

fashion which he flattered himself

contributed to make him look young,

did not in the least tend to make him

feel comfortable : and he never now
attired himself, but he cursed his

tailor, or rather his tailor's customers,

who had from their youth been ena-

bled to adopt fashions so little in uni-

son with his comfort.

" He had now arrived at a time of

life when dressing became very trou-

blesome. The first horror which he

had felt on ceasing to be a young

man, was at the bulkiness of his fi-

gure : 'tis true he could yet see his

knees ; but he could scarcely promise

himself that this might be the case

long. Putting on a new pair of boots

gave him more than a fever; it suf-

fused him with a violent perspiration:

to stoop was the devil, and if ever he
forgot himself so far as to run m>

stairs, a violent puffing and blowing

told him long afterwards of his im-

prudence. 'Tis true he continued to

make his waist as slender as his waist

could be made, to the evident dila-

pidation of button-holes, and the not

unfrequent starting of buttons; but,

alas! he found, that while he girted

in one part of his body, the e

only forced its way to some other,

and he never ventured to view his fi-

gure at more than a bust, lest he

should be shocked at its inelegance.

His teeth were neither so white nor

so regular as they had been, and

while his cheeks rather hung upon
his shirt-collar, time had also thinned

his flowing hair, and where the old

gentleman forbore to steal any, he
had laid his hand of iron gray upon
that and his whiskers, leaving an

aged hue, which all the Macassar

oil Sir Frederick had poured on it

had failed to remove. He durst not

resort to powder, that sovereign

friend to bald heads, who, with his

sister pomatum, used so kindly to

varnish over our olden pericraniums,

to make as if hair grew thereupon :

though he was often heard to hold

forth in praise of the cleanliness of

its appearance, as well as the respec-

tability of the thing ; still, however,

he durst not as yet become respec-

table. But the greatest drawback

which he felt in his progress through

life, was the want of that elasticity

of spirits which he was wont to pos-

sess.

" He talked much of old and ve-

ry old people, but friends of his own

age would die; and though he attri-
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buted it to their being fond, without

discretion, of wine, &c. yet he was

once so unwell himself, as to be more

alarmed than he had expected. Nay,

on his recovery he was seen to enter

the shop of an obscure bookseller,

and purchase a certain old-fashioned

thick volume, which, when it came

home and lay in the drawer of his

dressing-table, was really bound so

little like a Bible, that Fripon be-

lieved it to be some recueil des

bonnes choses, from which his mas-

ter gleaned before he attended the

dinner-table. Twenty times he had

sworn to marry and reform : but how
could he do this ? for whenever he

visited Boulanger, she looked so

charmingly, and dealt in such delight-

ful flattery, that he dared not talk of

withdrawing the paltry sum he had

almost settled on her ; and if he mar-

ried, he was not sure of having a

wife who would love him like the lit-

tle Boulanger, one who had so sweet

a foot and ancle ! Marry ! whew ! the

perspiration coursed down his cheeks.

Rhoda he never dreamed of for more

than a chere-amie ; she was much
too old for him, and the marchioness

had too much embonpoint. Youth
and beauty he had ever doted on,

and he found, that the older he grew

the more he loved the opposite qua-

lity. Again he took me out of his

pocket, read and laughed, hummed,

looked in the glass, frowned and

smiled, pulled up the collar above his

neckcloth, and pulled it down again,

for it cut his ear, cursed the seam-

stress, and ringing for writing ma-

terials, wrote as follows ; at least as

far as I can recollect, and I think you

will say with me, that, from the dic-

tion of the epistle, he was upon a

tolerably familiar footing with the

once proud Rhoda Temple.

" ' Why will you, my dear Rhoda, tor-

ment yourself unnecessarily, or fa>?y

slights which are never intended? My
love is equal to your own ; and for jea-

lousy of the share which the marchion-

ess has in my regard, look but in your

glass, draw a just comparison between

her and yourself, and be satisfied. I would

readily attend your appointment, but a

cursed business here with my steward

prevents my as yet seeing you. The

marchioness, to console you, has left my
neighbourhood. In the mean time, I

send you my darling greyhound, which

Cipriani has procured for me with great

trouble. Sylvia is an excellent creature,

and as faithful as your

' SCUDAMORE.'

He then threw this composition on

one side, and began another. But
perhaps, Mr. Jennings, you are not

aware that we epistolary non-exist-

ents have the power of reading our

fellow non-entities: if we had not,

Scudamore would readily have let me
into his secrets, by reading aloud

this second letter, which, when he

had finished, he did as follows

:

" ' Yes, my dear Shadwell, I am, or

have become, heartily sick of this world;

for I have enjoyed it to satiety, and I

really begin to envy the jog-trot life of

you and your spouse, a life which I was

once used to quiz you upon so unmerci-

fully. Will you then receive a penitent

under your roof? and were you as old-

fashioned as Adam himself, and as moral

as jEsop, I should at least hurry from

myself by coming to you. Here I am
getting into some confounded scrape,

and in spite of all your warnings, have

so entangled myself with that Rhoda

whom you once knew, that the father of

lies himself will scarcely save me from

her fury. I have but just written a let-

ter to her, quite in her own style ; but I

verily believe she expects I should marry

her—marry her ! as soon would I unite

myself to the veriest abased of her sex.
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Without the smallest feeling of delicacy,

has she not run the gauntlet through all the

marriageable gentlemen on the pave f Do
not compassionate her, I beseech you

;

she has drawn all this on herself, and I

can assuredly say, that she cares no more

for me than I for her : but I know her, and

abandon her for ever. "\\ ill you then re-

ceive a prodigal at the vicarage, and thus

release me from all my peccadillos r Pro-

mise that you will not be too hard with

me : promise that you, or your good la-

dy, will not give yourselves any trouble in

receiving me : promise that you will not

put me into the best bed ; that you will

treat me without ceremony, and I am
with you on the receipt of your compli-

ance. I remain, dear Shadweil, yours

faithfully,

* Frederick Scudamore.'

''
' Lest you may think me a gayer se-

ducer than I really am, I send you Rho-

da's letter; and if you, knowing what

you do of her, take it all for gospel, or

think I ought to marry her, why you shall

unite us.'

"The intolerable fatigue of writing

these two letters obliged Scudamore

to throw himself exhausted on the

couch, where he ruminated on what

he had been writing: he fancied he

was sincere in beginning to amend
his life; but still his little opera-

dancer tugged at his heart: be dared

not mention her to Shadweil. What
then must his life have been, when
an actress was the only charm that

linked him to it? yet so it was; and

Scudamore, in pronouncing the name
of Boulanger, fell into a doze. He
started as if under the impression

of some frightful dream, and be-

holding the letters before him, he

sealed them hastily : but, alas ! in his

hurry, he put me up with his letter

to bis friend, which he directed to

Miss Rhoda Temple; while the one
- ritten by him to Miss Temple was

dispatched to the Rev. William Shad-
well, \ icarage,

" The mystery was soon unravel-

led to his clerical friend, I presume,

while I once more travelled to Lon-
don. On my reaching the metropo-

lis, I was delivered to a man in a
scarlet coat, who, having tied me up
with a parcel of others with a piece

of dirty packthread, took us to his

home, and after detaining us some
time, paced with us up and down a

long street, stopping at several doors,

at which he made a double rap, suf-

ficient to wake the dead, and then

left many of our companions. It

was impossible that we should get

away ; for though he had somewhat
loosened the string by the absence

of our brethren, yet the heavy pres-

sure of a big dirty thumb kept us

safe in durance. At length it be-

came my turn to depart : soon did I

recognise the door from which I had
been taken by dirty Dick. I was

released from my confinement, and
conveyed by Adams to the authoress

of my being. When she beheld me,

and had read my companion, her

rage knew no bounds. She immedi-

ately wrote to upbraid Scudamore

with falsehood; and, I presume, this

affair passed off in mutual recrimina-

tion; not, however, without leaving a

sting in the bosom of Rhoda, whom,
I firmly believe, it reconciled in the

end to her fate; particularly as she

lost me and my companion, who,

while she saw us before her, remind-

ed her of her folly. She had left us

one afternoon on her desk, from

which she had been called suddenly

away, when the abrupt entrance of

Adams, the window being open, pro-

duced such a gust as to waft us out

into the street.

••What became of my companion,
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I know not; but I lay for two days

on a box of mignonette on a veran-

da over a door ; from thence I was

beaten down into an area, covered

with dirt, picked up, and commented
on by various persons. I at length be-

came the property of a begging gen-

tleman, with whose petition I entered

your apartment; and your friend

Betty, who so often puts your room
to rights, in spite of your orders to

the contrary, crammed me, with a

Catalogue of the Royal Academy, a

sale of bijoux, and other matters,

into the little book-receptacle, out of

which I escaped by an elastic spring,

occasioned by the weight of your

footsteps. All I now ask is, that

whatever use you may make of the

information I have given, you will

respect me. Recollect that I am
a letter of quality: spare, oh! spare

me from another inhumation in a

letter-bag ! prevent me from embrac-

ing a pound of butter or a dozen

of candles; but, above all, preserve

me from paste and scissars ! Let me
for ever repose in that elegant blue

morocco portfolio which I see on

your table ; and if ever you receive

a letter from a right honourable,

grant, oh! grant, I may repose be-

side him!"

It then folded itself gracefully up,

and has never spoken since.

John.

COCKNEYS AND THEIR GARDEN-POTS.
What is there to laugh at in the

poor cockney garreteer's garden-pots,

or their contents? Certainly nothing.

And yet many, who ought to know
better, have scornfully derided their

two-penny roots of southermcood,

siceet- william, &c. &c. stuck in fine

red pots at the window of the room
in which they labour. On the con-

trary, I have been often pleased to

see them, and have deemed the cir-

cumstance so much involuntary ho-

mage at the throne of Almighty Na-
ture, paid by the poor artisan in his

attic, who has no means of worship-

ping her

" By hill or valley, fountain or fresh shade,"

as the more fortunate sons of afflu-

ence have. He watches his gerani-

ums in spring putting forth, first

their leafy buds, and then their flow-

ers, with quite as much interest (ex-

cepting indeed pecuniary interest) as

the farmer watches his rising grain

or grass, or as the rambling enthu-

siast discovers the first

" Hedge-bom roses on the briary bough."

The poor cockney makes his plants

his pets; he waters them with con-

stant care; he takes them in when

the night-air is too chilly or frosty

:

in the parching heat of summer, if

a kindly shower comes, he will con-

trive to get them a more open spot,

to receive the genial moisture in,

than his confined or covered window.

On such occasions, you will frequent-

ly see plants set out at a street-door

to catch every " dulcet drop;" and

yet some folks, " wise in their gene-

ration," laugh at all this ; but I am
not aware that it is laughable in any

point of view : indeed, there is one

point—not of view, but of descent—
which is rather a serious matter; I

mean the danger there is of the pots

falling- on some luckless passenger in

the street, in consequence of a high

wind, or from any other chance ; and

this is perhaps the greatest objection

that can be made to the cockney's

moveable garden: for certainly a.
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broken head would be nevertheless

a broken head though inflicted by a

pot of the sweetest roses.

How refreshing it is for any man
who is fond of the country, and of

Nature in all her loveliness, when
confined in London by necessary and

unceasing avocations for a length of

time, to pop, in his occasional walks

about town, upon a fine old tree in

full leaf, perhaps in some particularly

close and confined place, or even

the dusty, flat, and insipid gardens of

the squares and inns of court! And
why is this pleasing to such a man?

Precisely for the same reason that

the garreteer enjoys his garden-pots:

it reminds both of the country, and

its finer trees, plants, flowers, and

prospects.

Such a feeling as this has often in-

duced me to take a leisurely stroll

round Covent-Garden, if in summer-

time, with that exquisite treat, a six-

penny pottle of strawberries to munch
as I go, with perhaps some little

urchin dogging at my heels, waiting

for the happy moment when the pot-

tle shall be empty, that he may beg

it of me, and make a halfpenny by

it, or at all events that value in fruit.

There we see brought together, as

if by magic, almost the whole pro-

duce of the country, except its woods

and forests:" there are its luscious

fruits in every possible variety : there

are its choicest and most blooming

flowers, very tastefully disposed, and

fairly taking you by the nose with

their delightful perfumes, and drag-

ging sixpences and shillings out of

your pockets, that you may decorate

your windows or your mantel-pieces

with them. There are its finest and

earliest vegetable productions (the

finest perhaps in the world), giv-

J'oL L No. IV.

ing you at once an idea of the use-

ful and agreeable : the delicious pea,

which brings to your fancy its pret-

ty blossom; the summer -cabbage,

the cos-lettuce, the fresh salad, all

so finely antiscorbutic, and indeed

the almost innumerable others that

might be named : there are its va-

rious roots for the use of man,

amongst which the most widely be-

neficial, though certainly rather in-

elegant in its coat of dirt, is the po-

tatoe: there are its herbs both for

food and medicine, many of them

gathered from the field, the wood,

and the wild heath: there are its

glowing red berries, its holly, its

laurel, its mistletoe, and other ever-

greens for Christmas : there are its

very weeds even, its water-cresses,

dandelion, chickweed, groundsel, and

I know not how many more ; and

last of all, the despised, but by no

means despicable, nettle.

In Covent-Garden too may be

found some of the most delightful

inhabitants of the country, its birds

;

especially its singing buds : but, ah

!

how changed ! how unlike, in their

miserable wiry prisons, to the same

creatures in a state of liberty, wildly

yet beautifully darting from tree to

tree, chanting their untaught hymns

of happiness ! Take them away

!

take them away! I like them not;

at least I like them not in cages*.

But whither am I rambling ? Covent-

* Connected with Covent - Garden,

but by no means with the sylvan world,

are one or two establishments, which,

however useful in themselves, and in

some places, such as a manufacturing

town, even agreeable, yet have no busi-

ness here (though the proprietors perhaps

would tell you they have a very good bu-

siness) : they do not mix well with the

G G
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Garden has made an enthusiast of

me I think; I have forgotten the

poor cockney and his garclen-pots,

flowers and the fruits. I allude to the

stalls where rusty locks, keys, and other

nick - nackery in old iron, are to be

bought ; and to the immense spread of

earthen-ware plates, dishes, &c. &c. with

their deep stone-blue prospects without

perspective, their puddling stumpy Chi-

nese figures, and all the other beauties of

that never-to-be-forgotten, and seemingly

never-to-be-changed, willow-pattern, so

well known to every notable housewife

and every good trencher-man within the

sound of Bow bell. All this is art, use-

ful art certainly, though not of the most

elegant sort ; but it does not mix well

with the productions of nature, for which

only Covent-Garden used to be famous,

and ought so to continue. Send these

away with the birds.

for whom and for which I meant to

make an apology: however, I can do

as greater men than I have done,

when they have gone a little too far

—beg pardon, make my bow, and re-

tire. All I ask for the poor garret-

eer is, that when any reader of this,

who has good opportunities of en-

joying nature in the country, should

see him smeliing at a few scarlet run-

ners, which are decorating to the

best of their ability, with their fine

green leaves and really beautiful

blossoms, a three or four-pair-of-

stairs window, he or she will check

the aforesaid smile, and pass soberly

on, remembering, that it is only the

poor cockney endeavouring to enjoy

nature in London.

J. M. Lacey.

GAELIC RELICS.

No. III.

LAMENT FOR

In terms of a bond of friendship,

commencing at a period of too re-

mote antiquity for precision in the

date, the heirs of the chief of Brea-

dalbine were fostered at the castle

of Turrets. Tradition says, that

after this custom had been religious-

ly observed through a long line of

generations, the chief of Breadal-

bine, incensed by an affront from the

chieftain of Catthu, resolved to in-

flict a signal chastisement, and at

the same time to extort payment of

debts due to his ancestors by the

chief of " the cold-frowning north."

Niel Oig of the Turrets armed to

assist the Dalt on this expedition;

but his youth and vigour had foiled,

and all his sons were engaged in

foreign wars, except one, " tail as

A BOY HERO.

the oak of many summers, but love-

ly in blooming boyhood." This
" budding hero joyfully assumed the

duties of a leader to men at arms,

amounting to thirteen multiplied by

thirteen—a number supposed by the

Gael to have cabalistic influence in

superinducing good luck ; and there-

fore the volunteers sent by Niel Oig

were levied by the mystic reckoning

recommended by sages ofolden time."

The youngest hope of the Turrets

performed achievements that might

have graced maturer years ; but his

brilliant career soon terminated. The
bard introduces his mother lamenting

his untimely fate, yet consoling her-

self with the victory and renown of

the Dalt.

In the days of the battling king,
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darkly sad in her bower, sits the

spouse of Niel Oig of the lofty Halls

ami far-seen Turrets. Her red eye

turns to the east. There, in a land

of strangers, stiff and cold in his

blood, lies the young wanderer of

the woods, called from the sports of

childhood to brighten as the leader

of men. In the daring steps of dread-

ful joy, he strode to the deadly fray.

His beamy spear is a signal of the

fight for men grown gray under the

helmet and ringing mail. As the

tumbling rush of waters dashing from

the highest hills to a steep black

glen, his valour pours on the foe.

They sink in the flood of his might

;

but the lance of Catthu has struck

the youth that wasted his people.

The early blaze of renown is quench-

ed in death. Dark is the meteor of

war ; but in a path of fire his fame

hath marked the fields of his strife.

He is mixed with the phantoms of

the hill. Robed in mist, he un-

sheathes his airy brand, and his mo-

ther hears his war-cry in moaning

winds. She weeps for the last ten-

der joy of her high bosom—her ris-

ing star in a cloud of years : yet a

smile is on her quivering lips, to be-

hold the Dalt of her soul returned

a shining beam of victory. He re-

turns a storm of terror to all that

dare to frown on his friends; and he

mourns for the son of Muime—not

with the sadness of little men, nor

the wailing tears of women, but with

the grief of a hero, with the red

gush which follows weapons of war

on plains of death. He shall darken

the light of the orb of noon to the

foe. The war-steed gives his feet

to the winds of all the hills ; but the

Dalt, terrible in speed, shall over-

take him, and lay the rider in dust.

The wet cheek of the Muime, the

spouse of Niel Oig, is dried in the

light of his fame. His deeds are in

the mouth of bards, far as the course

of the sun; his fear is on every foe.

The droves of Catthu are lowing on

his green -headed hills and in his

streamy valleys, and their heroes

grow pale at the sound of his name.

B. G.

EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES OF M. SONNINI AT
VIENNE.

(From his unpublished 3Ianuscripts )

Sonnini, a celebrated French na- 11 ed to the former system. On his ar-

turalist, who died a few years since,
;

rival, all kinds of reports were cir-

culated respecting him ; and it is not

improbable that he increased the

number of his enemies by his own

indiscreet conduct. The director,

whom he superseded, had some ad-

herents in the town; and hence en-

sued a kind of conspiracy against

Sonnini, which was attended with

the most extraordinary circumstan-

ces.

Irritated at the contemptuous be-

haviour of the inhabitants towards

G g 2

was appointed in 1S06, on the recom-

mendation of Fourcroy, to be Di-

rector of the College at Vienne, in

the department of the Isere, whither

he immediately repaired with his fa-

mily. As he had always spoken very

freely on the subject of religion, and

been favourable to the Revolution,

he was received very coldly at Vi-

enne, where religious impressions

were not yet effaced, and where the

inhabitants were still stron<zlv attach-
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him, Sonnini wrote, soon after his

arrival, to several friends at Paris,

and received their answers: but what

was his astonishment on receiving

from an unknown hand copies of all

the letters he had written, accompa-

nied with the remark, that he could

not but be thoroughly convinced,

that none of his motions was unknown
to the spirits which pursued him!

Sonnini determined to send the let-

ters addressed to him to Paris, and

therefore directed his son to make
copies of them. When the copies

were ready, he laid them on a bu-

reau in his study, and being just at

the moment called to dinner, he lock-

ed the door of the apartment to at-

tend the summons. After dinner,

he returned to his study, the door

of which was locked as he had left

it ; but the copies of the letters were

gone—nor could he ever recover

them.

In the succeeding days, he receiv-

ed several anonymous letters, con-

taining threats and challenges. Si-

milar letters were sent to Sonnini's

son, and to a youth whom he had
taken as a boarder. One day they

found a small billet with a challenge

upon the mantel-piece in one of the

rooms. " The gentlemen are very

stingy of their paper," jocosely ob-

served one of the youths to the other.

On going soon afterwards into an-

other apartment, they found the

small challenge written upon a large

sheet, with this addition: " You see

that we are not stingy of paper." On
another occasion, the same two young
men were conversing together, and
immediately afterwards found all

that they had said written down in

another room.

One evening a boy came to inform

them, that a person wished to speak

with them in the market-place. They
went thither, and met with a well-

dressed young man, who, placing

himself between them, forbade them,

with the most dreadful menaces, to

continue to reside in the college;

adding, that if they failed to comply,

he and eleven others had vowed to

take their lives. He then proceeded

with them to the post-house, and got

into the stage-coach that was setting

off for Lyons. The young boarder

was so terrified by this circumstance,

that he quitted the college, and went

home to his parents.

In this manner the first year pass-

ed away. Sonnini had, during this

period, experienced so much vexa-

tion, that he began to think of re-

signing his office, and returning to

Paris. The parents of his pupils,

however, urgently entreated him to

stay, and to wait with patience, as

his enemies would soon be tired of

persecuting him. Sonnini yielded to

their persuasions, and remained. His

invisible persecutors now became

quite furious, and gave Jiim almost

daily proofs of their hostility. Bills

were posted on his door, filled with

calumnies, accusations, and threats

;

and similar papers were introduced

into rooms locked up with the great-

est care. Upon one of them it was

written, that his enemies could open

any door. On another he found the

following words :
" Why, truly you

are in good earnest ! three balls in

your pistols ! but they are not there

now: they shall be used against your-

self. We have not meddled with

your ' double-barrel gun ; it is only

charged with shot." Sonnini has-

tened to his chamber, where his pis-

tols lay beside his bed. The charge

was actually drawn, and the double-

barrel gun contained nothing but
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shot, according to the statement of

the mysterious paper.

Sonnini determined to send his son

to Paris, when he received a note

with these words: " Whether near

or at a distance, your son will still be

in our hands. Unhappy father ! re-

nounce thy son : his destruction is

certain!" This young man had for-

merly employed himself at Paris in

painting upon ivory for picture-deal-

ers. On his return thither, he was

closely watched by his invisible at-

tendants. His father was regularly

informed ofwhat he did, what houses

he visited, to whom and at what

price he sold his pictures. Sonni-

ni's correspondence was completely

in the hands of his enemies. The
contents of every letter he received,

as well as of every one he wrote, es-

pecially if they related to private

concerns, were instantly known to

the whole town. The anonymous

letters sent to him had accumulated

to such a degree, that at length, to

get rid of them, he directed his son

to burn them. A packet was made
of them, and his son intended to de-

stroy them in the evening; but on

taking up the packet for that pur-

pose, he thought he felt something

move about within. He opened it,

and, behold! it was full of gun-

powder.

Sonnini, on leaving Paris, had

taken his library along with him; but

on reaching Vienne, he observed

that several works were missing. He
therefore wrote to some friends at

Paris, requesting to be informed whe-

ther he had lent them the works in

question. Shortly afterwards he re-

ceived an anonymous letter, acquaint-

ing him that his invisible tormenters

had purloined them, partly at Paris,

and partly at Vienne ; and in a few

days a parcel, containing some of

these books, was thrown down be-

fore his door. In some of them was

written, " Taken at Paris," — in

others, " Taken at Vienne."

Sonnini conceived a natural mis-

trust of all about him. He discharg-

ed his porter, but had great difficul-

ty to procure another ; because it

was currently reported, that it was

very dangerous to live in the col-

lege, and that extraordinary things

were likely very soon to happen there.

Sonnini had several times solicited

the protection of the municipal au-

thorities; but as it was rumoured

that he was himself the contriver of

all that he complained of, and af-

fected to be a persecuted man mere-

ly to give himself consequence, very

little attention was paid to his ap-

plications. On the contrary, consi-

derable suspicion fell on him, and

the magistrates were by no means

prepossessed in his favour. He
therefore determined to repair to

Grenoble, to solicit the assistance of

the prefect. While he was at Gre-

noble, several bomb-shells were fired

in the night before his wife's win-

dows, and one of them burst with a

tremendous explosion. A few days

afterwards, a pistol was fired at his

son, in one of the passages of the

college. The balls fortunately miss-

ed him, and were found next morn-

ing in the passage.

Soon afterwards a packet of ano-

nymous letters was picked up at the

door. It was wrapped in blue pa-

per, and sealed with a large seal,

upon which were the words, Kingdom

of Hell. In these letters he was in-

formed that the invisible beings per-

secuted him by the command of a

very important but distant person-

age ; that they would be constantly
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about him, whether he remained at

Vienne or removed to Paris; that

they had nothing to fear from the

police, for if they were taken, they

would be immediately liberated on

pronouncing the name of the per-

sonage alluded to. From this un-

known personage himself Sonnini

received a letter, stating, that he was

under the necessity of attending his

sovereign to the army ; but had en-

joined his people to persecute, to

seize, and perhaps even to put him to

death. In another letter this, pre-

tended great personage declared,

that he was his brother; that Son-

nini had murdered his mother and

sisters ; and therefore he should not

rest till he had taken full revenge.

By his journey to Grenoble, Son-

nini induced the tribunal there to

undertake the investigation of the

whole affair; and it actually com-

menced its proceedings for that pur-

pose. Matters, however, soon took

a very different turn from what he

had expected. The investigation,

instead of being directed against his

enemies, was turned against himself.

Witnesses were sought up, and among
others an Italian barometer-maker.

Endeavours were made to extort

from this man the admission that he

had sold to Sonnini the bomb-shells

found in front of the college ; but

the Italian protested everywhere that

this was false, and the examinations

were suspended.

Sonnini, who, by this time, had

reason to apprehend not only an ever-

lasting persecution, but even a me-

lancholy end for himself and his fa-

mily, was now firmly resolved not to

continue any longer in such a detest-

ed place, and accordingly made pre-

parations for his departure. In pack-

ing up his effects, he paid particular

attention to let no person approach,

to purloin or destroy any of them.

On his arrival at Paris, he, neverthe-

less, found that his pictures had been

cut with a knife; but he met with

nothing further unpleasant. His re-

moval from the college had been the

object of his enemies. He wrote to

the Minister of the Police, complain-

ing of the persecution which he had

undergone ; but instead of obtaining

the satisfaction he hoped, he was en-

joined to be silent respecting the

past. Here the affair ended. Im-

mediately after his departure, the

college was granted, for a period of

twenty years, to a religious society,

called the Fathers of the Coast.

THE FATAL MARRIAGE.
The flames of discord kindled by

the feuds of the Guelphs and Gibel-

lines raged in most parts of Italy, be-

fore they extended to the happy Flo-

rence. So early, however, as the

commencement of the 13th century,

sparks of that fire which was in the

sequel to ravage the most flourishing

city of Italy glimmered there, and it

was a female who was destined to fan

it into a flame.

One of the most illustrious of the

I
noble families of Florence was that of

i Buondelmonte, and Ottavio was the

head of this family. It was propos-

ed that an alliance with the power-

ful house of Amidei should heighten

!

its splendour, and Ottavio yielded to

,
the wishes of his relations, though

1 the lady whom they selected for him

|

was not remarkable either for beauty

or accomplishments. With charms
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greatly superior to what she posse-s-

od slu> would scarcely have captivat-

ed Ottavk), for his whole soul was

preoccupied with the image of ano-

ther. The lady who incessantly en-

gaged all his thoughts he had hi-

therto seen only at church, and no

otherwise than veiled; and she had

always contrived to elude his inqui-

ries so successfully, that all his en-

deavours to gain any intelligence re-

specting the fascinating stranger

proved ineffectual. From her majes-

tic figure, the exquisite symmetry of

her whole person, and the grace of

all her motions, he inferred that she

must be extremely beautiful, and her

dress indicated high birth and opu-

lence. Ottavio nevertheless stifled

the passion with which the unknown
had inflamed him, and seemed de-

termined to sacrifice the wishes of

his heart to the ambition of his fami-

ly, when an unexpected circumstance

all at once overturned this resolution.

A few days before that fixed for

his nuptials, he was riding through

one of the less frequented streets of

the city. A matron in the balcony

of a stately mansion called him by

his name, and politely requested him

to come up to her for a few moments.

Ottavio dismounted ; a servant came

out to hold his horse, and from him
he learned that the house belonged

to a family of the name of Donati.

He was ushered into a richly fur-

nished apartment, where he found

the lady who had called to him from

the balcony, and asked what were

her commands. " I wished," repli-

ed she, " to congratulate you on
your approaching marriage;" and
with these words she launched out

into such a satirical invective against

his bride, that Ottavio was for some
time too much astonished to reply.

At length collecting himself, be re-

proved her for her rudeness with all

the delicacy due to her sex and rank.

" Why, you are seriously angry,"

rejoined she smiling, " at the liber-

ties which I have taken with your

bride. Her charms, her talents, and

her accomplishments are certainly of

so high an order as to deserve that you,

like a true knight, should throw

down the gauntlet to any one who
may presume to regard her as plain

rather than handsome, and ignorant

and ridiculous rather than agreeable

and intelligent. But you should not

take this amiss of me, sir— of me,

whose sentiments towards you are

not unfriendly. See," cried she,

throwing open the door of an ad-

joining room, " what I have reserv-

ed for you !" Ottavio looked, and in

the middle of the apartment, whom
should he discover but his adored

incognita !

Overpowered by surprise, and hur-

ried away by his feelings, he threw

himself at her feet, and seizing her

trembling hand, he covered it with

ardent kisses. Scarcely conscious

of what he did, he ventured to raise

her veil, and a sudden spell bound
all his senses. So fair, so rich in

every charm and every grace, his

fancy itself had not painted her.

" And is this angel to be mine V
cried he, when the speechless asto-

nishment of the first transport had
somewhat subsided, to the aunt, who
had watched him with a smile of

exultation.—" She shall be yours,"

replied the lady, " if you will de-

serve her love."

Ottavio looked dubiously at the

silent charmer. Her downcast eye,

and the deep blush that crimsoned

her cheeks, betrayed to him that he
was not indifferent to her heart.
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Again he fell at her feet, and solicited

her love. The contract was conclud-

ed, and in a few days the nuptials

were solemnized.

The house of Donati was as warm-

ly attached to the party of the

Guelphs as that of Amidei to the

Gibellines. It was nevertheless per-

sonal animosity against the head of

the latter family that instigated Vit-

toria Donati to prepare for him so

well-planned and so keen a mortifi-

cation. The affront which the fa-

ther had in his early years offered to

her by his inconstancy, she deter-

mined to revenge upon him in more

advanced life, and upon his daugh-

ter also, whom Vittoria hated equal-

ly with himself. It was easy for her

to foresee, that in the execution of

her scheme she should sacrifice the

happiness of her niece; that she

should expose Ottavio's life to the

daggers of the incensed Amidei;

and that the violation of his promise

would not fail to blow the party-an-

tipathy of the two families into a

raging flame—but all these consider-

ations weighed as nothing against

the gratification of her revenge.

As soon as the Amidei were ap-

prised of the insult which Ottavio

had offered to their honour, they as-

sembled all their friends, to concert

a plan for avenging it. The animo-

sity excited by the misconduct of

an individual, they extended to his

whole house ; and in this, as in all

other cases, private pique kindled

party hatred. The Uberti, in those

days the most powerful and wealthy

family of Florence, and zealous Gi-

bellines, warmly espoused their

cause; and Mobea Lamberti first

proposed towash out the affront with

the blood of the faithless Ottavio.

His proposal was universally approv-

ed ; and when, a few days after his

marriage, Ottavio had one morning

quitted the arms of his lovely wife,

to ride to a country seat which he

possessed near the city, the assas-

sins fell upon him at the bridge over

the Arno, and plunged their poni-

ards into his heart.

The high rank which Ottavio held

among the nobles of Florence, his

personal merit, the heart-rending

anguish and complaints of his young

wife, and the outcry raised by his

family, all concurred to heighten the

interest felt for his unhappy fate. All

Florence was divided between the

Buondelmonti and the Uberti ; and

these parties were soon engaged in

open warfare, as Guelphs and Gi-

bellines. It was not long before the

former split into two factions, ofwhich

that of the Bianchi built their hopes

on Pope Boniface VIII. and that of

the Neri, on Charles of Anjou, and

each of them persecuted the other

with the most inveterate rancour.

SCHEME
For establishing, by means of Steam-Navigation, a Communication tuith Calcutta

and the East Indies generally, via the Mediterranean, Isthmus of Suez, and the

Red Sea: the Voyage out and home to be completed within 120 days.

I deem it unnecessary to dwell on

the efficiency of steam-vessels to na-

vigate on the open seas, and it would

be superfluous to attempt to demon-

strate that which is in itself evident;

I mean, the very great advantage

that would derive to merchants in-

dividually, and to the public gene-
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rally, by the means of speedy com-

munication with our Asiatic domi-

nion-.

The difficulties to be surmounted

are of different degrees, and present

themselves in a natural succession,

;

in which I propose to discuss diem.

And, 1st. The route up the Me-
diterranean, across the Isthmus of

Suez on camels, up the Red Sea, i

round Ceylon, and up the Bay of

Bengal to Calcutta, appears the most

direct.

2d. The convenient places to touch
|

at for the purpose of replenishing

fuel, with the distances between each,

are probably as follows :

Sailing from Plymouth(towhich

port passengers may be con-

veyed from London by the

Plymouth steam-packet) to Miles

Gibraltar .... about 1150

From Gibraltar to Malta . . 1000

From Malta to El Arish . . 1000

Across the Isthmus to Suez, on

camels, 120 miles .... —
From Suez to Mocha, or the Is-

land of Perim 1200

FromMochato the Isle of Socotra 600

From Socotra to Cochin . . 1350

From Cochin to Trincomalee* 600

From Trincomalee, touching at

Madras, to Calcutta . . . 1020

Days.

7

6

6

Making thewhole distance bysea"920 57

In round numbers 8000 miles, of which '3200

are on the north and west side the Isthmus,

and 4S00 on the south and east.

We have next to consider the ca-

pability of a vessel to carry fuel for

the greatest distance, that between

Socotra and Cochin, of 1350 miles.

And although in calculating the ex-

pense of coal, I shall assume that a

vessel of 400 tons, with an engine of

100 horse-power, may obtain nine

* It is supposed that a passage may be

found over the Devil's Bridge, through Palk's

Straits, which will shorten the distance 6 or

800 miles betweeu Cochin and Calcutta.
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miles of speed from the consumption

of nine bushels of coals ; or that the

expense of coals will on an average

be equal to one bushel per mile : still

I think the vessel should at each de-

pot complete to at least sixty chal-

drons, which, on the greatest dis-

tance, would admit of their making

as little as five and a half miles per

hour for the whole passage ; and on

the distance between Plymouth and

Gibraltar, where at some seasons the

greatest resistance may be expected,

sixty chaldrons would be sufficient,

at the rate of four miles and a half

per hour. And if the calculation be

made on ten complete voyages in the

year, at the greatest consumption,

i. e. supposing sixty chaldrons to be

supplied from each depot at each de-

mand, we shall arrive at a quantity

that may be considered as sufficient

for the first supply to the different

depots, to be afterwards kept up ac-

cording to the actual expense. And
it will be,

Chaldrons s. £.

From Plymouth 10 of 60: 600 at 40: 1200

Gib.l0outl0home20of60:1200at 90: 5400

Malta, do. do. 20 of 60: 1200 at 100: 6000

Syria, 10 home 10 of 60 : 600 at 100 : 3300

Making 3600 of. 15,900

Or take the average at 41. 10s. per chal-

dron, or 2s. (yd. per bushel.

On the south-east side of the Isth-

mus there will be required,

At Suez for 10 voyages out, Chaldrons.

home 10 of 60: 600

Mocha 10 do. 10 do. 20 of 30: 600

Socotra 10 do. 10 do. 20 of 60 : 1200

Cochin 10 do. 10 do. 20 of 30 : 600

Trincomalee 10 do. 10 do. 20 of 60: 1200

Calcutta do. 10 do. 10 of 60: 600

Making in all 4800

Which may be calculated to average at the

different depots 2s 4<1. per bushel. The price

of coals at Calcutta, brought from Burdwan,

exchanging 2s. per rupee, is 8 anas, or Is.

H ii
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per maund of 841bs. equal to one English

bushel ; or it is 36s. per chaldron.

Next is to be considered the pas-

sage of the Isthmus ; and, until ne-

gociations are entered into, and ar-

rangements actually made, we must

be contented with a calculation of the

expenses on a scale which will cer-

tainly exceed the reality.

A eamel capable of travelling a distance

daily of 30 miles, with a load of 4 cwt. may
be procured for from 10 to 12,dollars ; say

31.

Estimate keep and attendance, at per ann.

say SI

Present to the pacha, for escort, &c. each

caravan, 400 dollars.

Etixis to attendants, &c. 50 dollars ; and sup-

pose 50 tons of cargo, and 30 persons with

baggage, 400 camels would be the least

number required, at 31 each 1200Z. )
04'oof.

Their food and keep for 12 ms. 12001. i

Interest 5 per cent, wear and tear, 20: 25:

6002.

6001. divided by 20 (the number of passages

across)isfor each passage 302 0s. } . , ,

Buxis 450 dollars, at 5s 1 12?. 10s

Or, in round numbers, 150Z.

The wages of seamen may be es-

timated at 21. per month ; their vic-

tualling at 21. more; and although

the wages of seamen and the expense

of victualling them are much less in

India than in Europe, yet, as a larger

number is required in those seas, it

will be fair to calculate on the same

expense in making an estimate. Com-

manders and artificers, employed on

the south-cast side of the Isthmus,

must receive more wages than those

employed on the home station.

It unfortunately happens, that the

three fairest months in the British

Channel and Atlantic are the worst

in the Bay of Bengal and the Ara-

bian Sea, and rice versa ; the south-

west ?uonsoon being strongest from

the middle of June to the middle of
]

August ; whilst December, January, :

and February bring fine weather in

those seas. I am of opinion, how-
[

ever, that vessels may make passages

for ten months in the year; the

steam-boats, during the prevalence

of the south-west Monsoon, leaving

the Hoogly by Larcom's Channel,

and keeping the Orixa and Coro-

mandel coasts close on board.

To perform the contemplated ser-

|
vice, it will be necessary to have at

least three, and perhaps four, vessels

on each side the Isthmus. They

should be of 400 tons, of the strong-

est build, and of 100 horse-power,

with latteen sails, or lug fore-sail,

and schooner-rigged abaft. But the

experiment of the latteen sails should

be made ; because, when the yards

are down, the masts present less sur-

face to the wind, than those of any

other rig.

The vessels should be fitted for

the accommodation of twenty-five

passengers, and from 50 to 100 tons

of cargo ; to be manned with a crew

of twenty men, including mates and

artificers ; to be completed to twenty

days' provisions and water; and to

sail on the first day of every month

from Plymouth and Calcutta.

The vessels may readily be con-

tracted for, and built under inspec-

tion, for 20/. per ton ; and the en-

gines will cost probably 5,000/. each

;

or, in round numbers, the vessel may

be completed for 14,000/.

The estimate of the outlay and re-

ceipt for the first twelve months may

be,

Six vessels of 400 tons and 100 horse- £.

power, at 14,000<. each .... 84,000

Invested in coals at the depots . . 36,060

Invested on camels 1,200

Capital invested <£121,260

Insurance on 121,200J.atl0percent.

.£12,126

Wear and tear of engines 30,0002.

at 20 per tent 6,000
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Wear and tear on wood and iron

51,0001. at Id per cent 8,100

160,000 miles offuel at2*. 6jL p. mile 20,000

Grease, stalling-, and packing, for 6

engines 1,000

(i principal engineers, at 70J, per an. 420

36 ( agine-men & stokers, at35J. p.an. 1,200

(i commanders, at '2001 1,200

12 mates, at 481 57G

70 seamen, at 21Z 1,680

Victualling 106 men at 201 per an. 2,120

Port charges, a rough estimate ; the

Calcutta pilotage being exceed-

ingly heavy,a greatreduction may
be expected : say each voyage Z01.

for 20 1,000

Fassage of the Isthmus .... 3,000

Mess 10,000

Commission 2§ per cent 1,712

Total outlay .£70,194

It is not being too sanguine to sup-

pose that the number of passengers

will be complete every voyage from

the three Presidencies: those from

Bombay may join at Cochin by an

auxiliary packet; and the price fixed

at 200/. is the lowest usually paid for

an inferior accommodation on board

a ship trading to India. To the in-

dividual, a great saving in equipment

will result, from the shortness of the

passage, and the necessity of limit-

ing the quantity of baggage; whilst

the gain of time, and the pleasing

prospect of setting foot on land once

in eight or ten days, will be strong

inducements for preference to this

route.

25 passengers for 20 voyages will yield, X
at 200Z. each 100,000

Less commission 2| per cent. . . 2,500

=£97,500

50 X 20 : 1000 tons of cargo at \5l. } . . .,..

Less commission 2t per cent. )

Net proceeds of 20 voyages . . . 112,125

Amount of outlay 70,194

Profit on this estimate c£41,931

Which I do not think exaggerated;

and I feel convinced, that after one

or two voyages, the rate of

may be lowered to 150/. fixing I he-

interest at 12 per cent, and setting

apart a sum for redeeming the capi-

tal, for experimental purposes, and

for constructing a carriage-roadacross

the Isthmus, with proper halting pla-

ces; a point which, by the judicious

application of 1 or 2000/. might be

effected through the Pacha of Egypt.

In the foregoing prospectus, I have

calculated on an expense which would

be adequate to the establishment of

a number of vessels sufficient to keep

up a constant communication with

India. But as prejudices are to be

overcome, it will perhaps be prudent

to begin with only two vessels, one

on each side the Isthmus, and to in-

crease the number as the confidence

of the public becomes established.

In making this estimate, it would

have been unfair to calculate on con-

tingencies : but there can be little

doubt that the expense for fuel might

be very considerably reduced. Ships

proceeding to the Mediterranean, and

which now frequently go in ballast,

would, if a demand existed, be glad

to deliver coals at an advance of from

10*. to 15*. on the shipping price in

the river.

The insurance and wear and tear

are also estimated at a very high

rate ; whilst, on the other hand, no

profit has been anticipated on the

carriage of letters and dispatches,

which would certainly accrue, since

the post-office could never afford to

establish an independent conveyance.

James II. Johnston.

H ii 2
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ANECDOTES, &c.

HISTORICAL, LITERARY, AND PERSONAL.

No. III.

FATE OF BOOKS.

Books are in some respects like

children : at their birth and during

their first circulation they are objects

of intense anxiety, but few care about

them when they have attained a cer-

tain age. A couple of recent exam-

ples illustrate this remark.

In one of the most considerable

buildings at Metz in France, there

was a few years since a public libra-

ry, and in another part of the same

building a magazine of charcoal.

During the government of Buona-

parte, orders arrived to clear the

building in order to its appropriation

to a military purpose. As it was

then the fashion to affect extraordi-

nary dispatch in every thing, the

prefect gave directions that the

whole should be cleared in twenty-

four hours, and that the prisoners of

war in the town should be employed
in this operation. The books, like

those of old at Alexandria, could

not have had any advocate; for no

sooner was it found that the books

were much heavier than the char-

coal, so that two porters with bas-

kets of equal size would have had
to carry, the one too much and the

other too little—perhaps also with a

view that the large books should pre-

vent the small coal from falling off,

the prisoners were enjoined to fill

every basket half with coal and half

with books.

In Holland books fared still worse.

During the continental embargo, the

French government for some time al-

lowed the exchange of English com-
modities for native productions of

the like value. The merchants,

availing themselves of this licence,

purchased at a very low rate vast

quantities of old Dutch books, which,

owing to the total revolution in all

kinds of property, could scarcely

find a market. These they rated at

the custom-house at the regular sel-

ling price, and shipped as for Eng-

land. These chests, so cleared out,

were then exchanged at sea for others

full of English merchandise; but

none of these books found their way

to this country, where they would

have had to pay a higher duty than

the price they would have fetched as

waste paper: they were therefore

heaved overboard without ceremony.

In this manner many of the older

works, which were formerly very com-

mon, have become extremely rare in

Holland.

SINGULAR ANTIPATHY OF A DQG.

A large poodle dog—we quote the

words of Professor Pictet of Geneva

—belonging to a friend who lives in

my immediate vicinity, and which I

have therefore daily opportunities of

seeing, manifests upon the whole a

perfect indifference to music either

vocal or instrumental. But no soon-

er does any one begin to sing or play

an old song, in a soft and pathetic

strain, commencing, " L'ane cle no-

tre moidin est mort, la paurre bele"

than the dog first looks ruefully at

the singer, yawns repeatedly with

increasing demonstrations of uneasi-

ness and impatience, at length sits

down on his rump, and begins to

howl louder and louder, till he com-
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pletely drowns the voice or the in-

strument. If the performer ceases,

lie ceases too. To try him, persons

have begun with other airs, and then

digressed, without interruption, into

the above-mentioned tune: the dog

seemed to take no notice of the mu-

sic till they came to the obnoxious

air, to which nothing can reconcile

him : he then went through the se-

ries of actions already enumerated,

without any deviation. Hundreds
of persons have witnessed the cir-

cumstance, as it is a matter of gene-

ral curiosity in the neighbourhood.

THE RETORT COURTEOUS.

Some years ago, Sir John C

—

was the commander of a military

district in the north of England. He
was a martinet, and a nice observer

of propriety in military dress. No-
ticing one day a yeoman of cavalry

much out of order in his accoutre-

ments, he called out, " Here, you

fellow! come here! Do not you know I

who I am V—" Xoa," said the man,
" I know nought about you."—

j

' ; What!" rejoined Sir John, " not

'

know that I am commander-in-chief

of this district?"—" Be you so?" re-

plied the yeoman ;
" then, by gosh !

you ha getten a good place on it, so

take care and keep it, and be civil to

every body."

ADVANTAGE OF BLINDNESS.

A wealthy man had a daughter

who was so plain and deformed, that

notwithstanding the large portion

she was likely to receive, not a single

offer of marriage was made to her.

At length her father united her to a

man also of considerable fortune,

but blind, and they lived a long time

happily together. An eminent ocu-

list once chanced to pass thic

the place, and went to the lady's fa-

ther, and expressed his confidence

that he could restore his son-in-law's

sight. " I would not have it done

on any account," replied the other :

" you shall have your fee and wel-

come for letting it alone; for if he

sees my daughter, she would lose

her husband to a certainty, and you

can't imagine what trouble I had to

procure her one."

ANAGRAMS.

This species of trifling may afford

some amusement for want of any

other pastime, though that which is

found seldom repays the trouble of

seeking. The result may, however,

occasionally please a company for a

moment. Maria de la Terre (or de

la Tour), sister to Marshal Turenne,

certainly felt herself much flattered,

when some one made out of hername
this very natural anagram: Amor de

la Tierra—The Love of the World.

—Henry IV. of France character-

ized this art, as an occupation, with

great justice. Some one presented

to him an anagram. The king asked

the author what was his ordinary

employment. " Sire," replied the

man, " I am a maker of anagrams

by profession ; but I am miserably

poor."—" No wonder," replied the

king, " when you follow such a mi-

serable profession."

THE FORBIDDEN PUDDLE.

A gentleman, being about to go

a journey, desired his wife, in his

absence, to take care of the house.

She answered, " My dear husband,

whatever you command me I shall

obey."—He continued, " I have also

to beg, dearest, a favour very easy

for you to grant, which is, that you

will never wash Yourself with that
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water," at the same time pointing to

a nasty puddle in the court. After

his departure, the lady often looked

at the puddle, and as often wished

to know the reason why her husband

had forbidden her to wash in this

water. She soon began to think,

that there must be something very

important m this injunction. At last,

the temptation overcame her, and
she went and washed, or rather dir-

tied herself all over. Looking in

her mirror, she perceived what a sad

figure she had made of herself, and

had some difficulty, after the toil of

many days, to remove the filth from

her clothes. On her husband's re-

turn, he found his dear wife in a vi-

olent rage; and, upon questioning

her, she could not contain the secret.

" What !" said he to her, " could

you not refrain from doing what you

knew would injure you ? Is it likely

then, that you would have obeyed

me in any thing that would have giv-

en you pleasure?"

MUSICAL REVIEW.
Introduction and Rondo for the Pi-

ano-forte, composed, and dedicat-

ed to Miss Buchwald, by J. Mos-
cheles. Op. 54. Pr. 3s. 6d.~
(Chappell and Co.)

Mil. Mosciieles has again visited

this country, and two or three of his

performances at the present oratorios

have spread his fame over the whole

metropolis. We have again heard

him with absolute astonishment, es-

pecially in quick movements. The
study which could produce such ra-

pidity of execution, with such a pre-

cision in touch and tone, at his age

(which appears to be little more than

thirty), must have been immense,

and was probably aided by physical

advantages of conformation, as well

as by a buoyant vivacity of spirits,

and an extreme sensibility of the

nervous system, qualities not uncom-

mon in the Hebrew nation, to which

this gentleman belongs. Mr. M. is

the Kean of piano-forte players, and,

like this great actor, has a good

share of mannerism in his perform-

ance. When he plays, he seems to

be in familiar converse with the keys,

leans towards them in various ways,

snatches off his fingers as if he had

burnt them, and bounces them down

again in a manner peculiar to him-

self. At first these practices strike

the spectator as if they were tricks,

but on reflection, he soon becomes

convinced that they arc mechanical

expedients, the result of experience,

without which the things that are

done could not be achieved. Be
this as it may, Mr. Mosciieles is the

Phoenix of " Pianistes," and we doubt

whether the world will ever produce

such another.

But Mr. M. is likewise a composer

of the firstrate, and ofthe best school.

His harmonic combinations are, like

those of Beethoven, profound and

original, and his melodies, when he

gives them, fresh and fascinating. A
reference to the above rondo will

fully bear us out in this assertion: it

is every way a classic production ; not

without its difficulties, but when these

are overcome, the labour will be am-

ply repaid. It is preceded by a slow

movement of considerable depth and

grandeur of expression. The rondo

(in E b) sets out with a subject of

great vivacity and neatness, which is
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propounded and developed with due

regularity and simplicity in pp. 1 and

5, when the author begins to manoeu-

vre his disposable force of all arms,

especially the light infantry of semi-

quavers and triplets, with the skill of a

consummate tactician. In these evolu-

tions we shall decline to partake here,

lest we might share the fate of Dr.

Syntax at the review, and he hurried

along beyond our limits, and no

doubt beyond the wishes of our read-

ers. Such masters as Mr. M. the

critical pen is as unable to follow, as

the aides-de-camp of Napoleon were

incapable to keep up with him on

horseback. We have said quite

enough in stating, that this is excel-

lent music, calculated for the sphere

of matured players.

Military Rondofor the Piano-forte,

dedicated to Miss M. Wykeham
Martin, byF. Kalkbrenner. Op.

62. Pr. 4s.—(Chappell and Co.)

Many of the above observations

will apply to this rondo, the produc-

tion of another great master in his

art, practically as well as theoretical-

ly. We have placed both together,

as we derived much pleasure in com-

paring their different styles, and saw

how excellence may shew itself in

different ways. Mr. Kalkbrenner

and Mr. Moscheles are both writers

of vivid conception, brilliant imagi-

nation, matured experience, and

great depth of harmonic combination:

their compositions present about an

equal share of attractive melody

;

and yet the diversity is to us so strik-

ing, that we would wager to ascribe

any one page to its right owner. In

the present case, Mr. K.'s rondo,

from its military character, exhibits

an accidental feature of variety, as

being of a decisive energetic tenor.

It is animated by a vein of spirited

ir from beginning to end, with-

out being of extreme difficulty. The
passages, some of which bear the

stamp of true originality, lie aptly to

the hand.

We beg to direct the player's at-

tention to the metronomic signature,

lest he take the rondo too slow. It

is gratifying to see such men as

Messrs. Moscheles, Kalkbrenner,

Ilies, &c. persevere in the use of

that valuable invention, the Metro-

nome, which, with very few excep-

tions, is neglected, only, by composers

of inferior pretensions.

A favourite March and Chorus in

" Pietro 1'Eremita" arranged

for the Piano-forte, with an Ac-
companimentfor the Flute, by F.

Latour, pianiste to his Majesty.

F r. os.- -(Chappell and Co.)

The march and chorus which Mr.

L. has thus arranged is a splendid

composition, which gained rapturous

applause at the King's Theatre last

season. The subject is the same as

in the quick movement of the duet

between Signor Curioni and Mad.
Camporese, the originality of which,

both as to melody and time, struck

us very forcibly. The present piano-

forte extract is sufficiently strong,

as to harmonic colouring, to convey

a fair idea of the nature and effect

of the piece, and by no means diffi-

cult. As the Hutc-part proceeds ge-

nerally with the melody, its support

is not absolutely essential, although

it tends materially to augment the

force and brilliancy of the piece.

March for two Performers on one

Piano-forie, composed, and dedi-

cated to Colonel Hatches, by John

Henry Griesbach. Op. 5. Pr.3s,

—(Chappell and Co.)

This is the first composition we

have seen of Mr. J. H. Griesbach,
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the member of a family whose musi-

cal talent shines conspicuously in our

best orchestras. Allowing for one

or two slight tinges of the style of

Rossini, which it will soon be diffi-

cult to avoid—saturated as we shall

be with his works—this march (in C
major) is a composition of great me-

rit and of striking effect. The me-

lody is good, and the harmony is of

the richest kind, well diversified by

occasional very select modulations.

The trio in F is also pretty. In the

secondo we could have wished for a

little more independent responsive

treatment: it generally merely ac-

companies the primo. One or two

bars, in the trio form, laudable ex-

ceptions to this remark.

" The Sun and the Dew," composed

by Guillaume Trousson du Cou-

dray. Pr. 2s.—(Chappell and Co.)

The text of this song is stated to

be from the novel called " The Mys-
tery:" its music is by a gentleman,

probably French, of whose name
we had not heard before, but whom
the present specimen of his talents

renders us willing and desirous to

introduce again to our readers. The
melody is very tasteful, well propor-

tioned in its parts, and perfectly suit-

able to the words. There is a cap-

tivating ease and clearness in the air,

and the transient modulation, at

" Who trembling reflected," is par-

ticularly graceful.

The accompaniment is very ef-

fective : at the same time we think it

works too much with thirds, &c.

;

the lower notes of the right hand
are almost always upon the dominant.

The continual striking of chords

broken into semiquavers produces

monotony ; more variety in the sys-

tem of instrumental support would
have been desirable. There are

some objectionable accentuations,

such as in " bramble," " promised;"

and the bar containing the latter

word, as well as some corresponding

phrases, are too crowded with syl-

lables to be sung with any fluency.

All these are minor imperfections,

which do not detract from the in-

trinsic merit of the composition ; but

which we thought it proper to no-

tice, as Mr. Du Coudray is a foreign-

er, and, as we are informed, intends

composing some further English

songs, in which our remarks may
possibly be of use.

Rondofor the Piano-forte, in which

is introduced Henry R. Bishoj^s

admired Duet in the Opera of
" Maid Marian," composed, and

dedicated to Madame de Champs
Louis, by Frederick Kalkbrenner.

Pr. 3s.—(Goulding and Co.)

The duet here referred to, has

been noticed in the account of the

opera of " Maid Marian," in our

last Number, as having been sung

with great and deserved applause by

Miss Tree and Master Longhurst.

It forms here the entire groundwork

of a very fine rondo, in which the

elegance of the subject seems to

have called forth the best exertions

of Mr. Kalkbrenner, and this in a

manner which renders the composi-

tion accessible to a numerous class of

performers. On this occasion, Mr.

K. has introduced a new musical

symbol of expression, of the shape

of an inverted V, to direct the play-

er " to stop a little longer, and to

give more expression to the note

over which it is placed." The sign

has our entire approbation, as being

in analogy with characters already in

use, and certainly desirable. Indeed,

in the music of the present day, so

much depends on peculiar expres-
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sions of various kinds, fur which \\c

have :is yet no signs, that there i.s

room for many new ones in musical

notation. We should be glad if a

certain number of composers of ce-

lebrity in Europe, would agree upon

the introduction of an additional li-

mited number of signs, to remove

many doubts which must ever pre-

vail as to a variety of expressions re-

quired in the performance of music,

not only with students, but with pro-

lessors of matured experience.

" Young Ellen" Romance, sung by

Miss M. Tree, with an Accompa-
niment for the Piano-forte, com-

posed by Henry R. Bishop. Pr.

Is. (xl.—(Goulding and Co.)

A lightsome, airy, and highly

graceful little ballad. The melodic

outline is of chaste simplicity, and

the rifiorimerdi, which are superadd-

ed, impart to it a peculiar elegance

of expression, which, from the lips

of Miss Tree, cannot but have de-

rived a heightened interest. That
lady is improved in style and execu-

tion whenever we hear her. The
strides she has made in the art since

we first saw her in almost walking

parts at the King's Theatre are real-

ly surprising. But that was the

best school she could have had ; and

such an advantage, cultivated as it

became by the instruction of a mas-

ter like Mr. T. Cooke, and the sus-

ceptibility of the pupil, could not

fail to produce the happiest results.

" Thou art the giddiest youth alive,"

Canzonet, written by Mrs. Opie,

composed, and arranged ivith an

Accompaniment for the Piano-

forte, by G. Kiallmark. Pr. 2s.

—(Goulding and Co.)

A tasteful melody, exhibiting some

points of playful expression quite in

Vol I. No. IV.
'

accordance with the naivete of the

text. The accompaniment is charg-

ed to the brim with semiquaver

triplets, which certainly throw acti-

vity into the performance; but a lit-

tle change in the system of harmonic

support would nevertheless have pro-

duced a desirable variety of expres-

sion. In the composition of the

third stanza, this effect is in some

degree attained by the intervention

of some bars deviating from the rest

of the instrumental colouring, and

which operate very advantageously

in the general keeping of the whole.

Select Airs froin " The Beggars

Opera" arranged as Duets for
the Piano-forte by J. F. Burrowes.

Books 1, % 3. Pr. 3s. 6d. each.

—(Goulding and Co.)

Our personal dislike to this opera

shall not prevent us from giving an

unbiassed opinion of Mr. B.'s labour

before us, which puts us in mind of

the story of the man whose touch

changed every thing into gold, and

in a great degree belies the vulgar

saying about the manufacture of

silken purses from ignoble materials.

As " The Beggars Opera" will

probably maintain its footing on the

stage for many years to come, this

unaccountable relish of the public

will tend to preserve a record of the

musical taste of our grandfathers;

and thus far the music is a matter of

historical curiosity, more especially

as the tunes for it were collected from

all available sources. Some of them

certainly possess a high degree of

melodious simplicity, but a great

number are as crude as the text to

which they have been fitted.

The arrangement of Mr. B. while

it has lulled our aversion to several

of the airs, lias placed those few

I i
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which are in favour with us, in a very

advantageous light. Their style ad-

mitted of considerable contrapuntal

treatment, and in this respect Mr.

B. has done full justice to his task.

In other cases, where melody is pre-

dominant, a colouring of modern

taste has been administered. Thus
the present publication is likely to

satisfy those that, like ourselves, feel

no great partiality to the opera;

while to those amateurs who delight

in it—and the number is by no means

small— it is sure to prove a most va-

luable treasure.

A favourite Spanish Air for the

Piano-forte, composed, and dedi-

cated to Miss Lyndon, by H. G.

Nixon, Organist to the Bavarian

Embassy. Pr. 2s. 6d.— (Rutter

and McCarthy, New Bond-street.)

The title clearly states that this

Spanish air is of Mr. Nixon's com-

position, and although we have heard

tunes not unsimilar to it, we cannot

say that this has come to our ears

before. It is a lively and pretty

waltz movement, clear, regular, with

a certain ease of expression, and

indeed of execution, which cannot

fail to engage the favourable atten-

tion of the pupil. Mr. N. has been

rather partial to the upper ke}s, and

a little sparing of modulations, the

tonic and dominant being seldom de-

parted from. A greater resort to

occasional transitions into other keys

would have afforded more variety.

But this may have been intentionally

avoided, to render the lesson more

generally accessible to moderate pro-

ficients, for whose practice we think

it in every respect well calculated.

A Waltz, composed for the Piano-

forte, and respectfully dedicated

to Lady Nightingale, by Joseph

de Pinna. Pr. 2s. — (Clementi

and Co.)

A light, easy, agreeable waltz, re-

gular in all its successive parts, and

throughout conceived in good style.

There are no ideas of very striking

invention, but the whole proceeds

in an even and very satisfactory man-

ner, and deserves the notice of ama-

teurs, especially of the junior class,

to whose powers it is completely

adapted.

" The Rose's Legacy," a Song, the

Melody and the Words by the

author of " The rosy - cheeked

Boy," with an Accompanimentfor
the Piano -forte. Pr. Is. 6d.

—

(Clementi and Co.)

The melody of the anonymous

author, who, if we mistake not, has

engaged our notice on one or two

former occasions, possesses a vein of

interesting simplicity, and flows in

proper connection. Here and there

the accompaniment is susceptible of

improvement, but it is conceived in

a proper manner, especially in its va-

ried shape in the second stanza,

where it proceeds with considerable

freedom and in well-linked succes-

sion.

Triofor two Violins and Violoncello,

composed, and dedicated to J.

Jay, M. D. by his Pupil, J. Mal-

tass. Pr. 2s.— (Clementi and Co.)

Viewing this trio as a contrapuntal

essay of an incipient votary in the

art of composition, we should be

sorry to damp the zeal of the writer

by critical fastidiousness. Mr. M.
has evidently taken great pains to

raise a score of three parts, exhibit-

ing a short overture, with a few bars

adagio by way of preparation. His

motivo is not novel, nor are its style

or the ideas elicited from it in mo-
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dern taste. They remind us of the

plain homely labours of earlier times;

more bowing than melody. But we
aeeept the work as an earnest of fu-

ture efforts, and we make no doubt,

with the knowledge which its pro-

duction required and evinces, Mr. M.
will successfully proceed in his stu-

dies, and ere long gratify us with

productions of a higher order.

" The Blue Bells of Scotland" a

favourite Scotch Air, with Varia-

tionsfor the Violoncello, and Ac-

companiment for the Piano-forte,

composed by H. J. Banister. Pr.

4s.—(Royal Harm. Institution.)

Although our opinion of the above

production is unfortunately, but ne-

cessarily, founded upon ocular exa-

mination only, the violoncello not be-

ing our instrument, we have suffici-

ently proved Mr. B.s labour, to war-

rant us in pronouncing these varia-

tions to be any thing but common-

place writing. Their merit is con-

spicuous, whether we consider the

striking diversity of character, the

elegance of melodic combinations

and divisions, or the selectness of

the harmonic support of the piano-

forte. The introductory slow move-

ment also claims distinct favourable

notice. Publications of this kind are

the more praiseworthy, when really

good, as the confined sale which the

limited practice of the instrument

holds out, conveys the conviction of

their not being written with a view to

emolument, but from a love for the

art, and a desire for its advancement.
" No longer the sound of the lurk,''

a popular Ballad, written by

Walter M'Gregor, arranged for
the Piano-forte or Harp by Wm.
Fitzpatrick. Pr. Is. 6d.—(Fitz-

william and Co. New-street, Co-

vent-Garden.)

The title leaves some doubt as to

the author of the melody, which is

regular and attractive, especially if

accented according to direction. The
accompaniment is adequate, without

being overloaded, and the sympho-

nies present some neat points.

" Les Carillons" a favourite Set of
Quadrilles, with proper Figures,

composed, and arranged for the

Piano-forte, Harp, or Violin, and

dedicated, by permission, to the

Right Hon. Lady Sujfield, by

John Baker. Pr. 3s.—(Fitzwil-

liam and Co.)

The tunes are well calculated for

active service, and not uninteresting

in a mere musical point of view. They
are quite in the French style of qua-

drille writing, generally with a trio

in the minor key. The accompani-

ments are satisfactory upon the

whole.

FINE ARTS.

MR. WEST'S GALLERY
The Gallery of the works of the

late Benjamin West, Esq. President

of the Royal Academy, is now open

in Newman-street, with the addition

cipal of which are, the Death of
Lord Nelson, Death of General

Wolfe, Battle at La Hogue, and

General Johnson's Rescue of a

of sixty-one new subjects, the prin- wounded French Officer from the

I i 2
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Tomahawk of a North- American

Indian. A considerable number of

Mr. West's drawings are now for the

first time exhibited, so that the col-

lection may be said to comprise the

fullest materials for estimating the

merits of our late distinguished his-

torical painter. The Gallery is ad-

mirably constructed for the display

of pictures, and they appear to the

best advantage.

It is nearly sixty years since the

late Mr. West first became an exhi-

bitor amongst our artists, and for up-

wards of the following half century,

he was not only a constant contribu-

tor to the public Exhibitions, first at

the Spring-Gardens Room, next at

the Old Academy in St. Martin's-

lane, and afterwards at Somerset-

House, but also exhibited at his own

Gallery in Pall-Mali. He was in the

arts what Voltaire was in literature,

ever active, diffuse, and industrious,

and, like him, preserved to the latest

moment of an unusually prolonged

life, his zeal for his favourite stu-

dies, and died with the ruling passion

strong upon him. Unlike, however,

the French wit in the main tendency

of his labours, Mr. West's whole

life was devoted to the promotion of

the' true principles of religion and

morality, and there exists no trace

of his pencil among his multifarious

labours, which does not tend to

please or edify the mind by the pu-

rity or spirit of the subject. Were
Mr. West alive, he would probably

(and who would not?) be content to

accept this tribute as his warmest pa-

negyric. He was aJso universally

esteemed for the meekness and inob-

trusive habits he practised, and the

happy temper with which he passed

through the early divisions of the

Royal Academy",

As an artist, however, Mr. West
was not without rivals in the British

School, to say the least of some of

his competitors. The style at which

he aimed was that of the chaste com-

posers of the Florentine and Lom-

bard Schools ; a style which appeals

to the mind with a force and dignity

of expression, and purity of outline,

rather than by those brilliant and de-

sultory dashes of colouring and spor-

tive action, which often dazzle the

senses, and eclipse, if not redeem,

subordinate imperfections. From the

principles of drawing, in which Mr.

West must necessarily have been well

skilled, we find occasional and strik-

ing deviations in some of his works,

and not unfrequently a crudeness and

hardness of colouring which impairs

general effect. The Gallery now
open in Newman-street contains up-

wards of two hundred works of the

late President, among them are his

two last great works, Christ Reject-

ed, and Death on the Pale Horse.

Many of the other historical works

are, we believe, duplicates executed

by the artist ; and the chief addition

to the present Gallery consists, as we
have already said, of sixty or seventy

of Mr. West's drawings: these are

more curious, than remarkable for

the display of any extraordinary pre-

tensions in this essential branch of

study. That of the Departure of
Regains from Rome is a dignified

and imposing composition; from it

the artist painted his most chaste and

finished work, which, if we mis-

take not, is at Buckingham-House.

The drawing of Death on the Pale

Horse is curious and spirited ; and

many of the others are remarkable

for a freedom of hand and firm touch,

which has an exceedingly correct ef-

fect, without, at the same time, eviii-
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cing any peculiar style of finishing,

even in the outline. The great his-

torical works in this Exhibition have

been so often enumerated, and so re-

peatedly before the public during a

series of Exhibitions, that we are

precluded from the necessity of re-

iterating their merits on the present

occasion ; but we cannot overlook the

merit of some of the smaller, and,

from their position, the least osten-

tatious sketches in the Gallery; such

as, the Death of Sir Philip Sidney

ILpaminondas, and Chevalier Bay-
ard; besides others of the same small

size, which are liable to be over-

looked in such an assemblage of lar-

ger works, many of them of greater

parade and display, both from then-

subjects and the situations which they

occupy. The Gallery is well worth

a visit, from the instruction and gra-

tification which so large a collection

of works is calculated to convey. Wo
find "that the collection of the old

;
masters accumulated by Mr. West
is on sale : it is select and valuable.

, If the late President's own works

i; are also intended to be sent forth to

j|
the public, we trust that the disposal

j! of his property will not prove an ex-

|
ception to the ordinary observation,

i that upon the grave is poured with

! enthusiasm that portion of approba-

tion and reward, which was, in a de-

i grce at least, withheld during the

j
lifetime of the object.

MR. IIAYDONS RAISING OF LAZARUS.
Mu. Haydon is now exhibiting his

large picture of the Raising of La-
zarus, the last, and in the opinion of

many, the best, of his historical

works. It is needless, after naming

the picture, to announce that the

subject is taken from the awful and

sublime act of our Saviour's raising
'

Lazarus from the dead, as it is re-

1

corded in the simple and affecting

narrative of the Evangelist St. John.
|

In the centre stands the divine figure

of our Saviour, his right arm uplift-

ed, beckoning and commanding La- i

zarus to rise from his tomb. Laza-

rus appears in the act of tearing \

back the grave-clothes which encom-
|

pass him, and instinctively looking
j

towards the great author of his re-

surrection; his mother, on the left,
|

seems to press forward to grasp her
j

son, but is withheld by his father, I

who is, at the instant, astounded by

the supernatural appearance of his

child. In the fore-ground are the

grave-openers, starting with astonish-

ment and dismay from the figure

which has just been exhumed before

them. On each side of our Saviour

kneel the two sisters, Martha and
Mary : the expression in each is dif-

ferent ; Mary is musing in total ab-

straction on her loss, and unconscious

of the impending miracle ; while Mar-
tha, with a more active expression of

features, is partly conscious of the

wonderful event. Behind them is

St. John', 'with an expression of fer-

vent piety at this fresh proof of his

divine master's omnipotence; while

St. Peter is bending forward in an

attitude of reverential awe. Between

St. John and Christ are a Pharisee

and a Sadducee : the Pharisee, who
believed in resurrection, regards La-

zarus with singular attention ; while

the Sadducee, who denied resurrec-

tion, turns away his head with disre-

gard and indifference. Immediately

behind is a young woman bearing a
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jar of water on her head, unconscious

of the sublime event; in the fore-

ground, and next to St. Peter, is an

old woman, with the fixed expression

of age, reproving a young female,

who is absorbed in grief. A father

and two sons are above these, who
survey with the different emotions of

youth and maturity the performance

of the miracle. Above the Pharisee

is a young man steadily contemplat-

ing the appearance of Lazarus. The
site of the fore-ground is rocky; of

the back, architectural, with a sky

enveloped by a thunder-storm ; and

the figures are supposed to be light-

ed by a sudden flash before the fore-

ground.

Such arc the figures and character

of the composition of this picture:

to give a palpable representation of

an event, the mere description of

which in the New Testament is so full

of sublimity, was a very arduous task;

and to succeed in the attempt is a

proof of the high powers of the art-

ist. It is true, that in works of this

description, the artist can avail him-

self not only of a great latitude in

his composition, to suit his particular

taste, and style and attainments, but

also apply the experience of the past

efforts of distinguished artists who
have selected from holy writ subjects

of similar character. Still, however,

lie who excels in a range of compo-

sition, which is open to all, must be

admitted to possess very considerable

genius; and it would be in vain to

deny this praise to Mr. Haydon.
The principal figure in the compo-

sition before us is necessarily that of

our Saviour, upon which the artist

has bestowed great pains. There is

certainly what is described to be,

" an erect and tranquil majesty" in

the position of the figure, and great

dignity of action ; but all these at-

tributes we are accustomed to behold

in the historical representations of the

Saviour, and the time has gone by
when originality of invention can ap-

ply to their composition. The figure

has great benignity; the drapery is

exceedingly grand and appropriate

;

the folds are broad and well arrang-

ed. The figure of Lazarus is ap-

palling, and perhaps a little over-

charged : it is true, that to the sud-

denness of the action is ascribed the

invigorating energy of the features
;

and what is impossible in a miracle ?

The various positions of the family

group, who are suffering under the

mixed passions of fear and grief, and

who start with amazement at the aw-

ful exercise of the divine command,

are most judiciously taken, and fill

up the fore-ground with deep and

pathetic action. The faith and piety

of St. John are expressed with fer-

vent force; and there is great con-

trast and relief in the heads, which

give expression to the group behind

him. Perhaps the gay and fresh buoy-

ancy of the girl bearing the jar of

water (notwithstanding that she is

unconscious of the passing scene), is

rather unsuitable to the subject: she

would make a fine figure in one of

Rubens's Market-Groupes ; but she

disturbs the imposing solemnity of

an occasion like this. No doubt the

artist wanted relief for the deep tone

of colouring and impassioned expres-

sion of the surrounding figures, and

sought it in the bloom of health of

such an object. The muscular ener-

gy of the grave-diggers, so forcibly

displayed in the fore-ground, presents

a remarkable contrast to the mild

and placid form of the Saviour, and

the Grecian smoothness with which

the artist has invested his principal
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figure. The tranquil air of divinity

which breathes around our Saviour

is also in a distinct class of expres-

sion from that of any of the other

figures who survey the miraele. The
figures are all larger than life, and

the subject composed and executed

in what may be called the grand

style. The back-ground is enveloped

in a thunder-storm, not remarkable

for any peculiar sublimity of tone.

The whole merit of the work rests

on the expression of the principal

figures; all of difficult character in

the execution, from the dignity and

mixed passion which they are intend-

ed to pourtray; and we think the

artist, as a whole, has been very suc-

cessful in his mode of treating the

subject.

LE CHAPEAU DE FAILLE.

The celebrated portrait by Ru-
bens, which bears this name, from

the hat and feathers on the head,

has at length found its way into this

country, and is now exhibiting in

Old Bond-street. The history of

this remarkable picture is fully given

in the Exhibition Catalogue, and pos-

sibly nothing is omitted which could

shed an interest upon the picture. Af-

ter the lapse of two centuries, every

thing must have its " tradition ;" and

the tradition of this picture is, that

it represents Mademoiselle Lvndens,

a lady of whom Rubens was ena-

moured, but whose premature death

extinguished the prospect of connu-

bial happiness with her. Rubens,

it is said, kept this portrait during

his life, and by a complaisance, we

hope not unusual among ladies, the

artist's widow withheld it from the

private sale, and preserved it in her

cabinet, until death dispersed the

remnant of Rubens's private collec-

tion. It then passed through the

collections of several private families

at Antwerp ; and in the sale of the

last of those, it was purchased on ac-

count of a conjoint Dutch and Eng-

lish speculation, and clandestinely

removed, it would appear, to avoid

the risk which must have attended

the removal of " the pride of the

city" to England. Something like a

substitute was, however, left in its

room, in the solid form of32,700 flo-

rins (about 3000 guineas) ; and as this

seems to have been a mere specula-

tion for sale, we are of course to un-

derstand that a much larger sum is

required for the picture in this coun-

try.

Whatever be the history of this

picture, or whatever be the price af-

fixed to it, it is undoubtedly a beau-

tiful specimen of the splendid colour-

ing of Rubens. The portrait is that

of a lady in the prime of youth and

health, elegantly attired in a dress of

black velvet with crimson sleeves,

oyer which, with airy negligence, is

thrown a scarf; she wears a black

Spanish hat, ornamented with fea-

thers. Nothing can be more beau-

tiful than the transparency of colour

in the complexion ; it is soft and de-

licate, and has all the exquisite tone

of flesh which nature exhibits in her

finest mould. In the immense range

of Rubens's works, it is difficult to

select any single picture for pre-

eminence ; they are all full of glow-

ing beauties, but not one of them

altogether faultless. Magnificence

of colouring redeemed many subor-

dinate improprieties, and shed such

a radiance upon his pictures, that it
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would be almost presumptuous to

touch upon their faults, which were

not seldom observable in the draw-

ing, and often in the too rapid na-

ture of the execution. This Cha-

peau de Paille has been often prais-

ed, and by the most eminent and

competent judges; among them by

Sir Joshua Reynolds, who saw it in

the summer of 1781 at Mr. Van

Ilarveren's, at Antwerp. He says,

" that, upon the whole, it is a very

striking portrait; but her breasts are

as ill drawn as they are finely colour-

ed." There is great truth in this

remark ; but the colouring is so ex-

quisite, so true to nature in her hap-

piest carnation, that there is neither

room nor relish for critical acumen.

FASHIONS.

LONDON FASHIONS.

MORNING DRESS.

High dress of Cyprus crape, of a

pale lavender colour, fastened be-

hind ; from the throat, nine narrow

bands of gros de Naples, bound with

satin of the same colour, descend to

the waist, confining the reversed

plaiting that forms the front of the

body; from the shoulder, on each

side, is a triple wave of satin piping,

with small satin leaves with corded

edges : the long sleeve easy ; neat cuff,

with wave trimming and leaves: the

upper sleeve is rather long and very

full, with bands to correspond with

the front: broad gros de Naples

band, bound with satin round the

waist, fastened behind with a steel

buckle : three rows of minaret bells

of gros de Naples, bound with sa-

tin, decorate the bottom of the

dress, which is finished with a satin

rouleau. Square collar of worked

muslin, and worked muslin ruffles.

Round cap ofsprigged bobbinet, and

a single border of British Lisle lace,

set on with equal fulness all round,

and trimmed with shaded gauze rib-

bon of azure and rose colour. Cache-

mire shawl, and jonquil- coloured

gloves.

EVENING DRESS.

Dress of white figured gros de

Naples; frock front, without orna-

ment, but rather full, and finished

with a twisted rouleau of ethereal

blue and white satin: the sleeve short

and full, and set in a band of white

satin : epaulette of white satin van-

dykes, bound with blue: the lower

half of the sleeve is surrounded with

a lozenge trimming of white satin

bound with blue ; the bottom of the

skirt has five double rouleaus of blue

and white satin, placed at equal dis-

tances, and is finished with a white

satin rouleau : long sash of blue and

white gauze ribbon: Sicilian scarf.

The hair parted in front, with full

curls on each side a la Vandyke, con-

fined by two rows of pearl and a

gold comb ; a full plume of blue fea-

thers, falling tastefully towards the

front, and shading the left side of

the face. Necklace, ear-rings, and

bracelets, of pearl. Long white kid

gloves, white satin shoes.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON FASHION

AND DRESS.

The heavy garb of winter begins

now rapidly to give way to the light-
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er attire of spring. Cloth pelisses

have disappeared; velvet ones are

still partially worn, but they are more

generally adopted in silk. Beaver

bonnets are seldom seen; Leghorn

and silk are very general. Swans-

down muffs and tippets begin to be

substituted in carriage dress for er-

mine and chinchilla. Among the

novel articles for spring fashions, we
think our fair readers will find the

following most worthy of their at-

tention. A pelisse of bright grass-

green lutestring; the back full, ve-

ry narrow at the bottom of the waist,

and finished by acorns of the same

colour : the sleeve is cut low on the

shoulder, so as to give all possible

width to the bust. The trimming

consists of a row of tulip-leaves of

the same colour, but corded with sa-

tin a shade darker; the pelisse fas-

tens on the right side, and the trim-

ming, which is very much raised,

goes round the bottom and up that

side to the throat. The collar and

thebottom of the sleeve are cut at the

edge to resemble a leaf-trimming

:

the epaulette consists of a fulness of

satin confined by three tulip-leaves,

which meet in the centre of the arm.

The bonnet worn with this pelisse is

of the same material, lined with white

satin, and finished by an intermix-

ture of white satin and green gauze

at the edge of the brim, which is small

and rather of the cottage shape : low

round crown, surrounded by a wreath

of white blossoms, placed high, and
to form a diadem in front : strings of

white and green figured ribbon.

A carriage hat and spencer of

azure gros de Naples ; the spencer

fastens behind ; a satin cord, which

goes up the middle of the back, ren-

ders the fastening imperceptible: a

similar cord goes at each side of the
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back, and the hips are finished with

satin rosettes, having a wrought silk

button in the centre of each. The
bust is ornamented with satin and

chenille in a very striking manner:

the trimming issues from the point

of the shoulder, and is interlaced

down the front. Full epaulettes, fas-

tened with satin ornaments to corre-

spond with the bust: tight long

sleeve, slightly figured at the bottom

with chenille. The crown of the hat

is of the shape of a melon, and consists

of bouillons divided by bands of

pluche de soie, broad at bottom and

pointed at top ; these bands meet in

the centre of the crown, which is

adorned by a tuft of white marabouts,

that fall over it : the brim is narrow,

placed rather to one side, and partly

turned up ; it is lined with pluche de

soie; a plume of marabouts, longer

than those which adorn the crown,

is placed at one side, so as to fall

over to the left ear.

A cambric muslin morning dress,

of the robe form, struck us more

from its novelty than its elegance:

the trimming, which is excessively

broad, is composed of three rows,

each containing six narrow corded

tucks ; a band of letting-in lace is

placed between each of the three

rows: this trimming goes up the

front, and is the entire breadth of

the bust; it is reunded at bottom:

the trimming of the petticoat corre-

sponds. Muslin is expected to be

much in favour before the end of

April for dinner dress. We have

seen some gowns trimmed with floun-

ces set on in waves, with muslin

bouillonne. between each wave; the

corsage formed of an intermixture

of work and bouillonnt ; the latter

as small as possible.

Cornettes of difFereat forms, but

K K
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all with, low cauls, are generally worn
both in morning and half dress : in

the former they are composed of

English lace ; in the latter, of blond

net trimmed with blond lace : they

are ornamented with flowers of the

season, satin and flowered gauze rib-

bons: these latter are of a new and

really beautiful description.

Fashionable colours are, primrose,

lilac, blue, rose, pale lavender, and

different shades of green.

FRENCH FEMALE FASHIONS.
Paris, March 18.

My clear Sophia,

Ouk. promenade dresses at

present offer a good deal of variety,

but little novelty: manteaus and pe-

lisses are still worn; but they are

not so fashionable as rtdingotes, with-

out any other envelope than a pala-

tine of chinchilla, or in some instan-

ces of swansdown. Rtdingotes of

black velvet, trimmed with satin scol-

lops, and edged with black blond,

are much in favour; they are made
tight to the shape, and the waist is

as long as ever. If the redingote is

of silk, the corsage and skirt are in

one, with the fulness principally

drawn to the middle of the back. I

must not omit to say, that the hoods
of pelisses are now ornamented with

embroidery and knots of ribbon : this

style of capuchon is, however, only

used for those pelisses that are worn
as evening wraps ; for parties or the

theatre, and when the capuchon is

drawn on the hood, it has very much
the appearance of a dress bonnet.

Early as it is in the season, we al-

ready begin to use light materials for

our chapcaux; not only white satin

and white gros de Naples, but gauze

and crepe lisse are worn. Bonnets
are something smaller than during

the two last months. Flowers are

now the favourite ornaments, parti-

cularly roses : in many instances they

are mixed with knots of the material

of the bonnet, but sometimes thev

form the only decoration. Velvet

toques, with gold bands and tassels,

are much worn : one long white curl-

ed ostrich feather is placed at the

back of the toque, and droops over

to the right shoulder.

Full dress offers a mixture of light

and heavy materials: velvet is still

very fashionable ; it is trimmed with

black lace or rich black fringe, inter-

spersed with brilliant steelornaments,

or else with gold fringe and torsades.

Velvet dresses are made either o la

vitrge, and with a narrow ruche of

tulle round the bust, or else with a

low corsage, which fastens before,

and which, sloping down on each

side of the bosom, crosses in the

centre at the bottom of the waist.

White and coloured gauze, and

tulle over satin to correspond, are

also much worn. The newest form

is a tunic, called a sullane. I shall

describe one of these, which has

just appeared: a gown, composed of

blue gauze, and short enough to

shew the broad white satin rouleau

of the slip : the trimming of the skirt

is formed by a fulness of blue gauze

entwined with pearls: the corsage is

cut very low. The sultane is an

open robe, considerably shorter than

the gown : it is cut very low behind,

slopes down at each side of the bust

to the waist, where it nearly meets

;

it then goes off at each side in a gra-

dual slope, and is rounded at each

corner : a rouleau of gauze twisted
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with pearls, to correspond with the

bottom, goes all round the robe.

Short full sleeve; the fulness is con-

fined round the arm by a pearl band

and tassel, in such a manner that

the lower part of the sleeve forms a

full rouleau.

It is only at balls, or on very young

people, that we now see head-dresses

of flowers, toques and turbans being

universally adopted by all our most

dashing elegantes ; the former are

very generally adorned with plumes

of the bird of Paradise ; and in some

instances, the folds of the toque are

clasped by jewels. Turbans are ge-

nerally composed of two materials,

one of which is usually gold or silver

gauze ; the other velvet or satin, of a

colour strongly contrasting with that

of the gauze. Caps are worn also in

evening dress, but they are not yet

so generally adopted as toques or

turbans: they are always in blond,

are made without ears, and the most

elegant are ornamented with two dia-

dems of flowers, one placed over the

forehead, the other on the crown of

the head. Here and there one sees

a mervciUeuse with a small blond cap,

with a diadem of flowers in front,

and a bunch of marabouts falling on

one side; but this ridiculous coiffure

is very rarely adopted. The hair

still continues to be worn in very large

full curls on the temples, but it is now
more divided. Coloured gems of

every description are greatly worn :

they are intermixed with gold, and

always correspond Avitli the colour of

the dress; if that is white, the jew-

ellery is then of the colour of the

trimming, or the co'effure.

Fashionable colours are, ponceau,

gold colour, cerulean blue, migno-

nette green, rose colour, and a par-

ticular shade of yellow called Tpsi-

boe. Adieu! Believe me always

your

EUDOCIA.

INTELLIGENCE, LITERARY, SCIENTIFIC, &c.

R. Ackermann has nearly ready for

publication Hints on Ornamental Garden-

ing, by J. B. Papworth, Esq. architect

to the King of Wirtemberg ; illustrated

with twenty-eight coloured engravings.

This volume will form a companion to

that on " Rural Residences," by the same

author.

The same publisher has in the press,

in one volume duodecimo, illustrated with

plates, The Green Mantle of Venice, and

other interesting Tales, explanatory of

appearances considered as supernatural,

and tending to counteract the belief in

ghosts and apparitions.

The seventh division of The World in

Miniature, containing a Description of

the Manners, Customs, Character, &c.

of the Inhabitants of the Austrian

Empire, in t'.vo volumes, with thirty-

two coloured engravings, is just ready

for delivery. The eighth division will

embrace " China," in two volumes, with

thirty plates.

Mr. Pugin has completed the second

volume of his Specimens of Gothic Ar-

chitecture. It contains fifty-four engrav-

ings, and ten sheets of letter-press. The

latter is by Mr. E. J. Willson of Lincoln,

and embraces, besides historical and de-

scriptive information, a " Glossary of

old Terms" used in Gothic architecture.

The work is now finished in 2 vols. 4to.

Mr. Britton's History and Antiquities

of Canterbury Cathedral, in 1 vol. 4to.

with twenty-six engravings, is just rea-

dy for publication.

The same author's Illustrations, Gra-

phic and Literary, of Fonthill Abbey, will

appear early in April, and will contain

K k :?
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twelve engravings, instead of nine, as

originally promised.

The first number of Architectural Il-

lustrations of the Public Buildings of

London will appear on the 1st of April,

and will contain seven engravings, of St.

Paid's Cathedral, the New Entrance to

the House of Lords, the Temple Church,

and the Custom-House, with two sheets

of letter-press.

Mr. Rutter's intended publication on

Fonthill Abbey is nearly ready to appear.

It has been a little delayed by a final re-

vision of the manuscript and plates, ac-

complished by the aid of a well-known

architect, during several days' free ac-
j

cess to the abbey, in the beginning of

March.

Mr. Bird, author of " The Vale of

Slaughden," &c. has a volume in the

press, entitled Poetical Memoirs.

The Geography, History, and Statistics

of America and the West Indies, as ori-

ginally published in the American Atlas

of Messrs. Cary and Lea, of Philadel-

phia, are reprinting in this country, in

1 vol- 8vo. with much additional matter

relative to the New States of South Ame-

rica ; and accompanied with several maps,

charts, and views, so as to concentrate,

under the above heads, a greater fund of

information respecting the Western He-

misphere, than has hitherto appeared.

Mrs. Holderness has a volume in the

press, entitled Neio Russia, being some

account of the colonization of that coun-

try, and of the manners and customs of

the colonists ; to which is added a brief

detail of a journey overland from Riga to

the Crimea by way of Kiew, accompa-

nied with notes on the Crim-Tartars.

Mr. Oliver, surgeon, has in the press,

Popular Observations upon Muscular

Contraction, with his mode of treatment

of diseases of the limbs associated there-

with. He proposes also to illustrate his

system of the application in particular

cases of mechanical apparatus by gra-

phical delineations, more particularly

where the knee, elbow, and ancle joints

are affected.

Dr.Meyrick's Treatise on Ancient Ar-

mour, a book calculated greatly to fa-

cilitate a right understanding of the early

historians, and to throw much light on

the manners of our ancestors, is expect-

ed to appear in the course of next month.

The chronological arrangement of the

whole, the illuminated capitals illustra-

tive of the subject, and the more pictu-

resque representations of the armour of

different periods, render this publication

unlike any that has preceded it; which

is on a plan so comprehensive, as to make

it an important acquisition to every ex-

tensive library.

In the press, Points of Humour, illus-

trated in a series of plates, drawn and

engraved by George Cruikshank.

A reprint of Southwell's Mary Mag-

dalene's Funeral Tears for the Death of

our Saviour , in royal 16mo. with a por-

trait, will shortly appear.

Proposals are circulated for publish-

ing, in two folio volumes, a Selection

from the most admired works of the late

Dr. Callcott, including several manu-

script pieces never before presented to

thepublic, and a memoir of the author,

written by Mr. Horsley. As it is to be

published for the benefit of the doctor's

family, the patronage of the friends of

musical genius is confidently expected.

Memoirs of GeneralRapp, firstaide-de-

camp to Napoleon, written by himself,

are preparing for publication in Fiench

and English.

Mr. J. M. Duncan, of the University

press, Glasgow, author of " A Sabbath

among the Tuscarora Indians," is pre-

paring for publication, an Account ofTra-

vels through Part of the United States

and Canada in 1818 and 1819, intended

chiefly to illustrate subjects connected

with the moral, literary, and religious

condition of the country.

Mr. Frederick Clissold, who made the

next ascent of Mont Blanc after the fata!
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accident which bcfel the guides of Dr.

Hamel, by the fall of an avalanche, in

1820, is about to publish an Account of

this Journey, for the benefit of the guides

of Chamouni.

Mr. George Hayter has just finished

for exhibition a large historical picture

of the late 2ueens Trial M the House of

Lords. It represents exactly, in the form

and manner of its occurrence, that his-

torical event, with two hundred portraits

of the peers, learned counsel, and per-

sonages engaged in the proceedings, ar-

ranged in their respective places.

Mr. Bowditch has made arrangements

for the speedy publication of a Sketch of

the Portuguese Establishments in Congo,

Angola, and Benguela ; with some account

of the modern discoveries of the Portu-

guese in the interior of Angola and Mo-
zambique, with a map of the coast and

interior.

Sir John Leicester purposes opening

his Gallery of the Productions of British

Art for a limited number of days after

Easter, under the direction of Mr. Young,

Keeperof the British Institution.

To some of our readers it may be a

useful piece of information, that plaid

stuffs neither shrink nor lose their lustre,

if washed with soap and cold water, and

starched and ironed before they are dry.

The swallowing of pins, fish-bones,

&c. has frequently been attended with

fatal consequences. In these cases, the

patient should immediately take four

grains of tartar emetic dissolved in warm
water, and then swallow the whites of

five or six eggs, which will generally

cause the substance swallowed to be

brought up with the coagulated mass of

eggs. A case of the successful employ-

ment of this method is mentioned by Dr.

Turnbull. A maid-servant of the Hon.

Mr. Baillie, of Millerstone, in Scotland,

went to bed with twenty-four pins in her

mouth. In the night the family were

alarmed with her cries. The emetic and

the eggs were given as directed above,

9RC .11 &t pins came up.

A variety of the succory, improved

by cultivation, is much employed in

France. The young leaves are used in

salad ; and for procuring them successive

growings are kept up in gardens. When
the plant is raised in fields, the outer

leaves are plucked at different periods of

summer and autumn, and given to milch-

cows, by which, it is said, they afford

about a third more milk than when fed

on common fodder ; but it at first ac-

quires a slightly sour taste. The butter

is also more easily obtained from it. At
the approach of winter, the roots are dug

up, and laid in a cellar horizontally in

alternate layers with sand or light soil,

with their heads outermost and uncover-

ed. In this situation they are kept ex-

cluded from frost, and also from light,

during which they afford the blanched

roots, called Barbe de Capucin, used as

winter salad. The roots are also put with

sand into barrels, having numerous holes

in their sides, through which the shoots

very easily push, and are cut off when

required. Barrels thus packed are some-

times taken on board vessels about to

sail, and afford fresh salad for many
months.

A few drops of any perfumed oil will

secure libraries from the effects of moul-

diness and damp. Russia leather, which

is perfumed with the tar of the birch-tree,

never moulders ; and merchants suffer

large bales of this article to lie in the

London-docks in the most careless man-

ner, knowing that it cannot sustain any

injury from damp.

An appeal has been made to the feel-

ings of the lovers of the arts in behalf of

the son of that celebrated engraver Vi-

vares, whose prints from the landscapes

I of Claude Lorraine are so well known.

His son, who has meritoriously pursued

\

the same profession, is now at the age of

! seventy-nine, from increasing infirmi-

! ties, and a total failure of business, re-

i duced to such distress, that, with a wife

j
in her seventieth year, he has r.c prospect

of protection but that of a workhouse,
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unless some measure be adopted by the

humane and charitable for his relief.

Old as Mr. Vivares is, he executed for

Mr. Ottley's History of Engraving that

exquisitely delicate and surprising fac-

simile of the Assumption of the Virgin,

from the original of Finiguerra ; and he

also engraved a number of curious fac-

similes in Mr. Dibdin's Tour. His late

want of employment therefore has not

arisen so much from inability to work, as

from a backwardness and even bashful-

ness in stating his own claims. Messrs.

Colnaghi have consented to take charge

of contributions for his relief.

itoetrp*
STANZAS :

From the German of Klf.ist.

O thou who through the silent air

Dost sail on fragrant pinion by,

Say, Zephyr, hast thou seen my fair ?

And dost thou waft to me her sigh ?

And ye, clear streams, as on ye flow,

From me the lovely maiden greet;

And murmuring whisper all my woe,

Whene'er your waters kiss her feet.

O say, that since s!ie sped her flight

From these sad scenes, so gay before,

Nature is robed in gloomy night,

And wears her wonted charms no more !

O where does she delight to stray ?

What plains with her loved presence smile?

Where does the dance her limbs display ?

Where does her voice the hours beguile ?

May he who shelters the distrest,

Secure thy soul from guile
;

And mayst thou ever sleep to rest,

And ever wake to smile !

LINES
Sent with a couple of Duelts to a Patient,

By the late Dr. Jennkr.

I've dispatch'd, my dear madam, this scrap

of a letter,

To say that Miss —— is very much better
;

A regular doctor no longer she lacks,

And therefore I've sent her a couple of

quacks.

LINES from Burger.

So great his passion for his bride Louisa,

Sir Robert cannot talk of her enough ;

He vows he would do any thing to please her,

But—absolutely cannot leave off snuff.

LINES
Upon seeing an Infant asleep in its Mother's

Arms.

Sleep on, no cares thy couch molest,

No terrors yet alarm
;

Now, little stranger, thou art blest,

Thine empire is a mother's breast,

Thy shield a father's arm.

The early rose-bud hid in leaves,

That form for it a fragant bower,

In stormy nights no ill receives,

But woe awaits the full-blown flow'r.

Sleep on—no worldly blight is near;

Sleep on, secure from danger,

I whisper to thee with a tear;

Thou knowest all the bliss that's here,

To sorrow vet a stranger.

THE EXILE.
The swallow with summer

Will wing o'er the seas
;

The wind that I sigh to

Will visit the trees,

And the vessel before it

Her ports will contain
;

But— ah, me!— I shall never

See England again

!

There's many that weep there,

But one weeps alone ;

For the tears that are falling,

So far from her own

—

So far from thy own, love,

We know not our pain,

Whether death is between us,

Or only the main.

When the white cliffs recline

On the verge of the sea,

I fancy those white cliffs,

And dream, love, of thee ;

But the cloud spreads its wings

To the sea wind, and flies :

Are we never to meet, love,

Except in the skies ?

Printed by L. Harrison, 373, Strand.
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TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Publishers, Authors, Artists, and Musical Composers, are requested to transmit

on or before the I5lh of the month, Announcements of Works which they may have on

hand, and we shall cheerfully insert them, as we have hitherto done, free of expense.

New Musical Publications also, if a copy be addressed to the Publisher, shall be duly

noticed in our Review; and Extractsfrom new Books, ofa moderate length and ofan

interesting nature, suitablefor our Selections, will be acceptable.

The Architectural Strictures of Criticus are in rather too pointed a style to suit

our taste.

Senex, who would proscribe our Fashions, on account of" the temptations to ex-

travagance which they holdforth to young Females," seems not to be aware, that on

the same ground he might require half the shops and manufactories in the kingdom to

be shut up.

To A Housewife we reply, that we shall be thankful for the communication of

approved recipes in any branch of domestic economy.

The article on the Game of Chess is received, but it came too late for insertion

this month.

Translations of Kleist's Birthday and Funeral—Alhompra, the Deliverer of

Burmah—Emily—Precautions against Scarcity of Grain, in our next.

Persons who reside abroad, and who wish to be supplied with this Work every Month as

published, may have it sent to them, free of Postage, to New-York, Halifax, Quebec, and
to any part of the West Indies, at <£± 12s. per Annum, by Mr. Thornhill, of the General

Post-Office, at No. 21, Sherborne-lane; to Hamburgh, Lisbon, Cadiz, Gibraltar, Malta, or

any Part of the Mediterranean, at <£4 12s. per Annum, by Mr. Serjeant, of the General

Post-Office, at No. 22, Sherborne-lane ; and to the Cape of Good Hope, or any part of th~

East Indies, by Mr. Guy, at the East-India House. The money to be paid at the time t

subscribing, for either 3, 6, 9, or 12 months.
of
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VIEWS OF COUNTRY-SEATS.
SION-HOUSE.

This noble mansion, an ornament

to the banks of old Thames, on which

it stands, is one of the magnificent

seats of his Grace the Duke of

Northumberland. It is situated near

the village of Isleworth, about nine

miles from London. King Henry V.

in the year 1414, founded in the pa-

rish of Twickenham a convent of

Bridgetines, of the order of Augus-

tines, and in reference to the holy

mount, bestowed on it the name of

Sion. The establishment consisted

of sixty nuns with the abbess, thir-

teen priests, four deacons, and eight

lay brethren, to correspond with the

number of the apostles and the se-

venty-two disciples of Christ.

In 1432, by permission of King
Henry VI. the order removed to an

extensive edifice constructed by them
on their demesne, on the site of the

Vol. I. No. V.

present stately edifice. Scarcely a

vestige of the ancient monastery but

the name now remains. It was rich-

ly endowed by the founder, and va-

luable additions were made to it by
subsequent monarchs, till the reign of

Henry VIII. when it was one of the

first religious houses pounced on by
that rapacious king; its revenue at

the time being valued at 1731/. 8*.

ijd: per annum. On account of its

fine situation, the estate was retained

by the crown. In this house the

king confined his unfortunate queen,

Katherine Howard, while prepara-

tions were making for her trial, which

was from the 14th of Nov. 1541,

to Feb. the 10th, in the following

year, when she was removed, and

three days afterwards perished at the

block.

The Protector, Edward Seymour,

L L
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Duke of Somerset, obtained a grant

of the estate from his nephew, the

youthful Edward VI. in the first year

of his reign. After demolishing the

convent, he commenced the present

noble structure ; but notwithstanding

all possible celerity used in the build-

ing, he did not live to pei'fect his

designs, being led to the scaffold in

1 552, when the property reverted to

the crown. It was shortly afterwards

granted to John Dudley, Duke of

Northumberland, andbecame the re-

sidence of his son, Lord Guildford

Dudley, and his wife, the unfortunate

Lady Jane Grey. It was here that

the misfortunes of that accomplished

female commenced, for here she was

prevailed on to accept the crown, and

from this house she was removed to

the Tower, not to mount the throne,

but the scaffold, with her unfortu-

nate husband. The bold but impru-

dent duke met the same fate, when

the estate again became crown land,

and remained so under the reign of

Queen Mary, till 1557, when it was

restored to the Bridgetines, who had

some difficulty in providing nuns, the

former occupants being either dead

or in the arms of their husbands.

This order was again dissolved by

Queen Elizabeth, with many others

established by her deluded sister;

and a few years afterwards, she grant-

ed Sion and the manor of Isleworth

(which Mary had conferred on the

Bridgetine order,) to Henry Percy,

ninth Earl of Northumberland.

Under this deserving but unfortu-

nate nobleman, the estate was im-

proved and the house finished.—
Great improvements were made in the

edifice by his son, Algernon Percy,

tenth Earl of Northumberland, who
called in the assistance of Inigo

Jones. It was to this nobleman that

the House of Commons deputed the

care of the children of the unfortu-

nate Charles I. and it was to this

house he conducted them August 27,

1646, treating them with parental

care, and the respectful attention

due to their high birth and tender

age; the Duke of York being

fourteen, the Princess Elizabeth

twelve, and the Duke of Gloucester

seven. The noble earl obtained per-

mission from the Parliament for the

king to visit his children : in conse-

quence, the unhappy monarch was

allowed to break through his re-

straint at Hampton and dine with

his family. The royal children conti-

nued happy under the care bestowed

on them at Sion -House till 164-9,

when they were resigned to the earl's

sister, the Countess of Leicester.

In 1682, Charles Duke of Somer-

set having married Lady Elizabeth

Percy, only surviving daughter and

heiress of Josceline, eleventh and

last Earl of Northumberland, Sion-

House became his property, thus re-

turning into the family of the former

possessor. The noble pair lent this

house to the Princess of Denmark
(afterwards Queen Anne), as a resi-

dence during the misunderstanding

with her sister Queen Mary. Alger-

non Earl of Hertford, only surviving

son of Charles Duke ofSomerset, suc-

ceeding to the titles and estates, gave

Sion-House to his daughter Eliza-

beth, by whose marriage to Sir

Hugh Smithson, Bart. Sion-House

became his property, and he having

taken the name of Percy, was created

Earl, and afterwards Duke, of North-

umberland. The present noble pro-

prietor is the offspring of this alli-

ance.

The annexed View of Sion-House

sheMrs the southern and eastern fronts
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of this quadrangular and extensive

building. The east side is supported

by arches, forming a handsome pi-

azza, which ranges along this front.

The building forms a hollow square.

It is three stories high, embattled,

and has a flat roof, with embattled

turrets at the four angles. The en-

trances to the house from the prin-

cipal fronts are by flights of stone

steps, by one of which you ascend in-

to the Great Hall of Entrance, which

is a magnificent room, 66 feet in

length by 30 in width, and nearly S3

in height. The ceiling is highly

wrought in stucco, and the pavement

of marble : it is adorned by colossal

antique marble statues of Cicero,

Scipio Africanus, Livia, and a Priest-

ess ; but what is particularly striking

as you leave this hall, is a fine bronze

cast of the Dying Gladiator, which is

placed so as to produce a fine effect

as you enter the Vestibule, an apart-

ment of such peculiar richness as to

command the highest admiration.

The floor is of scagliola marble:

the ceiling and sides are richly orna-

mented ; but in the immense quantity

of verd antique adornments to this

vestibule, it is thought to excel any-

thing of the kind in the world. The
principal of these consist of twelve

fine Ionic columns and sixteen pi-

lasters, all of verd antique, rich in

its variety of lovely tints : the capi-

tals are gilt, with twelve statues, also

gilt, over the twelve columns. A
table of great beauty, brought from

Egypt, deserves notice. The room

is nearly 37 feet by 30, and 21 in

height.

This leads to the Dining-Room, 62

feet by 22 ; a room of extreme ele-

gance and classical effect. The ceil-

ing is stucco gilt, and the sides paint-

ed after the antique in chiaro-scuro.

In recesses are six beautiful marble

statues. There are circular recesses

at each end of the room, separated

by Corinthian columns, which sup-

port an enriched but chaste archi-

trave. The whole is finely contrast-

ed, though in unison, with the Great

Drawing-Room, about 4.5 feet by 22.

The sides of this room are hung with

satin, presenting a variety of beau-

tiful warm colours and semi-tint.--,

from the peculiar quality of its ma-

nufacture with three-coloured silk,

the first of the kind wrought in Eng-

land. The ceiling is coved and

divided into compartments, contain-

ing admirable copies of antique paint-

ings. Two noble Mosaic tables are

formed out of beautiful pieces found

in the baths of Titus : the chimney-

piece, of statuary marble, is finely

executed, and inlaid with or-molu.

The whole is reflected in glasses of

immense size, measuring 108 inches

by65.

The Drawing-Room leads to the

Great Gallery, which constitutes the

Library : it occupies the whole of the

eastern front, being 136 feet by 14:

the bookcases are well contrived in

recesses, appearing part of the embel-

lishments, which they certainly form;

to complete which, at the end of the

room on the folding-doors opening to

the garden, the bookcase is imitated,

and, by a happy thought, the invent-

or of this deception inscribed on the

mimic volumes the titles of the lost

Greek and Roman authors : thus

solacing the disappointment felt at

the pleasing deception by a curious

catalogue of the autores deperditi.

The ceiling is painted in compart-

ments, and highly ornamented in

stucco, which is continued over the

sides, modeled from the most attrac-

tive remains of classical antiquitv:

L l 2
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these were the first embellishments

in stucco executed in England. The
upper divisions contain portraits of

all the Earls of Northumberland in

succession, and other principal per-

sonages of the houses of Percy and

Seymour. They form a series of

medallions, and are all from original

paintings. The handsome chimney-

piece is adorned to correspond with

the enrichments throughout the room.

Connected with this apartment

are small pavilions, finished in the

most exquisite taste. The whole of

these apartments, for state purposes,

were arranged under the direction

of Messrs. Adams.

The apartments appropriated to

family use are capacious and nu-

merous, fitted up with becoming

splendour, and contain many valu-

able pictures by Vandyke and other

eminent artists. Among them are

the following

:

King Charles I. by Vandyke.

King Charles I. and one of his

So?is : his majesty holds a letter, di-

rected " Au Roi Monscigneur." His

son (probably the Duke of Glouces-

ter) is presenting a penknife to cut

the strings. This picture was paint-

ed by Sir Peter Lely during the

king's visits to Sion-House to see his

family; the receipt for it is in the

Duke of Northumberland's posses-

sion: the price charged was thirty

pounds.

Queen Henrietta-Maria, by Van-

dyke: the queen's hand rests on

roses, the flower of beauty, which

are spread on a table ; the crown is

seen a little to the right : a beautiful

picture.

Two other portraits of the king's

children, the Princess Elizabeth, the

only portrait of her extant, and the

Duke of'Gloucester, are placed, with

the above portraits of the unfortu-

nate Stuart family, with interesting

propriety in the apartment where

so many tender interviews took place

between the king and his family.

In another room is a fine portrait of

Henry Percy, ninth Earl of North-

umberland, represented in a medi-

tating attitude, with deep reflection

expressed in his countenance. Dur-

ing his long confinement in the Tower,

he was cheered by literary pursuits

and frequent conversations with Sir

Walter Raleigh, also a prisoner there.

A fine portrait of an exceedingly

beautiful woman, Lady Lucy, Coun-

tess of Carlisle, deserves particular

notice: she was one of the most ad-

mired beauties of her time, of an ar-

dent mind, an active disposition, and

joining in the politics of the day, was

one of the first supporters of Gene-

ral Monk.

From the flat roof of the house

and turrets the views are extreme-

ly beautiful, comprehending the

grounds, which are admirably laid

out, and the delightful scenery from

Kew to Pachmond.

Our second plate exhibits a View

of the principal Park-Entrance from

the Great Western road. It is an

elegant structure, comprising a cen-

tral arch, adorned on each side by

an open colonnade, and terminated

by the porters' lodges ; the centre is

surmounted by the lion passant, the

crest of the noble house of North-

umberland. The whole forms a fan-

ciful open screen, through which the

park is seen to great advantage, and

has a pleasing effect : it is the work

of Adams. .

The Grounds possess great beauty,

for which they are much indebted to

Brown. Besides the noble river

Thames, which washes the boundary
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of the demesne, a small tributary ri-

ver is conducted through the grounds

in serpentine forms, with great effect,

and is embellishedwith several bridges

in its course, adding considerably to

the beauty of the scene.

The Flower-Garden is laid out

with infinite taste, and enriched by

a handsome column, which supports

a statue of Flora. The Green-House
is of ample dimensions, with a rich

Gothic front : the walls are part and
the only remains of the ancient mo-
nastery. The Kitchen-Gardens are

spacious, with extensive forcing-hou-

ses, and are completely shut out from

the house bv inch woods.

BALLAD-SINGERS.
" I'll sing you a song of sixpence,

A pocket full of rye
;

Four and twenty blackbirds

Baked in a pie."

It is a maxim with many well-con- which they are necessarily placed
ducted inhabitants of this metropolis,

to avoid crowds; and whenever they

observe any occurrence near them
that attracts an assemblage of the

populace, to cross the way, or turn

down another street. This is cer-

tainly a very safe, but it is also some-

what of a selfish practice. Unques-

tionably, such prudent persons es-

cape harm to themselves, but they

shrink from the opportunity, in many
cases, of averting harm from others

in a great city.

For myself, I confess that I never
spy a cluster of people, such as I

have alluded to, without feelino- an
inclination to ascertain for what pur-

pose they are collected. In nine in-

stances out of ten, and especial] v in

the evening, I find that they are

drawn together by the power of har-

mony, and are standing with pro-

found attention around some rago-edDO
vocalist, who has just obtained a

The presence of two or three decent fresh assortment of St. Giles's poe-

individuals in a minor mob may fre-
|j
try. The lovers of frugal merriment

quently rescue helplessness from in- ji
can seldom lay out a halfpenny with

suit and outrage, and repress at their ' more advantage than on these occa-

commencement disorders which, if
J

sions. As a specimen of the kind of
allowed to increase, might lead to '. entertainment that they are likely to

some fatal catastrophe. But, wav-
;

receive, I subjoin a verbatim copy
ing the inducement of duty, one

j

of a ballad, which I bought the other

should think curiosity would suffi- i night at one of the corners of Lei-

ciently stimulate a human being, not
j

cester-square from a little female

tutored and pampered out of the \

songster.

best sympathies of his nature, to
j

THE FAITHFUL LOVER,
avail himself (with due caution) of 1 Or Hero rsnarded.

every means that offered of acquir- >

Near t0 St - James's there liv'd a lady;

ing an intimate knowledge of the va-

!

!

.
Sh

f
was ° f birth

.

and hish desree >

. . . . . . ,
The fairest beauty in London city

;

neties of character exhibited by his i Five hundred pounds a vear h

"

ad she

fellow-creatures, under all the singu-
; ! But she was of a resolutioilf

lar complication of circumstances in '

That no man her husband should be,
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Unless it was .some man of honour

In the wars by land or sea.

There was two young squires, two young
brothers,

Came this lady for to view,

With a double resolution

This young lady to pursue.

The one had a captain's commission,

Under the command of Colonel Carr
;

The other was a lieutenant

On board the Tiger man of war.

O ! then bespoke the youthful lady,

" I can but be one man's bride

;

Come to me to-morrow morning,

And the matter I'll decide."

They went home till next morning,

Thinking on their fatal doom;
On their beds they lay musing,

'Till the morning it was come.

When the morning it was coming,

To this lady they did repair
;

The next morning very early

To this lady they went so fair.

O ! then she bade her coach get ready,

And to the Tower away drove she,

There to spend one single hour,

All the rarities to see.

Lions they were fiercely roaring,

Which put this lady in a swound

for the space of three long hours;

But when she had her senses found,

When she had herself recover'd,

Into the den she threw her fan,

Saying, M Which of you will wed a lady ?

! which of you will fetch my fan ?"

Then bespoke the faint-hearted captain,

" Of your offers 1 don't approve :

Madam, there are so many dangers,

1 will not venture for your love."

Then bespoke the bold lieutenant,

With a voice so loud and high,

" Madam, here is a man present

Will fetch your fan to you, or die."

Into the den he straightway enter'd,

Where the beasts they look'd so grim
;

But still the man he grew more bolder,

And he look'd as grim as them.

But when they saw the man was loyal,

Down before his feet the}' lay
;

Then In.- stoop'd, and the fan he gather'd,

And he brought it safe away.

When she found the man was coming,

And no harm to him was done,

Then she said, " My dearest jewel,

Come and take the prize you've won."

Then bespoke the faint-hearted captain,

Like a man that's disturb'd in mind,

Saying, " Into some shades I'll wander,

Where no mortal shall me find."

The above, however, is a favour-

able sample of the ware in question.

It is seldom that a story is so conse-

cutively told; that the language is

so intelligible; that the absurdities

are not more frequent ; and that the

whole is not seasoned with an inde-

cency or two. It has frequently

therefore been a matter of surprise

and regret to those who know the

powerful impression that may be

made by the most gentle influences,

if perseveringly reiterated, and who
are aware of the importance, both

to their own happiness and to that

of the country at large, of endea-

vouring to diminish the ignorance and

mitigate the brutality of the common
people, that, among the various be-

nevolent associations which havebeen

formed for various purposes in this

country, no one has ever arisen with

the object, humble as it is in appear-

ance, of reforming our street-min-

strelsy.

Milton, in his " Treatise on Edu-

cation," exquisitely describes the ame-

liorating effect of music on the hu-

man character, when he says, that

the intervals of rest, after exercise

and before meals, may by youth,

" both with profit and delight, be

taken up in recreating and compos-

ing their travailed spirits with the

solemn and divine harmonies of mu-

sic, heard or learned; either while

the skilful organist plies his grave

and fancied descant in lofty fugues,

or the whole symphony, with artful

and unimaginable touches, adorn and
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grace tlie well-studied chords of

some choice composer; sometimes

the lute or soft organ-stop waiting

on elegant voices, either to religious,

martial, or civil ditties ; which, if wise

men and prophets be not extremely

out, have a great power over dispo-

sitions and manners, to smooth and

make them gentle from rustic harsh-

ness and distempered passions."

If there be any persons whose
" dispositions and manners" it is pe-

culiarly desirable " to smooth and

make gentle from rustic harshness

and distempered passions," they are

the ruder classes of the population;

and although they may be unable to

relish those " solemn and divine har-

monies" so delightful to the initiated,

who can easily disentangle and justly

appreciate " the well-studied chords

of some choice composer," impartial

Nature has bestowed on them a per-

fect capacity for enjoying the beau-

ties of " the lute or soft organ-stop

waiting on elegant voices, either to

religious, martial, or civil ditties."

At present, their " travailed spirits"

are seldom thus " recreated;" but

they are compelled to listen to strains

as remote from real melody, as the

productions which those strains either

accompany or render vocal, are from

common sense.

Were such a hint as that which

has just been thrown out, adopted,

the execution of the project would

not be difficult, as it regards either

instrumental or vocal music. The
latter, however, being by far the

more important, a few suggestions

may not be inexpedient with respect

to the course which promises the

most successful result.

Let there be formed then a " So-

ciety for the Suppression ofDiscord."

It need not be very numerous; and

a small original contribution, and a

still smaller annual subscription, would

furnish funds amply sufficient for the

purpose. A professional man, not

of high rank, but of competent abi-

lity and judgment, must be engaged.

He must be directed to perambulate

the metropolis at stated periods ; and
whenever he heard a female ballad-

singer (for on many accounts it would

be advisable to limit the plan to fe-

males) with a good voice and ear, to

offer her gratuitous instruction. In

most instances this offer would be
gladly accepted. The pupils should

be taught in classes ; and there is no

one, qualified by nature as I have

described, who might not, by the

application of a single hour every

day, be enabled, in a month or six

weeks, to sing twenty or thirty po-

pular airs with correctness, and, in

many cases, with a considerable de-

gree of taste.

While the above is doing, let the

members of the society and their

friends amuse themselves in their lei-

sure hours—and a high amusement

theywould find it—by writing a num-

ber of little songs and ballads on all

the various topics of human interest,

to be printed, and sold at a cheap

rate to the pupils of the institution,

when adequately instructed by their

music-master. It must be quite un-

necessary to observe, that the style

of these compositions, although ac-

curate, ought to be simple, and on

a level with the capacity of those for

whose use they are intended. But

it may not be so obvious, that enter-

tainment ought to be the principal

object in view. Any attempt at di-

rect moral inculcation would assur-

edly defeat the purpose of the well-

meaning persons by whom it might

be made; and who should reflect,
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that if they merely supersede, by

the substitution of their lively but

harmless effusions, the grossness and

barbarism which have so long been

permitted to stultify the people, and

thereby to expose them unresistingly

to the tyranny of vicious habits, they

will effect a most desirable improve-

ment of the popular character. They
must consider themselves as little

more than the pioneers of cultiva-

tion, and be content with removing

weeds and brush-wood, and prepar-

ing the rich but fallow soil for future

tillage and fertility. At the same

time, they would of course select

such themes for their poetical plea-

santry as might indirectly, and with-

out awakening the slightest suspicion

that they were designed to do so, ex-

cite and confirm generous and esti-

mable feelings.

Would this be an unimportant or

undignified occupation? The great

Lord Chatham shall answer :
" Let

me," said that profound and enlight-

ened statesman, " let me make the

national ballads, and let who will

make the laws."

W. H. W.

THE WAY TO BE HAPPY.
A Bramin, seated before the door

of his hut, blessed a European mis-

sionary, who was just departing, and

cursing him in a low tone ; and be-

hold, an Indian of the tribe of the

Vasya, who are engaged in trade,

and have much traffic with strangers,

stood before him. " Reverend teach-

er," said he, " I am exceedingly

troubled on account of the evil which

so often stifles in me that which is

good. I have been an upright

tradesman, began with little, and
have acquired wealth by industry

and economy ; but with wealth cares

have come upon me, and the greatest

of them is to keep a good conscience,

for that is not to be purchased with

all the gold of Orixa or the diamonds

of Golconda. Brama is my witness,

and Vishnu and all the gods, that my
intentions are upright, and that it is

the warmest wish of my heart to be

always just and virtuous. Tell me
then, my friend, how happens it, that

sometimes in one and the same hour

I am both good and bad ; and that in

one day, I am twenty times good and
twenty times wicked?

" Yesterday a poor but honest

man of my tribe, who is starving

with his wife and children, came to

me to solicit relief. I assisted him,

and this act rendered me pleased

and satisfied with myself. An hour

afterwards, I received information

from Madras, that an Englishman

had defrauded me of a considerable

quantity of goods. I cursed him,

though he is my brother too, and

presently beat a servant for some

trivial fault. Towards evening, I

went out a-walking with my children

beneath the palm-trees. They sport-

ed and frolicked about me ; the even-

ing sun threw his kindly rays over

us, and my heart expanded with

joy. There we met with a tattered

stranger ; I took him home with me,

and entertained him hospitably. We
talked of one thing and another, and

at length of the wicked Englishman

at Madras who has robbed me. I

began to abuse all the English with

vehemence : now my guest was him-

self an Englishman, and that I well

knew. I saw him drop a silent tear,

not daring to reply. This tear wash-
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eel away all the kindness I had shewn
him. At night I could not sleep for

thinking of my inhumanity ; this

morning I dismissed him with a hand-

some present, and he pursued his

way with gratitude and joy.

" Now tell me, venerable Bramin,

whose shoulders are covered with sa-

cred cow-dung, am I a good or a bad
man? What spirits are they that con-

tend for mastery in my bosom? What
makes me to-day so susceptible of

all that is good and generous, and

to-morrow closes my heart against all

such impressions?"

"Come again to-morrow morning,"

replied the Bramin with a benevo-

lent smile, " and I will answer thee

as Brama shall direct me."

The Indian went, and could not

close his eyes all night. Next morn-

ing he returned, and found the old

man before his hut, and around him

were placed a number of bowls filled

with clear water. At the bottom of

each bowl there was a quantity of

sand and mud.
" Look at these bowls," said he

to his visitor; " the water is pure and

limpid, and the image of the sun is

reflected therein. Thus is the image

of God reflected in the soul of man.

If a tempest arises, or if I stir the

water with this stick, the sand be-

comes mixed with it, and renders it

turbid. In a short time, the sand

sinks again to the bottom, and the

water is pellucid as before. Thus it

is with our passions. Beware of cha-

racterizing any man as good or evil.

The man whose heart is tranquil is

good ; he who is agitated by passions

is wicked. Every one has impuri-

ties at the bottom of his heart, and

there they lie like the sand at the

bottom of one of these basons, so

long as it is not shaken or agitated.

Vol I. No. V.

Shouldst thou witness a good action,

rejoice; but imagine not, that the

doer is invariably a virtuous man. If

thou seest any thing evil, lament it;

but condemn not him who did it, for

it may be unintentional, and perhaps

in the very next hour he performs a

good and virtuous action. Happy
he who has learned to steer his

bark amid the raging tempest ! Go,
learn that art, my son, for no mortal

can escape tempests."

The Indian, with deep emotion, then

raised his eyes to the minister of the

gods, and said, " Teach me that art,

that my soul may not be doomed to in-

habit thebodyofsome impure animal."

" Labourand temperance," replied

the Bramin, " impart health, and in

a healthy body dwells a healthy soul,

which vigorously resists that which

is evil. I can teach thee nothing

more; but I will give thee a salutary

piece of advice. Man has in his

power the means of avoiding most of

the storms that would disturb the

serenity of the soul, and raise the

sand from the bottom of his heart.

Thou hast as much as thou needest

for thy support. Seek rural retire-

ment; the inhabitant of the country

is better than the inhabitant of the

town. There thy days pass in peace-

ful uniformity; the serene atmo-

sphere promotes a serene disposition;

the interests of others do not there

clash with thine ; no circumstance ia

important enough to disturb the

tranquillity of thy soul; like a child,

thou takest delight in trifles, and art

happy as a child."

And the Indian went his way, and
followed the advice of the venerable

Bramin. His life passed on in sweet

tranquillity, and the image of God
was reflected in his soul, like that of

the sun in pellucid water.

M M
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CANOVAS MONUMENT FOR THE STUARTS.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

In the enumeration of the

works of the late eminent Italian

artist Canova, inserted in your Num-
j

ber for February, I am rather sur-

prised to find, that no mention is

made of one of his performances,

which, from the connection of its

subject with this country, ought not

to have been overlooked. I allude

to the monument erected at the ex-

pense of his present Majesty, while

Prince Regent, to the memory of the

last three Stuarts, which is certainly

remarkable on several accounts.

This monument, finished and set

up in 1819, in the cathedral of St. Pe-

ter at Rome, is understood to have

cost two thousand guineas. It is a

pyramidal basso-relievo of white mar-

ble, twenty-seven palms in height.

In this pyramid, terminating in a Ro-

man sarcophagus, there is a door

;

over it are the busts of the first Pre-

tender and his two sons, with an in-

scription, in which, all circumstan-

ces considered, courtesy seems to

have been carried to an unusual

length. It is as follows:

" Jacobo III. Jacobo II. Magn. Brit,

Regis Filio, Carolo Eduardo, et Hen-

rico, Decano Patrum Cardinalium, Ja-

cobi III. Filiis, Regim Stirpis Stuarlia

postremis. Anno 1819."

" To James III. Son of James II.

King of Great Britain, and to Charles

Edward and Henry, Dean of the Col-

lege of Cardinals, Sons of James III.

the last of the Royal Race of Stuart.

Anno 1819."

Two angels of death, placed one

on each side of the door, suggested

to Pasquin this remark, that " the

Prince Regent had placed them there

as sentinels, to prevent the Pretend-

ers from slipping out of the mauso-

leum, in which they had been shut

up at such a great expense."

I am, &c. C. C. C.

DIFFERENT MANNERS OF DIFFERENT NATIONS.

By Augustus von Kotzebue.

Chance once brought together a

number of persons belonging to the

different nations of the world ; and

Chance had also taken care, that

they should all be such as passed in

their respective countries for models

of o-ood breeding and politeness.

Nevertheless, the first word that was

heard in this assembly, was the ex-

clamation of a Mexican :
" What an

unmannerly clown!" which was le-

velled at his neighbour, a Rrasilian.

" And why so ?" asked the Bra-

silian.

The Mexican. Because you have

not saluted me.

The Brasilian. Did I not imme-

diately press your head against my
stomach ?

The Mexican. Yes, and in so do-

ing you nearly broke my neck. You
should have touched the ground with

your hand, and then kissed it.

A Siamese. Begging your pardon,

gentlemen, you are both wrong. Mr.

Brasilian, as a well-bred man, should

have stripped off his under garment,

and wrapped it round his body.
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A young Indian Woman from the

const of Malabar. What do you
talk of, sir? Do you suppose we are

come to see you strip off your under-

garments ? Whenever I meet a man
to whom I owe respect, I uncover

ray bosom ; and that, I think, is as

much as lie can modestly require.

A Native ofMadagascar . "Where-

fore so much ceremony ? It is quite

sufficient if one softly lays his hand

on that of the other.

A Cochin-Chinese. You seem to

be very ill-bred, sir; otherwise you

would have added, that as people

pass one another, they should raise

their rush-hats a little.

A South-Sea Islander. I wear no

rush-hat, but I respectfully take off

my crown of parrots' feathers, and

put it on the head of the person I

meet.

An Arab. Crowns and hats! all

stuff! It is compliment enough to

say, Salam Aleihum—" Peace be

with you!" and the other must re-

ply, Aleihum Essalam—" With you

be peace!"

An Arab of Yemen. For shame,

countryman! when you would ap-

pear very polite, you should try to

kiss the other's hand, while he en-

deavours to do the same to jours.

Then you must keep moving your

hands about to prevent this, for at

least a quarter of an hour, till the

elder of the two at length permits

the other to touch the ends of his

fingers with his lips.

A European Woman {to the Arah).

You talk a great deal about polite-

ness, but you have not so much as

made your obeisance to me.

The Arab. Because it would be

the height of rudeness to take the

least notice of a female abroad.

A Japanese Woman. I don't know
what you mean by it. You see that

I am standing before you as stiff as

a poker, and you must admit, that

nobody could salute you more re-

spectfully. If you were a person of

II great distinction, I should even sit

|
down to you.

A Persian. And then I should

: tell you that you knew nothing at

all about politeness. You ought to

stand up, nod your head, and clap

your right hand to your lips.

A Morlachian Woman. By no

means
;
you ought to receive a stran-

ger with a kiss.

A Russian Woman. Very right,

sister!

A German Woman. But I should

hope only on the forehead or the

hand.

A Moor. Quite the contrary, ma-

dam: it is you who ought to kiss our

hands.

A Woman of the Island of Mo-
alt/. Kiss indeed ! why, I should be

highly affronted if all the people I

meet were not to turn their backs

upon me.

A Spaniard. " Go with God, sen-

nora !" is all that I should say to you.

A Californian. What occasion is

there for a single word, or for any

kind of salutation?

An Otaheitan. Neighbour Cali-

fornian, you would be extremely un-

civil if you did not uncover the upper

part of the body at least to the hips.

An Ethiopian. Have you all for-

gotten, that it is necessary for one to

untie the other's girdle or scarf that

surrounds the waist, and to tie it

again himself, while the other has

the politeness to stand there half

naked ?

A Greenlander. Nonsense! you

M ii 2
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should point to a place where the

stranger is to sit down, without say-

ing a word.

A Kurile. What, without having

the manners to bend your knees ?

A Lapland Woman. And without

touching noses, and presenting each

other with a reindeer's tongue ?

A European. What an unman-

nerly crew ye must be ! Would none

of you pull of your hat?

The Asiatic. O fie ! that woidd be

ill-bred indeed.

I had listened^ thus far with atten-

tion, when a friend, who was at

some distance, beckoned to me. I

immediately pushed through the

crowd, thrusting my head into the

pit of the Brasilian's stomach, and

upsetting him; stealing a side glance

at the full bosom of the Indian girl

;

giving a hearty smack to the Morla-

chian woman; turning my back to

the Moaly islander; saying, " Go
with God, sennor," to the Spaniard;

pulling the scarf from the body of

the Ethiopian; and leaving behind

me the character of a most accom-

plished gentleman.

GAELIC RELICS.

No. IV,

THE MOONSHINE TREASURE.

Tradition tells us, that at Bannockburn the Macgregor chief carried a relic of St. Fillan,

enshrined in a silver coffin, to the field, the day before the battle, and committed it to the

care of the abbot of Inchafferey, that, in case of defeat, he should secrete the relic, and
exhibit the empty casket. Robert Bruce, while at his devotions over this precious shrine,

imploring the aid of St. Fillan, was startled by the casket opening and shutting again of its

own accord. The priest, hastening to inquire the cause of alarm, was struck with holy awe
and amazement to see that the arm of the saint had left its place of concealment, and again
occupied the shrine of silver. This marvellous event was, by the king's command, imme-
diately made known to the Scottish army, and had a mighty effect in enkindling the enthu-
siastic ardour which led to victory. In gratitude to the saint, Robert caused the priory at
St. Fillan to be erected in 1314. -Old Annals.

Legendary accounts of the silver

chest accord with the superstitions

of earlier times than the era of

Robert Bruce. We shall endeavour

to make a brief sketch of a beautiful

poem, towhich they gave occasion, re-

presenting the " moonshine treasure"

as the gift of a beneficent fairy chief-

tainess. Intent on promoting the en-

terprize of the gallant Bruce, the

chieftainess fawned on him as a stag-

hound of the finest form and sin-

gular magnitude. Without any sus-

picion of her supernatural endow-

ments, the royal adventurer caress-

ed her, and she became a great fa-

vourite. But a mighty necromancer

from " the snowy Kader Idris of the

Galles," or Wales, accompanied a

warrior of that country to serve in

the English host. By his art, the

necromancer discovered the nature

and the designs of the fairy chief-

tainess ; and a few hours before the

battle of Methven, he took the shape

of an enormous wolf, to intercept

the fairy, who " nightly in the woods

met her elvish powers." The wolf

pursued the stag-hound " through

forest, brake, glen, and mountain;"

till happily the Macgregor chief, re-

turning from a secret embassy for

his royal master, saw the imminent

peril of the hound, and drawing his

sword, rushed upon the wolf, and

thrust the " gleaming point" into his

open jaws. The wolf fell dead, and

the chief arrived, while the foe press-
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ed hard on Bruce. He saved the

king from " a stroke of deathful

steel;" but the battle was lost, and

the Macgregor led him and his prin-

cipal followers by " hidden paths to

the fastnesses of his land of hills."

The fairy chieftainess, overcome by

excessive fatigue in flying from the

wolf, had slept during the engage-

ment, and, on awakening, was by in-

tuition apprised of the unfortunate

issue; and that Rivandona, or the

brown-haired beauty, daughter to

the Macgregor chief, was in " the

dark hour of danger." The fame

of her charms had brought a warrior

of clan Ferrachar, or Farquarson,

from a distant country, to seek her

love. " He came, he saw, and his

soul flamed for the maid." She had

no heart to bestow—her heart, since

the dawn of youth, was given to a

hero of clan Colla, or Macdonald.

After the battle of Methven, a

deceptive message was sent to Ri-

vandona, that her father had receiv-

ed a dangerous wound, and desired

to see her. She set out with three

attendant damsels, and on the second

night fell into the hands of Farquar-

son. He hastened with her to the

nearest coast, where a ship waited

his commands ; but the fairy chief-

tainess, supreme " over all the elves

of mountain and forest, river, ocean,

and air," ordered the chieftainess of

the sea to rescue the maid."

The soul of the aged dwells in the

returning thoughts of times long flit-

ted away, as dim shadowy ghosts,

or as lovely clouds floating before a

gale over the unruffled brow of a

wide-spreading and sheltered lake.

As dreams in the still hour of dark-

ness, the warrior king arises before

him, terrible to the foe, but the mild-

est joy of his friends. The chief-

tainess of ten thousand green Tom-
hans crouches at the feet of Scotia's

shield, foreboded by seers of old.

He caresses the hound, in size and

grace of form surpassing Bran, that

awoke the echoes of the dawn with

Fingal, king of heroes—Bran, that

lives in all his fleet steps, his feet of

wind, among the voices of Ossian,

sounding even to latter days. Night-

ly in the woods the chieftainess meets

her powers of air, earth, and sea;

but with the foe comes a necroman-

cer from snowy Kader Idris of the

Galles : his horrid eye pierces all co-

vered recesses of design ; and as a

wolf, larger than the wild bull of the

desert, he pursues the hound ofbeau-

ty through forest, brake, glen, and
mountain. In my soul I behold the

leader of clan Alpin, Shallagar, first

in the chase as in the ranks of battle.

He returns single and alone from an

embassy to the west. The moon-
beams are bright on his sword : one

moment, and the steel is .plunged

into the open jaws of the wolf: the

tempests of Kader Idris are roaring

from peak to peak: the groaning

oaks respond a dreadful lament ; for

the mighty necromancer yells the

last pang of death. Deep into her

Tomhan springs the chieftainess. A
slumber of nights has sunk on her

weary frame ; and the field of Meth-

ven is drenched with the blood of

Scotia. Shallagar leads the king

by hidden paths to fastnesses in his

land of hills; while Rivandona, the

sunbeam of his life, is in the snare

of clan Ferrachar. The loveliness

of her smile, and the white waving

of her arms in the light bounding

dance, are praised in every hall: he

came, he saw, he loved the maid

;

but the star of the fights of clan

Colla had shone, and dwells in her
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bosom. In hidden fury of love, the

chief of clan Ferrnchar seeks his

northern forests, and comes back

with the foe. . A messenger of de-

ceit calls Rivandona to give leech-

craft for her wounded father. With

three damsels she hastens from her

bower ; and the moon had not twice

looked lovely on the lakes of clan

Alpine, when the maid of their boast

is hurried to the distant shore. But

the chieftainess has broken from the

necromancer's dying spell of sleep.

Her vassal elves ofmountain or wood,

air, river, and ocean, are summoned

for the rescue of Rivandona; and

the moonshine treasure of their pow-

er shall spread a shout of victory for

the great in arms, to place the bat-

tling king on the seat of his mighty

fathers. Chief of clan Alpine, it

shall be thine to give the moonshine

treasure to a hand that strikes but

once to turn the tide of battles.

See, the chieftainess of the deep

obeys the call of the high ruler of

ten thousand Tomhans. She rises

from her crystalline bowers beneath

the billowy ocean : her rapid car is

of glittering foam ; and the many-

coloured arch of the sky overhangs

her lofty head. Her waving hair

brightens the skirts of the bow, as

streaks of golden light break through

curling mists of the dawn. Two
stars, darting amidst the blue clouds

of midnight, are her rolling eyes.

Two heaps of new-fallen snow on

swelling mossy hillocks are less fair

than her bosom; and as two bending

curving wreaths of snow, embracing

a tender young tree, her white arms

inclose the benumbed lovely daugh-

ter of Shallagar. Among the race

of man, Rivandona rose superior in

stature; but on the bosom of the

genii of the waves she lies, as the

babe of yesterday reclines for sup-

port on the mother. The soft glow

of her cheek alone reveals that yet

she lives.

The maid, with fixed eyelids, is

laid in a grove of mountain-ash, birch,

and budding broom, where the sweet

flowrets, that hide their beauties in

the shade, spring up to adorn her

couch. Woodland goblins hover near,

to drink delight from her features of

beauty. The warmth of noonday

penetrates her calm retreat. Quick^

throbbings heave her gentle breast

;

for Luach na Cuan* visits her dreams.

Flocks of birds crowd the air with

flapping wings : she looks on all sides

;

the osprey and the sea-pye are cla-

mouring for their young in overhang-

ing cliffs, and deep-voiced caverns

return the shrill discordance. Inter-

vals of silence are filled by the plash

of waves and the slow trickling of

a shallow stream. Trackless thick-

ets are on mountain and vale ; but

unlike the daughters of little men,

the high-descended huntress had the

soul which grows in hours of terror

or amazement. With unruffled brow

and tearless eyes she climbs the shag-

gy side of a hill, and descries the

uttermost boundary of her islet, laved

by restless billows, and defended by

a stony girdle, rising pile on pile, as

the massive walls of her father's cas-

tle: one curving embayment opened

to the sea ; but no sail gave anima-

tion to the currents near or remote.

Descending to the coast, a waveless

Lochanf reflected her lovely image

;

and pale is the berry of the moun-

tain-ash compared to the blush of

Rivandona, when the still waters

gave back her form, accoutred as a

young warrior, with the loved tar-

* The hero of currents of ocean.

1 A small lake.
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tans of clan Colla compressing her

heart. At a short distance a gleam-

ing half-nnsheathed sword, a pole-

axe, a shield, a bow and arrows, await

her flash of valour; and a harp in-

vites her slender fingers. She con-

veys the gifts to her leafy bower;

and the vibrating strings of the harp

swell in gratitude to the high chief-

tainess, the never-failing friend of

her race.
u Hail, guardian of the maid dis-

trest! avenger of wrongful love! thou

comest as a moonbeam through tem-

pests of night to aid the unhappy

;

or as the blood-gushing steel of Fin-

gal, to decide the strife of men, and

to snatch the feeble from the gripe

of oppressors. The vivid glances of

thine eyes deal death to the base and

cruel, but the kindliest dawn of joy

and peace to the captive. The fu-

rious Torgar, chief of clan Ferra-

char, from beneath his sullen droop-

ing eyebrow shot a glance of surly

fire upon the daughter of Shallagar;

but Luach na Cuan, of the falcon

eye, manly stature, and generous

deeds, was, from the morn of youth,

the secret sigh of Rivandona. Knit-

ting his stormy brows, Torgar de-

parted. The chief of clan Alpine

and his men of might meet the shield,

the two-edged sword of Scotia. A
messenger of deceit called for leech-

craft from Rivandona, to restore her

wounded sire. With three damsels

she journeyed in the folds of dis-

guise : no host, no warrior appears.

We sat on a headland jutting from

the briny strait, unknown to our

sight, when Torgar, lurking in a dark

berlin, tore Rivandona from her

maids. She looked back for the

land of her kindred and the ships

of her hero : all, all was a pathless

sea. But thou, O chieftainess of

power! to the ensnarer of virgins

terrible as the raging of thy own
deep, or the bursting peal of thun-

ders; but to fne weak or sorrowful,

refreshing as the spray of the water-

fall to the soft green moss, the flow-

ers, and budding trees! thou, migh-

tiest in compassion, didst call for the

eddying, fierce, and wayward blasts,

and tumbling, dashing, yawning

waves, to overwhelm the ravisher,

and send him to the sunless, moon-
less, starless chasms, appointed to

confine the pitiless mariners that tear

the weeping virgin from her native

halls. Mother most kind, and guar-

dian most tender of clan Alpine's

maids, thou didst snatch Rivandona

from death, and worse than death
;

and thy large hand has dropped

bounties on her path in a land of

wonders. The skins of thy own
bright-eyed, fearless seals have been

fashioned into armour, that hides

her swelling bosom; and the plumes

of birds that await thy behests in

caves of ocean, are nodding over her

brow, to shade her blushes when
smooth waters reflect her image in

warlike garb. This brand, gleam-

ing in the noontide rays, this pole-

axe and sounding shield, are new to

the grasp of the daughter of a chief;

but her bow and arrows have been

messengers of death on the firm-

skirted hills of roes, and among the

deer of rustling forests. Hail, genii

of the maid distrest! avenger of

wrongful love, and protectress of the

true! To thee I look for again be-

holding the hero foremost in the

shock of battles ; the last to stay his

arm in the strife of renown ; the skil-

ful ruler of currents ; the song of

bards; the love of virgins; the en-

livening soul of mirth in the dance

or feast of shells. Ye fleet-footed,
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soft-eyed dwellers in woody steeps

!

ye swift-winged singers of the sky

!

gather ye to the music of the delight-

breathing harp ! Too sure Rivando-

na is alone in this wild : had ye ever

mingled with sons or daughters of

man, ye would fly from the destroy-

ers of your race. Yet happier far

is the maid of clan Alpine with you

in solitudes, than with boisterous

makers of mirth in the crowded halls

of Torgar. Mild caressing comrades

of my lonely day ! never shall a shaft

from my bow draw the tide of life

from your agile limbs or plumy bo-

dies. Enough for the daughter of

Shallagar, the ripe berry of the lowly

bush, or the nut' of the quivering

twig. Rest thy fondling head on my
shoulder, thou kind confiding doe!

perch on my fingers, melodious war-

blers of the thicket! Night rolls down
her shadows. Ye shall retire to ac-

customed haunts; and Rivandona

makes her pillow where son or daugh-

ter of man never sought repose!"

The sun thrice ran his course in

the sky while Rivandona fed on the

fruits of the earth, and slaked her

thirst at the living spring of the rocks.

Her harp discoursed sweet numbers

to the red-streaked, nimble herds of

the forest, and to the songsters of

the air, alighting on her lap and

arms, and joining their notes to the

harmony of faithful love, describing

the heart-impressing smile or mighty

deeds of Luach na Cuan.

The morn with balmy breath drinks

sparkling dew from the glossy leaves.

Rivandona hies to the mountlets,

where ripen the juicy purple berries
j

of early autumn. Passing the wood,

how panted her thrilling heart! how!
fluttered the tartan plaid round her

j

trembling arms, as she gazed on her

hero asleep on the long whistling

grass

!

" Sunbeam of my soul!" in low

accents spoke the maid, " thou must

not know that these vestments con-

ceal thy own Rivandona. She must

not yield to thy voice of love with-

out a father's benediction; a Moo-
ma's* words of power, while spread-

ing the bridal couch ; and the glad-

some Choaltst, on lucky errands, pro-

viding a bridal feast. Luach na Cuan
with ready ear must not detect the

sounds which he oft has said fell on

his soul as the shower of evening on

a thirsty plain: therefore no word
shall pass the lips of the maid who
watches over thee, and waits on thee

with secret joy."

Rivandona collects fresh berries

of the mounts ; but her eyes, with

unwearied glances, turn to the sleep-

er. She leaves the stores beside him,

and hardly restrained the language

of delight as in slumbers he spoke

of Rivandona ; but she thought of

the guardian chieftainess of her fa-

ther, of the Mooma, the Choalts, and

her kindred, and strength returned

to her heaving bosom. The hero

awakes; he looks up: a warrior, in

the softest bloom of youth, stands

near.

" Who art thou, whom, at first

sight, nry soul jearns to clasp in the

inmost folds?" he said, as springing

on his feet, he extended his arms

to embrace the stranger; but the

seeming stranger fled as a meteor

before vehement gusts from the cliff's.

He pursues. She points a brand

unsheathed to her own breast.

" Stay, stay thy rash hand, youth

of the bewitching mien," continued

* Nurse,

f Foster-brothers.
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the chief; " I feel thy life dearer than

my own. "Wherefore dost thou fly

from the arms that would protect

thee with every warm drop that gives

them motion ? Hath language never

opened thy soul to past or future

times ? or hast thou lost the use of

speech in these wilds ? Let me slow-

ly win thee, to meet the friendship

which glows in my soul. Peradven-

ture thou art here to please a Len-

nean shi*, jealous of thy bloomy

graces; and mortal hands must not

touch thy spell-enveloped form. I

never will invade thy secret bowers.

Let me but see thee near me, and

let me feel thy balmy breath, sweeter

than flowers of spring, sweeter than

all, except the love of Rivandona !"

The maid gave her leafy retreat

to the hero ; but in vain he implored

her to share the heath spread for re-

pose, nor would he dare to follow

her paths to the Lennean shi. A
cavern hid the joy of his eyes from

Luach na Cuan ; and sad for his ab-

sence, Rivandona recalled the sun-

shine of his aspect to her thoughts,

* An enamoured fairy.

till sleep laid her heavy locks on a

moss-covered stone.

A fleet crowds to the pebbly beach.

They bear among the white sails the

ensigns of Shallagar. The robust

chief leaps to the shore. The spirit

of her that gave Rivandona to his

wishes, the meek-eyed Snarcha, came
in the mists of early dawn to bid him

seek their daughter in islets of the

northern sea. Rivandona rushes to

the arms of her father. Luach na

Cuan,with quick-breathingjoy, claims

the kiss of faithful-plighted love.

The son of many kings is in the

seat of his fathers. The moonshine

treasure had scattered his foes ; and

the chief of clan Alpine, that fought

by his side, is bright among his war-

riors of fame. Luach na Cuan and

his clan had lifted their arms of might

for Scotia, and his race shall be great

in his deeds. Clan Colla and clan

Alpine are joined in Rivandona, and

their names shall be known in ages

far to come; for theirs was the love

of heroes, the love of beauty in ten-

der joy.

B. G.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SURKACOLES,
A SAVAGE ASIATIC TRIBE.

By an Officer in

The Surkacoles, a western Asia-

tic tribe, are considered to be a wan-

dering horde from the west. The
religion they profess has not been

ascertained : however, they have no

Mahomedan or Hindoo scruples with

respect to food. They say that they

are of the same caste with the Sani-

lag, or English ; and eat every thing

but horses, dogs, cats, and elephants.

Their nearest territory, a part of

Vol. I. No. V.

the Bengal Army.

Singbhoom, abounds with villages,

some of them large. Their houses

are built entirely of wood, and are

kept very clean. They have cattle,

sheep, goats, pigs, and poultry in

great abundance, and their fields© *

display industry and skill in agricul-

ture.

Their country is a fine valley be-

tween two ranges of hills, watered

by the rivers Roroa and Therky,

N n
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and others of inferior magnitude.

Each village has its burying-ground,

where the ashes of the dead are in-

terred; and stones of large dimen-

sion, formed of a species of slate, are

placed over the graves, some hori-

zontally, some in an erect position.

The scenery of this district is beau-

tified by groves of various trees, and

fertilized by streams in every direc-

tion.

The people are an active, robust,

intrepid race ; and, like all semi-bar-

barous nations, they are prone to

violence and cruelty. They wear no

garments except a small covering

about their loins. They are expert

in using their weapons of attack or

defence : these are chiefly bows and

arrows, and battle-axes, which they

call tangles. The tangies are of a

size for wielding with full effect.

Their heads are sometimes convex,

sometimes concave. The convex

are reckoned most efficient, and the

powerful arm of the Surkacole has

been known with this weapon to cut

off the head of a horse at one stroke.

Their bows are of bamboo; the bow-

strings fabricated of the same mate-

rial, so that the moisture of the at-

mosphere has no effect on them.

The construction, though rude, seems

Avell adapted for the purpose, and

they require a vigorous exertion of

muscular strength. Such as are in-

tended for distant execution have

iron angular heads, but are not barb-

ed : those prepared for close en-

gagements are always barbed, and

capable of inflicting very severe

wounds. The first will reach their

object at the distance of 200 yards;

the last are formed to strike a mark

not more than .'30 yards distant. The
shafts are of bamboo, light and slen-

der, only those with barbed heads

being furnished with close-cropped

feathers, to guide their flight. None
of the heads have been discovered

to be poisoned.

The turbulent and formidable an-

noyances of the Surkacoles had for

some time struck terror into their sa-

ble neighbours; and outrages became

so frequent, that the British govern-

ment found it necessary to interpose,

with a force sufficient to shew that

all opposition must be hopeless. The
measures were wisely calculated for

this end, yet with the utmost atten-

tion to humanity. The Surkacoles

resisted all proposals for accommoda-

tion, and desperately encountered

the troops, until their provisions be-

gan to fall into our hands, and they

clearly perceived that further war-

fare could only bring destruction on

their villages and other possessions.

They were attacked on all sides by

strong detachments from different

corps under the command of Colo-

nel Richards. On the advance of

our soldiers, all the villages were de-

serted"; the inhabitants removed

their principal effects, taking refuge

in the fastnesses of the hills, and

beyond different nullahs, or rivers,

where they would throw up stock-

ades in front of their retreats. When
pursued to those places, they made
a bold and persevering defence, ex-

hibiting individually the most reso-

lute contempt of danger and savage

eagerness for revenge. In many ca-

ses, therefore, it was impracticable

to spare the lives of these poor fel-

lows, who scorned to yield, even

though severe wounds left them hard-

ly any power of annoyance. When
they found resistance quite unavail-

ing, and that the capture of their

granaries deprived them of subsist-

ence, they submitted, and came to
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our camp, in compliance with the pa- their conduct. In the progress of

cific invitations which they former- the campaign, several subterranean

lv spurn< .!. They now acqui isyluins were discovered, where the

in the terms prescribed, swearing,
|

women and children remained in con-

their custom, on the ti- cealment. They were treated with

s skin, to abide faithfully by the the utmost forbearance and concilia-

agreements for a future regulation of . tion. AN . G«

FRENCH FEMALE PARLIAMENT.
CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES.

March 1j.

The sitting was opened by Ma-
dame VAncienne-Mode with a hand-

some panegyric on the constitution

of France, as established by the fe-

male part of the nation. After se-

veral protestations of her entire de-

votedness to it, and the utter impos-

sibility that she should ever infringe

any article of it, " None of the ho-

nourable members," continued she,

" are ignorant, that each Chamber
has its respective duties : it is pecu-

liarly our province to deliberate up-

on the weight}- affairs of the toilet,

and upon the minor questions of les

moBurs. In short, the laws of fa-

shion and taste come always in the

first instance under our cognizance
;

whilst questions of rights, privileges,

and morals, are invariably discussed

in the Chamber of Peeresses before

they are submitted to us. But a case

has just occurred, whi#h calls very

loudly for the immediate intervention

of both Chambers; and as this case

had not been noticed by, and pro-

bably was not known to, the peeresses,

I move that a deputation from this

Chamber may instantly wait upon
their ladyships, praying them to take

such steps as they in their wisdom
may deem necessary, to bring to

condign punishment the author of a

false, scandalous, and malicious libel

upon the female part of the inhabit-

ants of la Perche, who are repre-

sented as devoid of the true spirit of

Frenchwomen, submitting with the

utmost pusillanimity to the most un-

heard-of oppressions." She then

read the petition to the peeresses,

and a copy of the libel; but as the

subject of the latter is given in the

extract translated by Constantia,

from the work of Monsieur Dureau

de la Malle, which appeared in the

Repository for May last, we do not

think it necessary to repeat it.

Madame la Parvenue opposed the

motion, on the ground of its being an

affair in which neither Chamber had
any business to meddle : it respected

only farmers'wives and servant-maids,

and was consequently decidedly be-

neath the dignity of French female

legislators to notice.

Madame de Vieux*Chateau could

not express her surprise at such a

declaration proceeding from the

quarter it did. What, was this the

boasted liberality of the cotegauche,

of those who were so ready to blus-

ter about the rights of women—that

is to say, the rights of women who

have become rich nobody knew how ?

Were not farmers' wives and servant-

maids French citizens? and as such,

was it not the duty of both Chambers

to defend the national honour wound-

ed in their persons? She, for her own
part, seconded the motion with all

her heart; and she called upon every

N y \l
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member of that Chamber, no matter

of what party, who wished well to

France, to do the same. She de-

scended the tribune amidst loud ap-

plause.

After some further discussion, the

motion was put to a show of hands,

and carried by a very great majority:

the whole of the centre supported

the right side, and even several mem-
bers of the cute gauche, forgetting

on this occasion all party feelings,

voted with them. A deputation, con-

sisting of ten members, at the head
of whom was Madame la Presidente,

proceeded directly to the Chamber
of Peeresses : they were most graci-

ously received, and the petition pro-

mised to be taken into immediate con-
sideration.

CHAMBER OF PEERESSES.
March 16.

The petition presented yesterday

by the deputation from the Com-
mons was read with the customary

forms.

La Ducjiesse de Haute- Voix. " I

rise to express my high sense of the

injury and insult which has just been
offered to the females of France, an
insult rendered doubly galling by
the quarter from whence it comes.

What! is it really possible, that a

Frenchman, whose sword ought to

start from its scabbard to repel any

charge derogatory to his country-

women, should himself be the first

to bring forward such humiliating

accusations ? should presume to as-

sert, that in France, the only coun-

try where, in fact, woman was al-

ways lady of the ascendant, some of

the sex were kept in a state of abso-

lute vassalage? Such an outrage is

not tamely to be endured : our fame
as legislators would be tarnished for

ever if we passed it in silence. I

move, therefore, that means be im-

mediately taken to punish this dar-

ing libeller with all the severity of

the law."

La Duchesse de la Scrupideuse

wished, before any decided steps

were taken, that inquiry should be

made into the actual manner in which

the sex were treated in that district.

As this was deemed reasonable by

the majority of the Chamber, orders

were issued to summon such of the

members as had estates in la Perche,

to give their evidence in this case,

on the following day; which was

done accordingly.

The Chamber sat on the 17th,

and the depositions of these ladies

were taken, the substance of which

is as follows:

That the report of M. Dureau de

la Malle, touching the manner in

whichwomen are treated in la Perche,

is totally false. It is well known,

that not only in la Perche, but in

every other part of France, women
rarely sit down to table with the

men at the beginning of the meal

;

but this did not arise from any sense

of inferiority, but from their be-

ing occupied in preparing one part

of the dinner, while their husbands

and labourers eat the other; as soon

as that is phtced upon the table, they

seat themselves. As to the word crea-

ture, the man who should presume

to use it in speaking to or of one of

the females of his family, would have

bitter reason to repent of his temeri-

ty, as the women know very well how
to take their own part: but to the

knowledge of the deponents, no such

word ever was used ; nor were the

women held in any respect below the

men ; on the contrary, there, as well

as in every other part of France,
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they exercised the most sovereign

sway over their husbands and their

houses.

La Duchesse de la Scrnpttleuse

believed, nevertheless, it would be

proper for the Chamber to be inform-

ed, whether those customs ever had

prevailed in la Perche, as she thought

that in the ages of feudal darkness

they might possibly have subsisted.

La Baronne O'Gralaghan was

surprised to hear, that the noble du-

chesse could wish to carry on the

business in such a roundabout man-

ner: why, at that rate, they might be

trying the man for a month, and not

come to the point at last. Now, in

her mind, the shortest wav of doing

business was always the best: she

moved, therefore, that they should

first find M. Dureau de la Malle

guilty, and punish him accordingly

;

and then, for the ease of their con-

sciences, they could look into parti-

culars afterwards*. (A laugh from

different parts of the Chamber.)

La Comtesse Tres- Violente could

hardly credit, that the noble duchesse

seriously wished to extenuate the

foul offence which M. Dureau de la

Malle had been guilty of. " Even

supposing," continued the comtesse,

" that there may be a little truth in

the illustrious lady's supposition,

which, however, I don't 'know that

there is, as ancient records make no

part of my studies ; still, I must ask,

by what right did this gentleman

rake up these old abuses, or rather

falsify the fact, by representing them

as existing at present?" She thought,

with her noble friend la Duchesse

de Haute- Voix, that it was a crime

* It may be proper to mention, that

Madame la Baronne is of Irish extrac-

tion.

—

Reporter of the Debates.

deserving condign punishment, and
she prayed the Chamber to take

speedy measures for bringing the of-

fender to justice.

La Comtesse Trts - Doucement
thought, before any measures were

taken, the offender should be heard

at the bar of the Chamber, as, though

it was not possible for him to say any

thing in his own vindication, yet he

might, by a proper degree of sor-

row and contrition, make some repa-

ration for his fault.

La Comtesse Colere. " Repara-

tion indeed ! what reparation can he

make that this Chamber will deem
sufficient ? Ladies, ladies, this is not

a time to compromise our dignity by

tamely submitting to an insult, which

is, in effect, only the commencement

of an attack upon all our rights and

privileges. Yes, ladies, I see fur-

ther into this affair than other noble

members appear to do ; I see that

this book is intended to sow the seeds

of the most pernicious doctrine; to

pave the way, in fact, for the down-

fall of female supremacy, by giving

to the male sex a clue to the manner

in which they may effectually subju-

gate the lower class ; and need I say,

that if the work of revolution once

begins, heaven knows where it will

stop ? But putting this selfish consi-

deration out of the question, a nobler

motive bids us make common cause

with them. Frenchwomen must stand

or fall together. The rights of the

sex ought to be as much respected

in the cottage as in the castle ; and if

once they are abolished in one, let

us not flatter ourselves we shall be

able to preserve them in the other.

We have yet time, and barely time,

to destroy this revolutionary spirit,

by making a public example of the
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first who has dared to shew it; and

I move, that the utmost severity of

the law be exercised against him."

La Baronne Vlmparliale. " I am
as warm a supporter of the rights

and privileges of the sex as any mem-
ber present, but I am sorry to see

ladies needlessly alarm themselves,

and make much ado about nothing.

I have not the least personal know-

ledge of M. Dureau de la Malle, and

never saw nor heard of his book be-

fore yesterday; but, from the very

slight perusal I then took of it, I am
quite sure, that he is in effect entire-

ly innocent of the wicked intentions

imputed to him. The fact, in my
opinion, is, that, like all authors, he

was very desirous of being read ; and

being perfectly aware that Membre
de TAcademie des Inscriptions add-

ed to an author's name, however

imposing it may seem to foreigners,

is not enough to make a dull book

go down in Paris, he very naturally

had recourse to a tolerably feasible

expedient, that of saying something

that had not been said before ; and in

this he has succeeded, as every body
must admit. His pretty discovery,

that women are oppressed in France,

has novelty at least to recommend
it; but even this bright thought has

not had the effect of making his

work generally known or admired,

and I think it will be giving it an un-

due degree of importance to take any

notice of it."

La Duchesse Sans-Clemence. *' I

agree with the noble lady who spoke
last, that the work itself is very lit-

tle known in France or elsewhere;

but unfortunately, the extract con-

taining the libel will be in every bo-

dy's hands, from the circumstance of
its being translated in an English

magazine, which is in general circu-

lation all over the Continent. I think

that that circumstance gives it a high

degree of importance, and I move
for the immediate prosecution of the

offender."

The sense of the Chamber being

unanimous on this point, a member
rose to move, that the statutes of

the constitution be examined, in order

to ascertain what punishment the

law inflicted on offenders of M. Du-
reau de la Malle's description ; when,

to the great discomfiture of the no-

ble assembly, it was discovered, that

no provision had been made for cases

of libel. The effect of this discovery

was so astounding, that silence actu-

ally prevailed in the Chamber for the

space of nearly three minutes.

La Baronne de Bonne- Volontt

professed herself at once glad and

sorry (a laugh from several members).

Ladies might laugh at the manner in

which she expressed her feelings,

but she was sure they would partici-

pate in them. She was glad that no

provision had been made for punish-

ing libels, because it implied a belief

that such cases would never occur;

and she was sorry to be obliged to

seek for a precedent in the male part

of their own legislature, or in that

of their English neighbours, where,

it must be owned, the frequency of

libels of all kinds had rendered the

gentlemen of the law very learned in

that particular.

Comtesse le Sage agreed with the

noble lady who spoke last; and

thought it would be wise to seek a

precedent in the English law.

This motion being carried, Vicom-

tesse de Ruse rose and said, that in

that case the delinquent must es-

cape with little, if any, punishment.

(Cries of " How so?" from different

parts of the Chamber.) Because it
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is a maxim in the English law, that

the greater the truth the greater the

libel: now, as it is the unanimous

opinion of the illustrious Chamber,

that there is not a word of truth in

the assertions of M. Dureau de la

Malle, it follows, that the libel can-

not really be of a gross description.

This speech created considerable

confusion; but on Madame la 1 i-

comtesse clearly proving, that such

was the opinion of a noble and learn-

ed English law lord, the Chamber
abandoned the idea of searching a

precedent in the English statutes.

La Marquise Sans-Peur rose and

said, she could not conceive that there

was the least necessity to search for

any precedent ; the wisdom of their

ladyships was fully equal to the most

arduous calls that could be made up-

on it; and she saw no reason why
they might not take upon themselves

to decree such punishment as the of-

fence merited. She moved, there-

fore, that the Chamber do immedi-

ately form itself into a committee of

the whole Chamber, to take into

consideration the nature of the pu-

nishment proper to be inflicted on M.
Dureau de la Malle.

After some discussion, this motion

was carried, and the Chamber ad-

journed till the following day ; when

it met at the usual hour, and conti-

nued sitting till late at night, when

an order was issued for the immedi-

ate arrest of M. Dureau de la Malle,

who is to be imprisoned during the

next seven vears in his chateau in

la Perche, and there debarred from

all female society, even that of a

bonne or goiwernante : he is to em-

ploy himself, first, in writing a most

humble apology for the crime which

he has committed against his coun-

trywomen ; and afterwards, in com-

posing memoirs of those illustrious

females, whose influence in literature

and politics has always upheld the

female supremacy of France.

Such is the decree of the Cham-
ber; and it is further added, chat

should M. Dureau de la Malle, by

flight or otherwise, endeavour to es-

cape it, a writ ofproscriptionwillthen

be immediately issued against him, by

which he will be deprived, during the

remainder of his life, of all title to the

kind looks, sweet smiles, and good

offices of his fair countrywomen.

This important business being fi-

nally settled, la Comtesse le Sage rose

and said, that sensible of the extra-

ordinary fatigue which the illustrious

members had undergone, she would

detain them only to propose a vote

of thanks to the Chamber of Depu-

ties, for the zeal which they evinced

for the honour of their country in

calling the attention of the peeresses

to the libel in question.

This motion was carried without a

dissenting voice; and the Chamber

then broke vip at an hour which

marked the sacrifices they were wil-

ling to make for the public good, for

it was too late for admittance to even

the most fashionable soiree.

ON THE CONDITION OF THE FAIR SEX IN DIFFERENT
QUARTERS OF THE GLOBE.

No. III.

In every known region of the I rable, in degrees commensurate with

globe, the condition of woman is ele- '! a development of the higher facul-

vated and happy, or abject and mise- ties in then" lords. We have seen
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the extremes of female subjugation
|

among the semi-barbarians or bar-

baric nations of Asia and Africa; and

in the New World corresponding ef-

fects were produced by a parity of

circumstances. The chiefs of Mex-

ico and Peru, being comparatively

enlightened and humanized by the

arts, which multiply the comforts and

sweeten the intercourses of society,

had established customs eminently

favourable to the weaker sex ; but in

Northern America the savages treat

their wives with less consideration

than a well-disposed Briton exer-

cises towards domestic animals.

An eye-witness of the repulsive

contempt, the toil, hardship, and vi-

olence suffered by the women ofthose

wandering tribes, has given a melan-

choly picture of their helpless de-

gradation. For this communication

the writer was indebted to a gentle-

man who, as a lawyer, had access to

the papers of an ancient family. Hav-

ing acquired a competent acquaint-

ance with the penmanship of the 16th

and 17th centuries, he was employed

to examine a confused heap of let-

ters, in hopes that they might afford

some evidence respecting a claim to

very valuable property ; and his cli-

ent was not disappointed. The law-

yer found, in the course of his weary

research, much information on topics

of more general interest ; and often

regretted he had not begged per-

mission to copy the correspondence

of several persons who were actors

in the great political struggles that

convulsed our government in the

reigns of Charles I. and James II.

A series of letters from a gentleman,

whose ancestor fled from religious

persecution in 1686, contained many
striking descriptions of the difficul-

ties incident to sudden emigration,

i
and the strange scenes presented to

settlers on the verge of Indian terri-

tory. The Anglo-American had be-

come an expert hunter, and, in the

!
eager pursuit of game, made frequent

' encroachments on the boundaries of

his copper-coloured neighbours.

—

I They remonstrated that the white

! man, surrounded with plenty, came

to deprive them of their scanty means

of subsistence. His father admo-

nished him to be more scrupulous

;

but young, impetuous, and bold, he

disregarded the hazard. The In-

dians, exasperated, laid an ambush,

and seized him in the act of trespas-

sing on their grounds. He was

doomed to torture, when an aged

chief, hearing his name, recognised

in him the grandson of a white man
who had shewn him many kindnesses.

The influence of the patriarch miti-

gated the punishment into detention

for two moons, and sent a Squaw to

inform the father that his son was

safe, and would be restored to him

when the term of his confinement

expired. The promise was faithfully

fulfilled.

The old chief introduced the pri-

soner to his spouse, informing him,

she was " of the race that came from

beyond seas." In fact, she was born

of English parents, and fell into the

hands of the Indians when the inha-

bitants of Quebec sought, in every

direction, a refuge from the terrible

earthquake of 1663. In a mixture

of English and of savage phraseo-

logy, his countrywoman pourtrayed

to the youth this appalling concus-

sion of nature, and her own subse-

quent condition.

" I was then," said she, " in the

spring of my years, and light ofheart,

though I had no near relation, ex-

cept an uncle, who made me work
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hard, and never was kind to me. I

was busy at the wash-tub, when a

rushing noise filled me with terror

that some ofthe wooden houses were

on fire. In one moment I was in

the street, .and unknowing where I

went, darted amidst a crowd of In-

dians, who called aloud that the fo-

rests were drunk with the wrath of

the Great Spirit; and that they had

come to make their habitation with

the white men, that dwell secure in

houses of stone. No mercy, no mer-

cy settled the woods, the hills, or

valleys, or calmed the leaping hearts

of men. Sometimes the solid earth

heaved in swells, like the waves of a

wide lake in a storm, or shook as a

tall ship dragging her anchor ; and I

was sick to death, as if tossed on

the face of ocean. He that has been

my spouse and companion for moons

I have long ceased to reckon, took

me in his arms ; and I yet seem to

hear, as we passed through the

streets, the bells ringing, from the

motion all around, and the doors

flapping; furniture falling with a hor-

rid crash, and the buildings rocking,

as though they were to overwhelm

us. The chief carried me into the

country to shun this danger. There

we saw ice, thicker than the height

of the tallest man, shivered into little

fragments; and fathomless chasms

yawning before us, and poisoning

the air with sulphureous steams. At
short distances we met with heaps

of mud and sand, or were obliged to

take a long circuit to avoid the pali-

sades of parks and gardens, that,

dancing up and down, threatened to

obstruct the path. Multitudes of

men, women, and children jostled

us on all sides ; animals running, in-

tercepted us; and fowls on wing filled

Vol. I. No. V.

our ears with hideous screams. Moun-
tains torn from their base, and trees

uprooted, stood, in frightful confu-

sion, pile on pile, so that no one knew

the roads most familiar to their sight.

Before the deep darkness closed

over us, the earth was at rest, and

the quaking forests were lulled to

quiet; but still the chief plunged

further and further into trackless

woods. As he journeyed, I slept in

his arms ; and before I awoke, he

had gone far, far beyond any object

that could help me to return. He
asked me to be his wife : ah ! well

he knew I durst not refuse ; for no

white people could hear my cries.

He was more indulgent than the men
of his tribe were to their wives

;
yet

fatigue and hard usage have, in se-

cret, wrung from me many bitter

tears. All the labours required by

my uncle might be called a pastime,

in respect to the duties I had now to

perform. To support the dignity of

my husband, I must attend him to

the chase, and carry home his game.

If the hunters were successful, they

made a feast of plenty. Their wives

prepared the food, waited on the

men, and though ever so hungry,

not a morsel fell to their share, ex-

cept the refuse left by their spouses

and fathers. We poured out the li-

quor for them with trembling hearts,

each fearfully foreboding the rage

that should ensue. The men quar-

relled while intoxicated ; the women

interfered, and seldom escaped a se-

vere beating for their anxiety to pre-

vent bloodshed. My spouse did not

employ me in tilling the ground ; but

all the rest of the women turned the

soil, sowed the seed, and reaped the

harvest, and fainting with toil, saw

their men basking in the sun at full

O o
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ease. You must have observed that

we are slaves. No respite from work
do we ever know. Without and
within doors, we have all to execute:

we never are spoken to, but to be

rebuked and abused. Now that I

am old, I am a despised thing. The
chief has pity for me, and gives a

bone to pick, if I am very much in

want ; but I am useless and feeble,

and the strong and helpful have sup-

planted me in ruling the wigwam.
They have mcuthfuls when my sto-

mach craves, and my hand has no

relief to offer. Where all have little

to eat, the weak are half-famished."

Several of the Gaelic relics have

preserved sketches of the distress

which, in ancient times, occasionally

fell to the lot of the fair sex, in a

country remarkable for kindness of

heart, and for respectful behaviour

to every female, relative or stranger.

Even more wretched is the thraldom

of woman in some parts of Europe

at this day. May it please the Su-

preme Father of mercies to hasten

i the progress of civilization, and to

j
dissipate the gloom of superstition

:

j

so shall " mind-illumined" man dif-

fuse happiness wherever his inflii-

i
ence extends

!

B. G.

THOUGHTS ON OLD AGE.
By Augustus von Kotzeeue.

Though Formey has written a

work expressly On the Advantages

of Old Age, I still maintain that it is

better to be young. What sort of

an advantage is that which deprives

us of the enjoyment of all other ad-

vantages?

Age is a gift of nature, but con-

ferred on hard conditions—a sift for

which very few feel at all grateful.

Let a man be as young as he will,

he quickly reaches the abode of age,

if he travels thither along the road

of pleasure. Whoever has observ-

ed the way of life of the young, can-

notbutbe astonished that men should

live to be so old. But what kind of

old age is it? They reach the port

with leaky ships, worn-out rigging,

and tattered sails. The pilot, the

a faint odour. These few must more-

over have been planted early, and

tended with care.

Age is the period of helplessness,

of wants, and of sterility. Happy
he, who, mindful of the future, has

derived from temperance a healthy

stomach, from exercise strength, from

experience wisdom, and, finally, en-

riched by reading the storehouse of

memory. Such are the best sup-

ports of the crazy edifice ; with such

auxiliaries, age may contend with its

infirmities, and drive away its most

tremendous enemy, ennui, which is

the offspring of cultivation.

An old man, with such resources,

is venerable as the ruins of an aged

temple. Here lies a broken column,

there stands a mutilated statue ; but
soul, sits sick and enfeebled at the

\
broken and mutilated as they are,

broken helm.

Why do people pluck all the flow-

ers in spring ? Winter is sparing of

flowers, and the few which the ex-

hausted soil then produces have but
[

still they delight the eye of the con-

noisseur. Such was Fontenelle. His

spring bore ripe fruits, his age still

produced blossoms.

Sometimes it even appears as if
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the fruit of the mind cannot attain ! Fortune destines for a great man,

maturity till the blossom of the body says Philip de Commines, she al-

ius to fall off. It is almost as ' iys leads young to the temple of

though the eyes of the body were ! Renown. The infirmities of age, and

blinded by the light of the mind; as the loss of the relish for praise and

though Nature designed to bestow a

compensation on age.

The first acts of the drama, man,

are usually destitute of interest; in

the third and fourth Passion ties the

knots : and happy is it for us if Vir-

tue looses them in the fifth. Age is

a part that it is not so easy to play

as may be supposed : most consider

it as a comic part. Age, observes

Montaigne, imparts more wrinkles to

the soul than to the face—the soul

becomes mouldy. Nay, he even goes

so far as to conjecture, that Socrates

purposely caused himself to be sen-

tenced to death, because he perceiv-

ed, at the age of seventy, the decline

of his mental powers. Montaigne

bore no good-will to age. He re-

lates, that when he was young, he re-

ceived many a rap on the knuckles

on that account : but raps on the

knuckles prove nothing.

Lucretius drew thousands of years

since a picture of age, which Eras-

mus copied some centuries ago. " No-
thing but the wrinkles which the

aged man bears in his face, and the

years that he carries on his back,

distinguish him from the infant. In

other respects, both are alike: the

hair of both is light ; both are with-

out teeth, both are feeble, both are

fond of milk, both stammer, are talk-

ative, awkward, forgetful, thought-

less. The old man quits the world

a complete child, without being

weary of life, and without feeling

death."

Age is certainly not the epoch of ||
tions: the olde

great achievements. Whomsoever ;.
Encyclopaedia.

fame, are not favourable to the ac-

quisition of either. Drusus, Han-

nibal, Scipio, and a hundred others,

gathered their laurels before their

thirtieth year, and Augustus was but

nineteen when he became the ruler

of half the world. " You cannot,

at least," said the younger Cato to

those who wished to dissuade him

from suicide, " find fault with me for

quitting life too early ;" and he was

then scarcely forty-eight.

How comes it then that the sa-

vage in general pays much greater

respect to age than the civilized Eu-

ropean ? I should conceive it to be

owing to this, that the savage has

greater need of the experience of

the aged than we. A comet appears.

The Indian has no Fontenelle to de-

monstrate to him, in pleasing dia-

logues, the plurality of worlds. But

yonder cowers a toothless old man
before his hut, with a short pipe be-

tween his lips : men and youths as-

semble round him, and he relates to

the listening throng, that five times ten

years ago such another moving star

appeared in the west; that, soon after-

wards, their nation took up the to-

mahawk against their restless neigh-

bours^ and it was not till after many

a sanguinary conflict, that they smok-

ed the calumet.

The savages have no Brincken-

hoff to teach them tactics, no Tem-

pelhoff to record the history of past

wars, no astronomer-royal to leave

behind him meteorological observa-

t of his tribe is its

For all that we find

O
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in books, the savage must have re-

course to those who have perused

before him the great book of nature

and experience.

For this reason alone the Indians

obey the commands of their leader

only when those commands coincide

with the counsels of their aged men.

For this reason alone the young sa-

vage disregards the advice of his fa-

ther, and follows that of his grand-

father. For this reason alone, the

Arabs are silent while their Sheik is

speaking, rise when he appears, and
allow him the privilege of wearing

garments of showy colours. For
this reason alone the Chinese, from

the emperor, who styles himself the

Son of Heaven, to the page, who
carries his fan after him, bow re-

spectfully to the aged: for there,

where every expression in writing

requires a peculiar figure; where
that Mandarin is deemed a learned

man who can write his mother
tongue; there very few can enjoy

the privilege of seeking the source

of experience in books. The Chi-

nese, like the savage, must have re-

course to the aged. Upon this prin-

ciple I account for the etiquette,

which, in China, allots the place of

honour to foreigners, and among
foreigners to those who come from
the greatest distance, and among
these to the eldest. The foreigner

—

so it is imagined—possesses more ex-

perience than the native; and the

aged more than the young.

For this reason alone did Minos

inculcate in the Cretan youth respect

for old age: for this reason alone

did the laws of Lycurgus give to

every old man the right of a father,

over youths and children. The writ-

ings of the philosophers and mo-

ralists were only copied, and hence

but few could derive benefit from

them. In modern times the art of

printing has done away with the re-

spect paid to age : every printed

book is an ancient man, whom we
can consult without being obliged to

endure his caprices.

Thus then, ye aged, the days are

gone by when ye received the tri-

bute of respect merely because ye

could look back upon three quarters

of a century. It is not your silvery

hair, a shaking head, or a back bent

by the mighty arm of Time, that

confers on you a right to the reve-

rence of your younger brethren.

Complain not that they hold you up

to ridicule, when your heads are like

bottles that once contained generous

liquor, the spirit of which has long

since evaporated. He who would

bask in the evening of his days in

the sunshine of love, or repose in

the refreshing shade of respect, must

sow in youth, and reap in maturer

years, and in old age he will be sure

to enjoy the fruit of his labours.

THE THREE WISHES:
A POLISH POPULAR TRADITION.

(Continued from p. 210.)

Gerson, a venerable Israelite, was
respected both by Jews and Chris-

tians ; for he daily studied the Tal-

mud, and most conscientiously ful-

filled the precepts of the Rabbis.

The poor who solicited his charity

he never sent away unrelieved, and

he distributed a tenth of his income
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among the needy, without inquiring

what rehgion they professed. He
had long been a widower ; his chil-

dren too already reposed in the grave

;

a grand-daughter,named Seba, alone

survived. Seba superintended his

domestic concerns, and was the prop

and delight of his age. The most

distinguished of her people, induced

by her personal charms, and no doubt

also by the large fortune to which

she was heir, had solicited Seba's

hand ; but she had rejected every

proposal of this kind, and declared,

that while her grandfather lived, she

would never leave him.

In all his dealings Gerson was con-

tent with a moderate profit, and was

therefore not to be drawn, like many
rapacious usurers, into precarious

speculations, by the flattering pro-

spect of great gains. The agents of

the Starost had therefore repeatedly

applied to him in vain, when their

employer himself was unexpectedly

ushered into his presence. Gerson,

who was at the moment engaged in

collating the Targum Onkelos with

the Targum Geruschaleme, hastily

rose from the table to receive his vi-

sitor, who briefly solicited a loan of

three thousand ducats. Gerson, with-

out the least hesitation, agreed to

advance that sum, and was satisfied

with a written acknowledgment ofthe

debt from the Starost. The eyes of

the latter were meanwhile riveted

on the beautiful Seba. She modest-

ly answered the questions of the Sta-

rost, and, on observing his ardent

looks, cast down her eyes and retired;

but the image of the lovely blooming

damsel was not so easily erased from

the soul of the debauchee.

Gurreck, now the favourite of the

Starost, soon became acquainted with

his sentiments, and advised him to

try the effect of Asmodi's gift; but

as this could not well be done while

she remained in her grandfather's

house, he proposed that she should

be carried off. Gurreck, however,

begged to be excused from any share

in the execution of this plan, on ac-

count of his striking physiognomy,

and his being so well known in the

little town; the Starost was therefore

obliged to employ other agents. The
task was not difficult, for Seba fre-

quently went to the burial-ground, to

pray, agreeably to the precepts of

her religion, at the tomb of her

parents, and sometimes proceeded

thence with her companions for a

walk to the neighbouring wood. Here
the Starost's people lay in ambush,

and rushed with drawn sabres on the

unsuspecting damsels, who shrieked

and ran away. Seba alone was seiz-

ed, and the others were suffered to

escape. One of the villains took her

up before him on his horse, and gal-

lopped away with her, as it had been

concerted, to a distant mansion of

the Starost's, where every thing was

already prepared for her reception.

The poor girl wept and moaned,

called incessantly upon her grand-

father, and would neither eat nor

drink. At length the Starost ap-

peared: the innocent creature regard-

ed him as her deliverer, and implored

him to take her back to her grand-

father. He promised to do so, and

her gratitude was boundless. Some

caresses, upon which he ventured,

blasted her hopes, and gave her a

glimpse of the purpose for which

she had been brought thither. For

two days she had not tasted food.

She turned pale, trembled, and was

near swooning. " Take some wine,"

said the Starost, " for thy refresh-

ment." He hastened to the wine,
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and opened Asmodi's phial ; but, in

his hurry, forgot to count the quick-

falling drops. The unfortunate Se-

ba drank the wine, and the effects of

the infernal potion soon manifested

themselves. With glowing lips she

returned the kisses of the Starost,

she clasped him in her arms, and he

imagined himself at the term of his

wishes, when, with a hideous shriek,

she sprung from his knee. She
talked incoherently; her eye rolled

wildly ; and, in a few moments, she

was in a state of raging madness.

In vain did the Starost summon all

the aid that was to be obtained in so

retired a situation ; and Gurreek,

whom he sent to the forest, brought

back word from Zulebebbe, that all

his efforts were useless. In three

days Seba expired. The same man
who had carried her off received

orders to bury her. With a view

to save trouble, the brutal ruffian

stripped the corpse, and threw it into

the neighbouring river.

The intelligence of the abduction

of his grand-daughter had meanwhile

plunged old Gerson into the deepest

affliction ; and to no purpose did he

employ all possible means to obtain

tidings of her. At length, on the

sixth day, some fishermen came,

bringing a body, which they had
found in the river, and which, from

the description, they supposed to be

that ofGerson's lost grand-daughter.

The unfortunate old man soon con-

vinced himself, on inspection of the

corpse, that they were right. His

grief was inexpressible: he, never-

theless, placed his trust in heaven,

caused the body to be interred, and

on the tombstone these words of

Job to be inscribed: " The Lord
hath given, the Lord hath taken

away; blessed be the name of the

Lord!"

For two days the Starost was ex-

tremely gloomy; but on his depar-

ture for the diet, Seba and her fate

were soon forgotten. The journey

was prosperous, excepting that, one

day towards evening, a wheel of his

carriage broke. A mansion appear-

ed at a distance, and thither Gurreek

posted away to solicit a night's lodg-

ing for his master. The owner of

the mansion and his family received

their distinguished guest with the ut-

most hospitality; and notwithstand-

ing the simple attire and the reserv-

ed deportment of Veronica, the

daughter of his host, her beauty

soon attracted the notice of the vo-

luptuary. Her mother informed him

that she had, by a vow, devoted her

daughter to a monastic life, and that

she was to remove in a few weeks to

a Carmelite nunnery. The Starost

regretted that so much loveliness

should be lost to the world ; he flat-

tered the vanity of the inexperienced

girl, and was so condescending, so

agreeable, that, after he had been

conducted to his chamber, the whole

family concurred in the warmest com-

mendations of their guest. The Sta-

rost, for his part, could not sleep;

Veronica haunted his imagination.

He took up Asmodi's phial, but Se-

ba's spirit seemed to hold his hand

:

this, however, had soon no other ef-

fect than to render him more cau-

tious; and he carefully dropped nine

drops into a small glass, with a de-

termination to employ them on the

first occasion.

Next morning, as it was found that

the repair of the wheel would re-

quire time, Drebinski solicited his

guest to stay with him for that day.
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Some of die neighbouring gentry,

who were invited to make up a par-

ty, soon arrived, and among them,

Drebinski's brother, with his son

Ignatius and his daughter Franeisca.

This lady, who had been educated

at Warsaw, was not a beauty; but

the fire of her rolling black eye, and

a solicitude to captivate by the dis-

play of her vivacity and accomplish-

meuts, proved that the manners of T

the capital had not always made the >

most favourable impression upon her.
||

Her father had shortly before been

obliged to fetch -her from Warsaw,
on account of an unpleasant love-af-

fair. She jjejoiced in the opportu-

nity of going again into company,

and exerted all her powers to capti-

vate the Starost, who paid her par-

ticular attention, in order the more

completely to disguise his views in

regard to Veronica. He remarked,

that instead of Hungarian wine, with

which the rest of the family indulged

themselves, she drank nothing but

water, which no one else touched.

At night, when the whole party were

loud and merry, perceiving a glass

of water standing in the window, he

emptied into it, unobserved, the nine

drops of Asmodi's liquid ; but, to his

no small mortification, when the com-

pany broke up, the glass still stood

there untouched.

The Starost retired vexed to his

chamber, under the impression that

he had missed his aim. He had not

been long in bed before he felt him-

self wakened by the most ardent

kisses. He congratulated himself on

the success of his plan, and it was

not till morning he discovered that
j

he held Franeisca in his arms. Be-

ing accustomed to take a glass of I

water before she retired to bed, she

had drunk off that which she found

in the window. Scarcely could he
prevail upon her to leave him, and

she declared, in spite of all hi

forts to dissuade her, that she would

follow him to Warsaw. Convinced

by experience of the efficacy of his

infernal preparation, the Starost re-

solved, on his return, to execute his

design upon Veronica, which had

been thus accidentally baffled for the

present.

At Warsaw, where he consulted

his book previously to every sitting

of the deputies, he did nothing him-

self, but thwarted many a fair pro-

ject by his eloquence and bold asser-

tions, by which he acquired c

quence: at least every one feared his

opposition, and therefore courted his

friendship. He had, nevertheless,

made in reality many enemies ; and
hence, when he one day took up his

book, he angrily said to himself,

" Talk alone will never confer ho-

nours and distinctions!" and, to his

astonishment, he found in it these

words: " Solicit the hand of the

Countess Radinska, who is beauti-

ful, rich, and of a powerful family."

Scarcely had he yet ventured to

raise his eyes to this young widow,

who was surrounded by admirers,

though her equivocal reputation

would have authorized some bold-

ness. He now sought her company,

and at a ball, to which he attended

her, made use of Asmodi's present,

obtained a decided preference to all

the other suitors of the countess, to

whom he was formally betrothed,

and who, at his request, hastened the

nuptials, on account of the approach

of Lent. The festivities given on

the occasion opened with a masque-

rade. A harlequin kept constantly

close to the Starost, and at length

begged him to step into an adj
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ing cabinet. He complied. The

!

harlequin locked the door, and un- I

masked: it was Francisca! " Faith-

1

less man!" cried she, straining him

in her arms, " you have deserted

me, who, through you, am about to

become a mother !" The Starost was

in a terrible situation, for the ardent

passion of his wife manifested itself

in excessive jealousy. He offered

Francisca his purse, which she dash-

ed to the ground. " It is your love

that I want," exclaimed she, " not

your money !" She was at length pa-

cified by soothing words; but not

till she had extorted a promise of pri-

vate visits from the Starost, who has-

tened back thoughtfully to the fes-

tive hall.

Next morning one of the most

eminent advocates called to see him.

This artful limb of the law, as soon

as he heard of the intended mar-

riage of the Starost, bought up his

numerous bonds and engagements

at a low price, and now demanded

the immediate payment of a large

sum. The name of Gerson, which,

at the first glance, met the eye of the

Starost, awakened the painful recol-

lection of the unfortunate Seba. This

demand threw him into great embar-

rassment, and he solicited the delay

of a few days. He beheld with vex-

ation the large amount of his debts.

His pride forbade him to think of

applying to his wife to pay them;

and to raise new loans to discharge

them, seemed merely to be putting off

the evil day for a short time. He
angrily resorted to the ring, and on

knocking with it, Apiel appeared.

" Pay my debts," said the Starost.

—

" Pay them thyself," cried the spirit,

throwing a large packet on the table

:

" here are cards and dice; play with

them, and thou wilt win plenty of

money." The Starost complied, and

before the conclusion of the Carni-

val he was enabled to satisfy all his

creditors.

One day, he was keeping the bank,

when he observed among the game-

sters a young man whose face seem-

ed familiar to him. It was Ignatius,

Francisca's brother, who had been

sent to Warsaw in quest of her. He
played high, lost every thing, and

then asked, if he could have credit.

The Starost replied in the affirma-

tive. Ignatius played still higher,

and lost a considerable sum. " Call

upon me to-morrow," said the Sta-

rost, who fully intended to surprise

him with the remission of the debt.

The proud Ignatius, however, re-

garded this as a dunning admonition,

which completed his despair. Next
morning a letter from him was brought
to the Starost. " All the money,"

he thus wrote, " that my poor pa-

rents could command, they scraped

together for me. I have lost it all,

and, besides, owe you a sum which

I never shall be able to pay. To
live dishonoured, and to hear the

reproaches of my parents whom I

have ruined, is more than I can bear

:

therefore, before you read this letter

I shall have put an end to my misery.

You are, though unintentionally, the

cause of my death: if you would

ease your conscience, and affordsome

consolation to my unhappy parents,

fulfil the commission which brought

me to Warsaw—seek my sister Fran-

cisca, who, according to information

received by us, must be here, and

restore the infatuated girl, who has

fled from the paternal roof, to the

arms of her wretched parents. Then
may God forgive you, as I forgive

you my misfortune!"

The Starost was deeply shocked;
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he hastened away to prevent the fa-

tal catastrophe, but arrived too late.

He had never loved Francisca; the

sight of her roused his slumbering

conscience. The fascinated creature

insisted on seeing him every day, and

when he failed to visit her, she found

her way to him in various disguises.

Anxious to get rid of her, he offered

her a large sum, and advised her to

marry, as she would not find it dif-

ficult with this money to procure a

husband. Reproaches and tears were

her reply. Her figure began to be-

tray but too plainly her situation,

while rage and vexation destroyed

such charms as she had possessed;

and from her importunities and her

ungovernable temper, the Starost's

aversion daily became more and more

vehement.

He one day dropped a few words

on this subject to Gurreck. "How,"
said the latter, " can the fool care

about a life that is a burden to her-

self? It would be doing her a kind-

ness to rid her of it." The Starost

stared in astonishment; but Gurreck

explained his meaning so plausibly,

as to make a convert of the Starost;

and the only consideration then was,

how the atrocious scheme might be

best carried into execution.—" O!"

said Gurreck, " the woman withwhom
she lodges is fond of money; five

hundred ducats must be given to her

to purchase a dose suitable for the

purpose, and five hundred more as

soon as the passing-bell tolls for Fran-

cisca." The Starost stepped in si-

lence to his escrutoire, and handed

him a thousand ducats. " No," said

Gurreck, " such an errand as this

should not be intrusted to any agent,

who might perhaps betray you; but

when a man of consequence, like

Vol. I. No. V.

yourself, expresses his wishes, a co-

vetous woman is sure to understand

him." The Starost followed this ad-

vice, and next day Francisca was in

her coffin. The voice of conscience

was drowned by obstreperous plea-

sures, feasting, and debauchery.

The only virtue that yet dwelt in

his soul, was love for the twin-chil-

dren with which his wife had pre-

sented him in the first year of their

marriage. This lady, fond of dissi-

pation, paid no attention herself to

the infants ; but when little Vincen-

tius and his sister Maria began to

lisp the name of father, when they

fondled him with childish innocence,

his heart was filled with pleasingly

painful emotions ; and when old Pro-

tasius taught them to say their pray-

ers, he felt a strong impulse to pray

too. At such times the sense of his

manifold crimes racked his soul, and

to stifle the reproaches of conscience,

he plunged afresh into his usual de-

baucheries.

His wife, who loved him to dis-

traction, and who for that very rea-

son was disposed to jealousy, soon

convinced herself that she had but

too good reason to suspect his fide-

lity. The Starost was continually

surrounded by her spies; he was

daily tormented by her upbraidings

;

and when he seemed for a few mo-

ments to forget every thing, then

the thought of what the three spi-

rits would demand of him covered

his brow with a cold perspiration.

The approach of the midnight hour

therefore filled him with horror, and

after he had passed it in wakeful

agonies, his slumbers were disturbed

bv hideous dreams. Thus did he

pass a miserable life, and all the plea-

sures of sense in which he indulged,

P p
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imparted neither tranquillity nor real

enjoyment. His two children had

now completed their third year, and

he gave a brilliant festival to ce-

lebrate their birthday. He had just

finished a dance, and gone to a side-

table, but his hand trembled as he

extended it to take some refresh-

ment: for the appalling hour struck,

and he had nearly swooned, when a

stranger with ice-cold hand grasped

his. " I wish to speak with you in

private," said he, conducting him to

one of the most retired apartments.

" Are we safe from interruption

here ?" asked the stranger ;
" see, if

you please." The Starost went into

the adjoining rooms, examined them,

and locked the doors ; but what was

his horror and consternation, when,

on his return, he beheld the figure

of the stranger transformed into that

of Asmodi, whose cloven foot, how-

ever, as he was not now enveloped

in clouds, was distinctly visible !
" I

am come," said the spirit, with a ma-

lignant grin, " to demand my gift of

thee—thy twin-children."—The Sta-

rost mustered courage. " Have I

not excepted the lives of my fellow-

creatures ?" cried he.

" Do you suppose then that I in-

tend to kill them?" rejoined the spi-

rit: " no, they shall live. Bring

them to me within three days at mid-

night, to the cross-road ; or, shouldst

thou fail, thou art mine. Thy chil-

dren thou shalt deliver to the gip-

sies, who shall bring them up, and

make not a great and enterprizing

robber, but a petty thief, of thy son,

and of thy daughter a common
strumpet."

With a diabolical laugh, Asmodi
vanished; while the father, whose
state, notwithstanding all his crimes

and vices, was truly pitiable, and

who was now required by the infernal

spirit to consign his children to in-

famy and ruin, sunk senseless on the

floor.

The absence of the Starost was

perceived in the festive hall. It was

known that a stranger had called

him out; the jealousy of his wife

was excited. She sent servants in

search of him: the door was found

locked ; they rapped to no purpose

:

the impatient mistress ordered them

to break it open ; and there lay her

husband insensible at her feet. He
was revived, and conveyed to bed:

the music ceased, and the party

broke up. The Starost would not

have any other attendant to sit up

with him than Gurreck, and to him,

when all had retired, he poured forth

his heart. " O the poor dear young

gentleman and the sweet little lady
!"

exclaimed Gurreck, " do not give

them to the gipsies ; when I think

how ill I was used by them when a

boy, I cannot help shuddering."

—

This served but to aggravate the dis-

tress of the Starost. He frequently

determined not to give up the chil-

dren, and to disclose the whole affair

to Father Protasius : but he was de-

terred by the consideration that this

could not save him, and by the appre-

hension of what should then befal

him. In this state of indecision, the

third night approached.
" Gurreck," said the Starost,

" canst not thou steal away with the

children, and carry them to the ap-

pointed place ?"

" I could not find in my heart to

do it," replied Gurreck; " and, be-

sides, did not the spirit insist that you

should deliver them yourself? I will

have the horses ready."

The agony of the Starost increased

with every moment ; for Gurreck,
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the gipsy, refused to participate in

a crime, which he, the father of the

children, was ready to perpetrate.

The clock already struck eleven.

Concealing his face with a mask, he

crept softly to the chamber where

the infants with their nurse were fast

asleep. He lifted the little creatures

out of their bed : Maria uttered a

cry. " I'll murder thee," said he, in

a feigned voice, " if thou makest the

least noise." He hurried with the

trembling children out of the castle,

and Gurreck, muffled up, was wait-

ing for him with the horses. The
innocents wept piteously, but were

again quiet when the unnatural pa-

rent repeated his menaces. He
mounted his horse, holding them be-

fore him wrapped in his mantle, and

away he posted to the cross-road,

where a fire was already blazing.

Zulebebbe was seated by it, and As-

modi stood by her side. The Sta-

rost silently uncovered the shudder-

ing infants, and placed them on the

ground.

" Thou hast kept thy word," cried

Asmodi with a grin :
" but a priest

has hung holy symbols about the

necks of the children; take them
off."

" I have merely promised to de-

liver them to you. Here, take them."
" And thou must remove every

impediment," replied Asmodi, " as

far as lies in thy power, or
"

The Starost then untied the rib-

bon with an agnus clei, which Pro-

tasius, in pious confidence, had hung
about the neck of each of the in-

fants. But when the poor" little

things saw the ghastly beldam ap-

proaching, they folded their inno-

cent hands, and ejaculated the pray-

er, by which Father Protasius had
taught them, on going to bed, to

commend themselves to the protec-

tion of their tutelary saint. A tre-

mendous peal of thunder suddenly

burst overhead, two white doves de-

scended, and alighted one on each

of the children. Again the thunder

rolled awfully, and a stern voice from

the clouds pronounced these words:
" Avaunt, ye accursed, for angels of

God protect innocence!"

Zulebebbe and Asmodi fled with

hideous yells; for the third time the

thunder crashed, and the Starost,

overwhelmedwith consternation, sunk

to the ground. On recovering his

senses, he found himself alone with

the two children at the cross-road

:

he would gladly have returned with

them, but he feared Asmodi's threats.

He tarried therefore on the spot;

but when the cock began to crow, he
loudly exclaimed, " I have fulfilled

my promise!" Enveloping the infants

again in his mantle, he carried them
home to the castle, set them down
at the door of their chamber, bade

them go in, and hastened away. The
children waked their nurse, and re-

lated the whole affair; but she re-

garded it as a frightful dream. Pro-

tasius alone, who missed the agnus

del worn by each of them, thought

that there was some foundation for

the story, though he could not re-

concile the particulars. He there-

fore not only replaced the conse-

crated symbols, but did all that lay

in his power to bring them up in the

fear of the Lord and the love of

virtue.

When the Starost had, with light-

ened heart, proceeded to his cham-

ber, Asmodi stood before him. " I

have performed my promise," cried

the Starost: " what wouldst thou

with me?"
" Nothing more," replied Asmodi,
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" than tell thee that we are quit.

Thy children are saved; but thou

needest not rejoice, for the predeter-

mination to do a bad action is equally

criminal in the sight of the Almighty

Judge with the perpetration of the

deed." A blue sulphureous flame

burst forth, and the spirit vanished

in it : a stench of brimstone filled the

apartment, and prevented the Sta-

rost from sleeping the rest of the

night. The recollection of the past

tortured him exceedingly; and the

idea that the two other spirits might

impose on him still more severe de-

mands, racked him incessantly. At

every noise he started with horror,

and though possessing wealth equal

to his utmost wishes, and the means

of gratifying to their full extent all

his appetites and passions, still he

enjoyed not a single happy moment.

(To be concluded in our next.)

THE SPECTRE OF PADERBORN.

At a period when the illusions of

phantasmagoria were little known in

Ireland, two half-pay officers, in a

half-intoxicated frolic, went on board

a ship bound for Dantzick, and when

sobered, would gladly have put on

shore in the British dominions ; but

the wind blowing strongly from the

north-west, they were forced to pro-
j

ceed, and as they had a relation at

Stettin, they determined to pay that

gentleman a visit.

They found the climate and the

hospitality of the Saxons so agree-

able, that they undertook a pedes-

trian tour through Germany, being

furnished with cash and with letters

of introduction by the wealthy mer-

chant of Stettin. Wherever the Hi-

bernian cousins appeared, they en-

gaged the favour of their entertain-

ers. They could not indeed enter

much into conversation, as the lan-

guage of Germany was unknown to

them, and they seldom fell in with

interpreters: but they pushed the

bottle with glee ; they laughed, they

sung Irish melodies, that charmed
their auditors, though the words
were not understood ; and they danced

with the ladies, or discoursed with

them in the language of the eyes.

They had a very amusing hunting

match at Paderborn, and in one of

the huntsmen, Ensign O. fancied he

recognised a man who had been in

the music-band of his late regiment.

He was confirmed in this opinion by

perceiving that the huntsman under-

stood English. The fellow assured

him that he was mistaken ; that he

was born and bred at Paderborn,

and- learnt English at school, being

intended for trading to the British

Isles ; but his parents falling low in

pecuniary circumstances, he was

forced to betake himself to a meaner

occupation. After the hunt, a large

party dined together, and when the

glass had circulated for some time,

the huntsman was called in to inter-

pret for the strangers. He told them
that the company were disputing the

long-contested question, whether this

earth could, at any time, be subject

to apparitions from the grave, and

that they wished to hear the opinion

of the island guests. The young

Hibernian vehemently asserted, he

was so convinced that no spirit could
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walk the precincts inhabited by mor-

tals, that he would go to any church-

yard or haunted tower at the dead

hour of midnight, and remain till

day. His countryman advised him

not to make such a rash engagement,

for though well assured that no spec-

tres were permitted to annoy the

living, he would not trust his own
imagination in a dreary solitude

and darkness. Opposition, however

friendly and gentle, only increased

the bravado of the young man, al-

ready flushed with wine. Through
the medium of the interpreter, all

preliminaries were settled, and it was

with some difficulty that the elder

stranger prevailed on his compa-

nion to permit him and the interpret-

er to look after him within the space

of half an hour.

Lieutenant M. did not fear any

injury from the dead, but he was not

without some apprehension from ban-

ditti, as the experiment was to be

tried in a copse of beech, interspersed

with underwood, about fifty yards

from the house. The church-yard

was four miles off, and no tower or

castle of terrific repute was so near;

but the wood was a scene which the

old legends of Germany had cele-

brated as a resort of spirits. Lieu-

tenant M. examined the pistols, which

his friend placed in his belt. They
were duly primed and loaded, and he

insisted that O. must take his sword.

He drank two bumpers of mountain

wine, and set out for the wood just

as the clock struck twelve.

His friend repeatedly looked at his

watch, and it seemed to him that

half an hour was lengthened to a so-

lar day. The given time elapsed,

and, attended by the interpreter, he

speeded to the beechen copse; called

on Mr. O.—no answer was returned.

The night was wrapt in gloom ; and
after searching for some time, the

youngman was found cold and speech-

less. They carried him to the house
—he was in a convulsion—medical

assistance was at hand—he was un-

dressed, and laid in bed. When re-

covered a little, he imputed his ill-

ness to being overheated when he
encountered the keen air; and the

next day he treated the whole affair

as a jest. He was quite well, he
averred—yet his look was disturbed,

and at times pale and languid. How-
ever, he laughed, frolicked, and
danced, nor could Mr. M. prevail

upon him to be more abstemious in

wine. Soon after midnight he again

fell into a fit, and continued very ill

the ensuing day. Mr. M. prudently

forbore to question him respecting

his adventures at the wood ; and by
a sort of tacit compact, or perhaps
because the Germans had more in-

teresting topics to discuss, no men-
tion of goblins, mountain-kings, or

fairies, recalled the event of the pre-

ceding night.

As soon as the ensign was able to

travel, he proposed returning to Ire-

land by the most direct route. The
convulsive spasms frequently recur-

red during his life, which terminated

in less than four years. Lieutenant

M. resided near, and saw him almost

every day. During his illnesses, Mr.
M. seldom failed to attend, and at

all times endeavoured, by lively con-

versation, or by reading aloud to him,

to divert the melancholy he laboured

to conceal. Two years passed be-

fore he made any reference to Pa-

derborn, and the subject was acci-

dentally introduced. Among the

books sent by a friend for O.'s amuse-

ment, came De Foe's stories of ap-

paritions. Mr. O. shuddered when
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he looked at the title—became ab-

sent and pensive, and, like a person

startled from a reverie, suddenly ask-

ed Mr. M. if he recollected his rash

presumption at Paderborn. " But it

was punished," continued he wildly

;

" for as sure as the saints are in

heaven, I saw Maddy Calaghan on

the bier, and her little baby stretched

beside her. The night was dark,

but a trembling light rose among the

trees, and passed over the corpses,

and they blasted my sight, while I

was trotting along, singing a ballad,

which I have since recollected poor

Maddy liked to hear."

Mr. M. to no avail employed all

his ingenuity and kind solicitude to

efface the impression on Mr. O.'s

mind. After the decease of that un-

fortunate young man, he went to

Stettin, and laid before his relation

the above circumstances. He wrote

to Paderborn, and learnt that the

huntsman had left the country, and

was, with some others, exhibiting

phantasmagoria in southern Germa-
ny. On further investigation, it ap-

peared that the fellow had been in a

British regiment ; and as the corps

was in IrelandwhenMaddy Calaghan

fell a victim to an amour with Ensign

O., he could represent the corpses,

with such vestments of the dead as

had been given to the poor girl and

her still-born infant.

Some years ago the consort of a

British peer was accessary to an ex-

hibition of the same nature, in hopes

of correcting his infidelities ; but the

nobleman was aware that a phantas-

magoric scene was to be presented

to him, and he came forth from the

darkened apartment with a serene

countenance. After all, no human
being should unnecessarily expose

himself to the workings of fear on

his nerves and imagination.

SKETCHES OF PARIS.

SUNDAY AMUSEMENTS OF THE PARISIANS.

(Concluded

After the company have eaten

and drunk their fill, the remainder

of the afternoon is devoted either to

a walk or a dance.

The walk is confined to the short-

er or longer street, or to the alley

running along the Boulevards, in

which the marchands de vim trai-

teurs reside. Here the concourse is

sometimes so great, that pedestrians

are obliged to creep along like snails,

or even to walk backward like crabs.

The dust is at the same time so

thick, that you can scarcely see be-

fore you. Here each cares so little

about incommoding others, that if

one takes it into his head to stop and

from i). 193.)

chat with his company, all who are

behind this party are compelled to

halt till the foremost is pleased to

move forward again. All these in-

conveniences might be remedied, if

people would only go a few steps

farther, and disperse a little on the

superb chausstes, or in the charming

lanes and paths across the fields.

But no; the Frenchman, and the

Parisian in particular, is a gregarious

animal—he is never better pleased

than when he is in a crowd. These

walks therefore are not so much bo-

dily exercises as public conversations,

in which all who are within sight and

hearing bear a part. Here it fre-
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quently happens that a question put

to some one on the right, is answered

by another on the left ; one assists

another to find a word for which he

is at a loss ; a third joins in conver-

sation with parties who are utter

strangers, and explains, modifies, or

amplifies the witticisms, which a fourth

addresses to his own company. A
fifth takes it into his head to place a

rose in the bosom of the dame of a

sixth, repeating the well-known pro-

verb : Ce qui se ressemble s assemble

(Like loves like). A seventh holds

his burning cigar to an eighth, whom
he sees preparing to strike a light

;

while a ninth hands his bonbonniere to

a tenth, with the request that he will

present it to his dame, Sec. In short,

they all appear to form but one par-

ty: not an angry word is to be heard,

for all seem to love one another.

Here, however, as all the world over,

there is always one who takes the

lead of the rest. This character in

the company the French designate

by the appellation of Coq du village,

for which the more refined Parisians

substitute Coqueluche. Such a Coque-

luche is a man, who, presuming upon

external advantages, no matter how
deficient he may be in internal, puts

on a certain amiable impudence, al-

ways talks first and loudest, treats

all females with indifference, because

he knows that none of them can re-

sist him ; but, in other respects, is an

honest fellow, who would not offend

any one; nay, who would even, on

occasion, resign his own dame to his

friend, with the observation, " Va,

va, mon ami, fen puis avoir d'autres

quand je veux." Such a person is

to be found in all the parties beyond

the barriers : indeed it would almost

appear that, without him, they could

not enjoy themselves. His office is

not only the most difficult, but, look-

ing to the present moment, the most

unthankful of any in the whole com-

pany. He must constantly have le

mot pour rire at hand, say flattering

things to all the ladies, but not give

the preference to any of them, ter-

minate all disputes that may arise

with witty sallies, be every where the

first and the last, be always talking

without ever listening, and maintain

a show of generosity, that is, present

the ladies with plaisirs (a kind of

cakes) and macaronis. To him Sun-

day is the busiest day in the week

;

but, on the other hand, he may keep

holiday every other day with the

dames in whose company he has

been at the barriers. It not unfre-

quently happens that the Coqueluches

of different companies, like the birds

from which they take their name, at-

tack and challenge each other out as

they pass. The pedestrians then

form a ring round the combatants;

signs of disapprobation are given

when the champion flinches, and he
is applauded when he shews bottom.

The victor is greeted even by the ad-

verse party with the loudest bravos.

As to the vanquished Coqueluche, it

is at such a time that an aspirant to

his dignity would find it no difficult

matter to oust him from his post.

Should the company not feel dis-

posed to walk, they repair to the

dancing-rooms—I should say, danc-

ing-grounds. The formation ofthese

places costs the owners no great sum

:

they are merely open places in gar-

dens where the ground has been le-

velled and rammed down hard. Let
not the reader imagine that the ci-

tizens of Paris are obliged to dance

in the open ah', because the host

does not derive sufficient profit from

them to be able to build a real danc-
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ing-room : in summer they dance
|

every where, at Tivoli, at Ruggieri's,

and at all the public gardens, large or

small, in the open air. The dancing-

places of the marchands de vins are

larger or smaller, according to the

dimensions of the gardens. Here

the Coqueluche is in his element, for

among the qualities of this import-

ant mortal, that of being a graceful

dancer holds the first rank. If, in

walking, he has opportunities of dis-

playing the superiority of his under-

standing, the dance furnishes occa-

sion for shewing off the lightness of

his heels; nay, there are cases in

which the latter quality is far more

highly prized than the former. Here

too friends and foes form a circle

round the Coqueluches, for the pur-

pose ofadmiring and applauding their

agility. The most common dance

is, as every body knows, the contre-

danse; and in this our hero must

excel all the males of the company.

If he can execute a j)as seul, or a

pas de deux, his party look down

with contempt on the rest of the

public. When the dance is over, the

great man is borne away in triumph

to a bench; the ladies vie with each

other in wiping the perspiration from

his brow, and she who fancies that

she has been that day honoured by

him with more notice than the rest,

even goes so far as to order a ver

d'eau sucree, which she presents to

him with such words as these :
" Ra-

fraickissez-vous, man ami. Mais
ne bnvez pas trop vile—entendez-

vous." It is a regular thing that in

return for this attention, he must

formally embrace her, and kiss her

on both cheeks.

After the evening has been thus

passed in walking or dancing, the

company prepare to return home.

The regular hour for this is eleven

o'clock, which, as every thing is an

hour later in Paris than in other

towns, is there equivalent to ten, or

in the smallest to nine. Hence it is

evident that the Parisian is fond of

order and of good hours: it puts

him out if he is obliged to go to bed

later than twelve, or to lie longer

than eight in the morning. That

there are boon companions here who

turn night into day, and vice versa,

is true enough ; but they are found

in much smaller proportion among

the citizens of Paris, than elsewhere.

As they saunter back to the city and

to their respective habitations, an-

other trait of character, which dis-

tinguishes the French, and the Pa-

risian in particular, above most of

the other civilized nations of Europe,

presents itself to the spectator.

—

Whilst, among the latter, the pedes-

trians returning home at night exhi-

bit living pictures of weariness and

fatigue; whilst the tongues of all,

and the legs of at least three-fourths,

refuse their office ; the people of

Paris seem, on the contrary, to have

recruited their powers, and their bo-

dies are as active as their tongues.

On their return home, the company

in general amuse themselves with sa-

tirizing the persons whom they have

fallen in with during the day. Each

individual contributes his share: here

too the Coqueluche gives the ton,

and is expected to communicate a

fresh impulse to the conversation

whenever it begins to flag.

My readers will by this time pro-

bably be disposed to wish the honest

folks good night, and to send them

in peace to their beds. I must, how-

ever, solicit their patience a little

longer: the third act of the diver-

tissement which we have been at-
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tending, yet remains to be performed.

On reaching the city, some one of

the party complains of thirst: the

ladies, in particular, cry one after

another, " Je rien puis plus „•" " Je
incurs de soif." Accordingly they

enter the house of some marchand
de bierre, to get a draught of beer,

pour se raffraichir, as they say. A
Parisian, were he to be prevented

from washing down on a Sunday
evening with a glass of beer the dust

which he has inhaled beyond the

barriers, would probably not be able

to sleep a wink all night. Here the

Coqueluche acquits himself of the

last of his duties for the day: he

has to run over a newspaper, and to

communicate the contents to the par-

ty, taking care, however, in his re-

port, to avoid every expression or

remark that might clash with the opi-

nions of any individual. It may ea-

sily be conceived that no small deli-

cacy of tact is requisite for the due

performance of this ticklish task.

Two small bottles of beer among
seven or eight persons—for temper-

ance is, next to industry, a chief vir-

tue of the Parisian—are far from re-

sembling the widow's cruise of oil in

the Scripture. Besides, it is now
near twelve o'clock, and one or other

of the company—but this must not

be the Coqueluche—begins to say,

" Mais, mes amis, ilfaid nous en al-

ter, il est tard" The party accord-

ingly break up, and each repairs to

his home, after it has been mutually

agreed to meet again the next Sun-

day beyond the barriers.

I cannot conclude this sketch of

the Sunday of a Parisian without

subjoining a few words concerning

some of the principal places of public

resort of the lowest class of the in-

Vol. I. No. V.

habitants of that capital. Those
marchands de pins wlio.se houses are

frequented by the better class of the

bourgeoisie, and to whom the fore-

going observations apply, reside be-

yond the north-west barriers of the

city, that is to say, beyond that part

of Paris which comprehends the most

genteel quarters of the town, and

belong of course to the most opulent

of their profession. Hence the most

respectable public-houses are situated

near the barriers on that side.

From the Barriire St. Denis,

northward of the city, to the eastern

part of it, and beyond all the bar-

riers of that part of the city which

lies to the north of the Seine, are

to be found the cabarets where the

populace of Paris are accustomed to

amuse themselves on Sundays. Here
every house is alternately a public-

house and cook's shop. The com-

modities of both are in exact propor-

tion with the means of their custom-

ers. Among these places, there are

two of vulgar notoriety, la Courtille

and la Rapce. Both he in the east-

ernmost part of the town. Their

names are collective denominations

for all the cabarets situated there,

or rather appellations for the places

themselves. The former is the street

which commences just beyond the

Barriire du Temple, and runs to the

village of Belleville. The latter be-

gins at the barrier of the same name,

and runs along one of the banks of

the Seine.

La Courtille may be styled the

classic ground of the offscouring of

Paris. In the upper part the com-

pany are confined to street-sweepers,

purchasers of broken glass, and dung-

hill-rakers ; and the lower part is fre-

quented by the people who sleep in

Q Q
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the Hotel d'Angleterre. To be a

Coqueluche of one of these socie-

ties, a man must have served at least

ten years in the galleys.

La Rupee is a branch of la Coitr-

tille: such as cannot find room in

the latter, repair to the former. The
company in la Rapte are perhaps
not quite so accomplished, but still

ofsuch a character, that peoplewould
do well to take good care of their

pockets. Respectable persons go
thither in the week-days to eat ma-
telote, fish dressed in various ways,

in the seamen's fashion, with very

strong spices.

It is calculated that there are ten

thousand persons in Paris who have
neither house nor home. These are

not poor people, for a provision is

made for such, but downright vaga-

bonds, who are ready enough to

steal, but will not work. In order

to draw these rascalions from the

markets, and from the niches of
houses in which the shutters of shops
are kept in the daytime, where they I

were formerly accustomed to pass the
I

night, and thus to keep them more
under surveillance, the police has
authorized an establishment, which
is probably not to be paralleled on
the face of the earth. This is the

Hotel d'Angleterre. The whole rear

of the ground-floor of this building,

which stands exactly opposite to the

Palais Royal, has been fitted up as

a vast lodging-house for mendicants

and all sorts of vagabonds of both

sexes, where each, according to their

means, may hire for the night a

whole bed or part of one, or a bun-

dle of straw, or a place on the bare

floor. The most necessary articles

of provision are also supplied; but

every thing, the floor not excepted,

must be paid for immediately. Who-
ever does not choose to sleep, may

game or chat with his neighbour.

Not much attention is paid here to

morals ; but the law of meum and

tuum is so much the more strictly

enforced by Vidoc, the notorious

thief-taker. This man, who has es-

caped the guillotine merely to occu-

py the chair of president of police

in the Hotel d'Angleterre, appears

among the company in all sorts of

characters: to-day you see him as

my lord, to-morrow as a beggar soli-

citing a sous of passengers. He
might truly say with Abellino, " Se-

ven times I will change my appear-

ance, and seven times you shall not

know me again."

MISERIES OF MATRIMONY.
Plus aloes quam mellis habet.——Juv. Sat. vi. 180.

The bitter overbalance the sweet.

It does not signify talking, Mr.
Editor; I'll bear it no longer. You
have, it is true, abolished your Office

for Complaints ; the voice of Sage-
phiz is heard no more ; but still you
are bound in common compassion to

attend to the grievances of your sub-

scribers, and I insist upon your in-

terference between me and my

—

wife ! Yes, sir, start not—you must

interfere—or at least you must hear

my complaint, whether you relieve it

or not. Oh! sir, why was I born

with all my sex's weakness? "Why
did I marry a wife, who, " smiling

only to betray," caused me to pro-

mise to live with her longer than I

chose ?
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You must know then, sir, that

two years since I took unto myself a

helpmate, because I deemed that I

had found a companion; one who
would weep when I wept, and laugh

when I laughed, not at my own joys

or sorrows, for I never expected to

have any, but at the joys and sorrows

of fictitious life. I am a great read-

er, in consequence a great writer. I

can touch you off an ode in the twin-

kling of an eye, and hit off an es-

say before you can say Jack Robin-

son. Talk of Byron—but of this

another time. Being, as I said be-

fore, a great writer, I naturally want-

ed some one who would praise every

thing I promulgated, and so I mar-

ried Elizabeth—Bessy, as I now call

her. I dare say, sir, you have heard

the song, " Oh ! fly from the world,

my Bessy, to me :" the words are

said to be by Moore; but I could

say something about some people

borrowing from other people, but I

won't. In our courting-days, we
strolled and read, and then we stroll-

ed and read again. Oh ! air, how
often have the sparrows of Bagnigge

Wells listened to my strains! How
often have the breezes that fanned

the trees of White Conduit-House

conveyed to the vagrant air of Prim-

rose Hill my sweetest notes! Here

also I read to her The Sorrows of

Werter, and other such affecting in-

cidents, but more particularly poetry.

Yet, best of all, did I recite to her

all my own productions : she approv-

ed of every one, and I married her;

" the very head and front of my of-

fending." My twelve sonnets to a

Rose, my " Farewell to Aura," my
" Return to Julia," &c. &c. were all

admired by her, although they had

been rejected by the editors of all

the magazines. To tell the truth,

her praises were not, I believe, very

disinterested; for she well knew, that,

in all the changes from Delia to Ju-

lia, or Vanessa to Mary, she, and

only she, was the inspirer of my
song.

For some time after our union the

same amusements were continued,

though still the house affairs would

call her away ; but of late nothing

but the house affairs engage her at-

tention, or at all interest her; and

it having pleased heaven to give us

a lovely boy, I am not only doomed

to read the works of the day to my-

self, but also my own productions.

I am naturally a kind-hearted man
when pleased; and when I say so

myself, you must believe me. But,

sir, she is enough to provoke a saint

;

and though she pretends to be as

fond of old pursuits as ever, I don't

believe a word of it. It was but yes-

terday morning that I once more en-

deavoured to chain her attention to

a book which I thought would de-

light her ; it could be no pleasure to

me, though, I confess, I think I have

rather a musical voice. She acqui-

esced in this, and declared she would

prepare herself accordingly, that no

interruption might occur ; and truly

I rubbed my hands in the hope of a

delicious morning. Well, sir, the

breakfast - cloth was cleared, the

hearth swept up, orders given that

if any body called, no body was at

home ; the dinner was ordered at

four ; the beef was to take two hours

in cooking, potatoes were substituted

for greens, the dab wash was even

put off till the next day, and little

Bobby, our son, allowed, for fear of

disturbing us below, to scrawl over

twenty sheets of paper in the nurse-

ry. Well, sir, at length all was si-

lent as death. I wiped my specta-

Q q 2
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cles, for I am weak-sighted, as clear

as spectacles can be wiped, hemmed
three times, and was commencing,

when Bessy begged pardon, she had

sat down without her scissars; she

would just step up stairs, where,

she thought, she had left them: she

did step up stairs, but, alas ! she

found them not. " Never mind, my
dear," she said, bribing my rising

pet with a smile, " I can bite my
thread off till you have finished."

" Till I have finished !" so, thinks I,

in the mean time you will work in

purgatory, and wish the book finish-

ed, to get out of it. I told her she

had better get every material for her

work ready before I began, striving,

at the same time, with the impatience

of my temper : but no, she could not

think of disturbing me again. It was
so good of me to read out, she should

be so delighted, quite a treat, had
not heard a book for a long time.

—

I at length interrupted the string of

compliments by some more prepara-

tory hems, and at length began.
" The Pirate :" she likes not prefa-

ces, and so I began, " That long,

narrow, and irregular island
"

—" I beg pardon, my dear," said

she, interrupting me, " but really I

have left my pocket-handkerchief in

the kitchen. I believe I caught cold

last night coming from the Coburg.

I have been trying to do without it

as long as I could ; but
"

I am a bit of a snuffler myself, sir,

ever since I took so much Prince's

mixture, and knew the misery of

being without a handkerchief my-
self; so the bell was rung, and at

last the relief procured. " I think,

my dear," said my wife, " now the

servant is here, she had better throw
on some coals, and then we shall not

be disturbed again; and as you are

so good as to read out, I would

avoid any thing like an interruption."

This was done; but Sally thought

an hour and a half would be plenty

for the beef; her mistress thought

not; but after ringing the changes

twenty times on its having plenty of

fat, and its having no fat, taking

longer because the weather was fros-

ty, and not so long because it was

not frosty, I gently interfered, and

Sally was dismissed with a " Well,

you must do as well as you can :" but

not, however, without a supposition

on the part of my wife, that if my
dinner was not cooked properly, I

should be the first to complain.

Hannah now entered with Master

Bobby, who having, as he said, writ-

ten a letter to ganma and ganpa,

wanted more paper. Mamma said, he

should have no more ; he strove hard

to make her change her mind ; for

once she was positive ; a hubbub en-

sued ; at length the young gentleman

was ejected from the room, but not

without compounding for a halfpen-

nyworth of ladies' fingers. " I am
glad he is gone," said my wife.

—" In-

deed so am I," said I sighing, and

beating the devil's tattoo with my
foot, beginning to get fidgety, while

I exclaimed, putting on a sort ofques-

tionable good-nature in my face, " I

now hope I may be permitted to pro-

ceed." This had nearly provoked a

second altercation ; but I recommenc-

ed The Pirate, rather, however, in a

subdued tone, and actually managed

to read a dozen pages uninterrupted.

Warmed by the genius of the writer,

and the unlimited attention given by

my wife, I read on in my best style.

I had forgotten every thing but the

blue-eyed daughters of Thule; when,

at length, my better half exclaimed,

" Good gracious, my dear! it has
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just struck me, that I have never

answered the kind invitation of the

Goslings for to-morrow evening.

To send a verbal message, you know,

would be very rude; and you, my
dear, want rest

;
you have read your-

self rather hoarse."—" I ! I never

read better in all my life."
—" Well,

a note must be written ;" and I paced

the room while my deary was em-

ployed in signifying that she should

do herself the honour of accepting

" the kind invitation."

This note took some time to write

and to send off"; and when she again

took up her work, my patience was

sufficiently exhausted. I got through

two more pages, when Sally came

to know if we wanted any water-

creases : I answered bluntly, " No !"

Again I read—thump, thump, thump,

it went overhead.—"Good gracious,

my dear !" said Bessy, " Bobby has

certainly tumbled off the nursery-

table;" and away she flew.
—

'Twas

a false alarm—this I pretended I

knew, although, I confess, I was

hugely frightened. The servant now

wanted soap. The tax-gatherer call-

ed for the poor-rates, and he was

succeeded by a blind man begging.

I always give to the blind, so he

added to the loss of time. The fire

was poked, and I most philosophi-

cally reopened the book. I was some

time finding the place, for the paper

I put in had been snatched out, to

wrap up a penny for the blind man,

which she had thrown out of window.

I had, however, just got Mordaunt

on the giddy cliffs, when my wife

begged I would pause for a mo-

ment, to recollect I had promised to

pay a man to-day for the last dozen

of wine. I, however, succeeded in

getting Mordaunt on terra firma,

when she was " obliged" to leave me

for her milliner ; and when she re-

turned, the clock had struck one.

At four the book was to be returned.

For another quarter of an hour I

gained a fresh audience, not, how-

ever, without fancying, from the rest-

lessness of Bessy, that she was think-

ing more of Brussels lace, than of

the Trail family and the whale-fish-

ery.

'Twas now my turn to be the in-

terrupter, for Tom Varnish called

with the picture I had bought for a

Rembrandt. When I had dismissed

him, I found Mrs. Skurry deeply en-

gaged with a purchaser of second-

hand apparel, and a dissertation on

washes, black revivers, and every

one their own dyer. It was now time

that Bobby had his dinner ; at the

end of which entered two friends,

who, having more time on their hands

than we had, were determined to get

rid of it, and declared most face-

tiously, that, though the servant had
denied us, they presumed on old ac-

quaintance, and would not lose the

pleasure of seeing us. They, how-
ever, did at last depart, and I en-

deavoured to recover resolution to

read on.

As some blockhead of a school-

boy, who, having twice brought up
his task to his master unaccomplish-

ed, with heavy heart has returned

again; so I resumed the adventures

of the Trails, which were to be con-

cluded, at least the volume, by four

o'clock. But now my wife had more

work to get; the scissars must be

found; they were found, and down
she sat, and we arrived at the words,

" When the vessel upset, and went

to pieces"—" If you please, ma'am,"

said Hannah entering, " had I not

better take Master Robert into the

park, now it be fine?" This intro-
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duced a conversation on cloaks and

coats, and shoes and spencers : at

length, after a thousand " Good bye,

dears," I endeavoured to proceed:

but now, indeed, a storm arose—the

washerwoman called—she was dis-

missed ; and I was going on, but Mrs.

Corsage was announced. This was

more than I could bear: I threw the

book on the sofa, and uttering a

thousand incoherences, swore never

to read out again.

Is not then such conduct, sir, scan-

dalous? And has not many a woman
been divorced for a less crime than

this? But, sir, she has a hundred

others; and I am determined never

to live with her again. She knows

not a Wilkie from a Gerard Douw.

The books I am filling her rooms

with she never condescends to read

;

the vertu which I purchase for her

is unheeded, and be the price ever

so great, she values it not. To at-

tend to her children and her house-

hold concerns is all the enjoyment

that seems to enter into her narrow

comprehension; nay, she had even

the effrontery to tell me but the other

day, that as long as she saw myself

and her children in health, she cared

not, though Byron wrote no more,

or that Raphael had never painted.

Timothy Skuiiuy.

MUSICAL REVIEW.
The Loyal and National Songs of
England, for one, two, and three

Voices, selected from original

Manuscripts and early printed

Copies in the Library of Dr.

Kitchiner; most humbly inscribed,

and, with gracious permission, de-

dicated, to the King's Most Excel-

lent Majesty, by Wm, Kitchiner,

M. D.—(Hurst, Robinson, and Co.)

An amiable vein of originality, join-

ed to a comprehensive and varied

range of literary and useful pursuits,

have rendered the name of Dr.

Kitchiner conspicuous and respected

among the public characters of the

present day. Few men, perhaps,

can boast of having rendered greater

and more varied services to their fel-

low-citizens. To cook, cure, and
compose for one's country, appear

to us at least a combination of triple

talent, atria juncta in tmo, of which
the annals of mankind furnish few,

if any, parallel examples.

On the present occasion, Dr. K.

appears before the public in the lat-

ter of the three characters above-

mentioned : rather, however, as a

collector of music, than a composer

;

for of the multitude of tunes he has

catered, there is but one, the very

last, from his own pen. All these

tunes, at the same time, are, in point

of text, of such similar import, that

it is not improbable but the learned

collector had the twofold object of

combining his therapeutic vocation

with his musical talent. He no doubt

remarked the spreading effects of a

disorder, endemial to this country,

and, at various periods of our history,

designated under different appella-

tions; but, in our days, principally

known by the name of radicalism

;

and observing the ill success of the

numerous formulas of professional

men, and of the nostrums prescribed

by quacks, Dr. K. imitating, it seems,

the remedy used against the bite of

the tarantula, has endeavoured to

fiddle his Majesty's liege subjects
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into a little more loyalty than they

have chosen to display of late years.

These fifty-seven loyal compositions

therefore, the loyal effusions of va-

rious successive generations, from

the beginning of the 1 7th century to

the present age, are very appropri-

ately ushered into public " in com-

memoration ofthe coronation of King

George IV."

Dr. K. in his preface, takes pride

in being the first to proclaim, that

" no nation in the world has half so

many loyal, nor half so many nation-

al, songs," as the English. As far

as regards loyalty, we should have

admitted the truth of the assertion,

without the ample vouchers produc-

ed in its support. But, with regard

to the more comprehensive class of

strictly national songs of all kinds,

we apprehend that the Germans^

French, Italians, and Spaniards,

would be quite prepared to enter the

lists with England, and probably be

able to bring into the field a larger

number of tunes, bearing a more for-

cible stamp of decisive national ori-

ginality, than those which we might

be able to marshal in opposition.

Be this as it may, we cannot, in

justice, withhold from Dr. K. the

merit of having concentrated in this

splendid publication, a most curious

and highly interesting collection of

loyal songs, many of which are now

little known, and but for this under-

taking, would probably soon have

sunk into unmerited neglect and ob-

livion. The specimens of Purcell

particularly deserve the connoisseur's

attention. He will find in them a

flow of fine melody, a digested rhyth-

mical clearness, and a justness of ver-

bal expression, which must still de-

light the ear of true unsophisticated

musical taste, and which, making

certain allowances for the mannerisms

of the different ages, few English

composers of subsequent times, down
to the present day, have united with

equal success.

It would by much exceed our li-

mits to present our readers with mere-

ly a catalogue of this extensive and
interesting collection. We must re-

fer them to the book itself. In per-

using it, they will, like ourselves, be

impressed with the lamentable con-

viction, that our forefathers took

more delight in singing of their king

and country, than their descendants

of the present enlightened, discus-

sive, and sceptical age. We remem-
ber the tune when the festive parlour,

the tap-room, nay, even the streets,

re-echoed strains similar to those in

Dr. Kitchiner's book. Our singing

days seem to be nearly gone by.

Englishmen's voices have become

woefully prosaic; jollity is fast on the

decline, and ere long, perhaps, the

principal sphere of their vocal exer-

tions will be the meeting-houses of

sects of all descriptions, which, like

mushrooms, emerge from innumer-

able spots of waste ground in all parts

of the London suburbs, and through-

out the country.

We sang more, and were happier

when we knew less ; but instruction,

instruction is the general cry. Na-

tional schools, too, spring lip in every

corner of the empire, or rather along

every high-road, for they are paraded

in the most conspicuous situations.

Instruction and learning is universally

dispensed by mental machinery, the

common methods not being suffici-

ently expeditious to teach the tender

mind to

—

doubt. Reading is already

the universal food for all classes; the

lowest rank in society has its literary

cravings provided for, pamphlets and
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periodicals of all contents, sizes, and

prices, including ribaldry, treason,

and blasphemy. Every street—but

we are waxing warm, and wandering

out of our province moreover, which,

happily, is still of a musical nature,

however short the spirit of the age
J

may render its duration. Let's take

up a merry tune, to compose our

wayward mood. Mr. Potter's " Chi

dice mal d'amore" will set us to rights

again.

Fantasiafor the Piano-forte on the

favourite Cavatina, " Chi dice

mal oVAmore," composed, and de-

dicated to Mrs. Cuming, by C.

Potter. Pr. 4s.—(Chappell and

Co.)

This fantasia commences with an

introductory moderato in G major.

The pretty air " Chi dice mal d'amo-

re" is then exhibited as simple theme,

and followed by three variations on

the same ; an instrumental recitativo

of a few staves now intervenes, and

the whole concludes with a rondo

upon " Ragazze a me credete." All

is good music, and has afforded to

us a quarter of an hour's real plea-

sure to hear it. There is one merit

in this composition, which we fre-

quently miss in works of great pre-

tension. Mr. P. by no means puts

restraint upon either his imagination,

or the store of his harmonic know-

ledge; he occasionally revels luxu-

riously and deeply in the mazes of

fancy and chromatic colouring; but

he never loses his thread, because
'

he goes no further than the boun-

daries of good taste. His labour

possesses a clearness, a lucid intelli-

gibility, a flow ofgood melody, which

constantly keep the interest alive.

The whole is written in excellent

style, replete with variety of thought,

and, we may add, not very intricate

in point of execution. Such music

is sure to bring the pupil forward.

No. I. Grand Concerto for the Pi-

ano-forte, composed, and dedicat-

ed to his Imperial Majesty Alex-

ander, Emperor of all the Rus-

sias, by Frederick Kalkbrenner.

Op. 61. Pr. 8s.; accompaniments,

4s.—(Clementi and Co. and Chap-

pell and Co.)

The movements in his concerto

are three in number, an allegro in D
minor, an adagio in F major, and a

rondo in D minor, all which, in the

piano-forte part, occupy an extent

of nearly forty pages of close print.

In surveying these, and casting a

glance at some of the many original

and fancifully elaborate ideas which

they contain, we were struck with

wonder at the perfection and inge-

nuity of our system of musical nota-

tion, which is capable of expressing

faithfully all that the fertile and luxu-

riant imagination of Mr. K. could

conceive and execute. It has been

asserted, that we can only conceive

in idea that which can be expressed

in language ; but that language must

be rich indeed which can give utter-

ance to the infinitely varied and de-

licate musical combinations to be

met with in the concerto before us.

What if the alphabet should ever be

lost, and one of our descendants,

ages hence, stumble on a miraculous-

ly preserved copy of Mr. Kalkbren-

ner's Op. 61 !—What else would it

be deemed but a collection of hiero-

glyphics incapable of solution! What
discussions of the learned! What
hypotheses !

!

But, to return to the work at our

side: we have to observe, that, like

the best concertos of Mozart, its

merit does not solely consist in the

selectncss and excellence of the solo-
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parts ; the aggregate effect of the
j

piano-forte in conjunction with the I

accompaniments, and the fine Tutti
j

which intervene, give to the concerto

the character of a symphony in full

orchestra, and exhibit the author as

a harmonist of first-rate talents and

skill.

The most cursory and superficial

notice of the prominent parts of this

extensive and grand composition,

would fill a great portion of the

space allotted for the whole of our

monthly labour. We therefore ab-

stain from entering into fractional

detail, where the whole lies beyond

the compass of our limits. But, be-

fore we leave Mr. K. we cannot re-

frain from congratulating him upon
the exquisite slow movement in F
major. It not only breathes deep

feeling and delicate sensibility, but

presents an accumulation of original

ideas, uttered with a classic chaste-

ness, and supported by an harmonic

colouring, which place the author in

the highest rank of compositorial

eminence.

The concerto, of course, is not to

be mastered by common executive

abilities ; but if it is taken in hand

as a study, to be conquered by por-

tions, by degrees, and by dint of in-

defatigable diligence, it will not be

found insuperable, and furnish an

almost inexhaustible source of im-

provement.

A Grand Rondofor the Piano-forte,

composed, and dedicated to Miss
\

Mary Atlee, by Charles Neate.

Op. 6. Pr. 3s. 6d.—(Chappell
and Co.)

A slow movement in C minor, and

a rondo, f , in C major. In the for-

mer, we observe a succession of im-

pressive, and indeed mournful, ideas,

fine in conception and enunciation,

Vol I. No. r.

and supported by an harmonic treat-

ment, replete with good science; but

they appear, generally speaking, of

too detached a nature, not of suffi-

cient mutual connection. The sub-

ject of the rondo, although not of

strict originality, is in good style

;

and some of the digressive passages

are of a select cast, and shew that

Mr. N.'s study has been directed to

the best models. At the same time,

the successive portions, as in the slow

movement, do not appear to us to be

in proper mutual keeping; they do

not seem to grow out of each other,

so as to present themselves as chil-

dren of the same family, and com-

bine into a whole of clearly percep-

tible unity in plan. The left hand

is rather plainly set ; we see little of

contrapuntal dovetailings and entwin-

inffs : hence the harmonic treatment

is not so rich and varied as we could

have wished it to be from Mr.

Neate.
" Les petits Delassements" consist-

ing of Select Airs, with. Varia-

tionsfor the Piano-forte, compos-

ed by G. Kiallmark. No. III. Pr.

3s.—(Chappell and Co. and Gould-

ing and Co.)

The theme of this number of Mr.

K.'s " Delassements" is an old well-

known tune, of strict rhythmical con-

struction, and simple good melody.

We always took it to be French, but

Mr. K. assigns it to Italy. The four

variations are pleasant, and lie well

under the hand. They do not de-

viate from the common routine of

variation-composition, each being con-

structed upon the same plan, without

any other diversity of character than

that which is derived from mere am-

plification, by means of a greater or

less number of notes employed to

express the text of the theme.

R R
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A Second French Air, by J. J. Rous-

seau, ivith Variations for the Pi-

ano-forte, composed, and dedi-

cated to Miss Albertina Badger,

by J. Jay, Mus. Doc. Pr. 3s.—
(Goulding and Co.)

An adagio, setting out in B minor,

merges into an andante in B major,

which, in its progress, fixes itself in

the key of G major, as preparatory

to Rousseau's air in the latter key,

and to six variations and coda reared

upon it. One or two of these are

rather in a trifling style; but cast-

ing a general glance over the whole

book, we can freely declare, not

only that none of Mr. Jay's works

have given us greater satisfaction,

but that this composition is of a na-

ture to deserve an honourable place

in the library of the tasteful amateur.

It is written with care, and it displays

a variety of classic ideas, and many
traits of excellent and bold harmonic

combinations. The thoughts are

not always uttered with all the fanci-

ful freedom of the musical diction of

the present school, but their sub-

stance and intrinsic value are not the

less to be prized. Many ideas, as

well as their treatment, remind us of

the style of Haydn, without, how-
ever, being copies or imitations of

that master. In short, the composi-

tion does the author great credit.

Introduzione ed Aria air Inglese

for the Piano-forte, composed,

and dedicated to his friend Thos.

Broadwood, Esq. by J. B. Cra-

mer. Op. 65. Pr. 3s.6cl—(Gould-
ing and Co.)

This " Aria all' Inglese" must mean
a tune composed by Mr. C. in the

style and manner of an English air;

and if this interpretation be correct,

we are free to say, that he has fully

succeeded in giving us a fair and

faithful specimen of the style he pro-

posed to himself for imitation. For

our parts, we feel no great predilec-

tion for the style in question : one of

our objections to it lies against the

continual modulation through which

either the melody or harmony winds

itself; and Mr. C.'s air, especially in

the second part, is strongly tinged

with that species of colouring: al-

though we must admit, that the air

runs on with the smoothest cantilena,

and that its harmonic treatment is so

apt, so mellow, and yet so simple, as

to steal our applause.

Indeed, Mr. Cramer's piano-forte

harmony appears to us, in every

thing we see from him, to be quite

unrivalled. There are composers of

greater novelty in ideas, and greater

depth and originality of harmonic co-

louring ; but Mr. C.'s manner of har-

monizing his melodies, and of blend-

ing melody and harmony, so as to

produce the greatest effect with the

least expense of notes, with the least

affectation of parade, and the most

consummate chasteness, places him

foremost among all the composers

of the present, or perhaps any other,

time. On this account, we should

select his works, before any others,

as models for studying both piano-

forte composition and execution.

All this is forcibly exemplified in

the publication before us, which sets

out with a most beautiful introduc-

tion in two flats. Of the " Aria,"

we have already made mention. It

is first propounded in the manner

above alluded to, and afterwards ex-

panded into a few excellent varia-

tions, with intervening episodical por-

tions. All is truly masterly, and in-

valuable to the musical student, earn-

estly bent upon his advancement in

the art.
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" Cede a l'Amour," a favourite

French Air, arranged with Vari-

ationsfor the Piano-forte, and re-

spectfully inscribed to Miss Chig-

nell, by J. W. Holder, Mus. Bac.

Oxon. Op. 66. Pr. 2s. Gd.—
(Goulding and Co.)

If we allot less room to our notice

of these variations than to some of

the preceding publications, the cause

lies solely in the circumstance of our

space drawing to, a close. The theme,

a waltz subject, is particularly attrac-

tive ; and most of the ten variations

are replete with interest, and of a

superior order. Good melody pre-

dominates, and a due diversity of

character and treatment is a distin-

guishing feature in them.

FINE ARTS.

MR. HAYTER'S PICTURE

Mr. George Hayter is now ex-

hibiting at Mr. Cauty's Great Rooms,

Pall-Mali, a large historical picture,

the subject of which is the Trial of
her late Majesty Queen Caroline in

the House of Lords. It is the ob-

ject of the artist to represent a com-

plete interior view of the House of

Lords, as it was fitted up for the re-

markable occurrence alluded to, to-

gether with portraits of the peers,

counsel, principal commoners, and

others in attendance upon the occa-

sion. The subject was selected by

the Hon. George Agar Ellis, for

whom Mr. Hayter has executed the

work; and the artist appears early

to have been struck with the numer-

ous difficulties which attended a

faithful representation of the trial,

and to have adopted the best means

which a deep knowledge of his pro-

fession suggested, of obviating them

as much as possible. In the first

place, the House of Lords, as a

building, is ill adapted for the dis-

play of architectural beauties. There
are six opposing lights from the win-

dows at the top ; the tapestry is worn,

and its ornaments obliterated; the

peers' benches are arranged more

OF THE QUEEN'S TRIAL.

for convenience, than pleasing effect;

the scarlet covering and drapery are

monotonous ; and the general effect is

decidedly unpictorial. The artist,

by a skilful selection of his point of

view from the bar of the House, has

combatted the disagreeable effect

which would have attended a central

view taken parallel to the base line

;

and by treating his perspective dia-

gonally instead of parallel, he has

avoided the inconvenience of so many

straight lines, and given a greater

variety to the crowded grouping in

the left side of the picture.

The principal figure in the work

is that of Earl Grey, who is in the

act of interrogating one of the wit-

nesses in support of the Bill of Pains

and Penalties : it is a dignified and

imposing figure, and the likeness re-

markably accurate. The other por-

traits of the peers in different part3

of the House are equally remark-

able for accuracy ; the positions are

natural and characteristic; and the

lines of heads upon the several bench-

es are broken, so as to give to the

composition of the grouping a pleas-

ing and varied effect. The manner

in which the artist has admitted his

R r 2
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light, is really beautiful; and the

painting of the ceiling and accurate-

ly drawn chandeliers, the bright

tone of which adds a warmth to the

upper part of the picture, entitles

him to the highest praise. The ju-

dicious arrangement ofthe light,which

falls on the floor, and leads the eye

from the bar to the spot on which

Lord Holland stands, is very pictu-

resque
; and the subdued tone of the

colouring of the throne at the extre-

mity, is quite in keeping. The mag-
nificence of the throne would have

made a splendid fore-ground for a

picture, but became difficult of ma-
nagement in its present position at

the end : the difficulty here was, to

preserve the tone of the decorations,

without permittingthem to overpower

the plain colouring which belonged

to the objects and costume necessa-

rily occupying that part of the work.

The artist has succeeded in pour-

traying with minute accuracy, even

to the distinction of the metallic co-

louring, the decorations ofthe throne;

while he has, with great address,

shed around them a thin veil of air,

which prevents them from obtruding

their splendour injuriously beyond
the remote situation assigned to them.

The fore-ground of the picture,

below the bar, is occupied principally

by the counsel engaged in the cause,

and the portraits are mostly excel-

lent. Mr. Brougham is in the act

of turning to answer a question from

his colleague, Mr. Denman ; whilst

Dr. Lushington is intent upon watch-

ing the progress of the witness Ma-
jocchi's examination, which the Ita-

lian interpreter is explaining with

his usual force of gesture and pro-

lixity. Next to her Majesty's coun-

sel, are the King's Attorney and So-

licitor Generals, with their assistant

counsel: the Attorney General is,

with the Solicitor, steadily attending

to the examination ; and the counsel

near him, who are seated, particu-

larly the learned civilian, Sir Chris-

topher Robinson, are excellently

painted. The portraits are chiefly

from life, and when it is considered

that they are nearly two hundred in

number, some idea can be formed of

the labour of a work executed with

such elaborate details. Objections

have been made, and not without

cause, to the colouring of the flesh

in some of the portraits; it wants

transparency : but the beauty of the

general effect supersedes any cavil-

ling upon parts of the detail.

The picture is treated altogether

as an historical subject, and its fide-

lity is not the least part of the merit

of the composition. Without, how-

ever, denying to any artist, or patron

of art, the choice of his own sub-

ject, we are still ready to express our

coincidence in opinion with some of

our cotemporaries, that the Corona-

tion would have furnished a more

glorious subject for an artist so ca-

pable of display, from the greater

magnificence of the scene, and more

splendid combination of glowing ma-
terials.

SIR JOHN LEICESTER^ GALLERY.
The admirers of British genius

were gratified on Monday, April the

7th*, with the opening of Sir John
* It will be open on the four succeed-

Leio^ster's Gallery. Much has been,

and deservedly, said on the truly

ing Mondays. Tickets are issued to vi-

sitors, as last year.
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liberal and social feeling that gives

to the public so high a treat: we are

always gratified in having to repeat

our congratulations on so praisewor-

thy an act ; and have only to hope,

that so kind and public a spirit may
long enjoy the rich reward such

sweet associations beget.

MR. GLOVERS EXHIBITION.

Mr. Glover has reopened his

Exhibition of Oil and Water Co-

lours for the season, at his Rooms in

Bond-street. Considerable altera-

tions have been made from that of

last year, by a change of works : we
dwelt with great pleasure on a valu-

able addition of about twenty of the

latest productions of this admired

artist, a few of which we shall parti-

cularly notice, as they add consider-

ably to the excellence of the pre-

sent collection.

Nos. 81 and 86. Two Views in

Dovedale, Derbyshire, admirably ex-

ecuted, crisp in the touch, with a

fine tone of colouring, and pos-

sessing all the freshness of nature,

combined with beautiful scenes in a

copse-wooded and hilly country, in

spring. These pictures, from their

close resemblance to nature, have

evidently been painted on the spot

:

they are the subjects in which this

artist seems to delight, and in which

we certainly think he excels.—No.

63. Byland Abbey, Yorkshire. The
fore-ground of this picture is very

fine ; the cattle are judiciously ar-

ranged and naturally reflected : the

whole harmonizes well with a beau-

tiful clear distance, in which is seen

the abbey.—No. 80. Another View

of Byland Abbey, and a charming

companion to the above.—There are

two other Views of Byland Abbey

:

No. 68, in which the artist has ad-

mirably expressed in the foliage a

blowing day ; but the building is per-

haps too warm in colour to coincide

with its desolate appearance, and
the cold blue sky to which it is op-

posed : No. 82, BylandAbbey, Morn-
ing, is, in composition, colour, and
effect, all that can be wished.—No.
61. View in Vallombrosa, Italy: a

sketchy but elegant picture.— No.
64. A bird's-eye View of Rivaidx

Abbey, Yorkshire : a clear, open,

and brilliant painting; the distant

well-wooded undulating country is

delightfully marked.—No. 87. An-
other and close View of Rivaulx

Abbey : this and No. 64 form a fine

pair of paintings of these celebrated

ruins.—No. 70. Ruins of Adrians
Villa, in the Campagna, Italy : a

beautiful tone pervades this picture,

which strongly reminds us of the

works of the celebrated Wilson.

—

Nos. 76 and 77. Two Views of
Sneaton Castle, near Whitby, York-

shire, the seat of — Wilson, Esq.

in which the artist seems to have

played with the sunshine : it is so

partial in No. 76, by dividing the

building too equally, as to have an

unpleasant effect. We could wish

the blue roof subdued of the fine-

toned castle in No. 77.—No. 88.

Entrance to Helmsley Castle, York-

shire. There is a gloom and wild-

ness thrown over this well-wooded

rude entrance to a castle now no

more, that well accords with the

times that have been, and indicates

the strength that so long resisted

Cromwell's power.—No. 93. Middle

Hill, Worcestershire, the seat of

Sir Thomas Phillips, Bart. A charm-
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ing country, carefully defined.

—

Dur-

ham Cathedral, No. 96, must be ad-

mired, if for its composition alone.

—No. 95.A Landscape, with Cattle :

a sweet cabinet picture.

We also noticed several other re-

cent productions. The quiet feeling

and delicate execution which per-

vade most of this artist's works, would

alone entitle him to the praise so li-

berally bestowed by the frequenters of

the Exhibition. We trust Mr. Glover

will reap the reward of his extraor-

dinary industry and well-earned re-

putation.

WATER-COLOUR EXHIBITION.
The present Number of the Re-

pository will have gone to press be-

fore this delightful collection ofdraw-

ings will be open to the public. From
the works intended for the Exhibi-

tion, which we have seen, we are jus-

tified in saying, that it will be a great

mental treat. As caterers for the

gratification of the public in works

of art, we shall notice a few, which

will be found of the highest class,

reserving a general description for

our next Number, when we have

had an opportunity of viewing the

whole together.

Christall has a few, which are truly

beautiful. One, which we shall call

a Fountain, is a fine composition,

comprising a number of females draw-

ing water: it is a sort of village con-

versazione, delightfully drawn, and

powerful in effect, with a charming

breadth ofcolour. Two small draw-

ings, a Cottage- Girl /Spinning, and

a Girl at the Well, are truly en-

chanting, from the sweet simplicity

that pervades them. This artist's

pictures, are justly admired for well-

selected accessories ; and his distan-

ces, as in the present instances, are

of the most natural and charming

description.

Cox shines most pre-eminently

:

his scene, the Embarkation of his

Majesty from Greenwich, we ven-

ture to predict will be found one of

the most splendid drawings of its

kind that has adorned any Exhibi-

tion. We cannot trust ourselves,

from our present impressions, to dwell

on its merits, but must wait until an

opportunity offers of contrasting it

with other works of merit in the

rooms. The scene is Greenwich

Hospital, with the river Thames;

the water seemingly alive with the

admiring multitude that adorn the

gay barges, rich in gold and the

many-coloured banners that sparkle

in the sun.

Prout, whose drawings were so

much admired in the last Exhibition,

will have many beautiful foreign

scenes in the forthcoming collection: •*

among others, will be found some

Market-Places, rich in old Gothic

architecture, for which this artist is

so eminent, combined with all the

bustle and glitter of a many-coloured

foreign market-assemblage. Hills too

contributes largely some of his most

happy efforts in Cattle Scenery, for

which he is justly esteemed. Rob-
son sends many a beautiful Mountain

Scene. The much-admired Barrett

will be found to have excelled him-

self this year, from the superb pro-

ductions contributed by him. Of
Pugin, Fielding, Richter, and other

contributors, we must defer speaking

until the opening of the Exhibition,

at the Society's new and spacious

room, Pall-Mall East.
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MR. WARDS LITHOGRAPHIC DRAWINGS.

The rapidity with which the art

of lithography has passed through

the several stages of improvement

opened to it by scientific and inge-

nious artists, has been of late a to-

pic of considerable interest, from the

close connection of the art itself with

the general business and embellish-

ments of society. A few years have

only elapsed since this art might be

said to have been in its infancy; the

information respecting it was scanty,

the experiments for its practical de-

velopment were made under many
disadvantages, and exposed to con-

sequent risks; but thanks to the ener-

gy and perseverance of Alois Sene-

felder of Munich, the great inventor

of lithography in its present process,

he succeeded at length in asserting

the utility of his discovery, and de-

veloping the great variety of its pow-

ers, in his interesting and complete

History of Lithography, published

in the year 1819 by Mr. Ackermann.

It was unlikely that this invention

should fail to obtain the usual tribute

which attends successful efforts for the

expansion ofhuman skill; and accord-

ingly, as its advantages became more

manifest, the inventor was honoured

by a competition for the originality of

his discovery, which was, however,

soon dissipated by his plain and sim-

ple narrative of the labours from

which this invention sprung. Our
purpose is rather to state results,

than to describe the manner of their

attainment, as detailed in Mr. Sene-

felder's valuable work, or the parti-

cular improvements which character-

ize the present state of the art in

the various parts of Europe where

it is practised on an extensive scale;

but we cannot forego the gratifica-

tion of observing, that the greatest im-

provements in the art of lithography

hitherto attained, have been effected

by British artists in the metropolis;

and that the most remarkable proof

of our superiority is established be-

yond all question, in the series of

drawings now publishing at Mr.
Ackermann's, by an eminent artist,

James Ward, Esq. of the Royal

Academy. The series consists of

three numbers, containing twelve li-

thographic drawings of celebrated

horses, from pictures painted by Mr.
Ward, and drawn on stone by him-

self for publication. The first num-
ber contains the portraits of Monitor

and Soothsayer, two celebrated hors-

es, the property of his Majesty;

of Primrose (a brood mare) and

foal, the property of the Duke of

Grafton; and Doctor Syntax, be-

longing to Ralph Riddell, Esq. The
second and third numbers will con-

tain, among others, portraits of Co-

penhagen, the favourite charger of

the Duke of Wellington, on which

he rode at Waterloo; of Cossack

and Persian, from the ' Duke of

Northumberland's stud; of Phantom
and Walton, from Sir John Shelley's

;

and of Leopold, the property of Mr.

J. G. Lambton, M. P.

From the names of the horses we
have mentioned, the sporting world

are at once apprised, that Mr. Ward
has selected for his pencil animals of

the most interesting character, either

from the celebrity which they have

acquired for beauty of form, extra-

ordinary qualities as racers, or in the

sports of the field, or some other

peculiar and striking circumstances

connected with their history. The
heavy expense, as well as necessary
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delay, of engravings from animal

paintings by eminent artists, has hi-

therto limited the multiplication of

such works ; but our great improve-

ments in lithography have opened a

new source of production, to which

it is gratifying to find our most emi-

nent artists resort for the extension

of their professional fame. The most

interesting feature of lithography,

and that in which it peculiarly ex-

cels, is its power to multiply actual

facsimiles of the painter's own work;

thereby diffusing the results of his

labour precisely as they issue from

his own hand ; and thus aiding, to a

vast extent, the progress of the arts,

by communicating throughout the

world, at a moderate expense in com-
parison with such drawings in chalk,

the identical touches of the master

;

for every line he draws upon the

stone becomes the precise means of

transfer for the production of each

successive likeness. Of the facility

of preserving great examples of gra-

phic excellence by this mode of mul-

tiplying at will fac-similes of original

paintings, it is most gratifying to find

such an artist as Mr. Ward availing

himself; and we trust his example will

be followed by others, to whom it

cannot fail to be equally advantage-

ous. We have seen the valuable

lithographic copy, published by Mr.

Ackermann in 1817, of the illumi-

nated Missal, from the royal library

of Munich, which preserves the ce-

lebrated emblematic designs and

drawings of Albert Durer, and the

well-executed drawings which illus-

trate Mr. Senefelder's History; but

unquestionably the most complete il-

lustration of the perfection of this

art is displayed by Mr. Ward's ani-

mal drawings: they possess all the

firmness and force of drawings, with

the softness and delicacy of engrav-

ing. There is an air of nature in

the execution, a clearness and a

strength of expression, superior to

any thing which we have before seen

from the lithographic press. It is

impossible to overrate the merit of

Mr. Ward's new series of drawings,

which are so well calculated to dis-

seminate, at small expense, the cele-

brity of this artist's skill, and parti-

cularly in the department of animal

painting, in which he has so acknow-

ledged a pre-eminence.

FASHIONS.

LONDON FASHIONS.

WALKING DttESS.

Cloak or mantle of levantine silk,

of jiamme de ponche colour: at the

bottom are four narrow satin rou-

leaus, and also round the hood,

which is drawn with white satin rib-

bon: small square standing collar.

The cloak is lined with white sarsnet,

and for cool mornings and chilly

evenings will be found appropriate

and comfortable. The dress is of

English twilled sarsnet, of pale prim-

rose colour, made high: the body
full, but drawn to fit the shape by
several longitudinal rows, and fas-

tens behind: the epaulette and cuff

are full, and arranged en bouffants

by the drawings: at the bottom of

the skirt is a trimming of gauze,

formed into bouffants by perpendi-
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cular satin straps. Leghorn bonnet, the year: pelisses,

with a plume of white ostrich fea- II
shawls arc all worn.

spencers, and

Pelisses are

thers, fastened by a small bow of

flamme - <lc -ponche - coloured levan-

tine : strings of the same. Cap of

now no longer closed in front; they

are generally of light colours, lined

with white, and trimmed with satin,

British lace. The colour of the gloves,
jj

or a mixture of satin and gnu d'tte,

primrose, and of the shoes, Jiamme \
or velours shnutt. Some trimmings

de ponche.

EVENING DRESS.

Dress of bright Spanish green

tulle, trimmed with the same mate-

rial and with satin, and worn over a

satin slip of the same colour: the

corsage is made plain, with a Fari-

net tucker of white tulle; the folds

tastefully confined by six small ro-

settes of satin ribbon, equidistant,

one being placed in the centre of the

bosom, another at the back, and the

remainder at the front and back of

the shoulders ; the band is of satin,

and the waist is rather short : the

sleeve is moderately long, and very

full, and has four satin rouleaus, or-

namented half way with a circlet of

French folds, where the fulness of

the sleeve is collected: at the bot-

tom of the skirt is a very full trim-

ming of tulle, in reversed plaitings,

set in a satin frame ; to the upper

band are attached satin spikes, which

extend rather more than half way,

and give it a rich and lively appear-

ance. The hair is divided in front,

and confined by a garland of anemo-

nes ; the hind hair plaited, and dis-

posed a la couronne. Ear-rings,

bracelets, and necklace, of topaz.

White kid gloves, white satin shoes,

and small ivory fan.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON FASHION

AND DRESS.

Promenade dress affords more va-

riety than is usual at this season of

Vol I. .No. V.

are composed of satin rouleaus dis-

posed in various forms, as crescents,

demi-lozenges, and in a scroll pat-

tern: we have noticed some made

with falling collars in the pelerine

style, that is, rounded or cut in

scollops; but these are not general,

high collars having as yet the pre-

ference.

Leghorn bonnets are much in fa-

vour for plain walking dress ; they are

also worn in the promenade, but not

so generally as silk or satin. In the

first case, they are ornamented only

with ribbons ; in the last, with flowers

or feathers. Silk bonnets are various-

ly ornamented : some have a drapery

cut in five points, disposed across the

crown ; it is edged with blond ; the

points are tacked down, and the

spaces between filled with small bou-

quets of spring-flowers. Others are

ornamented with knots of gauze in-

termixed with flowers or marabout

plumes ; and some are trimmed with

gauze only. Spencers, particularly

for carriage costume, are made to

fasten behind, some with buttons,

but the major part with hooks, which

fasten in the buttonhole. The
busts of these spencers are much or-

namented with trimmings composed

of wrought silk, disposed in the sto-

macher form, and finished by Bran-

denbourgs at the sides. Velours si-

male, gros (Ttte, and satin, are also

employed to ornament the busts of

spencers. Some few of the most

novel and elegant carriage spencers

S - s
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that we liave seen, were of whitegros
tVett, with two satin rouleaus dis-

posed on each side of the bust, and
a row of blond between each; the

rouleaus are placed in a serpentine

direction, and the blond is so arrang-

ed as to form an epaulette: there is

no collar to the spencer, but its place

is supplied by a collarette of blond

:

the long sleeve is tight, and finished

at the hand to correspond with the

bust. The bartges scarf and shawl,

so fashionable in France, begin to be

used in carriage costume. We mean
those finished at the ends or the cor-

ners with flowers wrought in silver

or gold : they are worn in blue, lilac,

straw colour, and cherry ; but white

is most in favour. Silver is more
prevalent than gold. We have seen

in a few instances metallic gauze bon-

nets worn with these scarfs: they

were trimmed with marabouts, and

had a band either of gold or silver

net round the crown, with an orna-

ment in dead gold at the base of the

plume.

The prettiest and most elegant of

the novel head-dresses that we have

seen, is the turban a la Flore: it is

composed of transparent gauze, dis-

posed en boiiillonne in a serpentine

direction, and intersected with small

bouquets of flowers tastefully arran-

ged, and partially shaded by the

gauze. Gauze turbans spangled with

steel are also much in favour.

Fashionable colours are, migno-

nette, azure, different shades of rose,

lilac, straw colour, and dove colour.

FRENCH FEMALE FASHIONS.
Paris, April 18.

My dear Sophia,

Our out-door costume is still

regulated by the new fashions which

appeared at Longchamp during the

last week of Lent. Though the

dresses were more than usually light,

owing to the uncommon fineness of

the weather, there were, neverthe-

less, some manteaux both in satin

and kerseymere : the only novelty in

their form was a triple cape, edged
with deep silk fringe to correspond,

and a pointed collar, which, being

thrown open at the throat, formed

an additional pelerine. The few spen-

cers that were seen, were either of

blue silk with hard silk gimp trim-

ming, disposed in the military style,

and finished at the ends of the bands
with lozenges, also of hard silk ; or

of white Merino, ornamented in a

similar manner with coloured satin.

Long sleeve, extremely tight ; and a

full epaulette, intersected with bands

and lozenges. These spencers were

either made without collars, or with

falling ones, which had the shape of

small pelerines : they buttoned be-

hind, and were finished at the bot-

tom by a full knot of satin, clasped

in the middle by a brilliant steel or-

nament. Those ladies who wore

silk gowns, had them made in the

style that I have just described, and

trimmed with ruches of the same

material, or else a broad rouleau at

the bottom of the skirt, surmounted

by a narrower one, disposed in fes-

toons, the point of each festoon

turning upwards, and finished by a

satin ornament, resembling the sham-

rock. This latter trimming is the

shallowest I have yet seen, it not

being quite half a quarter in depth.

Barege seaxfs, fastened on the bust

with gold sliders, or sautoirs of the

same material, carelessly tied at the
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throat, were prevalent, but not so

much so as lace pelerines, rounded

behind and at the ends ; they reach

the knees, and fall nearly as low as

the bottom of the waist : these pele-

rines are mostly in white lace ; they

are genteel, but not very tonish in

black.

Gowns are, silk, muslin, bourre

de sole, bareges, crepe des bareges,

and crepe des Merinos : these two

last materials are transparent, and

are worn both in white and colours

;

the latter is most prevalent in out-

door costume, the former in full

dress. There is a great deal of va-

riety in the patterns ; diamonds, flow-

ers, scroll and running patterns, are

all in favour. The bodies are made
either high, or else a la merge. Trim-

mings are bouillonne, or flounces of

the same material, or else satin rou-

leaus. I must not omit to mention

that some of these dresses are of a

white ground, striped perpendicu-

larly with rose colour,' and trimmed

with flounces, also edged with rose

colour. Waists are still as long, or

indeed rather longer than ever.

Bonnets are of gauze and crepe

Usse, white and coloured satin, paille

de riz, and different sorts of metallic

gauze. The crowns are somewhat
higher, and the brims still shallower

and wider, than when I wrote last.

The bonnets most in favour are those

composed of citron and lilac, or else

trimmed with these two colours.

They are also the favourite hues for

gowns and ribbons. Certainly they

form a most glaring and inelegant

contrast; but, in this respect, French

taste is very bad. Chapeaux of rice-

straw are trimmed round the top and

bottom of the crown with bands of

either lilac or citron satin; two or

three of the same bands also £o round

the edge of the brim : a bouquet of

flowers is placed to one side, or else

a panache, consisting of a mixture

of marabout and ostrich feathers

;

or the panache a fa Greoque, com-

posed of five plumes of curled os-

trich feathers. For crape or gauze

bonnets, the most fashionable orna-

ment is a crown of flowers placed

half upon the left side round the

bottom of the crown, and the other

half goes up the crown in a bias di-

rection. The flowers most in favour

are, anemones of cherry-red, yellow

narcissus, violets of Parma, and

small sprigs of Persian lilac. I mast

not forget to say that capotes begin

to be very much in favour ; but as

yet they are worn only in gros de

Naples. The brim is deeper than

that of any other bonnet: if the c.ha-

peau is lilac, a rouleau of citron rib-

bon goes round the bottom of the

crown; if citron, it has the same or-

nament in lilac. The half-boot is

laid aside for the kid or silk shoe,

which always corresponds with the

colours that predominate in the

dress. The newest reticules are of

silk net trimmed with silk fringe;

they are small, and of the basket

shape, fastening with a button at the

side. The only change that has

taken place since I wrote last in even-

ing dress is, that it is less splendid

;

blond, beads, and artificial flowers

being now more used than gold or

silver. The hair is also more ex-

posed, particularly by young ladies

:

it is ornamented with flowers, or with

small crowns of marabouts intermin-

gled with gold or silver ears of corn.

Fashionable colours are, lilac, ci-

tron, vertIsiboe (AngUce pea-green),

cherry - red, and cerulean blue.—
Adieu! Always your

Eubocia.

S « 2
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LETTER FROM BRUSSELS
;

With an Account of a splendid Fancy Dress Ball given by the Prince of Orange.

Brussels, March 5.

My dear Friend,

We have had very gay doings

here since I wrote to you last. On the

5th Feb. the Prince of Orange compli-

mented his mother the queen with a fancy

dress ball, to which all the English of

distinction were invited. A large party

of them determined to go in the dresses

of the characters in Walter Scott's novel

of " Ivanhoe;" and her majesty was so

.much delighted with the dresses of this

party, that she invited them to appear in

the same habits on the 10th, when the

king was to give a fancy dress ball in ho-

nour of her majesty.

The ball was given in the salle of the

great theatre, which was beautifully de-

corated and lighted with gas. This theatre

is on the same model as the Odeon in Pa-

ris, but smaller. When the company

assembled, the scene really reminded me

of those brilliant and fanciful descriptions

in the Arabian Tales, which we have so

often read together with pleasure. The

brilliancy of the lights, the splendour

and variety of the dresses, and the blaze

of jewellery which every where met the

eye, might well have made one imagine

that it was a hall of enchantment. The

whole court of Holland, all the principal

nobility, and all the English who had

been presented at court, were present at

this magnificent ball.

The court had adopted the costume of

the ballet of the Death of Tasso, which

is equally rich and elegant. The Prin-

cess of Orange, sister to the Emperor of

Russia, was Elinor, and was dressed

exactly like the picture which represents

her. Her robe, of scarlet velvet, and

very long, had a trimming of six inches

broad in diamonds ; her neck, arms, ccin-

turc, head, in short, her whole person

was one blaze of jewels. A long veil,

light but extremely rich, flowed grace-

fully behind her, and gave to view the

fine turn of her shoulders. The Queen

was dressed in crimson velvet, with a cap

a la Princesse Renee. The young Prin-

cess Royal, Mary-Ann, only fourteen

years of age, was simply dressed in

white, with her hair arranged d Venfant,

and a diadem and ceinture in emeralds

:

nothing could be more interesting than

the appearance of this charming princess,

whose air is as innocent and ingenuous as

infancy itself. The Princes had tunics

of gold cloth. The cortege was altoge-

ther royal ; there were nearly one hundred

persons belonging to the court, splendid-

ly dressed in velvet, satin, and ermine.

Eight ladies, and as many gentlemen,

dressed in crimson velvet trimmed with

swansdown, walked first, and were fol-

lowed by eight others in scarlet satin,

eight in deep blue, and eight more in

light blue satin, with long veils ; twelve

in white, with crowns of pearl. This suite

were ranged, in the form of an amphi-

theatre, behind the royal family on the

stage. The behaviour of the royal fa-*

mily enchanted every body; nothing

could exceed their affability, and they

entered into the spirit of the scene with

the most graceful condescension. I must

now speak to you of the dramatis per-

sona of Ivanhoe, which, by the bye, it

will not be amiss to subjoin a bill of, that

you may have the better idea of the splen-

did effect which such an assemblage, ha-

bited as described in the novel, must

have. The actors were as follow

:

Wamba, Mr. Carrol.

The Black Knight, Mr. deJante.

Cedric, Colonel Dyke.

Gurth, Mr. Berkeley.

Ivanhoe, Lord Dunlop.

Lady Roivena, Mrs. Berkeley.

EIGHT SAXONS.
Miss J. A.Poeklington. Miss Gopld.

Miss Pocklington. Miss Bonham.

Lady Boyd. Lady H. Trench.

Miss Dyk?. Mis^s Byam.
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Robin Hood, Sir John Boyd.

EIGHT ARCHERS.

Mr. Edgecumb. Lt.-Col Gardener.

Baron de Vrinty. Mr. Goold.

Baron de Meycndorff. Mr.de Kaisersfeldt.

Mr. Brown. Mr- de Kull.

Isaac, Colonel Perceval.

Rebecca, Mrs. Perceval.

EIGHT JEWESSES.

Miss Crawford. Mrs. Cunynghame.

Miss Bowyer. Miss Parker,

Miss Campbell. Miss Elton.

Miss Louisa Parker. Lady Louisa Trench

Sir Brian dc Bois Guilbert, Maj . Pocklington

EIGHT SARACEN SLAVES.

Mr. de Sundt.

Mr. Eyre.

Mr. Dyke.

Mr. Trench.

Mr. Elton.

Mr de Barbosa.

Mr. Fielding.

Marquis de Grace.

PAGES.

Master Blundell, Mast.Evelyn Pocklington

Alice, Mrs Fielding.

Waldemar Fitzurse, Mr. Cunynghaiue.

Prince John, Mr J.Searle.

Beaumanoir, Baron de Tuyll.

De Bracey, Mr. Blundell.

Front de Bceuf, Mr. Corbally.

EQUERRIES.
Mr. Augustus Master, and Mr. Byam.

The Princess of Orange first gave her

hand for the promenade called the polo-

naise, to the lords and ministers ; after-

wards to Prince John Lackland ; and per-

ceiving that the Black Knight (Richard)

was behind, she stopped and insisted on

his going first. After supper, the Prin-

cess desired the Master of the Ceremo-

nies to inform the Templar, that she wish-

ed to take a walk with him ; and he had

the honour of accompanying her twice

round the hall. It was impossible to

look or dress Bois Guilbert better than

the Major did ; he really seemed the very

Templar that the glowing fancy of Scott

has pourtrayed.

I do not describe to you the dresses in

Ivanhoe, because you know them so well

;

but I must observe, that the two pages

were habited in the same style as at the

coronation of George IV. : they are not,

as you know, mentioned in the story of

Ivanhoe, but were added to the party by

the maternal love of Mrs. Pocklington,

who wished to give her young son an op-

portunity of assisting in the pageant.

Mrs. Pocklington herself took no part in

it: she was, however, elegantly and

strikingly dressed in a robe of silver la-

ma, with an emerald-green satin tunic,

embroidered round the border in silver,

and the bust ornamented with a superb

diamond stomacher. Her head-dress

was a diadem of emeralds, and a panache

An°laise, composed of twelve long white

ostrich feathers, with a long veil of green

and silver Indian tissue, fastened to the

back of her head. I do not describe to

you the dresses of Rowena and Rebecca,

because you will find them in" Ivanhoe;"

but I must say a word of the Jewesses

and the Saxons. The first had white

satin petticoats with red tunics, embroi-

dered round the border in gold, as well as

the bottom of the petticoat ; the turban

corresponded with the tunic, and a long

veil of gold net finished the dress : no, I

had forgot the sandals, to match the tu-

nic, and laced with gold cord. The robes

of the Saxons were silver tissue, border-

ed with red satin, striped with silver.

The corsages were light blue, finished by

rosaces of blue and white beads : the cein-

turcs also were of beads, the ends of

which fell in a pyramidal form in the

front of the tunic. The turbans were of

pale red, with pearls, and black, blue, and

white feathers.

Nothing could be more admirably got

up than this representation, with which

their Majesties have had the goodness to

. express themselves much satisfied. The

Prince of Orange has received it as a

! mark of gratitude for the constant invi-

' tations and numerous attentions bestowed

! by the court upon the English, who, on

1

1 this occasion, were honoured with per-

;
mission to use the private entrance of the

i Royal Family. The court entered the

J

theatre to the sound of music. As soon

j

as they were arranged on the stage, the

i

bugle-horn of Robin Hood announced

|

the gay troop of Ivanhoe; it advanced

in order to salute their Majesties, and

J?
then divided to dance a quadrille.
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There were two suppers, one for the

ladies, who were invited into the queen's

salle; and another, which was served in

the great salle, for the rest of the com-

pany. You may think how large the

party was, when I tell you that in this

last there were thirty tables. All the

ladies of the English party had the

honour of being invited to the queen's

salle. The ball was commenced with

fresh spirit after supper ; and the royal

host had the pleasure, seldom enjoyed by

the giver of a feast, of sending every

body away delighted with the manner

in which they had been received.

The ball is still the principal topic of

conversation at Brussels ; and I assure

you, that the inhabitants do full justice to

the splendid spectacle with which the

English graced it. Adieu, my dear

friend ! Believe me always yours,
*****

FASHIONABLE FURNITURE.
CABINET BOOKCASE.

Tins elegant piece of furniture

forms a useful appendage to the

boudoir or drawing-room. It is cal-

culated to contain all the books that

may be desired for the sitting-room,

without a reference to the library.

The doors may be wrought as re-

presented in the design, or in a rich

open metal scroll, shewing a coloured

silk within; or they may be com-

posed of a chaste lattice-work, with

glass, to display the books, which,

in this instance, should be elegantly

bound, to add richness to the whole.

This cabinet should be formed of a

deep-toned wood, varied and rich

in its grain : rose-wood is preferred.

The ornaments are metal gilt. The
top is formed in shelves, and lined

with looking-glass, to display vases,

or any fancy articles that may be re-

quired, or that will add to the splen-

dour of the apartment.

jBgwcir̂ j^iLy,,." *- <<X
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Mr. Ackermaxn has ready for publi-

cation, a Second Scries of Designs of

Household Furniture and Decorations,

designed as well for the use of upholster-

ers, as of those who have occasion to em-

ploy them.

The division of The IVorld in Minia-

ture containing China, in two volumes,

with thirty coloured engravings, will ap-

pear on the 1st of June next.

The new novel preparing by the au-

thor of " Waverley," to succeed " Peve-

ril of the Peak," entitled Quentin Dur-

ivard, is nearly ready for publication, in

three volumes.

A new novel, entitled Willoughby, or

the Influence of Religious Principles, by

the author of " Decision," " Caroline

Ormsby," &c. in 2 vols. 12mo. will ap-

pear in a few days.

The octavo volume, entitled Disserta-

tions introductory to the Study and right

Understanding ofthe Language, Structure,

and Contents of the Apocalypse, by Alex-

ander Tilloch, LL. D. announced as at

press some time ago, will be published

early in May.

The renowned physician, Dr. Struve

of Saxony, who, by his establishment of

artificial mineral waters at Dresden and

Leipzig, and by the many extraordinary

cures performed by the combination of

the virtues of the various springs on one

spot, has attracted great notice all over

Germany, is about to undertake a similar

establishment in England, and has, for

that purpose, sent over a skilful chemist.

In our next Number we hope to give

more particulars of this new .and salutary

speculation.

Printed by L. Harrison, 373, Strand.
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VIEWS OF COUNTRY-SEATS.
DEEPDENE.

Deepdene, thus named from its

situation in a valley surrounded by

steep hills, was, in the troublesome

and dangerous times of Charles I.

the residence of the Earl of Arun-

del, the celebrated collector of an-

tique statues, and of the marbles

known by his name. In the early

part of the 18th century it was the

retreat of the Hon. Charles Howard,

who gave it the name of Long Hope,
" that is," says the Magna Britan-

nia, " deep valley; where, in a most

pleasant and delightful solitude, he

hath placed his house, gardens, or-

chards, and boscages. The house

is not built for grandeur, but retire-

ment—a noble hermitage, neat, ele-

gant, and suitable to the genius of

the proprietor, a christian philoso-

pher, who lives up to primitive piety.

The Hope he hath cast into the form

Vol. I. No. VI.

of a theatre, having six narrow

walks, like benches one above an-

other. In the garden, which may
seem a second Eden, there are twen-

ty-one sorts of thyme, many rare

flowers and choice plants, as myr-

tles, syringas, orange-trees, &c. In

the hill is a cave digged thirty-six

feet long, through which, as through

a tube, there is a visto over all the

south parts of Surrey and Sussex,

as far as the sea. On the south

side of the hill is a vineyard of many
acres ; and on the west, a labora-

tory and a neat oratory. Where,

under heaven, can be a sweeter

place?"

This romantic spot descended to

the predecessor of the late Duke of

Norfolk, who pulled down the old

house, erected the present mansion

on its site, and made great improve-

T T
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ments in the grounds. The late

duke sold the estate in 1791 to the

late Sir William Burrell, Bart, who
died in 1 796 ; but his lady continued

to reside here till her death. It then

came into the possession of Sir

Charles Burrell, Bart, of whom it

was purchased by Thomas Hope,

Esq. who here displays his refined

taste and superior powers, as well

in the improvement of this lovely

spot, as in the walks of literature

and the arts. His Anastasins, or

Memoirs of a Modern Greek, for

intensity of feeling and eloquence,

for bold imagery and glowing repre-

sentations of historical scenes, and

for acute and energetic delineations

of vice and frailty, is a work that

alone would stamp Mr. Hope's lite-

rary fame, and rank him among the

most elegant and fascinating writers.

His volumes on Ancient and Modern
Costume, and his fine outline work
on Internal Decorations of Houses,

as connected with the fine arts, have

had no small share in correcting

public taste.

Deepdene is at present undergoing

considerable improvements. That
part of the house represented in the

annexed view is entirely the creation

ofMr. Hope, being an addition to, and
at the back of, the mansion, a part of

which, as shewn in the plate, is con-

nected with, andjudiciously surround-

ed by, a chaste screen, which balances

an elegant flight of steps that commu-
nicates with Mrs. Hope's apartments,

consisting of a boudoir, bath, bed-

room, .&c. fitted up with a delicate

attention to simplicity combined with

richness. This connects with the

principal apartments in the main
building. In the rear of this ele-

gant portion of the edifice, Mr.
Hope is forming a conservatoi-y and

statue -gallery; and to his honour

be it here recorded, that to him the

celebrated sculptor, Thorwaldsen,

owes, in a great measure, his sup-

port and patronage. The gallery

will be adorned by the valuable col-

lection of statues from the town-

house*.

The interior of the house is fitted

up in the most chaste style, combin-

ing elegance with simplicity and com-

fort. It is not in the house alone

that Mr. Hope's fine taste is dis-

played; for the romantic grounds

abound in embellishments, unique in

their kind. Not a seat but bears

the mark of a master hand, to say

nothing of the ornamental bridges,

entrance-gates, lodges, green-houses,

orangeries, pineries; all have some

elegant peculiarity, and all, even the

dairy, stables, and outhouses, are

made to add grandeur to this en-

chanting spot, which may justly be

termed a fairy region. It possesses

its caves, grottoes, hermitages, and

subterranean passages. The flower-

garden, blended with this, extends

along a beautiful dell or vale, still

called the Long Hope ; while the

acclivity on either side is clothed and

crowned with overhanging woods;

the whole forming a glorious living

amphitheatre.

Salmon, on visiting this delightful

place, observes, " If we were to

search through the island for a place

to perform the religious rites of the

Celts, nothing comes up to the am-

phitheatre of Deepdene, adjoining

* This splendid mansion, situated in

Mansfield- street, and containing a su-

perb collection of pictures by the old

masters, may be inspected, through the

courtesy of the owner : the wish of the

visitor, expressed in a note, is graciously

and instantly attended to.
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to Cotmandene : I will not say there

are any vestiges of their sacrifices

;

but the place by nature is so sur-

prisingly contrived for worship or

theatrical entertainment, as if it had

been cut out of the hill by human
hands. The figure of it tempted

the Hon. Mr. Howard to turn it into

a vineyard, and to grace it with all

the variety that planting and garden-

ing could add. It is at present

woody on the north side to the top,

and probably was such anciently on

the concave side. No Druid could

see this beauty neglected, nor doubt

that nature had formed it for the

adoration of the Deity, where sacri-

fices might be performed with the

greatest solemnity; the scene com-

manding the veneration of the peo-

ple, and the capacious theatre con-

taining a greater number than ever

attended a show of gladiators. On
both sides of this romantic place

stand hills of vast height and beau-

tiful aspect."

Serpentine walks and drives through

the woods are continued to a charm-

ing terrace, lined with fine beech-

trees, on the brow of the hill, where

a view, scarcely to be conceived,

opens to the eye of the delighted

spectator. Chart park* lies imme-

* Chart park is now the property of

Mr. Hope, who pulled down the house

and offices, and annexed the grounds to

the Deepdene estate. This park was

formed by Henry Talbot, Esq. a son of

Dr. William Talbot, Bishop of Durham,
brother of Lord Talbot, Lord Hio-h

Chancellor of England. The last owner
and resident was the late Sir Charles

Talbot, Bart, by whose devisees it was

sold to the present proprietor. This es-

tate was long eminent for its vineyard

and delightful scenery. From an emi-

diately at his feet, sloping down in

lawny undulations, and uniting as it

were with the beautiful and extended

valley of Reigate, backed with the

distant blue wood-covered hills; while

the classical Deepdene,through which

you have ascended, forms, with the

Guildford hills, Box-hill, Norbury

park, and the Denbighs, a lovely

panorama.

An elegantly proportioned archi-

tectural embellishment, a memorial

of fraternal affection, graces the cen-

tre of this terrace, and has a pretty

effect from the grounds beneath. It

is a simple pediment, supported by

two columns, beneath which is a

stone seat. On the pediment is in-

scribed, " FltATRI OPTIMO."

In traversing these ever-varying,

ever-beautiful grounds, will be found

a spot where repose two youths, sons

of Mr. Hope, who constructed here

a mausoleum : it is capable of con-

taining twenty bodies. A noble sim-

plicity pervades it, and the scene is

such as tends to heal the wounded

feelings of the heart, and to make it

bow with resignation to the decrees

of Providence. This feeling, this

fondness for shrubberies and gar-

dens, have marked the expiring

wishes of some of the greatest, wis-

est, and best of men: indeed, it is

perfectly natural that they should

desire their mortal remains to be de-

posited in scenes and among objects,

which, while living, they loved to

contemplate and to admire.

nence, on which is a fine clump of firs,

called Dorking's Glory, the views are

very delightful and extensive, command-

ing not only the vales of Leatherhead

and Dorking, but a long tract of the

southern parts of Surrey, quite to the

border of Sussex.

T t 2
II
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THE ROOKERY
The Rookery, situated near Dork-

ing, was formerly a farm-house call-

ed Chert-gate, and, for a consider-

able period, the property of the

Comber family, one of whom sold it

to Abraham Tucker, Esq. of Betch-

worth Castle. In 1759 it became,
by purchase, the property of Daniel

Malthus*, Esq. father of the cele-

brated political economist of that

name. The beauties of the situa-

tion, possessing in itself hill, dale,

overhanging woods, a delightful

stream of water—all the requisites

for a display of good taste in land-

scape-gardening, induced Mr. Mal-
thus to convert the farm-house into

the present genteel residence. He
turned, at the same time, his active

talent to the improvement of the na-
|

tural beauties of this his retreat,

which he denominated the Rookery.
To him it is mainly indebted for its

present delightful arrangement. The
house stands in the vale of Mereden,
about a quarter of a mile from the

main road, and is now the residence

of Mrs. Fuller, though the property
of her eldest son, Richard Fuller,

Esq. It has no pretensions to ar-

chitectural beauty or character, but
has some affinity to the Gothic, from
its Gothic pinnacles, and being sur-

mounted with embattled parapets.

Its appearance is comfortable, and
consistent with the surrounding syl-

van scenery, as shewn in the annex-
ed view. The boldly rising hill in

the rear of the dwelling is charm-

* Mr. Malthus was not unknown in

the literary world as a man of taste and
learning. Among his productions are,

an Essay on Landscape-Gardening, and
elegant translations of Paul and Virginia

and The Sorrows of Werter.

ingly covered with overhanging beech
wood, imparting a rural solitude to

this sequestered retreat. The birch

and beech here seem to attain an

unusual height, forming, with other

varieties of luxuriant trees, a zone

of forest scenery around the de-

mesne, of remarkable beauty. The
woods extend a considerable dis-

tance, and are delightfully inter-

sected with serpentine walks, which,

at intervals, skirt the water, and, at

other places, penetrate the umbra-
geous gloom to the tops of the sur-

rounding hills. The estate is charm-
ingly watered by a stream, which
rises at the upper end of Mereden
vale, at the base of Leith-hill, whence
it winds its way to the delightful

sloping lawn in front of the house,

where it forms a sheet of water, in

the bosom of which is a small island

clothed with exotic andlate-flowering

shrubs. Connected with this water

is what may be called a lake, which,

with its accompaniments, is romantic

in the extreme. A ruinous fishing-

house, partly hidden by wood, im-

parts wildness to a small island.

—

The water is shaded on all sides by
fine wood, which rises from the very

margin. Several rude structures, a

rustic boat-house, a corn-mill, and a

picturesque ice-house, add to the

embellishments of this enchanting

spot. The rivulet, after forming the

glassy lake, and gurgling among
broken precipices, glens, and nooks,

takes its course parallel to the town

of Dorking, where it assumes the

name of Pipbrook, supplying, in the

course of two miles, six corn-mills,

before it empties itself into the river

Mole under Box-hill. A public foot-.

path winds through the Rookery
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grounds up the vale to a farm be-

longing to the hospital of the Holy

Trinity at Guildford, founded by

Archbishop Abbot. In a copse upon

this farm is a spring, called Mag's

Well, celebrated in the neighbour-

hood for the extraordinary cures at-

tributed to its water, which is ex-

tremely pure, and when applied out-

wardly, is detergent. The notion of

its salutary properties is of high an-

tiquity ; for Aubrey and Camden

describe the spring as possessing

powerful medicinal qualities in scro-

fulous and cutaneous disorders, in

man or beast. Accordingly there is

a convenient place for the immersion,

not only of bipeds, but of quadru-

peds, which are frequently brought

from a distance to be cured at Mao-'s

Well. It is said to have been found,

on accurate analysis, nearly to re-

semble the Malvern water.

ON THE CONDITION OF THE FAIR SEX IN DIFFERENT
QUARTERS OF THE GLOBE.

No. IV,

The Negroes on the west coast of

Africa, near the river Gambia, have

a festival, which falls in the month

of April or May, and is called Tamp-
cara. This festival is distinguished

by the appearance of a personage

to whom they give the same name.

He is considered as a supernatural

being, to whom they pay the most

profound respect. He never appears

but at night, when every door is

thrown open to him, and he has free

access to the women. Their hus-

bands must not manifest the least

sign of jealousy; the slightest mur-

mur would draw upon them the dis-

pleasure of Tampcara, who would

not fail to make them feel it most

severely by his emissaries. Such is

the influence which this Tampcara
possesses, that he is not afraid to

defy the authority of princes them-

selves : in short, he is allowed to do

whatever he pleases, as will appear

from the following account, given by

a French gentleman, formerly resi-

dent on the Gambia.
" In 1776," says he, " I was at the

factory of Albreda with five Negroes

only, who were attending me, when,

at two o'clock one morning, Tamp-
cara, accompanied by two hundred

men, made his appearance. My
people, who, on any other occasion,

would have attempted some resist-

ance, fled at the name of Tampcara,

and I was left by myself. The troop

was armed with javelins, muskets,

and daggers, and their chief had a

sabre. Nothing but the greatest

firmness could save me at this junc-

ture. The pretended demon auda-

ciously demanded a great quantity

of goods out of the warehouses com-

mitted to my care ; and, on my re-

fusal, he made two cuts at me with

his sabre, which I parried with my
sword. I told him in bad Wolof
(the language spoken by the natives

of those parts) that I would call my
people, and order them to fire at him,

if he did not instantly depart; and,

after some discussion, I gave him to

understand, that, out of regard for

his person, I would agree to present

him with three muskets and some

brandy. He then retired quietly,

and by this small sacrifice I got rid

of him. As these assemblages are

held onlv at night, I caused some of
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Tampcara's companions to be appre-

1

hended the following day, and put
|

in irons, till my property should be

restored. They admitted the vio-

lence and robbery, but alleged, in

their justification, that they had but

obeyed the commands of Tampcara.

I succeeded, however, in recovering

my muskets, and took the best pre-

cautions for preventing similar out-

rages in future."'

To counterbalance the power of

Tampcara, who seems to favour the

women, the Mahometan Mandingoes

have their Mumbo Jumbo, whose

mysteries also are celebrated only in

the night-time. About the middle

of the year, a great noise, proceed-

ing for several successive nights from

a certain wood, announces his visit,

and gives notice to the men to go out

to receive him. Mumbo Jumbo at

length appears. He is a hideous fi-

gure, dressed in the bark of trees,

and provided with a stick. He is

preceded by his band. The women
meanwhile assemble in the midst of

the village, range themselves in a cir-

cle, and with trembling await his ar-

rival. Songs, accompanied by the

sound of instruments, are presently

heard ; and Mumbo Jumbo sings a

pleasing air, to which the men and

women answer in chorus. Profound

silence ensues. Mumbo Jumbo takes

a seat, and points out such of the

women whose conduct during the

preceding year has not been satisfac-

tory. They are dragged away, tied

to a post, stripped and scourged with

more or less severity, according to

the nature of their offences, by

Mumbo, who is furnished with a rod

for the purpose.

This formidable personage is sup-

posed to be no other than the hus-

band of one of the culprits, or a

friend of his: but the secret of the

institution has been so carefully pre-

served, that a king, who was coaxed

by a young wife to communicate it

to her, was afterwards prevailed up-

on to put to death all his wives, to

prevent their betraying what their

companion might have imparted to

them. It is asserted, however, that

the contrivance is not designed mere-

ly for a check upon the conduct of

the women, but that Mumbo Jumbo
has more than once braved the pow-

er, and curbed the ambition, of a

! despotic prince. The dress which

he wears may be seen in many places

I hanging up in trees.

THE BIRTHDAY AND THE FUNERAL.
Freely translatedfrom the German of E. C. von Kleist, Author of" The Seasons.

While perusing the Birthday and

Funeral Odes of Kleist in the ori-

ginal, it appeared to possess strength

of idea, and novelty in the manner

of treating the subject : how far these

recommendations have been preserv-

ed or impaired by the translation

here offered, must be left to the read-

er to decide. In the Birthday Ode
no part is omitted ; but, it is right to

observe, that some of the passages

I

are amplified, and those lines mark-

j

ed by inverted commas are not in

the original German.

Translator.

THE BIRTHDAY.
Alas ! that thou art born ! the busy world,

That vast receptacle of madness, waits,

With treacherous invitation, to betray

Thy trusting heart: Wisdom, her virtue here,

Can shield thee from impending ills ; for know

Here merit is a crime, high treason deem'd
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Against the majesty and power supreme

Of Folly : should'st thou dare incur her ire,

Thou art adjudy'd a criminal, to whom
The dungeon's depth and chains are mild

decrees-

Hast thou a fault? One fault its shade will

cast,

Its lengthen'd line, athwart thy hundred

deeds

Of good or glorious character: these deeds,

Thy very worth, will rouse the fiercest cry

Of vulgar souls: turn back with brow of

scorn

Upon the dastard crew, and all is dumb;
The pointed finger falls ; the nod, the wink,

Will sudden cease ; no gesture dares com-

plete

The mockery commenced. Resume thy way,

The senseless shout again resounds : if then,

With thund'ring voice, thou canst not awe

the crowd,

Thou art denied all claim to reverence,

Thou art too tame to own a hero's soul.

Canst jthou not bow, with dancer's grace,

before

The Phryne of the day, thou art proclaim'd

A churl too rude to humanize. Again :

Canst thou not game, and hazard all

The frenzied gamester stakes, and seize the

spoil

Capricious Fortune grants ; canst thou not

hear

Thy ruin'd adversary's groan, his curse,

When, from his short and fever'd dream, he

wakes

To sad reality ; thou must not hope

To shine among the great. And dost thou

dare,

Uncourteous, to resist when pleasure woos,

And ere it binds thee, snap her rose-turn'd

chain
;

Thou art condemn'd, thou hast incurr'd the

ban

Of high society ; thy star is set

In that horizon, to appear no more.

Nought, nought but varied woe can life pre-

sent:

While countries fly before the fiery sword

Of War and her fell train, gaunt Famine
comes,

And purple plague, and earthquake's yawn-
ing gulf,

F.ntombing peopled plains and woods and

groves,

The living and the dead. Nor these the worst:

Dark Hypochondria rears his dreadful form;

** That. Vampyreof the human intellect

" Shakes, from his baleful wings, a countless

host

" Of Hydra-headed shapes, whichever grow:

" His with'ring breath consumes the springs

of life

:

" See high-soul'd Honour bends, and Science

falls

:

" In helpless dotage lost, the victims pine;
" Start from the air-drawn sword orpoison'd

bowl
;

" Whisper mysteriously of crimes eonceal'd,
" Or some disease too dreadful to he nam'd :

" Without a wound, they feel th' assassin's

blade,

" And, in averting fancied deaths, they die "

All this must thou behold. Stay, Muse!
forbear,

Nor tear aside with hand abrupt the veil

Which Mercy has extended, to conceal

Th' enormous mass of human misery.

Check not the op'ning bud of youth's fair

bloom
With age's nipping frost. No, let the hand
Of slow experience gradually unfold

The scroll of life ; let blessed hope illume

Its darkest line, and, like the glorious sun,

Dart a light beam upon the stormy cloud.

Oh ! lead us now to sceues where Nature

fair

Still lives unspoil'd by human crime, still

smiles,

As when creation first arose—the world

Of ever-flowing bounty. Lead us now
To sights of peace : the glassy lake's repose ;

The ruminating herds, with half-closed eyes,

Cool shades shall shelter from the noontide

heat

:

There may'st thou thread the peaceful vale

among
A labyrinth of sweets. The butterfly,

Capricious in its flight, shall lead thee on

From flower to flower. The pheasant, pacing

proud

Inclover'd field, shall curve his painted neck,

Now brown, now blue, now green, in chang-

ing light,

Or flashing in the sunbeam living gold.

Again : thine eye may rest upon the mead,

Rich with the rainbow's hue and sparkling

rills,

Where Phcebr.s shines in floods of light; or

trace

The lark, whiise wing, with quick vibrations,

floats

Aloug the clear expanse; "e'en when her

form

"Eludes the aching sight, her descant blithe"

Swells lord in upper air full cadences.

Nor yet is Virtue banish'd from the earth
;

For Frederic lives, beneath whose gracious

sway

Mercy, fair charity, and gratitude,

And high heroic virtues, find reward :
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These foster peace, and peace is happiness.

Thou may'st be rich in faithful friends, to

sooth

The pangs of sickness, poverty, and grief.

Rise then on eagle's wings, and drink the

light

Of solar beam, nor heed the raven croak

Of Envy and her brood. Defy the storm:

Life may afford thee joys, o'erbalancing

The scale of woe.

'Tis well that thou art born.

THE FUNERAL.
Alas! that thou ait dead! thou can'st no

more

See golden-hair'd Aurora peeping forth

From out the crimson cloud : no more thine

eye

Shall contemplate the dewy pasturage :

The sun's broad disk no more shall seem to

float

Reflected in the stream, which takes its hues

From overhanging woods : the perfumed

breath

Of violet no more shall charm thy sense:

No more thine ear rejoice in murmuring
flow

Of rivulet, which gently laves the rose,

Or curls, by zephyr breeze, its rippling wave:

No more shall Philomel entrance thy soul,

As pouring forth her lays in Krausen's* Ij re,

She seems to tell anew her mournful tale.

Yet, let us not lament: thou shalt no more

See Virtue in adversity repine,

Dragging a tedious life; or sink at length

Unpitied, unrelieved, while Vice looks on

With hard indifference. No more shalt thou

Be tortured with that soul-abasing sight,

A frec-bom nation bowed beneath the yoke

Of tyranny, exacting tribute hard,

Not for protection paid. No luxury,

Nor fool, nor servile parasite, again

Shall vex thee with his knaveries : no foe,

With wolfish sidelong glance, shall watch

thy steps
;

Nor storm, nor war, nor plague, nor earth-

quake, more

Assail thy mortal sense This little speck,

Our globe, shall sink far, far beneath thy

feet,

With its atteudant ills, involved in clouds

Of sulph'rous exhalation. Thunders now

Shall roll unheard by thee, for peace and

rest

Shall guide thy soul to realms of blessedness.

Submissive bow we then to the Supreme,

And own the fiat just, nay merciful,

Which bade thee hence.

'Tis well that thou art dead.

* Kleist here introduces a compliment to

Krausen, a great practical and theoretical

musician, who wrote on musical poetry.

ALHOMPRA, THE DELIVERER OF BURMAH AND
CONQUEROR OF PEGU.

The hand of more than mortal

power that rent the chains of Bur-

mah, and riveted link by link on

the giant neck of Pegu—the feet

that trample on the mighty of every

land—the disposer of kingdoms

—

the lord of earth and air—the pos-

sessor of precious stones, in a trea-

sury heaped with diamonds, rubies,

emeralds, amethysts, chrysolites, jas-

pers, and all sparkling gems, abund-

ant as pebbles on the beach of the

river Irawady—the ruler of gold and

silver in mines of boundless extent,

or purified from the furnace—the

master of red, white, and mottled

elephants, whose praises are echoed

far as the light of sun or moon—the

emperor of all warriors, clothed in

the sacred disguise of a Talapoin,

penetrated with his keen eye the se-

cret misdeeds of his civil officers,

and the manners of his subjects, in

the vast city of Umerapoodra and

the environs. As the tropical gust

suddenly dismays the unwary mari-

ner, so the great, the just Alhompra

burst in wrath upon the oppressors

of the helpless. The morn arose in

cloudless serenity, when royalty, veil-

ed under the mysterious garb of a

priest of Boodh, was hastened to a

lowly abode by the cries of infancy,

and beheld a boy cruelly chastising

a child of the same sex. The sacred

guest expostulated, and rescued the
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trembling sufferer. Hardly had the I

boy desisted fromwielding the scourge
j

when a woman, armed with a large

twitch, appeared, and seizing the

!

late agent of intemperate castigation, :

belaboured him unmercifully, with-

out explaining the cause of her wrath.

Alhompra for a few minutes permit-

led the boy to experience the seve-
;

ritv he had indicted, and then inter-

ceded for him, inquiring likewise the

nature of his offence. The mother

said he had neglected to secure the

gate of the rice-paddock, which had

been trodden by cattle. The boy

sobbed out his defence, which indeed

was exculpatory. He reminded his

mother that he was sent from home,

and had not been ten minutes return-

ed from executing his father's com-

mands, in a direction quite different

from the paddock. The master of

the family now entered, impatiently

calling for breakfast. The Talapoin

was reverently invited to share the

repast, which consisted chiefly of

fruits, and the husband scolded and

threatened his helpmate with punish-

ment, for neglecting to gather them

before sunrise ; nor was he softened

by her humble apologies, and the

plea that she had been out of bed

all night with their sick baby, and

slept insensibly after his distress

abated. The scene of discord was

presently heightened by a man, who

rushed in, commanding the peasant

to repair instantly to the banks of

the Irawady, where, in the evening,

he must deliver a certain quantity of

teak-wood, ready felled, and pre-

pared for the king's collector. The
peasant, in a surly tone, said, he

should have had notice the preced-

ing day, that he might have repaired

to the spot, and been fresh for begin-
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ning his task by the dawn ; but now,

after a wearisome journey, he must

commence his labour without taking a

moment to rest, or else it would be

impossible to cut the number of trees

required of him; and he was sure

the great Alhompra never intended

such hardships for a poor man. He
muttered some words about the op-

pression of little folks in power

—

but the messenger silenced his com-

plaint, by applying a cane to his

shoulders, and driving him off to

his toil.

" Thus do the strong, in all rela-

tions and degrees, commit injustice

against the feeble," said Alhompra

to himself; " and the prince who

seeks to reform those evils, must be-

gin by reforming the nature of his

people—for he cannot be omnipre-

sent, to prevent or rectify abuses."

With these thoughts Alhompra

followed the peasant, and, at a cer-

tain point, intercepted him, by taking

a cross-road. As they walked, the

peasant exclaimed against the de-

spotic messenger, who owed him a

grudge for telling the honest truth

to the king's collector of teak-wood,

a great and good man, whose pago-

da would soon be visible through

the trees in near view.

" He retires to these shades,"

continued the peasant, " to conceal

from Alhompra a treasure of more

worth than empires."

" Can a good man desire to hide

any possession from the sovereignV
questioned Alhompra.

" Yes, if the treasure is a beau-

tiful wife, whom the sovereign may

wish to entice from her duty. Lo

!

in yonder grove of the pagoda I see

Zaglara, the rigid superintendent

of Bemoinda's women: she will hail

U u
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thee with pious joy, and can tell

thee more than I know of the fair

recluse. Her story is said to be

full of marvels: but the sun is high;

I must kiss thy feet, and speed to

my labour."

Alhompra stood some minutes re-

flecting upon the communication

made by the peasant. He proceeded

to the grove with the solemn step of

a Talapoin, and accosted Zaglara

with an impressive benediction. The
devotee, in religious transport, bent

her head to the dust, and besought

the priest to remember in his prayers

the lady Bemoinda and her humble

attendant Zaglara. As the waiting-

dame was not aware of his design,

the king drew from her some infor-

mation concerning Bemoinda. The
lady had been many months confin-

ed to bed by a wound, which, it was

affirmed, had been received in de-

fence of Albarapoorah, the favourite

warrior of Alhompra. On her re-

covery, Albarapoorah married her.

She was now asleep, after coming-

out of the bath ; and during two

hours, no one, except her lord or

Zaglara, had permission to approach

the apartment. Albarapoorah was

from home, and, in the interval, Zag-

lara had time to perform her pious

ablutions.

** I knew the young Bemoinda

sleeps," said the wily prince, " and

I am come to waft over her couch,

and on all the hours of her exist-

ence, the choicest blessings of the

Omnipotent. Lead me to her. Soft-

ly as the noiseless track of a bird in

the air, I shall pass to her retreat.

Thou shalt leave me there to ejacu-

late the soul-fraught words of prayer

for her welfare."

Zaglara submitted to the behest

of a Talapoin, whose seeming mul-

tiplied years forbade all doubt of his

sanctity. The breath of evening

zephyrs pass not more smoothly over

the flowers of summer, than the pa-

ces of Alhompra drew near to the

pillow of the unconscious Bemoinda.

A muslin drapery, of the finest tex-

ture, covered the matchless symmetry

of her person, so far only as to give

scope for the luxuriating imagination

to finish her enchanting perfections.

The heat of noon flushed her lovely

countenance, partially shaded by

glossy ringlets ; and on her half-ex-

posed bosom hung a massive gold

chain, of exquisite workmanship,

which Alhompra immediately recog-

nised to be his own gift to a youth

who saved his life, and whom he had

long sought without success. He
stooped to examine more narrowly

this token of royal gratitude ; and,

at that moment, would have renoun-

ced all his conquests, power, and

grandeur, to become the chosen

spouse of Bemoinda. In moving

the gold chain, he broke her repose

:

she fondly extended her arms, uttei*-

ing the name of Albarapoorah; but

having opened her eyes, and behold-

ing a stranger, she started up, and

with the ever spontaneous impulse

of female delicacy, snatched a man-

tle of crimson tafl'ety, in which she

enveloped her agitated form. The
venerable Talapoin, in accents low,

tremulous, and deliberate as the voice

of age, soon reassured her of his

pious zeal in her service, and she al-

lowed him to occupy a cushion at

her side.

" I am commissioned to select a

bosom-companion for the great Al-

hompra," said he ;
" thou shalt as-

cend to that pinnacle of glory
"

" I ! I, the fond devoted spouse

1 of Albarapoorah '." interrupted Be-
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moinda :
" death only shall part us.

I fear not to die. I have encounter-

ed danger in all the chances of war-

fare ; and no peril can appal me, but

separation from my beloved."

" But, fair Bemoinda, thou hast

never beheld the royal features, the

stately port of Alhompra."
" I have beheld the conqueror of

i

Pegu. This female arm warded

from his breast the dart of a traitor.

These arms supported him when

wounded in a less vulnerable part

;

these hands bound up the gash ; and

those eyes, that turn upon thy sa-

cred person, watched the King of

Burmah till his attendants arrived."

" And did Alhompra bestow no

remuneration for thy services? And
how earnest thou, a feeble woman,

to perform them?"
" Before Alhompra fainted, through

loss of blood, he gave mc a chain

of gold from his imperial neck. I

wore the vestments of the other sex,

whenever the warriors joined their

king. I strained every sinew to re-

join Albarapoorah and his father,

who rallied the Birman troops, dis-

couraged by the supposed death of

their royal leader."

" But wherefore disguise thy

graceful form in manly garb ?"

" When the Peguers ravaged the

Birman country, my mother clothed

me in masculine attire, as the surest

defence for my honour. I was taken

prisoner; but soon rescued by the

father of Albarapoorah. My father

and brothers were killed fighting for !

. i

their country. Mv mother died of

grief in a few years; and while she
J

lived, she managed the household of
|

our brave deliverer. He had been
[

severely wounded. My mother's skill
[

in herbs effected his cure. She con-
j

tinued my disguise, and, at her de-

>

cease, enjoined me to employ the

same means for my security from li-

centious snares. I was trained to

manly exercises with Albarapoorah.

Our smds were knit in the tenderest

ties of friendship. I bore arms un-

der his command, and had the hap-

piness to save the life of Alhompra.

On the close of that eventful day, I

found Albarapoorah's father among

the slain ; and when I reached the

spot where the lord of my affections

and vows stood victorious, I drew

him aside, to impart to him the fate

of his parent : but while we were

deeply engaged in converse, a lurk-

ing villain sprung from a thicket, and

aimed a lance at his heart. I inter-

posed, and the weapon pierced my
shoulder. Albarapoorah cleft the

skull of our assailant. He saw me
pale, and covered with blood. He
took me in his arms, and would have

removed my vest, to ascertain the ex-

tent of my injury ; but with my un-

disabled hand I held the clasps, say-

ing, ' Spare, noble Albarapoorah!

spare an unfortunate maid ! she dies

more happy in this first and last em-

brace, than if raised to the throne

of a conqueror.' Hardly could I

pronounce these words, for a mist

came over my eyes, and my senses

failed. When my recollection was

restored, I found myself in this

house, which was nigh to the fatal

spot. Months wore away before I

recovered; but Albarapoorah's love

wave me new life. Health and feli-

city came in his smiles of tenderness.

I recovered, and became his spouse.

In recompence of his valour, he was

appointed the king's chief collector

of teak-wood. Alhompra is mighty;

but he is also merciful and just. He,

whose redoubtable arm shields the

weak from the oppression of the

U u 2
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strong, will not bereave Albarapoo-

rah of the cordial of his heart, nor

tear Bemoinda from the source of

all her happiness."

" Be at peace," said the Talapoin

:

" Alhompra will not invade the joys

of two worthy hearts. Be thou

fruitful as the fig-tree, and thy course

brilliant as the stars of heaven.

—

Farewell
!"

The Talapoin departed without

revealing his royal dignity. He ap-

pointed Albarapoorah to the govern-

ment of a distant province, to re-

move from himself the temptation of

Bemoinda's charms. In this con-

quest over his passion, he was more

an exalted victor, than in all the bat-

tles he gained to unite the vast em-

pires of Burmah and Pegu.

B. G.

PRECAUTIONS AGAINST SCARCITY OF GRAIN.

One, two, or more rigorous win-

ters never fail to be followed by au-

tumnal rains and frosts. The first

or second year of hibernal storms

may not produce this effect ; but the

third or fourth always occasions a

defective harvest; consequently a

high price and scarcity of grain.

We hear frequent complaints that,

at present, the scope for speculation

is contracted, to the great detriment

of enterprizing monied men ; and it

is surprising they are not stimulated

to vest a part of their funds in stor-

ing grain; since there is a moral cer-

tainty, that, in a few years, they will

be remunerated with the principal

and high interest on the sum so dis-

bursed. But, say they, humidity

will corrupt, and vermin devour, the

corn. We beg leave to suggest,

that the stores may be deposited in

perfect security from those evils.

The price of timber is greatly re-

duced ; labour is at a moderate rate,

and grain yet lower. Let the quan-

tity desired be procured, whenever

it is ready for removal from the

field where it grew. It is hardly ne-

cessary to say it must be of the best

quality. Let it be dressed; the

moisture exhaled by the gradual

operation of kiln-drying, and when

again carefully dressed, and tho-

roughly cooled, let it be laid up in

large chests, previously prepared.

These may be ready before the next

crop is fit for reaping. They should

be constructed of massive rough

deals, closely joined by grooves, and

plastered on the inside and outside

with fine lime - plaster. The lid

should be formed and plastered in

the same manner; and when the

chest or chests are filled, and the

lids shut down, every crevice should

be plastered. It would be proper

to examine the chests often, and to

repair any crack in the plaster; and

in a store-house much infested with

rats, each chest should receive a coat

of new plaster externally, and over

this a covering of broken glass. The
chests would be serviceable during

half a century, without any addi-

tional expense or trouble, except fu-

migation, and airing them duly when
emptied; or perhaps in the course

of several years, the internal coat

should be scraped off, and the plas-

ter renewed. The grain destroyed

by corruption, and by rats, mice,

and weevils, in the common method

of warehousing grain, would overpay

the expense of safe receptacles; and

the health and comfort of the public
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secured. Let us consider the suf-

ferings of Europe and America in

1810-17, and the recent calamity of

Ireland, and we must perceive the

wisdom of taking measures for pre-

venting a recurrence of privations

so deplorable. Savage nations pay

great attention to this object; and

with the wealth, the science, and

perseverance of Britons, the pre-

servation of grain may be carried to

perfection.

THE LOITERER.
No. III.

Though I do not find it mentioned

in the annals of our house, yet I am
tempted to think that my ancestors

had the honour of introducing the

custom of breakfasting upon tea and

bread and butter into England. A
dijeune of that sort is so peculiarly

favourable to our habits, from the

little trouble with which you may
take it, and the length of time you

may, without its being spoiled by

waiting, be about it, that I am se-

cretly persuaded it must have been

brought into fashion by some branch

or other of my family ; and I shall

be obliged to any of my readers who
can give me information upon the

subject. They will please to ob-

serve, that the introduction of tea

is nothing at all to the purpose ; what

I want to ascertain is, the precise

time in which this favourite beverage

of the idle displaced the smoking

beefsteak, or the cold chine of pork,

with their substantial accompani-

ments of peck loaves, and massy sil-

ver tankards filled with strong beer.

I can't help looking back with a sigh

of commiseration to those days when
it must have been actually a laborious

undertaking for a man to make a

hearty breakfast.

I had got just thus far, for, to

say the truth, I was . writing at one

corner of my breakfast-table, when
I was interrupted by the entrance of

my old acquaintance Bob Bustle,

who professed great surprise at find-

ing me breakfasting at so late an

hour, and assured me, that he was
never later than seven, winter or sum-

mer. " But to be sure," continued

he with a smile of self-approbation,

" a man who is so much occupied

as I am, must begin his business early

in the morning: he can't afford to

lounge away so precious a part of

the day."

I felt a great desire at that mo-
ment to convince this busy gentle-

man that he was in reality as idle as

myself, but I desisted, from an idea

that the attempt would be very trou-

blesome, and most probably unsuc-

cessful; for he is as obstinate as a

mule, and talks so long and so loud,

that nobody, who has not the nerves

of a Hercules and the lungs of a

Stentor, can cope with him. I did

not, therefore, attempt to interrupt

his harangue upon the proper em-
ployment of time, in which he proved,

perfectly to his own satisfaction, that

nobody used it so well as himself;

but I was heartily glad when, after

a monologue of two hours upon this

subject, he at last took his leave.

His departure, while it relieved

me from one difficulty, plunged me
into another. I intended as soon as

I got rid of him to go on with my
paper, but his tiresome harangue

completely broke the chain of my
ideas; at least, I tried to quiet my
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conscience with the belief that this

actually was the case, when I found

it impossible to get on. At last, hav-

ing pished and pshawed, and even

taken the trouble to shift my chair,

in a vain attempt to recall my vagrant

thoughts, it struck me, that the busy

idlers of my acquaintance might be

of some use for once to eke out a

Loiterer; and as I think my friend

Bob, with his airs of activity and

utility, deserves the precedence, I

shall begin with him.

Bob is one of those indefatigable

people who make it a rule to fill up

every moment of their time ; but if

he was to reckon his days, like the

Roman emperor, by the good he

does, I am afraid few nights would

come without giving him occasion

for the exclamation, " I have lost a

day!" He resides in general at his

country-seat, which he has employed

himself during the last twenty years

in improving. There is not a spot

in his grounds that has not been al-

tered and re-altered, and the last al-

teration is sure to be every thing de-

sirable till it is completed; when
some good-natured friend or other

is always kind enough to tell him how
it may be improved. Fresh work-

men are directly procured, and he

sets them to plant or pull up with as

much eagerness and spirit as if his

life depended on its being completed

within a given time.

With all this, he himself never

really does any thing; he has not a

head to invent, or even to understand,

plans for laying out ground ; but they

enable him to talk of having some-

thing to do, and that is a great })oint

gained. He rises with the sun, and

passes the day in running from one

part of his grounds to another, to

see that every body is occupied : it is

particularly his object to ascertain,

that his labourers do not exceed the

regular hours for meals, and that

they do not rest themselves a mo-

ment longer in the heat of the day

than the time allowed them. He
once turned off a labourer whom he

had employed for many years, only

because he found that the man had

not quite finished his dinner when

the bell rung for the people to go to

work. Yet, while he exercises in

some respects the severity of a slave-

driver, those who know how to fall

in with his humour, contrive to have

a pretty easy life with him. A well-

timed question often leads to a reply

of half an hour long, which the gar-

dener or labourer, who cannot be

rude enough to Mrork while his mas-

ter is addressing him, listens to,

leaning on his spade; and I have

known him more than once, if he

has detected any of the younger men
whom he employs relaxing for a mo-

ment in their labours, to take them,

by way of a lesson, to one of his

glass hives, and station them there

for an hour or two, to watch the mo-

tions of the bees, just, as he ex-

presses it, to make them ashamed

of themselves.

When the weather is too severe to

permit him to run about his garden,

he employs himself within doors in

talking of what he intends to do in

the ensuing season. Propose cards

to him, and he is shocked at such a

waste of time; mention books, and

he is sorry he is too much occupied

to read, though he does, he says,

now and then steal an hour from his

bed to peruse works on gardening

and agriculture, from which, after

all, a man learns nothing : practice,

practice is the only thing ; he is no

friend to theory ; and in truth he
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proves it, for it would be difficult to appointment to Nat: however, as he
could not think of remaining idle for

a whole week, he set off, fatigued as

he was, and with strong feverish

symptoms, for the house of the

bride. He was lucky enough to

procure the fan, but his search for

it cost him a large sum to his physi-

;
eian, and a month's confinement to

his chamber. He comforts himself,

however, with the reflection, that he

was not to blame; it woidd have been

a shameful waste of time to have

i waited her return. If you say that

you imagine he could not have had

any thing important upon his hands,

he tells you with a grave look that

you are mistaken, lie is always occu-

pied : and so he is, in doing nothing.

Tom Trinkets passion is to be con-

sidered a first-rate beau; he keeps

two valets, one to assist the other in

dressing him, and both to assist him-

self in inventing new fashions; or ra-

ther to invent them for him, for his

own genius never reached to the ex-

tent of altering the cut of a collar or

the shape of a button. Nobody can be

more constantly occupied than Tom

:

he rises early, that he may have time to

deliberate with his two privy-counsel-

lorsupon the projected alterationsand

improvements in his clothes, before

great or too little to be included in ;
he begins to dress; and he retires to

his catalogue, provided it be rare, bed late, in order to be able to go

He threw himself into a fever dur- jj
every evening to the most fashionable

ing the very hot weather last sum-
;

parties or public places. As for the

mer, by taking a long and fatiguing middle of the day, that is fully oc-

journey to purchase a fan, supposed cupied hi running from one fashion-

to be the first that was imported into ]
able tailor to another, to try if he

can obtain the first sight of any new

invention. This year, however, I

think that his labours are a little re-

laxed, owing to a cold which he

caught by going open-breasted at

Christmas, from the wish, as he told

reconcile his practice with any sort

of theory. Thus he goes on, pass-

ing his life in walking and talking,

and fancying himself amazingly busy.

because he is never quiet a moment.

There is more variety in the man-

ner which Dick Dareall employs to

kill time: he is fond of the turf,

piques himself upon being a famous

rider, and has just enough of the

science of coachmanship to be able

to drive like the devil. Dick has

scampered over every county in Eng-

land in search of what he calls use-

ful information, that is to say, to see

which produces the best breed of

dogs and horses. He is besides an

amateur of the fancy ; plays a fa-

mous game at billiards, and under-

stands to perfection the art of betting

on the safe side. Nobody can ex-

press a more sovereign contempt for

your lazy, lounging, nothing-to-do

dogs, than Dick ; he protests he

would not be idle for the world, and

he would think you were actually

hoaxing, if you attempted to per-

suade him that his life passes in the

worst of idleness.

Nat Nicknack is the most elabo-

rate of idlers ; he calls himself a col-

lector of rarities, and nothing is too

this country from China. When he

arrived at the lady's house in whose

possession it was, he found that she

had gone fifty miles farther up the

country, to the wedding of her grand-

daughter, and was not expected home
for a week. This was a terrible dis- I me in confidence., to bring up a fa-
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shion that would not easily become

common.

It is not the men only who are

possessed with the fancy that they

are very industrious, while in reality

they do nothing; the ladies, with all

their perfections, are not exempted

from this foible. I know no one

more deeply tainted with it than the

widow Saveall, whose life is passed

in trying to get every thing at the

cheapest rate. This good lady

thinks nothing of a walk of three or

four miles to buy half a dozen yards

of ribbon; and she is sure to be at

every auction that is advertised, not

that she actually wants to buy any
thing, but because she thinks she

may chance to find a great bargain

of something that will be useful some
time or other. There is nothing of

which this lady professes such an
abhorrence as idleness. She pro-

tests, that three-fourths of her ac-

quaintance might as well be dead, for

any use they are of in the world, and
never fails to contrast her industry

with their indolence: it would be
difficult, however, to tell what bene-

fit the world derives from her pass-

ing one half of her time in running
about in search of bargains, and the

other in scolding her two servants

for not doing the work of four.

The idleness of Mrs. Teachall is

of a nature more annoying to some
of he* acquaintance. This lady has
a mania for education, and as she

EMILY
A young West -Indian, of the

name of Hartley, had recently arri-

ved in England: his only intimate

acquaintance was a gentleman about
his own age, of large fortune and
very seducing manners. He was

has no children of her own to exer-

cise her talents upon, she torments

all who have with her plans for the

good of their families. She does

not go upon the modern system of

indulgence; no, young people must

be made to work. I was present

the other day, when she fastened

upon a young mother, whom she de-

tected in the fact of granting a holi-

day to her son, a fine boy four years

old. After an harangue of an hour

long, on the dreadful consequences

of such an indulgence, she concluded

by asking, with a triumphant air,

" What is the first requisite for the

acquirement ofknowledge? Industry.

What is the second? Industry. What
is the third? Industry. In short, it

is the one thing needful; and I make
it a rule always to recommend the

practice of this admirable quality."

It is a pity that we cannot reconcile

her theory and practice; for no one

ever heard of the smallest instance

of her industry. There are a few

instances of persons who contrive to

impose upon the world and them-

selves, by covering their indolence

with a show of activity ; and I have

no doubt, that the worshipful body of

idlers would be found much more

numerous than is generally imagined,

if all those whose time is employed

in doing nothing, were, as in justice

they ought to be, compelled to ac-

knowledge themselves belonging to

it. N. Nevermove.

A Tale.

what is called a man of pleasure,

and did his possible to initiate our

young West-Indian in the ways of

the town; but his endeavours ap-

peared to be completely thrown away.

Hartley, though gay and high-spi-
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rited, seemed to be strictly moral:

he could neither be prevailed upon
to risk his money at the gaming-ta-

ble, nor his health in convivial par-

ties; nor could he be drawn, by ar-

gument or ridicule, to accompany his

friend to the haunts of dissipation

which he visited.

Notwithstanding this difference in

their dispositions, Bellair became at-

tached to Hartley; and when, after
j

a few months, he found that his new
friend was about to return to the

West Indies for a short time, he re-

gretted his departure. One morn-

ing as he was walking near Hyde-

Park Corner, he overtook Hartley,

who was proceeding very slowly, and,

apparently, lost in thought. " Why,
where in the name of wonder, are

you going with that face of perplex-

ity?" cried he.
—" Truly," replied

the other, evading the question, " if

I wear a face of perplexity, it is ex-

pressive of the state of my mind."

—

" And from what cause?"—" A cause

that has perplexed you very often."

—" You speak in riddles."
—" I will

explain them: I have a couple of

women on my hands, and I do not

know what the deuce to do with one

of them."

" A couple of women!" almost

shouted Bellair. " Oh! you uncon-

scionable dog! But you can't be se-

rious."

" Too serious, faith: I wish you

would take one of them off* my
hands."

" A modest proposal truly, and

the last I should have expected from

a man of your morality. What the

plague, is this the end of all your

squeamishness, to have two wenches

at once, and, at the same time, to

pass yourself upon the world for a

saint ?"'

Vol. I. No. VI.

" Leave off bantering," cried the

other, " and tell me whether you will

accept of my proposal, that I may
give you a sight of the charmer."

—

" Why, as to that, I am determined

to have a sight of both charmers,

that I may see how you mean to treat

me."
" With all my heart; and if you

are the warm-hearted fellow I think

you, I have a notion you won't quar-

rel with my taste : so come along."

—

" But hold, Ned," cried Bellair,

" there is one circumstance to be

considered: will this charmer of yours

consent to the transfer you talk of?"

" Oh! I take all that upon my-

self," replied Hartley. " Besides,

without compliment, a fellow like you

has no reason to despair."

" No," said the other with a sigh:

" a full purse is, generally speaking,

a sufficient recommendation to this

sort of bonnes fortunes."—" I must,

however, make one condition," cried

Hartley, " which is, that you will not,

at the first interview, betray to either

ofthe ladies what has passed between

us on this subject." The other rea-

dily consented, and in a few minutes

they came to a small house, at the

door of which Hartley stopped, with

the information that it was the dwel-

ling of one of his inamoratas. On
being admitted, he inquired for Miss

Bury, and was informed that she

would be with him in a moment.

Bellair saw that the furniture, though

neat, was of the cheapest descrip-

tion ; and he began to congratulate

Hartley on finding Dulcineas whose

habits of expense were so extremely

moderate, when the door opened, and

a woman, apparently blind, but of

the most venerable appearance, en-

tered the room. Hartley addressed

her with the affection and respect of

X x
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a son; he presented his friend as a

gentleman who might perhaps be

useful to her during his absence

from England. Bellair was so as-

tonished, that he could scarcely stam-

mer out a wish to be allowed the

pleasure of serving her; and he cast

upon Hartley a glance of such rueful

reproach, that the other restrained

himself with difficulty from bursting

into a loud laugh.

However, as Bellair was not really

void of feeling, when the first mo-
ments of surprise and mortification

were passed, he listened with inter-

est to the conversation which took

place between the old lady and his

friend. It was easy to see in the re-

spectful and affectionate manner in

which Hartley addressed her, that

he felt a real interest in her situation

;

and her manner to him shewed plain-

ly, that this interest was returned

with the utmost warmth of grati-

tude of which a sensible and feeling

heart is capable.

When they rose to go, she in-

quired, in a tremulous voice, whe-
ther he would not come to see her
again before he left England. " I hope
to see you three or four times at

least," replied he, " for I shall not

go for a week." It was easy to see

the pleasure which this promise gave
to the poor old lady.

" Well, Hartley," cried Bellair,

as soon as they were in the street,

" I forgive you the trick you have
played me, and I am willing to ex-

tend my protection to the charmer
whom we have just left, though I

will not promise to be quite so gal-

lant an humble servant to her as you
have been. As to the other, whom
I imagine to be a beauty of a similar

description, I will spare you the
trouble of introducing me to her."

" I should, however, wish you to

see her," said Hartley ;
" because, to

speak frankly, it is pi'incipally for

her that I want your assistance. If

she were in any other circumstances,

you would be the last man in the

world to whose protection I should

confide her; for she is very young,

and if she were not the victim of a

cruel distemper, would, I am sure,

be extremely pretty. It is now about

a month since I first saw her: I was

coming home one evening when I

perceived a woman, who walked be-

fore me, suddenly reel; I stepped

forward to support her, but I had

hardly reached her, when she faint-

ed in my arms. I carried her into

an apothecary's shop, which hap-

pened to be very near : the master

of it humanely exerted himself to

bring her to her senses; but when
she recovered, she appeared so weak,

that I insisted on seeing her home.

A sentiment of pride, which the un-

fortunate girl could not conquer,

made her for some time oppose it;

at last she yielded, and I took her

in a hackney-coach to a miserable

lodging, where she was welcomed

with rapturous joy by a lovely little

girl, something more than two years

old. The repeated demands of the

poor child for bread revealed to me
the extremity of their distress ; and

it was plain, from the appearance of

the mother, that poverty was not the

only evil they had to struggle with,

for the poor girl was evidently in the

last stage of consumption. I am
sure she has not long to live, and,

for her sake, I have done all I could

to delay my voyage, but in vain. I

feel myself the more necessary to

her, because, as far as I can learn,

she has not a friend on earth. Should

that really be, as I suspect it is, the
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case, I shall take upon myself the

charge of providing for her little

Emily: bit I shall be absent for a

twelvemonth, and this poor girl can-

not, I think, live many weeks. Will

you then, Bellair, charge yourself

with the care of making her last mo-

ments easy, and of placing her child

at school till my return Y*

" I wish, with all my heart, you

had selected any one else for this

sombre commission."

" Why, you know very well I

have hardly an acquaintance in Eng-

land except yourself."

" Well, I have not the heart to

refuse you."— " Allons then," cried

Hartley, and a brisk walk of a quar-

ter of an hour brought them to the

habitation of his second protegee.

He left Bellair in a small parlour,

while he entered an adjoining bed-

chamber, which the poor girl had

not quitted for a fortnight. She was

then in a dose, but her nurse told

him in a whisper, that she thought

she was going very fast. At that

moment she awoke, and perceiving

Hartley, " How good you are," said

she, " and how fortunate your com-

ing is just now! I wish much to

open my heart to you, and I think

that my time will be very brief, for

I feel that the end of my sufferings

is near."

" I hope it is," cried Hartley in a

soothing tone, " but not in the way

you suppose. You must not indeed,

my dear madam, suffer yourself thus

to lose all hope."—" I have but one

hope, one wish," replied she; " that

is, that my child may find in you, if

necessary, a protector when I am
gone." Hartley had no need of as-

surances on this point; the unfortu-

nate sufferer could read in his coun-

tenance all she wanted to know, and

she proceeded in the following words

:

" I am the daughter of a country

curate, of whom, I shall only say,

that his life was a perpetual illustra-

tion of those blessed doctrines which

he taught. He loved me as never

father loved a child before. I lost

my mother while I was yet an infant,

but her loss was amply compensated

by his incessant cares. Ah! my
God, how little did he think that

this excess of tenderness was lavish-

ed on an ingrate, who would one

day bring down his gray hairs with

sorrow to the grave !

" I attained my eighteenth year in

innocence and happiness. I might

before then have married to what

the world calls advantage, but I said,

and I then believed, that I could

find happiness only in cherishing the

declining years of a father whom I

loved almost to idolatry. Soon after

I had attained my eighteenth year,

a young gentleman, whose father

mine had known in his youth, came

to spend some time in our neighbour-

hood. I was struck with the graces

of his manner, and my poor father

unfortunately confirmed my prepos-

session by the praises which he la-

vished upon his temper and disposi-

tion. On his part, he seemed to re-

gard my father with the fondness

and veneration of a son, and to look

on me as a sister. Soon, however,

his manner towardsme assumed more

softness: marriage was professedly

his aim ; but he owned that he had

no prospect of making me speedily

his wife, my father's strict princi-

ples forbidding the hope of his con-

senting to a private marriage, and

his parent being too ambitious to

yield to his union with a woman cir-

X x 2
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cumstanced as I was. But he re-

presented to me, that as his father's

health had been declining for some

time, it was probable that a short

period only could elapse before he

should be free to make his election

;

and he urged me incessantly to pro-

mise to be his when circumstances

would permit him to make me so. In

a fatal moment I consented ; and

soon afterwards he informed me,

from time to time, that his father

was gradually recovering his health,

and he then proposed to me a pri-

vate marriage, which, at first, I re-

solutely refused. He represented,

however, so artfully, that my father

loved me too fondly to cast me off

for one fault, that he at last prevailed

upon me, on the condition that he

would, speedily after our marriage,

restore me to the arms of my parent.

I left my home on pretence of paying

a visit to a female friend. My emo-

tion at parting was contagious : my
dear father shed tears as he pressed

me to his bosom ; but, rallying his

spirits, he bade me go, and bring

home a more cheerful face than I had

lately worn.

" The moment in which I quitted

the paternal roof, my punishment

began. We soon reached London,

and were immediately married: but

not all the transports of my husband

could stifle my self-reproach, or ba-

nish the terrible forebodings which

took possession of my mind. At the

end of a fortnight I insisted upon re-

turning home ; but, by the most art-

ful delays, our departure was pro-

crastinated for another fortnight. I

then declared my resolution to return

alone if my husband would not ac-

company me. Then it was that the

dreadful truth broke on me : he own-

ed ^liat I was not his wife ; that, in

order to gain possession of my per-

son, he had had recourse to a sham

marriage, which had been -performed

by his servant. I could not believe

this dreadful tale, till its truth was

confirmed by the appearance of the

wretch who had profaned the sacred

ceremony. The mask now thrown

off, my betrayer dared to urge me
to live with him as his mistress ; and

mistaking the silent despair with

which I listened to him, for a sign of

acquiescence in his infamous propo-

sal, he left me, as he said, to reflect

upon it. I heard him soon afterwards

go out, and, stealing softly down
stairs, I quitted the house unobserv-

ed, and in a few moments reached

a coach-office, where I found a ve-

hicle just setting out for my native

town.

" I reached home safely, but in a

state of mind which I cannot de-

scribe. It was my intention to con-

ceal what had passed from my dear

deluded parent ; but, in a few hours

after my arrival, I was in a violent

fever, and my ravings informed him

of my fatal secret. I recovered to

have my heart stabbed by the ten-

der, the entire forgiveness which I

received from this best and most af-

fectionate of fathers. He tried to

rouse me from the despair in which

I was, by the hope that the father of

my betrayer, who was a truly just

man, would prevail upon him to do

me justice; but his sudden death

rendered this hope abortive, and very

shortly afterwards I found myself

with child. This was the climax of

my misfortunes : from that hour my
dear father never raised his head

;

the open shame of his darling was

more than his spirit could bear: for

six weeks I saw him suffer without

complaint; his sole solicitude, his
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only care being to console the wretch

who had destroyed him. He died

in my arms, and spent his last breath

in calling down blessings on my head,

and in prayers, that in eternity we

might be happily united. Oh! my
father, cheering to my spirit in this

awful moment, is the hope that this

thy last petition will be granted!"

She paused, and Hartley, whose

tears had accompanied her narra-

tive, begged that she would rest.

" I have little more," said she, " to

say. When I had committed the

remains of my parent to the grave,

I hastened to London, where I bu-

ried my shame in an obscure lodg-

ing, in the hope that a few months

would terminate my life and my suf-

ferings: but the birth of my child

gave me a new tie to existence; for

her sake I struggled to procure a

subsistence with my needle, till my
increasing illness threw me into that

state of destitution in which
"

" Not a word more," interrupted

Hartley ;
" indeed I will leave you

if you persist in saying another syl-

lable on this subject."

" You shall be obeyed, my kind

friend. But tell me, will you, when
I am no more, seek out the father of

my poor Emily, deliver to him a let-

ter which I have written in behalf of

his child, and tell him that I forgive

him, as I hope to be myself forgiven."

" You may forgive him, but hea-

ven never will," exclaimed Bellair,

rushing into the room, and throwing

himself on his knees by the bedside.

" Oh! Emily, dear injured girl, say

not that my repentance comes too

late ; say not that I am indeed your

murderer
!"

For a moment her senses fled, but

speedily recovering, she extended

to him a hand on which the icy

dews of deatli had already settled

;

and faintly murmured, " I do for-

give, and pray to heaven, with all

my heart, to pardon you. Be a fa-

ther to your child." As she uttered

these words, her head sunk upon the

pillow, and she expired.

Who can paint the feelings of the

I
conscience-strickenwretch as hegazed

upon his victim ? Years have passed

since the scene I have described. He
|

has so far performed his promise as

to settle a competence on the child.

He tries to stifle the voice of self-

reproach by flattering himself that

he has thus made retribution ; but

conscience will be heard. She pur-

sues him even in the orgies of riot

and intemperance, in which he tries

i to drown her voice. In the silence

i of night he still feels the icy touch

i

of that hand extended to him in token

I

of forgiveness ; he still sees the ema-

j

ciated form of his victim. How dif-

; ferent is the existence of Hartley!

Happy in the performance of his du-

ties, conscious that no gratification

: of his has ever endangered the ho-

nour or the peace of another, he
t steadily pursues the course of unos-

! tentatious benevolence with which
! he commenced the career of life,

: blessed in himself, and a blessing to

;
all around him.

ANSWER TO AN INQUIRY RESPECTING A CURE FOR
HYDROPHOBIA.

TO THE EDITOR.
Sir,

Beinw an old acquaintance of

Mr. Sieber's, I am happy to be able

to furnish your correspondent Hu-

manus, in answer to his Inquiry re-

specting a Cure for the IJydropho-
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bia, inserted hi your Number for Ja-

nuary last, with a few particulars re-

lative to Sieber's pretended disco-

very.

Mr. Sieber, on his return from

Candia, Syria, and Egypt, where

he passed several months in the

search of plants and antiquities, as-

serted that he had met with a speci-

fic for hydrophobia. His govern-

ment—he is a native of Bohemia

—

rejecting his proposals for the sale of

his collections, as well as of his arca-

num, and treating him in a manner

not consistent with his merits, he re-

paired to Munich, where the King

of Bavaria purchased his collections

for the Royal Academy. He there

published a pamphlet, on the Prin-

ciples of a Radical Cure for the

Hydrophobia*, and offered his ar-

canum for a certain sum, or an an-

nuity of some hundred pounds. The
Bavarian government, ever ready to

remunerate any service conferred on

science and mankind, proposed to

Mr. Sieber to cause a trial of his

specific to be made under the autho-

rity and inspection of a medical com-

mittee : but he returned to Bohemia,

where he afforded cause for severe

animadversion on his character, by

refusing his assistance to a poor girl

afflicted with hydrophobia, though

urgently solicited by his friends to

interfere in her behalf. He set out

last summer for the Cape of Good

Hope, with the intention of after-

wards visiting the Isle of France, and

thence proceeding to New South

Wales. I have not received any

letter from him since he embarked

at Marseilles ; and, from being asked

in a letter, dated Lyons, March 26,

whether it be true that he did not

* The title is, Uebcr die Begriindung

der Radicalcur ausgebrochener Wnsser-

scheu, von F. W. Sieber. 8vo. pp. 128.

reach the Cape, but died on board

the ship, I am apprehensive that I

shall have to lament the loss of an in-

defatigable traveller and botanist,

whose ardour for natural history em-

braced the whole globe.

But, friend as I am to Mr. Sieber,

I never approved of his arcanum-

mongery. It is, according to my
sentiments, the duty of every man,

and particularly of every physician,

not to conceal or keep secret any

thing—should he even be able to

gain mountains of gold and diamonds

by it—which could save the life of a

single human being, and much more

if it could save the lives ofthousands,

and exterminate one of the most

dreadful calamities that afflict man-

kind. Nay, I venture to go still far-

ther, and to assert, that if a man is ac-

quainted with a secret, by means of

which the lives of thousands might

be saved, it is his bounden duty to

publish that secret, even though he

should be lashed for his good servi-

ces. What, in the name of huma-

nity, would become of mankind, if

that class of persons who devote

themselves to the peculiar services

of the sick, were to drive as hard a

bargain as possible with their pati-

ents before they attempt to render

them assistance ? What, if your im-

mortal Jenner had acted in regard

to the cow-pox, as Sieber has done

with his specific for hydrophobia!

Surely the latter, as well as the for-

mer, would have received the thanks

of every future generation, and re-

wards from his country also, had he

published his specific.

The very same words which I here

take the liberty to address to you,

were more than ten times repeated

to my good friend Sieber in my stu-

dy; but, alas! in vain.

Should I be allowed to close these
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lines with a conjecture, I would ob-

serve, that in consequence of some

expressions which Sieber dropped, I

cannot help supposing that the poor

fellow deceived himself with his ar-

canum; and that he rather flattered

himself with the expectation of dis-

covering a remedy for that dreadful

disease, than was actually in posses-

sion of one: for it is certain, ac-

cording to his own repeated admis-

sions, that he never put to the test

the efficacy of his specific or method
in any case of hydrophobia.

Let this suffice to prove to you,

that I am, with the sincerest respect,

your obedient servant,

Alethopiiilus, M. D.

Banks of the Isar, Bavaria,

April 7, 1823.

EXTRAORDINARY VIRTUES of the EXTRACT of BRASS.
A CARD.

That there is no getting on with-

out either gold or brass, is a fact

within the experience of every one

who has been for any time an inha-

bitant of this globe. Much, how-

ever, as the former metal is valued,

and great as is the importance which

it confers on the possessor, it is a

question whether, in the present

state of society, the latter be not of

more general utility. A brazen

countenance is a never-failing pass-

port, and one for which the fortu-

nate possessor is indebted to nobo-

dy. It is a sure resource in all situ-

ations of difficulty; for " to put a

good face upon a thing," i. e. to put

forth one's brass, is half the battle

at any time, and will secure the vic-

tory, where talent or merit would

fail. Brass is the master key of this

world* ; it opens the door to prefer-

ment, to riches, to honours, and to

fame. The se /aire raloir, which,

in English, means neither more nor

less than to have brass, is the para-

mount ingredient in the character of

* Our fellow-countrymen of the coun-

ty of York seem to be so thoroughly

sensible of this fact, that they do not

say of a rich man, he has plenty of mo-

ney, but, he has plenty of brass.

Editoh.

the man of the world. Without this

gift, one may possess all the riches

of Lombard-street, and yet be an in-

significant creature. Sir Pertinax

Mac Sycophant might have booed

and booed till his back ached again,

had not his face, like the battering-

rams of old, been fortified with a

good coating of brass.

In love-affairs, the power of this

metal is unrivalled. " A faint heart

never won a fair lady," is a saying as

old as the hills, and proves the ac-

knowledged influence of brass in the

affaires de cazur from time immemo-

rial. To this, the garcon de bonne

fortune owes his title. While the

timid possessor of gold essays to

overcome the garrisonby bribery, his

more manly rival, with the brazen

countenance, storms the citadel at

once, and carries it by a coup de

main.

Why is Fame represented with a

brazen trumpet, but as emblemati-

cal of the power of that metal over

the opinions of men, as well as of its

more immediate influence on the or-

gans of hearing. He who is fortu-

nate enough to have both face and

lungs of brass, may officiate as his

own trumpeter ; while his richer but

less gifted neighbour must be con-
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tent to act by proxy: he may at any

time command the ears of an audi-

ence ; and from the ear to the heart

the road is neither long nor difficult.

Every one knows how the passions

of the many - headed monster are

worked upon by brass. To this alone

do our Hunts and our Cobbetts owe

their influence on the public mind.

Why are the statues of our great

men cast in brass, but to shew, that

unless that metal had entered into

their composition, they never could

have risen to eminence ? In war this

metal is also of infinite use ; and to

this our immortal bard bears testi-

mony, when he sings of " the bra-

zen throat of war." Its superior va-

lue may also be inferred from this

well-known fact, that brass is fre-

quently mixed with gold, to render it

more profitable; but gold is never

added to brass for the like purpose.

Every adventurer from north of

the Tweed, before he sets his face

southward, never to return without

riches, takes care to have his broad

cheek-bones well cased in brass ; and

our fortune-hunting brother of the

Emerald Isle, while, preparatory to

his voyage, he rubs his tongue on

the blarney stone (which, by the bye,

Sir Humphrey Davy has lately as-

certained to be a compound of brass

and mercury), does not forget to

have his potatoe-face varnished with

a strong solution of this wonder-

working metal. Thus Sawney suc-

ceeds in his schemes of ambition,

and Pat in schemes of love.

While gold and silver lurk igno-

bly in the breeches' pocket, brass

holds its seat conspicuous in the

face. It is an impenetrable shield

against the darts of satire or of envy.

It is the best defence for a weak

heart or a soft head. It shines in

the senate, in the pulpit, and on the

hustings. In short, it is, and ever

will be, predominant in a world,

where impudence floats triumphant

on the surface, while modesty, more

solid, sinks into obscurity at the bot-

tom.

Having thus proved incontestibly

the incomparable virtues of this me-

tal, Messrs. Bareface and Bluster

beg to inform the public, that they

have invented a liquid, for which

they have received his Majesty's pa-

tent, termed the Imperial Extract

of Brass, and which they most re-

spectfully recommend, in full confi-

dence of its merits, to such of the

nobility, gentry, or others, as are not

by nature gifted with a sufficient por-

tion of the original metal. B. and

B. confidently predict, that this wash

will be found to surpass any thing

hitherto invented, for the improve-

ment of the " human face divine."

Under this impression, they recom-

mend it to persons engaged in any

undertaking to which they do not

feel their powers of countenance al-

together adequate. To bachelors

about to pop the question, or to all

who are engaged in affairs of love,

it will be found of singular benefit

;

and for persons so situated, B. and

B. have a particular preparation of

their extract, termed the Hibernian

Extract ofBrass, the raw article of

which they have imported from the

lake of Killarney. A slight appli-

cation of this wash will enable any

gentleman or lady to go through the

most difficult scenes in the serio-co-

mic drama of love with perfect ease

and self-possession.

For persons anxious to push them-

selves on in the world, or who are

in the habit of dancing attendance

on the great, B. and B. have also
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prepared a particular mixture, the

chief ingredients of which they have

been at great pains and expense to

procure from the other side of the

Tweed. This incomparable lotion,

which they call the Caledonian Ex-
tract of Brass, will, when properly

applied to the countenance, carry a

timid gentleman through a great

man's levee in the most becoming

manner; qualify him for presenting

a letter of introduction with grace

;

and for asking a favour with that

mixture of abjectness and self-con-

ceit, almost sufficient to ensure suc-

cess.

B. and B. have also prepared,

what they beg leave to recommend
to the particular notice of ministers

of state, or men high in office, name-

ly, a Double-distilled Solution of
their Extract. This most superior

preparation will empower them to

meet any emergency with confidence.

To all orators, lay or divine; to

all statesmen, in or out; to all pa-

triots, high or low ; in a word, to all

who wish to distinguish themselves

in church or state, B. and B. most

respectfully recommend this invalu-

able solution. A gargle of the same

will enable any orator to go through

a sermon or speech of two or three

hours' length, without taking breath

or a glass of water, and to express

himself with fluency, if not with ele-

gance, in spite of the hisses of a mob,

or the snores of a congregation. To
noblemen or gentlemen whose pur-

ses do not bear any proportion to

the length of their tradesmen's bills,

it is a most indispensable article, and,

if duly applied, will prove impene-

trable to any dun, however clamor-

ous. It will also be found abun-

dantly useful in resisting the imper-

Vol. I. No. VI.

tinent intrusions of country cousins,

early friends, and poor relations. In

claiming acquaintance with a peer, or

in cutting a commoner, it is equally

serviceable. Persons desirous of

holding forth at public meetings or

dinners, will derive great benefit from

the use of this extract. It will ena-

ble them to deliver a common-place

remark with an emphasis and man-
ner sufficient to attract applause;

and, in proposing the health of a

great man present, to make the toast

more palatable, by adding to it plen-

ty of butter.

To authors of all descriptions this

extract will prove of great use. It

will assist them wonderfully in the

composition of a dedication; and

what is of more consequence to such

sensitive beings, it will render them
totally callous to the lash of the cri-

tic. Poets, whose attic taste has

been the means of confining them

to a scanty subsistence in a garret,

may, by dipping their pens in this ex-

tract, rely on descending in an equal

ratio with their rhymes, so as in time

to occupy an apartment on the se-

cond floor; perhaps to put their legs

under the mahogany of some well-

bespattered Mecaenas; and, eventu-

ally, B. and B. will venture to pre-

dict they may, by the continued use

of this recipe, obtain that summum
bonum of poetical ambition— the

laurel-wreath.

To the members of St. Stephen's,

B. and B. would also most respect-

fully and particularly recommend the

use of their extract. It will give

them fortitude to go through a maid-

en speech with eclat; to change sides

as often as they like, or to vote with-

out knowing what the question is.

Taken internally, it is a sovereign

Y Y
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antidote to blue devils or vapours.

It will even confer animal spirits

where they did not previously exist;

and qualify any hitherto sober gen-

tleman for performing the part of an

ass in company without difficulty.

Persons of either sex afflicted with

bashfulness, weakness of nerves,

qualms of conscience, fastidiousness,

delicacy, or the like, should never

be without this extract. A slight

wash of the same will enable a shy

gentleman or lady to enter a room
with confidence, and to take their

part in society with becoming self-

possession. It is an indispensable

article in the toilet of every votary

of fashion. The free use of it will

capacitate any lady, however mo-
destly brought up, for dressing in

the extremes of the fashion, for

going through a newspaper without

skipping, or for braving the corners

of a street on a windy day without

flinching. Any one, whose eyes have

been washed with this liquid, may
safely venture to stare out of coun-

tenance any person who has not sub-

mitted to a similar operation. It

will therefore be found particularly

useful to ladies who are at aWpassees
in putting down any juvenile pre-

tenders to admiration. To young
ladies just .coming out it will also

prove of infinite service. It will

give them that air of confidence and
familiarity with the world, so much
admired, and so much sought after

by persons desirous of possessing a

fashionable wife. It will inspire them
with courage to swim through a

walz with becoming grace, by suit-

ing the gesture to the action ; to

hustle themselves into the best place

in a dance ; or to refuse without he-

sitation any partner whose appear-

ance or purse may not exactly come

up to their expectations.

To gentlemen of the long robe,

B. and B. deem it useless to make
an offer of their extract, as it is

presumed they are by nature gifted

with a sufficiency of brass, or they

would not have ventured on so diffi-

cult a profession. As it may happen,

however, that these gentlemen find

themselves occasionally dashed by

the superior effrontery of a Carlisle

or a Hunt, B. and B. beg to inform

them, that, by application at their

manufactory, Seven Dials, St. Giles's,

they may have their faces retouched,

and their native brass effectually re-

stored, at a small expense.

Without particularizing the indi-

viduals who have risen to eminence

through the means of their extract,

B. and B. triumphantly appeal to the

experience of a candid and discern-

ing public for a proof of its success.

Among the numberless benefits it

has conferred on society, B. and B.

may, however, be allowed to boast

of the wonderful effects produced

by the use of the Imperial Extract

of Brass at the late Congress at Ve-

rona, where Messrs. Bareface and

Bluster had the honour of supplying

their Imperial and Royal Majesties

and their ministers.

Noblemen or gentlemen dealing

largely with B. and B. may have the

faces of their porters and footmen

daubed at half-price, with a prepa-

ration of their extract kept for that

purpose, which will qualify them for

the better discharging their duty in

excluding all impertinent intruders,

&c.

As the public are liable to be im-

posed upon by counterfeit prepara-

tions of this extract, which spurious

"i
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attempts will be found to fail at the

critical moment, all persons desirous

of obtaining the true Extract of

Brass, are requested to be particu-

lar in noticing whether the bottles

are stamped with the initials B. and

B. and sealed with a Medusa's head

on yellow wax.

N.B. Valets de chambre are in-

formed, that the best price will be

given for the washings of the faces

of the most eminent special pleaders,

particularly of such as are notorious

for cross-questioning in cases ofcrim.

con. ; and should our radical de-

magogues permit their faces to un-

dergo the process of ablution, B. and

B. will be happy to supply them with

soap gratis, and to treat with them
for the suds. B.

ORIGIN OF THE GAME OF CHESS.

Sir,

The royal game of chess

having of late years become so fa-

shionable an amusement with both

sexes, the following account of its

origin, from a learned French au-

thor, it is hoped may not prove un-

interesting to the numerous readers

of your valuable and elegant Repo-

sitory. I am, sir, yours, &c.

A I.

In the beginning of the 5th cen-

tury, there was in the Indies a very

powerful prince, whose kingdom was

situated towards the mouth of the

Ganges. He assumed the proud

title of King of India. His fa-

ther had forced a great number of

sovereign princes to pay tribute to

him. The young monarch soon foi*-

got that kings ought to be the fathers

of their people; that the subjects'

love of their king is the only solid

support of his throne ; and that in

this love consist all his strength and

power. The Brahmins and Rajahs

(the priests and nobility) represent-

ed these things to the king ; but he,

intoxicated with the idea of his gran-

deur, despised their wise remon-

strances. Their complaints continu-

ing, he was offended, and caused

them to be put to death. This ex-

ample affrighted others ; they were

silent, and the prince, abandoned to

himself, and given up to the perni-

cious counsels of flatterers, indulged

in the greatest excesses. The peo-

ple, oppressed by the weight of such

insupportable tyranny, loudly testi-

fied how odious an authority was be-

come to them, that was exercised

only to render them miserable. The
tributary princes, persuaded that the

king, in losing the love of his peo-

ple, had lost the very essence of his

power, were preparing to throw off

the yoke, and to attack his domi-

nions. A Brahmin, named Sissa,

touched with the misfortunes of his

country, undertook to open the eyes

of the prince to the fatal effects which

his conduct was likely to produce.

Instructed by the example of those

who had preceded him, he was sen-

sible that his lesson would not prove

of any service, unless the prince

should apply it to himself, without

thinking it given by another. With
this view, he invented the Game of
Chess, where the king, although the

most important of all the pieces, is

both unable to attack or to defend

himself against his enemies without

the assistance of his subjects. The
new game soon became famous ; the

king heard of it, and was desirous

Y y 2
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to learn it. The inventor was sum-

moned to teach it him, and under

the pretext of explaining the rules

of the game, and shewing him the

skill required to employ the inferior

pieces for the king's defence, he
taught him to perceive and to relish

those important truths which he had
hitherto refused to hear.

The king now applied to himself

the lessons of the Brahmin, and be-

came convinced, that in the love of

his people consisted all his strength,

and, by a change of conduct, pre-

vented the ruin that impended over

him. Sensible of the service ren-

dered by the Brahmin, the king left

to him the choice of his reward ; and

Sissa desired so many grains of corn

to be given him as the squares of

the chess-board should produce,

reckoning one for the first, two for

the second, four for the third, and so

on, always doubling to the sixty-

fourth. The king, astonished at the

seeming modesty of the demand,

granted it immediately, without any

examination ; but when his treasurers

had made the calculation, they found

that the king had promised a grant,

for which all his wealth and his vast

dominions were inadequate. The
Brahmin then availed himself of this

opportunity to enforce of what im-

portance it was for kings to be upon

their guard against those who are

always about them, and how careful

they ought to be that their ministers

do not abuse their good intentions.

DESCRIPTION of the CELEBRATION of ST. JOHNS-DAY,
Or the Ducasse of 1822, at Dunkirk.

(In a Letter to a Friend.)

My dear Friend,

In complying with your re-

quest of describing the Ducasse, I

shall enjoy the consciousness of giv-

ing pleasure to your intelligent mind,

ever active to gain information, vir-

tue, and knowledge.

St. John the Baptist's is the day

celebrated at Dunkirk with enthu-

siasm, and, agreeably to my wish, I

arrived in time to witness its festivi-

ties. That the French love gaiety,

and are susceptible of high delight

from social enjoyment, the celebra-

tion of their saints' days, their car-

nivals, and their new-year's day, fully

proves. The poor submit to many
privations that they may feast on

Ducasse cake. To select one proof

from among many, I observed at a

poor weaver's cottage at Wormhoudt
some very coarse flour in a trough

in the window : not thinking it fit for

human food, I asked what it was for,

and was answered, for their bread,

but that they had some finer for

their cake ; and the boys' eyes glis-

tened with joy as they uncovered

the pan containing the treasured

feast; nor did the mother seem in-

different to the result of her pruden-

tial care. The father and elder bro-

ther were at the loom, and poor and

coarse and scanty as was their daily

fare, they yet contrived to get eggs

and currants and fine flour for their

cake. I inquired of my intelligent

friend the meaning of the word Du-
casse, and was informed it was the

Flemish corruption of Dedicace, sig-

nifying the dedication of St. John as

the messenger or forerunner of the

Saviour.

A fair invariably adds its charms
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and its invitations at this season; it

lias neither theatricals, shows, nor

swings. Booths, containing articles

of dress, jewellery, prints, toys, con-

fectionary, and fruit, very similar in

appearance to our English fairs, are

arranged in the town-house and prin-

cipal streets, the proprietors calling

out to passers-by, " La boutique a

dix sous;" another, " Boutique a

ringt sous " a third, " Boutique a

deux francs ,-" and so on, according

to the value of their humble stock :

but the superior boutiques have ar-

ticles of different value.

On Saturday there was a confirm-

ation at the great church, which was

so crowded at seven in the morning

as to preclude visitors. Children at

the early age of seven and eight

years were confirmed, and thus pre-

pared for their first communion:

they learn a long catechism, and are

expected to know the first principles

of religion.

Sunday, the 24th of June, was

the principal day of the Ducasse.

The weather was remarkably fine

;

the sun shone with unclouded splen-

dour; all was bustle, joy, and antici-

pation. The civil and ecclesiastical

authorities were to form a public

procession. A universal holiday pre-

vailed for all ranks and for all ages

:

poverty forgot its wants, and grief

its sorrows, to join in, or gaze on, its

pageantry. Flags, and the colours

of various nations, the trophies of

Dunkirk's naval prowess, were sus-

pended across the principal street

leading to the church; and some glass

ornaments and coloured beads, strung-

very long, and hung in a circular

form, appeared, as the sun shone on

them, like splendid chandeliers : these

had been arranged in honour of the

Bishop of Cambray's arrival among

his flock. Five years had elapsed

since the town had been so favoured.

Many breakfasted on coffee and
Ducasse cake: my sister and self

hastened to la grande eglise, which

was so crowded, that we could not

penetrate half way down the left

aisle ; and the heat was so oppres-

sive, that we determined on retiring,

but passing the grand entrance, we
found room, with the advantage of

air, the portico being spacious and
lofty; and though we joined the

lower class, we were less incommod-

ed, and soon found politeness and

accommodation. A respectable wo-

man edged herself a little closer to

the sergent de ville, appointed to

keep order on one side of the door:

he removed a couple of sturdy boys

from before us, and offered his pro-

tection if we would stay till the ser-

vice was over. Here we remained

above an hour and a half, entertain-

ed by various ceremonies, such as

taking on and off the mitre, pre-

senting the crosier, and offering in-

cense ; the view not being interrupt-

ed by any of the congregation, as

they were entirely excluded from the

nave of the church, in the centre of

which was a splendid canopy of crim-

son and gold, which cost ten thousand

francs: it was decorated with five

superb plumes of white ostrich fea-

thers. The richly adorned altar was

seen beyond it, and the bishop and

clergy officiated to the left : the mu-

sic and singing were delightful. The
bishop having blessed the people,

the procession began to leave the

church; the priests in their white

lace surplices over black silk dresses,

some with white satin albas, embroi-

dered in gold, or in flowers of va-

rious coloured silks. The bishop

|j
was distinguished by wearing the
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mitre, and carrying the host, which

was enshrined in a superb chalice of

silver, richly ornamented with pre-

cious stones. There not being a

sufficient number of clergy in the

neighbourhood, men were hired for

the day to wear the dress, and swell

the procession.

When they had all passed to pro-

ceed to the little church, we were
joined by the rest of our party, and,

to avoid the crowd, went directly to

the Hotel de Flandres in la rue de

Capucins, which, being very long,

afforded a commanding view. On
our way we passed a temporary al-

tar, which had been raised by the

devout, at the corner of the street

:

it was carpeted, and splendidly de-

corated. When the bishop arrived

here, the procession stopped, while

he ascended and blessed it. In

about half an hour, music proclaimed

the approach of the spectacle. Im-
mediately after the band came be-

tween two and three hundred cha-

rity boys, who lined the street on
each side : they are under the care

of six masters, called Frcres Barbels,

who keep their eyes constantly iixed

upon the ground, and are supposed
to be quite estranged from this world,

and devoted to the religious instruc-

tion of their charge. Many of the

creditable townspeople are anxious

for their children to profit by their

care, and some of their sons had
this day mingled with the humble
objects of charity. Little girls, dress-

ed in white, and veiled, with small

baskets held between two, strewed

flowers and verdure. They were
followed by a great number of the

images of saints, carried on altars.

variously decorated, and the images
gaily dressed : Saint Ann in raiment
of pink and gold, and the Virgin in

pale blue and silver. St. John wore
a vest of brown silk with silver trim-

ming, and was attended by a lamb.

Each image was preceded by a ban-

ner, on which was painted some ap-

propriate subject, as the Nativity,

the Preaching in the Wilderness, the

Lord's Supper, the Martyrdom of

St. Sebastian, Purgatory, Paradise,

and many others, which, like the

images, are too numerous to mention.

The approach of the canopy was in-

dicated by four long white streamers,

elevated high in air, each supported

by two men, who looked heated and

fatigued by their weight. Six priests,

bareheaded, and walking backwards,

perfumed the bishop, Avho walked

within the canopy, carrying the host,

and attended by the two chief cler-

gymen of the parish. The canopy

was supported by eight strong men.

The civil authorities followed, and

the military closed the long parade.

The coup-d'ceil was certainly en-

chanting ; its length, its variety, its

gay colours, the enlivening music,

the universal holiday, and the bright

sunshine, all contributed to its ad-

vantageous display; and even the

red and yellow dresses of the multi-

tude, and the flags extended from

house to house, harmonized well with

the splendid show. The procession

continued its progress through dif-

ferent parts of the town, and finally

closed on the bishop's return to the

great church, about an hour after-

wards, when all quietly separated.

The eveningwas beautiful, and the

public gardens more than usually

crowded : the lower class, having one

appropriated for them, never think of

intruding at the Rosendale. There

was not much dancing. I thought of

Cowpcr's apostrophe to Continental

Sabbaths : my mind was strongly im-
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pressed with the value of the insti-

tutions of my native country; and

though
M God is ever present, ever felt,

In the void waste as in the city full,

And where he vital breathes there must be

joy:"

yet I wanted that intellectual ac-

knowledgment of his omniscience,

which alone can give the soul enjoy-

ment, and which the quiet celebra-

tion of our English Sabbaths is so

calculated to inspire in your ever

faithful Eliza.

HOW A LAPDOG MADE A MINISTER OF STATE.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

The anecdote related by a

traveller in your elegant Repository

for January (page 44), of the Rus-

sian lapdog yclept Comme votes, or

Comme votre Majcstt, calls to my
mind a similar, but more ludicrous,

or if you please more serious story.

The Empress Maria Theresa, in

one of her tours, proceeded in a ves-

sel down the rivers Inn and Danube
to Vienna. When she got on board

at Braunau, the master of the ship,

an illiterate peasant, presented his

arm to assist her majesty. The lap-

dog, which the empress carried on

her other arm, barked incessantly at

the master, who at length cried to

the dog, " Peace, your excellency!

peace, your excellency!" The em-

press, tickled with the expression,

asked the fellow laughing, why he

gave that title to a dog. " Why, for-

sooth," quoth the peasant, " when
all about your majesty are styled ex-

cellency, that which you bear on

your imperial arm must needs be an

excellency too." The empress could

scarcely cease laughing at this whim-

sical induction, and went on board in

a very good humour. " What is your

name, master?" said she to the pea-

sant.
—

" Taugnichts," answered he.—" A vile name,*" rejoined her

majesty :
" you shall be called Thu-

gut (Do good) by my authority. Have
you any children?"—" A boy ofmine

is now with the Jesuits at Linz."—
" I'll make his fortune," said the em-
press, " if he be a clever fellow.

Send him to Vienna."

The young Vmtrien, now trans-

formed into Do-good, was according-

ly sent to the capital, where the em-

press caused him to be placed in an

academy, and after finishing his stu-

dies, gave him an appointment in the

Chancery of State. The youth pos-

sessed talents, and finally became

the well-known minister for foreign

affairs, Baron Thugut.

Thus the four-footed favourite re-

turned the compliment of excellency

paid him by the peasant, by making

the son of the peasant an excellency

and a minister of state—a proof that

politeness, even to a dog, is not al-

ways thrown away. I am, &c.

J.A.S.

* Taugnichts, in German, signifies a

scoundrel, literally good-for-nothing:

the very reverse of Thugut, do good.
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FASHION.

La mode assujetit le sage a sa formule
;

La suivre est un devoir, la fuir un ridicule.

—

Bernis.

Where reason and inclination con-

cur in recommending any thing for

our adoption, inclination so far out-

strips her companion, that, in our

eagerness to embrace the desired ob-

ject, we leave the arguments to urge

themselves; and should some logical

friend hold us by the button while

he expatiates upon them, his words

are as much lost upon us, as Ches-

terfield's advice is upon him. In this

manner, the ranks of Fashion are

readily filled ; but many, volunteers

as well as regulars, who compose

them, are unable to say wherefore

they range themselves under her

parti-coloured standard : a defect at-

tributable to the indiscreet zeal of

her friends, rather than to any im-

propriety in the lady herself. It has,

however, afforded many cynical per-

sons a pretext for assailing her repu-

tation, and denying the legitimacy of

her potent influence.

To transcribe all the unhandsome

things that have been spoken and

written against fashion, would take

more time than is necessary for their

refutation ; and, as I hate useless ar-

gument, I shall only hint, en passant,

at the arrogance of those who take

upon themselves to despise thatwhich, I

more or less, governs all mankind,

from the beau to the savage, and the i

importance of which is attested by

those scholars and antiquaries who
|

have thought their talents well em-

ployed in gleaning particulars of the

dresses, manners, and habitations of

the ancients. Taking the fashions

of a people for what they really are,

the index of its mind, such research-

es are far from contemptible, inas-

much as they supply the best mate-

rials for illustrating the rise and pro-

gress of civilization. They shew that

in the infancy of states, or in times

of ignorance and barbarity, the mu-

table requirements of fashion are ve-

ry little understood ; and that the

elegance, purity, and predominance

of fashion, are concomitant with the

brightest eras of national celebrity.

It may not be unpleasant to the ra-

tional votaries of the goddess, to

quit for a moment her altar, the toi-

lette, and reflect a little upon the

nature and properties ofone to whom
they cheerfully offer daily sacrifice.

Fashion is the genius of order and

uniformity ; she prompts us to follow

that example which is generally

deemed the most worthy of imitation,

either for the eminence of the exem-

plar, or for the utility and agreeable-

ness of the example itself. Her pro-

vince is with those formalities which

are indispensable to the well-being

of society; but which it would be

invidious and pragmatical for laws to

interfere with. Modes of expression,

of dress, and behaviour are, in free

states, regulated by the feeling of

;

the people, varying with the temper

of the age, and the growth of refine-

ment. A discriminate deference to

fashion is, therefore, a compliment

to the majority of our cotempora-

ries, offered as a token of good-fel-

lowship, rather than as an impost of

authority. In short, fashion is a sort

of minor and transitory custom,

which, not having settled down into

the common law, we are under no

positive obligation to obey: at the

same time, by running counter to it,
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we are liable to be accused of eccen-

tricity, and sentenced to perpetual ba-

nishment from the regions ofhaut-ton.

I am far from maintaining, that fa-

shion should be allowed to exert an

arbitrary influence in morals, in taste,

or in literature : these have a stand-

ard of their own, established by im-

memorial prescription, or by su-

preme authority, from which neither

vanity, nor laxity, nor innovation,

has a right to pervert them. To ar-

ray one's-selfagainst a good or aharm-

less fashion, is nothing but a churl-

ish non-conformity ; but to stand out

against a vicious fashion, to be firm

in an age of frivolity, or temperate

in the midst of luxury, is a noble he-

roism, acknowledged and applauded

by after-ages, and very often admir-

ed by the present. Such an opposi-

tion adds dignity to the character of

a Socrates or a Cato.

Those grave and gorgeous habits,

which fashion has assigned to per-

sons of rank and to the learned pro-

fessions, are not only conducive to

that respect which is due to the sta-

tion of the wearer, but to a befitting

circumspection in his own deport-

ment; for, as Spenser says, " the

person that is gowned is by his gown

put in mind of his gravity, and also

restrained from lightness by the very

inaptness of his weed." On the

other hand, that apparent equality

which fashion ordains in mixed com-

panies, by no means confounds the

distinctions of rank and talent. The
finery of a simpleton is of no avail

when he has once committed himself,

nor is the affected gentility of a low

fellow regarded after he has betray-

ed his vulgarity, While the sensi-

tive man of genius, whose besetting

sin is a depreciation of his own ster-

fol I. No. VI.

ling worth, finding himself equal, at

least in externals, to his company,

expresses himself without apprehen-

sion, and at once discovers his na-

tive superiority. But let him appear

where he is unknown in an old-fa-

shioned or a threadbare coat, and,

though it be put on in the true style

of literary negligence, his reception

is cold, and he has to contest his way

into the favour of the company

through a host of petty prejudices:

a disadvantage which the poverty of

many great writers of the last age

exposed them to, and which in a

great measure accounts for the con-

tempt expressed by a few of them

for fashion and outward distinctions.

But since it is natural for all men to

be struck by appearances, and since

an agreeable appearance very much

depends upon a becoming dress and

a modish air, it is not beneath the

fairest of the finer sex, or the most

erudite of the baser, to render them-

selves in these, as in all other re-

spects, as agreeable as they can.

The complaisant disposition thus

engendered is obviously favourable

to the tranquillity and happiness of

the community. If we wear any

thing or do any thing not exactly to

our own mind, we are admonished

that we are not alone in the world,

but are surrounded by fellow-crea-

tures, who have irresistible claims up-

on our regard. The habit of foregoing

trifles of convenience or caprice for

the pleasure of others, will, with the

ingenuous, induce greater sacrifices

for the good of others. But fashion

is the means of great and extensive

good whether we will or not, turning

the vanity of the idle to the advan-

tage of the industrious. The world

of fashion cannot adopt a single su-

Z z
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perfluity without contributing to the

employment of thousands, who, in

populous countries of small territory,

would otherwise be destitute of sup-

port. Not that I would recommend

that species of excess which obtain-

ed in the time of Richard II. and

which Chaucer, who, by the way,

was no political economist, so pa-

thetically complains of. " Alas!" he

exclaims, " may not a man see, a*s

in our days, the sinful costly array

of clothing, and namely, in too much
superfluity of clothing, such that

maketh it so dear to the harm of the

people, not only the coats of embroi-

dering, the disguised indenting, or

barring, ounding, platting, winding,

or bending, and semblable waste of

cloth in vanity; but there is also the

costly furring in their gowns, so

much pouncing of chisel to make
holes, .so much dogging of slieirs-

forche, with the superfluity in length

of the aforesaid gowns, trailing in

the dung and the mire, on horse, and

also on foot, as well of man as of

woman, and all that trailing is verily

in effect wasted, consumed, and
threadbare, and rotten with dung
rather than given to the poor." Now
seeing that this same trailed cloth

must have been bought, and, I hope,

paid for, the industrious poor must

thereby have been relieved, in a mode
much more congenial with independ-

ence, than is that of almsgiving. The
volatilit}' of fashion is another stimu-

lus to the ingenuity of the manufac-

turer, as well as to the advancement

of the fine arts, which are, now-a-

days, invited to assist in, what is by
no means beneath them, adorning

the human form, and embellishing

the residences of intellectual beings.

Many a clever artist gains a liveli-

hood by composing patterns for laces

and trimmings; and in some instan-

ces they have shewn, even in these

trifles, a purity and elegance suffici-

ent to evince the refinement of the

age. The pattern of that bodice,

whose lovely wearer I have just

caught a glimpse of " in my mind's

eye," is after a design that would not

have disgraced a Benvenuto Cellini.

The vicissitudes of fashion prevent

stagnation in these several arts, and

at the same time give a turn to the

different interests. If foreign ma-

nufactures are in vogue, the ship-

ping interest is alive, marine stores

are in demand, artificers are employ-

ed to equip vessels, and hundreds of

honest tars are set afloat, who think

themselves well paid for braving the

dangers of the sea, if they can pro-

cure wherewith to enhance the beau-

ty of their peerless countrywomen.

If articles of home production are

the order of the day, then we have

the satisfaction of witnessing the

clatter of looms and the silence of

radicalism ; and as silk may be in

demand one day, and cotton another,

steel ornaments to-day, and chenille

to-morrow, the dealers in each are

kept to their good behaviour, and

urged to present exertion and eco-

nomy by the uncertain duration of

their employment.

If these variations look a little like

caprice, no matter; they are much
more like nature, which abounds with

variety. The hills wrapt in their

snowy mantles, and the trees decked

with icicles,

The frost-work fair,

Where transient hues and fancied figures

rise,"

are nature's winter fashions, which

are cast aside for the modest bud,

! the tender leaf, the blushing blos-

| som, which constitute " the splendid
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raiment of the spring:" next, the

meadows are clad with luxuriant

verdure, interspersed with gay wild

flowers, and the groves are invested

with the liberal foliage of summer,

while the sun " lights up the clouds,

those beauteous robes of heaven."

These, with a thousand other equally

delightful appearances, have not time

to pall upon our senses, ere the rich

tints of autumn are assumed, and

almost as soon discarded, to make

way for the returning winter. Nor
is this a monotonous repetition, for

the very changes are themselves

changeable, at least in this island,

where nature delights to exhibit a

dozen aspects in the course of a sin-

gle day. And while what we please

to call inanimate nature is thus for

ever varying, it would shew the worst

of insensibility m the living popula-

tion, if their garb were as perennial

as the pelisse of an Egyptian mum-
my. The variety, or caprice if you

will, of fashion, is one of the most

agreeable things in the world. Beau-

ty itself would become uninteresting

if it were not occasionally represent-

ed in new costume ; a skilful altera-

tion of the shapes and colours of ha-

biliments imparting a novelty to the

person, which, if it be not the re-

newal of beauty, is certainly the best

means of developing the endless trea-

sure of its attractions. How very

delightful is it for those lords, whose

avocations require a daily absence

from their wives, to find them on

their return no longer shrouded in

the close dress of the breakfast-ta-

ble, but adorned with gay and rich

attire, profuse in jewels as in charms,

prepared to hail the return of their

good man with hearts responsive to

the gaiety of their exterior ! Be-

sides, what would become of such

ladies as would strenuously oppose

the fashion of blue stockings, should

any thing half so preposterous ever

be set onfoot, if they were debarred

those felicitous cares and refined so-

licitudes about fashion, which agree-

ably diversify the leisure of the bet-

ter sex, and, with a little light read-

ing and a few morning calls, leave

no space for the intrusion of ennui,

even during the long continuance of

a fashionable morning? What would

become of us, if their inexhaustible

wits were not sometimes posed to de-

vise new blandishments, or diverted

in making the tour of their picture-

galleries, where, reviewing at a

glance the modes of several ages,

they can cull and blend and revive

them at the suggestion of their spor-

tive fancies? Why, if, in these con-

tentious and book-making days, Fa-

shion did not reserve to herself a

chosen band of this playful and viva-

cious turn, our homes, instead of

being retreats from perplexity and

disputation, would become petty tri-

bunals for the trial of our argumenta-

tive powers. If, in short, it were

possible to banish fashion from socie-

ty, passion would be curbed by no

decorum, eccentricity would play its

fantastic tricks without restraint; we

should relapse into a state of nature,

with every thing tasteless, disorder-

ly, and chaotic.

® $.
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SINGULARITY IN ANCIENT VESSELS DISCOVERED IN
ENGLAND AND GERMANY.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

The writer of the observa-

tions on the ancient vessel dug up in

a field on the bank of an old branch

of the river Rother, at Matham in

Kent, inserted in your Repository

for February, notices " the singula-

rity (if the specimen presented be

genuine), that a sort of moss or vege-

table substance is used for caulking,

instead of hemp."

I can assure you, that in some an-

cient vessels deterred in December

last, on a bank of an old branch of

the Danube, near Straubing in Bava-

ria, the caulking is of the same ma-

terial, moss, and not hemp. The
Royal Academy of Munich, which

sent one of their members to the

spot to examine these relics of anti-

quity, will, it is presumed, give an

accurate and detailed description of

them. Antiquauius.

Landshut, March 25.

THE THREE WISHES:
A POLISH POPULAR TRADITION.

(Concluded

A year had thus passed, when
the Starost, on the recommendation

of his physicians, who thought that

a change of scene might prove bene-

ficial, went to Warsaw. He was

sitting one evening at the gaming-

table, and playing with Apiel's cards.

He won every game. All present

were astonished at his luck, and he

himself surveyed with more than or-

dinary satisfaction the heap of gold

that lay before him. A stranger

joined the company, and in a short

time won all the money of the Sta-

rost, who at length requested the

favour of his name.
" What!" replied he, " have you

forgotten an old acquaintance, who
even gave you the ring you wear on

your finger as a memorial of him?"

He staked all his winnings on a

single card, and lost the whole. But
the horrors of hell now seized the

Starost. He could play no more,

for he was filled with apprehension

from p. 284.)

of the nocturnal visit, which actually

awaited him. Apiel appeared.

" I am come," said he, " to de-

mand a trifle of thee. Thy tenant

Wiernicki—dost thou not envy him?

Is he not a happy man? He has an

industrious wife, seven dutiful chil-

dren, abundance of every thing, and

has always punctually paid thee his

rent."

" That he has," said the Starost.

" But," continued the spirit

—

" thou hast given him no receipts.

He has no witnesses to the payments

he has made?"
" No," said the Starost, " for he

came punctually to me in my room
the very day his rent was due, and

I received the money. This had

become a regular practice, and no

receipt was ever thought of between

us."

" Excellent!" cried the spirit.

—

" Now then thou hast nothing to do

but to deny the payment of the mo-
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ney, to demand five years' arrears

of rent, and to throw Wiernicki into

prison, if he refuses to pay a second

time."

" How can I do that?" rejoined

the Starost; " I have received the

money."
" O thou man of honour! thou

fraudulent debtor! thou cheating

gamester! is it possible that thou

canst still have any scruples ?"

" But the courts of justice will

take the part of the innocent farm-

er
"

" Bribe ! bribe !" cried the infer-

nal demon—" money shall not be

wanting. Swear, in case of emer-

gency, a false oath. If not
"

Throwingback his mantle, he extend-

ed a pair of hideous claws towards

the trembling villain, and vanished.

The Starost punctually obeyed

—

to him who would have sacrificed his

own offspring, it was not likely that

any thing would be sacred. In vain

did the wife and children of the un-

fortunate Wiernicki embrace his

knees; in vain did Protasius inter-

fere with friendly warmth in behalf

of the farmer. Convinced of the

honesty and integrity of the latter,

the good friar could not account for

the cruel conduct of the Starost. He
then applied to his consort, who was

so affected by his representations,

that she delivered to him the sum
claimed as due from Wiernicki, but

on the express condition that the

matter should be kept a secret from

the Starost. Protasius carried the

money to the latter, took his receipt

for it, and the prisoner regained his

liberty.

" He is saved !" cried the Starost

when he was alone, " and I am
heartily glad of it. I have commit-

ted one crime less, and yet fulfilled

my promise " A hellish laugh in-

terrupted him, and Apiel's well-

known voice exclaimed, " Sooth not

thy soul with such consolation; a

predetermination to do evil is as

criminal as the deed itself, though

prevented by circumstances."

Though his conscience was in-

cessantly repeating to him this self-

condemnation, yet he derived some
satisfaction from the reflection, that

he had already complied with the

demands of two of the spirits. —
Peace, however, was far from him;

he sought new amusements in order

to divert his mind, and conceived

the idea of forming a collection of

pictures. But, at the sight of virtue

and innocence, he was reminded of

his early years, when he was des-

tined for the ecclesiastical profession.

When he contemplated the pictures

of our Saviour and the saints, his

heart sunk within him at the thought,

that he was undeserving of their

compassion ; and when he found re-

presentations of the great and good
deeds of antiquity, he was shocked

by the conviction of his own base-

ness. This pursuit therefore he

speedily relinquished. He now had

recourse to horses and hounds, the

chase and the bottle, to stifle the

voice of the inward judge, but in

vain. About this time he received

intelligence that the King of Poland

was about to send an ambassador to

Paris. He wished for the appoint-

ment, opened his book, and there

found this direction :
" Dispatch the

following letters to thy patrons and

friends." He sat down and wrote.

The clock struck—he counted twelve

—and would have pushed back his

chair from the writing-table, but it

would not stir. He looked round to

discover the cause, and sprang up in
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affright; for behind his chair stood

Machiel. " Art thou alarmed at

the sight of an old acquaintance?"

said the spirit. " I merely come to

ask a little service of thee. The
festival of Corpus Christ! will he

here in three days; they are already

preparing the decorations for the

church. Set fire meanwhile to the

high altar, that the consecrated wa-

fers may be consumed by the flames.

Here are brimstone, tinder, and all

the requisite materials. At the first

stroke of the steel thou wilt have

plenty of sparks. I wish to give

thee as little trouble with the job as

possible."

" How can I outrage what is most

sacred?" cried the Starost.

" Stupid wretch!" rejoined the

spirit, " didst thou imagine that I

should conduct thee into the paths

of piety?"

He then drew up the visor of his

black helmet, and exhibited a dia-

bolically hideous physiognomy,
" Obey !" cried he, gnashing his

teeth ; and the apparition vanished,

leaving behind the implements for

striking fire.

When the Starost had somewhat
recovered from his consternation, his

eyes fell upon his mother's picture.

She had often repaired at break of

day, especially on the anniversaries

of the death of her husband and

children, to the chapel of the castle,

to pray for the souls of the deceased;

and under her portrait still hung a

key, which she used, and which be-

longed to a door that opened imme-
diately out of an apartment of the

castle into the chancel. He looked

first at the picture, then at the key.

It seemed as if his mother was gaz-

ing at him with a look of deep me-
lancholy, and the tortures of hell

racked his bosom. " Oh!" cried he,

in his despair, " of what benefit to

me are all the advantages I possess!

The meanest beggar is happier than

I am, for he still has hope, prayer,

and tears!" He gnashed his teeth,

and threw himself in agony on the

floor. By this time the day began

to dawn. His state was rendered

more dreadful by the pains which he

took to conceal it.

Thus did he torment himself for

two days : the third night at length

arrived. " Now or never!" said he.

He placed the light in the ante-room,

shut his eyes close, that he might

not see the portrait of his mother,

and covered them with one hand,

while with the other he groped for

the key, and as soon as he had found

it, he precipitately quitted the room.

The silence of midnight aggravated

the horrors that came over him. He
entered the chapel, which was faintly

illumined by a lamp suspended from

the ceiling. He was obliged to pass

over the vault in which reposed the

bones of his parents and ancestors.

He struck fire as he went along; the

brimstone was already burning, when

a deep groan seemed to proceed from

the vault, and the match was extin-

guished. He paused a few moments.

The figure of Machiel stood before

him in imagination: he rushed for-

ward, and struck fire a second time.

He had to pass the confessional,

where Protasius had said to him after

his first confession, Go hi peace!

Another groan issued from the con-

fessional, and again the sulphur was

extinguished.

Deeply shocked, the Starost would

have turned back, but the recollec-

tion of his manifold crimes darted

across his mind, accompanied with

doubts of the divine mercy, and fear
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of the spirits of hell. He hurried,

as if frantic, to the altar, struck fire

a third time, and high ascended the

flame of the burning brimstone. He
tore open the ciborium, with the in-

tention of tin-owing the match into

it. At this instant the cry of " Woe
to thee!" resounded through the

chapel, and a third time the match

went out. " Ha!" said he to him-

self, " the design is as bad as the

deed !" A fourth time he attempted,

with the resolution of despair, to

strike a light, when the steel broke,

and the flint and matches dropped

from his hand. He fled with pre-

cipitation from the chapel, leaving

the door open behind him, and has-

tened to his chamber. Here he pre-

sently heard the footsteps of several

persons approaching. An officer of

the tribunal entered the room. " You
are my prisoner," said he.—" I am
a Polish nobleman," cried the Sta-

rost, " and as such cannot be appre-

hended until convicted by law."

"You are convicted," rejoined the

officer, delivering a paper to the

Starost, who trembled while he read

it. The old woman whom he had
employed to poison the unfortunate

Francisca, tortured by remorse, had
confessed her guilt. The apothecary

who had sold her the poison for one

hundred ducats, had also acknow-

ledged that fact. The physician

whom Francisca sent for before her

death, had found her speechless, and

he declared, from all the circumstan-

ces of the case, that she was certain-

ly poisoned. The old woman coin-

cided with him in this opinion; but

observed that Francisca, the victim

of an unhappy passion, had proba-

bly poisoned herself, but that attach-

ment to life had induced her, now
that it was too late, to apply iov the

aid of the physician. The expiring

girl was unable to contradict her;

the physician opened her body, and

found evident proofs of poison. The
physician, being summoned before

the tribunal in consequence of this

statement by the old woman, had
confirmed its accuracy. " And yet,"

cried the Starost, " it is all false!"

—

He ordered his carriage, but gave

directions that his wife should not be

waked, but merely told in the morn-

ing that he had been obliged to leave

home on urgent business, and would

write to her shortly. He got into

the carriage, and escorted by the

officer and his men, and followed by

Gurreck, took the road to Warsaw.
Protasius, who was accustomed to

perforin his matin devotions at the

foot of the altar, was alarmed on

entering the chapel by the smell of

sulphur, and still morewhen he found

the ciborium open, and the flint,

steel, and matches on the floor by

the altar. He looked fearfully about

the chapel. At this moment one of

the Starost's domestics entered the

chancel. " How came you here?"

asked the monk. The servant told

him that the door, which had been

kept locked ever since the death of

the late Starosta, now stood wide

open, that the key was in it, and

that all the doors up to his master's

apartment were likewise open. Pro-

tasius, who well knew where the key

had hitherto hung, followed the ser-

vant, and convinced himself of the

truth of his statement. He proceed-

ed to the chamber of the Starost, of

whose departure he was informed by

his valet. Here he observed the

key, which the Starost, in his confu-

sion, had left in his writing-desk.

He opened the desk, to see whether

it contained money or valuables, which
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it might be advisable to lock up. A
small phial caught his eye. A label

upon it had this inscription in gold

letters: Love-potion, the gift of As-

modi, the Prince of Spirits. Beside

it lay a book, bound in flame-colour-

ed velvet. He opened it, and on

the first page were these words, in-

scribed in blood-red characters: Ad-
vice given by Machiel, the King of
Spirits. With horror he now re-

collected the story related by the

two children, which the Starost had

always treated as a frightful dream.

He questioned them again upon the

subject, and both of them gave him

the same account, without the slight-

est variation. With a heavy heart

Protasius committed all the circum-

stances of the extraordinary case to

writing, and transmitted his report,

together with the phial and the book,

to the bishop.

The very same morning, the Sta-

rost perceived that he had forgotten

his key, and ordered his trusty Gur-

reck to gallop back with all possible

speed, to fetch the key, the book and

the phial, and to give them to him

privately. Gurreck returned, and

having reached, about dark, the inn

where the Starost and the officers

halted for the night, he went, upon
pretext of undressing his master, in-

to the Starost's room, at the door of

which a sentinel was posted. Gur-

reck delivered to him the key. " The
book and the phial," said he, " I

could not find, but while I was look-

ing for them, I laid my hand on this."

It was the sealed parchment which

Zulebebbe had given to the Starost

after he had taken the oath. Per-

haps, thought he, I may here find

the way to extricate myself from this

dilemma. He broke the seal: but

every hair of his head stood erect,

and every joint shook, when he read

this title: Latin Translation of the

Oath of Allegiance taken in the

Chaldee Language to Beelzebub, or

Zulebebbe. He now saw how he

had with the most blasphemous ex-

pressions renounced his Saviour and

all the saints, and sold himself as a

slave to the devil. His horror and

despair increased with every moment.

When he had reached Warsaw,

where he was immediately conducted

to prison, and found himself alone in

a gloomy cell, he cried, in the agony

of his soul, " O that I had but

something to occupy me!"—" Take

this!" said a hollow voice; and a

mirror was put into his hand. He
looked into it, and beheld himselfin

his boyhood : the circumstances of his

early life and all his misdeeds passed

before him in rapid succession, like

the figures in a magic lantern. Fran-

tic with rage, he dashed the mirror

on the ground, howled in wild de-

spair, refused to take any sustenance,

cursed his existence, but durst not

terminate his life by his own hand.

At this juncture, Protasius unex-

pectedly entered his prison. At the

request of the Starosta the friar had

folloM'ed her husband, to inquire the

cause of his apprehension; for she

had learned from Gurreck, when he

was sent back for the book and the

phial, the fate of the Starost, and

the fright had made her ill. Prota-

sius had undertaken this commission

the more cheerfully, in the hope of

saving, if possible, the soul of the

wretched culprit. He beheld the

distorted features, he heard the fu-

rious imprecations of the despairing

Starost: he exhorted him to turn to

God, whose mercy is infinite, to con-

fess all his sins, and, as a proof of

his repentance, to submit with resig-
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nation to the sentence of his earthly

judges. The sight and the words of

the reverend friar seemed to soften

his obdurate heart. He related to

him his whole history, and author-

ized the monk to communicate it to

the judges : but Protasius admonish-

ed him to withstand every new tempta-

tion, to fix his thoughts on God, and

to commend his soul to the divine

keeping. At his departure he pro-

mised to return the next morning.

The Starost was now comparative-

ly tranquil, when about midnight

Gurreck entered the dungeon. " Sir,"

cried he, " I have heard dreadful

news : you are to be tortured with

red-hot tongs, and then burned as a

sorcerer. Hasten to make your es-

cape ; here is a file and a cord." He
drew both from under his garments.

" File away the bars of the window,

and let yourself down by the cord.

I will go and fetch two saddle-horses

;

every thing is prepared to speed

your flight—make haste !" The Sta-

rost would have required explana-

tion on several points, but Gurreck

precipitately withdrew. His abrupt

appearance and departure seemed

very strange to the Starost; but Gur-

reck had always served him faithful-

ly: there lay the file and the cord,

and the thought of the tortures that

awaited him served but to strength-

en his attachment to life. He took

up the file. The iron bars were soon

filed asunder: he fastened the cord,

and looking through the small win-
es &

dow, he perceived by the light of the

moon a man with two horses below.

" That," said he, " must be my trusty

Gurreck," and let himself down. He
now perceived that the cord was too

short, and that there were sharp-

pointed palisades beneath. " Help
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me, good Gurreck 1" cried the Sta-

rost.

" Call the princes of hell to your
assistance!" replied Gurreck.

The clock struck twelve: the af-

frighted Starost loosed the cord, and
down he fell upon the palisades.

Gurreck burst into a loud laugh: his

whole figure turned black, and wings

like those of a bat sprung from his

shoulders. " We shall soon meet

again!" cried he, and away he flew

in the exact shape of the devil. The
moans of the impaled Starost called

the sentinel to the spot. He was
lifted off the spikes, and a surgeon

being fetched, immediately declared

the wounds to be mortal. Protasius,

who had charged the gaoler to send

for him in case any thing should

happen, also hastened to the prison.

The Starost related to him this last

adventure : regardless of his admo-

nitions, he cursed himself and his

fate, and expired in the most fright-

ful convulsions.

The unfortunate widow, to whom
every thing was communicated in as

delicate a maimer as possible, took

the veil, and passed the remainder

of her life in penance and mortifica-

tion. The education of the chil-

dren was committed to old Protasius.

The bishop exhorted him to pay

particular and incessant attention to

the orphans. " It shall be my con-

stant endeavour," replied the vene-

rable friar, " to convince them, by

precept and example, that neither

honours nor distinctions, neither

wealth nor sensual gratifications, can

confer genuine happiness; and that

nothing but the consciousness of hav-

ing walked uprightly before God and

men can impart joy and peace of

mind in life, and hope and consola-
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tion in the hour of death." On his

application, the remains of the Sta-

rost were interred in silence, but not

in consecrated ground. The ring

was previously taken from his finger,

and thrown, with the phial and the

hook, upon a pile, which the bishop

ordered to be made for the purpose

;

and he himself stood by, with all his

clergy, till the three infernal gifts

were consumed to ashes.

An obscure rumour nevertheless

goes about, that the gold ring was

not burned, but that it has fallen in-

to the hands of a distinguished per-

sonage, who, however, might knock

with it till doomsday before Apiel

would appear to discharge his debts,

but who is said to have verified by
experience the property possessed

by it of facilitating the contracting

of debts.

Protasius resided with the chil-

dren in the castle, but nobody could

live in that part of it which the Sta-

rost had occupied, for it was haunted

at night, and sometimes sighs and

groans, and at others howling and

hideous outcries, were heard there.

The whole building, therefore, soon

fell to decay, and every one who now
passes the ruins, crosses himself, and

makes a circuit to avoid them after

dark : although, with a view to check

the wanton pranks of evil spirits, a

cross has been erected there, at the

foot of which the children of the

Starost, in their latter years, with

their offspring, frequently prayed for

the soul of their unfortunate parent,

at least for some alleviation of his

sufferings. On the spot where the

roads meet, they built a chapel, and

down to a recent period a priest said

mass there, agreeably to the inten-

tion of the founders, on the anni-

versary of the day on which they

were to have been delivered to the

infernal spirits, to thank God for that

he, in his grace and mercy, sends his

holy angels, though not always in a

visible form, for the protection of

innocence which putteth its trust in,

him.

FINE ARTS.

EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
The fifty-fifth Exhibition of our

artists has just opened at Somerset-

House. The subjects are necessa-

rily various, and the crowded state

of the rooms at this season almost

preclud-js a fair opportunity of de-

tailed examination. It is a generous

custom for the frequenters of our an-

nual Exhibitions, to pronounce that

each successive year's is better than

the last ; and we do not wish to bar

the present from the possession of

such comparative tribute. We are,

however, obliged to say, that the

foreigner who would decide upon the

merits of all our principal artists,

from the specimens of their graphic

talents now on view at Somerset-

House, would do them an injustice:

we understand that a number of

works were rejected forwant of room,

and possibly some for want of merit

:

the selectors were doubtless under

the necessity of exercising

" The last and greatest art, the art to blot."

This Exhibition contains one thou-
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sand and fifty-eight pictures, draw-

ings, and miniatures : the Sculpture-

Room contains seventy-three works.

Among the former, we do not find,

as usual, that portrait-painting pre-

dominates; nor even that, generally

speaking, the execution equals that

in the best style of the same artists

;

for instance, where are the works

executed on the Continent by the

President, under the munificent pa-

tronage of his Majesty? They have

been pronounced throughout Europe
to be the finest historical portraits of

our times. Few, very few of them,

have been at Somerset-House: per-

haps the President has reserved

them for a private or distinct gallery

;

a practice which, though not censur-

able for the artist, as he ought to

enjoy, if he please, the exclusive ad-

vantage of his own labours, yet is

injurious to our collective Exhibi-

tions, by its tendency to deprive

them of that national aggregate cha-

racter, so essential to their popu-

larity, if not utility. It was well ob-

served by Sir Joshua Reynolds, when
stating the principal advantage of an

academy (and the observation has al-

so its reference to the effect of an

exhibition upon the public), that, be-

sides furnishing able men to direct

the student, it would be a repository

for the great examples of the art ; that

by studying these authentic models,

that idea of excellence which is the

result of the accumulated experi-

ence of past ages, might be acquired

;

and that the student should receive,

as it were at one glance, an insight

into the principles, which many art-

ists have spent their whole lives in

ascertaining. Every thing which

tends to deteriorate from the general

attraction of the Royal Academy
Exhibition, . and thereby diminish its

public value, must eventually impair

the growth of the arts ; and nothing

can have so direct and inevitable a

tendency, as the practice, should it

prevail among our higher artists, of

establishing, for standard works, se-

parate exhibitions from that which

ought to be the public organ of com-

munication between the corporate

body of artists and the public ; name-

ly, the Royal Academy. We are

aware, with Mr. Shee, who has

adorned his profession alike with his

pen and pencil, that there are some
who consider the fine arts as little

better than a sort of vagrants, a kind

of wandering gipsies, without home
or settlement, who must be content

to glean the stubble of society for a

precarious subsistence, and to whom
the claim of commonage is allowed

as a favour : that number we believe

is at the present day few, and we
wish to lessen it by securing a gene-

ral and permanent interest to the

RoyalAcademy. Reynolds has some-

where observed,that everyExhibition

might be said to be surrounded with

an atmosphere of floating knowledge,

where every mind may imbibe some-

thing congenial to its own concep-

tions; and he praised the popular

advantages of such a medium of in-

struction. The present Exhibition

has all the advantages of variety

which the most miscellaneous curi-

osity can desire, without that decided

predominance in any department

which is calculated to awaken the

jealousy of a rival. The portraits,

as we have already hinted, do not

excel this year, because Sir Thomas
Lawrence has not exhibited his best.

He has seven in the Exhibition, all

fine likenesses, but not equally good.

The Earl of Harewood's is rather

too juvenile, if we can venture to as-

3 A 2
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cribe such a peculiarity as a fault to

Sir Thomas Lawrence's portraits.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer

has the agreeable blandness of the

original, but might have more cha-

racteristic expression. The Countess

of Jersey s Portrait is good ; the

back-ground quite in the style of Sir

Joshua Reynolds ; but the drapery

not in so pure a taste. Lord Fran-

cis Conynghams Portrait is the best

painted : the colouring and the exe-

cution are in the artist's peculiar

style : it is really an admirable por-

trait.

The other portraits are chiefly by

Sir W. Beechey, Sir H. Raeburn,

Mr. Jackson, Mr. Shee, Mr. How-
ard, Mr.Northcote, Mr. Joseph, Mr.

Thompson, Mr. Pickersgill, Mr.

Lonsdale, &c. &c. ; with several

others of merit by students, in their

respective styles of excellence.

We notice the following works in

the order of our passing glance,

amid the pressure of the usual Ex-

hibition crowd

:

The Solar System.—H. Howard,

R. A.
'' Hither, as to their fountain, other stars

Repairing, in their golden urns draw light."*************
. "" wand'ring fires that move
In mystic dance, not without song."

From Milton's Paradise Lost, that

all-inspiring source of sublime con-

ception, Mr. Howard has drawn his

subject, and almost embodied the

poetical vision of the author. The
sweetness, delicacy, and aerial buoy-

ancy of the figures, are beautifully

expressed; they are angels of light,

awakening glowing sympathies, to

administer the purest intellectual gra-

tification. These are the works which

have a direct tendency to elevate

and refine the mind ; to purify it from

the grosser qualities of our imperfect

nature; " to harmonize the elements

of man," and, in the language of a

living poet,
" To raise in generous breasts a glow divine,

And polish every gem of virtue's mine."

The next picture is,

The Dawn.—H. Fuseli, R. A.
" Under the opening eyelids of the morn,

What time the gray fly winds her sultry

horn."——Lycidas.

It is in the venerable artist's peculiar

style, which retains in the vale of

years its originality and energy.

JohnKnox admonishingMaryQueen

of Scots on the day when her in-

tention to marry Darnley had been

made public.—W. Allan.

The name of the picture sufficient-

ly expresses the subject: it suggests

the striking contrast between the

beauty and delicacy of the impas-

sioned Mary, and the coarse and

rude ferocity of her turbulent but

useful admonitor. Knox, as might

be supposed, is full of reckless ener-

gy; whilst Mary listens with a sob-

bing and indignant emotion, which

she is yet anxious to suppress, as she

interrogates the spiritual intruder in

the words, " But what have you to

do with my marriage? What are you

in this commonwealth !" Knox, like

all enthusiasts, who, in addition to

the inspiration of their own inflamed

zeal, have the public credulity and

fanaticism to impel them, gives his

rude but wholesome rejoinder; the

effect of which it requires all the

courtierlike address of the queen's

attendant, John Erskine, to allay.

The side-face of the lady in waiting

(probably one of Mary's French at-

tendants), upon whom Knox's pre-

sence and demeanour appear to have

made a comic impression, is excel-

lent. She no doubt thinks either

Knox's person or advice a bad sub-

stitute for a gay and handsome bus-
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band ; and the oddity of the obtruded

association of such matters, which

naturally awakens the indignation of

the principal, who is most to be af-

fected by it, only excites the humour

of the attendant, who is an acci-

dental witness of the rude and un-

courtly scene.

The Village Coal-Merchant.—
W. R. Bigg, R.A.

There is a good deal of common-

life character in this picture.

Maimer Castle, a Seat of the Earl

of Liverpool.—W. Collins, R. A.

Besides this picture, the artist has

two others in the present Exhibition:

one, a Fish-Auction on the Coast of
Devonshire ; and the other, a Scene

in Cumberland: but though the

others are beautiful, yet we think

the JValmer Castle is the best. It

has, in a pre-eminent degree, the

charming truth and light touches of

nature, which distinguish the style

and execution of Mr. Collins. The
evanescent flickering of the summer
shadows upon the sand is exquisite:

he has caught that gliding air as if

by a happy and rapid glance, and

transferred it to his canvas with all

its original transparency. The sea-

line of the horizon might perhaps

have been more advantageously de-

fined ; but the picture is superior to

criticism.

The Bay of Baice, with Apollo and
the Sibyl—J. M. W. Turner, R. A.

" Waft me to sunny Baise's shore."

The long-established and admitted

perfection which Mr. Turner has

obtained in landscape-painting ren-

ders the praise of his works super-

fluous. The sunny character of the

Bay of Baice, though splendid, is

yet almost overpowering : it glows

with an Asiatic warmth, which con-

sumes rather than refreshes. There

is a somewhat monotonous effect pro-

duced by the unclouded richness of

the landscape, undisturbed as it is

1)\ grouping, to arrest the attention,

or relieve the languor of so intense

an atmosphere. Mr. Turner's an-

swer, and perhaps a sufficient one,

may be, that he has painted the land-

scape as nature and the poets have

given it.

The Parish Beadle.--!). Wilkie.R.A.
" And an officer giveth sufficient notice

what he is, when fie saith to the party, I ar-

rest you in the king's name ; and in such

case the party at their peril ought to ohey
him." Birn's Justice, vol. I p. 108.

A picture from Burn's Justice/ a

coup-de-main in the Court of Chan-

cery ! Whoever before heard of such

a thing? But, ye incredulous, here it

is, and from a Royal Academician

!

To add that it is full of a humour
and lively interest not to be found in

the book, but always in the artist,

is only to repeat what every body

must know who ever opened a page

of Burn's Justice, or caught a glance

at a picture of Wilkie's. Here we

have a gipsy and an Italian hurdy-

gurdy-i>\ayer, a boy and a monkey,

a bear and a beadle. The last-men-

tioned of the pack, and no blame to

him, for he follows the example of

his betters, is engaged in the pious

pursuit of hunting " the vagrams,"

as Fielding would say, and into the

watch-house, to the terror of the

boy, the grief of the man, the rage

of the gipsy, the surprise of the

monkey, the indifference of the bear,

who longs for a rest, and the asto-

nishment of the boys, who prefer

sport to coercion—into the watch-

house the beadle is conducting the

motley group. " A dog's obeyed

in office/' why not a beadle? It is

impossible to speak in terms of too

much praise of the admirable mix-
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ture of character which the artist

has infused into this subject. It is

from nature, at moments of most

humorous excitation, and the expres-

sion caught with infinite dexterity,

and displayed to the utmost advan-

tage. As if in derision of these

petty exercises of village authority,

the only expression of philosophy in

the piece is in the features of the

monkey, who seems anxious, by an

inviting look of candour and confi-

dence, to avert the beadle's lash

from his back ; which the others, in

despair of mercy, from the expe-

rience of previous castigation, defy

in the rage of their execration. The
picture, as a work of art, is admirably

painted; and the same merit is emi-

nently conspicuous in Mr. Wilkie's

small Portrait of the Duke of York,

in this Exhibition. In the latter,

the light is exquisitely introduced

:

the colouring is equal to the best

touches of the President.

Arthur Lord Capel defending Col-

chesterfor King Charles I. in the

year 1648, in which are Portraits

ofhis Lordship, 8fc. paintedfrom
an original Picture.—A. Cooper,

R.A.
Mr. Cooper has several other pic-

tures in Somerset-House, remarkable

for his knowledge of animal paint-

ing, and for the display of that ana-

tomical vigour and energy which he

gives to his figures.

Dutch Market-Boats, Rotterdam.—
A. W. Calcott, R. A.

A sweet-toned picture, in this art-

ist's best style. The water is clear

and transparent ; the boats well touch-

ed ; the figures lively and character-

istic: and the town view extensive

and accurate. Mr. Calcott has often

painted more showy pictures, but

none more correct.

Comus, with the Lady in the enchant-

ed Chair.—W. Hilton, R. A.

one sip of this

Will bathe the drooping spirits in delight,

Beyond the bliss of dreams. Be wise and

taste." Milton's Comus.

A fine poetical picture, rich, and

full of a glowing luxuriance, without

thegrossness of voluptuousness. Like

Howard, this artist is gifted with a

vivid poetical imagination, regulated

by a pure taste. The figures in this

picture are admirably drawn; and

the bustle and animation of the

grouping fill it with glowing inci-

dent. The colouring is rich and ap-

propriate ; in some parts it emits as-

tonishing brilliancy.

The Child exposed by Antigonus on

the Seashore found by the Sheji-

herd.—H. Thomson, R. A.

The subject from Shakspeare's

Winter s Tale, from which the artist

has composed a clever picture.

The great Cavern of the Peak of
Derbyshire, and the ancient Cas-

tle of the Peverils.—T. C. Hof-

land.

" The brook, which, from one mighty spring,

does flow

Through a deep stony channel, runs below."

This artist has some clever pic-

tures in the present Exhibition. The
cavern view is solemn and majestic;

the sky finely coloured, and the fo-

liage and fore-ground very well paint-

ed. The Ulswater is also a pleasing

picture.

A Cottage.—J. Constable, A.

A simple and pleasing picture.

Shakspeare's Jubilee, with Portraits

of the Performers of the Theatre

Royal Corent-Garden.—M. W.
Sharp.

This is not the first picture in

which Mr. Sharp has successfully

delineated the principal characters

and personages of our drama. The
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interest which is generally felt in the

portraiture of such a work often con-

stitutes the principal motive of the

artist to paint it ; and he consequent-

ly applies himself to attain the merit

which is most popularly attractive.

The likenesses of the Covent-Garden

performers are here very well pour-

trayed, and there is a good deal of

spirit in the composition.

Mr. Stothard's Muse Erato is wor-

thy of the artist.

The Deer-Stealer.—J. Ward, R. A.

We have already noticed this ela-

borate work in Mr. Ward's private

gallery, and it looks to still greater

advantage in the Exhibition. The
portraits of Mr. Allnutt's Horses,

Mr. Baxter's and Mr. Arbuthnot's

Horse and Dog, by the same emi-

nent artist, in this Exhibition, are

also excellent. They display the as-

tonishing perfection which Mr. Ward
has acquired in the study of animal

painting.—In our last Number we

took occasion to notice the excellence

of Mr. Ward's Lithographic Draw-
ingsfrom Animals of celebrity, now
in course ofpublication at Mr. Acker-

mann's. We have since heard with

pleasure, that he means to compre-

hend in a new lithographic series,

after the completion of his present

work, an extensive range of drawings

of domestic animals generally, which

cannot fail to be a great addition to

that department of art.

The Paphian Bower.—J. Martin.

" The Graces there were gathering posies,

And found young Love among the roses."

The genius of this artist has been

long admired, and his labours have

been deservedly praised: but there

is in art, as in every other study, a

limit winch marks the boundary be-

tween success and satiety; and we

fear that Mr. Martin, in the exu-

berance of his imagination, some-

!
times outsteps it. There are some
exquisite touches of composition and

1 colouring in this picture ; but there

j
are also extravagances in parts of

both, and particularly in the figures,

which deteriorate from the general

effect.

Mr.W. Daniel, It. A. has, amongst

others, some good marine views ; and

Mr. P. Reinagle, R. A. some pleas-

ing landscapes. Mr. Linton is also

successful in that department.

The Reconciliation—J. P. Ste-

phanofT,

has a good deal of pleasing charac-

ter, and the spectator (unless he be

a cynic) is disposed to partake of

the gratification which pervades the

objects he beholds. The colouring,

though not deficient in brightness, is

yet not equal to thai in Mr. Stephan-

ofF's other works.

Mr. R. Westall, R. A. has some

subjects from Scripture, which have

considerable merit in the composi-

tion. The colouring is in some parts

objectionable.

Mr. T. C. Thomson has some

good portraits ; that of the Marquis

of Anglesea is the best.

Portrait of Colonel Nugent,former-

ly of the East India Company s

Service.—J. Green.

A full-length portrait ; the attitude

,

natural and unaffected ; the table

\
and maps well painted, and the tone

|

of colouring in the furniture of the

chamber and carpet, managed with

pleasing effect.

Mrs. Green has some very taste-

ful miniatures in the Exhibition : that

of Mr. Law. Peel is finely finished.

Others, which we have not space to

enumerate, are equally creditable to

this lady's skill in the particular der
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partment of art to which she has ap-

plied her talents.

Portraits of Count and Countess

Minister—P. E. Stroehling,

are very well executed. The atti-

tudes are dignified, the drapery taste-

fully arranged, and the colouring

pleasing.

Portrait of T. Bayley, Esq. Author

of the Poetry attached to the Na-
tionalMelodies.—G. F. Joseph,A.

This is a spirited and well-painted

portrait.

A Scenefrom " The Spoiled Child"

Mrs. Harlowe, Mr. Tayleure,

and Miss Clara Fisher, as Miss

Pickle, Tag, and Litile Pickle—
G. Clint, A.

is a very comic production: the fi-

gures are full of character.

View of the Coliseum, from the

Campo Vaccina.—C. L. Eastlake.

A very clever picture, painted

at Rome by an artist who appears

not to have misspent his time in stu-

dying the works of the old masters.

Mr. A. E. Chalon has some pleas-

ing miniature portraits ; and Miss

M. A. Chalon is also successful in

this department.

Mr. W. H. Watts has a small Por-

trait of W. II. Budden, Esq. re-

markable for that spirit of composi-

tion, and delicacy ofexecution, which

characterize this artist's works.

Mr. W. Ross's Portraits of Cap-

tain Wilbraham s Children are na-

tural and agreeable. The portraits

are full of expression.

Miss H. Gouldsmith's View of
Hampton, Middlesex, is a pleasing

landscape. Mrs. Pearson's Portrait

of Mr. MilUken of Dublin is good,

but hung in too strong a light.

A Girl Reading—Miss J. Ross,

is a beautiful miniature. The co-

louring is transparent and delicate.

and the soft texture of the drapery

sweetly touched.

Amongst the enamels, it is impos-

sible to withhold our unqualified ad-

miration from the works of Mr. H.

j

Bone, R. A. The value of this de-

partment of art, from its permanent

durability, cannot be too highly ap-

preciated. The difficulty and dan-

ger of the process of execution ren-

der the work, when finished without

comparative injury, of the greatest

value. Mr. Bone's enamel of the

Countess of Dysart, after the ori-

ginal by Sir Joshua Reynolds, is

beautifully executed. The figure is

full length, in the costume of the

time: the back-ground, like that of

most of Reynolds's female portraits,

is rich and luxuriant. Mr. Bone has

preserved all the softness and deli-

cacy of expression in the original,

and given a permanent value to a

graceful subject. The enamel ofthe

Cotrntess of Powis is also fine.

—

The same merit is exemplified in

that of Lord William Russell; and

the enamel from Sir Thomas Law-

rence's Portrait of the Duke of Wel-

lington, in last year's Exhibition at

the Royal Academy, is an exquisite

work of art.

We should be doing an injustice

not to take particular notice of Mr.

Muss's beautiful, we should say splen-

did, enamel of Duncan Gray cam

here to woo, after a picture by Wil-

kie. It is full of merit, and rich in

the feeling and touch of the painter

;

qualities which impart a delightful

brilliancy and truth to all this artist's

works, combined with the most ex-

quisite finish, force, and truth of

character. The same happy combi-

nation is observable in a beautiful

and expressive Portrait of Canova,

in enamel, by the same artist.

In the architectural department
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are several subjects of classic.il me-

'

rit, the principal of which are by

!

Messrs. Soane, Wilkins, Gandy, and
{

Papworth ; the last of whom has a
\

design of great excellence, a Sum- ',

mer Palace for the King of Wirtem-

berg: it combines purity, elegance,

grandeur, and picturesque effect.

There are, howc • er, others by stu-

dents, who give promise of future

excellence. The building of so many
new churches has given an impulse

to this branch of the arts. We
should like to see some pains taken

to make the interior, as well as the

exterior, of our churches worthy of

the state of our arts ; to see some

Gospel glories grace religion's wallsj"

and we hope the time is not far dis-

tant when we shall see true taste ac-

complish that which perhaps a par-

donable prejudice has in modern

times withheld.

THE SCULPTURE.

The public encouragement of this

delightful art seems to slumberamong

us. We give thousands for the an-

tique collections which travellers of

rank transplant from the shores of

Greece. We do not complain of

such purchases; through them we
have acquired splendid remains of

ancient art, which have furnished

models for the study and imitation

of the artists of our times, whose lot

is cast in an age less propitious for

the development of exalted powers,

than that which produced these

splendid originals. We are engaged

in extensive architectural alterations

(some of them cannot be called im-

provements) in our public edifices;

but the aid of the sculptor is seldom

sought for their embellishment. We
are not, therefore, to wonder that

the art of bust -making, an art

Vol. I. No. J I.

brought to the highest perfection

among us, absorbs the study of our

ablest sculptors. There are still

some artists who adorn the present

Exhibition with works of a higher

range. Mr. Westmacott has an al-

to-relievo of Horaces Dream. Mr.

E. H. Baily's Affection is finely em-

blematic of maternal tenderness. Mr.

Flaxman has a fine basso-relievo.

Among the younger artists, Mr.

Heffernan, Mr. Gahagan, and Mr.

Behnes are distinguished. The busts

are, as usual, good. Mr. Smith's

bust of Mr. Allan Cunningham is

clever. Mr. Deville's busts (por-

traits they are called in the catalogue)

are very well executed : that of Mr.

Scarlett is so completely hid in a

corner, that we are indebted to ac-

cident for its discovery. This artist

we understand has invented an inge-

nious and rapid mode of taking casts.

One of the finest busts in the Exhi-

bition is Mr. Gibson's bust of a No-

bleman (as the catalogue states) : it

is a capital likeness of Lord Col-

chester, full of characteristic expres-

sion, and composed in the purest

taste.

There is a Danzalrice by Canova

:

it is fidl of life and naivete; but the

air is theatric, and more suited to

the Continental taste, than to that

of this country.

We do not pretend to give more

than a rapid glance at this Exhibi-

tion. There are in the several de-

partments a number of works we

have not room to notice, that re-

flect the highest credit upon our art-

ists. The students generally evince

a progressive improvement, the par-

ticulars of which we regret we have

not an opportunity of more fully de-

tailing.

B
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EXHIBITION OF PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.

The nineteenth Exhibition of the

Society of Painters in Water Co-

lours, to which we briefly adverted

last month, is now open at the new

Gallery, No. 6, Pall-Mall East, which

is far better adapted for the purposes

of the society, than any of their pre-

ceding places of Exhibition. When
we first saw this gallery, and before

its fitting up, we were apprehensive

that it would be found too large for

an Exhibition of this nature, and

that the vacant space which such

lofty walls must necessarily afford,

would impair the general effect of

the pictures, and oppose a naked-

ness difficult to be surmounted. The
taste of the arrangements has, how-

ever, subdued this difficulty. The
pictures are all admirably hung, and

completely fill the gallery ; and the

plain and simple drapery surmount-

ing them, decorates and occupies

that space which might otherwise

have produced an unpleasant effect.

We predicted the advantage which

the society would derive from the

exclusion of oil paintings; and the

two Exhibitions which have followed

since the new arrangement, or more
properly speaking, since the recur-

rence to the original object of the

institution, have completely verified

our most sanguine anticipations.

There is no necessary connection be-

tween these two branches of art, and

the oil and water-colour paintings,

when brought too much into contact,

have a mutually injurious effect: the

separation then was a wise measure,

and since it has been carried into ef-

fect the Water- Colour Exhibition

has decidedly improved. The art

itself is almost new among us : it was,

if we may use the expression, in-

vented in England ; and here, of late

years, it has attained an astonishing

degree of perfection, considering the

materials at the artist's disposal. The
rapid advances it has made to a strict

and faithful imitation of nature since

the time of Paul Sanclby would ex-

ceed belief, if the drawings of Sand-

by and Turner did not exist to attest

the demonstration. The clearness

and delicacy of the latter evince the

capabilites of this branch of art, and

they are developed with a still great-

er variety of character in the present

Exhibition.

There are now in this Gallery up-

wards of three hundred works ; and

the numbers contributed by indivi-

dual artists display a creditable in-

dustry, and, we would fain hope, a

progressive and suitable encourage-

ment. The chief exhibitors are, as

usual, Mr. Fielding, Mr. Barret,

Mr. Prout, Mr. Cox, Mr. Cristall,

Mr. Hills, and the other principal

members of the society.

We shall enumerate some of the

works in the order in which they met

our observation in the Exhibition,

and not with reference to the nume-

rical arrangement.

Ttvilig/it.—G. Barret.

Mr. Barret has been this year

eminently successful. The rich pur-

ple light and transparency of the

water in the picture of Twilight dis-

play the hand of a master. The
Evening is a calm, still, and rich

drawing; but the Retirement is a

truly grand and elaborate composi-

tion. The solemn tone of the work,

the grandeur of the back-ground,

the stillness which breathes through

the luxuriant richness of nature, the

tall trees which overshadow without
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obscuring the fore-ground, form to-

gether a composition most imposing-

ly descriptive : it was amid such sce-

nery that the poet exclaimed,

" Here at noon,

Lull'd by the murmur of my rising fount,

I slumber,"

There may be some defects in the

too positive colouring of the sky and

water, as has been remarked, but

the general execution displays great

skill, and the conception of the sub-

ject is, we repeat, a proof of the finest

feeling. Mr. Barret has some small-

er works of high merit in this Exhi-

bition.

Sheep.—R. Hills.

There is agood deal of nature in this

picture: the landscape is very pleas-

ing. But theStagandHindis fine, and

in a different style : the back-ground

is full of that wild grandeur which

suits the pasturage of such inhabit-

ants of the forest. The animals are

drawn and coloured with great truth.

Vieuofthe South Downs and Bram-
ber Castle, Sussex.—Copley Field-

ing.

Mr. Fielding displays his usual in-

dustry, and exhibits the variety of

his powers in the delineation of sce-

nery in the different aspects of na-

ture's works. Sea views and land-

scapes, levels and wilds, are alike

the subjects of his pencil, and equally

illustrative of his taste. There is a

clearness of tint in his execution, and

at the same time a body and force in

some of his minutest touches, which

produce astonishing effect, and ren-

der the imitation of nature complete.

Can there be a happier drawing than

that which we have prefixed to his

name ? The transparency, the air

which pervades it, give to it the

sweetest attraction : then in the de-

tails, the sheep are painted with such

inimitable skill, that we are at a loss

which to admire more, the general

composition, or the perfection of the

minutiae of detail. The Distant

View of Venice is also beautiful.

The Passengers going off to a

Packet is a capital sea view : the

storm, the overcast sky, the agita-

tion of the waters, the tossing of the

small craft, remind one of Lord

Byron's lively description of a similar

view in the Archipelago. The other

sea views by this artist are also good

;

and likewise his views of Welch sce-

nery, which convey a suitable repre-

sentation

•=*——" Of antres vast, and deserts idle,

Rough quarries, rocks, and hills

Whose heads touch heaven."

Receiving -Ships, Portsmouth.—
S. Prout.

Although Mr. Prout has been of

late so much engaged, and with

such advantage to his professional

reputation, in making architectural

drawings upon the Continent, and

conveying, with the illustration of lo-

cal grouping, all the spirit and varie-

ty of such scenes
;
yet we turn with

renewed gratification to his drawings,

like the above, which are full of more

domestic interest. The Portsmouth

scene is admirably depicted: the

large ship is very finely drawn. The
architectural pieces by this artist are

numerous in this Exhibition: they

are principally taken from the most

interesting points of view in the

French and Flemish towns, and con-

vey a very perfect and interesting

representation of the endless variety

of ornamental and sometimes gro-

tesque domestic architecture, for

which the old Gothic towns are re-

markable. The effect is heightened

by the humorous bustle and costume

of the population, appropriately in-

3 B 2
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troduced by the artist in his market-

places, quays, &c. : a great merit

indeed in giving liveliness and spirit

to the subject, but in one or two in-

stances almost carried to excess ; for

instance, in the View of Maline,

Flanders, where the intense spark-

ling of colours, from such a number

of glittering objects, rather over-

powers than gratifies the sight.

These drawings, particularly the

Hotel de Ville at Louvain, are, how-

ever, very beautiful, and will deserv-

edly add to the artist's reputation.

Solitude, a Scene in the interior

range of the Grampian Moun-
tains, on the Banks ofLoch-Avon,

Aberdeenshire.—G. F. Robson.

Mr. Robson has several views of

mountain scenery in his best style in

this Exhibition: the one which we
have named is quite a superior pro-

duction. This artist's taste seems to

have led him

" Where each old poetic mountain

Inspiration breath'd around

;

Every shade and hallow'd fountain

Murmur'd deep a solemn sound."

The Solitude is certainly a supe-

rior production, and the composition

has all the charm of poetic feeling;

it breathes a calmness and repose

finely characteristic of such a sub-

ject. Some of Mr. Robson's smaller

pictures are drawn with equal taste,

and the colouring given with delica-

cy and correctness. The Stirling

Castle is a fine landscape.

Scene at a Fountain, Inverary,

North Britain.—J. Cristall.

This artist has some sweet draw-

ings in this Exhibition: there is a

natural and unaffected simplicity of

expression in his figures which in-

spires a tender interest, and redeems

them from occasional crudities of co-

louring, a fault into which the artist

is betrayed from a natural solicitude

perhaps to copy faithfully the dresses

(such as they are), as well as the

features, of his rustic models. The

Welch Girl, near Dolgelly, is a sweet

figure ; the Mountain Peasant equal-

ly natural. All the single figures are

indeed interesting, for they are faith-

ful copies from well-selected nature.

The drawing which we have prefixed

to his name is in his best style: there

is a bustle of grouping which is full

of village character, and a tone of

colouring remarkable for its purity

and taste.

Embarkation of his Majesty King
George IV.from Greenwich, Au-
gust 10, 1823.—D. Cox.

Mr. Cox's drawings in this Exhi-

bition are all good, and denote, we
should hope, the progress of suc-

cessful industry; but that which we
have just mentioned is pre-eminently

good. The subject was a superb

one, and it inspired the artist with a

kindred feeling for rich and gorgeous

display. The Thames, on the day of

the King's embarkation at Green-

wich, reflected in sparkling hues the

golden tints of the flotilla which

glittered upon its surface, and which,

in the language of the poet, might

be said to have been

-" bright around, with quivering beams
beset."

—The gorgeous display of the cor-

poration barges, the chaster and

lighter style of the royal yachts, the

bustle and variety of the small craft

|

of the river flickering its plain con-

trast on the surface of the water, fur-

nished splendid materials, which, un-

der the hand of Mr. Cox, have pro-

duced a very splendid drawing.

A Picture of Youth, or the School

in an Uproar.—H. Richter.

This is a clever picture, full ofju-
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venile and truant character. The
light through the window is managed

with considerable skill.

Interior of the Church of St. Sul-

picc at Paris.—A. Pugin.

Mr. Pugin, who is a very clever

architectural draftsman, is always

successful in drawings of this nature

:

the perspective is admirable, and the

management of lights very scientific.

The manner in which the roof of the

church is illuminated by the upper

windows is really beautiful.

The Ceremony of the Recognition,

at the Coronation of his Majesty

King George IV.—J. Stephanoff.

The figures in the picture are by

Stephanoff, and the architecture by

Pugin; both are suited to the re-

spective studies of the artists, and

the work is an interesting record of

a most solemn part of the august ce-

remony of his Majesty's coronation.

Mr. StephanofF's Cloth of Goldis an

exquisitely coloured drawing.

View in the East Transept of Wor-

cester Cathedral—C. Wild,

is a good architectural drawing ; and

so is the Chapel at Antwerp.

The Vale of Gloucester, from Ro-

bin Hood's Hill—W. Turner,

is a pleasing and well-drawn land-

scape.

Thomsons Tomb.—J. Varley.

Mr. Varley has several drawings

in this Exhibition, which have con-

siderable merit, but we do not think

he has succeeded in illustrating by

his pencil the simple and tender strain

of Collins's Muse. The lines to

Thomson,
" in yonder grave your Druid lies,"

it would indeed be difficult to impress

with adequate feeling by any other

illustration than that of the poet.

We have now enumerated the

most prominent works in this pleas-

ing Exhibition ; but we must always

guard ourselves from being supposed

to include in our hasty sketch, all

the works of merit which an Exhi-

bition contains. There must always

be in large collections of this nature,

the productions of meritorious per-

sons, which, from a variety of causes,

are liable to be accidentally over-

looked. Our miscellaneous arrange-

ments necessarily assign, or rather

impose, limits to the notice of that

department, which yet we most ad-

mire, and to the promotion of which

we are most anxious to contribute.

Amongst the other works which we
have not room to notice more in detail

are, Mr. Gastineau's View near Do-
lor, Scotland, Mr. Nessfleld's Swiss

Scenery, Miss Barret's Luncheon,

Mr. Harding's Views, Miss Byrne's

Deserted Garden, Miss Scott's Flow-

ers, Mr. T. H. Fielding's works in

the same department, Mr. Macken-

zie's Cathedral Drawings, &c. &c.

The private view this season was

attended by a greater number of per-

sonages of distinguished rank, than

we ever remember on any former oc-

casion.

NEW COSMORAMA.
The panoramic Exhibition of the

|j
ing erected for the purpose by Mr.

Cosmorama, introduced some time

ago to public notice in St. James's-

street, has been lately removed to

Regent-street, to a handsome build-

Pugin, the architect. The heat and

obscurity so unpleasant, but unavoid-

able from the construction of the

former Exhibition-room, are here
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obviated, the present edifice having

the advantage of daylight. The
Cosmorama is one of the innumerable,

though recently well known, exam-

ples, which art has borrowed from

science, of the boundless means of

augmenting and gratifying human
curiosity, by the ingenious applica-

tion of a few simple principles from

the study of optics. The views in

themselves small, are enlarged by

magnifying powers, so as to convey

complete panoramic effect. They
represent excellent views in Europe,

Asia, Africa, and America : they

are chosen with judgment, and exe-

cuted with considerable taste and

skill. The present Exhibition con-

sists of fourteen views, some of them

of the rarest and most romantic in-

terest. The Ruins of Palmyra,

Mount Libanus, the Passage ofthe

Quindia in the Andes, Mont Blanc,

the Moorish Scenery, Sec. &c. pre-

sent a combination of attractions,

which cannot fail to secure public

patronage for so novel and interest-

ing an Exhibition. The gallery is

fitted up in the most tasteful manner.

MR. BACKLER'S STAINED GLASS.

Mr. Backler has just finished,

and is now exhibiting, preparatory

to its removal, a fine painting upon

glass, for the great window of the

altar of Hereford cathedral. The
subject is copied from Mr. West's

picture of The Last Supper. Owing

to the form and magnitude of the

window, the whole of the original

composition is not introduced : the

figure of Judas is omitted; and the

twelve Disciples do not appear, for

the reason already stated. St. Peter

and St. John are placed on each

side of our Saviour, the former in a

penitential and submissive attitude,

and the latter gazing upon his mas-

ter with devout affection and esteem.

On the same side of the window in

the fore-ground, with the back of

his head to the spectator, is Judas,

the brother of James; and next is

the profile of St. James: that above

is St. Thomas. On the left in the

fore-ground is St. Andrew; the head

immediately above is St. Matthew,

and the profile is St. Bartholomew.

The figures are on a scale of 15 feet

in height ; the window is 40 feet

high, and 20 wide. The original

picture is remarkable for chaste com-

position ; and Mr. Backler, from the

perfection of his art, has done it

ample justice in hie copy. The ma-

terial upon which he works has

some peculiar advantages for effect

:

its deepest shadows are transparent;

and the lights being those of nature,

are free from coldness and opacity.

Besides, when the execution is that

of a perfect master, a work of this

kind has a uniform value : the nature

of the material confers a claim at

once for permanent attention ; it re-

quires no time to mellow or harmo-

nize the tone of colouring. Mr.

Backler's work is the largest in this

branch of art which has been execut-

ed since the revival of the art in Eng-

land. We cannot speak too highly

of the execution of it. Mr. Backler

has some smaller works of exquisite

merit in his Gallery. We congra-

tulate the Dean and Chapter of He-

reford upon so great an acquisition

as this fine altar-piece must be to

their ancient cathedral. It is pleas-

ing to find that a better taste pre-
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vails in our church decorations; and 11 fluential quarters. It is due to the

that the suitable solemnity of* effect,
J

late llev. Dr. Cope to mention, that

which works of this character confei*,
j

he bequeathed oOO/. towards the ex-

is deemed essential in the most in- i pense of Mr. Backler's work.

MUSICAL REVIEW.
IIeke lies the appalling pile of the

musical lucubrations of one month.

One month we say? Perhaps not

one-third of the labours, which, like

the buds and blossoms we behold

from the window of our humble re-

treat, the vivifying powers of spring

have called into life. The English,

an unmusical nation? When month

after month we have groaned— toiled

we meant to say, groan is an unmu-
sical expression—toiled these fifteen

years at the Sisyphian task ofmoving,

on a prescribed day, the quintessence

of ponderous masses of harmonic

effusions under the press of Mr.
Harrison, so inexorably punctual,

that the slightest failure in time is

visited with the apparition of a warn-

ing spirit, to tell us that our hour is

come. These periodicals are of sad

regularity.

But this is not attacking the fear-

ful pile in view. " How shall we
ever get through all this ?" said we
to a friend with a look of despon-

dency that might have melted a

stone.—" By doing summary justice;

be short and pithy : the reader will

like it all the better."—" Short and

pithy with a grand concerto of Mos-
cheles, thirty-three pages of close

print, which took twenty minutes

playing, if playing it can be called,

to struggle through all sorts of dif-

ficulties?"
—" Short and pithy!"

—

Well, we can but try an attempt at

the laconic.

First Concerto for the Piano-forte,

with Accompaniments of Orches-

tra, composed by J. Moscheles.

Op. 45. Pr. 8s.— (Boosey and

Co. Holies-street.)

We have heard this concerto (in

F major) played by Mr. Moscheles

himself at the oratorios this season,

and have witnessed the rapturous

plaudits and the absolute wonder of

the audience. At every solo the

most profound stillness pervaded the

house ; even the coughs and colds

of the severe season were placed

under temporary embargo, until the

intervention of the tutti gave oppor-

tunities of relief and of enthusiastic

acclamation. The concerto is adapt-

ed to six-octave instruments, and so

arranged that it may be effectively

performed with a quartett accompa-

niment, or even without any accom-

paniment whatever. Mindful of the

above advice of our friend, we for-

bear from entering into any analysis.

The composition is as masterly as the

execution of its author.

Antologia Musicale, being a Se-

lection of Overtures, Sonatas,

Rondos, Divertimentos, Marches,

Waltzes, §'c. for the Piano-forte,

by the most celebrated foreign

Composers. No. XII. Pr. 2s.—
(Boosey and Co.)

Most of the numbers of the An-
tologia Musicale, which, we presume,

to be terminated by the above num-

ber, have been noticed in our ear-

lier critiques. This publication has,

at a very reasonable price, brought

under the cognizance of the English

musical public a great variety of
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foreign compositions of merit, many II

of which would otherwise have pro-

bably remained unknown here. The
present number contains an interest-

ing little divertimento by Moscheles,

in the minuet style ; a march by

Tausch; and a piece, which may be

considered as a musical curiosity,

viz. an " Intrada," by Leopold Mo-
zart, the father of the great Mozart.

It is indeed on that account alone

that it can be deemed entitled to at-

tention, its style being obsolete, and

its general complexion affording no

room for associating the son's excel-

lence with a paternal model. Leo-

pold Mozart, in fact, only shone as

a violin-player : he was indefatigable

in the tuition of his son ; but the lat-

ter owed his celebrity more to his

own subsequent exertions, and to in-

nate genius, which only shone in its

glorious brightness after his residence

in Italy.

" Amusemens de l' Opera," Selection

of the most admired Pieces in the

latest Operas and Ballets of Ros-

sini, Weber, Paer, Winter, Gal-

lemberg, arrangedfor the Piano-

forte, without the Words. Nos. I.

and II. Pr. 2s. each.— (Boosey
and Co.)

Messrs. Boosey's object in the

publication of this work has our en-

tire approbation. A collection of

good opera airs, &c. without words,

well arranged for the piano-forte, will

be the more eagerly sought after by
the amateur deprived of vocal gifts,

as most of the adaptations of this

kind are so meagre and unsatisfac-

tory, that nothing but the scanty re-

1

mains of the beauties of the origi-
\

nals to be still traced in them, and the

want of better, could give them
j

currency.

The above two numbers contain

novelty : they are devoted to extracts

from a new German opera, " Der
Freyschiitz," by C. M. de Weber,
which, for some months past, has

delighted the musical public in Ger-

many. The present is the first spe-

cimen of the music we have seen

;

and as it is scarcely possible to found

a correct opinion of an opera upon

an instrumental extract of this na-

ture, we forbear passing a definitive

judgment on Mr. De Weber's per-

formance. The music exhibits traits

of originality certainly, and is good
in general, but, upon the whole, it

does not appear to us to be of first-

rate excellence. Its character is

more of the melodramatic kind, than

of the grand legitimate operatic style.

In this respect it is perhaps the more
suitable to the nature of the drama,

the plot of M'hich hinges upon the

supernatural agency of the evil spi-

rit, with whom the ranger of a forest

has, like Dr. Faustus, entered into a

compact to be successful in some

hundred shots, on condition that

three of his shots should be the

demon's.

The arrangement of the piano-

forte extract is very satisfactory, clear,

full, and correct; and the different

pieces, whether belonging to the

higher sphere of the art or not, un-

questionably form highly attractive

lessons.

Beethoven's Overture to " The Ruins

of Athens," arranged for the Pi-

ano-forte. Pr. 2s. 6d.—(Boosey

and Co.)

Like many of Beethoven's pro-

ductions, this overture contains some

excellent ideas,intermingled with pas-

sages of singular import and doubt-

ful interest. Here and there we
certainly find the most fascinating

thoughts; for instance, p. 5, and also
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the winding-up. The arrangement!

might, we think, have received a
|,

greater quantum of the score, and |i

been rendered more full as to har-

aony,without trenching greatlyupon

executive facility. In adapting Beet- "

hoven to the piano-forte, the harmo-
j

nic colouring must be preserved as
j

fully as practicable. This, we pre-
||

sume, to have been more completely i|

accomplished in the extract for four

hands, in which shape this overture II

lias likewise been published by
Messrs. Boosey and Co.
" La Lecon," Romance, dedicated to

the Duchess of Laviano; Words
and Music by Gme. Tronsson du

Coudray. Pr. Is. 6d.—(Chap-

pell and Co.)

" Rose d'Amour," Romance, dediee

a Miss Caroline Amelia C ;

Paroles de Et(genius Roche, Esq.

;

Music by Ditto. Pr. Is. 6d.—
(Chappell and Co.)

" The Minstrel's Meed," a Ballad,

dedicated to Miss Paton ; Words

by E. Roche, Esq. ; Music by Do.

Pr. Is. 6d.—(Chappell and Co.)

The text of the two first of these

three songs, composed by Mr. Du
Coudray, is French ; that of the third

English. They fully confirm the

opinion we formed of this gentleman's

qualifications as a lyric composer on

examining a previous production no-

ticed in the preceding Number of the

Repository. Three specimens, si-

multaneously brought under consi-

deration, must naturally lead to a

comparison, and the result of that

comparison will probably differ ac-

cording to individual taste. Thus
our predilection would attach itself

to * Rose d'Amourf'at the same time

that we could well conceive " La
Lecon" to be the favourite with others.

Vol. I. No. VI.

" The Minstrel" we hold to be of

the slightest texture, comparatively

speaking, although it is a pretty little

ballad. The two French songs, how-

ever, breathe an elegance, a graceful

airiness, and a classic vein of good

melody, interspersed with some ori-

ginal traits, which promise fairly to

render Mr. Du Coudray's produc-

tions general favourites with vocal

amateurs of cultivated taste.

Chant Militaire, performed at the

Church ofLa Madeline at Rouen

(with additional Parts),composed,

and arrangedfor the Piano -forte,

with a Flute Accompaniment, by

G.Kiallmark. Pr. 3s. 6d.—(Chap-
pell and Co.)

So far as may be judged from so

contracted an adaptation, the effect of

this military chant in full orchestra,

and with the necessary vocal parts,

must be imposing. Several of the

ideas exhibit pathetic grandeur, and

the harmony appears to be full and

strong. In the subject of the chant,

however (p. 2), there seems to be a

want of rhythmical symmetry.

A Trio for the Harp, Flute, and

Violoncello, composed, and dedi-

cated to J. Novelli, Esq. by N.

Bochsa. Pr. 5s.—(Chappell and

Co.)

The movements in this trio con-

sist of a largo, an allegro, an andan-

te, marcia, and concluding short al-

legro vivace, every one of them in

E b major. It is a composition of

striking excellence, in which the

skill and taste of Mr. B. shine in

their fullest lu3tre. The trio was

originally written for the harp, cla-

rionet, and horn, in which shape it

was played by the author before the

King at the Duke of Wellington's.

3 C
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u The Campbells are coming" afa-
vourite Scotch Air, arranged as

a Rondo for the Piano-forte, and
dedicated to Miss Grandin, by
H. G. Nixon, Organist to the Ba-

varian Embassy. Pr. 2s. 6d.

—

(RutterandM'Carthy, New Bond-
street.)

This is the second composition of

Mr. Nixon's that has come under our

cognizance ; and it has greatly added

to the good opinion of his talent with

which a former production of his

had impressed us. Although the

theme he has selected for the present

rondo is not the most favourable, we
must own—and the merit is the more
conspicuous—that the superstructure

Mr. N. has raised upon it, exhibits

an uninterrupted flow of classic ideas

more or less deduced from the sub-

ject, a peculiar neatness of musical

diction, and abundance of passages of

decided interest, and in natural con-

nection with each other; in short,

such obvious and ample traces of a

mind stored with the knowledge of

his art, and imbued with its right

spirit, that we feel warranted in look-

ing for future efforts of a higher or-

der. The rondo requires a player

of some experience and considerable

execution.

An Introduction slow Movement and
Rondo, composed for the Piano-

forte, and dedicated to F. W. Col-

lard, Esq. by Joseph de Pinna.

Pr. 3s.—(Clementi and Co.)

Bravo, il signor maestro! This is

as it ought to be. We have before

us a memorandum of a number of

prominent portions in this composi-

tion, which we intended to advert to;

but we find our room too limited for

any analysis. Many of Mr. De Pin-

na's productions have been favour-

ably commented upon in our Mis-

cellany ; but without detracting from

their merits, they appear of light

calibre compared with this Op. 3,

which we feel warranted in pronounc-

ing a composition of the higher or-

der, truly classic, masterly. The
adagio is beautiful, replete with deep

feeling, good cantable melody, and

sterling science. The rondo too is

throughout of the higher order of

composition ; its fine subject is cast

into excellent variation, p. 8. But

we must break off. Enough has

been said to express the sense we en-

tertain of this performance. We
congratulate Mr. De P. upon its dis-

tinguished merit, and we hope the

rich harmony with which he has

studded his work, the strongly filled

parts, numerous crossed-hand evo-

lutions, &c. will always meet with

players capable of feeling and exe-

cuting what he has penned.
" Celle queJaime tant," afavourite

French Air in the Tyrolean Style,

with an Introduction and brilliant

Variations, composed by N. C.

Bochsa. Pr. 3s. 6d.—(Goulding

and Co.)

Caledonian Fantasia for the Harp,

with Variations on " Scots wha
hae tm' Wallace bled," composed

by N. Ch. Bochsa. Pr. 3s. Gd.

—(Goulding and Co.)

The rapidity with which Mr. B.

writes and publishes such volumes

of music—and music of undisputed

and high value—must astonish every

one that has not witnessed his pen

in action. Mr. B., we are credibly

informed, actually composes most of

his pieces in less time than they can

be copied in ; and with all this, there

is constant variety in his productions,

and none are of a mediocre kind.

In the variations to the above two

theme?, the versatility of his ima-
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gination, and his readiness in embo-

dying his luxuriant thoughts in the

most attractive forms, are strikingly

displayed. They are dedicated to

Miss Dibdin and Miss Wigley, re-

spectively, two of Mr. B.'s pupils,

whose public performance at the last

oratorios gained great and deserved

applause.

" Sacred Music" consisting offour
Hymn Tunes and fixe Chants

for afull Choir, composed by G.

Gill, Sheffield. Pr. 2s.—(Gould-
ing and Co.)

These hymn tunes are creditable

to their author. There is a pathetic

simplicity in their melodies, the

rhythm is throughout regular and

satisfactory, and the harmony ap-

propriate, and in general correct. In

future essays, Mr. G. should be care-

ful not to double his thirds so fre-

quently. AVhen the bass has the

third of the key, as in chords of

the sixth, the repetition of that third

in the treble is in most cases to be

avoided ; a rule which, we must ad-

mit, is as often disregarded as it is

observed, even by composers of ma-

tured experience.

Five -Finger Airs, including some

popular Melodies, adaptedfor the

Amusement, and to diversify the

Study, of young Persons on the

Piano-forte, by J. Green. Pr. 6s.

—(J. Green, Soho-square.)

In a short but very sensible prefa-

tory notice, Mr. Green adverts to

the predilection with which all pu-

pils turn to regular tunes, in prefer-

ence to lessons professedly invented

for their training. To take advan-

tage of this disposition, the present

collection of little pieces has been

made. Most of these are given as

original ; but some few simple popu-

lar melodies, fit for the object in view,

have been pressed into the service.

All of them, as the title import-,

may be executed without any change

of digital position, the melody being

confined within the limits of five

notes: they proceed progressively

from the most simple strains, to airs

ofsome comparative complexity; and

this progressiveness is equally ob-

served in the bass parts. Most of

the airs are of a nature to gain the

pupil's favour, the melodies being

clear and pleasing in general, and

square in point of rhythm, an essen-

tial requisite.

It is obvious that a book of this

kind must prove of great use in the

elementary stage of tuition; and a

similar volume, icith a change ofma-

nual position, which is to follow the

present publication, cannot fail being

equally acceptable.

Mozart's celebrated Terzetto " Gia

fan ritorno,"from the Opera u II

Flat/to Magico,"
1 arranged as a

Duet for tico Performers on the

Piano-forte, by J. C. Nightingale.

Pr. Is. 6d.— (Monro, Skinner-

street.)

Mr. N.'s arrangement of this de-

lightful terzett is very happy. He
has, with great judgment and taste,

availed himself of the four hands to

preserve that striking feature of the

piece which consists in the respon-

sive passages between the violins and

the wind instruments, and between

the orchestra in toto and the vocal

parts. Hence the duet, short as it

is, produces the most interesting

effect.

" Le Lac de Geneve" Introduc-

tion and Monferrina for the Pi-

ano-forte, composed, and dedicat-

ed to Miss Freeman, by Samuel

Poole. Pr. 2s.— (Monro, Skin-

ner-street.)

:> C 2
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" Rousseaus Drea?n," an admired

French Air, arranged withfami-
liar Variations for the Piano-

forte or Harp, by Ditto. Pr. 2s.

—(Monro.)

Rossini's favourite Air, " Di tanti

palpiti," arranged as a Rondofor
the Piano-forte, by Ditto. Pr. 2s.

—(Hodsoll, High-Holborn.)

The three above pieces by Mr.
Poole are not very dissimilar in their

nature and merit. Their style is of

the lighter kind, calculated for per-

formers of limited attainments. No-
thing profound or scientific is at-

tempted, but their general complex-
ion is satisfactory, and, we may add,

pleasing. The variations on Rous-
seau's Dream are a degree above the

two others, both in the scale of ge-

neral merit, and with regard to exe-

cutive requisites; but they are not

difficult, the passages being well

placed under the hand.

Select French Romances, No. VI.

for the Piano-forte, by S. F. Rim-
bault. Pr. Is. 6d.—(Hodsoll.)

Mr. Rimbault's successive num-

bers of French Romances, with va-

riations (see former Reviews), are

all very pretty ; because he has taken

care to select good airs for subjects,

which is half the battle in variation-

writing. No. 6. has " Le Trouba-

dour du Tage" for its theme, and the

three variations deduced from it are

of neat and unexceptionable work-

manship.

Haydn s Symphonies, continuedfrom
thoseperformed at Salomons Con-

certs, adaptedfor the Piano-forte,

with Accompanimentsfor a Flute,

Violin, and Violoncello (ad lib.),

by F. Rimbault. No. XVI.—
(Hodsoll.)

A well-known and very favourite

symphony in B b , known under the

title " La Reine de France." The
arrangement, as far as we have cast

an eye over it, appears every way
equal to Mr. R.'s previous labours

in this arduous and extensive under-

taking.

FASHIONS.

LONDON FASHIONS.

CARRIAGE DRESS.

High dress, of pale blue silk, fast-

ened in front, and ornamented with a

trimming of the same material, and

edged with satin of the same colour

:

the trimming is flat, united, and
broad in the centre, but separates

and gradually diminishes; each di-

vision seems to be fastened by a silk

button, and terminates in three points:

the trimming is very broad at the

bottom of the skirt, but lessens as it

approaches the waist ; it continues to

the throat, and nearly covers the

front of the corsage. The collar is

square, and falls over, admitting a

lace frill within; and the cape is

rounded off to display the front. The
long sleeve is nearly tight, and has a

very free half-sleeve, set in a band

rather narrower than that of the

waist, and is ornamented to corre-

spond with the bottom of the skirt,

where rays, emanating from a point,

form a semicircular trimming, which

appears to rise from the satin rouleau

that edges the dress. The riift° has

a similar, though smaller trimming
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tlian the front ; and the whole forms

a neat and elegant dress, supplied

by the taste of Miss Pierpoint; as u
the cap, which is particularly light

and novel, having the appearance of

a coronet: it is made of tulle, and

set in a white satin frame, with a

wreath of Syria roses, and is gene-

rally worn at the back of the head,

with the hair in very full curls, em-

bossed gold ear-rings and chain, and

circular eye-glass. Jonquil -colour

gloves; blue corded silk shoes.

kid gloves. White satin shoes.

Painted ivory fan.

BALL DRESS.

Dress of white crepe lisse over a

white satin slip : the corsage is with-

out fulness, and shaped a la tunique,

narrow at the shoulder, but ap-

proaches so as to form a stomacher

in front, which is simply ornamented

with three bands, each consisting of

two rows of satin piping, uniting with

those that descend from the waist

;

two slope from the front, and are

rounded off just above the bouillon-

n't that decorates the bottom of the

skirt : on each band is placed a clus-

ter of roses, the highest being in the

centre : the waist has a broad satin

band, fastened behind with a gold

buckle. Short full sleeve, tastefully

confined by bands of double piping

set in a broad band of satin and gold,

and finished by a deep -Vandyke of

blond lace; bands of double piping

head and finish the bouillor.nc, which

is very full and broad, and divided

transversely by satin bands. Gold

tiara, embellished with rubies and

turquoise, and a pendant pearl in the

centre: the hair parted in front, with

short light curls on the temple ; the

hind hair brought to the top of the

head, and fastened by a bodkin of

gold and turquoise. Necklace and

ear-rings of turquoise. Long white

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON FASHION

AND DRESS.

Light scarfs, lace pelerines, silk

spencers, and pelisses, are now all

seen in our public promenades. The
pelerines, which are quite in the

French style, are worn very large

;

they are fashionable both in black

and white lace, but they are consi-

dered more elegant in the latter.

Spencers are much in fashion ; they

are made to fasten behind, without

collars, and have the front of the

bust ornamented eitherwith braiding,

satin, or the material of the spencer,

always intermixed with small wrought

silk ornaments, of which there are

at this moment a variety in fashion,

lozenges, acorns, bells, &c. &c. The
epaulette is made full, and orna-

mented to correspond with the bust.

Long sleeve, rather tight, finished

either with a cuff, or with a trimming

of the same material as the spencer,

or of satin.

Pelisses now are always open in

front, and those used in carriage

dress are very much trimmed. AYe

have seen some in white gros cle Na-

ples, the trimmings of which consist-

ed of shells of intermingled peach-

blossom satin and white lace; the

trimming went all round, and the

epaulette corresponded. Pelisses of

plain and spotted net, lined with co-

loured satin or sarsnet, and trimmed

with lace, are also in favour. We
have seen likewise a few lace man-

tles without lining.

Silk and Leghorn are the favour-

ite materials for walking bonnets.

Flowers are now much more gene-

|

rally used than feathers; broad gauze

I ribbons are also in general estimation

;
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in some instances they form the only

trimming of the bonnet. Transpa-

rent chapeaux are becoming very

general in carriage dress : one of the

prettiest and most novel that we

have seen, is of white gauze, with

satin rose-buds strewed, not very

thickly, over it: the brim is small; it

is finished with a light gauze ruche

at the edge, and adorned with knots

of gauze ribbon to correspond, in-

termixed with bouquets of roses,

which cover the front of the crown.

We have seen also a carriage hat

composed of blond net, with an in-

termixture of fine straw : it is finish-

ed round the edge of the brim with

a wreath of leaves embroidered in

straw, and is ornamented with a bou-

quet of ears of corn, placed, in the

diadem style, in front of the crown.

Among the new dinner dresses is

one in pale blue watered satin, trim-

med with a fulness of blue tulle, in-

termixed with white satin folds, form-

ing coxcombs: these ornaments are

placed in a bias direction, and at

some distance from each other. The
body is cut low, and decorated in

front with white satin, laid crosswise

in plaits ; they are reversed in the

centre of the bust, and each plait is

fastened by a pearl. A row of blue

satin points on each side, which

form a stomacher, are each orna-

mented with a small pearl button. A
narrow blond lace tucker stands up

round the bust: the sleeves corre-

spond with the bottom of the skirt;

and a white satin sash, which fastens

in bows and long ends behind, is or-

namented in the centre of the bow

by an agraffe of pearl.

Fashionable colours are, peach-

blossom, rose colour, pea-green, li-

lac, azure, and different shades of

lavender.

FRENCH FEMALE FASHIONS.
Paris May 18.

]

My dear Sophia,

Notwithstanding the pre-

sent heat of the weather, muslin,

though very fashionable, is not so

much worn as it generally is at this

season in promenade dress. The
favourite envelope with white gowns

is a lace pelerine, a barege scarf, or

a silk spencer: the latter are orna-

mented with satin rouleaus, placed

horizontally on the bust; each end of

the rouleau is finished by a branden-

bourg, and a number of small tas-

sels are attached to the middle. The

spencer fastens behind, and has no

collar. Full epaulette; the fulness

formed into perpendicular puffs by

rouleaus placed two together, and

terminated bv a brandenbourg. The

lower part of the epaulette has a

double rouleau twisted horizontally

among the fulness. Tight long

sleeve, terminated by a simple puf-

fing. I must observe, that the sleeve

no longer falls, as it used to do, over

the hand. The spencer fastens be-

hind with flat silk buttons, and is al-

I

ways worn with a deep falling collar

of lace or worked muslin.

Our silk robes for the promenade

! are now made in the redingote style

;

1 that is to say, ornamented up the

I front in various ways. Some have a

; broad band up the middle as far as

! the waist, with shamrocks attached

[

to each side ; the same kind of orna-

I ment goes, in a sloping direction, up

li each side of the bust and round the

II back. Others have a rouleau slop-
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bag down each side of the front, with

satin leaves placed in the space be-

tween. These robes always fasten

behind ; the waists are as long, and

the long sleeves as tight, as ever.

Velours eplngle, a new kind of spot-

ted silk of the Lyons manufacture,

and gros cVttc., which, in fact, is but

another name for lutestring, are the

silks at present most in favour.

Bonnets are of rice-straw, cotton

straw, gauze, crape, and satin; and

what is very unusual at this time of

year, we see also a good many in

Leghorn : chapeaux of this last ma-

terial are trimmed with broad gauze

ribbon, disposed in a large knot at

one side of the crown, and tied in a

full bow under the chin. Crape bon-

nets are decorated with tresses of

straw, interspersed with two or three

pine-apples in open-work of straw:

the stalk and the leaves are colour-

ed green ; the fruit is straw colour.

Gauze bonnets, generally speaking,

have the material laid full both on

the crown and brim, and the fulness

is confined by bands of gauze rib-

bon. Some of these ribbons are of

a beautiful description, particularly

one which is flowered with down in

different colours. Garlands of flow-

ers are generally used to trim bon-

nets of rice-straw : lilacs mixed with

gold buttons are in great favour, as

are also roses, mignonette, and jes-

samine. The brims of those bon-

nets that are not transparent are ge-

nerally lined with a corresponding

colour, except when the chapeau is

the colour of cell de mouche, a new
and very favourite hue, hats of which

are generally lined and trimmed with

roses. The trimming consists of ro-

settes of broad rose-coloured ribbon,

with a tress of straw in each rosette.

A satin cord is the only ornament

used for the edge of the brim of

rice or cotton straw bonnets : those

in crape or white satin have a dou-

ble row of white satin shells at the

edge of the brim.

Coloured barege still continues

the favourite material for half-dress

gowns; striped barege is more fa-

shionable than that of a diamond

pattern. Dinner gowns are mostly

made high. The blouse is coming

once more into favour, but there is

some alteration in the form. The
body is no longer made loose, but

plaited ; the bottom of the skirt is

trimmed as formerly with tucks, but

they are not so numerous, and are

much deeper. Besides the corsage

en blouse, there are three others al-

so in favour, all which fasten behind.

One crosses in front and behind; an-

other is much ornamented in the

centre of the bust ; and the third is

draped a la Sevigni from the shoul-

der to the ceinture. The eye-glass

always used in public by dashers is

now worn enormously large : it is set

either in gold or steel.

Fashionable colours are, cell cle

mouche, lilac, azure, citron, migno-

nette, rose, and bright green. Adieu,

ma chere amle ! Always your

Eudocta.

FASHIONABLE FURNITURE.
A FAINEANTE AND ACCOMPANIMENTS.

The annexed designs are from

Parisian models of the respective

pieces of furniture, the chiefof which

is called a fahuante, or idler. It is

usually placed in the middle of the

drawing-room, and about it every
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kind of decorative article is placed.

Here also the tablette, the table de

marbre, and the candelabra, find

places, and are interspersed with ot-

toman-like seats.

The faintante is usually elevated

on a platform, as here represented,

covered with cloth, the same colour

as the silk, satin, or velvet, of which

the article itself is composed. This

is usually in two colours of the same

kind, as dark blue for the ground,

and a lighter one for the pattern,

and so of any other colour: but in

large and splendid apartments, the

scroll foliages are frequently embroi-

dered in gold, or of colours that

richly and decidedly contrast with

the groundwork ; and in proportion

to the size of the room, so is the

magnitude of thefaintante increased.

The frame-work is composed of rose-

wood, satin-wood, or ebony ; or is

carved and richly gilt : the latter is

preferred when the covings are much
embellished.

This piece of furniture is suited

to the manners of the French ; it is

a substitute for the fire-place with

us, as it becomes the rallying point

or conversational centre: here the

lady of the mansion seats herself,

and here receives her friends; they

assemble round her, and thus the

party is collected into a group, occu-

pying the middle of the apartment.

INTELLIGENCE, LITER
Mr. Ackermann is preparing for the

press a Picturesque Tour of the (Jbcrland,

in the canton of Berne in Switzerland.

This work will be illustrated by numer-

ous coloured plates, and form in every

respect a companion to the Pictm-esque

Tour of the Simplon, published about

two years since.

In our last Number we announced the

speedy appearance of the second volume

of a miniature edition of the Tours of

Dr. Syntax. We have now to add, that

the third volume also is preparing, to

complete the work, for the convenience

of those who may wish to possess it in

that form.

The Rev. Richard Warner is preparing

for the press, [(lustrations, Historical,

Biographical, and Miscellaneous, of the

Novels by the Author of Waver ley, which

will be published in three parts.

.Mr. J. Harrison Curtis has published

a new edition of his Treatise on the Phy-

siology and Diseases of the Ear, in which

he has shewn what may be done in acou-

stic surgery, particularly in nervous deaf-

ness, and in cases of deaf and dumb. He

ARY, SCIENTIFIC, &c.

has enriched this edition, for the purpose

of giving all possible information, with the

observations of the present most cele-

brated practitioners on the Continent, as

Scarpa, Portal, Cuvier, Majendie, Robbi,

Deleau, Malatides, Alard, and Itard.

Mr. Henry Phillips, author of the

" History of Fruits" and of " Cultivat-

ed Vegetables," is engaged upon Syha

Vlorifera, the Shrubbery ; containing an

historical and botanical account of the

flowering shrubs and trees which now

ornament the shrubbery, the park, and

rural scenes in general.

The long-promised English Flora of

Sir J. E. Smith, President of the Lin-

nean Society, is in the press. The Eng-

lish botanist will thus be furnished with

an original and authentic guide to the

study of our native plants in his own

language, free from all unnecessary tech-

nical terms.

James Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd,

will speedily publish The Three Perils of

Women—Love, Learning, and Jealousy,

in 3 vols.

Dr. Bacon of Gloucester has under-
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taken, ' at tlie request of the family and

trustees of the late Dr. Jenner, to write

an Account of his Life, and to arrange

his numerous manuscripts for publication.

The second livraison of Memoirs of

Napoleon, written by himself, and edited

by Count Montholon, is nearly ready

for publication.

Messrs. Treuttell, Wiirtz, and Co. have

announced a series of French Classics,

resembling in form Sharpe's British Clas-

sics. They will be printed from the best

Paris editions, revised, corrected, and

accompanied with instructive notes and

the lives of the authors, by the Rev. L.

T. Ventouillac, and embellished with

elegant engravings and vignettes by emi-

nent artists. The first part, containing

Madame Cottin's Elizabeth, will be pub-

lished early in June. In selecting works

for this publication, due attention will be

paid to English taste, and none will be

admitted which is in the least hostile to

religion or morality.

Dr. Gall, the author of the System

of Phrenology, being at present in Lon-

don, proposes to give a Course of Lec-

tures on this subject, in which he will de-

monstrate his discoveries in the brain by

dissection ; explain the different organs
;

and illustrate the application of the sci-

ence to education, morals, and criminal

jurisprudence. The lectures will be de-

livered in French, about noon ; and for

the convenience of artists and medical

men, another course will be given in the

evening.

M. de Chateauneuf, in a work which

he has just published, contradicts, hy

indisputable evidence, the generally re-

ceived opinion that the health of females

is especially endangered at the critical

age of from forty to fifty. The result

of a variety of facts obtained from dif-

ferent countries of Europe is, firstly,

that from thirty to seventy, no other aug-

mentation of the number of female deaths

Vol. I. No. VI.

is observable than that which is the na-

tural result of the progress of age ; and,

secondly, that at every period of life be-

tween thirty and seventy, there is a great-

er mortality among men than women,

more particularly at the age of from forty

|
to fifty.

Mutis, the celebrated Spanish bota-

nist, who has been for forty years pro-

secuting his researches, at the expense of

the Spanish government, in South Ame-
rica, has recently transmitted to Madrid

four thousand beautifully executed de-

signs, representing the flowers and plants

indigenous in those parts of that conti-

nent where he has resided. As he made
a point of copying them all at the mo-
ment when they were first plucked, these

drawings exhibit the subjects in the full

brilliancy of their colours. This beau-

tiful collection, which is deposited at the

botanic garden in Madrid, contains many
hundred plants unknown in Europe.

The Gallery of the British Institution,

which opened on the 19th, has not been

surpassed by any preceding Exhibition

for variety and attraction. Our farther

remarks on it arc necessarily deferred

till next month.

Sir John Leicester's Gallery closed on

the 7th, after affording high gratification

to numerous visitors, to whom this tem-

ple of British art is so liberally thrown

open. Its spirited proprietor intends to

open his richly adorned mansion next

year with the addition of several new

pictures, for which he has given com-

missions to distinguished artists, and of

all the pictures from his Gallery at Tab-

ley.

The anniversary of the Literary Fund
was held on the 14th of May. The
Duke ofSomerset presided at the dinner.

The donations amounted to 335/. exclu-

sively of his Majesty's munificent gift of

200 guineas and the subscriptions.

3 D
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LOVE.

O mutual love! thou guardian power, be-

stowed

To smooth the toils of life's unequal road:

Thou, whose pure rose preserves, in wintry

gloom,

The unchanging sweetness of its vernal

bloom

;

Sheds richer fragrance on the winds that rave,

Shoots in the storm, and blossoms in the

grave:

Thou, whose true star, amid the tempest's

night,

Streams through the cloud* imperishable

light,

More brightly burns when wilder whirlwinds

sweep,

And gilds the blackest horrors of the deep

:

May thy propitious star, thy deathless flower,

Illume my path, entwine my rustic bower!

A I.

TRANSLATION FROM EURIPIDES.

Sweet is the lustre of the sun, and fair

The ocean swelling with the summer air,

The budding earth, and fragrant vernal

shower:

But nought so dear, as to the longing sight

Of childless parents, is the welcome light

That ushers in their first-born's natal hour.

A I.

THE WAY OF THE WORLD.
Determined beforehand, we gravely pretend

To ask the opinion and thoughts of a friend.

Should his differ from ours on any pretence,

We blush for his want both of judgment and

sense
;

But should he come into and flatter our plan,

Why, really wethin\ him a sensible mau.

MY BIRTHDAY.
By Thomas Moohe.

" My birthday"—what a different sound

That word had in my youthful ears !

And how each time the clay comes round,

Less and less white its mark appears!

When first our scanty years are told,

It seems like pastime to grow old
;

And as Youth counts the shining links

That Time around him binds so fast,

Pleas'd with the task, he little thinks

How hard that chain will press at last.

Vain was the man, and false as vain,

Who said, " Were he ordain'd to run

His long career of life again,

He would do all that he had done."

Ah ! 'tis not thus the voice that dwells

In sober birthdays speaks to me ;

Far otherwise—of time it tells

Lavish'd unwisely, carelessly—

©f counsel mock'd—of talents, made
Haply for high and pure designs,

But oft, like Israel's incense, laid

Upon unholy, earthly shrines—
Of nursing many a wrong desire

—

Of wandering after Love too far,

And taking every meteor-fire

That cross'd my pathway for his star !

All this it tells, and could I trace

Th' imperfect picture o'er again,

With pow'r to add, retouch, efface

The lights and shades, the joy and pain,

How little of the past would stay!

How quickly all should melt away

—

All—but that freedom of the mind,

Which hath been more than wealth to me
;

Those friendships in my boyhood twin'd,

And kept till now unchangingly
;

And that dear home, that saving ark,

Where Love's true light at last I've found,

Cheering within, when all grows dark

And comfortless and stormy round.
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Abauzit, Firmin, a trial of his temper, 107
Actress, or Countess and no Countess, an-

nounced, 62
Affection, filial, of the Chinese, 36
Aikin, Miss, her Memoirs of Dr. Aikin an-
nounced, 186

Alhompra, 318
Allan, Mr. observations on a picture by, 35 1

Amelot de la Houssnie, anecdotes of two
brothers related by him, 34

America and the West Indies, Geography,
Sec. of, announced, 246

Amusemens de l'Opera, review of, 366
Amusements, popular, 160

Anagrams, 231
Auecdotes, See. historical, literary, and per-

sonal, 33, 107, 230
Ansley, Mrs. observations on a picture by

her, 177
Antologia Mnsieale, review of, 36<5

Apograph, or instrument for copying pic-

tures, notice respecting, 122
Apple-jelly, method of making, 122
Arabs, luxury of the, 34
Arago, M. extract from his Voyage Round

the World, 15S, 200
Architectural Illustrations of Public Build-

ings announced, 246
Argyle, duke of, anecdote of, 108
Arts, fine, 58, 114, 178, 237, 299, 352
Austria in Miniature announced, 245

Backler, Mr. his stained glass window for

Hereford cathedral, 364
Bacon, Dr. his Life of Dr. Jenner announ-

ced, 374
Baily, Mr. observations on a picture by, 178

Baker, J. review of his " Les Carillons,"

237
Ballad-singers, 253
Banister, H. J. review of his " Three blue

bells of Scotland," 237
Barker, H. A. account of his panorama of

the coronation, 111

Barret, Mr, remarks on pictures by, 360
Beethoven, L. V. German Waltz by him, 175

—his Overture to " The Ruins of Athens"
reviewed, 366

Bell, major, his Chronological Chart of the

most celebrated Painters announced, 186

Bigg, W. R. observations on a picture by
him, 355

Bird, Mr. his Poetical Memoirs announced,
246

Bishop, H. R. review of his music to the

opera of Maid Marian, 171— his " Young
Ellen," 235

Blades, Mr description of his show-room of

ornamental glass, 210
Blindness, advantage of, 231

Bochsa, N C. review of his " When the wind
blows," 174

Bookcase, cabinet, description of, 310
Books, fate of, 230
Bow<litch, Mr. his Sketch of the Portuguese

Establishments in Con-ro, &c. announced,
247

Brass, extraordinary virtues of the extract

of, 333
Brasil, particulars respecting, 146, 198

British Institution, exhibition of, 175—no-
tice respecting, 375

Britton, Mr. announcement of his History

and Antiquities of Canterbury Cathedral,

215— his Illustrations, fcc of Fonthill Ab-

bey, 215
Brothers, extraordinary fate of two, 34
Bruguier, D review of his " The Chough and

Crow," 51—his" Odear! what can the

matter be," ib —his Overture to " Maid
Marian, 173

Brussels, account of a ball at, 308
Burger, lines from, 248
Burghersh, lord, review of his " Bendcmccr's
Stream," 49

Burrowes, J. F. review of his Airs from the

" Beggar's Opera," 235

Callcot, A. W. observations on a picture by
him, 356

, Dr. a Selection of his Musical Works
announced, 246

Canova, Antonio, memoir of, 28— enumera-
tion of his works, 92— account of his mo-
nument for the Stuarts, 258

Carpenter, Mrs. observations on a picture by
her, 178

Cawse, J. observations on a picture by, 178

Chalon, A E. remarks on pictures by, 177

Chamber, the haunted, 104

Chapeau de Faille, remarks on the, 241

Charles XII. anecdote of, 35
Chateauneuf, M. de, result of his inquiry re-

specting the mortality of females, 375

Chess, origin of the game of, 337

China in Miniature annouueed, 310

Chinese, filial affection of the, 36

Chiswick-house, view of the front of, 187—
of the garden front, 190

Clan na geallanna, the Maclean clan, 10

Clinchamp, M. his invention of a hyalo-

graphe, 123

Clint, G. observations on a picture by, 358

Clissold, F. his Ascent of Mont Blanc an-

nounced, 246
Clough, T. B. review of his Valce Fantasia >

173
Cockneys and their garden-pots, 218

Collet, S. his Relics of Literature announ-

ced, 62
Collins, W. observations on a picture by, 355

Constable, J. observations on pictures by

him, 176, 356
Convict, the patriotic, 158

Cooke, W. B. his exhibition of drawings

and engravings, 123, 179

Cooper, A B. observations on pictures by
him, 178, 356

Coronation of Napoleon, description of Da-

vid's picture of, 58

Cosmorama, new, exhibition of, 363

Cottage, the King's, at Windsor, description

of, 1

Coudray, G. T. du, review of bis " The Sun

and the Dew," 234

Country- seats, views of, 1, 63, 125, 187,

249,311
Courcy, John de, anecdote of, 33

Court "intrigue defeated by female delicacy,

79
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Cox, Mr. D remarks on a drawing by, 362
Cramer, J. B. review of his Introduzione ed

Aria all' lnglese, 291
Cranacb, Lucas, singular preservation of a

picture of his, 36
Cranburn-lodge, description of, 63
Cristall, Mr. remarks on drawings by, 362
Croker, T. C. his Researches in the South of

Ireland announced, 122
Curtis, Mr. J. H. new edition of his Treatise

on the Diseases of the Ear announced, 374

David, Mr. account of his picture of the Co-
ronation of Napoleon, 58

Deepdene, description of, 311
Diamond cut diamond, 100
Dighton, D. observations on a picture by

him, 177

Dog, singular antipathy of one, 230
Ducharmey, Madame, heroism of, 108
Duncan, J. M. his Travels through part of

the United States, i.c. announced, 246
Dupin, M. his curious calculation respecting
steam-engines, 36

Eastlake, C. observations on pictures by him,
176, 368

Emily, a tale, 326
Euripides, translation from, 376
Evans, C. L. review of his " The days of our

happiness," 52
Exhibitions of pictures, 58, 114, 175, 237,

299, 352, 360

Faineante, description of a, 373
Fair sex, on the condition of, in different

quarters of the globe, 77, 141, 271, 315
Fashion, 342
Fashion and dress, general observations on,

56, 119, 182, 242^ 305, 371
Fashions for ladies, 55, 118, 181, 242, 304, 370
Fatal marriage, the, 224
Fate of books, 230
Female delicacy, court intrigue defeated by,
79

Ferussac, baron de, announcement of his

Bulletin General, 61
Fielding, Mr. C. remarks on paintings l>v, 361
Fine arts, 58, 114, 175, 237, 299, 352"
Firth, R.A. review of his " Lullaby," 174
Fish, method of preserving by sugar, 123
Fitzpatrick, W. review of his " No longer

the sound of the lark," 237
Fitzwilliam, J. A. review of his " Dear Rosa,

I'm thine," 52
Forbidden puddle, 231
France, isle of, dreadful ravages of the hy-
drophobia in, 24

French Classics, Coliectionof, announced,375
French female fashions, 57, 120, 183, 244,

306, 372
French female parliament, 13,143, 193,267
Frogmore-house, front view of, 125— the

ruins at, 127—the hermitage at, 128
Furniture, fashionable, description of, 121,

310, 373
Furniture, &.c. Designs for, announced, 310
Fuseli, II. observations on a picture by, 354
Gaelic relics, 10, 149, 220, 2C0
Gall, Dr. notice of h:S Lectures, 375
Gardiner, W his The Noble Pilgrim an-
nounced; 62— his Edward Williamson an-
nounced, ib.

George IV. description of his cottage it

Windsor, 1— royal military trophy and

candelabrum presented by him to the 10th

hussars, 48
Gill, Mr. his Sacred Music reviewed, 369
Girard, Stephen, anecdotes of, 33

Glass manufacture, on the progress of, 210
Glover, Mr. account of his exhibition, 301

Graham, J. observations on pictures by him,

177, 178

Grain, precautions against the scarcity of,

322
Gratitude, a Persian tale, 46
Green, J. observations on a picture by, 357

, !\lr. review of his Five-Finger Airs,

369
Green-Mantle of Venice and other tales an-
nounced, 246

Griesbach, J. 11. review of his March, 233
Grollmann, M von, anecdote respecting the

administration of justice in Germany re-

lated by him, 45
Gutteridge, W. review of his " While I sat

thinking," 52

Hallwyl, the ring of, a tale, 37, 86, 165
Harmonicon, review of the, 109
Harding, W. his Universal Stenography an-
nounced, 122

Haunted chamber, the, 104

Haydon, Mr. account of his picture of the

Raising of Lazarus, 239
Hayter, Mr. his picture of the Queen's Trial

announced, 247—account of, 299
Heineken, Nicholas Samuel, review of his

Eight Psalm Tunes, 50
Hempel, Mr. review of his Introduction to

the Piano-forte, 112
Heroine, French, anecdote of a, 108
Hills, Mr. remarks on pictures by, 361
Hilton, W. observations on a picture by, 356
Hofland, T. Cf observations on a picture by

him, 356
Hogg, Mr. his Three Perils of "Women an-

nounced, 374
Holder, J. W. review of his " Cede a l'A-

mour," 299
Holderness, Mrs. her New Russia announced,
246

Hollyhock, blue dye yielded by, 123

Howard, H. observations on pictures bv him,

176, 354
How to bring an offender to justice, 44
liyalographe, for tracing designs on trans-

parent surfaces, notice respecting, 123

Hydrophobia, inquiry respecting a cure for,

24—answer to, 331

Indian Museum, description of, 116

Indians, cruelty and gratitude of, 108

Intelligence, literarv and scientific, 61, J22,

185, 245, 310, 374

Jackson, J. observations on a picture by, 176
Jay, J. review of his Second French Air by

Rousseau, 298
Jemima and William, 134

Jenner, Dr. lines by, 248
Johnston, J. H. his scheme for establishing a

communication with Calcutta and the East
Indits, 226

Jones, G. observations on pictures by him,

176, 178

Joseph, G.F. observations on apicture by, 358

Kalkbrenuer, F. review of his Military Ron-
do, 233— of his Rondo, 234— cf his Con-
certo, 286
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Kiallmark, a. review of his " Oh! softly

sleep," 49—his " Araby's Daughter," 60
—his " Thou art the giddiest youth alive,"

235— his " Les petits Delassements," 297

Kitchiner, W. review of his Loyal and Na-
tional Songs of England, 294

Kleist, K. C. von, stanzas from the German
of, 248—translation of his Birthday and
Femoral Odes, 316

Knight, Edward, jun. review of his celebrat-

ed French Romance, 5t
Kotzebue, Aug. von, on the different man-

ners of different nations, 258—thoughts on
old age, 271

Laccy, J. M, his serious thoughts on the new
year, 64— on the oddities and absurdities

in language, 91— three spoonfuls of ex-

planation, &e. 164— lines to an early

primrose, 186—on Cockneys and their gar-

den-pots, 218
Ladies, fashions for, 55, 118, 181,242,304,
370

Ladies' fashions, general observations on,

56, 119, 182, 242, 305, 371
Lament for a piper, 151—for a boy hero, 220
Landseer, Mr. observations on pictures by

him, 177

Language, oddities and absurdities in, 91

Lapdog, how a minister of state was made
by one, 341

Latour, F. review of his March in " Pietro
l'Eremita," 233

Leicester, Sir J. notices respecting his galle-

ry, 247, 300—closing of his gallery, 375
Letter, memoirs of a, 154, 213
Letters from Spain, 2, 66, 128
Letters upon Miniature-Painting announced,

122
Libraries, method of securing them from
damp, 247

Library, the late king's, given by his Ma-
jesty to the nation, 157

Lines on an infant, 248
Linton, W. observations on a picture by, 177

Literary Fund, its anniversary, 375
Lives of Scottish Poets announced, 62
Loiterer, the, 72, 195, 323
London fashions, Go, 118, 181, 242, 304, 370
Love, 376
Lovers of Meran, 95
Luxuryof the Arabs, 34

M'Culloch, Dr. his discovery that sugar is a
preservative of fish, 123

Maclean clan, 10
M'Murdie, J. review of his Divertissement a

la Itustique, 113
Maltass, J. review of his Trio, 236
Manners of different nations, on the, 258
Martin, J. observations on pictures by him,

177, 357
Matrimony, miseries of, 290
Memoirs of a letter, 154, 213
Meran, the lovers of, 95'

Meyrick, Dr. his Treatise on Ancient Armour
announced, 246

Miles, G. observations on a picture by, 177
Miniature-Painting, Letters upon the Art of,

announced, 122
Miseries of matrimony, 290
Monro, J. review of his " The Gleaner," 52
Moonshine treasure, 260
Moore, Thomas, lines on his Birthday, 076
Moscheles, J. revie-.v of his Introduction and

Rondo, 232—his first Concerto for the Pi-
ano-l'orte, 365

Musical review, 49, 109, 171,232,294,365
Mutis, notice respecting his collection of
American plants, 375

Napoleon, Memoirs of, announcement re-
specting, 075

Naval Biography of Great Britain announ-
ced, 69

Neale, Dr Adam, on the extraordinary pro-
perty of silk, 107

Neate, C. review of his Rondo, 297
New-year, serious thoughts on, 64
Nightingale, Mr. review of his Arrangement

of Mozart's " Gia fan ritorno,"36y
Nixon, II. G. review of his Spanish Air, 236

Oberland, Picturesque Tour of the, an-
nounced, 374

Oddities and absurdities in language, 91
Offender, how to bring one to justice, 14

Old age, thoughts on, 274
Oliver, Mr. his Observations upon Muscular

Contraction announced, 246

Padcrboin, the spectre of, 2#4
Panorama of the coronation, 114
Papworth, J. B. his account of the royal mi-

litary trophy and candelabrum, 48—his
Hints on Ornamental Gardening announ-
ced, 245

Paris, sketches of, 190, 285
Parliament, French female, 13, 143, 193, 267
Patriotic convict, 158
Phillips, Mr. his Sylva Florifera announced,
374

Pictet, professor, his account of the singu-
lar antipathy of a dog, 230

Picture of Lucas Cranach's, singular pre-
servation of, 36

Pinna, J. de, review of his Popular Melodies,
113—his " Oh ! turn those dear, dear eyes
away," 175—his Rondo for the Piano-
foite, ib.— his Waltz, 236

Pins, remedy for swallowing, 247
Piper, lament for a, 151

Flaid stuffs, method of washing, 247
Poetry, 62, 124, 186, 248, 376
Points of Humour announced, 246
Political shoemaker of the Cape of Good
Hope, 200

Poole, S. review of his a Ecco ridente il

Cielo," 54—his " All' idea di qual metal-
lo," ib.—his "The billows swell, the winds
are high," 174— his" Le Lac de Geneve,"
369— his " Rousseau's Dream" and Rossi-
ni's " Di tanti palpiti," 370

Popular amusements, 160
Potter, C review of his Fantasia on the Ca-

vatiua, " Chi dice mal d'Amore," 296
Primrose, lines to one, 186

Profit, Mr. remarks on paintings by, 361
Puddle, the forbidden, 231

Pugin, Mr. his Specimens of Gothic Archi-
tecture announced, 245— remarks on a
drawing by, 363

Purkis, Mr. review of his Fifth Fantasia, 53

Quentin Durward announced, 310

Rapp, general, Memoirs of, announced, 246
Rede, Miss M. L. poetry by, 62, \2i

Reid, Mr. his singular preservation, 108
Reinagle, P. observations on a picture by

him, 176

Retort courteous, 231

Reuchlin, anecdote of, 35
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Hies, F. review of his **, As it fell upon a
day," 173

Rimbault, S F. review of his " Zitti, zitti,

piano, piano,'' 53— his " II Turco in Ita-

lia," 113—his Mozart's celebrated Grand
Symphony, ib.— his Select French Roman-
ces, 114, 174— his Select French Roman-
ces and Haydn's Symphonies, 370

King of Hallwyl, a tale, 37, 8G, 165
Robson, Mr. remarks on paintings by, 3(32

Rookery, near Dorking, description of, 314
Hose, the transplanted, 62
u Rose's Legacy" reviewed, 236
Roses, the white, 19

Ross, J. observations on a picture by, 358—— , Miss, her translation of Bouterwek's
Histor}' of Spanish and Portuguese Lite-

rature announced, 186
Rossi, C observations on a picture by, 178
Rossini, Life of, announced, 122
Royal Academy, Exhibition of the, 352
Rubens, account of his picture called Le
Chapeau de Faille, 241

Russia in Miniature announced, 122
Ilutter, Mr. his Fouthill Abbey announced,
246

St. John's-day, celebration of, 338
St. Petersburg, description of the Summer-

Garden at, 42
Sanderson, J. review of his Series of National

Popular Airs, 112
Saxe, marshal, ambitious projects of, 18
Scarcity of grain, precautions against, 322
Schoonhoven, Mr. his remarkable preserva-

tion, 108
Scoresby, Mr. his Voyage to Greenland

announced, 185
Sculpture, works in, at the Exhibition of the

Royal Academy, 359
Serres, Mr. his Four Marine Prints announ-

ced, 122
Severndroog castle, 25
Sharp, M. W. observations on a picture by

him, 356
Shee, M. A. observations ou a picture by

him, 176
Shoemaker, the political, of the Cape of i

Good Hope, 200
Shooter's Hill, celebration of May-day at, 25
Sieber, Mr. inquiry concerning his cure for

the hydrophobia, 24—an answer to it, 331
Silk, extraordinary property of, 107
Sion-house, description of, 249
Sketches of Faris, 190, 286
Smi;h, A. notice respecting his apograph,

122
——— -, Sir J. E. his English Flora announ-

ced, 374
Songs, 124
SonninijM. extraordinary adventures of, 221
Sore throat, simple remedy for, 123
Southwell, reprint of his Mary Magdalene's

Tears announced, 246
Spain, letters from, 2, 66, 128
Spanish Magazine announced, 61

Spectre of Paderborn, 284
Spoonfuls, three, of explanation, &c. 164
Stark, J. observations ou a picture by, 170

Steam-navigation, proposal for a communi-
cation to the East Indies, &«. by, 226

Steam-engines, curious calculation respect-
ing, 36

Stephanoff, J. P. observations on pictures by
him, 178, 357, 363

Stewardson, T. observations on a picture bv
him, 177

Stroehling, P. E. observations on a picture
by him, 358

Struve, Dr. notice respecting his intended
establishment in England, 310

Succory, on the uses of, 247
Summer-garden at St. Petersburg, descrip-

tion of, 42
Surkacoles, description of the, 265
Swaffield, 13 M review of his TVenty-Five

Melodies, 111

Syntax, Dr. Tours of, announced, 122, 374

Taunay and Denis, extracts from their De-
scription of Rrasil, 146, 198

Taylor, Miss, her the Shipwrecked Lascar
announced, 62

Temper, a trial of, 107
Thoma, papegyric of, 142
Thomson, II. obser vations on a picture by

him, 356
Three wishes, the, 203, 276, 346
Thugut, baron, anecdote of him, 341
Tilloch, A. his Dissertations on the Apoca-

lypse announced, 310
Transplanted rose, the, 62
Trophy and candelabrum, royal military,

description of a, 48
Turner, Mr. observations on pictures by him,

355, 363

Varley, Mr remarks on a picture by, 363
Venice, the Green Mantle of, and other

tales, announced, 245
Vessel, description of an ancient one, 106
— a singularity in its construction, 346

Views of country-seats, 1, 63, 125, 187, 249,
311

Vivares, Mr. subscription for, 247

Waltz by Reethoven, 175

Ward, Mr. his drawings of Race-Horses
announced, 62— account of his gallery,

115—observations on pictures by him, 176,

357—prints from his drawings of Horses
announced, 1S5—account of his litho-

graphic drawings, 303
Warner, Rev. R his Illustrations of the No-

vels by the Author of Waverley announ-
ced, 374

Water-colour exhibition, 302, 360
Way of the world, 376
Way to be happy, the, 256
West, Mr. description of his gallery, 237
White roses, the, 19

Wild, Mr. remarks on a drawing by, 363
Wilkie, D. observations on a picture by, 355
Willes, W. observations on a picture by, 176

Willoughby, &c. announced, 310
Wishes^ the three, 203, 276, 346
Woman, sketches on the condition and cha-

racter of, throughout the world, 77, 141,

271, 315
Work-table, description of one, 121
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